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STATE OF MISSISSIPPI 

COMMISSIONERS
 

“ Ls . COMMISSIONERS
 

H. C. KINSEY, TUPELO H pen\s P. K. McLAIN, MONTICELLO 
CHAIRMAN A eS a DR. W. E. JOHNSON, RIPLEY 

ot Je eee grove SS ——. 
J. W. SEALE, CALHOUN CITY DOUGLAS WRIGHT, Jr. 

VICKSBURG, SECRETARY 

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 

pingcTon OF CONSERVATION May 20, 1952 PHONE e-oae! 

Mr, Joseph J. Hickey, Asso. Professor 

College of Agriculture 

Depart. of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hickey: 

On behalf of the Mississippi State Game and Fish Commis-— 
sion I wish to acknowledge the receipt of the "Report on a Game 
Survey of Mississippi" by Aldo Leopold and to thank you for your 
kindness in sending it. 

This very interesting report, beautifully bound, is 
a fine addition to our library. It contains information of great 
interest to those of us engaged in game surveys in this state. 

We are very grateful to you for this contribution. 

Sincerely yours, 

Faye oe On 6k 

Fannye A. Cook 

Museum Curator 

FACsaj 

"Develop and Consewe Mississippi's Game and Fish Aesources” 
THIS DEPARTMENT OPERATES WITHOUT ANY APPROPRIATION FROM THE STATE



March 2, 1931 

Mr. We W. Kurtz 
Oalc Shade Plantation * 

State Line, Mississippi 

Dear Mr. Kurtz: 

I am extremely glad to hear from you 

since I have been reading about your place with very special 

interest. 

I am sending you some reprints of my 

recent articles on forests and game manazement, also some 

reprints of articles by the game fellowships which my Institute 

supports. . 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



OAK SHADE PLANTATION we 
W. W. Kurtz 

State Line, Miss. 9/2 /21- 
Mr-Aléo Leopold, 

iipdison, Wisconsin: 

Dear Sir: 
James L.Averell Assistant Silviculturist ,Starke ,florids 

has suggested 1 write you for reprints of articles you have 

written on forests and geme managemente 

Lt have read with much more than usual interest the fine 

| erticles which have appeared in the American field wrttten by 

youe | 
Eighteen years ago I purchssed some lands here as a game 

preserve eight years ego,turning the active management of my 

Seimon cannerieson the Pacific Coast over tosycunger men L 

have lived here and have became greatly interested in the 

consersation of the pine forests as well e& game on my lands- 

We areespecially favored here,artificial reforestation is not 

needed,fires and hogs must be guarded against ,howevere 

Game needs little or no feeding,however,lespedeza is frequently 

helpful,cover must be pravided- : 

Prevent Meek sokone hogs and you have conserved game and 

forests ,largely- 
Yours truly; 

Qt, 6 Gans



UniteD STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Ht) 

FOREST SERVICE hue ft Fake 

SOUTHERN FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION Mazo 

ADDRESS REPLY TO eS ROOM 600 STERN BLDG,, 

DIRECTOR 348 BARONNE STREET, 
AND REFER TO NEw ORLEANS, La, 

R- ss 
Photographs January 16, 1931. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, $ 
Chemistry Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. i 

Dear Mr. Leopold: e 

Enclosed are copies of the pictures I promised you of 
Mr. Kurtz' preserve in Greene Coumty, Mississippi. I am greatly 

disappointed in them, as they do not begin to do the place jus- 

tice, but at least they will give you some idea of the lay of 

the land. I understand that one of our men from Florida, who 

is an excellent photographer, has visited the place very recent- 

ly and he may have gotten better pictures. 

Your suggestion that we give the Du Pont people my 

rough report has resulted most pleasantly. They supplied us 

with several extra copies of the article as they used it, and 

Mr. Kurtz himself writes that publication of the note has 

prought him letters from every state between Mississippi and 

the Pacific Coast, and has placed him in touch with several 

friends from whom he had not heard for several years. 

Very sincerely yours, 

E. L. DEMMON, Director 

Associate Silviculturist. 

enclosures-6.
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(Repeat Photos Nos 251320 and 251321) 
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(Panorama from left to right) 
Mr Kurtz" land menaged for forest products and 
game Left 3-year rough in foreground 14 years 
protéction giving wall of young growth (slash 
pine) th backgrowhd Center 3-year rough corn- 

field and older timber with boxed trees cut out 
Right (partly behind snag and seed trees) John's 

weed hag, and then 7-year slash pine reproduction 

showin Photo 251319 Lend of W W Kurtz Greene 
County Miss October 15 1930 
Ay
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Oct 15 1930 John's weed hay in foreground 
Andropogon scoparius with lespedeza heneath 

(to fence) coming in under fire protection 

back of fence 7-year old slash pine from 5 

tree 400 feet away coming in under fire 

protection Quail abundant on area Land of 

WW Kurtz Greene County Miss
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“ad 
\ Slash pine coming in (after carpet 

a grass) under fire protection by means 
beg : of heavy grazing land of W W Kurtz 

Larger 2nd growth already being turpenti 

: tined oldest trees 14 years old Greene 

: County Miss Oct 15 1930
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= Oct 15 1930 Left lend protected for 14 years 
= by controlled grazing (1 cow to 4 acres plus 
os, feeding of hane grown corn and hay) come in in 

: 14 years to slash pine Right 3-year rough just 
= beginning same cycle (background) and 2-year rough 

(foreground) Lend of Mr WW Kurtz Greene County 
Miss
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E.l.pu Pont pe NEMouRS & COMPANY 

eomee? Copy to: Mr. Aldo Leopold, vr 
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 421 Chemistry Bldg 

SmoxeLess Powpoer DerarTMENT University of Wi sconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 7 

A 
4. yw 

January 19, 1931. 

MR. HENRY DAVIS ~..OUTGOING MAIL; 

In reply to yours of January 14th, 
I do not believe I am able to give you very definite 
information as to whether or not we could expect co- 
operation from the Biological Survey under the con- 
ditions as outlined by you for Bob Carrier's place, 
but I believe that this might be a good thing to keep 
in mind to use as demonstration ground. I doubt seri- 
ously if the set-up is such as to make it a very good 
research ground. 

Leopold will be on for the next 
Institute meeting in February and I will diseuss this 
matter with him then. In the meantime, keep Leopold — 
and myself informed of any new developments under this 
head. 

Gee 

L. W. T. WALLER, JR. 
DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION. 

LwTW/e
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E.l.ou Pont pe NEMourRS & COMPANY x 

F CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 5 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

December 30, 1930. 
GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo - 

Letter of October 28th from Mr. Philip 
Wakeley to you, together with his report on the forestry 
operation of Mr. W.W. Kurtz, is returned herewith for your 
file. 

Most sincerely yours, 

i Ae ct oa a 
L.W.T.Waller, Jr. 

Director of Conservation. 
EDC 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

a



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE bay gu v) 

‘ FOREST SERVICE we Se ah 
SOUTHERN FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION | wi 

: 2 it eee 

ADDRESS REPLY TO ROOM 600 STE! BLDG., 

DIRECTOR 348 BARONNE STREET. 

AND REFER TO NEW ORLEANS. LA 

RS 
Reports October 28, 19350. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Enclosed is a rather sketchy report on my recent visit 
to the property of Mr. W. W. Kurtz, in eastern Greene County, Mis- 
ekesippt: I took a féW pictures of the areas covered in my report, 
and wi send you copies of these if they turn out well. 

Apparently, the work which Mr. Kurtz has been doing has 
been entirely unknown to professional foresters or to trained work- 

ers in biology until very recently, when County Agent Ashley, of 

Greene County, called it to the attention of Mr. K. E. Kimball, of 
the Mississippi Forest Service. We visited the area in company with 
Mr. Kimball, who had previously been over the work in great detail 
with Mr. Kurtz. 

You will probably be able to obtain additional information 
concerning Mr. Kurtz and his activities through men interested in field 

rials, the breeding of setters, end quail hunting. I remember his men- 
tioning a Mr. Malloy, of Washington, D. C., and a Dr. Bissell, or Bedell, 
from Indiana, or some nearby State, as though they were both familiar 

with his Mississippi property and influential in field trial circles. 
Mr. Kurtz has also published a number of notes on his property in sev- 

eral of the outdoor magazines. 

I am sure you would find Mr. Kurtz" property intensely inter- 

esting, and I hope that you will be able to include it in your itiner- 
ary the next time you come south. It is easily reached from Leakesville, 

Greene County, Mississippi, by driving east end then north about eleven 
miles on the river road to the town of State Line, Mississippi. 

Very sincerely yours, 

E, L. TT “TW 

By, : : 
Associate Silviculturist. 

enclosure. a 
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Mr 

| OCT 2.5 1930 

Memorandum on capenter vageetion of Mr. W. We Kurtz, 
Greene County, Mississippi. 

— On Oetober 15, 1930, in company with Mr. Re K. Winters 

of the Southern Forest Experiment Station, and Mr. Ke BE. Kimball 

of the Mississippi Commission of Forestry, I visited the property 

of Mr. W. Ws Kurtz, located approximately 10 miles south 6f State 

Line, Greene County, Mississippi. Mr. Kurtg's mailing aduress is 

State Line, Mississippi. : 

Eighteen years ago Mr. Kurtz purchased approximately 

1900 acres of slightly hilly land, largely cut over, in eastern 

Greene County to use primarily as a shooting preserve for quail. 

fhe prevailing soils are fine sandy loams (Susquehannah or Ruston?) 

with o@asional small areas or narrow gones of practically pure 

sand. The native grasses are mostly broom sedge and wire grass; 

the prevailing brush species, black jack and blue jack oaks and 

gallberry, with ocassional areas of turkey oak and gopher apple on 

the éry sands. The original timber stands consisted almost entire- 

ly of longleaf ping with a little slash pine along the branches. 

Now, however, most of the area under intensive treatment is repro- 

ducing to slash pine. 

Fourteen years ago, after retiring from the salmon canning 

business on the Pacific coast, Mr. Kurtz came south with Mrs, Kurts 

and established his residence on the Mississippi property. Always 

keeping in mind the paramount importance of a good supply of queil, 

Mr. Kurtz began to build up the property so as to make it pay its 

ele



own expenses. The process of reconstruction centers around the 

production of wood and crude gum as the only eash erops, but really — 

involves two cyeles; the pine eyole and the field and garden crop 

cycle. 

The Pine Cycle 

Mtr.’ Kurtz began operations by fencing a small pasture 

just below the house, which is on top of one of the hills included 

in the property. He bought a few head of cattle and grazed them 

year long on this fenced pasture, taking them in at night, and feed- 

ing them as needed with hay and grain produced as described under 

the field and garden crop cyele. He protected the pasture from fire 

by raked or burned fire lines, ultimately hitting upon the scheme of 
burning the fire line inside the pasture so that the cattle would con- 
-@entrate upon the line early in the spring and keep it relatively 

clear of vegetation. This system of burning inside the fence makes 

the costs of maintaining fire lines considerably less than are ex- 
perienced under the ordinary practice of burning the lines outside 

the fence. It also gives the cattle some diversity of forage. 

lie. Kurtg stocks his pastures fairly heavily, setting 

one head per four acres of protected pasture as his ideal standard. 

This is considerably heavier than the heaviest stecking attempted 

at MeNeill, Mississippi, by the Coastal Plain and Southern Forest 

Experiment Stations, but it must be remembered that Mr. Kurtz is 

furnishing some feed as needed in addition to the forage supplied by 

the pasture. This heavy stocking effectively breaks down the broom 

sedge and wire grass cover and materially reduces the fire bagard in 

“2e |



the pasture. With the close grasing and resulting freedom from 

fire, carpet grass very shortly comes in and takes over a surprising- 

ly high percentage of the site. g 

Depending upon periodicity of seed years, either slash 

pine or lespedeza next comes in. The lespedeza increases the value 

of the forage and has the additional virtue of being excellent quail 

food. : ; 

At the worst, reproduction of slash pine is not many years 
delayed. There seems ee ae reproduction of longleaf pine, 

probably because of the /abundance of birds, close grazing on carpet 

grass, ete. ir. Kurtz keeps a certain number of hogs on the area, 
but they are a good grade of bacon swine, not razor backs, and do not 

seem to damage longleaf reproduction. | 

As the first areas grazed grow up to Slash pine, lir. Kurtz 

moves or enlarges his pastures, partly to take care of the increase 

of his cattle, which now number 45 head, and partly to start pine on 

additional areas of land. He lays out the new pastures so that in 

time they will protect more and more of the area hitherto unpastured; 
is @e he uses his heavily grazed, low hagard tracts as a sort of 

siorified fire break around larger areas on whieh he has not yet heen 

abje to concentrate his stock. His cultivated land and roads also work 

into this system of breaks or barriers. Areas which fourteen years 

ago were So bare that Mr. Kurtz was able to see his dogs point quail 

when the dogs were a quarter of a mile away now support a stand of 

Slash pine so dense that it is difficult to see more than 50 feet. 

The trees are of several age classes, more or less group-wise in 

aSe i



arrangement and the oldest (14 year old) trees, some of which are i 

10 inches or so breast height, are yielding gum at a profit. Areas 

put under protection more recently have reproduced equally well and 
have shown equally phenomenal growth; one area reproduced to slash 

pine seven years ago now has approximately 800 trees per acre, 15 to 

20 feet high. 

ir. Kurtz plans to extend the protection-grazing-pine-re- 

production system over the greater part of his property, always, how- 

ever, keeping enough open land in cultivated fields, roads, fire 

|| Breaks, fence lines, and recently logged areas te provide food and 

| proper shelter for the quail. The areas just starting to reproduce 

to slash pine, interspersed as they are with grassy areas containing 

abundant lespedeza and other legumes, furnish ideal cover for the 

quail. Fence lines are purposely kept choked with blackberry bushes 

and other “weeds" to furnish shelter ond food for the birds. Mr. 

| Kurtz's most conservative estimate of the inerease in quail over 

fourteen years is 400%. 

It must be emphasised that the eattle are maintained 

solely for the purpose of reducing the fire hazard, They furnish 

only a moderate amount of food for the family, and none of them are 

sold, They are simply a step in the process of converting cut-over, 

brushy, grassy land to pine. The main crops of the place are saw 

logs and crude gum, with pulpwood ag a probable supplement in the 

near future. 

The Field and Garden Crop Cycle 

Mr. Kurtz has#lready broken part of the cut-over land 

which constituted his original holdings and started a cycle of field



Crops as supplements te the forage, whieh is the main-stay of his : 
cattle and swine. For the first two years of cultivation he raises 
sweet potatoes, most of which are fed to the cattle and hogs, which 

get the vines and roots respectively. Since growing potatoes more 

than two years in succession on the same land results in greatly in- 

ereased disease of the potatoes, potatoes are shifted to new land 

and the land first broken is put to corn. After the corn is eut, 

the stubble comes up to an annual plant known as "Johns weed" or 
“Alabama etoven!, Sais ae Gaen iiguass” one seeds apparently lie 

dormanant in the soil for many years and spring up after the corn 

rep. This weed is cut for hay, and is a main-stay in carrying the 
cattle through the winter. 

: It may be questioned whether the soil will continue to 

produce the potato.-¢ornshay rotation indefinitely, but the addition 

of barn yard manure, obtained by steliing the cattle at night, has 

been begun, with excellent results. 

The field erops just described are grown mostly to keep 
the cattle in good condition, and are necessary because of the 
severity with which the pasture areas must be grazed in order to 

keep out fire and bring in quail food and pine. The balance of the 
field crops goes to feed the pigs, which furnish meat for the table, 

In addition te the field crops Mir. Kurtz raises a great 
variety of garden oreps and considerable fruit. He has a small but 

interesting orchard of seedling peaches, very variable, which bear 

from about May to about September, Ke has apples in bearing, pears, 
Japanese persimmons, figs, cans, several sorts of berries (ineluding j 

5 ‘ se &



strawberries, peanuts, melons, several small grains, white potatoes 

and a great variety of truck. Exeept for bread and salt, flavoring ~ 

and condiments, the Kurtzes raise practically all the food they use. 

They have a small canning plant, and can the surplus of all fruits | 

and many vegetables in season. They kill a yearling or veal a calf 

' every now and then for meat, and can what they do not eat immediately. 

They sell no farm products whatsoever. 

Reference has already been made’ to the proceeds from timber 

and gum. Mr. Kurtz chips a crop and a half of faces, many of them on 

A eae lle He sells crude gum; and pays his workers from 

the proceeds of the sale, that is, is practically by shares. This 

system is an ‘ancentives to the workmen to get the most possible 

out of the trees, but Mr. Kurtz exacts conservative chipping, using 

a 00 hack and keeping his faces fairly narrow. All the faces we saw 

showed almost unbelievable healing-over since chipping. The chief 

eriticism of his operation so far is that he has ehipped his trees 

to too low a diameter limit and that the workmen have allowed the 

faces to spread on the larger trees, pinching out the bark bars at 

the top. Mr. Kurts ie aware of both these difficulties and is taking 

méasures to do away with them. I neglected to find what Mr. Kurtz 

was getting for his gum, but he is evidently contented with the price 

and depends on it for a considerable part of the income from the place. 

The balance of his income is derived from timber from the older trees, 

largely concentrated on a few areas (one of which is 80 acres in ex- 

tent) but partly made yp from isolated trees over the entire property. 

So far, the only trees which have been cut have been pines, mostly 

longleaf, which hed been boxed instead of cupped. For much of this 

willie



material itr. Kurts has gotten approximately $15.00 & thousand atump- _ 
age. The returns from gum and tinber have more than paid for the up- 

keep and operation of the place, including taxes, ané—E-wderstend 

theg-pay..in-whole-or_.in-part-for-an-annunt tric-which-ie-a..great—ine 

stitution with lirsand-Mre,.-Kurte;~ané-perhaps-else-for some” tT Tits 

tripe-te-field.trials.— 

fo speed up the growth of slash pine on the areas not yet 

protected by grazing Mr. Kurtz rakes around trees from 10 feet te 20 

feet high, for a period of about five years. After that, the trees 

are large enough to stand accidental fires, which, fortunately, have 

been remarkably few. This raking costs $1.50 per thousand trees and 

he rakes about 30,000 such trees at an annual cost of $45.00. The 

raking is done piece work. 

The man power needed on the place, over and above Mr. 

Kurtz's own abundant labors, ranges from about 2 men during the slack 

winter season to perhaps 10 or a dozen men, counting those chipping 

gum or felling timber. The average man power the year ‘round would 

probably be 4 men in eesres Fo Ss Kurtz. 

oF iy. Karts is emphatic im his disapproval of fire exeept 
for the necessary starting of fire breaks. He has no use for it as 

a cultural means of obtaining pine reproduction or of bringing in 

3 | quail food or increasing the number of quail. 

? Mr. Kurtg's main object in life is field trials, not hunt- 

ing with a gun. His ambition is to make a superlative field trial 

area out of his Mississippi holdings and adjacent lands, and he bids 

: To



fair to do so in the near future. At present he has five magnificent - 

setters, which have plenty of workouts on his own holdings. Setters 

are his favorites and his library consists mostly of pedigree and 

stud books. For quail hunting he uses 20 and 28 gauge Ithaca double 

guns, made to order, preferring the 28. He has a most refreshing 

and inspiPing enthusiasm for his sport, his work, and the possibi- 

) lities of the land, particularly as they concern the raising of 

forest products, and he is delighted to get in touch with anyone in- , 

terested in either game, forestry or diversified agriculture. Person- 

ally, I feel that I cannot say too much for the hospitality extended 

by him and Mrs. Kurtz. 

P. CO. Wakeley 

Associate Silviculturist.
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WARD b EDWARDS. UNCA NY 
HAL G. EVARTS, HUTCHINSON, KANSAS My dear Leopold: 
FRED C. FLETCHER, TOLEDO, OHIO 

Ru. GILLESPIE: FLINT: MICHIGAN 
MEL Meee? enies creeneat wacom I Very much appreciate your courtesy in sending me an advance 
JL Green, vetLowstone Pink wrouns  Gopy of your report on the game survey in Mississippi» This 

Ivae Hennes, SOUTH BEND, INDIANA was of considerable assistance to me and I am returning it to 

Fo a ei ue you herewith, with my temporary binder and all, just as IT 
RUN IONES NUSKOGEE OKLAHOMA) Carried it with mee 
A.F. KNOTS, INGLIS, FLORIDA 

DR. C.E-LAWS: FORT SMITH, ARKANSAS 
RC MALLOY. HUTCHINSON, KANSAS I am enclosing a copy of the advance publicity which went out 
J.T. MATSON, JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK 

IAEA MINER. KINGSVILLE ONTARIO, CANADA from here to the all the Mississippi papers, in advance of my 

HASKELL NOvES, MILWAUKEE WISEONGIN address and from what I have already learned, I was quite widely 

DR. G.M. PALMER, BEMIDJI, MINNESOTA quoted throughout all the statee 
FRED N. PEET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Se PELUEGER, ARON. O16 
CLARENCE W: PORTER, PUEBLO, COLORADO Naturally, in one address devoted to the general field T was not 

Aa, REEVES, McALESTER, ORLAHIA able to use as much time on the game question as I had hoped for 

Tae SR oe es but, nevertheless, I got the sportsmen and the people of the 

Greer seorrchicsco, unos «= Mississippi Association to see eath others’ viewpoints more 

GEO, SNE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, clearly than it has apparently been understood by the two 

#8 tHomPsol, CHATTANOOGA TENNESSEE groupse The Mississippi Association has made fine progress 

U-LVASBINGER: UFLAND, CALIFORNIA, put it will never command the active support of a large sportsmen's 

DE. HENRY BALDWIN WARD, Uspana unos =~ following unless the sportsmen are given more recognitione 

OR WHEATIEY, SKN ANTONIO-TEXAS 
Mis. WHITLEY, WEBSTER CITY, OWA While in Mississippi, we did what we could to get our own house 

Dk THOMAS WINECOFF.. SCRANTON, PA. in order and we selected a temporary President and Secretary to 

JUDGE GEORGE. WGoD, WATERLOO.1OWA = take Gharge of our organization work down there. We organized 

the Mississippi Association of Walton League chapters and I am 

sure, through coordinated efforts, the League will now make some 

real forward progress in that state. I am going to keep in close 

touch with it and when the time comes to help formulate a legislative 

“s 

> a
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program you can bank on it that I will be right there with 

every bit of assistance I can possibly render. 

Again thanking you for your courtesy in sending me this copy 

of your report, I am, 

° 

fe Diréctore 

SEG/W
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SPORTING POWDER DIVISION 

July 17, 1929 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. (U.W.) 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: 

The following extracts from reports 

of Henry Davis may be of interest: 

“Prof, R, W. Harned, Miss. A. & M, 
College, Starkville, Miss., proposes to 
establish a school for game wardens, if 

: he can secure the necessary funds from 
the various counties, Just how to do this 
he hasn't decided, but is going to try to 
secure the cooperation of the various 
board of county supervisors this fall, He 
would provide a short course in predator 
control, game management, etc., and give the 
instruction to the county game wardens with- 
out cost to them, He will keep me informed 
as to the progress of his undertaking." 

"Last week I visited Prof. R. W. Harned, 
at the Miss, A. & M. College at Starkville, 
Miss., to check up on any action which might 
have been taken on Leopold's proposed quail 
demonstration area for that institution, While 
Prof, Harned is very much interested in seeing 
the establishment of such a project at his 
school he has been unable to have a conference 
with Mr, Williams, the Smith-Hughes school 
supervisor in Miss,, and has had no correspond- ‘ 
ence with him relative to such an activity. The 
Mediterranean fruit fly, which made its appear- 
ance recently in Florida, has occupied practically 
all of Prof, Harned's time, as he is directing 
the activities of some 90 investigators sent into 
Mississippi by the government in order to see if 
this pest has visited Miss. and eheck his action 
if possible,



aos 

"I tried to get a conference with Mr.Williams 
several times in Jackson last week, but he has been 
ill for some time and is still confined to his bed, 
However, he told me over the phone that he was quite 
interested in this matter, and it is possible that 
I can get Prof, Harned and Mr, Williams together for 
a conference during the convention of the Miss, 
Assn. for Conservation of Wild life on the 19th inst, 
Prof, Harned says that the limited funds at the dis- 
posal of his college would prevent his contributing 
anything financially to the demonstration. He seems 
to think that Prof. R, N. Lobdell, Miss. A. & M., 
would be an excellent man to have charge of the work, 
in event such a demonstration area is established," 

Yours very truly, 

Vora 20a 

: L. W. T. WALLER, JR. - ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

LWTW: LCM
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June 20, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chemistry Building 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We are advised that you have charge of the extension 

work for the ammunition companies in establishing game preserves, 

and in this instance, we beg to advise that we have capitalists 

s end large land owmers here planning to establish a game preserve 

covering near 10,000 acres of land. Too, the writer has charge 

of 15,00f acres that we wish to develop into a combination pas- 

\| ture and game preserve, and I would like to ask your advice in 

these undertakings. If you have any experimental data dealing 

with this subject, we would like to have the results in report 

form. 

If it is possible, we would like to have you write us 

a lengthy letter, telling about the progress of the game preserve 

work in various sections of the United States; particularly, the 

South. 

We would like to know if it would be possible for you 

to make a visit in this Section any time within the next 60 or 

90 days. If so, we would like to have you come here for a three- 

days' visit over our lands. 

Awaiting your immediate reply, we are / 

Yours very truly, 2 

ae ot IRB:GT T VICE IDENT



File coy Conies to: Stoddard 
Olin 

Biological Survey 

421 Chemistry Building 

June 9, 1929 

Yr. I. R. Bradshaw 
Commeroial Nat'l Bank & Trast Co. 
Leurel, Wississipp! ; 

Dear My. Bredehawt 

I am very glad to hear from you again and to know of the 
game preserve projects under way in your locality. 

I assume that these preserves will deal primarily with 
quail, since there is no chance for any other important species, exe 

cept turkey and possibly deer, By for the most important souce of 

information on how to develop # quail preserve will be the report 
about to be issued by BH. L. Stoddard of the United States Biological : ‘ 

Survey, covering his recently completed quail investigetion in Georgia. 

I am sending a cory of this letter to the Biological Survey with the 
request that they notify you as soon as thie report is svailable. Two 

temporary reports were published, tat I understand they are now out of 
print. Before they ran out of print, however, T had copies sent to 
ur. Smith of lewrel. You might be eble to borrow covies from 
him. ‘The final report about to come out is, of course, much more com 

plete. 

The work done by Stoddard in helping the Georgia preserve 
aiange te devehap theie peeeeeaaon is tae ably sack of en hiak teh 

I know of which I could recomend to you as worth looking up, If your 
local parties are really in earnest it would pay them to go to Thomaa- 
ville, Georgia, to see the work on the ground. While Stoddard has now ~ 

left Thomasville to take up the supervision of game research fellow 
ships financed by this Institute, the ee of the various 
preserves are pretty well educated on quail menagement methods end : 

Gould give you many excellent pointers on the ground, It might also 
be possible for Stoddard himself to visit your proposed areas at sone 
later date. I happen to know that he will probably visit Missiesippd 
sometime during the year in conneetion with the fellowships above men~ 
tioned. I, too, night get to Mississippi within the next six months, 
in whieh event I will look you up, but my edviee es to what te do on 
the ground would not be nearly ae good as Stoddard's. I am sending | 
him a copy of this letter.



2 
Bradshaw 

You mention one of the preserves as being a combination 
game preserve and pasture. This lends me to suggest that Stoddard has 
definitely established the fect that summer cattie grazing greatly re+ 
duces the supply of valusble quail foods. Grazing might do no harm if 
there are plenty of fenced fields or other ungraged areas for feeds to 
grow, but if the whole ares is grazed it cannot support quail. Mr. 8.2. 
Greene of MeNeil, Mississippi, is very much interested in starting some 
research work to find out how graging, game management, and forestry can 
‘be carried simultaneously on the same area, with miniaun interference 
with each other, I mention this because you might went to support his 
advocacy of an appropriation for this purcose, 

This Institute does not as yet conduet extension work to 
help in the establishment of game preserves, but in appreciation of the 
courtesies extended to me while in Laurel 1 would lile to be of such 
service as I can. I would ve glad, therefore, to have you cone back at 

me with your reaction to this preliminary reply. My advice is thet the 
most important single thing to do is to get Stoddard to look at the 
ground in question with the actual people who have the moans for carty- 
ing out his recommendations. 

Yours sincerely, s 

AIDO BoruLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. —
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E.l.0U PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

June 18, 1929 
SPORTING POWDER DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., (U.W.) 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold:- 

The following from Henry Davis for your information:- 

"R. M. Carrier of Memphis, Sam Stone of Louisville with — 

Curtis Swango, of Sardis, Mississippi, have secured leases 

on 8,000 acres of excellent hunting territory near Sardis 

combined with Carrier's holding of 11,000 acres will make 

a total of 25,000 acres for a shooting preserve. 

The farm house will be remodeled for a shooting lodge; 

kennels and stables erected and the general landscape 

beautified." 

Davis goes on to say: 

"On this area is to be found excellent quail gunning, 

good squirrel hunting and fair turkey and deer hunting. 

: i few black bear are said to be at the lower edge of 

the bottom country. Most of the acreage lies in the 

uplands, in an open, undulating country which is not 

farmed to an extensive degree. 

While it is not Mr. Carrier's intention to do any plant- 

ing this year, either in birds or food stuffs for them, 

activities of this mature will probably be followed 

next year. He intends, however, to practice airigid 

predator control campaign this season. 

If it meets with your approval, it is my intention to 

make a quail survey of this area about a week before the 

season Opens. Have Mr. Carrier's permission to do this 

and he has offered his cooperation, An accurate record 

will be kept of the killing during the season, percentage 

of cocks to hens,weights of both sexes, place of taking 

and any other data we might suggest. At the close of 

the season another survey can be made and the figures 

as well as the take compared."



~~ 

"No banding operations will be carried on this 
summer as Mr. Carrier will be in Europe but he 
will cooperate with us in any manner suggested." 

Most gincerely yours, 

L. W. T. WALLER, JR. - ASS'T DIRECTOR 

LWTW:MHS



File Copies to: Stoddard 
Redington 3 a 
Waller ‘ 
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421 Chentetry Building 

May 20, 1929 : 

Prof. 8. W, Harned . 
Agricultural College 
Starkville, Missiles ppd 

Dear Prof, Haraeds 

After writing you on April 14, I heard from Mr. Redington 
es followas 

"I called up Dr. Lane this morning in reference to aid from the 
SaitheHughes Jct and learned the followings 

That the only aid that can be given in a proposition of this 
kind is by suggestion. In other words, when the materiel regarding 
the relation of quail to farmers has been compiled and put into 
shape for use in Migaiseippi the Federal Board for Vocational 
Education will ww glad to handle thie material and make the sugrces- 
tion to the vocational teachers in Mississippi that they include 

this material as s part of the training and instruction given to 
the vocational students, 

Tt is apparently not possible to seeure any funde from the 
Federal Board for Yooutional Educetion that might be used to finance 
the employment of a trained man whose function it sould be to act 
os @ demonstrator in the application of quail practices. * 

This definitely throws out oll of the alternatives concerning 
which I wrote you except the firet, nomely, putting on o trainee at 
Starkvilie wider an Institute fellowship, end after he learne the quail 
business, offering his services to the State Vocational Board, .— 
‘not be necessary for Mr. Williams to agree in advance to take hin, 
I think it would be advisable to have him in on the selection of the man 
with thet ond in view, 

This leaves only one unsettled question--the financing of the 
demonstration area iteelf. This might not be o lange expense if you could 
get free use of college land, equipment, end facilities. I am hoping that 
Stodiard will find it possible to call on you sometime this sumer to go 
into this. Bo you think this is a small enough obstacle to warrant your 
going ahead with apetting « trainee or fellow? I feel sure the Institute 
would make their own contribution ae generous as possible if we could get 
@ strong line-up of personne! end plans, espe¢ially in view of the low



2 
Harned. 

costs of everything a8 Compared with other states. 

Have you been able to see My, Williams? Is he receptive to 
the general idea? 

I om sending ® copy of this to Stoddard and Redington, ond 
would be glad to hear from you after I am back from field work in 
Indiana about June 10, : é 

Best regerds to lobdell. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDo Toro, 
In Charge, Gane Survey, ;



COASTAL PLAIN EXPERIMENT STATION 
McNEL MISSISSIPP1 ; LL, A ae 

Ap” 

: April 8th 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Room 421 Chemistry Bld., 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. : 

Dear Mr. Leopold; : 

I received a copy of your Mississippi game report through 

Mr. Cockerham of Biloxi, Miss. A memorandum indic-ted that I should 

advise you when I had read it and receive a forwarding address. 

I read the report with a great deal of interest and I hope that 

this movement may be the means of starting some real game work 

in Mississippi. ; 

On page 26 of the report I notice that I was credited with having 

reported the death of quail from cotton poisoning. This report was 

given you by Mr. C.H.Frye, a plant grower who was stopping at the hotel 

at McNeill. I have never seen any dead quail except during the hunting 

season and I have always supposed these to be deads or cripples that the 

dogs of hunters did not find. 

Very truly yours, ppm
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY S 

IN REPLY REFER TO ¢ Re 

\ : Beachton,Ga., ye 
, March 32,1929 

4 Mr.Aldo Leopold, 
= c/o Dr.Henry B.Ward, 

f 5 Univ.,of Illinois, 
8 Urbana, T11, 

<h Dear Leopold; 
~~ % * 

ai ve Your letters of the 23rd amd 26th received.I have wired to Dr. 
> Chepmen ( the day I received your wire) advising him that I would be glad to 
Ra have Mr.King come any time during the Easter vacation,I found Mr, 

=f in’ Errington here on my return from South Carolina last night.As he will be here 
ee several days I am leaving him to his ow devices largely until Mr, 

FS \ , King arrives,when I hope to get out with them a couple of days. 
si % “) Errington impresses me as a first class fellow who has seen life from several 
‘® 6 angles,end I believe he will prove 0.K. I am glad that he will be here 

; several days so that I will have a chance to get weltl acquainted with 

Sb _ > hin, 

: z I would just as soon that you would not push the Mississippi matter 
NQ ‘ until after July unless it becomes evident that there will not be much to 
IY -d do in the middle States.I was sorry to note that Michigan has : 

Ne % withdrawn.It is becoming increasingly evident that I will have great 
% difficulty in drawing my work to a close here by July Ist.So many people 

KN C\ have visited us,all with very good reasons,that I have been rushed for the 
. v last two months.Add to this a very heavy corrospondence,requests for 

+ ’ help locally and at a distance,and you can see how hard it is to write the 

% nA report.The motion picture matter will complicate things considerably for 
on YQ if it materializes it will be only right for me to do all I can to make 

: nt . it a success.As all of these activities aré worth while and toward a 
Re X common end,I am not discouraged.But July first is approaching by leaps and 

SS bounds. 

yo f ft With further reference to Mississippi.I gather from your letter of 
. 3 |. the 23rd,that you are condidering Lobdel for the Mississippi quail study 

a \\ rather than for wild turkey work,and are considering him mainly in 
S iy s connection with the Coastal Experiment Station project.+f it proves desirable 

Sep ¥ to get this under weigh soon,it might prove desirable to do something 
<oNO MGs towards it right after July 1st and before coming to Washington. 

& s I have no comments to make on the memorandum agreement submitted by 

“. ‘2 Chapman.I am keeping this and the paper covering Kings qualifications 

\ ~ “x2 for further study,but will return them within the next few days.King's 
Sg \8Q) record surely looks good,and should fit him for the ruffed grouse work, 

“ “ S\ Hoping thet you will find the work pleasant in Illinois,I am 
Sincerely yours, 

2 Asst.,In charge Qauil Inv. ~



ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. 

ry mw -¢ » vga Cay ry M4 WESTERN CARTRIDGE GOMPANY ¢ 
MANUFACTURERS { 

WESTERN AMMUNITION 

EAST ALTON, ULL 

March 21, 1929 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building (U. W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of March 13th 
to which is attached the comment of Professor 
Harned, his reaction is certainly all that you 
could expeet and it is very gratifying to have 
ones work approved in as thorough a manner as 
he has approved yours. 

I have forwarded the letter to General 
Dill, who will undoubtedly return it direct 
to you. 

With kind regards, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

roe 
ittee on Restoration 

and Protection of Game 
J.M.01lin:W



March 19, 1929 

Mise Fannye Cook 
Crystal Springs 
Mississippi ' 

Dear Miss Cook: \ 
Thank you for your letter of March 14 including (SN 

the correction about the statement on cotton rat bounties, : 
whieh I have now cvoased out of my file copy. It was 

evidently © misunderstanding. : 

I am algo glad to have the information on license 

income. Thank you very much for getting this together for 

me. 

With kindest regerds, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Gurvey
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421 Chemistry Building i 

pane 23, 1929 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard, kts tt : 
Beachtan, Georgia. | \ 

Dear Stoddard: Ae 

The drinks are on me for sending you that unsigned check. 
I am returning it signed herewith and hope you will accept it because 
it has been s great privilege to have the books and I made excellent 

‘ase of them in connection with my lectures. : 

Within a month or so we should have several copies of the 

Mississippi report back from the cooperators who were allowed to see 
them, end as soon as we can epare a copy I will send you one for per- 
manent retention. Thank you for forwarding you copy to Cockerham 
and Greene. : 

I am sending you the specimen of black locust under separ 
ate cover, If you like the container we might standardize on it. This 
sample was collected near Old Middleton Postoffice, Wisconsin, in Jan- 
wary. 

It is clear to me that you will have to stay in Washington 

until your manuscript gets off the press, but I hope that will not take . 

as long as a year. I shalj, of course, raise no objection in any event 
unless they draw you into the treadmill of routine, and this I would 
protest against whether we had any official relationships or not. I 
do not know whether you realize the extent of your responsibility : 
(and opportunity) for cresting more trained field men like yourself. 
I believe I have neglected to keep you posted on the recent activities 
of the Institute in regard to filming the results of the Georgia ine 
vestication. The Institue is having a meeting today to consider finan- 
cing Paul Fair of the California district to spend several months in 
Georgia as a tryout for this purpose.He will, of course, have to go 
back later to complete the job. This, I suppose, will be another in- | 
terruption to work but, I think, a well worth while one. The Inatitube 
is definitely sold on developing a specialist in motion pictures and 
exhibits for the purpose of teaching the findings of the California in- 
vestigation and of the fellowships. This is merely another piece of 
evidence of the intrinsic importance of what you have ‘accomplished.



I was up to see Chapman at St.Paul last week and I am 
more than ever convinced of the wisdom of tying up with him. He 
sent his regards to you. 

I am starting work in Illinois next week. 

I would like to know you preference about how fast to 
push the work in Mississippi. I have not made any move until I 
could see how Redington was able to tie up with the Smith-Hughes 
people. It now looks as if it would take some months to get an 
answer to that question. Meanwhile we have no quail fellowships 
in view except at Madison and accordingly might wish to start one 
in Mississippi fairly soon after July 1. I told Dr. Harned, however, 
that the first move toward anything like that would be a conference 
petween Lobdel and yourself. I can send Lobdel over to see you any : 
time, or if you prefer to wait I can stall the matter untf#l July 1. 
If you will indicate your preference I would like to write Professor 
Rarned and give him an idea of when to expect any action on our part. 

With kindest regards to Mrs. Stoddard and Herbert, Jr., 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IZOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.



Miss 

‘ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Beachton,Ga., 

March I8,1929 

Wr.Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold; 

I have read your Mississippi report with great interest;some portions 

several times.I wish that it were possible for you to furnish me with the 

section devoted to quail for it would be useful to me and of great value for 

reference.I gave it to Col.Thompson some days ago and he has just 

returned it ( he left for the North last night) and I have sft it along 

+o Cockerham this morning.I attached a memo in regard to sending it on to 

Greene,who is to hold it until he is notified by you 6f a further routing,and 

that it was for informetion of cooperators and not for publication. 

It was unnecessary to send the check to cover express on the books.I 

am returning it anyway for it lacks your signeture/! 

I will be glad to have the black locust seeds if you care to send them on. 

As it seems possible that I will be located in Washington for prehaps a year 

after completing the work here,I will have the use of their extensive reference 

collection,as welt as the south-eastern collection of the Quail Investigation, 

If they will not divide with me in case headquarters are moved I would want to 

form another one by all means. 

I have been very much occupied with visitors recently.The Chief and 

Mcatee spent four days with me,while from one to three parties have been here 

all the time.I am expecting Eggington down during the Haster vacation,and will 

put in a day or two active field work with him in an attempt to judge his 

real calibre.Hoping that your Survey is progressing favorably and with 

kindest regards to your family,I remain, 

eo 7 J 
Herbert L.Stodderd, : 

Field Asst.,In charge Quail Investigation
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MISSISSIPPI ASSOCIATION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE 
ORGANIZED 1927 INCORPORATED 1928 CHARTER MEMBERSHIP 286. 

The Association Wants Mississippi to Have: Some of the Things Done During the First Year 
(1) Mere sport for the sportsmen. of The Association: 
(2) More furs for the trapper. 1. Secured the active cooperation of the 
(8) More fish in the streams. State Plant Board. 
(4) More beneficial hawks and owls to eat The State Department of Education. 

field rats and field mice. The State Teachers Association. 
(5) More song birds in town and country. Sportsmen Clubs in different parts of 
(6) More holly, wild crabapples, dogwood of the state. 

and azalia to beautify roadsides and Federation of Womans Clubs. 
woodland. American Legion, Mississippi Division. 

(7) More boys and girls, : Daughters of the Ameri- 
men and women who ee can Revolution. 
love the outdoors and __ Mississippi is the only state Mississippi Parent-Teach- 
who go there with see- in the Union which does not ers Association. 
ing eyes and hearing have an official state wild Fair Associations, 

ears. life conservation department. Federal Fish Hatchery, 

(8) Now, before it is too _ The Mississippi Associa- Tupelo, Miss. 
late, some lakes and tion for the Conservation of Y. W. C. A. and Girl Re- 
streams, marshes, mea- Wild Life is the only state serves. 
dows and woodlands to organization concerned ex- 2. Visited 20 county and 
be forever recreation clusively with conservation state fairs with exhibits 
places for the people and proper utilization of and literature. 
and refuges for the wild life resources in the 8. Gave illustrated lectures 
wild life resources of state of Mississippi. to 20,000 school children, 
the state. vate Moench Sot cones 20 nature 

(9) Public hunting grounds 2 : study tours. 
modeled on those of pena a single cole iE 4, Aided in making a state 
Pennsylvania, which in Se re nec es wide distribution of fish 
practice give good ED rescued from overflowed 
hunting for hunters, area in the summer 1927. 

yet also increase the supply of game. 5. Visited 15 boards of supervisors in in- 
(10) A State Department of Conservation terest of better wild life conservation. 

to enforce the game laws, to investi- 6. Answered many letters of inquiry from 
gate the economic status of our native sportsmen, teachers and students and 
fauna and flora, to establish and care furnished literature when possible. 
for sanctuaries and shooting grounds 7. Sponsored a piece of legislation which 
and to educate the people in conser- sought to provide a state wild life con- 
vation, all support from hunting servatign department at the last ses- 

: licenses. sion of the legislature. 

SF As one means toward overcoming that public 
inertia wien cee He neg for con- 
servation but allows our wild life resources to 

MEMBERSHIP DETAILS continue to slip away, the asscciation offers 
three competitions: 

All persons in sympathy with 1. To the Sportsman Club, Womans Club, D. 
ba aes A. R. Chapter, Civic Association or other 

the objectives of the association organization in Mississippi that during the 

are eligible to membership, and year 1928-29 accomplishes the most out- 
4 ms: standing piece of wild life conservation 

to share in the duty and privilege work, a —= os be ae: of the value of 
j $50.00. t the option of the winning or- 

of preserving for our own use, ganization this may take the form of 
and for that of future \genera- nursery grown eraial holly ie or of 

* 7 z nursery grown seedling magnolias, or gar- 
tions the wild life resources of land crabapples, or regal lily bulbs, or a 
the state. bird bath, suitably inscribed; or young 

= 3 game fish for stocking ponds or streams. 
Active members pay $1.00 in 2. To the Mississippi school boy or girl who 

advance for the whole or part of designs the best emblem expressive of the 
: . activities or aims of the association and 

the fiscal year—August through oa ae aap ouacH on the nls 
‘. = tion letterheads and literature, a rewar 

July. Supporting members, $5.00; of $25.00 in gold will be given. This will 
Research members, $10.00, and be cena’ Hous the cooperation of 

+s ie State Teachers Association. 
Sustaining members $25.00 an- 8. To the member of the association who 
nually. Life membership (no coins the best slogan for the use of the 

association, a living Christmas tree, of a 
other dues) $100.00. Patron variety suited to crowing in bat ee 

i school yard or church lawn in which the 
membership, $1,000.00. winner wishes to plant it, The executive 

committee will act as final judges of these 
three contests. 

Address The Mississippi Association for the Conservation of Wild Life. Mrs. F. Belk Smith, 
Secretary, LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI
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MISSISSIPPI ASSOCIATION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE 
ORGANIZED 1927 INCORPORATED 1928 CHARTER MEMBERSHIP 286. 

The Association Wants Mississippi to Have: Some of the Things Done During the First Year z" 
(1) More sport for the sportsmen. ef The Association: 
(2) More furs for the trapper. 1. Secured the active cooperation of the 
(3) More fish in the streams. State Plant Board. 
(4) More beneficial hawks and owls to eat The State Department of Education. 

field rats and field mice. The State Teachers Association. 
(5) More song birds in town and country. Sportsmen Clubs in different parts of 
(6) More holly, wild crabapples, dogwood of the state. 

and azalia to beautify roadsides and Federation of Womans Clubs. 
woodland. American Legion, Mississippi Division. 

(7) More boys and girls, Daughters of the Ameri- 
men and women who Saar can Revolution. 
love the outdoors and _ Mississippi is the only state Mississippi Parent-Teach- 
who go there with see- in the Union which does not ers Association. 

‘ ing eyes and hearing have an official state wild Fair Associations, 
ears. life conservation department. Federal Fish Hatchery, 

(8) Now, before it is too _ The Mississippi Associa- Tupelo, Miss. 
late, some iakes and tion for the Conservation of Y. W. C. A. and Girl Re- 
streams, marshes, mea- Wild Life is the only state serves. 
dows and woodlands to organization concerned ex- 2. Visited 20 county and 
be forever recreation clusively with conservation state fairs with exhibits 
places for the people and proper utilization of and literature. 
and refuges for the wild life resources in the 8. Gave illustrated lectures 
wild life resources of state of Mississippi. to 20,000 school children, 
the state. Aone Mise ek SeOane leg 20 nature 

(9) Public hunting grounds e : study tours. 
modeled on those of spending a single sole ss 4, Aided in making a state 
Pennsylvania, which in a ae Corey euen <a wide distribution of fish 
practice give good poo. «Ft Sh pe rescued from overflowed 
hunting for hunters, bearer area in the summer 1927. 

yet_also increase the supply of game. 5. Visited 15 boards of, supervisors in in- 
(10) A State Department of Conservation terest of better wild life conservation. 

to enforce the game laws, to investi- t 6. Answered many letters of inquiry from 
gate the economic status of our native ; sportsmen, teachers and students and 
fauna and flora, to establish and care furnished literature when possible. 
for sanctuaries and shooting grounds 7. Sponsored a pieée of legislation which 
and to educate the people in conser- sought to provide a state wild life con- 
vation, all support from hunting servatign department at the last ses- 
licenses. sion of the legislature. 

SS As one means toward overcoming that public 
| inertia sues TeComniEes va peed for con- 

servation but allows our wi ife resources to 
, MEMBERSHIP DETAILS continue to slip away, the association offers 

three competitions: 
2 All persons in sympathy with 1. To the Sportsman Club, Womans Club, D. 

h * . ra A. R. Chapter, Civic Association or other 
the objectives of the association organization in Mississippi that during the 
are eligible to membership, and year 1928-29 accomplishes the most out- 

: ae standing piece of wild life conservation 
to share in the duty and privilege work, a ait oe be made a the value of 

a $50.00. t the option of the winning or- 
of preserving for our own use, ganization this may take the form of 

. and gor that of future genera- nursery grown era tted holly Hee, or of 
- A ‘ nursery grown seedling magnolias, or gar- 

tions the wild life resources of land crabapples, or regal lily bulbs, or a 
: e the state. - bird bath, suitably inscribed; or young 

Roti c game fish for stocking ponds or streams. 
ctive members pay $1.00 in 2. To the Mississippi school boy or girl who 

aaa advance for the whole or part of designs the best emblem expressive of the 
2 activities or aims of the association and 

the fiscal year—August through suitable ir Pepe ecay on the associa- 
3 . tion letterheads and literature, a reward 

July. Supporting members, $5.00; of $25.00 in gold will be given. This will 
Research members, $10.00, and be aes through the cooperation of 

bates ; e Sta eachers Association. 
Sustaining members $25.00 an- 8. To the member of the association who 
nually. Life membership (no coins the best slogan for the use of the 

‘ “ association, a living Christmas tree, of a 
‘ other dues) $100.00. Patron variety suited for growing in that park, 

‘ ses school yard or church lawn in which the 
membership, $1,000.00. ae winner wishes to plant it. The executive 

=P 43 : . committee will act as final judges of these 
« oN , three contests. 

Address The Mississippi Association for the Conservation of Wild Life. Mrs. F. Belk Smith, 

Secretary, LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI 
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MISSISSIPPI ASSOCIATION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE 
ORGANIZED 1927 INCORPORATED 1928 CHARTER MEMBERSHIP 286. 

The Association Wants Mississippi to Have: Some of the Things Done During the First Year % 
(1) More sport for the sportsmen. of The Association: 
(2) More furs for the trapper. 1. Secured the active cooperation of the 
(3) More fish in the streams. State Plant Board. 
(4) More beneficial hawks and owls to eat The State Department of Education. 

field rats and field mice. The State Teachers Association. 
(5) More song birds in town and country. Sportsmen Clubs in different parts of 
(6) More holly, wild crabapples, dogwood of the state. 

and azalia to beautify roadsides and Federation of Womans Clubs. 
woodland. American Legion, Mississippi Division. 

(7) More boys and girls, Daughters of the Ameri- 
men and women who hows a5, 6 can Revolution. 
love the outdoors and __ Mississippi is the only state Mississippi Parent-Teach- 
who go there with see- in the Union which does not ers Association. 
ing eyes and hearing have an official state wild Fair Associations, 
ears, life conservation department. Federal Fish Hatchery, 

(8) Now, before it is too . The Mississippi Associa- Tupelo, Miss. 
late, some lakes and tion for the Conservation of Y. W. C. A, and Girl Re- 
streams, marshes, mea- Wild Life is the only state serves. 
dows and woodlands to organization concerned ex- 2. Visited 20 county and 
be forever recreation clusively with conservation state fairs with exhibits 
places for the people and proper Wa EENDs of and literature. 
and refuges for the wild life resources in the 3. Gave illustrated lectures 
wild life resources of state of Mississippi, to 20,000 school children, 
the state. ein’ we conser conducted 20 nature 

(9) Public hunting grounds = ‘ study tours. 
mecdeled on those of sari a single follen foe 4, Aided in making a state 
Pennsylvania, which in Mee BSE See hRes ae on eae wide distribution of fish 
practice give good fie ie eM rescued from overflowed 
hunting for hunters, area in the summer 1927. 

yet also increase the supply of game. 5. Visited 15 boards of supervisors in in- 
(10) A State Department of Conservation terest of better wild life conservation. 

to enforce the game laws, to investi- 6. Answered many letters of inquiry from 
gate the economic status of our native sportsmen, teachers and students and 
fauna and flora, to establish and care furnished literature when possible. i 
for sanctuaries and shooting grounds 7. Sponsored a piece of legislation which 
and to educate the people in conser- sought to provide a state wild life con- 
vation, all support from hunting servatign department at the last ses- 
licenses. sion of the legislature. 

a As one means toward overcoming that public 
inertia which recognizes He need for con- 
servation but allows our wild life resources to 

MEMBERSHIP DETAILS continue to slip away, the association offers 
three competitions: 

All persons in sympathy with 1. To the Sportsman Club, Womans Club, D. 
ss 4 gege A. R. Chapter, Civic Association or other 

the objectives of the association organization in Mississippi that during the 
are eligible to membership, and year 1928-29 accomplishes the most out- 

: ae standing piece of wild life conservation 
to share in the duty and privilege work, a gift will be ~— oe the value of 

: $50.00. At the option of the winning or- 
of preserving for our own use, ganization this may take the form of 
and for that of future genera- nursery grown sratied holly eas, or of 

“ ah a 4 nursery grown seedling magnolias, or gar- 
tions the wild life resources of land mae eeeions or regal lily bulbs, or a 
the state. bird bath, suitably inscribed; or young 

- 5 game fish for stocking ponds or streams. 
Active members pay $1.00 in 2. To the Mississippi school boy or girl who 

advance for the whole or part of designs the best emblem expressive of the 
. activities or aims of the asscciation and 

the fiscal year—August through shitable ae gee on the ats 
- 5 tion letterheads and literature, a rewar 

July. Supporting members, $5.00; of $25.00 in gold will be given. This will 
Research members, $10.00, and ne Sere ee the fie of 

. Ae e State Teachers Association. 
Sustaining members $25.00 an- 3. To the member of the association who 
nually. Life membership (no coins the best slogan for the use of the 

association, a living Christmas tree, of a 
other dues) $100.00. Patron variety suited for growing in that park, 

i school yard or church lawn in which the 
membership, $1,000.00. winner wishes to plant it. The executive 

committee will act as final judges of these 
three contests. 

Address The Mississippi Association for the Conservation of Wild Life. Mrs. F. Belk Smith, 

Secretary, LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI
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March 13, 1929. 

Nv 7 
Mr. John M. Olin, 
c/o Western Cartridge Company, 
East Alton, Illinois. 

Dear Mr. Olin: 

I thought you might be interested in 
Professor Harned's comment on the Mississippi 
Report. You might also wish to return it through 

General Dill. 

Yours sincerely, 

< ea ALDO IEOPOLD, ) 
Wy In Charge, Gane Survey. 
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tate Plant Board of Mississippi Cis 
MEMBERS OF BOARD STAFF 

J.C. ee of Agriculture, R. W. HARNED, Entomologist, 

5 Boy irman, a L, E, MILES, Plant Pathologist, 

iD eee Caen ie 4 ea Seager one 
&. W. HARNED, Entomologist, CLAY LYLE, General Inspector. — S 

F A. & M. College, Miss., Secretary. R. N. LOBDELL, Biologist. 

March 9, 1929 J. M. LANGSTON) Entomologist, 4) 2 ein 
H. H. WEDGWORTH, Asso. Plant Pathologist. 

4. M. FOLEY. Jr Accountant & Statistician, | 

Mr. Aldo Leopold = dy 
421 Chemistry Building } yG / 

Madison, Wisconsin pee 

Dear Mr. Leopold: Sa 

I hope that you will pardon this long delay in replying to your letter of February 

18 that accompanied your report on a Game Survey of Mississippi, dated February 1, 1929. 
I am very glad to learn that the main recommendations that you made in regard to the 
Mississippi work were very favorably received. You have certainly prepared an excellent 
report. If it is published at any time, or if you should ever have a spare copy, I hope 

that you will send it to me so that we may have it in our Department Library. 

I am sorry that we have been so slow about forwarding this report to Miss Cook, 
The delay has been due largely to the fact that it has been necessary for me to be away 

from the office several times since it was received. Both Mr. Lobdell ani Mr. Kimball 
read this report with much interest, Mr. Lobdell has already written to you in regard 
to it. I have taken the liberty of making a few corrections and adding the initials 
to a few names in the appendix on pages 77, 78, 78a, and 79, These changes have been made 

with lead pencil. : 

I em very sorry that Mr. Stoddard will not be able to visit the A, & M, College 
pefore July 1, but we will be very glad to heve him make such a visit whenever it is 
convenient for him to do so. I am glad to note that it may be possible for you to pay 
Mr, Lobdell's expenses to go over to Georgia to see him. I am sure that this would be 
very pleasant and profitable for Mr. Lobdell. 

I have been greatly impressed with the thoroughness and completeness of your 

report that was based on such 2 short investigetion. You certainly have gotten the 

gist of things, end have compiled and presented them in a systematic, interesting 

manner. 

I sincerely hope that you will arrange to get some work started in this state. We 

will be very glad to cooperate with you and assist you in every way that we can. 

Thanking you for your kindness in sending this report to us, and with best wishes, 

I am 
Sincerely yours, 

WU Narn) 

? R, W, Harned 
RWH*LE Entomologist. 

P. S. I am today mailing the report to Miss Cook,
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: Covckessént ° Henry P. Davis & Gen. Dill. 

421 Chemistry Building 

Tebfuary 26, 1929. 

Mr. D. R. Johnson, 
¢/o American Legion, 

Batesville, Mississippi. 

Dear ir. Johnson: 

The Remington Aras Company have forwarded to me your inquiry 
of February 15 concerning ways snd means of developing a tract of land 
in your vicinity for waterfowl and fish. 

T am not well enough acquainted with your conditions to venture 
any detailed advice. I recently, however, made a trip in Mississippi 
and might be able to suggest other places where you could get dependable 
information. 

As I understand it, your land lies in the Upper Delte. As te 
its development for waterfowl, I would suggest that you and see 
ash Buckinghen of the Auerican Wild foulere sho freqmusiy otage in 
sith entantesh conastiees en Gee mel ar ne rons omen 
with waterfowl conditions on the Delta. His address is Lenox 
Building, Washington, 3. ¢. Mr. Buckingham might not be able to personally 
anewer every detailed question but he would be the best man I imow of to 
lay out @ general course of action and tell you where to go for additional 
details. : 

restedy areas Lega, ig Ste tatiana stained Site te Avenue, so acqua’ a 
would doubtless give you some good suggestions. 

For answers to detailed questions on the botany of food plants 
and such matters, I sould suggest you get in touch with Prof. R. HN. Lobdell, 
A. &M. College, Starkville, Mississippi. Professor Lobdell originally 
comes from Rosedale and has made a careful study of local conditions. 

4s for general background on questions of duck feeds, I would send 
to Dr. W. L. MeAtee, U. S. Biological Survey, Washington, D. C. for his 
publications on this subject.



DB. R. Fohnson - 2 - 2/26/29. 

I am told second hand that the Palayra Club has planted 
considerable feeds, especially for geese. Just how competent they 
are on this I am unable to say but you might address Mr. W. F. Bond, 
Jackson, Mississippi, or Senater Culkin, Vicksburg, Miss. 

As to fish, I am unable to give you specific advise except 
to write to the Bureau of Fisheries, Washington, D. C., explaining the 
kind of information you need. Professor Iobdell also imows about fish. 

The Mississippi Association for the Conservation of Wild Life 
at Crystal Springs would be interested to knew of your commendable effort. 

I realize that this does not constitute a practical answer to 
oe ee oP ee ee ee Let me know if 
at a later point in your investigation I can be of any use to you. 

Wishing you success, I am, 

: Yours truly, 

ALDO BSOPona, : 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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3 F Feb 15, 1929. 

Remington Arms Co., 
Bridgeport, Conn. é 

| 

Attention Department of Service to Hunting & Gun Clubs:- : 

Gentlemen: 

The local post of the American Legion has acquired a 
lease on approximately six thousand acres in the nearby 
drainage district, where for th¢ past two years there has 
been considerable flight of wi}d fowl and also there has 
developed a large supply of t game fish common to this locality 
The main feed of the wild foWl so far has been pim? oak 

acorns but this supply is bedng rapidly exhausted. 

The local post of th American Legion is attempting 
to develop a feeding and nting ground, as well as fishing 
grounds, in this territo and nothing of this kind has been 
attempted by us or anywhere in this pmrt of Mississippi, that 
we know of. We have thought of planting in the back waters 
and flood way wild ricé or other foods for wild fowl but we 
have -had no experiencé along this line. 

We have CE Se that you have a department and 
men who sre located in different parts of the country who act 
in an advisory capacity to hunting clubs, ete. If this be 
trus we would appreciate such assistance or suggestions as 
you might give ug in developing our hunting and fishing grounds 
which we have just acquired. 

Thanki you for whatever courtesies and assistance you 
may be able tg extend to us or information that you may be 
able to give/us as to the best way to develop this, I an, 

va Yours very truly, 

f Lb, 
oS : Finexo6 Officer Batesville Post 

DRI2:S / 18 American Legion



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Fda 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY yw? 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY . 

AND REFER TO 

rs February 25, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I wish to refer to one point in connection with your game 

survey of Mississippi, namely, the possibility of poisoning of 

quail and other birds by feeding on insects that have been killed 
by insecticides. Mr. Kalmbach made an attempt to investigate 

this in 1924 but due to the scarcity of the boll weevil that year 
conditions were not as favorable as they might have been for the 

work. As a result of his investigation, however, Mr. Kalmbach 
states in his report that "It is my belief that bird mortality 

seldom, if ever, occurs in connection with cotton dusting against 
the boll weevil," and he further recommends that the Department 
postpone any further investigation of the matter until the reports 

are substantiated to a certain degree by the production of actual 

specimens revealing evidence of arsenical poisoning. This 

investigation turned out about the sam as all along related 
lines and very little evidencé has been produced by any of them 
that birds are killed by poisoning operations against insects. 

Very truly yours, .s 

Leh Boe ee” 

We. L. McAtee 
In Charge 

; Food Habits Research.
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Copies sent Mr. Olin Bnd Mr. Stoddard, 

NOL Chomistey Building 

: February 18, 19292 

Dr, 2. W. Harned, 
Ae & ¥. College, 
Starkville, Mississippi. 

Dear Dr, Warned: 

I ‘ 5 gestens 0 wie yen Gon Se ee Se 
| 6 meeting. main recannendations gs to Miasissippi work, contained 
L. im the report which f am eending you herewith, were very favorably 
\ received, The question of whether any fellowship might be advantageously 
i es © emai, Serre, SO ee ee oes 

. mae 5 hart hile punting we cutoese of Wie Staeiaeaae St Ee 2 
! man in training to teach quail management in the Smith-Hughes Schools, 
| Thie propesal, by the way, should be kept confidential for the present. 
\ SA, Setages $0 seeing be Sesvchen of S00 ee The 

' G&vection which any lowship should take will depend somewhat on the 
outeone of these Smith-Huches moves. As soon as there is any news 
about it I will let you tmow. Meanwhile I would, of course, welcome 
your opinion of it as well a6 your opinion of any other weak or strong 
points in the report. 

It is now pretty clear that Stedderd can not visit Starkville 
weruns Paty 1, Vet 1 may ve poeethe late ey En 
to go over and see him, I th this too had better be deferred until 

, ve lmow more about prospects for fellowships, 

_ Tom S438 sabe Sean the sages’ Set Se Pr te 
agreeable to a turkey «tudy at Blect#ie ills. 1 would suggest 
Tebdell seige every opportunity to acquire additional information as 
to the suitability of the are; for such a study. If the Smith-Pughes 

move goes through it might bevfoseible to initiate both a turkey and a 
ee oe ran 

a proving and demonstration area for the Smith-lughes work. On 
the other hand if the Smith-luches move does not go through, I am etill 

en Secanie us ean eae 
w come to the conclusion that a muitable area is at hand,



R. ¥, Hamed - 2 - 2/18/29. 

Tt has occurred to me that the decks might be cleared for 
action if Lobdell could wind up and publish some of the projects which 
he now has under way. 

: The Mississippi Report is, of course, not for publication. I 
aa short of copies and can only loan you this one and would appreciate 
your sending it on to Miss Cook as soon as you are through with it, to 
be returned here as soon as she is through with it. 

With kindest regards and thanking you again for your excellent 
help ond cooperation. 

Yours sincerely, 

— 4100 TROPOLD, 
In Charge, Geme Survey. 

| ‘ :



File Copy. 

Copies sent to Olin, Dill, Dodge, Waller, Fale Ves hang 45 
Copy enclosed to be sent to Stoddard by Redington. 

"REL Cheatstay Bhace 

| Perruaty 13, 1929. 

Peal G, Che f, 
GW. Se Bishaglost Sebvey, 

Goshington, & 6. 

Bear Beds : 

I theaght [ had better sun the more inportent things 
we talked about, to serve os a sort of weno to oll concerned. 

Zellavehing. It ie my understending thets 

(1) Be will not advertise the fellowdhine witil Stoddard ts 
through in Geargis. 

if méanehile or no in ( Seenimia’ Sah det st Py 
Gmavenon was : 

44 by the Institute 

(3) The $ fellowships now available are for apecies of 
0 ea ee se aa 

Biologics] funds to carry Stoddard are aseured, 
ah a wn cil tas ban tee I think he would lice 

an offisicl decision.) 

(5) dudging from the attached tabulation “Status of Follov 
Soe te tenn suabeninn de tt te ee 
yw RAR 28 SS eee the 

itate no objection aseignsent te other 
batiness in Line with the gonerel perpese of the fellow. 

(6) The queetion of his headquarters is to the 
Survey. Seoesstig f hae 20 cath bo Realeens tee Cemaecdiy 
prasiees office quarters here, 

: feel The Miselesipp! Report conte ine the beckeround 
j veh on maehek ts n coh a ee 

grasing, ond geome. Atteched is a condensed poplar susmry of c



Paul G, Redington - 2 « 2/13/29. 

‘ 2 Sane Meneeht bs ER Be. DEN, Dal Gan, Os te, OO 
Southe mn Stoddard, end 3, Greene at Melieil, and at to 
tan last foe, diiguen bows for 26, te, Belk was also but anturelly 
I do not wont to spesk to you for him, iy is that Steddsrd 

Sas Seer etre eee es te 
proper parties with a view te appropriations, 

Een $0 far is thet this can best be done at Weledl, 1 
have not Pe ee eee 
goquise at least one nev man, (Stoddard and Groene will both be at 
Jotkeqnville Pobruary 27~28.) 

The Ulesieeipsl discusses this rather 
fully. Wy sacrovt in As tht sou try to Interest avoretry Fanti to 

alsa eee ta bats on 0 tose te Ea tea 2 a 

Geiestes a coed motoneh Ssuageee™ th a Saeeeeeee Seen at 
Hissiesippl. 

ait See. sation en wo steak Ge eine eS Bemis 

wo oucké volta ont throngh 0 fellowship ch stamaiiie, “aeas Shing 18 
~~ I neturally cannot predict what will be needed to anke it a go, 

await your word after you have seen Mr. Lane. 

fore in ihe Bolotesl Survey vould be mabjot te, depertestal be te 
restrictions does away with the peseibilit os eden eke 

I may be Bast again in March or April and you will be here 
to lecture, ‘hich sill cive t10 chances for further Goforenes in 
the event I ean be of any wee to you in developing those potstbilities. 

I am not sending @ ples of thie letter to amybody cuteide 
Be sae See, OO tenn 5 ee, want to 
send Stoddard, 1 @ appreciate your ing Or. MaAtee and Or, Bell 
about the parte affecting their divisions, 

With beat regerds, 

Yours sincercly, 

ALDO LlGronD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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421 Chemistry Building : 

February 1, 1929. 

Mr. John M. Olin, ; 
c/o Western Cartridge Company, 
East Alton, Illinois. 

Dear Mr. Olin: 

I request authority to show the report of the Game Survey 2 
of Mississippi to the following cooperators: 2 ey S"- 

hour Bate, i, 
1. Hogue, Roy L. 200 New Capitol Jackson State Forester 

ce uf ae 
4 YS wee 

cues 2. Lauderburn, D. B. Medical Bldg. Jackson ° EBetendi on Forester 

Gpck V3. Harned, Dr. R. W. Biology Bldg. Starkville Feeaena of Zoology 

rose. Lobdell, R. N. Biology Bldg. Starkville Entomologist. 

5. Coulson, T. A. Passo House Moss Point Trapper 

jase’. Cockerham, K. L. Peoples Bank Bldg. Biloxi U.S.Bureau Entomol 

3 ogy 

gua V7. Stoddard, H. &. Beachton, Ga. U.S.Biological Sur- 
ey) vey 

sane ‘8, Thompson, Col.L.#. f " Preserve Owner. 

Zgant 9. Greene, 5. W. Coastal Plain Agric. : 

2 Expt.S,ation McNeill Director for B.A.I. 
onl? 0. Cook, Miss Fannye Crystal Springs Secty. for Miss. Assn. 

W Sith - lub for Cons.Wild Life. 

: 42.21." Degeon, E. L. Customs House New Orleans Director, S.Forest 

es: Expt. Station 
- Yours very truly, 

i dene (7.C.) Mar . 2b 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 

Approved Pfrrly In Charge, Game Survey. 

dies Chai “Game Committee. lain p Arut b , * gt oe 4 he toed Sehrol pe 

( Aen <fim Tlf, Pet, 4, 30 

Vice-Chairman, Game Committee, 

ae ?
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Stone County Chamber of Commerce — os i 
z ae er / “For The Development of The County’s Resources” : anh : 

é Sak Wiggins, Mississippi. ' N : 
“ = 

} 

: So See Jan. 28, 1929 _ ne - Vp ae 

Mr, Aldo Leopold Se 
42) Chemistry Building ; wee 

Madison, Wisconsin 2 : : 

_— Dear. Sir: = ; : : es 

pp Ee ge Have been preventéd by illness from replying : 

‘ to your letter with reference to pheasants at an- 

> earlier date. The following is the situation as well ; 

as Iam able to ascertain: oe a 

: : This plant was made February 1928 on the Gane =. 

Reserve which is a body of land consisting of several : 

: solid sections and which lies Southwest of Wiggins along 

“Red Creek. Twenty-two birds were placed in this re- 

serve and the expense was borne by the County. - The : 

last time one of these birds was seen was probably around 

duly ist by Mr. C. 4, Jones of Wiggins, who happened to = 

have his bird dog with him-on the golf links, which link 

is part of the above mentioned reserve. 2 

: Mr. Jdonées.advises that his dog pointed the hen os 

(pheasant) and he went over to investigate and while he 

@id@ not see the young birds, he was satisfied by the = 5 

actions of his dog and the blG bird that there was a 3 

‘ covey of youngsters withthe ~ote~pird. At about the same 

time, a farmer who lives in this vicinity found places : 

ore ‘in his field where an old bird had scratched in the — : 

a leaves and grass and novi ced that these scratched places 

were full of tracks made by small birds and in his opinion 

: by young pheasants. ‘ = oS 

a It is the opinion of several reputable men who 
live in that vicinity, that these birds are still in the - 

vicinity where they were turned loose and that they are : 

thriving. — ae ; see ce 

: “Hoping the above information will be of-value : 

to you and hoping also that you will eall on me if I Gan 

be of further service in this connection. ass ; 

: : Yours Very ely, = sos 
a Sg ce 

oa Jit:H “Put Every Acre tes Work ‘eer merce. 
ee Stone Gointy Chamber of Gommerce -



MISSISSIPPI ASSOCIATION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE 
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MISSISSIPPI ASSOCIATION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE 
ORGANIZED 1927 INCORPORATED 1928 CHARTER MEMBERSHIP 286. 

The Association Wants Mississippi to Have: Some of the Things Done During the First Year 
(1) More sport for the sportsmen. of The Association: 
(2) More furs for the trapper. 1. Secured the active cooperation of the 
(3) More fish in the streams. State Plant Board. 
(4) More beneficial ae and owls to eat ane poe Te cee of Education. 

field rats and field mice. e State Teachers Association. 
(5). More song birds in town and country. Sportsmen Clubs in different parts of 
(6) More holly, wild crabapples, dogwood of the state. 

and peeks to beautify roadsides and Bederen of Were oo 
woodland. merican Legion, Mississippi Division. 

(7) More boys and girls, Daughters of the Ameri- 
men and women who Sees can Revolution. 
love the outdoors and Mississippi is the only state Mississippi Parent-Teach- 
who go there with see- in the Union which does not ers Association. 
ing eyes and hearing have an official state wild Fair Associations. 

life conservation department. ii ; ears. Federal Fish Hatchery. 
(8) Now, before it is too The Mississippi Associa- Tupelo, Miss. % 

late, some jakes and tion for the Conservation of Y. W. C. A. and Girl Re- 
streams, marshes, mea- Wild Life is the only state serves. 
dows and woodlands to organization concerned ex- 2. Visited 20 county and 
be forever recreation clusively with conservation state fairs with exhibits 
places for the people and proper utilization of and literature. 

and refuges for the wild life resources in the 3. Gave illustrated lectures 
wild life resources of state of Mississippi, to 20,000 school children, 
the state. Se Mek : aan congas’ 20 nature 

i i ae ti 2 

(9) Inedeled, on those, of | Sending a single dollar for ed io mao s pate 
Pennsylvania, which in | Wild life conservation edu- wide distribution of fish 
practice give good fare ee ee iy rescued _ comoed 
hunting for hunters, area in the summer 1927. 

yet also increase the supply of game. 5. Visited 15 boards of supervisors in in- 
(10) <A State Department of Conservation terest of better wild life conservation. 

to enforce the game laws, to investi- 6. Answered many letters of inquiry from 
gate the economic status of our native sportsmen, teachers and students and 
fauna and flora, to establish and care furnished literature when possible. 
for sanctuaries and shooting grounds 7. Sponsored a piece of legislation which 
and to educate the people in conser- sought to provide a state wild life con- 
vation, all support from hunting servaticn department at the last ses- 
licenses. sion of the legislature. 

Se As one means toward overcoming that public 
inertia which Fgcosnizes are reed for con- 
servation but allows our wild life resources to 

MEMBERSHIP DETAILS continue to slip away, the association offers 
three competitions: 

All persons in sympathy with 1. To the Sportsman Club, Womans Club, D. 
p é eae Me - A. R. Chapter, Civic Association or other 

the objectives of the association organization in Mississippi that during the 
igi ; year 1928-29 accomplishes the most out- 

are eligible to membership, and standing piece of wild life conservation 
to share in the duty and privilege work, a gift will be ae Se the value of 

: 50.00. At the option of the winning or- of preserving for our own use, 00.007 ; 
ganization this may take the form of 

and for that of future genera- nursery grown gaaitey holly ee or of 
Z : c nursery grown seedling magnolias, or gar- 

tions the wild life resources of land crabapples, or regal lily bulbs, or a 
the state. bird bath, suitably inscribed; or young 

; : game fish for stocking ponds or streams. 
Active members pay $1.00 in 2. To the Mississippi nes) boy or ld 

advance for the whole or part of designs the best emblem expressive of the 
4 activities or aims of the association and 

the fiscal year—August through suitable for Popegert ton on the ee 

July. Supporting members, $5.00; tion letterheads and literature, a_rewar 
s of $25.00 in gold will be given. This will 

Research members, $10.00, and be rons pypueh the pooperatien of 
es e State Teachers Association. 

Sustaining members $25.00 an- 8. To the member of the association who 
nually. Life membership (no coins the best slogan for the use of the 

association. a living Christmas tree, of a 
other dues) $100.00. Patron variety guited for srowing in bs ae 

i school yard or church lawn in which the 
membership, $1,000.00. winner wishes to plant it. The executive 

omits will act as final judges of these 
three contests. 

Address The Mississippi Association for the Conservation of Wild Life. Mrs. F. Belk Smith, 

Secretary, LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI
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MISSISSIPPI ASSOCIATION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE 
ORGANIZED 1927 INCORPORATED 1928 CHARTER MEMBERSHIP 286. 

The Association Wants Mississippi to Have: Some of the Things Done During the First Year 
(1) More sport for the sportsmen. ef The Association: 
(2) More furs for the trapper. 1. Secured the active cooperation of the 
(3) More fish in the streams. State Plant Board. 
(4) More beneficial hawks and owls to eat The State Department of Education. 

field rats and field mice. The State Teachers Association. 
(5) More song birds in town and country. Sportsmen Clubs in different parts of 
(6) More holly, wild crabapples, dogwood of the state. 

and azalia to beautify roadsides and Federation of Womans Clubs. 
woodland. American Legion, Mississippi Division. 

(7) More boys and girls, Daughters of the Ameri- 
men and women who eT MT can Revolution. 
love the outdoors and , Mississippi is the only state Mississippi Parent-Teach- 
who go there with see- - | in the Union which does not ers Association. 
ing eyes and hearing have an official state wild Fair Associations. 
ears, life conservation department, Federal Fish Hatchery, 

(8) Now, before it is too , The Mississippi Associa- Tupelo, Miss. 
late, some lakes and tion for the Conservation of Y. W. C. A. and Girl Re- 
streams, marshes, mea- Wild Life isthe only state serves. 
dows and woodlands to organization concerned ex- 2. Visited 20 county and 
be forever recreation clusively with conservation state fairs with exhibits 
places for the people and proper milligapion of and literature. 
and refuges for the wild life resources in the 3. Gave illustrated lectures 
wild life resources of state of Mississippi, to 20,000 school children, 
the state. Education means, conser- conducted 20 nature 

(9) Public hunting grounds ee a ee study tours. 
modeled on those of re like eee ne lar Ex 4, Aided in making a state 
Pennsylvania, which in Sot ee wide distribution of fish 
practice give good canon rescued from overflowed 
hunting for hunters, area in the summer 1927. 

yet also increase the supply of game. 5. Visited 15 boards of supervisors in in- 
(10) A State Department of Conservation terest of better wild life conservation. 

to enforce the game laws, to investi- 6. Answered many letters of inquiry from 
gate the economic status of our native sportsmen, teachers and students and 
fauna and flora, to establish and care furnished literature when possible. 
for sanctuaries and shooting grounds 7. Sponsored a piece of legislation which 
and to educate the people in conser- sought to provide a state wild life con- 
vation, all support from hunting servaticn department at the last ses- 
licenses. sion of the legislature. 

FF As one means toward overcoming that public 
inertia which recognizes oe need for con- 
servation but allows our wild life resources to 

MEMBERSHIP DETAILS continue to slip away, the asscciation offers 
three competitions: 

All persons in sympathy with 1. a the Seon gmen Clgb Womans Chae 2. 
To 23> . R. Chapter, Civic Association or other 

the objectives of the association organization in Mississippi that during the 
are eligible to membership, and year 1928-29 accomplishes the most out- 

eo standing piece of wild life conservation 
to share in the duty and privilege work, a gift will be made ot the value of 

5 $50.00. At the option of the winning or- 
of preserving for our own use, ganization this may take the form of 
and for that of future genera- nursery grown res holly pee or of 

: . . nursery grown seedling magnolias, or gar- 
tions the wild life resources of land crabapples, or regal lily bulbs, or a 
the state. bird bath, suitably inscribed; or young 

hen 5 . game fish for stocking ponds or streams. 
ctive members pay $1.00 in 2. To the esis aan boy or alate 

designs the best emblem expressive of the 
advance for the whole or part of activities or aims of the association and 
the fiscal year—August through snot ior Pepmeucion on the ES one 

*. 5 tion letterheads and literature, a rewar 
July. Supporting members, $5.00; of $25.00 in gold will be given. This will 
Research members, $10.00, and he conaacid cage the coaneration of 

hide e State Teachers Association, 
Sustaining members $25.00 an- 3. So they emae of a aeocinnon wae 
nually. Life membershi no coins the best_slogan for the use of the 

2 D6 association, a living Christmas tree, of a 
other dues) $100.00. Patron variety suited for growing in that park, 

i school yard or church lawn in which the 
membership, $1,000.00. winner wishes to plant it. The executive 

committee will act as final judges of these 
three contests. 

Address The Mississippi Association for the Conservation of Wild Life. Mrs. F. Belk Smith, 
Secretary, LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI
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MISSISSIPPI ASSOCIATION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE 
ORGANIZED 1927 INCORPORATED 1928 CHARTER MEMBERSHIP 286. 

The Association Wants Mississippi to Have: Some of the Things Done During the First Year 
(1) More sport for the sportsmen. of The Association: 
(2) More furs for the trapper. 1. Secured the active cooperation of the 
(3) More fish in the streams. State Plant Board. 
(4) More beneficial hawks and owls to eat The State Department of Education. 

field rats and field mice. The State Teachers Association. 
(5) More song birds in town and country. Sportsmen Clubs in different parts of 
(6) More holly, wild crabapples, dogwood of the state. 

and azalia to beautify roadsides and Federation of Womans Clubs. 
woodland. American Legion, Mississippi Division. 

(7) More Dov and eee vo of the Ameri- 
men and women who reer A can Revolution. 
love the outdoors and _ Mississippi is the only state Mississippi Parent-Teach- 
who go there with see- in the Union which does not ers Association. 
ing eyes and hearing have an official state wild Fair Associations, 

ears. life conservation department. Federal Fish Hatchery, 
(8) Now, before it is too , The Mississippi Associa- Tupelo, Miss. 

late, some lakes and tion for the Conservation of Y. W. C. A, and Girl Re- 
streams, marshes, mea- Wild Life is the only state serves. . 
dows and woodlands to organization concerned ex- 2. Visited 20 county and 
be forever recreation clusively with conservation state fairs with exhibits 
places for the people and proper utilization of and literature. 
and refuges for the wild life resources in the 8. Gave illustrated lectures 
wild life resources of state of Mississippi, to 20,000 school children, 
the state. “Education means conser- conducted 20 nature 

(9) Public hunting grounds eer een is not study tours. 
modeled on those of ela. lite peer oe ae 4, Aided in making a state 
Pennsylvania, which in oa ane CORSE eH o- wide distribution of fish 
practice give good See Spas As ey rescued oe sxe oNee 
hunting for hunters. area in the summer 1 . 

yet_also increase the supply of game. 5. Visited 15 boards of supervisors in in- 
(10) <A State Department of Conservation terest of better wild life conservation. 

to enforce the game laws, to investi- 6. Answered many letters of inquiry from 
gate the economic status of our native sportsmen, teachers and students and 
fauna and flora, to establish and care furnished literature when possible. — 
for sanctuaries = -shooting -grounds 7. Sponsored-a piece of legislation which 
and to educate the people in conser- sought to provide a state wild life con- 
vation, all support from hunting servatign department at the last ses- 
licenses. sion of the legislature. 

——_—<—— As one means toward overcoming that public 
Be Witte joe iherenped for oe 
servation but allows our wild life resources to 

MEMBERSHIP DETAILS cankime to slip away, the association offers 
three competitions: 

All persons in sympathy with 1. To the Sportsman Club, Womans Club, D. 
A Zn ce, A. R. Chapter, Civic Association or other 

the objectives of the association organization in Mississippi that during the 
are eligible to membership, and year 1928-29 accomplishes the most out- 

A a. standing piece of wild life conservation 
to share in the duty and privilege work, a Bit ul be Hedg & the value of 

; $50.00. t the option of the winning or- 
of preserving for our own use, ganization this may take the form of 
and for that of future genera- nursery grown erated holly eee or of 

S : nursery grown seedling magnolias, or gar- 
vo wild life resources of land crabapples, gt regal iy bulbs; ova 

e State. ire a suitably inscribed; or young 
Active members pay $1.00 in game fish for socks Done or aeene 

. 2. o the Mississippi school boy or girl who 
advance for the whole or part of designs the best emblem expressive of the 

‘ activities or aims of the asscciation and 
the fiscal year—August through gies Se paprerischia on the A 

i . tion letterheads and literature, a_rewar 
July. Supporting members, $5.00; of $25.00 in gold will be given. This will 
Research members, $10.00, and i Ronduorl toeoneh the pooperaiage of 

Sustaining members $25.00 an- @ To the mame: hike aeecGn : o the member of the association who 
nually. Life membership (no coins the best slogan for the use of the 

association, a living Christmas tree, of a 
other dues) $100.00. Patron variety suited for Serene in that park, 

i school yard or church lawn in which the 
membership, $1,000.00. winner wishes to plant it, The executive 

committee will act as final judges of these 
three contests. 

Address The Mississippi Association for the Conservation of Wild Life. Mrs. F. Belk Smith, 
Secretary, LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI



_ 42l Chemistry Building 

January 24, 1929. d 

Biological Survey, ‘ 
Washington, 
Dd 8. : 

Gentlemen: 

In the course of my Game Survey in Mississippi 
the following persons asked for copies of the reports on 
the Georgia Quail Investigation and if they are available 
I will appreciate it if they are sent. 

1. ¢. P. Willians, 
Greenville, Miss. 

2. W. H. Smith, Mgr., 
Chamber of Commerce, 

Laurel, Mies. 

Yours very truly, ‘ 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.



MISSISSIPPI AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 

: AND AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION i : 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY ; 
R. W. HARNED 

R. N. LOBDELL 
—. W. STAFFORD i 
J. M, LANGSTON 

2 
ie Site A. & M. COLLEGE, MISS! A. L. HAMNER ; 

MISS GLADYS HOKE Jenuary 18, 1929 

ir. 4ldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I hope that you will pardon my slowness in acknowledging the carbon copy of your letter of December 27 to Mr. Paul Gc. Redington that reached me several days ago. It was very kind of you to write to Mr. Redington in regard to Mr. Lobdell. I hope that Mr. Stoddard will make us a visit sometime in the near future. We will be very glad to see him at any time, and I am sure that Mr. Lobdell will especially appreciate the opportunity of talking with hin, 

Because Mr. Lobdell is so well informed on many differe subjects and be- cause of his enthusiasm, loyalty, ability, and other good characteristics, he is one of the most valuable men in our orgenization and we do not care to lose him. ' However, as the work that you discussed when you were here is so nearly what he ts anxious to do, and is just what he enjoys more than anything else, I believe that hé would make a mistake if heat a not go with you if the opportunity should come his way. I have not dis¢ussed this matter with him since before Christmas, but it is my opinion that he feels the same way. I know he is looking forward with much pleasure to the prospect of meeting Mr. Stoddard. 

The next time that you are in this section of the country, I hope that you will make it a point to make us another visit. It is not necessary for me to tell you thet we enjoyed very much our conversations with you. 

If it is convenient for you to be in Houston, Texas on February 5, 6 and 7th I am quite certain that you will enjoy attending the meetings of the Associeti on of Southern Acricultural Workers. At this meeting you will probably have opportunity to talk with agricultural workers who are well acquainted with conditions in all of the southern states. The headquarters of this association and all of the affiliated organizations will be at the Rice Hotel. I will attend especially the meetings of the Southern Plant Board on February 5 and the Gotton States Branch of the American Association of Economic Entomologists on Yebruary 6 and 7th. 

Very truly yours, 

' 4 

R. W. Harned , Professor 

Ze0Logy arid: Entomology. 
RWH*BQE



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE is Ww 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY (dw 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Beachton,Grady Sai hei, 

January I6,19q9 ; 

Mr.Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold; 

I am addressing this answer to your interesting letter of the IIth to 

adison, decause I do not know where to catch you in the South. 

While we have not gone as deeply into the relation of pasturing to quail 

as I hope to in the future ( because that has not been one of the vital problems 

confronting us on the preserves of the south-east) we hate given the question 

considerable study from the comparative viewpoint. 

Unless the shape of the 320 acre tract and the actual covey ranges, 

amount of time during the year,etc on the Mc.Neil tract was known I cannot 

venture an opinion as to the foods of the quail there.There are several 

possible explantations however.Aé certain class of feeds,including sweet gum, 

pine mast and acorns ( all of the greatest importance) are much more 

AVAILABLE when falling on bare pasture than where littder covers the ground. 

Tf areas near the pasture were right for quail and supported aK normal quail 

population it is perfectly reasonable to expect that six or even more coveys 

would range over into the pasture at the time the above mentioned important 

foods were available,even temporarily abandoning the more natural portion of 

their range,although but for the presence of this more natural portion they 

might not have been able to nest or rear their moung.As the feeds I mention 

are all hunting season feeds the quail might be there during the hunting 

season,but at no other time, Also while the legumes as a class are of great 

importance and will attract the birds wherever they occur,the birds can turn 

largely to grass seeds ( foxtails, paspalums , panic grass,etc.) in their 

absence, 
In regard to the procumbent legumes.Here such legumes do not grow 

well on heavily pastured lands.In fact of the whole legume tribe,Japan Clover 

seems to stand heavy pasturing bast , meanwhile producing a seed crop 

sufficiently heavy to support a good quail population.Even fairly heavily 

partured areas in this settion are apt to be very deficient in legumes, 

while heavily pastured areas have few or none.There is a great field for 

research here however that we have not touched.some kinds of legumes favored 

by quail might be found that would thrive more or less under conditions of 

heavy pasturing.Such feeds have got to be found if quail are to thrive in 

dairy country.I have every reason to believe that quail can thrive for very 

considerable periods on a very few items of food,such as the seeds of one 

good grass (like "Bull grass"),varied a little with acorns,a fruit like 

gallberry and so on. 

I am very glad to hear that the Station there avocateSearly planting 

: of corn.It is so rarely that these recommendations fit in with out plans. 

I am always eager to get any tips that your extended travels reveal,and thank 

you for writing.We know so little compared to what we should that I always 

feel humble and ready to grash every idea.I have the pheasant books packed but 

thought you might prefer to have them come when you are home.Shall I send them 

et +o your home address? Please direct mo on this.We all enjoyed your visit and



wish that you could have remained longer.Would have liked nothing better 

than to have shown you a few of my favorite corners within a hundred mile 

radius,but this must lay over until another time. 

t will make an attempt to stop at McNeil sometime.I always find such 

places a mine of information. I would like very much to have Greene stop 

here but rather hesitate to ask it.Anyway I would profit a lot more if I 

could go to the Station.I have a trip over to Foley,Alabama this winter and will 

try to run on to McNeil at that time. All well here and ish to be remembered 

to you.Mrs.S.has not quite finished the Purple Land yet,but I will send it on as 

goon as she does.I enjoyed it immensely,as I do all of Hudson{s writings. 

The book you returned to me arrived safely. 

Sincerely, f op



7 0 Man 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHERN FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO CUSTOMHOUSE, 

DIRECTOR ren orn) 423 CANAL STREET, 
AND REFER TO NEw ORLEANS, La, 

RS 3 
Pa January 14, 1929 
Rabbits 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Survey 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Enclosed is the American Forest Week article on 
the McNeill project, which you requested in your note of 
January 11 from Laurel.. 

I have "observed" rabbits at Bogalusa practically 
the year round since October, 1924, but have absolutely no 
reliable quantitative data on their abundance. The best in- 
formation I can give you is indirect. I know that rabbit 
damage was excessively heavy on 4,000 acres of slash and lob- 
lolly plantations in January and February, 1925, and appar- 
ently equally heavy on 6300 acres of slash pine plantation 
in January and February, 1926. Over large areas 60 to 80 ‘ 
per cent of the trees were bitten off, and on areas of an 
acre or more 100 per cent of the seedlings were bitten off. 
Rabbits have been common in the plantations every winter 
since, but the plantation records give no evidence of their 
abundance because the planting was all done with longleaf, 
which they seldom touch. I found several dozen rabbits in 
an unburned area of a few square roads in the middle of an 
800-acre burn last March, but imagine that was simply a 

~ concentration for feeding purposes. If you will accept a 
guess, I should say rabbits were most abundant in 1925-26, 
but I have absolutely no substantiating evidence. 

Most of the rabbits near Bogalusa seem to be the 
cotton tail S. floridanus alacer, but Mr. Percy Viosca, of 
the State Department of Conservation, is responsible for the 
statement that S. aquaticus aquaticus is also common in 
eastern Washington Parish. 

Sincerely yours 

E.L.DEMMON, Director 

By Ll, LW. . 
Assistant Silviculturibt 

Enclosure
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E.l.oU Pont DE NEMouRS & COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE MeMpALS, 1Onns 
JEC, es le 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION 

Dear Mr. Leo yids : 

At my suggestion, Mr, R, M. Harmnond, a re loor of thls C1lUy, 
has outlined the following plan whic e originated and which nas met 
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; CUTOVER ACREAGE, RE-FORUSTATION AND PRESERVATION OF WILD GAME 

IN THE SOUTHLAND 

For the last fifty or sixty years the lumber interests 

and the timber-men have dug deep into the great forests of this 

eentral southland, consisting of Arkansas, Tennessee, Louisiana, : 

Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida, and today on account 

of the enormous volume of timber that has been taken out, we have 

three or four very serious problems confronting this territory, 

These questions are as follows:- 

That is to be done with the millions of acres of 

cut-over land? 

What solution can we work out by which re-forestation 

ean be carried on? 

How can we supply the future demands of the thousands 

of industries that depend exclusively on timber? 

Last but not least, what is to be done to save and 

protect the wild game life that once roamed these 

forests? 

CUT-OVER ACREAGE 

In these States there are today something like forty 

or fifty million acres of cutover land from which the large or 

merchantable timber has been cut, and on which today stands a 

young growth of the same class of trees, which if given a chance 

would rapidly grow into the same class of merchantable timber that 

has already been taken from these lands. These lands today, on 

account of the fact that our agricultural situation has been demor- 

alized for several years, and in the fact that we have more lands 

open and ready for the plow than is being cultivated, are a burden 

to the owners and to the states in which they are locatec, and on 

account of taxes that the owners are forced to pay in a great many 

gases additional lands are cleared and placed in cultivation simply 

for the purpose of trying to produce a sufficient crop to pay these 

taxes. An operation of this kind is unsound and places the owner 

3 in competition with the legitimate farmer who is farming for the 

purpose of supporting and educating his family, and every time an 

additional acre is cleared, the market value of our present agri- 

cultural lands is lowered, for after all supply and demand is the 

governing factor in the value of any commodity. 

AFPECT ON INDUSTRIES : 

In these Southern States there are thousands of indust- 

ries and manufacturing institutions that depend exclusively upon 

lumber for their existence. These thousands of plants employ millions 

of people, and at the rate our standing timber is being consumed 

unless some decided and very effective method of re-forestation is 

immediately begun, a great many of these plants will either be forced 

out of bushness or will be forced into new undeveloped territories 

far removed from their present locations and surroundings. This, of 

course, could and would have a very aestructive affect upon our in- 

dustrial manufacturing and commercial future. 

es RAINFALL AND CLIMATIC CONDITIONS : 

It is an undisputed fact and is recognized by a great 

many of our best authorities that our timber lands have a direct 

affect upon our climate, rain-fall and atmospheric conditions.
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Not only this, but according to national authorities on flood con- 

trol, the growth of timber is very important in controlling and 

governing the flow of flood waters. 

GAME LIFE 

This great central Southland has for hundreds of years 

been one of the great hunting territories in the United States. 

Game Life up until a few years ago was very abundant in our forests, 

and a great part of our natural history is woven around the wonder- 

ful hunt ng expeditions and camp-fires in our forests, where men 

from all parts of thw world congregated for their annual or semi- 

annual sport. This condition is rapidly becoming very acute. Our 

game is disappearing with astonishing rapidity, and unless a con- 

certed action is taken by those directly interested in the preser- 

vation and control of our animal, game and fish life, the day is 

rapidly approaching when free hunting will be a thing of the past. 

These pleasures and fire-side tales that we and our fathers remember 

and enjoy, so much will become book history, and seemingly unreason- 

able tales to our future generationse 

REFORESTATION 

If the different states of this section, the United States 

Government and the property owners will get together on some method 

of relieving these forty or fifty years, the most gigantic and the 

most economical reforestation campaign ever put on by any country, 

at any time, can be immediately started, and in full speed. If our 

Government and these different states would work out some solution 

py which the property owner would be relieved df his taxes, and that 

in lieu of taxes that were not paid during the re-forestation period 

of fifty years, | reasonable percentage of the merchantable timber 

say from 30% to 50% revert to the Government and the States at the e 
end of this period, the property owners in majority of cas.s would 

readily line up and co-operate in this project. If this work was 

done the benefits derived at the end of the reforestation period 

would be an overwhelming that I believe it would be one of the best 
investments that all of the interested parties could possibly make. 

Assuming for the sake of argument that forty million 

acres were permitted to re-forest under this plan, and assuming that 
at the end of the ve-forestation period these lands would have an 

average growth of 3000 feet of saw timber per acre (I am sure the 

most conservative would agree that this is a reasonably low estimate) 

we would have one hundred and twenty billion feet of merchantable 

timber on this land. I believe at the end of that time that this 

timber will easily have a value of $20.00 per thousand on the stump. 

If so, we would have §2,400,000,000.00, worth of timber growth that 
has acerued to this territory. Not only this, but these lands that 

are today worth from ote to $10.00 per acre will at that time be 
worth from $20.00 to 40.00 per acre, or an additional eight hundred 
million to a billion dollar increase. Also that our present acri- 

cultural lands that are demoralized and low in value would have 

climbed to the staple and sound value which I believe would be at 

least another seven hundred and fifty million dollars. 

These figures do not take into consideration the thousands 

of manufacturing plants, industries, and other business shat would 

continue to thrive, affording employment to millions of people, and 

of course, producing the hundred of millions of reasonable and 

nominal profits on their operations.
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: PROTECTION TO GAN® 

“ If you will hesitate for just a minute you will realize 
what a wonderful haven this forty million acres of tinber would 
be to the wild animals and game life of this country. These 
forests as a protection and as a breeding ground for them would mean 
that with proper Government supervision and control and proper laws 
limiting the days kill, this territory could again, and would within 
a few years time beco e a huntsman's paradise of the North American 
Continent. 

In alalyzing this matter in it's entirity, it appeals to 
the writer as being a subject matter that should appeal to and is 
of direct interest not only to every branch of commercial manufac- 
turing and agricultural industry, but should have an unlimited =x 
appeal to the huntsman, the lover of game, and to those who have a 
kindly feeling toward the growth of THE TREE, 

This matter is being called to the at.ention of the 
public purely as a matter of direct interest to our great central 
South, and if not directiy interested, certainly in an indirect 
way to most every person, commercial and civic organization in the 
United States. The plan as outlined may, or may not be the best 
solution but whatever influence is necessary to put it in operation 
on some sase business basis should certainly not be neglected. 
I appeal to every channel to get in behind a reforestation plan of 
some kind, to promote and develop the timber industry in this sec- 
tion. 

R. M. HAMMOND 

12-14-28



node Ht = Arrret cofy Le kw & i RM Homeds 
SF lar trortle Means 

421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Dec. 27, 1928 

* Sion’ cal * 
eee D. . 

Dear Red: 

During a recent visit to the A. & i. College at Stark- 
ville, Mississippi, I became acquainted with R. M. Lobdell, who is a 
member of the State Plant Board and also assists Dr. R. M. Harned in 
teaching various biological subjects. tobdell is ineldentally one of 
the prime movers in the recent conservation movement in Mississippi. 
Possibly some of your staff are acquainted with him. 

Lobdell is anxious to start a study of wild turkeys, and 
seemed to me, as nearly as I could tell on the basis of a short acquaint- 
ance, to be extraordinarily competent. His services might be obtainable 
within the maximum of $3,000 set down in the Institute fellowships. 
Such a study would, of course, have to have very careful consideration 
by all concerned before any recomuendation to set up money could be 
made, but the first move towards any such objective would be to have 
Stoddard's opinion of Lobdell as a possible feliow, and, incidentally, 
to secure an exchange of opinions between Lobdell and Stoddard as to 
the seope of the study, the possible areas, and the method of attack. 

Stoddard mentioned to me that during the next six months 
he might be taking occasional trips te consult with his cooperators, 
and I did not know but what some of them might be located ix or near 
Northeastern Mississippi. If any business should carry Stoddard to the 

: neighborhood of Starkville, I would like to suggest as purely an inci- 
dental matter that he seize the opportunity of ting acquainted with 
Lebdeli. tae web wah to 650 pear teneeomiiaes a melee Ge 
-~ should it be impossible for him to visit Starkville incidentally on 
other trips before July 1, I would suggest that he do so after July 1 in 
the regular course of his proposed assignment. 

If this suggestion meets with your approval, I will appre- 
ciate your mentioning the matter to Stoddard. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, : 

In Charge, Game Survey. 

: (COPY SENT TO H. L. STODDARD, BEACHTON, GA.)



Triple Purpose Pineries rake Mave Febhemeelah 

Can crops of game and livestock help carry the costs of 

Timber-growing in the Gulf States? 

i A Sumpary of the Need for Fact Finding under 

the McNary-McSweeney Bill. 
eee 

(A) Argument 

Experiments have shown that an acre of pine cutovers will grow: 

1. ____ feet of lumber per year (plus some naval stores 

if longleaf or slash pine). ‘ 

2. 15¢ worth of quail shooting. 

3+ Pounds of beef or ss pounds of milic, 

Of course any acre will not do this, Pires must first be controlled, 

and the land stocked with the proper trees, plants, and animals. 

The proper kinds, numbers, and methods of culture are now fairly 

well known for the three kinds of crops seperately. Thus the Forest Experi- 
ment Station has found out how to control fire and raise the tree cropa; the 

Georgia Quail Investigation has found out how to prepare the land so it will 

raise a quail crop; the Coastal Plains Agricultural Experiment Station and 
Agricultural Colleges have found out how to prepare the land to raise a 

cattle crop, 

All of these experiments, however, have Sealt with each crop 

_- Separately, except the one at the Coastal Plains Station, which has partially 
worked out how to raise trees and cattle at the same time on the same land, 

People will produce crops on Gulf States cutovers to the extent that 

they know how to produce them profitably. Obviously profits would be greater 

if three crops could be grown at the same time on the same land, This is true 

because they have certain costs in common, notably fire control, taxes, and 

Supervision. ae



The Coastal Plains experiment shows promising indications that tree 

and cattle crops can grow together, thus reducing costs. There is reason to 

believe that trees, cattle, and game crops can grow together, at least on 

certain kinds of land, with certain special modifications of cultural methods. 

This is an argument for funds to find out, by experiment,. whether, where and 

when this is true, and how much of each can be grown. 

This is an inter-state and inter-bureau problem, hence such funds 

should be appropriated under the McNary-McSweeney bill, Section 5. 

(3) Facts Needed, 

The technical questions on which additional facts are needed 

include the following: 

(a) Can plants be found which will (1) produce quail food in a 
erased forest, (2) which produce pasturage, ani (3) which 
will not prevent tree reproduction or constitute afire . 

hazard? 

Comment: Plants are already mown which meet requirements (2) and (3), 

but it is not known which of then, if any, meet (1). It is also known that 

the native quail foods tend to disappear in a forest grazed in summer. 

(b) If not, how much fencing is needed to produce quail food on 

ungrazed plots? 

f (c) To what extent can ploughed fire lines be profitably increased 

and ates of cutting units decreased for the purpose of increasing 

the game population and yZeld? What annual plants on ploughed 

fire lines feed game without producing inflammable fire hazard? 

(a) What densities of forest canopy combine good tree growth with



a good stand of game and livestock feeds? How long during the 

Sapling stage must these feeds be shaded out in the interest 

of height growth in trees? 

(e) Wheat is the effect of various degrees of grazing on cotton rats 

and rabbits? 

Comment: Cotton rats are known to vary in local abundance with density of 

grass, and to eat pine seed, qmail feed, and quail eggs. Rabbits are knowm 

to damage tree reproduction, These spots of kmowledge should be joined 

together. 

(2) What populations of skunks, opossums, foxes, hawks, and owls 

are the best balance between rodent control and game 

management? 

(g) What is the long-time effect of fire on bunch grass sod 

density?
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™ The Littl Hh '- Os e Little Preacher (ii 
; ye 
a a 4 
i oi. By W. C. McCormick ce K/- 

ae od 

R } ahd pe 
* aoe = 

ez : q 
f* 418 ae T|E was a frail little fellow, him standing apart from the others, ; r 

(ig ae this boy the other children engrossed in one of the pamphlets a ’ il 

e Lie called “The Preacher,’ a he had secured. When he learned A 2 wit 

9 Be 5 typical child of the great through the others that I had taken ny a v 
‘ ee pine woods of the South. Like his picture a flush mounted to if | { ANS 

Je :f . many others, he was viewing for his cheeks, and when I asked his s 

i, es the first time in his ten years of name his reply was drowned by 

ee Ls existence a moving picture. the cries of “call him Preacher! ; 
r Can Fs One of The American Forestry He’s just Preacher!” The chil- : 

, aid i a Association’s Southern Forestry dren danced around him, laugh- 

“iy } 7 Educational trucks stood beside the ing and shouting, “‘gotcher pitcher 

rr i little weather-beaten school house, took, didn’tyer, Preacher?” 

ae ra nestling under tall pines and After the show and short lec- 

GR: spreading live-oaks. The motion ture had been given and literature 

picture operator was using his day- distributed, the truck moved on, 
light screen for an open air following its itinerary. 
picture, as the school house Work elsewhere caused me 
was too small for a regular to leave the men and truck 
indoor show. Standing in HOSE who have followed the progress of The Ameri- at this point. The follow- 
the background, studying a Forestry Association’s Southern Forestry Educa- ing day, however, upon re- 
the expressions on the faces tional Project in Florida, Georgia and Mississippi have turning to this county, I 

of the sixty-five children undoubtedly wondered just what reaction the motion pictures, hadWoccasion tor pascal tiie 

cE x lectures and literature have had on the children of the rural 
watching the picture flash 2 same school. It was the 

schools after the educational trucks have passed on. And 

through the screen attached indeed it is a question with which everyone should be noon hour. Small groups 
to the rear opening of the deeply concerned, for it is the only way in which results of of children were gathered 

truck, I was attracted by the campaign can be measured at the present time. together under the trees, 

this boy. He stood motion- To answer this question the best informed man on the along the roadside, or in the 
less in the front row, hands subject, W. C. McCormick, Regional Director of the Project school house door, while 

folded on his breast, eyes in the three States, was asked to prepare an article for others sat in the sun along 
centered on the picture un- the readers of AMERICAN Forests AND Forest Lire, and he thomas col othe sbrlde 

Holdineahet aes hime ae has responded with “The Little Preacher,” a true incident, i 5 
oe interestingly and humanly told. ing, eating their lunches and 

ec puouehe While the little Preacher and his companions are but a playing. Almost aa 

eevee by & he ene few among more than fifty thousand children who had ately I began searching for 
‘Trees of Righteousness, received the fire prevention and forestry lessons the educa- my friend, “The Preacher.” 

registered or his child’s tional trucks had carried to them up to December 1, and After visiting several groups 
mind. the little weather-beaten schoolhouse nestling under the tall without success, I walked to 

After the picture had pines ae ras of — a ae Sari a the rear of the building 
are ical 0} e rea ineé woods 0! e outh. 1s 

aa nee ae Rens nan safe to ae co great many “Little Preachers” where I discovered an old 

gan_ distributing forestry have been left as missionaries in the field after the trucks two-wheeled cart under a 
literature and rulers, and I and lecturers have passed on. For each school has received large oak, and protruding 

noticed that this little fel- either an outdoor or indoor motion picture program or both, above the side of the cart 
low was the first to reach augmented by lectures and pamphlets of a simple and edu leicaw iiceeecal eral 

for a pamphlet. As one of Pee eae me Cuce: heads. 

the large posters was being Unnoticed, I walked to 

tacked on the side of the within a few feet of the 

school house he stood in front of the others, deeply absorbed cart. Apparently there was a council of some sort on, and I 

in reading the lesson it brought out. Later I photographed quickly recognized the voice of my little friend. 

2
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“But they can be stopped.” The high-pitched voice of fight than that one in the pitcher, ’cause my Pa’s bound he’s 

“The Preacher” was very positive. ‘An’ my Pa promised goin’ to keep fire outen his woods from now on.” 

me las’ night that he’s goin’ to save his woods, ‘cause trees “They ain’t no good settin’ out fire nohow,” spoke up 
is a crop.” another. 

“Yeah,” another voice broke in, “my “Shore they ain’t,” replied the little 

Pa said he was shore glad them forestry - Preacher. “They ain’t no more good in 
fellers are showin’ them pitchers ‘cause  # it than burnin’ up some other crop, is 
maybe people won’t burn so much now F a ¢ there? Howdja like to see your corn 

an’ we can keep fire outen our woods.” et. crop burnt every year? You know, jist 

“You know,” went on the first voice y : G a a sort of swinged so’s that every stalk 

again, “trees are a lot more’n jist shade Be would be little an’ scrubby? Howdja 

an’ wood——” , = like that? Huh? How much corn do 

“Yeah, and listen, Preacher,” cut in a you s’pose you’d git? Well, trees is a 

another, “didyer know that they make \ crop, an’ didn’t that forestry feller prove 
silk from trees?” A... j to us by them pitchers an’ that other 

“Sure they do,” resumed the first en thing—whatcha call it?” 
voice, “an where’d we be fer school books + “Chart,” prompted another. 
without trees? You know las’ night | e “Yeah, chart; that’s it. Didn’t he 
set fer two solid hours—well, till Ma “i show us by that chart that ever’ fire in 
made me go to bed—an’ tried to think = the woods sets the trees back jist a little, 
what was not made from trees, an’ | ; an’ that fire after fire turns pine trees 
couldn’t think of a single thing that a into a scrub timber crop?” 

didn’t run back to the woods somehow : : oe “Now, look’t that ol? cow ‘over 

or other. When that forestry feller said bo e yonder; ain’t she scrawny? Now, that’s 
thin’? was 4 , i ey , ‘i 

that most ever’thin’ was made from wii; ee cause she ain’t got nothin’ to eat ’ceptin ae bs : 
trees, he shore didn’t miss it. Ther Title’ Preacher wire grass, ‘cause fire kills out good cow 

un e Little e aoee 3 
“That was shore funny where them feed. Didn’tja hear that forestry feller 

two ol’ fellers fought in the pitcher, say so yesterday? When I was goin’ 

wasn’t it?’ questioned another. home last night I looked ’round through the woods to see 

“Yeah, you know that one young-like feller didn’t want if I could see any of that good cow feed that they showed 

his woods burnt an’ that was why he fought that ol’ man. in the pitcher an’ that they said fire killed out, an’ you 

An’ if I ketch a feller greenin’ up the woods ’round our know I couldn’t find nothin’ but plain old wire grass an’ 

place I am goin’ to set my Pa on him, an’ you'll see a worse reeds. If you will read them—what you call ’em?” 
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The Little Preacher, standing in the foreground, was one of the first to reach for a pamphlet after the picture had been shown 
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= AMERICAN FORESTS 
Mee Ba sore ip ee GU eT eee ira 

x ee Sn aa: “cause you all know what it said on the 
5 * F ” a” 5 Sean aia 

= me kb. ; a ‘ sides of that truck, doncher ?—growin’ chil- 
a pe: -* \ d > » = ee # Bee ren need growin’ trees. 

Q sige} > i. es 2 wo I was around the corner of the little 

‘eS . me : RP = pre * bi ° Pa weather-beaten schoolhouse nestling under 
ee = ee the tall pines and spreading live oaks, and 

ae ee out of sight when these young southerners Re 
+ eo: : > a — es climbed hurriedly over the side of the old 

ee a } ae : an two-wheeled cart and scurried back to the i ae F i b, — = . 7 — a 
5 . be | ae mo hs al acai ry ee 

Pte es 2 ey a ee i te tee, = Se , =, 
AS Fy ee iY Bae 2, eran OS an ibe in a a ee 

2 “ncaa ee pA a i a a > a Nak ia Rae BPO Econo. crane. ‘wti- . r 

Children of a little school in rural Florida ms — Big ~ ee 
Ss oer Gages es its “ee receiving a forestry lesson in motion pictures. bee a5 ee San eth zi ho ‘ tt ee m4 
The daylight screen is used here = fe 4 ‘ Lonel ee | . 

mee sean “Bell 
“Pamphlets ?” a ee —~ | a 
“ 5 ae ‘ Yeah, pamphlets, that you got yester- Ps a mead < Cee 

day they will tell you how burnin’ kills ea i 15 in” . <4 eo 
off good cow feed.” ny Lae) : , I ae Yl : 

“Yeah, and how ’bout game an’ fish - = — . eae . 7 . | Re RES yee en op mee an other things that it kills off an’ hurts?” pre “eign uae SR a 
questioned another. ‘‘Where are we goin’ 5 , ' : é to get wild turkey, an’ partridges, an’ ’pos- Preparing for the motion picture program. The projector is 

cuniuianiicoon where wooden All attached by a heavily insulated cable to a generator inside the truck , , 
gone?” 

A bell rang out in front of the school : ives. A FPR, 
house. The voice of the little Preacher et er Le ae ‘ iy Ps ee 
ceased. The row of heads protruding eee y oe ty BS ey chai ta J . . 
above the side of the cart moved in prepara- ey re bali ee . Dae oe Se 
tion to crawling down. a gpa" - ae 

“Durn that bell, anyhow,” came from es.) Shvy , bait = 

one of the group, “jist when we was busy Zee 8 { 

studyin’ trees.” E a eee i RS 
“We'll hol’ ’nother meetin’ tomorrow Fy " i 4 

noon,” came the voice of the little Preacher, fe i= ! Pan 
= i rt = Se F 

ar RITE oe eae FY : eg ey Maat PF Coe tg be oP) aes F et , id aS Pde ae | he) PG Ri Mb of Pn He) Bitsy opti n vee her 
ae = ee fee aie = a 

ns i i : ’ 
F i oo = ly Typical school and school children of 

- aa i the great pine woods region of the 
: rs ik a. Hi South where woods burning has been 

4 Uh fel: Ba fe ee i practiced for many years 
r sa 

i wo z class-room. Somehow or other I had no 
el ‘ : 

=| ,) Sn es Ea eS desire to be caught eavesdropping. But is hea; ‘7 a “* 
‘ i, f ea . ro bo “ as I drove away I could not help but wonder 

= : ys fe : t rye just how many “Little Preachers” we are Pa Cae ae ; eae a “ Se ate ee A leaving as forest missionaries in the rural 
bY See q ‘a BA districts of Florida, Georgia and Mississippi 

Seated at their desks these school children are being shown by after the men and the educational motion 

visual methods the great destructive power of fire in the woods picture trucks have passed on. 
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Ready for their three-year mission of forestry education in Georgia, Florida and Mississippi 

5 es iat ee : 
American Forestry Association’s Educational Project 

Has Dramatic Inauguration 
By Erte KAUFFMAN 

T has been said that pride leads man to adventure, cour- toward woods burning. In threading the cross currents that 

age stecls him to endure, and loyalty brings him ultimate called for this exhibition of pride, courage and loyalty, it is 

triumph. One did not have to be psychic to sense the necessary only to recall the tropical storm that spread death 

waves of pride, courage and loyalty with which the air of and disaster over Florida and southern Georgia at that time, 

southern Georgia was charged when the five educational and add to it a deep-rooted sense of responsibility—and a 

trucks of The American For- promise given. 

estry Association roared into The first national forestry 

Waycross on the afternoon of fair was to be held at Way- 
September 18, to inaugurate Tre prosrerenat thie Seni desendelarsely cross for the purpose of bring- 

the Southern Forestry Educa- upon her forest lands. Protection spells ing to light the scientific and 

tional Project. They were so prosperity, but desolation follows burning. Fires practical advancements of 
closely woven into the lives of injure the big trees, kill the seedling trees, de- modern forestry. The South- 

the men on the trucks that stroy the ou ret the soil, and drive out ern Forestry Project, recog- 
they could not be ignored. game animals an 14 ch So long as woods are nized to be the most intensive 

. protected they are practically self-perpetuating. if 
These crews, five in all, cy campaign ever before under- 

: rae 1 a This is the message of the Southern Forestry iE . hesficld: of 1 
consist 0: ie; ~ se She Educeonal rece taken in the field of popu : 
to enter the Tura districts ° File State bereters andi Pores eee forestry education, was to be 

Florida, Georgia and Missis- tions of Florida, Georgia, and Mississippi are featured. Interest had been 

sippi on a three-year mission cooperating with The American Forestry Asso- evidenced far and wide, espe- 

of popular forestry education ciation to carry this message to the people of cially in the educational units, 

under the program of the these States. Your help is needed. which had been promised for 

Southern Forestry Educa- a special demonstration to 

tional Project, for which the open the Fair. 

Association and cooperating It was this promise that 

organizations and individuals have raised $150,000. Their spelled success for the first enterprise of the project. Leav- 

object is to awaken and develop an intelligent and intimate ing Atlanta, the crews pushed their sturdy and trim trucks 

conception among school children and teachers of what for- through the storm with its deluge of rain and destructive 

estry means, and to bring about a changed public attitude wind. ‘They pushed forward, after many others had turned 
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back, through gulping mud and mad waters that often Savannah, Georgia, as unit director, and R. R. Ozmer, of 

threatened peril; they pushed across bridges as they were Erwin, Tennessee, as lecturer and motion picture operator; 

going out; they plowed through bottomless swamps when on Georgia Truck No. 2, John B. Gaskins, of Hahira, 

trees came crashing down, barricading the waterways that 

once were roads; they pushed onward, always onward, never a se es 
pausing to look back. Against ever-increasing odds they Bi ea sd . : en ae eae 
finally roared, mud-cloaked, through the streets of Way- [Rel ; st id é 
cross, flaunting defiance at the elements while astonished but 4 - 4  — | 
admiring eyes looked on. The crews clambered from their 7% a =e Me ae : 
seats looking tragically worn and tired, but enthusiastically "77% — “i x ee oy 

happy in their conquest. Pride, courage and loyalty had won. jag See 3 a = ee 
Thus drama stepped onto the stage as the curtain went up ae ee im, 1 Ae =o x a ‘ wi 

on this modern forestry project. But it is not beyond com- a aes, a ot gaa cer ye ’ 
prehension, for drama has a way of stealing the show when a | | 4 rae re 8 r in 
man and forest fires meet on the same stage. es ft | oe oe Be Zi bs 
When W. C. McCormick, Regional Director of the proj- 7 nn Pe F ane we) 

ect, went south in the spring of 1928 to gather an organiza- “4 a e GTA ee iy | 
tion around him, he stated that the success of the campaign be y i Bae ot | F e eee a 
rested entirely with the - k Cie a Poe Re aa ak Se sae 
caliber of men sent into the cae “Tie aie ee gota c gee er Po ON See ee 
field. He wanted men of ge ae te ee 
pride, courage and loyalty; sii ae aaa ins a 4 ed 
he wanted young men ; 

whose enthusiasm would * ik A Southern forestry edu- not falter before reproach, a i cational truck, _ fully 
whose spirit hungered for 2 — sae equipped. Above is shown 
conquest. Out of a maze of i : b we! " to F the motion picture projector 
applications, and after many Oy . i. 8 hy sas I al in position for daylight 
personal interviews, he aS oe hk 2S are showing, the picture being 
made his selections, and a By \ | ! gies | ' thrown through the truck 
when the five trucks lined oe : a to a screen on the back. 
up before the Biltmore Ho- pe . ) ag aa oe At left, the interior of the 
tel, in Atlanta, on the r Py) ae Ft a = truck, fully loaded, show- 
morning of September 17, ee HD 4 & Vs eed ing arrangement and space. 

—_ OP FS Below, the rear of the 
E cc W} i = oe truck, designed to attract 

Co =e the attention of the motorist 
Pe le Pee : eee -% 

a ‘(eae | Georgia, was unit director, and W. D. Young, of Fort Val- 

SEE ; i ley, Georgia, lecturer and motion picture operator. Missis- 

a i» adits a. M4 sippi Truck No. 3 had W. R. Dunlap, of Braddock, Penn- 

kn. aes WORST a pauh sylvania, as unit director, and J. B. Toler, of Crowley, 

; sf ee FIRES Louisiana, as lecturer and motion pichire operator. The 

eee eee sree Dee ei Florida Trucks No. 4 and 5 were in command of E. P. 

sae FREE - == ~=Simmons, of New Bern, North Carolina, and Jack Thur- 

ore —_ MOTION PICTURES a ee mond, of Athens, Georgia, both lecturers and motion picture 

: apt ick anne ~ ' operators. Earl T. Taylor, of Live Oak, Florida, was the 
ta cael a a unit director. 

te 3 : _— = y There is not space here to deal intimately with the men 
“5, A ” upon whose integrity and discretion the success of the 

a — at : Southern Educational Project rests. Perhaps an example or 

aa mn two will serve to distinguish their caliber. W. R. Dunlap, 

. . ; — + unit director for Mississippi, was graduated from the Penn- 

sylvania State Forest School in 1927. He served as a mem- 

nine men eagerly awaited the word to be off on the ber of an organized fire crew for four years, and is ex- 

task of forestry education before them. perienced in public relations work in planting demonstra- 

On Georgia Truck No. 1 was Bernard C. Beale, of tions and plantation examination. He devoted a season to 
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cruising and mapping in Georgia, and has studied forest and Assembled at Atlanta, the trucks were designated to lead a 

logging conditions from Florida north through the Carolinas. motorcade into Waycross to open the Fair. Throughout the 2) 
In 1925 he was at the Forest Products Laboratory, at Madi- morning of September 17 they traversed the countryside, Ys P y 

son, Wisconsin, studying the activities carried on there. giving demonstrations at Griffin, Barnesville and Forsyth. 

Also, he has spent several months in various European At Macon they were greeted by a special escort and received P P y & 

countries, following forestry in its phases there. by the Macon Chamber of Commerce. A warm Georgia 

Bernard C. Beale, unit director in Georgia, was gradu- sun smiled down on them and a light breeze drifted in from 

ated from the Forestry School of the University of Georgiain the Atlantic. Then, without warning, the arms of the 

1926, and tropical storm reached out and spread 

has served i a sinister cloud blanket over the 

with the bn ti ek. 3 58 4 A OR genial sky while a vicious wind bolted 
wee ‘ ee. gil Fe ee : 
United ‘a Be coe) Mae op : . os from out of the approaching darkness. 

States For- tay > eee ta cin oF. > wal Natives succumbed to the warning 

est Service re Pes Le ae and made ready for whatever was 4 aa] A or y 
x (aa, ] Be Py Sel on : 

as field ri fo we ue Pec eis ce about to happen. ‘Three airplanes, 

assistant, fs ‘Qh eo ae | | ie Ne which were to appear at Waycross in 
: " te 2 | : A a 

with the i. ra | ™ ; * 4 a special demonstration in fire detec- 

Appala- ot F ~ i : J * tion, banked sharply and nosed home- 
: | ae . 

chian For- a 4 | 7 ward. ‘The crews gazed each upon 

est Experi- F Fi the other, and then at the trim and 

ment Sta- eee eS psec sturdy trucks. They were scheduled 

tion in a oF ee : hr eget to make 
: =e ee 

scientific ay th biscr i \ their first 
. a , ay Se | cae | 

capacity, rat | See See A official pub- 

and has \ 2 ae tae 1 os ta So i lic appear- 

cruised timber in both Florida and Georgia. i he Res ie 4 ance at 
, 4 eR re j 

But the personnel is not the whole story GS Toda et. ae Waycross 

with the Southern Project. There are five : ABs ae oe 4 ns fe tne 

trim and sturdy International trucks, whose ae A Prat Pe Sic 

completeness in equipment would challenge | 4 |) ae ee 

the most vivid imagination. First oe the ‘ rl rc nae: 

! c v e spe- ; : Acme motion picture projector, with the sp sf withstand - 
cial feature of a 1,000-watt incandescent pro- 4 i A 
Ses é oe ji r ing. Could 
jection lamp, which assures brilliant pictures pe Leena 

in large auditoriums. This is operated by a a Pk hee h a 
: hye [Fy a a 

special generator, mounted inside the truck, hae q 4 : 
: Be : ese ne a 

with a separate power system. Several hun- ey , 3 iy : 
Se : ‘ ReiaK ON romise,— 

dred feet of heavily insulated cable makes it iis 4 4 ree ee ae ee E 
: ae Mee Re tS confidential 

possible for the generator to operate the pro- MP Nh ee : 
si : ee its egy aa. smi? he's 
jector in auditoriums, school houses, or even Poe eae Bia ee 

: f buil oes suet Ie es crossed 
on the second or third floors of larger build- eS : 

ings. The trucks carry eleven reels of stand- oe: their faces, 

ard size motion pictures, selected to be the Above, crowds viewing demonstration of trucks at nods ‘passed 

best adapted for educational work in the Griffin, Georgia, en route to Waycross. between 

South. Among them are “Green Barriers” — Below, the tragedy of the southern woods, fire. them as 

a portrayal of the effect of woods fires upon It is to bring about a changed attitude toward woods sheets of 

forest, range and wild life; ‘“Pines from Seed burning that the Project was conceived rain drop- 

to Sawmill,” which depicts the dependence of ped from 

the lumber industry upon the forest; and the sky. 

“Trees of Righteousness”—an_ inspirational film dealing There was a roar of motors—but the violent wind swal- 

with forest fire prevention. lowed it up. 

Other equipment includes a large silver screen for pro- Late in the afternoon of September 18 southern Georgia 

grams in auditoriums and schools, a small daylight screen came out to see what havoc the storm had wrought. Trees, 

for outdoor showings, several thousand pieces of forestry and large and small, barricaded every road; drooping and 

fire prevention literature, a bed that may be rigged up in twisted wires forbade contact with the outside world; water 

the truck, a gasoline stove and cooking utensils, and food covered great areas; bridges were out; nothing moved, but 

enough for an emergency. In addition there is a series of the tail of the hurricane. At Waycross the most disastrous 

film mending outfits and a number of extra reels, a spare storm in the history of the city had subsided. Foresters who 

tire on a special carriage and a tool outfit for the truck. had previously gathered there to arrange for the Fair gazed 
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mournfully about them. It was a disheartening break. plication was without. justification; too often it became a 

Roads impassable, trains at a standstill, and the Fair substitute for hard and beneficial labor. 

scheduled to open in eighteen hours. Then, like the storm, From this narrow conception of development and ex- 

almost without warning, there came a roar from the west pansion there has been a sharp reaction, among both practi- 

and five mud-drenched trucks rolled into the streets, like tioners and the layman. The boundaries of forest education 

thoroughbreds after a thrilling home-stretch run. On their have widened so enormously that the woods burners have 

paneled sides, though smeared with mud, the astonished come to occupy what may seem at times to be the culprit 

foresters read the message the trucks and their crews had bench. All but the uninformed classes of people have given 

brought through the storm, “Stop Woods Fires! Growing up the idea of expecting miracles out of a flaming woods, 
Children Need Growing Trees.” On the morning of Sep- and have calmly accepted the wisdom of their foresters in 

tember 19, the five trucks of the Southern Forestry Educa- prescribing prevention and protection and a change of habits. 

tional Project, spotless, and gleaming in the warm Georgia But the uninformed present an obstacle that has proved 

sun, were on exhibition at the first national forestry fair 4 stumbling block in the path of forest protection and resto- 
ever held in America. ration in the South. Foresters are universally agreed that if 

Throughout the four days of the Fair the trucks were the layman would give the subject of woods burning a mo- : : . : ; 
demonstrating, their compact projectors throwing out a bril- ™ent’s thought he must realize the importance of healthy 
liant portrayal of the ravishes of woods fires. School chil- forests and soils and the utter folly of fire as a health-giving 

dren came daily to receive a lesson in fire prevention; hard- factor in dealing with natural a ou ae 

ened turpentine operators stood with lumbermen before the So zi wes ete the eae of ee of 

screen. A truck was backed up in the machine shops of the 2¢T@S that are egy Dy woods pier ile SOUL every 

‘Atlantic Coast Line Railway and more than two hundred | )*" ‘The American Forestry Association started 2 move- 
: 2 ment to raise $150,000 for the forestry education of the 

grease-smeared men sat at attention while the lecturer and = 
I : z woods burners—the uninformed. It was a worthy dream, 

operator put over their message. Then, at the close of the Fair, i i Ripe 
some said; but a dream can become a terrible, insatiable 

the motorcade of trucks once more rolled through the streets ‘ wee if 
z . hunger, devouring all that stands in its way. This dream 

of Waycross, to disband later and take up the road for their 2 é . ss 
fae Hee aes f Florida, G ae held, and was realized, a mighty triumph for men of vision. 

a a ae un Ce cu ray Cisre ret aot sy eareta2n But it could never have come to pass had not the South 

1SSIEStDDE: ' ra ei itself joined forces with the Association. The State for- 
A hundred 1 ago, or less, the interests and activities estry departments and forestry associations, State superin- 

of young America MENS closely bounded by fire. It seemed tendents of education, many county superintendents and 
to be an inherent human trait to pursue a fiery course of — gchool teachers, State extension services, State universities 

progress; both frontiersmen and permanent settler appeared and agricultural colleges have joined hands in a supreme ef- 

to receive the greatest possible mental solace from an im- fort to wipe out the fire menace. Lumber companies and the 
mediate application of the torch when confronted with the wood-using industries, chambers of commerce, and women’s 

problem of development and expansion. Too often this ap- clubs see in the Project a star which they can follow. 

- ce F a, 

Tio yy Ee § \ a i2 

om eee erg : ; 
[iP : 7 1 . = A\ 

Raye See 
oa |) er re B i€ 
ae 4 eet ae > : 

W. C. McCormick, Regional Director (kneeling 

at extreme left), with unit directors and lecturers 

of the Southern Forestry Educational Project 

Reprinted from 
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Why Every Town and City Should Fight the Argentine Ant 

= The Argentine Ant is the most serious insect pest of houses and stores that we have in this country. 

In every town that is badly infested with the Argentine Ant, the damage that it does in houses and 

stores each year would pay for several ant control campaigns. 

Poultry raising and beekeeping are endangered by the presence of Argentine Ants in a community. 

The Argentine Ant is indirectly very injurious to fruit, forest, and shade trees, and all kinds of orna- 

mental and garden plants, as it protects plant lice, scale insects, and mealybugs. 

In every town where the Argentine Ant occurs the damage it does in a single year to trees and plants 
is far greater than it would cost to control it. 

Traveling men dodge some towns because the hotels are so badly infested with Argentine Ants that 

they cannot sleep at night. 

The Argentine Ant becomes more and more serious as a pest each year if nothing is done to stop it. 

The Argentine Ant spreads further and further and the chances of exterminating it are decreased 

each year unless control campaigns are put on to check it. 

Each year a control campaign is postponed adds greatly to the final cost of it, since the ants are 
spreading all the time and a larger area must be poisoned. 

Forty-two towns and cities in Mississippi put on Argentine Ant control campaigns in 1926, with satis- 
factory results in every instance. 

The only satisfactory method of fighting the Argentine Ant is for the entire community to cooperate 

~— in the work. It should be done by the town or city, as everyone is benefited. 

When a city or town puts on an Argentine Ant control campaign the Plant Board furnishes experi- 
enced inspectors to supervise the work free of charge. ‘ 

The people living outside the infested area are as much benefited by an ant control campaign as the 
people living inside the infested area., If the campaign is not put on, the ants will soon reach every prop- 
erty in town. 

Investigations have shown that in most towns where the Argentine Ant occurs, the people annually 
pay several times as much for ant powders and other unsatisfactory remedies as a real control campaign 
over the entire town would cost. 

In badly infested towns Argentine Ants get into beds, bother sleeping children and adults at night, 
crawl over people during the day, get into all food products and in general make themselves a nuisance. 

A control campaign usually gives enough relief in a few days to be worth all the cost. 

Every town should begin the fight against the ants as soon as they are discovered, without waiting 
for a large area to become infested. 

NOTE: Fayette, Mississippi, is the only town in the world known to have completely eradicated the 
Argentine Ant. However, the ants have been exterminated in scores of blocks in Columbus, Pascagoula, 
Pass Christian, and other cities, and complete eradication is expected in these towns if the campaigns are 
continued. 

Many other towns could do the same thing if the people were really interested and would make a de- 
termined and persistent fight against this pest. 

_8eqCNoa)saoonnanaoa09D eee a a 

For further information address: The State Plant Board, A. & M. College, Miss.



TRAPPING INSTRUCTIONS 

WHEN TO TRAP: Live bobwhite quail (partridges) are wanted 

é in good condition for propagation purposes. 

Trapping must be done only when and where and how instructed Z 

va by me or by my representative in charge. 

WHERE TO TRAP: Warning is given every one that it is illegal 

to trap birds except as provided by law. 
A game preserve must be created upon which the priviledge tax 

has been paid. I pay the tax upon your land that you must 

lease to me for that purpose. I pay the fifty dollars tax on 

your land as a part of my preserve because each land owner can 

not afford to pay it. ; 

It is then legal to trap birds raised on your own land for stock- 

ing and breeding purposes only. Confine your trapping to your 

own land after leasing to me, then you comply fully with the 

law, when birds are shipped at my instructions. I use them 

strictly for stocking and breeding and for no other purpose, 

as is provided by law. 

HOW TO TRAP: The old fashion figure 4 trigger trap bated with 

corn chops is usually effective. Build traps 5 or 4 feet square 

but be sure not over 5 or 6 inches high, the low top prevents 

scalped heads. 

Handle birds by both legs or over both wings into corn sacks of 

burlap which prevents injury. Visit traps at dark or after as 

vermin will get them during the night. 

HOW TO KEEP BIRDS: Always have my shipping crates on hand and 

never hold birds longer than necessary. Arrange to deliver 

— them to my local representive daily or not longer than two or 

three days in any event. Shipping crates will be supplied by 

my local representative. Never put over 24 or 25 birds to one 

crate. Lower back strip is left loose vO pills Dares im, Nadi 

up with small nails, leaving 4 inch space open at bottom for 

dropping and feathers to work out of crate. 

WHAT TO FEED: When birds are delivered in one or two days no 

feed is necessary, tho when necessary feed them: Millet or cane 

seed, common mixed grain chicken feed, ground peas, and be sure 

to put in a few hands full of sand the size of mustard seed or 

mortar sand. This is necessary for grit to digest their foods, 

i and also helps for sanitary reasons. Turnip or mustard tops, 

or cabbage or lettuce is good green food for them, but should 

be given'whole so not to pull it under foot. Put all feed in 
trough outside of coop on shipping crate. 

KEEP BIRDS QUIET: Keep birds in a room near a window for light 

: to eat, away from rats, dogs, cats, children or anything to 

annoy them, When changing birds in coops, do so inside a room 

to prevent accidental escapes. Remember the birds must be care- 

fully attended to insure their good condition to be of value . 

t* mes 

HOW I PAY: My representative will pay you 50¢ for each bird 

tO in good condition legally trapped according to above instructions, 

Sincerely, 

M. E, BOGLE.



HUNGARTANS 

We are in receipt of information that Mr. M. B. Faille of Barlow, Miss., 

has been experimenting with huns on his ranch containing something over 5,000 

acres. | 

Last spring he imported and planted 100 pairs of Hungarian Partridges [ 

ia his covers and he now reports that they mated and have raised a number of oe 

proods. Further that they are thoroughly satisfied with their present environment. | 

Phe Faille Plantation devotes its energies toward stock raising and plants 

lots of grain. The character of the ground is hilly and rolling and it is noped 

that these birds will stay in this area satifactorily. This planting is to be | 

watched with much interest, since a similar planting in Grenada brought no results.



MISSISSIPPI TAKES A STEP FORWARD 

IN_GAME RESTORATION. =e be , 

An interesting Associated Press despatch from Jackson, oie dat 

August 9th is quoted, herewith, as a matter of interest. iM | < if 

"All fees and fines collected by the various county boards of coe \ Dew 
visors from bird, game and fish licenses and violations in excess of the ye 

Salaries paid the wardens and other necessary expenses, may be appropriated 

: | to the Mississippi association for the preservation of wild life and game, 

an opinion rendered here Thursday by Attorney General Rush H. Knox held. 

Za The opinion was requested by A.B. Schauber, attorney for the Jones 

~ county board of supervisors, Laurel, who asked whether the board had the 

power to make an appropriation to the association. 

“all license fees and fines shall go into a fund and be kept as other 

county funds are kept, and shall be known as ‘the bird, game and fish fund,! 

and same shall be used by the board of supervisors in paying any warden, 

deputies or other persons employed to carry out the provisions of this act, 

and any other expenses connected with the operation of this act," the : 

attorney general said the law read. 

"This section, as you see,” Attorney General Knox said, "provides for 
the building up of a fund, known as the game and fish fund, which is to be 

paid out by the board of supervisors to the warden, deputy or other persons 
employed to carry out the provisions of thisact, and any other expense con~ 
nected with the operation thereof." 

It was under the last clause of the act, that the attorney general 

opinioned that the boards could turn over the surplus to the association." 

scheininasimitbiiiaipltimmennestnetipmreines 

The following are of interest, taken from “Call of the Great Qutdoors" of 
the Detroit Free Press of September 30, 1928. Bdited by Cliff Jpfiesgn - 

\ a 4 \ 

"The Diana Country club, lecated néar Howell, is planning to ‘operate a 
wild game sa: tuary, According ‘to John F. O'Donnell, president of ‘the club. 
The lake on thé-cltib property has been examined by several conservationists 

@, 
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“ COTTON FIELDS FOR QUAIL Maw 
———— eee 

(Tay he ) 
As most quail hunters know, cotton fields are not expected to produce any 

coveys unless the birds are flushed and scatter there. The reason is apparent - 

cotton produces little cover and no feed. The cleaner and better the field is 

from the standpoint of cotton the worse it is from the standpoint of quail. As 

large areas of the south are planted in cotton, the available quail producing area 

is cut down enormously. If some means could be found to induce quail to grow and 

thrive in cotton patches, countless thousands of coveys would be added to the 

souths' quail supply. 

ee Recently at @ gathering of bird dog trainers it was brought out that on one 

estate in Mississippi steps had been taken to make cotton fields adaptable to the 

use of quail. 

It had been noticed that quail were fond of exra seed and were frequently 

found feeding on this seed on the edses of cotton fields. Arrangements were made 

by the owner to have his tenants plant akra in the breaks in the cotton; the seed 

being furnished by him for this purpose. It was also said that this was proving 

quite effective and now it is not at all unusual to find coveys in the cotton. 

Tnais concrete example shows the necessity of studies on all game birds in 

relation to their environment, and the drawing up of regular programs of crop ro- 

' tation which will take into serious consideration the game bird crop, as well as 

the agricultural crop. Mr. Stoddard's investigation in Georgie is doing a wonder- 

ful work along this line and his final report due about July 1929 will be read 

with great interest by all interested in quail. This investigation under the Bi- 

ological Survey might well serve as a guide in the study of other species by in-~ 

dependent investigators as the methods developed by Stoddard could readily be fol- 

lowed thus saving time and lost motion in developing a new technique. 

GAME BIRDS AID AGRICULTURE 

> Michigan is rapidly becoming one of the leading pheasant states and the
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House Brut No. 274. 

a AN ACT to amend section 7, of chapter 178, of the laws of 1926, so as 
to change the season for the hunting of squirrels, 

Section 1. Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of 
Mississippi, That section 7, chapter 178 of the laws of 1926, be and 
the same is hereby amended so as to read as follows: 

Game—what is. 

Section 7. (a) The following wild animals shall be classed as 
game: Bear, beaver, deer, fox, opossums, raccoons, rabbits and 
squirrels. 

Fur-Bearing animals—What are. 

(b) The following game and other animals shall be classed as 
fur-bearing animals: Beaver, fox, muskrats, opossum, otters, rae- 
coons, rabbits, skunks, weasels and minks, but fur-bearing pelts 
may be shipped to market during open season and for five days 
thereafter. 

Game—Open season and bag limit on. 

(ce) The open season and bag limit on game shall be as follows: 
Bear, from November 1st to February 28th,, season bag limit— 

one. 

Beaver, no open season shall be allowed on beaver until after 
January Ist, 1930, nor shall their dams and houses be needlessly 
destroyed. Deer, from November 15th to February 15th, day’s 
bag limit—one; season’s bag limit—three; provided, that no doe 
or spotted fawn be killed at any time and that deer shall not be 
hunted at night. 

Hares and rabbits may be hunted at any time, except as prohib- 
ited by section 2 (a). Opossum may be hunted from October Ist 
to January 15th. Squirrels may be hunted from October 1st to 
January Ist; day’s bag limit, 15. Wild cats may be hunted at 
any time. 

There shall be no open season on fox. It shall be unlawful to 
scare, drive, force, or dig one out of the ground, or to scare, knock 
or shoot one out of a tree, or to fell a tree on which there is a fox, 
provided, however, it shall be lawful to chase a fox with hounds, 
or aflow hounds to kill them on the ground in chase, from August 
1st to March 1st. 

The open season on raccoons shall be from November 15th to 
February 1st. 

Fur-Bearing Animals—open season for. 

(d) The open season for fur-bearing animals, except as pro- 
vided for in section 4 (¢) shall be from December Ist to February 
1st. 

However, the proprietor of a musk rat preserve, where musk rats 
are propagated by such proprietor for commercial purposes, ar.d 
for which is paid a privilege tax to operate, may trap such musk 
rats on such preserve, during the months of December, January. 
and February.
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Not to be hunted out of their natural habitat. 

(e) Game, fur-bearing animals, or birds run out of ther ~ 
natural habitat by high water or fire shall not be hunted until 
conditions permit their return to their regular haunts. 

Certain animals may be killed when doing harm. 

(f) The folowing animals may be killed when doing harm. by 
owners or tenants, upon their holdings or by officers of the law, 
at any time: Mink, skunks, opossum and weasels. 

Sec. 2. That this act shall take effect and be in force from and 
after its passage. 

Approved December 1, 1928. 

House Bru No. 262. 
AN ACT to amend section 2, chapter 297, laws of 1926, to provide for 

assessment of personal and real property and other taxable property 
in road and school districts and other separate taxing districts 
created after first day of September of any one year, and providing 
for the collecting of taxes in said districts. 

Secrion 1. Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of 
Mississippi, That section 2, chapter 297 of the laws of 1926, be and 
the same is hereby amended to read as follows: 
When a road district or school district or municipality, or any 

other separate taxing district shall be created, or the territory of 
any such district or municipality increased or decreased prior to 
the first day of September in any one year, the assessor shall show 
on his assessment roll the amount of property owned by every tax 
payer in such road district, or school district, or municipality as 
so changed: and in the event such district, or municipality shall be 
created, increased or decreased after the first day of September in, 
any one year, the tax assessor shall provide the tax collector and 
the chancery clerk’s office with a supplemental assessment showing 
the amount of property owned by every tax payer taxable in such 
district or municipality so created or changed; and in the event 
the assessor fails so to make said provision, the tax collector shalt 
collect the special taxes levied, if any, for such district or munict- 
pality, so created or changed, based on the assessment made next 
preceding the creation or change of such district or municipality. 

Sec. 2. That this act take effect and be in force from and 
after its passage. 

Approved December 1, 1928. 

House Brut No. 75. 
AN ACT to provide a method for the consolidation of two or more con- 

solidated school districts heretofore organized as consolidated schoo] 
4 districts and for the assumption of any outstanding indebtedness 
y against such districts by the new district thus formed. 

Section 1. Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of 
Mississippi, That two or more adjacent consolidated school districts 
heretofore organized as consolidated school districts, may be con- 
solidated into a new consolidated school district in the following 
manner.
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or near the route of the said old Fulton and Aberdeen public road 
J by the way of Greenwood (Itawamba county), Evergreen and 

New Chapel, intersecting the Nettleton to Amory hard surface 
road about one mile south of the line between Monroe and 
Itawamba counties at a point near Roberts’ store where said 
Fulton and Aberdeen public road intersects said Amory to Net- 

“tleton hard surface road. 

Sec. 2. That this act take effect and be in force from and 
after its passage. 

Approved November 23, 1928. 

House Brut No. 66. 
AN ACT to validate the creation of any and all school districts in the 

state of Mississippi, except those districts the legality of the for- 
mation of which is now being contested by court proceedings, in so 
far as such pending contest is concerned. 

Section 1. Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of 
Mississippi, That all proceedings heretofore had and taken by 
the board of supervisors of any county in this state, or the school 
board of any county or municipality in this state, or by the board 
of mayor and aldermen of any municipality of this state, for 
the creation of any consolidated school district, or other school 
district, be and the same are hereby approved, ratified and con- 
firmed, and said district, or districts, as so organized by the 
orders of said boards be, and the same are hereby declared to be 
valid and duly organized districts as provided by the general 
laws of the state of Mississippi, regardless of any defect or omis- 
sion or irregularity in the proceedings for the organization or 
creation of the districts hereinabove mentioned. Provided, that 
where the legality of the formation of any such district is now 

) being contested by court proceedings the provisions of this act : 
shall not apply to such district, in so far as such pending con- 
test is concerned. 

Sec. 2. That this act take effect and be in force from and 
after its passage. i 
Approved November 23, 1928. 

Senate Bruu No. 134. it. 
AN ACT to amend section 19 of chapter 178 of the laws of Mississippi | 

for the year 1926, so as to further extend the authority of boards 
of supervisors in the regulation of the manner in which game birds, 
game, and fish may be taken. 

Section 1. Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of 
Mississippi, That section 19 of chapter 178 of the 1926 laws of 
Mississippi be amended to read as follows: 

Sec. 19. The board of supervisors may adopt and from time 
to time modify or repeal such regulations as they may deem 
necessary or proper for the further protection and preservation
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of birds, game, and fish in their respective counties, and the 

manner in which and the circumstances under which birds, game Ey 
and fish may be taken and by whom and in what quantity and to 
what extent, and may entirely prohibit the taking of any certain 
species of birds, game or fish for one or more years. Provided, 
however, that the board of supervisors cannot and shall not adopt 
any order or resolution contrary to the provisions of this act, 
or favoring residents of any one county as against the residents 
of any other counties within this state. 

See. 2. That this act shall take effect and be in force from 
and after its passage. 
Approved November 23, 1928. 

Senate Bru No. 132. 

AN ACT amending chapter 276 of the laws of 1926 so as to provide that 

municipalities may supply water and electricity to consumers out- 

side the city limits. 

Section 1. Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of ; 
Mississippi, That chapter 276 of the laws of 1926, be amended to 

read as follows: 
“That all municipalities owning water works and electric light 

plants, or either of such plants, may supply consumers living 

outside the corporate limits and within a radius of three miles of 

the corporate limits.’’ 

Sec. 2. That this act take effect and be in force from and 
after its passage. 

Approved November 23, 1928. 

Senate Br No. 21. 

AN ACT to amend section 4, chapter 192 laws 1928, so as to make the 3 
taxes levied thereunder available for the years 1928 and 1929, re- 
spectively, by anticipation thereof. 

Section 1. Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of 

Mississippi, That section 4, chapter 192 laws of 1928, be and the 
same is hereby amended so as to read as follows: 

“See. 4. The tax levied by this act is for the specific purpose 
of pensions and is in addition to all other advalorem taxes now 
levied against property by law. In order to make the taxes 
levied hereunder available for the years 1928 and 1929, respec- 
tively, the governor of the state of Mississippi is hereby autho- 
rized immediately upon the passage of this act to borrow a sum 
not exceeding the amount that will be collected by a 2 mill levy 
on all taxable property in the state of Mississippi by issuing a 
note of the state of Mississippi therefor, payable not later than 
the first day of March 1929, and bearing not exceeding 6% per 
annum interest from date; the proceeds of which loan shall be 
by the auditor and treasurer handled as follows:
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SenaTe Brut No. 127. 

AN ACT to amend section 3 of chapter 178 of the law of 1926, to change 
the open season for mourning doves and bob white (partridges, 

quails). 

Federal Migratory Bird Law, restriction of. 

Section 1. Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of 
Mississippi, That section 3 of chapter 178 of the law of 1926 be, 
and the same is amended so as to read as follows: 

(a) The federal migratory bird treaty regulations being the 
supreme law of the land under article VI of the constitution of 
the United States are hereby declared to be the law of this state. 

Possessors of federal permits to propagate and sell migratory 
water fowl or to collect migratory birds for scientific purposes 
shall be allowed to do so without local permits however, such 
holders of federal permits must be prepared to show them upon 
demand of any officer of the law, and must each January file 

one copy of their annual report to the U.S. secretary of agricul- 

ture, with the Mississippi secretary of state at Jackson, Missis- 

sippi. 

Migratory birds and their nests and eggs protected. 

(b) The taking of any migratory bird unlawfully, or the 
needless disturbance or destruction of a migratory bird’s nest 

or eggs, shall be considered a separate offense, except as pro- 
vided in section 3 herein. 

Open season on migratory birds. 

(ec) The open season on certain migratory game birds as pro- 
vided in the federal migratory bird treaty regulations is as 
follows: In Mississippi Sora and other rails (except coot and 
gallinules) September Ist, to November 30th, woodcock from 
November 1st to December 31st, mourning doves from September 
Ist to September 30th inclusive and November 20th to January 
31st. All other migratory game water fowl from November Ist 
to January 31st. 

Limitation on number that may_be killed. 

(d) A person may take in any one day during the open season 
prescribed herein not to exceed the following number of migra- 

tory game birds: Ducks, (except wood duck and eider duck) 

twenty-five in the aggregate of all kinds. 

Sora—forty. Black bellied and golden plovers and greater and 
lesser yellow legs—fifteen in the aggregate of all kinds. Brant 
or wild geese—eight. Rails, coot and gallinules (except sora) 
twenty five in the aggregate of all kinds. Wilson snipe, or 
jack snipe—twenty five. Woodeock—six. Doves (mourning) 

twenty five. )
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The taking at any time of any other migratory game birds 
such as wood ducks (summer ducks), swans, little brown, sand- 
hill and whooping cranes, curlews, sandpipers, stilts, and willet 
is unlawful under the federal migratory bird treaty regulations— : 
except as provided for breeding or scientific purposes. a 

Non-migratory birds—open season on. 30 

Section (e) The open season for certain non migratory game 
birds shall be in Mississippi for bob-whites (partridges, quails) 
from November twentieth to February first; for wild turkey 
from January first to March thirty-first. A person may take in 
any one day during the open season prescribed therefor herein, 
not to exceed the following numbers of non-migratory game 
birds; bob whites (partridges, quails) fifteen. Wild turkey— 
gobblers in one season, two (turkey hens not to be taken in 
open or closed season). It shall be unlawful to take at any time 
in Mississippi any or all other non migratory game birds, such 
as ruffled grouse, pheasants, and western quail, provided, how- 
ever, that the plumage of pheasants may be had in possession 
when brought in from outside of the state. 

See. 2. That this act take effect and be in force from and 
after its passage. 

Approved November 29, 1928. 

SENATE ConcurRENT Resouution No. 23. 

A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION authorizing the building commission 
to make certain changes in the architectural commission to make 
certain changes in the architectural design of the administration 
building to be erected at the State Teachers College at Hattiesburg, 
Mississippi, and authorizing the payment of said changes in the 
plans and for said building out of money already appropriated to 
the said Teachers’ College in the building program of same. 

WHEREAS, Mr. Claude Bennett, president of the State Teach- 
ers’ College at Hattiesburg, professor W. F. Bond, state superin- 
tendent of education, Dr. W. T. Lowrey, a member of the 
faculty of said college, Mr. A. A. Cohn, a member of the board 
of trustees of said college, and the entire membership of the 
board of trustees of said college, have appeared before the state 
senate this day and requested that the building commission be 
authorized to make certain changes and new plans and prepare 
additional specifications in connection with the design and build- 
ing of the administration building at the state teachers’ college 
at an additional cost of approximately $4,000.00, and 

WHEREAS, the above named representatives of the different 
departments of the said college, board of trustees, department of 
education, and request that this legislature authorize the said 
building commission to make said changes as outlined and said 
changes so made will be in harmony with the original plans of 
the college as laid out seventeen years ago:
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FORESTRY OPERATIONS IN GREENE COUNTY, MISSISSIPPI 

Thru the courtesy of Mr. P. C. Wakeley, Assoc. Silviculturist of the 

United States Dept. of Agriculture, we are reproducing below a memorandum 

covering the operations in forestry and game management of Mr. W. W. Kurtz in 

eastern Mississippi. This is an outstanding example of what can be done by 
almost any landowner who is interested in both forestry and game. Mr. Kurtz 

is a field trial enthusiast. 

"On October 15, 1930, in company with Mr. R. K. Winters of the Southern 

Forest Experiment Station, and Mr. K. E. Kimball of the Mississippi Commission 
of Forestry, I visited the property of Mr. W. W. Kurtz, located approximately 

10 miles south of State Line, Greene County, Mississippi. Mr. Kurtz’s mailing 

address is State Line, Mississippi. 

Eighteen years ago Mr. Kurtz purchased approximately 1900 acres of 

slightly hilly land, largely cut over, in eastern Greene County to use pri- 

marily as a shooting preserve for quail. The prevailing soils are fine sandy 

loams (Susquehannah or Ruston?) with occasional small areas or narrow zones of 

practically pure sand. The native grasses are mostly broom sedge and wire 
= grass; the prevailing brush species, black jack and blue jack oaks and gall- 

berry, with occasional areas of turkey oak and gopher apple on the dry sands. 

The original timber stands consisted almost entirely of longleaf pine, with a 

little slash pine along the branches. Now, however, most of the area under 
intensive treatment is reproducing to slash pine. 

Fourteen years ago, after retiring from the salmon canning business on 
the Pacific coast, Mr. Kurtz came south with Mrs. Kurtz and established his 

residence on the Mississippi property. Always keeping in mind the paramount 
importance of a good supply of quail, Mr. Kurtz began to build up the property 

so as to make it pay its own expenses. The process of reconstruction centers 
; around the production of wood and crude gum as the only cash crops, but really 

involves two cycles; the pine cycle and the field and garden crop cycle. 

@AME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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The Pine Cycle 

Mr. Kurtz began operations by fencing a small pasture just below the 
house, which is on top of one of the hills included in the property. He 

bought a few head of cattle and grazed them year long on this fenced pas— 

ture, taking them in at night, and feeding them as needed with hay and 
grain produced as described under the field and garden crop cycle. He 

protected the pasture from fire by raked or burned fire lines, ultimately 

hitting upon the scheme of burning the fire line INSIDE THE PASTURE so 

that the cattle would concentrate upon the line early in the spring and 
keep it relatively clear of vegetation. This system of burning inside 

the fence makes the costs of maintaining fire lines considerably less than 

are experienced under the ordinary practice of burning the lines outside 

the fence. It also gives the cattle some diversity of forage. 5 

Mr. Kurtz stocks his pastures fairly heavily, setting one head per 

four acres of protected pasture as his ideal standard. This is considerably. 

heavier than the heaviest stocking attempted at McNeill, Mississippi, by the 

Coastal Plain and Southern Forest Experiment Stations, but it must be remem- 

bered that Mr. Kurtz is furnishing some feed as needed in addition to the 

forage supplied by the pasture. This heavy stocking effectively breaks down 

the broom sedge and wire grass cover and materially reduces the fire hazard 

in the pasture. With the close grazing and resulting freedom from fire, car- 

pet grass very shortly comes in and takes over a surprisingly high percentage 

of the site. 

Depending upon periodicity of seed years, either slash pine or lespe- 

deza next comes in. The lespedeza increases the value of the forage and has 

the additional virtue of being excellent quail food. 

At the worst, reproduction of slash pine is not many years delayed. 

There seems to be very little reproduction of longleaf pine, probably be-— 

cause of the lack of seed, abundance of birds, close grazing on carpet grass, 
etc. Mr. Kurtz keeps a certain number of hogs on the area, but they are a 

good grade of bacon swine, not razor backs, and do not seem to damage long- 
leaf reproduction. 3 

As the first areas grazed grow up to slash pine, Mr. Kurtz moves or 

enlarges his pastures, partly to take care of the increase of his cattle, : 

which now number 45 head, and partly to start pine on additional areas of ee, 
land. He lays out the new pastures so that in time they will protect more 

and more of the area hitherto unpastured; i.e. he uses his heavily grazed, 

low hazard tracts as a sort of glorified fire break around larger areas on 
which he has not yet been able to concentrate his stock. His cultivated 

land and roads also work into this system of breaks or barriers. Areas 

which fourteen years ago were so bare that Mr. Kurtz was able to see his 

dogs point quail when the dogs were a quarter of a mile away now support a 

stand of slash pine so dense that it is difficult to see more than 50 feet. 

The trees are of several age classes, more or less group-wise in arrange- 

ment and the oldest (14 year old) trees, some of which are 10 inches or so 
breast height, are yielding gum at a profit. Areas put under protection ~ 
more recently have reproduced equally well and have shown equally phenomenal 
growth; one area reproduced to slash pine seven years ago now has approxi-— 

mately 800 trees per acre, 15 to 20 feet high.
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Mr. Kurtz plans to extend the protection—grazing-—pine-reproduction 

system over the greater part of his property, always, however, keeping enough 
open land in cultivated fields, roads, fire breaks, fence lines, and recently 
logged areas to provide food and proper shelter for the quail. The areas just 

= starting to reproduce to slash pine, interspersed as they are with grassy 

areas containing abundant lespedeza and other legumes, furnish ideal cover for 

the quail. Fence lines are purposely kept choked with blackberry bushes and 

other "weeds" to furnish shelter and food for the birds. Mr. Kurtz’s most 

conservative estimate of the increase in quail over fourteen years is 400%. 

It must be emphasized that the cattle are maintained solely for the pur-— 

pose of reducing the fire hazard. They furnish only a moderate amount of 

food for the family, and none of them are sold. They are simply a step in 

the process of converting cut-over, brushy, grassy land to pine. The main 

crops of the place are saw logs and crude gum, with pulpwood as a probable 

supplement in the near future. 

The Field and Garden Crop Cycle 

Mr. Kurtz has already broken part of the cut-over land which con- 

stituted his original holdings and started a cycle of field crops as supple- 

ments to the forage, which is the main-stay of his cattle and swine. For the 

first two years of cultivation he raises sweet potatoes, most of which are fed 

to the cattle and hogs, which get the vines and roots respectively. Since 

growing potatoes more than two years in succession on the same land results in 

greatly increased disease of the potatoes, potatoes are shifted to new land 
and the land first broken is put to corn. After the corn is cut, the stubble 

comes up to an annual plant known as "Johns weed" or "Alabama clover". 
(Richardia scabra St. Hil.) This is not a legume. The seeds apparently lie 

dormant in the soil for many years and spring up after the corn crop. This 
weed is cut for hay, and is a main-stay in carrying the cattle through the 

winter. 

It may be questioned whether the soil will continue to produce the 
potato-corn-hay rotation indefinitely, but the addition of barn yard manure, 

obtained by stabling the cattle at night, has been begun, with excellent re- 

sults. 

= The field crops just described are grown mostly to keep the cattle in 

good condition, and are necessary because of the severity with which the pas- 

ture areas must be grazed in order to keep out fire and bring in quail food 
and pine. The balance of the field crops goes to feed the pigs, which furnish 

meat for the table. 

In addition to the field crops Mr. Kurtz raises a great variety of 

garden crops and considerable fruit. He has a small but interesting orchard 

of seedling peaches of various kinds, which bear from about May to September. 

He has apples in bearing, pears, Japanese persimmons, figs, pecans, several 

sorts of berries (including strawberries), peanuts, melons, several small 

oe grains, white potatoes and a great variety of truck. Except for bread and 
salt, flavoring and condiments, the Kurtzes raise practically all the food 

—_—_—_—____§ ¢i>»—_—_—_  — @UPOND 
5 ESTABLISHED 16028
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they use. They have a small canning plant, and can the surplus of all 
fruits and many vegetables in season. They kill a yearling or veal calf 

every now and then for meat, and can what they do not eat immediately. 
They sell no farm products whatsoever. 

Reference has already been made to the proceeds from timber and gum. 

Mr. Kurtz chips a crop and a half of faces, many of them on rather small 

trees. He sells crude gum, and pays his workers from the proceeds of the 
sale, that is, practically by shares. This system is an incentive to the 

workmen to get the most possible out of the trees, but Mr. Kurtz exacts con- 

servative chipping, using a 00 hack and keeping his faces fairly narrow. All 

the faces we saw showed almost unbelievable healing-over since chipping. 
The chief criticism of his operation so far is that he has chipped his trees 

to too low a diameter limit and that the workmen have allowed the faces to 

spread on the larger trees, pinching out the bark bars at the top. Mr. Kurtz 

is aware of both these difficulties and is taking measures to do away with 

them. I neglected to find what Mr. Kurtz was getting for his gum, but he is 

evidently contented with the price and depends on it for a considerable part 

of the income from the place. The balance of his income is derived from 

timber from the older trees, largely concentrated on a few areas (one of 
which is 80 acres in extent) but partly made up from isolated trees over 

the entire property. So far, the only trees which have been cut have been 
pines, mostly longleaf, which had been boxed instead of cupped. For much 

of this material Mr. Kurtz has received approximately $15.00 a thousand 

stumpage. The returns from gum and timber have more than paid for the up— 
keep and operation of the place, including taxes. 

To speed up the growth of slash pine on the areas not yet protected 
by grazing Mr. Kurtz rakes around trees from 10 feet to 20 feet high, for a 

period of about five years. After that, the trees are large enough to stand 

accidental fires, which, fortunately, have been remarkably few. This raking 

costs $1.50 per thousand trees and he rakes about 30,000 such trees at an 

annual cost of $45.00. The raking is done piece work. : 

The man power needed on the place, over and above Mr. Kurtz's own 

abundant labors, ranges from about 2 men during the slack winter season to 

perhaps 10 or a dozen men, counting those chipping gum or felling timber. 

The average man power the year ‘round would probably be 4 men in addition 
to Mr. Kurtz." 

MAINE PLENTIFUL WITH GAME ; 

According to a detailed report issued by the passenger traffic depart— 
ment of the Maine Central Railroad, deer and other game are plentiful in all 

sections of Maine, and hunting conditions are generally good. The report 
states: 

"Moosehead Lake Region — Deer, bear and partridge plentiful. — 

Hunting conditions good. Foliage partly gone. Traveling quiet. 

Bingham - Deer plentiful. Bear scarce. Traveling noisy. 
Foliage gone.



LIST OF SCHOOLS TENTATIVELY APPROVED 
FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN 

MISSISSIPPI 
1928~29 

Agricultural High Schools 

County Principal Agriculturist Address 

Calhoun C.S.Waller Joe 0,Taylor Derma 
Chickasaw J.M,Pearson W. C. Loden Buena Vista 
Clay T. G. Hubbard N. E. Wilson Pheba 
DeSoto #. E. Long W. H. Elliott Olive Branch 
Franklin W. E. Thompson L. L. Mitchell Meadville 
Jones M. P. Bush tS 

R.£.Currie Ellisville 
Kemper J.D.Wallace H. G. Hawkins Scooba 
Lafayette J.B. Edwards J. L. Keeton Oxford 
Madison §.B.Murray J. E. Snowden Camden 
Sunflower J.S.Vandiver Rex Buchanan Moorhead 
Tallahatchie J.R.Fewell D. R. Boone Charleston 
Tate P.W. Berry 5. Rk. Deen Senatobia . 
Winston J.W.Overstreet G.C.Horton Noxapater 

Consolidated Schools 

School County Prin, & Agri. Address 
Agricola George H. T. James Agricola 
Alva Montgomery hgh Sess ee: 

W. G. Jacks, Agr. Sweatman 
Arkabutla Tate J. W. Riley Arkabutla 
Ashland Benton E. E. Deen Ashland 
Baxterville Lamar W. D. Kittrell Baxterville 
Becker Monroe oe ae ig 

V.E.Graham, Agr. Amory R-1 
Black Jack Panola A.R.Burford Central Academy 
‘Bogue Chitto Lincoln C.A.Davenport Bogue Chitto 
Bond Winston D. T. Lay Louisville R-6 
Bovina Warren E. E, Gross Bovina 
Boyle Bolivar L.C.Graves,Prin, 

R.D.Williams, Agr. Boyle 
Buena Vista Tippah H.R.Stewart,Prin, 

L.H.Stutts, Agr, Ripley R-1 
Caledonia Lowndes RR. AH ick man, Prin. 

H,J. Edwards, Agr. Caledonia 
Camp Ground Yalobusha A. 8. Reed Water Valley R-4 
Carmichael Clarke S. D. McGrew Carmichael 
Carriere Pearl River P,L.Hill,Prin, 

T.J.Bipson, Agr. Carriere 
Carson Jeff Davis W.W.Gray,Prin. 

L.J.Bates, Agr, Carson 
Carthage Leake E.F.Mitchell, Prin, 

A.H.Boyd, Agr. Carthage 
Catchings Sharkey MCN, McGough, Prin. 

A.P.Fatheree, Agr. Catchings 
Cedar Hill Lee JB Thompsons Prin. 

J.G.Underwood, Agr, Guntown R=-3 
Center Hill Lauderdale M.S. hee, Prin. 

HV E.Martin, Agr. Bailey



Mississippi 

Consolidated Schools Cont'd 
School County Prin, & Agr. Address 

Central Franklin J.W.Hollandsworth Roxie R-2 
Chapel Hill Calhoun = 

0.C.Shipp, Agr. Big Creek 
Claiborne Jasper he » Satehey, Prin. 

D.T Horn, Pay: Heidelberg R-1 
Clarksburg Rankin-Scott W.E.Johnson Pelahatchie 
Cleveland Bolivar (J.C. Windham, Prin, 

ee Cleveland 
Coldwater Neshoba B.D Milking: Prin. 

| Biareskh abe, Philadelphia R-5 
Collinsville Lauderdale J.O.Rhodes, Prin, 

R.H. Hutto, Agr. Collinsville 
Coxburg Holmes G.L.Beavers Eden 
Crystal Springs Copiah eo 

W.C. Parker, Agr, Crystal Springs 
Culkin Academy Warren W.W.Broome Vicksburg M.R.A. 
Derby Pearl River C.A.Ross Poplarville R-B 
Dixon Neshoba Oo ee 

C.F.Clark, Agr. Dixon 
East Lincoln Lincoln F.S.Fortenberry Brookhaven R-5 
Eatonville Forrest I.A.@aucier, Prin, 

J.L.Anthony, Agr. Hattiesburg R-1 
Ecru Pontotoc J.L.Wilbon,Prin, 

W.D. Logan, Agr. Ecru 
Egypt Chickasaw G.D.Denley,Prin, 

A.D.Hall, Agr. Egypt 
Ethel Attala W.B.Tennyson,Prin, 

§.Buchanan, Agr. Ethel 
Forest Dale Neshoba 0.P. Winstead, Prin, 

E.M. Smith, Agr. Philadelphia R-2 
Helena Forrest Hill Denson Lumberton R-1 
Henleyfield Pearl River W.G. Simmons,Prin, 

D.L.Johnson, Agr. Carriere R-1 
Heuck's Retreat Lincoln : 

S.A.Renfrow,Rrinz Wesson R-2 
Holcomb Grenada A.Y.McBride Holcomb 
Home Stone oo 

? C.P. Barker, Agr, Wiggins R-A 
Horn Lake DeSoto F.C.Graham Horn Lake 
Independence Tate R.D. Jacobs Independence 
Jeff Davis Yalobusha J.C.Treloar Water Valley 
Jeff Davis Warren Farmer Kelly Yokena 
Jett Warren W.B.Hall Vicksburg R-2 
Johnston Lincoln-Pike A.S.Minton, Prin, 

Station J.L.Fortenberry, Agr. Johnston Station 
Kewanee Lauderdale E.M. Jenkins ,Prin, 

N.J.Smith, Agr. Kewanee 
Kiln Hancock 8.P.Powell, Prin, 

E.E.Lumpkin, Agr, Kiln 
Lambert Quitman C.E.Farmer,Prin, 

S.R. Evans, Agr. Lambert 
Leaf River Forrest 8.E.L.Weatherford, Prin. 

de Hughes, Yr Petal 
Liberty Winston ee afieanes is Noxapater R-2 
Linn . Sunflower A.N,. Hutchinson, Prin, 

R.H.Fisackerly,Agr, Doddsville R-2 
Lula-Rich Coahoma F.K,Rice,Prin, 

A.J.Meredith, Agr. Lula



Mississippi 
Consolidated Schools Con'd 

School Count Prin, & Agr. Address 
Lynn Oreck Noxubee WF. Turmar Brooksville R-2 
Maben Oktibbcha R.V.Upspox Maben 
Madden Leake J.L.Breazeale,Prin, 

G.L.Sigrest, Agr. Madden 
Mars Hill Amite dalsParker,Prin. E 

G.C.Harvisc~ (deb-Henderson, Agr. Gmithdake Summit 
McNeill Pearl River J.D.Chapman, Prin. c= 

8.J.Dedeaux, Agr. McNeill 
Mesa Walthall Mrs,Lowe Ball,Prin. 

D.E.Lott, Agr. Mesa 
Mossville Jasper J.D.Moor, Prin. 

E.A.Loftin, Agr. Moss 
Neshoba Neshoba .C, Toh nso, Prin. 

C.E.Ross, Agr. Neshoba 
New Augusta Perry J.S.Finlayson, Prin. 

T.P. Harkins, Agr. New \ugusta 
New Hebron Lawrence N.N.McAlpin,Prin. 

A.J. Franklin, Agr, New Hebron 
New Hope Lowndes J.A.nCkoff,Prin, 

R.L.Martin, Agr. Columbus R-3 
New Hope Alcorn At. MeCvbbag Prin. 

AH. Tackett, Agr. Corinth R-4 
New Sight Lincoln WH Ande rae, Prin. 

O.F.Grantham,Agr. Brookhaven 
Oak Ridge Warren C.S.Miller Vicksburg M.R.A. 
Pachuta Clarke ~Taeper | Aedasa aight 

0.V.Clark, Agr. Pachuta 
Perkins Lafayette W.E.Wall Tyro R-1l 
Phoenix Yazoo Otis Jones,Prin, 

E.R.Johnson, Agr. Phoenix 
Fine Grove Tippah §.E.Johnson,Frin, 

H.G,Miller, Agr. Dumas R-1 
Fisgah Prentiss— E.M.Hale,Prin. 

Alcorn H.W.Parker, Agr. Rienzi R-3 
Pleasant Grove Panola 0.L.Barnett Pleasant Grove 
Ponta Lauderdale oS. 

R.I.Jolly, Agr. Meridian R-4 
Pope Panola L.S.Davidson Pope 
Progress Perry 0,Z.Smith McLain 
Progress Pike J,0.Boyd Magnolia R-5 
Puckett Rankin G.D.Martin Puckett 
Rocky Creek George JW. Camey,Frin, hens 

R.A.Butcher, Agr. Lucedale R-2 
Rose Hill Jasper W.0. Vaught, Prin, 

E.A.Martin, Agr. Rose Hill 
Sand Hill Greene D.C.Beard, Prin, 

H.W.Beacham, Agr. Richton R-1 
Schlater Leflore ig E.Seett, Prin. 

L.B, Bryant, Agr. Schlater 
Sellers Hancock— 

Harrison E,T.Poole Ferkinston R-B 
Shady Grove Jones ic B.Robinson,Prin. 

M.M. Wheeler, Agr. Laurel R-3 
Siloam Clay J.E.Richardson West Point 
Skene Bolivar ee: Prin, 

F.W.Ketchum, Agr. Skene



MISSISSIPFI 
Consolidated Schools Cont'd 

School County Prin. & Agr. Address 

Smithville Wonroe ( 
E.W.Holmes, Agr. Smithville 

Soso Jones §.B.Crawford,Prin,. 
Tohw Herndevsen, Prin. S080 

Stafford Springs Jasper R.W.Howell ,Prin. 
W.C.McGahey, Agr. Vossburg 

Star Rankin R.M.Speed,Prin, 
M.G.Harrison, Agr. Star 

Strengthford Wayne E.S.Lee Laurel R-7 
Stringer Jasper (w.c. Mabry, Prin- 

(J.D. Sibley, Agr. Stringer 
Sunflower Coghoma §.B. Thornton Clarksdale R-2 
Sylvarena Smith S.E. Allaoed, Prin- 

3.1. Zasbm, der, Sylvarena 
Tippah-Union Tippah-Union (B.G,Horton,rrin, 

H.R, Cavvekl, Agv- Cotton Plant 
Toccopola Pontotoc BA Ramey , Prin. 

WB, sezoue, kare. Toccopola 
Sherman Pontotoc-Lee- (John A.Donaldson,frin. 

Union L.A.Wood, Agr. Sherman 
Tremont Itawamba L.M.Rayburn Bremont 
Union Copiah {W.tray 3, Prin. 

E.A.Peek, Agr. Hazlehurst R-1 
Valley Carroll 0.0.Bennett Carrollton R-3 
Vancleave Jackson VGRusphray Prin. 

Tc, Phe Flay. Ocean Springs 
Vimville Lauderdale Edwavd C-Fary Fin. 

H.J. Putnam, Agr. Vinville 
Wheeler rrentiss J,B.Wheeler,Prin, ; 

Z.D. Wheeler, Agr. Wheeler 
White Oak Smith C.J.Rushing,Prin, 

P.D.Houston, Agr. Gunn 
Whitfield Jones—Perry 0.J.Webb, Prin, 

J.F.Scoggin, Agr, Ovett R-1 
Woolmarket Harrison L.L.May,Prin. 

C.0O. Emmerich, Agr. Biloxi R-2 
Wren Monroe H,E.Mauldin, Jr. Aberdeen R-1 
Yocona Lafayette C.F.Bennett Oxford RFD 
Zephyr Hill Neshoba E.W. Pickett Philadelphia R-7



Mississippi 
Negro Schools 

School County Prin, & sons Address 
Alcorn Training Olaiborne J.B.Wright Alcomn 
Amite Co,Tr, Amite F.J.Nozwood Gloster 
Biloxi Colored Harrison M.F.Nichols Biloxi 
Bolivar Co.Tr., Bolivar J.H.Powell,Prin,. Mound Bayou 

C.L.Gibson, Agr. 
Canton Colored Madison §.H.Whisenton,rrin, 

R.M.Mackey, Agr. Canton 
Claiborne Co,Tr.Claiborne Thomas © oehneen, Js. Port Gibson 
Coahoma Co.@r. Coahoma T.w, Addison,Frin. 

Geo. W, Irwin, Agr. Clarksdale R-1 
Covington Coj#r.Covington The mas J. Williams Mt. Olive 
Curve Colored Coahoma Beverly 
D.S.Jones Ind, Leflore L.T.Brazil Highlandale 
Dublin Col. Coahoma Morgan Brown,Jr, Dublin 
Dunleith Col, Vashington G.V, Simmons Dunleith 
Forrest Co.fr. Forrest E.V,Caulfield Hattiesburg 
Ginn Rosenwald Copiah-Hinds es 

B.J.Ross, Agr. Utica Institute 
Holmes Co.Tr. Holmes G.W. Williams Durant 
Humphreys Co.Tr.Humphreys Robert Ross Louise 
Jones Co.Tr. Jones L.T.Ellis Summerland 
Jonestown Col. Coahoma JH. MéMillan Jonestown 
Lampton Col, Marion Chas.H,. Dukes Columbia 
Lawrence Co.Tr. Lawrence C.M. Drungole Monticello 
Lee Co.Train. Lee A.M. Strange,Prin. 

S.L.Ratliff, Agr. Tupelo 
Leflore Co.Tr. Leflore 8.T. Nero, Prin, 

Theoleus Thomas, Agr.Itta Bena 
Liberty Col. Amite Thomas H,Buckles Liberty 
Lincoln Co.Tr., Lincoln E.S8.Reed Bogue Chitto 
Lula Colored Coahoma TR. Pendheton Lula 
Madison Co.Tr. Madison M.C.Duke Canton 
Mayersville Col, Issaquena C.n.Veathers Mayersville 
Mt.Olive Col, Holmes I.H. Montgomery Lexington R-9 
Noxubee Co,Tr. Noxubee R.L.Tate Shuqualak 
Oktibbeha Co.Tr.Oktibbeha W.C.Henderson, Prin, 

E.W.Hayes, Agr. Starkville 
Pike Co, Tr. Pike Eva Gordon, Frin, 

8.G.Gooden, Agr. Magnolia 
Pine Ridge Col. Rankin L.C.Jones,Prin, 

J,D.Hardy, Agr, Piney Woods 
Prentiss-Nor, JeffiDavis J-E-Jdehneson ,Roin, 

&—Ind-inst, Noah-Rilate- je. Prentiss 
Union Co.Tr, Union B.F,.Ford New Albany 
Leake Co.Tr. Leake Wernon Gee Walnut Grofe 
Walthall Co,Tr, Walthall eee a. 

L.S.Alexander,Agr, Lexie 
Watts Rosenwald Lamar J.H. Dean Sumrall R-2 
Waynesboro Col, Wayne F.L. Thames Waynesboro 
Yazoo City Col. Yazoo ete 

J.A. Jackson, Agr. Yazoo City 

Newton Cok, Newton Vn. Frlate Nvervtow



” US. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WEATHER BUREAU 

CHARLES F. MARVIN, Chief ‘ 
EET . 

Ra a a a i 
MISSISSIPPI SECTION MISCELLANEOUS PHENOMENA 

_____———CROBERT T. LINDLEY, Meteorologist =| ~Hail.—Light hail reported at Shellmound on the 25th. ae ee ee g Pp 
Vor. XX Xie VicxsBure, Miss., Aucusr, 1928. No. 8| Thunderstorms.—Thunderstorms were frequent, being re- 

ep a eee Ro ee = ported on an average of about 14 days during the month. 

The monthly mean temperature for the State, 82.6°, was 
about two degrees in excess of the normal; during the last BAROMET EE, Hap ly, DNDN Taahs 
forty years—the duration of our records—a higher mean tem- Wind data from 3-cup anemometer 
perature has been recorded for August but twice,—in 1902 and }J 222A AAA : : Rela- 
1924. In August, 1928, excessively warm periods occurred Barometer tive Wind 
during 6-8th, 12-13th, and 22-26th und relatively cool weather aac Traeiar ecards saan Uaieaeaee caer area : 7 > , 
during 1-5th, 15-16th, and at the close of the month. In gen- fica mal 
eral, high night temperatures were prevalent and the diurnal Stations 5. | 28 a 
range in temperature was not pronounced. z 2 ald Ha | &o 2 

The average monthly precipitation for the State, 3.57 inches, g (oe (8) 2 Palate ae BP sale x : i - > a 3 FI 23) 
was about three-fourths of an inch deficient, as compared with a m4] 8 |a}ej-|e8 [4 ae). lies 

the normal, the southern division of the State exhibiting a]... iis vonn...| 30.00 eine tas eect ed a | ne 
relatively greater deficiency than the northern. Scattered Meridian, Miss 221) 3000 | Borde | 72 | 29:78 | 10 (88 [48 ato | ss | a9 ee, | 3 

s 1 G . * Mobile, Ala ......| 30.01 | 30.15 | 3 | 29.74 | 10 | 87 | 76) 4,869 6.5, wn showers were prevalent throughout the month, with widest dis- | xew orteans, Za.7| 30:00 | b0.1¢| 2| 99:76 | 10/83 |70| ata | £2| a2] a0. | 36 
tribution from the 19th to the 22d, inclusive. Rain was noted, | Vicksburg, Miss... 30.02 | 30.18 | 7 | 29.82! 10] 84! 70{ 3,438! 4.6) 181s. 4 
as an average for the State, on about one day in four, with more oa eee 
than one-half the days of the month rated as clear. COMPARATIVE DATA FOR AUGUST 

The relative frequeneyof- showers: favored: thedewelopmen t {== 
and spread of insect pests destructive to the cotton crop and, | Temperature __| Precipitation | Number of days | 8 
although conditions over the State varied widely, deterioration oa Ta (Ta ee | al oe ee ea anal 
was pronounced in corn and cotton at the close of the month. Be | %. | ce | Se | Eelicd $188 3 gy 

A lightning stroke caused the death of a young girl near sa | HS | 48 | <6 aed iece| 6} AS) 6 [Ae 
Wesson, Copiah County, on the 13th. Notornado, or extensive | 1998.............| 80.0 106 56| 8.25 |..cc00. rer etifeteled Dees 
damage from violent winds was reported. bea sens tezeencs|ice Pee |i a0R Leeweani le ende [evey etc | ela 

~ DO eee NG Al cca (OG Ides APalie eA cL ed ph 
tages oo eer THE ros [tana le sd geeas ems (2 S522 Soe cess cae ameataaney 

Pa ae SU 1893 79.4 101 54} 4.18 eae 
: ‘i ‘1 : MBO4) oc socete eal. 8061). 08, CDi ee ees The monthly mean for the State, 50 stations reporting, was| jsog-171777077)) s0:8| tos] 56) eg SPI seca 

82.6°. The average departure from the norma! for 47 stations, ee peeeeaa aby o be eth alee fooaasr satanic dl toage Pee hee 28 
i ° see eee tweens . 5. 

having ten or more years’ record, was else. 1898),,,locsce.e-] 80-4] 105] 59] 5.97| 0} 10] 15 25 legless 
The highest monthly mean was 84.8", at Aberdeen. ABM rvecsnrsoeaes) Bg Lica abe Le gyi Sule cucaapdereed oan ate heeee et 
The lowest monthly mean was 80.2", at Lake. WOL-ccesteeces] 80.01 105] 55] 7-00 | 9} 10) Bl 1] 8 s. 

The highest temperature was 104°, at Holly Springs on the] 1903)..]200000) 80.6 iol 63] 4.0 | oF sag Sa teaanclaiag ow 

13th Bec ct eee mel tlie $b al Bl alae : Be eee en . . 52 18 10} 8| sw. 
The lowest temperature was 60°, at Hernando on the 31st. LOG 2 aioe asl EI) gape 3 Qe rt aa aes m 

“ ° . DOT nc erencecenes| . 3.1 | 

The greatest local monthly range was 39°, at Holly Springs 190822222272} © g0co 102 58 Baa 0} 10 1 = a ae 
and Moorhead. FOORS, cinenuoe sites $2.0 107 57 2.90 0 | ‘| 7 9 5] se. 

ee IOI] 80.9} 100] 60} 8.38 Oe a4: a6}: - at} ce cathe 
The least local monthly range was 25°, at Biloxi. WLC) 78.7) 108) 5B) 0.88 Q} a3] wh 10) 9} = 

The greatest daily range was 33°, at Anguilla on the 16th, long gi 1o4| 88 2-40 | o} 3 x A ie 
and at Utica on the 18th. IBenceesssoc] eal DA 22 | ti 0} 3| af i a hee 

SS 916. ..ceeereees| a . 64 16 10 618. 

PRECIPIBARION dpc) BA) WB) B) ee) Bg a dee 
The average for the State, 61 stations reporting, was 3.57| (lS) 82] MB) BE) BAB) 1h) a8) a) | sw. 

inches. The average departure from the normal for 58 stations, ees edit Pea Olas | 15) 2 bags 8. 
having ten or more years’ record, was —0.79 inch. Ws css ope 80 | 100; 53] 5.52 0 3) Fe i ee 
—The greatest monthly total was 8.85 inches, at Biloxi. 1924 rrnercerens| 88:8] OR) BEBO 8 5 IS 1088 8. . O 1925.ccccceseeee;| — SLL | 108 53.| 2.971 Of BL elo ls 

The least monthly total was 0.22 inch, at Yazoo City. 1WBecreecees'| SES) 108 a9 at | Oso A2 ps Ile 1S am a 
The greatest amount in any 24 consecutive hours was 8.78} 19982222205...) 826] 104} 60 37 0 a iB 2 Bia 

j i i Averages and Sree a = | — + ee 
inches, at Biloxi on the 29th. extremes | 80.5| lo7| 42] 4.48 o| 19| 16 | 10 | 6s. 

The average number of rainy days for the State was 8. ge aS DMR INES SO HEAIIL 0D 129 IOUT TEDSTER PRE Co 

; SUNSHINE AND CLOUDINESS RIVERS 

the onanegermyenos of clear days for the State was 15; partly| The Mississippi, at Vicksburg, was at the highest stage of 
cloudy, 11; cloudy, 5. wanendn ‘di . a z ecord for August, on the Ist, subsiding re : 

At Meridian, the sunshine averaged 71 per cent of the possi- eas % j & rapidly thereafter. 
ble: at Vicksburg, 86 per cent; eight per cent and eighteen Intra-state streams, in general, were at low stages throughout 

per cent above normal, respectively. the month. 

ea rc 
W. 8B. O., New Orleans, La., 10-6, 1928-825



30 CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA: MISSISSIPPI SECTION Aveusr, 1928 

Climatological Data for August, 1928 

fg ‘Temperature, in degrees Fahr.- Precipitation, in inches | No. of days | z S . i gt 
2\3 q male Fl eal ees a ; 
ae ae = 2 om 2 sz es = 3s Seam & & “ s 3 

Stations Counties diss BE. Se of | 7a/ES Ba 5 oF Observers 
sigh £4) 8 2 a £4 | 88/82/55 ol |e? 
6 i }Oas) Bails 3 $8) Bo fea les | @)o| 38 Sie |e] 83|2/2)5| 2/2 | £ | 88 |e [S588 8] Ss] e8 . Ala |=sei}a fading | als a|a & |e lola is|s& 

ee Monroe.........+-.| 210 | 41 | 84.8 +44 1c | 8 70 | 164 31 3.45 | —0.03 1.66 | 0 13 | 18 n| 2| se. | James E. Spratt. 
Agricultural College ..| Oktibbeha ./117./| 424] 89| 82.0) +14] 97] 17f} 68) 21] 25 2.70 | —1185 1.08/ 0] 6|....|....|.....8. | Dr.C. F. Briscoe. 
PAGSHOEE 15 <ccineaeicc ce] TRICE, seauepne 4 |200)| 80 182.8) 18.4. 99>} 8 GS") AMMO) Lliclo~ ateaclere.tett FO Yese.| sesdlesaeliern ly Six Miss C. G. Withers 
Batesville ........+.---| Panola. ...........| 280 | 42°) $2.0.] +2.4 99 14 66 16) 29) 5.11 | +1.56 | 2.40 0} 8/15)11/ 5] 5s. W. J. Cox, 
Booneville ..........-.| Prentiss ...........| 504 | 85 Soda 97 9| 65 31) 27] 3.27) —0.13'| 1.00. 0} 8/17) 8} 6|......) Dr. J. W. Price. 
Clarksdale ........++--| Coahoma.....0.1..] 177 | 22'| 83.2} +31] 99] 134) 69 2) 29) 8.65) 0.44) 1.28) 0) 7/20) 6) 5/8.) W.L. Mead. 
WIGVOIBUG sine'ciecisiss +s] BONY AR ccc sccesnsnn| 100i] 0 |onrscclevescnc|swacesiacccee|soe2e+|ersasgloneae|. On20 | 0: 0p |*1.30 Oe eecslereeleeee|er sass] Le WeEiBNOD.. 
Columbus ...........--| Lowndes .........-| 191 | 41 | 83.7 /°49/3'|""101 at 69} "15 | 29 | 3.61 | —0.66 | 0.78] 0] 8/23] 5] 3| sw. | J.B. Love. 
Corinth ........-+-+-.-| Alcorm ..,.....--+.| 470 | 41 | 82.2 | +3.3 98 13 62 31) 26! 2.84] —1.08/ 0.68} 0] 13) 19] 6] 6] s. H. E. Meeks, 
Duck Hill..........-..| Montgomery ......| 261 | 30 82.75) +2.9 99?) st} 67) 16 | 80>) 4.75 | +1-82 | 1.52 OT BM lenccteree| We W.H. Eskridge 
Bupora....200.1012....] Webster...........] 889 | (2 / 82.3)......./ 97 | 11t} 68] 16) 26) 3.90 |......../1:15| 0) 5/30] 6 | 6| sw. | J.P Dalton. 
PGI OM ibacois. cooce~| EAWAMDA Ln eeneefan > | 20.|-p-n-|aesecaclecnan-|oarcs|saz_i-[ossons{eeensl” S71 | $0.12 | 1-07] 07 6117 | 14 [0 [ a)” PACD Grabame 
Greenvilic............-| Washington ......| 126 | 43 | 84:4'|"+9/9)"“id0'|""" "34" 71 i¥| 27} 3.53 | —0.58 | 2.30] 0} 6| 21] 6| 4| sw. | Mrs.M.@ Harbison. 
Greenwood..........--| Leflore ..........+-| 140 | 29 | 83.8 | +2.8 101 | 5H) 67| 28) 29| 8.06 | —0.38 | 1.27) 0] 6/11/13] 7|w. | Bli Abbott. 
Grenada ........++0++-| Gremada.......0++| 194 | 21 )..0..|ssceses[ereseeleneesslereseslereseefeoese| 6.63 | +3.51 | 2.80 o;n Bohr Aah W.F. Hallam. 
Hernando.........--+-| De Soto..........-| 391 | 41 | 81.8/ +21] 98] i3f 60| 31] 26) 2.06] —1.51/ 0.68) 0| 6/20) 8| 8] s. | W.3. Wood. ‘ 

Holly Springs.......--| Marshall ..........] 600 | 42 | 82.8/+3.4/ 104| 13] 65] 81] 82] 3.85] -0.08| 1.20} 0/10! 12/17| 2/s. | 8.) White. 
Kosciusko.......-...:-| Attala.............| 480 | 89] 82-8) +2.9| 300] 25| 68] 921/ 29) 0.95] -3.15/0.25| o| 7/14]16| 1/8, | Mrs. 8.M. Landrum 
Louisville..........-+.| Winston.........-.] 561 | 40} 829/431] 99} 25] 69] 15 27] 4.69/ +0-33|1.20/ 0} 8|23| 5] 3|......| Miss Mary B. Webster. 
Macon ........0s++.+.| Noxubee..........| 185 | 40 | 88.4 | $2.5 | 101 25t| 70 Vit} 28] 2.57 | —0.68 | 0.59 0/12} 6/12 | 13) w. M.C. Weyburn. 
Moorhead.......-.--+ SURAOWEE eons 117 | 16} 81.2 | +0-8} 101] 13] 62 28 29) 2185 | 1-24] 1.00 8 5} 14/15) 2) s. | W.E.Stevenson. 
Bileboree fae cccsee| Cemnou cok Lod, eee eind Obie cee nite ReReOTE cals cel aresta lon nc or stone eeeales tees eee Bena eT i 
Pomtotos cece cecles] Bontotoe 2222200000) a86 [40] 8008 ia] 97] aH Ge] SRT 997) “as d0 | Solaa' 00987] 0.7 1798] H'| 80. DE C-W Beton. 

Rosedale ...........---| BOlivar............| 143 | 21) 82:5 | +1.7 | 100 8 67 1 | 28 |. 8.52 | 0.81 | 2.25 0} 5|20| 7] 4/58. Louie C. Brown. 
Beott .--...cjj...sssss-| BOlivar..sscccsccc-| 140] 11'| 82-2 |.......] 98] 8) 68] 14] 29] 2.95 |'-0.39/ 0.99] 0/ 4/18) 5] 81s. |B. J. Young. 
Misllnoand tt ..,.ce2.| LOHOLS f5.. 06 00 s.| Peach BNs-8ho) Nowe salale cancftiaa.. aeawees coda clran cel MebUiby sss euh] IoTGih-o Gui Bilt Tkd6 |, 84 SW. | WoM.Cartor. 
Biidey ieee Washington mete co alco teed Age | he oe B62" OB omen | a4) Bie. “ter sa Gun 
Swan Lake............| Tailahatchie ......] 148 | 23 |-..-..)....02.Jeseses|eeaeagleceose/ereses[eesee] 3.83 | $0.39] 1.40) 0} 5|....)....],...]....+.] Mrs. Mattye A. Harris 
Tupelo .......scccccees| LOG-s200e-eeescusea) 278 | 28 | 82-5 | $2.7 | 99 ast)" 68'| 91 | “20| 8.82] —0.15 | 1.40) 0 5/17/11 |"'8|'s. "| Mrs. Bitte D. Pettizrew, 
Universitytt ..........| Lafayette .........] 502 | 88} 81.9/ 423] 98) 7/ 63| 21| 80) 3.50| —0.29/ 1.80] 0} 4/20] 1/10] s. |J.R/Shinault. ‘ 
Wate valleynocen. Yalobusha .....--+! 800 | 40 fee tfeseestsfeeeees|scess|eeeeeeseeeee|tereseneeees [eeeeeee el isecse|eeeseeer|ereefeeeeleeee|ieeee! Miss Loula Erikson, 

Division means gnd extremes ................| 82:6] +26 | 104 13 60 31 | 82] 3.55 | —0.20 | 3.62 Ot Bp A594) gs 

Southern Division 

Anguilla ......s<++++++| Sharkey=........+-| 107 | 21 | 84.6] +41] 108] 16%} 69] 14] 83+], 4.26] +0:38 | 1.12 0] 9112/44) 5.| sw. |B. W.Cook. 
Bay St. Louis..........| Hancock ..........| 28 | 36 | 83.6} +1.8| 98 9] 7 29) 24) 6.65 | —0.49| 3.33] 0) 18) 1) 29) 1) s. St. Stanislaus College 
Biloxi. sscscesccssseses| Harrison....scssse| 24/88 | 83.5] +14] 97] 96] 72] 154] 24] 8.85 +217] 3.78 | 0) 18] 12} 9] 10) se. | Miss M. Josie Pope. 
Brookhayen....../+++.| Lincoln ......s6+..| 600 |-41 | 83.3] +2.0] 100) 26| 69] 28f) 27| 4.80 | —0.38| 1.82] 0] 13|11118| 2| sw. | Miss Umma. Bee. 
Canton ....2-.ceeeeree| MAISON... 2... 000} 228 | 80 [oeereslecceeeelacrees[eerevefescces{ereeee|erese| 9452 | 0.18 | 1.82 O} 44....}....]....]..-.0-) G. M. Smith-Vaniz, 
Gala ee eee Covington aye chsh CTI ON es eee! @staradeewotalecscerinceemetenusb alee cal (OcOl leeessce<f4-00'|” OMMAD se dleoa tage letasaslal Wi ehabe 
Golumbia .............] Marion. .........../ 110 | 14 | 88.6] +2.6 | 102,)°°26'| ““69'|'" 28) 80] 1-48 | 3:27] 0.54] 0] 8.7] 9115] 8: | Sit’ TLawrence. 
Crystal Springs .......| Copiah ............| 468 | 37 | 81.3) +0.5] 101} 25} 67) 17! 82; 2.92 | —1.62/1.30] 0] 9|20} 8} 8] sw. | GD Moody. 
Edlnburg,....ecccesee| Leake ...2.esscce.| 868 | 20 | 88.4] +3.2] 100} st} 68] St) 82] 8.64] —0.68| 1.75 | 0 | 10 | 20 i 0| a: | W.E. Blocker. 

TATISC 2... .-ecceee| CIATKG. ....ccecee | 248/] 81 |-nc00e]--seeeclecesecloceseelercsneleeece gles] SeDdy-oml.41 | 1.63: 1D A) 72) eee cttee-leeet joweane . EB a 
ee Jefferson ........,| 270 | 40 | 81-4 F185) "97°98" “'67 | “97| 6.80 | +0:96 | 1.90} 0] 9 | °7'/8|"O'| Ww. MW Corban Moaree 
Bruitland Parks. .21ls.-| Forrest 0222200221] 804] 10 | 81-2 |.......] 99} 26.) -66| 28] 29] 3/68] —1,91 | 2:09) 0} 10] 18| 5} 8] 8. | 9.4. Nicholson. 
Hattiesburg.......----| Forrest.........+-| 189 | 86 | 83-1] +1.4] 98 12%) 69 2) 26) 3.63 | —1.37/ 1.97) 0} 10) 25| 5] 1/8. | Asa Bryant. — 
HickOry......---+eeee+| NEWEON ...eeeeeeee] B26 | 19 |-seeee]eeeceee[eoeces|eveeee{escecelereeeefevees| 0.99 | —8.44 10.25] 0] 8]....1....)....1......] NN. MeMullen, 
Holly Bluff........6.0¢| YAZOO.....sececeee| 98 | 19 [epieaslenecenalerscasleeeesslesezealererse|eers+| 0.59 | —2.62)| 0.37 0) 2/19) 8} 4}......1.@ 3%. Martin-. Jackson ......2....2e2.| Hinds s22scc.eceecc] 280-| 42 | 8&6 | +8:8)] “ao0:}""°22'|""“70'""" 6 | 27 0.82 | —8:27] 0.21} Of 7/19] 5] 71's: | OL. Walker 
Lake ....ccccsesseeeee| BCOtt cess ccecceeee| 446 | 41 | 80.2) +0.8] 96 an 66} 28) 27) 3.60) 135/215) 0} 6|15|15| 1) sw. | Mrs: Radie MeNeel, 
Laurel c.....csecc0s0e-| JOM@S.<c.,ccccceoee) 241. 95 | 80-6 | 0.4) 94 67| 24} 26| 0.77 | —3.89| 0.80) 0] 7} 21| 8| 2|nw.| A. Z. Martin, A 

Leakesville.........++-| Greene ........+++.| 105 | 95 | 82-6] +1.2] 99 231) 70 1| 26] 2.99| —2.49| 0.86) O| 9121] 7] 8|......| pr. 
Magnolia ...c.....s+++| Pike...o.....seesee| 415;| 83 | 82.6] +16] 99-1 234]. -69 Ii}, 29] 8.48 | —2.21) 1.43] 0] 13] 2) 27] 2] se. Mise Ruby V, Roberts, 

Meridian .......+++++++ Lauderdale....t+¢ op a | ee FS lst oon: Plo | ane ae 1 o TEL owe iat 889 | Wenther Boren Omiee 
Merri. 5.22d..-+ccas| QOOTEOG...5-.0eane DA |neese|eneste tb osastbenrerd 33850 tneanelnencal 4081; 0097 | A. specleege|sacfeeses | Mis. SoM. Taylor. 
Monticello .....s......| Lawrence 1....125.] 200! a | 83.9°|"$3°8"|/"108:]""36-°""68'|"38'/"“Bi') 2.59 | 2-38) 1.02 |) 0 13'|'817]" 7 |B] se: pica uposen (tiene 
Natchez .........0seee-| Adams ........4...| 206 | 41 | 82.4] +0.7} 97} 26) 67 | 380) 26) 5.48) +1.19} 2.97) 0] 7| 9] 6) 16]......| Francis L. Garrity. Pearlingiontt..........| Hancock. .........| 10| 41] 81-9] +11] 991 224-68 27| 26| 4.13) —2.41|.1.43| 0 vie 10 | 10 | ‘sw. | Miss Annette Koch. 

ille,.......++-| Pearl River .......| 18 | 26 | 82.0| +0.8| 96-| 124-70 4+] 23) 7.28.) +1.67} 1.85] 0] 13|11] 16) 4] sw. | pp Ferri 
Bore eibod (eicciin.| Glalbarae cried] tte at | Bee | ue Ge aay ee) ast! 80 | 1-90!) “aime / 08 | 9} 4) 10) ap) |W. ES Perle. 
Shubuta......csssccs0-| Olarke....ccccccee| 197] 14 | 31-8 | +0.8 | 98)  26t/ 69 2t) 27 | 2.40 | —2.24/ 0.50] 0) 10) 11) 2/18) s. | tre Thva.H. McLendon, 
Utln cae seseseeeeeseee] HANGS «4 -+-+-n0tsn8 on 25 ie re 1 He a at e ae =e ee 2 e z : 2 8. | D, A. Owens. 

ieksb' ide bbe pan tmed ITED. ...eeeeee0e| 247 | 57 A i “a a whe. . se. r Wonebaeg gnc] weaned aati ae | ea wl a | abe] 39] Go| FL08/ Ce] Glas] sl ae| afer | ener poten Omen 
Woodville. .-......cc..| Wilkinson s....s..2| 660. 36 | 82-0] 71.1] 96} 26H) -69| 98 | 25| 4.62/—1.07| 225] 0] 12/15/16] o|m. | ;ranely S. © 
Yaz00 City........0++-| YBZOO ...-....0000e U6 | 25 88.8 | +21) 100 134} 68 | 15t) 81 | 0.22 | —4:15.|0.22,} 0.) 1] 17) 12| 2) se | HG. Downing. 

Piciarancainand xweres. te S| +17 ie a 66 | 28¢| 83 | 3.68 | — 0 os 5|s 
tase monn andextremes.s......céectoe.cge. 820 | Heke 104! ap) elt ai! ag! s.57! —olrollis MelOG?) elds, Dn bls. 

‘The deparsures from normal temperature and precipitation are computed only for such stations as have ten or more years of record, but all complete reports are use d in 
determining State means. 

Reference letters, *,, °, appearing in the table indicate number of days missing, for example, * represents one day, » two days, ete. 
f Also on other dates. tf Received too late to be included in means and summaries. 
Tt. Precipitation is less than 0.01 inch rain, or melted snow. 

¥} Postoflice addresses of these stations are as follows: Of Austin, Tunica; of Pearlington, Logtown; of Shellmound, Greenwood; of University, Oxford
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Daily Precipitation for August, 1928 

Day of month 

Stations orceukptegeets Dasma ny preggo ddd ne 3 

1 2| 3| 4| 5| s 7| s| oso] 11 {12/18 4 [25 | 26 [27 | x8] | a0 | 20 | 20 | 28| 24] 25 | a0 | 27 [28 | 20 | oo | a 
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Northern Division | | 

Aberdeenllil ...........| Lombigbee...}....] 26) T. ]....] .Ol]...-|.-celecee|eenefeore| Ds |eoee[oeee] -28]-00] »20]....| 80) .03] .02)....] .88) .0]....)..../1. 66)... hte -O1)..12), 3.45 
Agricultural Coleone. «| 55-40 -asnees|ceeceelese ecee| 2OI sces|eeae sees) BO cel eeesdescelseeadise [escdeses|ieecdoses|soeefosea] © O0)tealeees|ises|scecdeees LsO8). 05/0002] 12) 262) 2.79 
PASEO «acne nin'nare risiersg | SMASHED ONDE «5 0} wwitied eve ep fare atl anise ninicla [aivieie nninis ninja |einie| « cieiel verte |~ neie) cenit inrel nenaldnsaloane|-conlcane|ssrelregals/ave|recelaesetcnce| sos] honcl ners see) cues loee 
Metssvilicliic ton ce |oaron ee clive] vaol.ccelcaalcesali toc lecoel crcl cceatcced| SUM] ceale cele ce leeee| MOBI geal a Momma) capi melicgal cc ae DOL tegen tee efLe 20° 10/5 7p 
Boonestlig:: Siestesse.] Pomblgbes...).... Gees Seah nes Hise): ee eee eet cesl aca teen ers eae “Tal 0). Bijecgaloess sesslecgaleess sree esen| lB +731. 00 3.97 
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Giatoland a cate cee ieee come coealicee| eeleeail Scalioed| oat lalla ad lel eel enon efi) ecco fe fee ig) 0) 2a 2 
Golambusllie.-cc<.,2--|) Lombizbee...4],.c6| Mes] 20). c2a| BBbe col voclepcslec] «25)060). 05] Teil! cal] cdualscealvqnstean | Ps gblanns| eeBlocsi(ecsstroa|ese|tvs.| <@iecaf Te [10 Wer 
Corinthll| ......sss400.| Mississippi ...]1221] .a4f.2..|'126) [06).2. le aha N02) 5 2ecsa|sccel ed2[scee]  <B0| 681 dO. cach 8B). cce|.3.3| 2G ae clsn-| oenl Obl antec Be inal 
Boba eens ee Ble csale ts peal tea) -66) T. seveleceeferee| OT]. cee} eeeleeee eT Seb ches |osectsec Ea eoes a 32] oe 4.75 

Wee ees vncec ssc of BB LOGK. sels serl cobelorine|s cl os ea] asuil ee cel sccelscotlapertcnerls aan) clecnless ofoeas|vecclcseetseael TOM sOlaees cca |ssan| <cuetecsehrs seihelOl os s| ese) cul este 
Ratton 1000000000] Momblabes oo) sceslcsealccec|clect SOB S22|282/: EET SIE SS SCP ail aie agh SeeLeT PaaS TSS co iec ice | aie oo giao 

el aaa Bele sefeoefiaiel ae ae ef seeefeeesbeaie oe S coulcamel cast cen asee Pew: Pafeibeles AB. agheens a “4 3.53 

ee ae phe dD west teed le ah estle cat] oeblssrloaue| se BBlecne|eaec]oarelsseel: UGlosaclvaeel:coa|toabtcsen| <Ollcum], (cules clei a@hiwediGe|.-2| ,O8li0B) a ee 
MaeriadiGoliils, cies- cst van eel ope - cect: neal soos samp) conte scaleageleegul-onclsoselecsctecmol- cael -OO[senclasee|snstlosce] act] ¢DBlsanatss t| sO0)acse| AMBb. ee perebeos.\ oo. lau salhed 7]: ode una 
Holly Sprinwsllllc..20-hsc.sdO-aecoalogalecdele0G] sae! Pos| sn bebe Mele cercbsna sete ccel Dee[aceeleoet| sAetvaats|s ae (le20) sBB eee tL O0lvecete at) Oona ae see] 06) .22] 385 

pO aoe nee eae pee ie a apes Sees adS|e ce o|sone|acee| saat Saas ee i OB ass[eoas|ecariuees 208) +=55 palttal 0.95, 
fon VHS ie oe saan OOM De sige were ca wal snc tin| pio] LA POL Sa cial'a< ast cceapm seal «seals coal eapapccealecs:|senal eens |sssn| e420) cca] 980) o4Ol aca] oY [senbloeatbeassleesthaces|easa| <2) ie e0ile oe 
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Moorhend. 1.010.000. ¥A200 oon evee]oes| VTO)e ses) ccaefesee|sceelesseseeefeace ees | cea seoe| ce he lose) SBOl cet Oe | oabeees!, 2 AO RCo Gl. |AP Ir OU 0. le oe oe 
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Bee eee ceed Aeelssinpl sera] espe) oneelse-|oars ae Wie ee eteee fe teat cn sliae| ectocmetoe ee T.| 283) ac cane le at a lions 3.52 

POOUG ote osicee aemeamianiseetn sO. Wapenclasetl cst a ceals.ce| Leilageal|«acc|vese|seme|s2on|-ceahasvslem ceased asea|saealneeetsenn| cotteaesteces| edie james taaeel eo Calta eel testes af flout oki. oop eae 
See Oe iowa ligt cach occa ae 108) eres) see afecesleces so eduel clea beeely coe aes ie Mv) 20] Ta9)020:) 07] caaiace7| ai5z 
WANE VIMG heck arions [ian <-AOrs cena] oiaze) napa) snse)scoa|ases}=2o5| same) aaca|sametonee|steulncral-caslucesetertensalismelvenslOs 62 <Odleere| oll natal aaasfoast [eee tirecls «<o|sera|200) at cage 
Swan Lakellli.....2--+-| 00+-dO....-s0e[eeesfeeesfeces| ones ace | oe Sl mens] Sams | EAD lccen|soe|tear|semalesne | ceee legen eSel sees sabes er cter ss acca] co epee iene “Ml oan tere Reman ae 
Dupele i ee ee... | ombleben. sal, eateda| cl oces [on cas! Semele tal seeleaeny eet sc|icesle osetia) aesleees eaml ade lisbok sich is (C1ci1s (tele |S poses agin 

University joi seccs[PWOSOD cases] Dia Stea ls cost O0ccectecc cl setlccned ata} sectLOD|s2eclsac|sass|sace eae lcces leeds (LeBO[aaealseaalsavalsesetecs st cEsalneea iiee:] oBUlere|s.ccl abel uceangy 
Warteriallor: ois. .052) ies 10 tes soars aesl aevalncea| sone) anal scare] cade] anil mee ea Mores [ecpel-costwomalsuee|seee|seca| Sees) nenele tes | cee elneee uncelosce saat [eaechtane| ac sl oeautaneebeaecl antes 

Southern Division | 

MUNGO 5h 0-205 40 -| NBLAO weet cecal nhl oh] uaa |-cics] vere| sacl sees sunalaeemltedeloeesl -ee| Ueto one |. 2h Ob emetysictlis 02) oCelsocl sacl venalaseapsOUlertee ieee) Pe opel Obl 6 00} 4.26 
Bay St. Louis..........| Coaab. ...--2--|..ee[eccefoeceleaee] O5feeee] -15}...-1..061 Z| 06] .07) T- |...) T. |...) .O5]....] 42] -67]....]. 0... tt! 84} 58) . 6818, 88] 26) 04) 6. 65 
BHO y oon cos onomnen |e s MO wcce nana cael yee sO) Masa selonce| BO} LORe owe] Gal iobSlsane| eens |oces| SOB] <0) sees |e cael ke 02). se[oeeefeneeleeee} -B8]....]1.39) . 1413.78) 80) . 14) 8.85 

Brookhaven Ns Beard siees.: Eel Del: ele tah le saatleey| 10) eve sees prone te Seer el ag eae te | 23) ois segafeee:[eesefosee[eegslese: <a +85] 153] 73) 4°80 
ATIGOD  aa'0s o's oo sc0 2) BID BIACK ooo]. ou fe oisis|oienis|s cies] wnie's|osicieliavae|oosic| saneleccelsoe|costese|eacs|see |e esiclenenl «0 vnrcleczelasee| <OBloone|sereleose] -O2[sese|oeeslonse] ase flo Bal 
Gains oee cet. eee eae. cts. cceelc ee] (Oblcaes|asee[oaas see Bit pha che peel 0 Pel rl ed RoR fen) BS es Pe Pee Per i 0 ee a 
Columbiallll 255. .06--|Peark. 225...) lied code ne +12)....).... steslenes cape | os ees [eae ce | a2 sess aces Fotos Coste oeLO| OD |ease0) | sees coer | eae [bey Alves lonersd seca te eee 
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inburgllll........-0-| 022-00 ..-..+0-] T. [1 75].e--lereelereeforne|-ree| 15] «Bil. ..|ecseleseelereeloeee] De locee[enee] -23]-o0-| 07] 06) 80) T.|....1..0.1....) 1) 04) T. | 20° 80S. ga 
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AVCUC, ..00002sesesnes is aap haces Dal saiccbes caf op AOl i siagter|stesjonse sho Leeshiiatehlssanhimtsttie sd Ls . gh Series tech ibe ae tee tue Lhe olde 2 5.80. 
Fruitland Park........| Pascagoula -.|°763) B00). ] 1). | BET TY loaf loa]. d S40 a Be Wiee bens | <0 |se00)( dni 200) S41. 2B) iodo: (oa 68 
Hattiesburgllll.........] Leaf...... 0.0) ..-}eoe-] 28) .00.Jooe [197] ....]eee-|eeee[eeselevee[eree|eeee|enee|eens[eessfeeee|eeee] ©O3} +09) 14) .09}....|....|....]....] 80) 04] .12) .07]....] 3.68 
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SQCKS OR liPe cece. oo ea c[EOMEL a reco an=l vans lanes|ann?|oees| «OU css|<cai|ewarlanias| Ol qillcaaclsnsclaces|ocre|scer|saee] clOlcacsl int’ |aeen|epes|vere|-oesseeisesetue.s| <Oi]..5.[ 2 | - Com aam 
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MONUCENO). oes cclesie | PERE cnet aeulasee| JO) eBAl. cnc ese] @ OM acre] AOA amarl amie! qOelrieco| kA -cce| old] -nes|-ccrfeece| Ol D> laonclacs-|sane|accclvsvs|ease} eel! «281 11 oe 2.59 
REAM eecsdoetens ee ca elas alee lage feea| ae 7] cele De cate lagsio|seeefoiges| 00] oneal ceer|oees[orne aaa a8 aaa Oe ade 
earling' seen e eee steeee ewes ide . seecleeesleessleeee! 202)... |e ceeleceelenes t leeeelenenleeesleceeleewelererleee! 2 Ol) o. seleeeclererlenesleevel « . od ~ 15) 55). Ci 

Poplarville, «....<c00:| PORE. cece -ro-| Ps [cco] 248i, 15) . 28) <Oll 84 Ds |.S.c | ccclvecs|owsa[eoes|seee|scce] 48) -oa]-coe] 60) Te] sd@lcc-|.se.)covs[cces] 1 (20) (88) 57011, R51 2981 7g 
Port Gibsonllll.........| Mississippi ...]....] T.] T-|.... 105).04- pee trae lacie elec ws tacee|sinwst sacl =r oztenerl <eqetesee| ef iehOl-ce2|s~e-|onaclie+4|-2sueeefeyer| tea =), 20) ecole one 
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MCW icenigescesisecsnsec| MIGSSSIDDE cst fantee|se0ls|mose| Ls [6s] «AZ|. scl cse|voael oOB| cies] ones) ocnieloaae|anos{cmse|saee|oaes| stdlancelcane|ses-|r0ae|ese “beaselceood| G0) .10|-2.s1 <2a17s 2.12 
ig f0 SLE pa ee RARBN: V pee cal Freel Paes Peto a 6O7 sevalases| Glos [cscs] Le fraws|sceclbarslenee| Wel Od eee lees teee-[ence soled wef Be | 133) "4] £23) [29] 2:99 
Waynesborollll........] Chickasawh'y}....| .17} .35]....| .06) .02).... REA oo: [seeps Iobe| eel spe | OL oBB se bowel care |S OS) cOB| cat eeB Tents al, PEO 07/1. 81] .69) . 41) .18] 5.89 

Woodviller:........... | MississiDDL 5.10. 0.)..25] 608! 12.000) Be |e o-|iace|esea! steefeces acco] O48] rcofesee! sOBlovelenes| ofS} 206)... Jeeesleees| «46}..+8/0-| 50) .10) .05/2.25) .10)- 4.62 
Yazoo Cityiil. 00000515] Yazoo... 00 [ C/I pvibt setefeserfeeesfee oe [ee [ope se [ieeefesesfeeee| De [ioesftoedcc|seifieeficcdece[eowo| o28t Eel 0122 : 

z 1 

Tsconensio thepwisa indice tess GbsaEreuans are generally made in the afternoon, near sunset, and precipitation recorded is for the 24 hours ending at the time of 
observation. 

||| Precipitation measured in the morning; amount then recorded is for the preceding 24 hours. * Precipitation included in the next following measurement. 
% *** Regular Weather Bureau station; precipitation is for the 24-hour period, midnight to midnight. {Separate dates of fall not recorded. T. Traceor less than 0.01 inch 

River Stages for August, 1928 

Day of month 

Stations Rivers. Des Se Se eR Te NR Pe Saf ST EE Hep ig "9 OO 

ee 1| 2| | ‘| 5| s| 7| s| o [10 [a1] [a0 a4] a5] 16 | 17830 [20] a1] | 20 a4] 25 | 26 27] 28| | a0 | 

| 
Memphis, Tenn..........] Mississippi ...| 35 so-so. she ae 216.75 35 4 16.olte. 716.8116. 15. ol. o14.5(18.9498.5118 213.002. 7h2.9)18. lua aas-ohs. 4 15. 1)14. 8114.4 
Helena, ALK. ..0-oereeecn| needle. -cne onl 44 26. 4/26. 1/25, 7/25, 1/24, 4/23, 5}22, 7/21. 9121. 1]20. 2)19. 9/20.0)20. 7.21. 2.21. 320. 7:20, 0/19, 2/18. 7/17. 8/17. 1)16-8)16. 8/16. 1)16. 3)17. 1/18.1 18. 8}19, 1/19. 1118.8 
Arkansas City, ArK......) 1.2.60 ...-.04.| 48 35: 84. 3)98. 4192: 581. 480.820: 528.527. 4]27. sas. 807. 27.326. 8 6. 9)25.6 25.5124. 9)24.928.sp9. gar: 221. 220.519.519.118. 7)18 7]19.9.20. 020-7 

Greenville, Miss.........] .. .do........] 42 B68 427 426.635.924.924 123.1224 21. 8121.4 21. 221. 0/20. 8 20. 620. 4/20.0)19..5/18.7/18.0)17. 216.6116. 2 15, 8/15. 4/15. 4)15. 6)16. 0]16. 8/17. 6117.8 
Vicksburg, Miss....0..000] -s0-0.0.0000| 40 41/3140, 098.7187, 4186. 0194. 8 93.4191. 9 90, 4/20, 1/28, 4 28,0127, 5 20.8)26, 1]25. 725.224. 8:24. 2.5. 8123.1122. 421. 21.0120. 5/20. 2119-9119: 9120. 391.0 1.6 
parce eee cess ee aoe oe ee EL PR HRS = BD S92. BO S28 e727 120 PD, OPP 8a Te eee ened 19.8 
wan Lake, Miss........ allal TWO 2] ZO] oe ele ee elacesleccelssecleceelecesleccslscesleceelsceslecvelseeslscenlscealececlereeleces|esecleces|ecnclececleseslecesleccalecee(sscslececlece levcelesne 

Greenwood, Miss........| Yazoo ........| 36 | 7.3) ia 6.8) 6.7] wal ‘i ii 4.8) 4.4) 4.1 ia i 38.6) 3.5) 3.5) i as ia i va 3.4) 3.8) 4.2) 4.9) 5.6) 6.1) 6.8) 7.4! 7.8] 7.6] 6.9 
Yazoo City, Miss ........! Yazoo ........] 25 119. 2/18. 4/17. 5!16, 5/15, 4/13. 9112. 1/10. 2’ 8. 2! 6.3! 4.7| 3.9' 3.1! 2.2) 1.8) 1.81 1.2! 1.0) 0.8) 0.6) 0.4! 0.2! 0.1! 0.0! 0.3) 0.41 0.6) 0.5) 1.8) 2.1)2.7  ~ 

Note.—the river stages given are vertical heights in feet and tenths of a foot of the river surface above or below an arbitrarily assumed zero, whose altitude above mean 
sea level is known.
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: 

: 32 CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA: MISSISSIPPI SECTION Aveusr, 1928 
EN ,, ————————————————————— ee 

Daily Temperatures for August, 1928 
ee SE eee 

Stations | 1| 2 i 4| | s| 7| s| a a0] || s] 1] 156] || 0 | 20] | 20 | a8 | 24 | | 20 || 28 [2 | oo a|§ 

4 Northern Division | | | | | 

| A bi Pigos 
i sane 7; 96) 106 102} 100} 103) 101) 98} 100) 101) 102} 95] 97] 98) 101) 98} 90) 98) 87} 93) 100) 99) 102) 98] 99) 95] 92) 94| 93) 97.6 

Aberdeen..-s.c-cseee-+ | Mam a) 73 3 3 ait 73) 73) 72 14 73) 71| 73| 71 721 72 70) 72| 721 73 3) 73 70) ail 74] 72) 70) 741 Fol 70) 72) 7a) 721 
Maximum 92], 91) 94) 94) 93) 91) 87) 96] 95) 92 94 95] 95] 91] 92 94) 97] 96) 92] 91] 89 91) 26) 96) Ea 95) 94} 90 90} 91) 88) 92.9 

Agricultural College... } Maximum... 9) 9) Ot Ot 8 Sh ei SL 28 76 7i| 71 7| 69) 70 7I| 73} 71] 70 71} 68} 69-73) 74] 721-70 al 70) 0) 73] ao) 71.1 
“auatin § Maximum !..{} 93} 91) 93] 92) 89| 94) 97] 99) 95, | 97 95} 98} 96, 95) 95) 90 96) 95 a 33 20 0 90) 99) 34 9 2 98). .-s|2..- oe cee oie ee 91) 93} 92 891 94) 97) joie mea Sesh atte oO aa oC ae ieee 

(Maximam...| 91] 991 95} §| 9s ol 96) 97] 98) 6 asl aol a $| $3] 45} 95 88 95] $4) 93} 88 ool 93) 95} 93] 94} 99)°"90|""85} 93:6 
Batesville ..reeeesersss | Minoan. .-| 6s 68) wl Hy) a 0. a | 70) 69| 67} 70, 70} 71|, 67] 66, 70l 72} 70] 68) 7I| 67] 7} Tal 72 ‘al 72) a) 72 al Tl 70.8 

Maximum...) 89} 89) 91] 92} 93| 88| 92 96) 97/ 94| 94| 95] 95} 961 96] 96 96 94/ 941 91) 88 90) 92} 92) 941 941 95, 91] 91) 88) 861 9215 
Booneville ......-...-- | MBS"? 66) 68| 71} 71) 72) vii 7at 73\ 731 2} Ti} 70 il ail 71] 69, 72; 72} 70) 69} G8) 68 69) 69/69] 70) 72! -71|-71) 681 65] 70.2 
Giarianal \ Maximum... 98} 98) 9 3 94) 95, 98] 98| 96) 95) 94) i 99) 96) 96) 99 90) 97) 87) 90) ai 92 92) a fn oul 92) 85) 80 we 

ATEBOBIO 6-2-2000" Mini 70) 72] 73] 74] 70) 72) 73) 73) 73) 71) 72) 71 75| 70} 70} 71) 73} 70) .71|- 70| 69] 74) 7 75) 74) 70} -78)-- 72) 73 8 
, > Maaianumn2.:| 98] $61 $3} $41 98) 981 1001 10il 1611 ge] 981 96] gl gel Set Gol toll go] 3! 98l gal gel O7) 98) G01 100] gol Sul go) gal Gol o5cF aes }Maximum....| $3 95) 93} 94). 95) 98) 100] 101) 101 Si Ae OAL He, OLE Nee, Oe eae oe ee 

PIERS EL BIS ini 7Ti| 72 3). 72) 731% 2) 78) 7. 70! 72) 72) 7 9 7 73 7: 2 y 2! 7 73) 71 . 
“ vee ul 33} $3 a $3 Bi as G6 34] Sel oat Gel sl out Oot oo 96, g2l 86) ol ast at ool 2 92] 95) 96] 941-93] 821 85] 92.6 

Corinthns§...-.-e++e++ | Mimi 2, 72| 72 74] 74] 73) 74l 72] zal zal 721 70] 72173) zal 721 69} 70} 2 72) 70) 63| 70| 71) 75-71) 72) 72 74-74, 74) 62) 71-9 
5, Mastinum.2!| 94) 93} 9a gi) 95). 95 O7 99) 931 95 94 98 95 95] 96} 97| 991 96 92 93 89] 95|....|..-.| 97} 97] 98| 9B] 92) 85] $9] 94.6 

Duck Hill...seeseeee | ME um] 0) ail 33 72| 75| 71| 72| 70| 69 69 68) 71| 70| 72) 68| 67| 77} 71 70 75] 72) 68l...-|....| 69]. 69 2 69|- 72). 70] 71} 70.8 
ot 4 Maximum.... 92| | 94) 93) 92) 92) 93) 95; 96) 96, 97) 96] 96) 95) 92) 94) 96) 97 eal = A 94) a 70 Et 4 Fel 92) Bi _ oy ae 

BOR ceccsessersaee"*) Mint Tl 72) 72h 7 | 70; 72} Zi! 72} 22; 70) ol 70)" GBF 70) Ol 71) Gol 7 70| 72 7 } 701-7 i 
la - \ Maximum. $5] $5] 94) 95| $4) $6] $01 100] 100) o7 u % a $6, 96 oul $3) 6 2H 96) 98 99) 95) 96 95) 8 98 _ 2 868i) 95.5 

Greenville....-+---0-- } Mini 7i| 75) 74} 76, 72| 7) 73| 75] 75| 75| 75| 73] 74) 73| 72| 72| 741 75} 75+ 71) 77} 72\-74} 77} 71] 71) 74] 7a\ 72-73 3. 
a j Maxima... a a a or i ) 101 S| i 97, 981 100) i & 8 101! 98) 93] oul 5) a7 97) as 99) 26) 7) oi 39) 87) 88 8 Pou a Mae Fk ae) EAR NR UTR FUR LG Pee Tees | a : 

eo aes (Maxumuuns..| 921 991 $9 i ® si 3 35] 96) 92, 921 95) 88) 98, 96] O18) 96 88] 93) | 80 $1, 93} 89) 94) 95) 94]. 91) 85) 76) 92:0 
Hernando. 0.-.59-°"¢ Minimum.i-:[° 7) 7] 78) 71] 25). 78), 74] 74 Tat zal Ft 72178) 73) 70) 72| (73,73 70 63} 69} 6s} 74) 72) 70) 71} 74) 73-72} 72). 60) 71.7 

a xi 9) 92) 2 100) 100} 100) 93) 100} 104! 101} 98} 96] 100] 100) 34} 92] 84] 91) 92! 92} 93) 100! 99) 98) 95) 90) 85) 95.3 
Holly Springs...-..--. | MARNE. 7 él a a si ol Til 7a 2 70 70) 170 72| 71} 70} 68} 72; 71| 70} 691-661 @9| 71} 74| 70) 7cl 73| 70|- 70} 70| 65)" 70.4 
ionciank { Maximum... 95) 94) $4, 2 a 94) 99] 96 1 95, 95, 97 * 94) 94] 97} a 97 4 2 92 a 96 96 100-98 99 2 8s ss 89 248 

LUSKO...se++eeee2* ) Mini a 5 70| 71) 71] 72} 70| 7 72 71 70} 72| 74| 711 75} 68} 707 7 | 2 ‘ 
ms Menem | $5) @ a $8 $3 99) 80 Sil Gal ot a Hi $3) 9 981 99 8) 38, 58 a gi} 94) $8) 97} 99-97} 97) 93) a 91} 90) 94°8 

Louisville ...---+++--] Mimnmums2.,| 70), 70, 72) 70 mol 70) vil 72} zal 73) il 72} 7 zo} ool 7i| 72} 72 73! 70} 701 6} 73) 73} 73). 70] 731 70 70). 71) 70 71-0 
ee | Maximum... 9 96, 95] 95] 98/97] 99) 97| 95) 97) 98 a 94) 89) 3 9) 99) 98) a 93) il 95) 2 oe 10) 101 2 7 8 83 8 95.0 ee mo pl al al til oul wl ait gel aa | Sal al Gol ai 7 3 78 8) Til 0) 3) 7 | a) 7. 
2 Massa. 22'| bel as} 82] a9] aol a0] Sol or a 87| ui $3] 1011 $6] $31 921 $7) Go] $9) Ga] 89 1] $51 95). Gol. Bol gal O11. 921. B3] 79), go:D 

sececeees (Minimum 22] 79] 73) 70) 75) 72) al 73} 73; 73) 72] 74) 76 72] 70| 731 74) 7: 75| 75, 73| 69} 69| 70) 70) 62] 70} 731 72) 72.0 Moorhead. ... (Minimum 70| 72) 73! 70) 75| 72) 74| 74) 74) 73) 73| 72| 74) 76) 72} 70) 73) 74) 72! 71) 75) 75) 73) 
Maximum:...| 90) 911 91] 93] $2 89 931 95 95) 93 921 5] 97) 94 95] Oa 97 91 89] 6 $8) Bs) 91] 92 94 94) 94) 93] 941 77) 88) O17 

Pontotoc ...-esee-esee+ | Minin 7o| 70) 7a| 71| 71 70 mi] 72| 71) 69| 69} 70, 71) 71}. 68| 63] 70, 70) 68| 71) 71] 67 71] 72, 70) 69} 70) 71] 69) 70) 68) 70.0 
Maximum....| 93} 88, 94) 86] 93/ 87| 98) 100! 99| 95 94) 93] 94) 93| 971 981 96/ 96 91} 93) 931 94/ 93} 95| 95). 95] 991 92). 87}. 87] 87] 93.4 

Rosedale -..-+----++e-+ | Minima, 69] 73| 74] 75| 73) 71) 72| 73) 73) a 72| 691 72| 71; 69] 72| 72) 76] Tol 71} 67| 68] 73| 76l- 69|. 73) 73) 7a} 71 7A} 69] 71.6 
Maximum....| 96} 94) 94) 93} 90 95] 97| 98) 96| 98 95| 95] 98 46) 97] 98} 97, 95] 91] 94] 95} 96, $3} 95} 94) 96) 93) 95]..90) 85) $5) 94.4 

Bee 68) 7i| 71|° 72|_ 69 3) 69} 70| 71) 75| 70) A 70| 70} 68] 69] 701 72| 69} 6s! 74] G8| 70+ 74} - 68), 69] 71|. 69|..70] 70} 68}. 70.1 
: Maximum,..:| 93 92/ 931 93] 97) 92) 98 971 96) 93, 93) 97) 99) 96 95| 97| 97) 98) S6| 93) 81 93) 95| 95). 97| 98} 99) 95)..93|. 90) 90] o4ig 

pivot memenwe rs Cree a 69] 71] 71) 72) 70) 72) 71) 73) 73) 71) 70) 71| 70) 70| 70| 69) 69} 72| 70) al 68] 69} 70| 74} 72)--70] 72) 69). 72) 72} 70 70.7 
imum....|. 95 17} 98) 98) 2| 96 97) 96 95) 97 98| 95 921 85 92) 93] 94) 93 95} 95) 90, 88) 94) 8B) BB 93.6 % Maximum.,.:] 95] 92) 91] 93) 901 97 98, 97 92 "7 22 : Ay 85-19) 8s 98-6 

University $§..-..---|Minimume.| 70 70) Hi) 2) G9) til 3) 3) ep 70, 66) 70| 72) 7:| 69! Gs! G3) 70] 63) 70) 3) 72) 74) 73). 721 69 J : 
Water Valloy.-.-*+-5+-] Minimum ....|...cleceslesoelesecfeaneloonsfosusleasoleces He) IUEI EIU Pola ape teisboovelcewck-c te briopertiay 

| | 
Southern Division | | | | . | | | | | 

a - Bical | 97) 100) } |. 93}. 90} 89 98.5 i | 101} 102} 102 99| 102} 97} 98] 103] 102| 100} 98} 97) 100] 102| 100| 100] 103] 97} 99|..95|. 9 : 
Anguilla .-eseecsseee-- | MMM 22] 168) HL 2) a) leo) 6d) | Til GB] 40) 8) ga) wel By) 9) “aol il ‘a0, a) gal al 70) 7a) 7a) ti] Gy) 72) 0) G0]. 701 69) Oct 

axininnn oc oe 2 34) 95} 97) 98) 96 95| 93) 93} 94) 90] 92} 92) 92) 88] 93} 97] 94) 931 9796 94 89)..83). 88) 89) 92.7 erate piesa ess] tal Gal 5) 8) tal 76| 7) Tol at] asl tal dl aol yal tel Ol 5) 70) 77] a5] tol 26) 76) 76] vel 7\z3| al zl) 73) 7a 74.8 
Bay BNO Mintel SL Bal $8] 96) $i] $2) 5) $6) 6) G81 Gal gel ol oil $2) Gol $3] Gol G01 gs] Sal 6) Go oH) gol gr] al Sol a sol oo] gue 

‘ o}Miainunes22:] a Sal ta, gal tal ts) a6] 1B) tr] 15] val 15 19] 78] 1) 11) 38) 78 19) 70) Ts) 78 Be Tl 78 TS 2 8 TB 7) 5.8 
Se oe en eee a 961 96, 99 96 4 Se] Gal oa) 94) rl gol St 95 96) 95 98) 95) 99 100) 99 B9). 89) b5) 85) 94-6 
Brookhaven......-+-++ | Minimums... 7 a 72| 721 71] 70} 73 : s 74) 2°73, 73, 72 A 74) 70| 73| 731 a 7a} 72) 74) 72) 72}. 74) 72 7 2. 

Maximum. ...fergeleessleessierzslerss|eesalecss|oessleassleerslenseleecslerssleeguleessleecelecrsleess|eers|eecsleessleecslerselessslecss|aers Sa oie 
a ianacecersesans ini ze 2 (: 2; 74) } 73) 74) 75) 64) 72) 73) 72) 70) 69) 71) “Al. 72h 70) 71) 7: i 

ae tain 95) at 5| $3) 5) Ou} St Gs) Ge] Gal oz} ash oul a 97 9 97 95) 96) 96) $8} 99| 100) 100} 101] 102} 98} 91) 86) 89] 91) 96.1 
Golumbia...:-c-c--e-s2 {exbnuM---| 3 Tol ol mil dl TO zi 7 A 73 wt 7 71] 701 a 7) 7} 72) 72) 71 73) 72}. 73} 73) 71} 78) 71}. 69) a 72 70) 71.8 

aximurn....| 91 99; 90 89} 97° 97} 98 95 97) 98) 98 97, 96 97) Gal 981 92] 92) 951 95) gal 98) 98 96) 101}. 96) 91] 80). 76). 82} 82) 93.3 
ot Os stal Springs§§...... | Maximum..-. 69| 69] 70 68) 68/ 69] 69) 71) 70 70; 70} 69} 69} 69} 70} 69) 67] 70) 69) 7) 70| 71| 71) 69| 69) 69} 69! 69) 69) 69} 69) 69.3 

z SE ee a oer ta 91] 94} 94} 92} 93; 931 gH) 9st 97} 921 92) 95 g4| 89) 92) O41 931 94] 91 94) Gol G1} 93 94) 91) Ol 91) 93.1 
Fayette Pein rere ain ee Gel fal wal est ost 70 70; ool al eo Gi 88 70; 70) Go| 7Ol Fol zi\ 69 tol zl zu] 70) 71 69) 70) 71) 7) 69), 63) 69) 69.7 

Paige pees Minimum ---! 951 93} 931 94] 96] 95} 96 96 95] 951 G6 98 96 91] 95) 96 20) 96 96) 95] 94) 95] 96, 97) 98) 97 94 87). 88 89] 80) 9415, 
Hattiesburess.........{ Maximum...) 7) bol zl 71} 701 73 73| Til 74 7a} 721 72 73) 7] Tat Bl 7a 7a 7H) 7H} 7} a 73) 74) ta} mal <7) 7a] 7) 73) 70). 7127 

pximum....| 94| 95| 93) 91] 94] 96 981 99] 981 93) 97] 98 98 96 951 99] 97] 96 93] 94] 97] 100] 98} 98) 99) 100) 100 94) 89] 85) 90) 95.8 
Jackson we} Maximum..-) 73) 73] 72} 73) 70; 71] 73} 78| 75 73) Tal wal Sl 7d] TL 78 73) 73) 73) -73 5) 73| 74| 75) 75] 75| 76|-7)| .74|. 75 73] 73.8 
pemeoneeeecesccerecs |Minimaam s+ 7] Sl gil oil 93] G4l 92 Sol oul 931 gal gal get Bal 921 gal gal gal 2! gol gil 921 96 96} 94] 96) 91] 8). 80) 86) 83) 91-7 

Lake ...ccssseseesseeee Meum 2-461 gal eal 69) 69/681 69]. G8 69] 601 3167] 68 63) 67) 68) 69) 69 70) 6S 70 68 70 7) 69 7} 9 eG OH 9) 8 8.6 
we paimurn. | 91} 92 92) 92} 92} 941 94) 95} gal 93] 921 941 92} 2! 92 33) 24) 91] $2] 93 93 92 92. $8 98 91) 93 Sy) $2] 80 90) 92-0 

Laurel§§ cveses | Mazcimum..--" 03 G7} 691 70] 67] 68 71} 70| 731 71| 69} 70! Go| 70| 63 7ol 6s 70 68] c3| 71| 68| 60| 71} 70] 72) 68] 68] 68) 69) 68) 69.2 
ae Oe Minimum ..--| $3] $9) 91] $6 94] 96 O41 95| 96) 46] 93| 96] 92! 90] Gl G2} O4| 7] G0] 94] $3) 96) 99] 97) 90] 93) Ml 89) 791 Be) 9] 99.1 LeakesvillesS..........Maximum...-/ 0) Ft) Fil zal zi) 72) 7a 72) al 3 ay 72 73) 72) Ti) 75) 72} 73) 73) 72 BRB 74) 73) 73 a 71) 72| 721 71) 72.1 

Ee ee eee ee eee ee eee ee wg i eS =") gl zal 50} 6 al 751 73 72\ 72) 70| 73) 69| 72 70| 7 0) | fi <0 
MARNE Eaosennse ee se ela a ee eee ee ee 5 Sa 93) al 9) il 90 95) 94 97) 94) 92 86) 83} 85) 89) 9112 

‘di 1D 2 P| 73} 63) 71] 73) 71] y 73 72 72| 73] Til 70) 73) 73) 73) 783i 71) 73} 7M) 73) 7674) 72) 7 Ba BM Ba 
Meriiapinssreeeerseee (Minimoume..+|— 24 Salool gal gel sal ae ost Srl oe 93) 99 95} 93/97] 98] 97} 94) 94] a7) 97| 101} 98} 98) 98, 102} 97] 89) 87) 80) 88) 95.5 

icell } Maximum --.) G51 G9] 70] 7i| Z| 70] 7a} 70| 72) va} 63) 70) 71 A 69} 71] 69| 71} 70] 69) 73) 7} 72| 7) 70, 7) 70) Cl 69) 71] 70) 70.3 
Monticello ssvecrev--+- {Minimum ....] $1 $11 Jol gal ge] sal sal scl gal 96l 6] 951 951 G8] gal gb] al G2} O21 O41 O31 Gal 941 al gol 97] 96) 921 801 78) 86, 92.9 
Satchez } Maximum...) Fy) ay}- at zal 7] zit zat —721--zel--74}-7a| 70172727279} 7) 78-73) 7 35) 74| 74) 72) 72) 72) 70) 70, 70 67| va) 71.9 

Natehes ssorreseeencers | Minimum ...-| 771 £4) .go|-g9] 00|-401- g8|-93] gal gel. ge] 8] Gol ga! ool atl oul 93] 901 tl 9A 99} 99) 99) 97) 95) 93) 86| 82 86) 88) 91.6 
lington jMaximume.-( 7) ail 7) za] zil 721 737i 7a) 74| 72 73| 72| 721 7 74 tl wal al val 73l 7dl74| 73) 74| 71) 68 69] Z| 71] 72) 72.2 

Rearlingion sscseeesees | Minimum s..-} S71 $91 -ga|-o| 991 991-991 -o1|-931 gal 34) 961 92} 83) S0] 93) 92) 91] 90 99) 91) 94! 93) 93) 24) 98 Seer cece aetna 
Poole tition | FE PASEO SERA Se Sak ee ea a ee ol ole as 

Spe eee al eal Sl fol esl er ea eo cal ae 2 Gl eal es! 6] Tol 6s) 00] 70] 69] 73 al 70) 69). 63 68) 63) 66, 66) ZI) 69) O8-8 
Or BGP seeanyscct Mantenonn ors $7} 92) il 961 ga] 96 95] gal alo ii 96 92) 89 a1 96) $94) 292] c0n) 91-694) 90) 971: 96) 9 Be) SB Beh Be) 8H Bil 928 

ani ie 9 71 72 7 i 72) 70| 70) 71| 71) 73 EA 72) 71| 72 : 
Shubuta..+-r-erervere- {Minimum ..../° 73) 3) OH ol gol gal gal Sal gal gl Gal Gal ot] Gal eel gal ool onl an a) pal 92) 2) 9a). Sa 8 90) 8680) BS) 9A 

icksb {Maxtmum..+| T3 fo| 7a 70) 721 til 76] 76) v7 val 76) 3] val val 7a] 70). Tal 70] 7a) 778i 75]. 771 75) Tal 72] 7A 7h 2 ae a. 
Vicksburgsre-srersreee( Minimum... 741 94) 21 Gal ga} 97] 96} -Qal--96}--94|--96| -gal--4a 901-921 Gol. 96]. 96] 96] 96] 95] 96] 90].08) 9] 98) 94 - Bal 8 88| 93:8 
Waynesboro {Mees a 72 74 76 72) 71| 70 70 71| 63] zal zal 701 6s| 72] 68 74) 7o| 60! 76) 65] 70 73] 75] 71] 69| 68 7 70 nl 8 
= srreseeeee (Minimum ..-+1 £4 go! go] 90) 921 94] 93 921 -94l- 94] 931 951 951 92]. 93). 931 93] 93) 92] 89 92] 93) 98) 93) 91) 95) 95, 89 7| 86] 91:6 

Woodville {Maximum....| 73) 791 -79\ ral ri\7al_-71| 78 —761—31—7al-—ril78|—701 ral —mil_—91 7372172175] 74|_74| 73l_73)_ 73) 71 ‘ow ia) 28 
Domvieresesstrteers {Minimum «+++ 99! g6}-- 9a] ~ 931 96] 96] 97|--99). 981 98] 96 - 100) 96, 937) 99) 100] 97) 94) 97 z 9) 291-98) 99) 100) 100) $5) 931 87) 91} 96.3 

Baro Cl ascarcini | 71) 72 2 69] 7] 72] 7} 70] 73} 70} Go] 69) 72] 8] 7) 71 7a 7 
SS aa SS a 

§$Instruments are read in the morning; the maximum temperature then read is charged to the preceding day, on which it almost always occurred.
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CHARLES F. MARVIN, Chief ee 

CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA 
a a Se ae eae SE circ ae he pag Fp Sree eh os RR eS ue tae hs 

2 ee een See 25 At Meridian, the sunshine averaged 72 per cent of the possi- 
‘e . teorologist . 

or | ble; at Vicksburg, 76 per cent; both somewhat above normal. 
Vou. XXXIII. VicxsBurG, Miss., Juty, 1928. No. 7 aS Ds 

SS ee eS MISCELLANEOUS PHENOMENA 
GENERAL SUMMARY ride ihandackt P ene 

understorms.—Thunderstorms were frequen eing re- 
70 m 

The mean monthly temperature for the State, 81.7°, was| ported on an average of about 15 days during the month. 
about one degree in excess of the normal. The first seven 

days of the month were unseasonably warm and the last fifteen 
: BAROMETER, HUMIDITY, AND WIND TABLE 

days mostly sub-normal, with the coolest weather of the month by fridiaatastanue scab auaniomGlGs 
near its close. ‘ SS ee 

as: . . . : ta Precipitation occurred mostly in connection with thunder- Barometer a | Wind : “oe ; é eet bea fer them 
storms and was irregularly distributed, northern stations, in | y Pigetennaeags 
general, being relatively drier than those in the southern divis- Stations | $ z., a ‘ou eb, £ 
ion. For the State as a whole, the average monthly precipita- s is ob gt g8 es § a ij ‘ 4 g | Q BY 3 
tion, 4.79 inches, did not vary materially from the normal, a eis| £ le = é ge | 82! 81 Ble 4 5 : é ; fi eb eteek z e/ 2/2 
being about one-sixth inch deficient. In- general, little rain} | | a4 Sie} e [4 [a | ala 
occurred during the first seven days of the month, with thun- Memphis, Tom...) 30.00 | 80.29 | 80 | 29:85 | 18| 82.63 | 4.185 | 8.6.) 28 | sw. | 22 
dershowers prevalent thereafter. Mobile. Alaris] Be oedon te | 9 3300 | 13 oy] t| ares | ace lo z é os x fl New Orleans, La. |-30,02 | 30.19 | 29 | 29/90 | 13 i 3 fk Crop conditions varied widely over the State, early planted | Vicksburg, Miss.) 30°04 | 30-21 | 30 30.08 2B } 3 74 3319 43 2 fe to 
corn, especially on upland, suffering severely for lack of timely Seen PS eae See ee 
moisture in many localities, threatening a failure of that crop. COMPARATIVE DATA FOR JULY 
Cotton mostly improved during the month, ex hat inset ; ly imp: ing 16 cept that insect Temperature | Precipitation | Number of days 2 
pests, especially boll weevil, were appearing in increasing y ee ea ees eae ao eed 
numbers during the month, the damage therefrom dependin: = be |=. | Ea | Be | ebelsas| 3 | 8212 | 88 g ; g ‘p gs | 28 2 | 92 | FS | seGleas © | ke) 6 | ee 
largely upon subsequent weather conditions and the resort to | SE PRS SE | a8 eee SR oes] So Pa 
i ane SB ie call ppl eames: gene mal lccesdonecsilesaelas fil PEON S operations ie : : S ape a jos] 54 at te ee 
Lightning caused the death of William Bailey, jr., at Biloxi, | 189-----...--.-| S11] Jol) 50 $00 ee senrfeseeesfesessalaane es ewces 

ND) ov eweeeeceees 13. a Dee eeeelnceeerlnneccslvecceslseceetisecece 

on the 10th, and of S. B. Mayfield, near Collins, on the 18th.| 188...) 7.6 . aoe ab pee ee 
No tornado was reported during the month, or damage from WO ceria Ee | ager ae es | Fat eseoee ey eee eee ee ee . : DO eee teee nee ). a AOD fasinicinn.ctf's siaie's dle vesdelssccoslestastls oa cee violent windstorm. 1896 -<02.cs2s..-| 82.9] 106 50 | Bae pect ieeel eo re 

Bere BS) 1d) oa) kalo 8) a au) 4\'sw. 
eT Se ccc pe g 0. 3 5.92) 1 TBS 9| sw. 

DERE we cikasnennal ae 103 53 | 4.89.4 0 9 15 I 6\s TEMPERATURE Wats cccd g-7} 100] 6} 6.85} 0} a2 10 | i1| 10)en 
" = r * = : diate gas an-eneeiny 3.3. | 110 52 3.98 | 0} 7 The monthly mean for the State, 51 stations reporting, Was} 902/200) 824/106 55 | 3.68 | 0} s i aa] 5 a. 

81.7°. The average departure from the normal for 48 stations, | 198-.-+-+-+-+-: ae | As eee gee a ea eet lesen ame . se eeeetenenes 73. 6 jks 12 S. 
having ten or more years’ record, was +0.9°: w905s ie] 7aL| goo} — BB] a7 3 10 is io] 6 | ew. 

The highest monthly mean was 84.6°, at Aberdeen. oer eh ae | GaE is Poe eet chee oe Pee oe Ae 
The lowest monthly mean was 79.7°, at Pontotoc. AB eeccm eae aa e ete [43 | ni 7)" 
The highest temperature was 103 , at Aberdeen on the 8d-4th. IMD: coestenesds TET 1 56 | 7.2 | o}- 14] i0| 13 3 | a 
The lowest temperature was 58°, at Hernando on the 16th. ase eo aan u | cael o iI o ial i > 
The greatest local monthly range was 40°, at Hernando. 1OTB. vevooreserer} SL4 1 104) 56] 5.211 OPO A2) 414) 29s Bs 5 . : Wier] ees 105] 65} 86h. 0} 8) 15) 40] +6] ow, The least local monthly range was 24°, at Vicksburg. 191, .ccccccceces] 80.8,| 105] 68} 8.88) 0} 6] 19)...8}- 4| sw. 
The greatest daily range was 35°, at Batesville, on the Ist. eres a4): 98 Sie went Ren Cee ee | jo 

Woe eT) Hg) | a) 0) 8) ae] 8) ola 
ee eecenneeres al 2} 59 3.72. 0) 2 4 13 | 4| sw. PRECIPITATION Iau] so2) yor} 9). | 0] a 10| #8 te 

—The average for the State, 61 stations reporting, was 4.79| 1922.20000000000)) 80:5. | 101 | a 4:e4 0 10 8) 2 eter: 
inches. The average departure from the normal for 58 stations, qpeasscceeaette| Hes | 203) e | ar seltnieean De 
having ten or more years’ record, was —0.17 inch. Poe ects ea anaes ne t| . i i | 2 | Ths. . S 1 ee . b 1 | The greatest monthly total was 10.46 inches, at Poplarville. Bes ein 81.7 1° 404 87 | 8.45] Gh 87 i8| ete 

The least monthly total was 0.70 inch, at University. SOB sae | oe aaa a res oe cue aett ee along Oe 
oe greatest amount in any 24 consecutive hours was 4.04] extremes Pe) SO cee e200] | 10} u[ io} 7/5. 

inches, at Meridian on the 16th. Se eae er a eet 
The average number of rainy days for the State was 10. RIVERS 

RO RAninK Or Ono The flood in the bordering Mississippi subsided during the 
The average number of clear days for the State was 18; partly month. No report was received of any overflow of intra-state 

cloudy, 12; cloudy, 6. streams, although they were relatively high for the time of year. 
eS 

W.B.O., New Orleans, La., 9-4, 1928-800
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eee ee a a ae a ae Ee 

j 3 _ Temperature, in degrees Fahr- Precipitation, in inches.| No. of days i 

2/8 ze 1 Pe eae roe bee amare eh epee Fe eae 
3 | l= |< = 

BB} — 1321 le Bld lee |p tag 
<2 as S = - 

Stations Counties g od ge So ef | Sn le8lSe & we Observers 
gla" 25/3 3 ae Ba LBeiSgieb| 1 ele) se 
Ele | eg] Be |72 @: dics set go aloe e Bol es 
elg| §|e|=)2|2| $12" 2 | 8818 |Z2s8 3) 2) 2 5s alii2la |] A} S8PaAleohe | A Vet |S esl ere lola 

ee ee ae ere ae dated 1 | | | | 

. Aberdeen 2.5... sieves] MONTOR 000+ oases ¢ 0 | 103 3t) «3 | 30 | 29 53 | <118| 24 ofa faa} as of se. James E. Spratt. ~ 

Avert sig”) MOREE 424) 39 | 81.8 +0.6 | 98 a 62} 381} 80) 6.71 | +1.13 | 2,50 QO} 12) 12] 15} 4) nw. | Dr.c.¥. Seen 
Austindt:.<ceseccesofe-s| LUMiga .....7..0% >| 200-1183 :81.84-a-1.4 | 97F 21 G84 = BO) S808. 4-03 lon-metientnace Ghia Oilaa-sberednenttsen lesen. -[ratiss 0. Gs Withers, 

Badin pean ee 330 '| 42 | 81.0 40.7 | 09, 4 61 1| 25 |°°8.49°| ~0:90'1"1.34 | 0 | 79 | 4 8 ls. AW, J. Cox, 
Booneville .........++-| Prentiss ...........| 504 | 85 | 81.0) +1.3 97 3 65 Lot}: 25) BTL | 1.84 | 0.60;]7+0 | 10. }-12)) 10:| +9 |..5.) Dr. J. Wy Price. 

Clarksdale .......--+-.| Coshoma,.......:st 177-221-820] 41,0] 99) 4] 63] 15] 80| 1.92] —1-45]0.80/ 0| 6] 15| 8| 8|sw. | W. 1. Head. 
Cleveland .....¢-..p-n+| Bolivar. .....,..-+-| 160 | 17 S34") 86 dan PSE ge ae a8 1,99. | =2.49!| 12h |r 09) 6 |s...],.2a}e0e]e0s...| BW. Bishop. 
Columbus ........++-+| Lowndes.......:..} 191 | 41 | 82.0 0.0} 100 a | 64 30 | 30) 4.89 | +0.23) 1.20 0} 8] 24! 6] 1/| sw. | J.B.Love. 

Corinth ....cccceceeeee| ALCORN ...enereneee| 470 [41 | 814] $1.9] 98} 4) 62 30 | 28 {01678 | 2-87} 0.86 10) 10 }> 6] 25 |1 04's. | H, UeMeeks, 
Duck Hill.............| Montgomery ......] 261 1°30 | 82-5} 42,3) 99 4/63] 31} 80] 8.92} —0.383] 1.01] 0] 7/14}10| 7] w. | W.H.Eskridge 

WUpOTA.-..c-ssseeces s+] WebSter -<..q--+-+<| S89] 21 81.9 foresee 98.|— Bf 63 3 98 | 8.05 ]........| 2.50} 0} 5|22| 7| 2| sw. |J. 7 Dalton, . 
Batt segs yp nome | MONDE acer ha a 420 | cinder cat laste sslinnnaelianssalenrperiesge| Oe aah Ge | 1.2) |= 0 [10 16/15] 0/8. | A.D.Grabam. 

Greenvilic........-----| Washington ......| 126 | 43 | 83.0 | +1.8| 100 a) eR B36 4.05 | 0.82 | 1.40} 0, 10 | 18 | 8 | 15 | sw. | Reese. G: Harknions 
Greenwood........-++-| Leflore ..........-.| 140 | 29 | $3.9.) +2.3} 103 8t) 7 81) 31) 8.74) —0.63/ 1,00) 0|10/12}18| 6| w. | Eli Abbott. 

Grenada veveeeeeeeeees| GEOMAGA.......0066] 194 | QL] peceslessercslessare|seccanieercasiecceaelseses| LOL | 2.36 1:0.53:)° 0 | 6 ngas[tegs/eege genes W. F. Hallam. 

Hernando...:...---+-+| De Soto ...........| 301 | 41-| 80.6) +0.1 | 98 21758] "716 |"98"} 2.41 | —0.87 1 0.77 | 0] 6] 20} 9} 218. | Wii Wood. 

Holly Springs......-+.| Marshall ........-.| 600 | 42 | 81.8/+1.6/ 100} 2] 62) 30.) 29) 1.67) —2-44 |0.90) 0) 4 16/45} 018. > |S. H. White: : 

KoscluskO.....cs0cees-| Atf@la.-..cccss0c-| 480 | 89] 81.6 /41.5) 99] 4] 65| 364] 90| 6.32) +1.85/2.85] 0] 9114) 14) 3) s. | Mrs. EM Landrom, : 
Louisville. ....loctc.| Winston...c.ssssc.{ 561 | 40 | 82.3} +26) 100) 4 | 65 | 154), 80] 8:76 | 0.93) 1.80: 0:}7,| 24 | 7|\ 0))....4-| Miss Mary E. Webster. 
Macon ........s-+es++-| Noxubee ..........| 185 | 40 | 82-2) +09 98. 6 65 30] 27} 4.99 | +0.37 | 1.16 0.| 13} 12] 5 | 14|'sw. M.C. Weyburn. 

Moorhead. .........-. | Sunflower ..,......] 117 | 16 | 80-6} —0.6| 97 8| 66! 154) 28405.66:).449.29 2.50] o| 7/10/19. 2| sw. |. W.E Stevenson. 
Pittsboro. ...scsec-cee+| CAMHOUN. ....ceecee[enee fecnsfeseese|entrete|acerselecsessleetasslerenselercee] 2.64] ..000../ 1.05] Q} 8) 16] 8) 7/8. | Alvin Phillips 
Pontotoc .....2+----+--| POMbOtOC .....+002-| 475 | 40 | 79.7 | 0.57) 95. 3 | 62} 380}° 26 | ©2.90} —1..67 oe | 0) 8/16) 15] 0) NW. | Dr.c. W. Bolton. 

Rosedale ,........+cs+-| BOlivar..........+<| 143 | 21 | 82-8} +1.1 |" 100 8 64 16 | 380.| 1.72 | —1.52 | 0.95 0} 5 | 13}.15} 3] s. Louie C, Brown- 

Beott .fsccccggsccetese+| BOUVAT....0...002.] 240] 11 | 80-6 }..---2-) 98 24 64) 15 | 29 | 4.13 | +0.99| 1.30} 0} 10] 13 | 6/12) s. | B,J. Young: 
Shellmound ft .....0..] Leflore.......ceee [scans] B fereercferseeeeioeecer|neeees|eneeeafereees| vee | Beda oaeheinnal teal 0/12| 5) 19] 7 | nw. | W. M.Carter. 

Btonevillo.. .c-...cees+} Washingtomes <.o.] 127 | 14 |.ecn-ofn-cenedeceene|sscaud[ecneenfoncs-fenene| 6.07 +314" 1.95 0} 8|22|.7| 2) sw: | BoA. York, 
Bypan EBk6 0... .sc.| Ballehatehio. 20.) 148) 281 oc daa ceneleesanslpraastiness-Jonrer|sazc-|- 294] —062 | 0,06.) 0) 9 |....1-..-|...2]-+.00] Mas. Matiye A. Harris 
PUpelO s...ccceseceeses] LOCsvecseesceescone| 278 | 23.) 81-6 | F183 )- 101 3]. 62 | 80 a | 1.34 | =2.68 | 0145] 0) 7.\"i6'/4'|"i'|'s!"" | Mrs. Bie D. Pettigrew. 

niversity#t v..ccccss-| Lafayette .......2.| 502 | 83] 81.8] +17] 97] 21) 62] 30) 28| 0.70|—8.66}0.70| 0| 1/21] 0/10) s | J.R-Shinault, nl 
Water Valley......+++- Yalobusha ....++++! BO0 | 40 |. veefesrnres|orrece[erees anesns|te te tleada ae ote ofthat ele O feet fegeefeeee thea Miss Loula Erikson, 

Division means gnd extremes ...............-| 81-8] +13) 103 BH 58] 16) 85} 8.62) —0.65 | 2.50 > 0} 8 | 15 | By ae 

Southern Division 
1 | 

Angnilla ......cc+eesee| SDATKCY.scyeneeenee| 107 | 21 | 88:2) $27 | 101 8} 64 13 | 33 | 1.32] —8.26 | 0.82} 0] 10) 12/10) 9]w. | B.W.Cook. 
Bay St. Louis.......--.| Hancock ..........| 28 | 36 82.5 | $1.21 “95 2 69 28 | 24 )6.70)| £0.17) 1.51 0} 12) 8) 28] 0}. St. Stanislaus College 

Biloxi ......s.002-s0cs-| Harrison ..........{ 24| 88 | 83.0} t11) 97 2} 70} 28) 23} 9.76 | +2.92/ 249) 0] 16] 6| 12] 18| sw. | Miss M. Josie Pope. 

Brookhaven. .....s.2+-| Lincoln .2......0+.| 500 | 41 | 82.38) +07] 101 3) 68 23 | 28 | 4.83 | —0.64'11.51 | 0) 1312) 16 | 3) nw. | Miss Emma C. Bee. 
Better ) Maamon 22057224 208 | 89 | 828] FER 99} at} GF) 18 |. 80 |e ans. lee sets|- onacl 0 lneasl-onslensalencile acacia. M Omith-Vaniz, 
Collins ee Meet Govino cccece | 274 | WE Leelee nesltes cas lerevsebrenyestesc eleac) OS BE POOL OPT O1P eet o teeetiona tesla awa POMS 
Golumbitecisscstegecer} MATION, ence scese] 110 14 |'88.2 Fay "i00 | af 68 | 18) 28) 5.42] —0.46 | 1.38) 0) 10) 6113) 121s. | 8.m Lawrence. 

Crystal Springs ....ss| Copiah v.sss0.ss5-| 468} 87 | 8&8 | $0.5} 101] ° 93| 64), 17} 32 |. 4,74 | —0.99 | 1.53) 0] 11] 10) 18] 8 | Sw. | GD Moody. 

Edinburg s..sseseeeeeee Leake vesseeeesees| 868. a 43:1) 101 0 63 a 33-|- 4.84 | £0.61] 0.86}, 0 | 18) 11|41}.9]s. |.WLE. Blocker, | 

Baterprise .....ce+++++| Clark@.....000006¢s| 248] 81 |.neen-[-ertee|or-seclanencelnangeefseecarlaag d 6-81) $1.16) 2.78) 0), 7 [anole .s.|026|..0v0) Mita, \ 
Mee Glare, evsseess| 388 49 180.6 | 0.5 |'""99 4 | aU oa oh | obo | eos ka eo] Po a1 (a) els awe | are eee 
Fruitland Park......+ Porsest sn. e| BOE 10 | 80.8 |. --ce oot 97 2| 66 a 26:| 6.1). | —0.89.} 1.85) ..0}10]....|....1....| §. | JA. Nicholson: 
Hattiesburg ....+.-..-+| Porrest.........,--| 189 | 36 | 88.0} +11) ° 99]. 4t) 69 28. 4.64 | —1.86 | 2-52) ° 0} 13/92) 5/48. | AgaBryant, : 
HickOry.-.ccseee-eseee| NOWEOM eoeressonne| 826} 19 |oanene|reraiticlonsser|sesere|nenontfios sen] renes 2.69 | —8.86 | 0.75 | 0) 10 }..../....)....)....+-| 1. MeMullen, 

Holly Bluff........5.-+ Yau9e voces OBA 1D |e sc lst aero aes oalaceecelacenm tees tcl oes.) sree | oeeeees| 1.001 0 [6-1 te ia) 7 |Lo | Qe Maree = 
TaekOON seen ceececelas.| Hinds (2222S ] 280 }42 [82.7] 41.2) 99a Go| 17) 95 | 6.43 | 42.051 1.60] 0} 92} 14) 5 | 121s. | OL. Walker. 
LMKD hose cckeeeeatse=| SEOUL, shennegcacer] 4400) 41 [afore] 2008 96 | 2H 65| 1st} 27| 8.62| +8.47|225| 0| 14} 10/17] 4] sw. | Mrs! Edie MeNeol 
Laurels. ..55..:004/:| JONES ptecapcncces cs] 2fle} 2or| 80-0") 0,8} 97) = 62%) 9) B19 6.70 | 10-44} 2.55] 0} O)....)....)....) MW. | ALL. Martin, 5 

| | 
Leakesville........+---/ Greene ...........-| 105 | 35 81.3") +0.2 96") 3 |" 689) 28: } 21>) 7.70: | 0-18} 2.01 0} 8/20; 7) 4 = | Dr. Sam Pool. 

Magnolia ..1....sc+cs+| Pike...c...ssccec-| 415] 98 | 81.7] +9.8) 100 3] 68 Bt 29] 4.17] —2.34/ 0.68] 0] 17] 1/28] 2/8. a heey eee 
Meridian ..........sc--| Dauderdale........| 875 | 89 | 80-8] +04) 95) 6) 683} 15) 22) 8.08) 43.58) 4.04) 0) 10) 10) 17) 4) sw. | Weather Bureau Office : 
Merrill s..icciicsissées| GOrge vs .ssccceses] 76 | 24 |issea-lenrsnge[eengerlersegeiereaeafeeegeclergee] 7.26 | 0-87 | 1.82 | 0} 13|,...]....]..5-|.-.+++| Mrs.S.M. Taylor, 

Monticello .........+-.| Lawrence .........| 209; 22 | 81.9 +1.2 99 8 67 81] 29] 5.83 | +0.18) 1.49 0} 16 He 2 | se. | Mary A. Teunisson, 

Natoher e222) Adams... 0000057] 206 | 41] 81-0 | -0.6] 96) 3H 69] 18H} 25] 6.47) 41.19) 1.49) 0} 8] 8} 3) 20|......) Francis L. Garrity. 
Baterngiontt.....2..,| Hancock. .........| 10| 41| 80.0/—07}| 94) 2) 67| 28| 23] 8.17|+0.71| 2.22) 0/13) 7/15| 9) SW. | Miss Annette Koch, 

Poplarville......-..+.-| Pearl River .......| 318 | 26 80.8 | —0.2 96 3 67 28 | 22 | 10.46 | +2.82 | 3.44 0| 16) 9) 12 1a. | x fi 

Pon Ee eee Ce RN traf Me | a | 805 | 0.2] 300] 4} 62] 24] a }%5.00 | to2t| roe] of 2] 4/23] 4 iw. |e Geisler 
Feet etn IIIT Clarkesssocscccscc[ 197/14] 8L2] 70-1} 97] 2] 63] 6H 26) 7.37 | +189) 3.00} 0| 8] 16) .3/ 12/8. °| Mis. Eva H. McLendon, 
Which <2... fccces casero) FEMGS cp ppecgeeucee| 200 25 oe nee we 6 & 2 zs $02. areas! ae 2 at a =e ‘ 8. |). A. Owens. = 
Vieksburg...........--| Warren,..........«| 247 | 57 | St. . 2 = “aus 142 Wee Ve 
Wapieneroe es Wayne sccteessess 19i | 42 | 82.7] +18] 99 6; 68| 380} 29| 5.21) -0.6411.87| 0] 11) 10/19] 2/8. once eee 
Woodvine nsec ccecloc| Willinsom....2222.] 660, 86 | 80-009} 95) 3/68] 29) 21) 849) —2-97 | 1.56) 0 | 9/15/36] 0} sw. | Jamest.Lee. 

YALOO Clty b.is-oscbt++| MBZOOsse00.e0soant 16 | 9 82.4] +06] 100] 4} 65] 81 29 | 2.84 | —1.44| 1.87] 0 | 8| 18 |14| 4] se. | H o.powning. 

Division means and extremes......0eeseeeeesenes eS i102 | 16 | 6 ul 83 | 5.93 | +0.22 | 4.04) 0 | WW] 14] 6] s- | 

State means and extremes.........ceeeeeeeeeeeee 81.7' +0.9' 103 st! 58 16 35! 4.79! —0.17! 4.04 0/10'13 2! 6's. 

ee ee 

The departures from normal temperature and precipitation are computed only for such stations as have ten or more years of record, but all complete reports are used in 

determining State means. : 
‘Reference letters, *, >, °, appearing in the table indicate number of days missing, for example, * represents one day, »two days, etc. 
{Also on other dates. tt Received too late to be included in means and summaries. 
T. Precipitation is less than 0.01 inch rain, or melted snow. 

tt Postoftice addresses of these stations are as follows: Of Austin, Tunica; of Pearlington, Logtown; of Shellmound, Greenwood; of University, Oxford 
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Jury, 1928 CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA: MISSISSIPPI SECTION 27 

Daily Precipitation for July, 1928 
sa a ee 

Day of month 

Stations pene eS eee Se eee ee ae eo eee ae a 2 

1 2 | 3| 4 5 | 7 8 a 20 an | 30/834 a5] a6 7 | 18 [a0 | a0 | 21 |22| 20] 24| 25 [26 an |2n || a0] e 
SS pe SEE SR ROT EDEN] PRT TE | DE SME BRP RE CREE TTT TOBE Roy ERP PB Sorte in| leit Reeeecee ee | 
Aberdeen||ll ...........| Tombigheo.-J..0.)....)..24)-..[-oneleeze] -26204}.02.] 00)25-).2..] 106) .00)..2.].000] 57/.03-leteelasseferee| 06) 428) 00.6 fi.s2} 09] 041... f os feos] 8.68 Agricultural Collewe..) <---d0 ...-.4+.).c..Jecee|ssesloree/seneleceeleneel BB esse) 210.006] 015).00./ Ol) -o2./ 10) ..0.). 00.) 10/0000). 20. 2.50) 18). 5.) 248).05) 240) a4) 0/0) Boa Aiati oa cgee aes |e MtnaleeheDE cot 13.|.cosldatal og cacal taster ona lerke age latin |Jea.| 9 [ ote. ietaee [Sea epee et emete octet lel ere 

Batesvilleli: .-..325-+], LAZOOsennnnee| O09) cvelnicnefrnam|reier|-nae|-ra-ldgeeletse|-cerleaz-|aciy-| «¥0|-r2-{-28.| sO01TO41. 0g. | cactore.f.nss]..0s| 208] ssclvieilce ech CON] cdBlccclnecslseculoeieg 
Booneville. ..........| Pombigbee. .-1.2,.[/ 22/2 ( 2122] Taal 60) fa oat 200/12 200 esesiere ies. Thee (Ss. a a: T. | 187) 44)... c cf 80) 25) ag ES) Blan Clarksdatelll (220-020.-] Vanoo ... LIE | cies seen) . Tefal te |S mf COBH | Gaal SOB). s|oee Pevals Aol 580) c4|cccc| Seok whe 
Che yelinde neo ccrnsetes = cele cs nape simictea eae |neeelmanfvaer [eras vera aes) fool meshadl | teeleticloue ler ost |e tales ce at cob] aL cetueaieeial te te P| ara Columbus|ff .....-...-.| Tombigbee...| 275l..cc].s0c|.cc-[ccclecd-|eaes} <90) nye [ee]. ea Teen |LOO n/a. PIE] S69) 115}i280)/ | S10} a eco, 4,89 
Corinthilll oc... .6cc0..| Mississippi 22.) .281 00. /c co) clsfelesbecs-|oese] ©6) «18! 20)... tee! 02.03). es celts. ita sol ees: |eee-t 222) <24lecteawa| 02! 04 tt! 198 Duck HIM 2....+s+++++] NAZOO so -.secs)ereslecee|eneelarne|oneeleceelesee] #22) 278 sseelereefleGl| seeelecs|ecre] TO TED | od) eal pte 86 ha) ail. too 
BUpOMA ws seecevenees) Big Blade CUVEE WOO ed aetate bc. ee woof 80) 7 Es |e (2980 Wa. | cca te hee te Os Palton 2000000000200] Pombigbee... weannocn)an)on wane [EDD] eel cecdea ge] da] 27] 062010) 2) obs Sal sSond Sarl BOR Se Stel Seis ca OS ieee. (220) 8,99 Greenvillell <.-......| Mississippi 0/0/02] Sop SIE od Bal SEE) Vogl S48 020-]"705 2.1 205) 225}8 400s 1s tiao| soal fs) faalee “ig. 4.05 Gren Wo aii cen. zapen-t SALOO ear caer yee [Aee eee sce | ceed caylee oe vl 280). S.-)o5c6] SO7f.bse{osee|-see] » 60) 05) S| METS | ot ala-o0) el gob <5) 34] 2081, fe oc|- ama Gren Aiea enennye[ic+«2d0 cane sane] oaeeloger|oaqnt-seclonay|-ae-|asp| eOD|-ape|oie-|-4-|-car[osaalets-[épactadOlne-t 901] 226 cele. 1206) slic. SilnBBlGetl.--|oceglet cl ces AOL Hernandollf.jo--.-r--] e102 ref Te P| Sasol 6) ir] cool od) PL a0) 2 rnclereefeese| BAL 
Holly. Springsllll..<2)--[525-s0%.2-.<b|scg|ogerlveg-|eacel iach mene = SOO el cats scey sa oe 12 22) 20|-T. Sse eae iss [cece eeet MORNee |. nol stathe va tesas | le Be 

Kosciusko..........:..| Big Black ....}....J.... ea. ae Bl ohigesks | aoe eke bas sola Jateal te atoe sa ine T | .6st.11 ar aaa te Oc BD Louisville ...cceeces-] POath pers eerlensslecesden sss ceeleseelocesloneel weasel ccloogsl pO ccs e/egeclees LO seee[euncl-acelosecl of0) D0)... | .42l.fv.. WBhecesleesleclenee| B76 
Maconlii ..............| Tombigbee...} 45]... sesefesse|teee [sree o)g 80.2021 B80) 7. | LT. | WD. Jee.) 262). 26] 02)--.-| 2021 nc-|eas | UO a sc} eb0a TOE O8)..041 oot, cect. esc] 489 Moorhead .....e0eog++| YAZOO..-+-.00] 12 00f oof cfc cell | Bele || OB). tce| Te [0..| 225) T. (140) 201.0210). |.. Jol bol | oavalian fone ode Ps08 é BUR BOt One cee neath eetNO pacer oe leas ee fone tee[-oas satefeaeefncae| OD) -00|cefese-] 2441 A 7}L05)..0-1 -05)05-1 215). |. 2 fe ccl BOlvew ss ccclececlececfeces! 2664 POMOC, 5... .eneeeees| o22eAOrre- navel nonslsceelaneslecnelecee|enee| Te | p60 ec-|-ccelsene] oO] -2B/.cc-lecn-| Te | 140)ccsl lice] aa-locecl Ba] .7Olc och. .551'510) 208) ,10lscesbcc cc s23) 290 Rosedalellll:..:..°.1..| Mississippi: 24/020 SC) STEPS a RO ete ef ee cst ed  1 S| ea) Se) le abba ete eel ne age BOOtE ep opannrener| fepee NO ceeenen ficOel el asta ee fee ae Tal ev aleaes spe] TO) ence]-ce.] OB)022) «03100 | a Le fog] 212) ee] <- TEBOP CID COG), 01 cAI, dogs choad 
Sel AOU sven ccn5 +. 882005 cn css e.| os) teal sagel sa-tones | say beces eth] ATS tae *AB)-:.-1.03,1....| <B5t <25] 202! .26| “I f-.0| coalicge) Tr cosh soa) c75] Te | [eS c7 ee 32 BEONEVIN 6 a2 e.ennanees| 02-20 reesene|aes|aras|eees|oenefenmeleseetecerlenee| A2hcqea|enee| oBBleeeelecee! sO. scsloce-(le22)98).0-|-05.| :O8l.0.1.¢+ [1069] sI1lvs.s]eaeelsccclesechecccls G07 Bwan Lakellii.-..c0.-| go 2-dO.s cence] caleecefecee|seesfeces|iceelonee eas] MBlece-[eseel ones] 296lecc-[ucee] lO) coc, MO ene. etselorasleneefeeas| 50} « 20) 520) 40 Ul cclege weal eae 
Puapelwillibss csonnecasme | LOMBMIDVES 0:1 ADL. Isaae|scos [sane |saaclanep} S2DI-seBlcceels coe] amne ve} ID frit ss. | OBL ate | waste laigen aan teees  aGD|av esi stale fe Pace Ola- as fuck leon. vee] 1B University ee YRLO0 ver sereefeneafee [eser|enee|serloeeefere] Pe Bee E ae | me ae ter ELT eee aie | aoe ee tan Water VANGe nsee-i|8gccGOstcdss eleashecet ol oee|-c tl ole ue eee ee ere wage ede Nobels | ate [laae ogee nace is epee eer sloaae a. eke va sate | | 

Southern Division | | | | Lei | 
Ane OH lace oo deg =| PARC vars cert cea) aw| seal -anclisos|ccaelanap| athe coast ocs se 03) .02| T. hsb sans i280 02| <an| pO PONe Ot De | 2821. gl coal dae 
Bay Stones cscs0<t| CORR canccantl asics Bee. oe sape|ress|-ansl E> |< Bhieee|-ec-| Te | 25). 25] 2211. Ol”. 9511. 02) 05] .58/..-.|..2+1-2-<leeea} -O8}....(1,51| -O4|..--1 8.70 
BONA «00-0 csncereee| 5020 voneerenlereelise|oone|esee[esee|eeeeforee|-rac] -O8).+50)2 181.0.) .60) .091....|L 44} 10s] 72} 83] .14)2 a9) -85]-00 10022001 C17) Co7|" id) <29) .19).1. |) 9.76 
Beookhiaveut|sc; «qusi2| POAR «ess anee|race Weasfese.|-ctoa st seeders] +8).4.4| AOA eases: Ra pene 52} .10) .46} -03) T......| .70]1.61)-...] - 22] 081... 1) eeeeeeee +10) 4.83 
GRINOD sans cas cuedscf PIR BINGR sg gclnats sarees |cces|aeastotanl sca ele ac laeel cas hace eens | aed ane eel oe (eprs oet gad eo atk os, eae ee tater Comina dll: sai: 22, cenes| NUCRtn on neeaastccal ora Acaa | ect ven aust ney | geabeeye| BERGA a c| Bal apt at ie | -352,071.09)....)....| 8713.15) 051-88) 19) .05)'. 14] 05) 90). °)' 9.63 Columbialll....55-.ene-| PORE .-se-sanefeceece-[ecee|eenefonee|sene[ence|lO6) 10).0..] (85). .0.).04.1 AB e...| «71! 05) <10) 9B)... 6/22. |LB8l.. |... 2B eden foa. seein Seepage Crystal Springsllll......] ..--G0.....veedeee[scefecceloenferes[oceefeencleesafenee] e 20) BOl.cos!.. cleswaleces] 180) <27eov-fesee] 228) 8011.68) 015] 151.5.) 019) 040l..../ccccleccctoasc] 4et@ Edinburgilll .....0 200+] one2d0 ossecene| Le [ore [ecceleeecfeeselereeeces] s10) 20) 40) 08) 28) To fl. .21..2.1 (80) 55] 061.11. |.ccc}e.c] 286] .46) 45) 1. | 2061 86) T. |... os.| dep 
Eniterpriselill .....0.«-.| CHICKASAWD YI. .:.]....].5.-foeccfuvesfocss|accs|sone] AOBloas| o20le.¢:| oB2loccaleos.[atzat2. Blac leccs|eaaapasealeees (2 OD 04h slants Hees easlecaaleoes iat) Be 
PRVOHB aioe Pas eas ROOM DDL | onal Saal ae so paairalice wo bomcbifanon tamee be om) tae clean ian aN eee tech ar he ne »PBKBB) «| ~ 62) -02)...-| .38| .08) .02) ..871.60)....1....| 5.69 Froftiand Park.:-7..--/ Pascagoula, 1.001 ).01)-c: lomealecae|aenalecse|ee->|rerlenenlacesticsl eater ctrctolar eles lect a late| nc teeecl oa Pes (re [ccs teers ite [stestiemiceanleees 
Hattiesburellll......2.-] U@at..s+00ns|eaos[acesficcs|oada|sncelseae|onn-[oans [socal «27] «O4l.ccclocan] Ts |..0c| 88! 10) 08] 14) D109}... 10 ool. 44] 17] 1612-1 .07|,...| 9h.) 4. 64 
Hiekorylllt 00. c0css0c+] Chlgkasawh'y}.cs.|..5.| 268) 2025}<cssteonel cosloaac aO2lvene) <2) cc calvens toes O3)ore2] -BOlavec|eeee|eeee|eeee sec.) «T5}.-..| 615) 08) 06) .87/.0°0)....[000.) 2.69 
Holly Blutt.....5.s21+-] Y8200.e2sceeefoos]escs|ceeeleren|onse}eces|eeve|eeesfoene|eezs|eeee| Le |eccsleneey De | OB] cga[czfeseelones vee) JO} Bale.) 701 19). |... -f1°90)-05./.001) 8.38 
Jackson|[ll <:<5o0c.c50 sf PORE sto. costae ts fwerlceue sans |ansl-cat|cane| eon aD gest cc] 1D laa. 6011.24) 65-0010 |... | 28) .90)..5 1 Ost 84} 24) 021. | Boas} 6.43 
Lael i..2---s-2-es+e-] poedOveesones] -OB).re-|ece-[esse|asne]eece|eere]-re>| 12) -221,20)..../..4./0205102,.| 151,18) +85) T. | <9)... | 0512.25)... °| 185/140) 45) -10)-.0.].0.f.o 00) 8.62 

DUB rice asics aes «(BES seg Scel ser see ef eco eh agate tee ee aha 240) .se[eve-| +43) .621.85)..,-) .05}..0-] 48) JQ). |e dese lasee| sone ll esc0] 6.70 
| 

Leakesvillellil..........] Chickasawh’y}....]..0-|...-[eso-[scce{eses|erceferer|leS8|necelonnefoaes Se ee aes, 260) -41l...|oa..| «80/1. 10). .2 0025)... Lhe 80) 7.70 
Magnolia... ........00+.| TANgiDAHOA..|....).ces]evee|eeselocen{enee| p25]-e0-] O2\.es[eeee| Ts | 36) T, |....] 214) .22} 06} .10)'.62| .01) 44) 06) . 681.28] 36) 41) 02) 14) T.].. | 4.17 
Meridinn***....,......| Chickasawh’y)....]....|ecs[ecce[ere-leres| Te |-seofle 25 -16)..0,| 61)....[..5.]20--[4.04 T [1.00] 7. f.0..]....] 2531.44. 08) 02) 88) 206)....)..../.2.) To | 8.08 
Morrillllll 05.2203 .004»s[PASORBOUlA: c|sccsficec|eecefocos|scesfeves| «B2]oeaa]-ra0l1eB24 I}. s.-|-co-] 205]-02c].02,1-2011,08) 12) 270)...,] +25) 08] 74) 85.050]... |e cel.cse| <B0l-+22] 7-26 
Monticello ...... 214.) PEM. cesweve|ccrclenas|nans]cscefeeee|eane[eonnl 26] -02) 12) -50)...-].2.41 219) , 021,49) 07) P-1/.,[.2..1-.¢<11,08] .80| .03} :881 05) <6] I. |.°- "| 01| 85). 6.88 
Natehieallll 1-2... |MMemMSIDDL 22 |crsi|cccctiaes|-csloce-feassfeees | Dal bed tel cases! Bo Bef 22 os 297 fevecdececlocs-[ooes|1e49] T. |....] 96 .80]....| 44) T. | 40 6.47 
Pearlington... ¢:.: ssp SPOON) code ace aeh ABO QING esl coals csploa ic loncs| coins) agmelbeaet cass aay: ~86}.0.(2 22) 1511.44) 12) 82) 099].0| ta tS | 28h a6 adel BAT 

Poplarville. .;.seecees.| Pearl osse-c.[ Peds feed ecfaee| Te 1.05 .,04) 73) 092) Te |...) 01.01.) 83) 66.3. 44]1,82) 04) 02] .81) -O8)..2.| 608) T. |. 0.) 21) 205) .21)..-.1° 2) 10.46 
Port Gibsonillll.......<.| MissisSIDDL .-.}..5]ocecdecccleces] Te |psoe]-oe-| Te | Te} 21Bl..0.[..0-] -O2jocce|--.-| 05) T. | 11.96) .11|..,.]....| O8le-..|..-.] -23) -02| . 281 .41|1. 09) “Gi 5.00 
Shubutallll......0000...) Chickasaw’ yy te et af ae] 88, LNT OO eel dt] 370) .A0}. as leetsleecletcl ge slec es {MOBOOH SBOE esl n losecloty R87 
Uticaers. vanecccssseoe «| MEISSIBSIDDL om logre|staalnen-loneel cat fesec| 40) ag sf i MO eve] ecas eeee]eese| AB] 50) 520)..-.|'-20) <0)... |1-85) 62)... -]..5-] -35)..2| T. |'10).... fee 8.52 
Wioksburg?e* 7. Ge. 15,000 ee eel gas ee ates lece By saad T.| .60|..5-| sOBl.sa.|eo.-] .05]-.09) T: |osssleoe-leacslecoe} 087 09) 094) 49). 7012.85)....) .09]....1.... 8.80 
Wayuesborollll ........| Chickasawh'y} oo... [co [ ss as-[sceefenes|enne]erne] 624] .O8|sn0-] <260.;.[eoee]cee| 151.87] ,08] 40) .161....|.4.fl2Msc.4 16l--=s|.caclere| <O6], cnc} B-2L 
Woodville..-......2..] Mississippi .-.)-c-.focc-/eeeefse|see|eeee| BO) 06 df Pi) abit 56) P. 205].-0-1 <65].c5-|.25]cc20] (80) (B7lc2s|--.-|os--]-ces] 8:49 A MaeOO CY san.ccess =|! X8Z004 ccc.an: anes] cets)e asl gc: foas eepeeesfeeee OM] co -|eenafeses|eoe-fosse|een-| De | «03 280 sevefeeee] OH coef Te] 01-2.) Te} (03) .021-87)..04)...°) 284 

Bee pee oterice naieoted, observations are generally made in the afternoon, near sunset, and precipitation recorded is for the 24 hours ending at the time of 
observation. 

\|}| Precipitation measured in the morning; amount then recorded is for the preceding 24 hours. * Precipitation included in the next following measurement. 
*** Regular Weather Bureau station; precipitation is for the 24-hour period, midnight to midnight. {Separate dates of fall not recorded. T. Trace or less than 0,01 inch 

River Stages for July, 1928 ee ea ee er STR DOORS Ue ene 

Day of month 4 

Stations Rivers So Peake ap ape ok ck ot rede tO ah oe oe te eat eo oe Lee 
ee | 2| 3 ‘| 3| 6| 7 3| oso fan] aa [2] se [a5] 0 [x7) 15) 19 a | at] 22 [25 | ae] 25 [26] 2 [26] a [50] 

| i 
Memphis, Tenn..........| Mississippi ...| 35 |84.7)84. 9135. 36. ls. ls. ls. ls ls, 5, ls. also. al. la, bs. lo... lala, lan. lato. sans lis. 
Helena, Ark. ...... 0. .c0s| cceeds.cses oo] 44 [44 ddd 5]44, 6144. 7/44.9145. 0145. 2145.4/45, 5145. 0018156. (boi 3, M1. 9140, 4)38. 8137. 2/35. 6/34. 1/32. 7131 .3130. 0/28. 8/28. 0127. 3126. 8 
Arkansas City, Ark...2..| ....d0........] 48 (51. 9152.2)52. 4/52. 5162. 5162. 6/52..6)52.6 2, 4)92.5)6. 362.252. 051. 9)51.6 51.451. 10-8 90.3 49. 749. 0148.0/47. 3146. 545.143. 7/42. 8140. 8B. 1/87. 36.6 
Greenville, Miss.........] 5. .d0.........] 42 44. 4]44. 9145, 1 5-45 445 845.8 45.5,45.5)45. 6/45. 545.945, 144.9144. 84 6 44,3 43. 9143. 643.2142. 3141. 5140. 8)40. 0.39. 37. 4|36. 4)34. 6/33. 3/31, 9/30.5 
Vicksburg, MisS...\.....| .0.-40...5....| 45 40,6147 0|47 647-948-3148. 0)48.8)48.8 19-049. 1/49. 49-849, 340.949.249.249. 240.149.048.948. 848.648.9147. 9147.9 40, 9148, 3145. 644.7143. 8140.6 
Natchez, Miss...02...00.| ....dO........] 46 |43. 7/44. 5)45. 1/45 6/46. 0/46. 4/46. 8|47. 0/47. 5/47, 6/47. 8148. 1]48. 2/48.3148. 4/48. 4/48. 4/48, 5/48, 5/48. 4148. 3148, 2148, 147.9147. 6 47. 3/46. 9146. 4145, 8i45, 2144. 4 
Gwan Lake, Misgi....5,| Gallahatiiio 25th... seb Wc .otf-. cele wcifs< aalt waet-« (als ~ atboamabe stake. def co apf noah -calh< Sales plvasal-- ashe dsteseals seals Srettanelausc[ennaluamthagaleee 
Greenwood, Miss........] Yazoo ........] 36 |20.5|20. 4120. 1)19.8)19. 5,19. 1/18. 7}18. 0/17. 1]16. 1115. 0/13. 912. 9111-8)11. 0)10. 2) 9.9) 9.4} 5.4] 9:0] 8.9) 9. 1}10: 6110/2) 9.2) 9/5] 9.0) '8.6, 8.017. 817.5 
Yazoo City, Miss ........! Yazoo ........} 25 121. 0)21. 3121 621. 9122. 222, 4'22. 6)22..8123. 0/23. 0123. 3/23. 3123, 3:23. 3123. 2/23, 1/23, 4123. 122, 912.8122. 7/22, 6122. 4)22, 4122. 1121. 9)21, 621. 9121, 4|20.9|20. 1 

SE SRR a SS RP a ae SS TLS Sc ea maleated 
Note.—‘Lhe river stages givenare vertical heights in feet and tenths of a foot of the river surface above or below an arbitrarily assumed zero, whose altitude apove mean 

Sea leyel is known.
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es ao 5 
Be 2s CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA: MISSISSIPPI SECTION Jury, 1928 

3 Daily Temperatures for July, 1928 

a es ER Lc cole ee eee eel ORL ae aie See a epost a a 

: Stations | a 2| al «[ 5] o| of 9] of20]s] 2] 0| x4] a5 |s6| 17] 18] 10] a | an] | 29 | 20 a | 26/28] | oo| | § 
a ee ae el aes i a 

y | | [aoe 

Northern Division | | | | | | | | | | | | 
¥ | | / \ rdeen....cs..e+1.{ Maximum....} 98} 99] 103] 103] 101] 100 101) 91) 92) 97) 98) 98, 95) 96, 98) 91) 93) 97) 98) 100] 101) 96) 96 7,95) 91 i 5 

; Avert een Vania 60) 75 75 75) 70, 74) 73) 71, 73) 74) Tal 76 74) 69) G9) 7A) 70) 7 73) 75] 75) tk a to Gs os tee 
Agricultural College...}Maximum....| 95 96 $8 95 97/ 96 95 93 9) 92 95| 95, 95] 91) 91] 91] 93| 93) 95) 97) 96 93, 92] 92) 91) 97 81| 8s} 85] 86 99) 9217 

Minimum ....] 69, 75) 75 71) 76) 76) 77] 69 72 71 71) 7B 70) 69 6} 70} Go| 70, 70) 71) 73 68 71 7} 7 7) 7 71 63} 65, 62) 70:9 
iAvstin......s..s...c0+.l) Maximum....| 98} 97} 96) 98} G7] 96, 95) 94) 92) 93) 99 93) 91, 92) 95) 93) 90) 91) 90) 95) 96 95 BL.) eee eee 39} 92) 93.8 

Minimum :...) 65, 67) 72| 74| 74] 74] 71) 72) 74] 68, 68| 20; 7} 66, 67, 65) 70) 71) 71) 73) 74) 72) Te ey gal asl 63:0. 
Batesville ...........-.) Maximum....| 96] 97) 98} 98) 98) 97) 95) 98) 90) 95 96 96, 901 91 91 89 92) 93) 93| 94 98 93 891763) “92)""8O1""B5"801"85] 87) 91) 92.7 

Minimum ....| 61} Z| 72) 74) 74) 72) 73) 71) 72 88) 66 69, 69) 63) 62) 69) al 70] 70) 73 7) 74) 69) 71/6) 73, 71 70, 65) 63) 62) 69.3 
Booneville ........0-.. | Maximum....| $2), 98) 97) 96) $9 8 93 86-88 90) 92) 94) 801 87 Sel 9 89 Go| 92 93 96 Gi 86 40) 901 8) $0) 6 87, 86, 90, 90.8 

: Minimum ....| 63) 73] 72| 75] 73 75) 73) 69) 69, 721 72} 70| 71] 68 65 70| 72 72) 73) 2) ia 73) a a| 70| 71 71} 72| 65) 76) 65] 71.1 
Clarksdale. Sa rise 1h RTO Ss 96 97} 97| 99] 96 97| 94) 94) 93) 95] 95] 95) 90 92) 93] 92) 94, 94) 92] 95 96 96 92 $3) 93 Be 85 90) 89) 90, 95) 93.5 

: Minimum ....| 75) 68) 72| Yl 74) 72| Til 75) 72 ) 67) 65 72, 65) G8) 71) 70, 69) _ 69) 71) 73) 70,70) % 72, 75) 72} 7i| 67 66 66) 70.4 
Golumibug -s..s:s-.5.-. | Magamnm....) 98) 95) 90) 931 98 93 98) 83) 83; 85| $7| 90 92} 94) 981 95) 91 941° 92 98) 100) 98) 92) 95] 92, 92 901 90] 92) 92 92 9265 

Minimum <..:| 69 74] 74 73) 76) 76 72 69 71! 72) 72| 74) 71| 70 68 71) 69] 7) 71] 72! 75 71) 70 71) 73 72 72i 71] 69) G4| 69) 71.5 
Corintnss. cevoess} Maximum...-| $i{ 94{ 96) 98) 96) 96 95). 85) 87 8 95, 93) 86S) 901 90} 92 $8] 911 94) 95] 92 48) 93 931 go Bel Bs Bel 86 92 or. 

bangs Minimum |... 66) 72} 75| 77 76 77) 72) 71] 74) 70 7) 7i| 72) 68) 65] 71 73 73) 74 7\. 76) 767i) a) aA 72 71 66 62 Gi 71.5 
Duck Poe 96, 97) 98) 99} 96 96, 96 93] 90 93] 94) 931 88 90) 94] Bo) 92) 92) 94 9596) 96 90 94 95 901 85, 88 891 90) 93 g2:9 

‘ Minimum ....| 75) 74 79) 75, 7 79) 79) 73) 72 7i| tT 70) 60) 66) gil 71 71 70) 7A 73) lel TL 70| 75) 74| 721 72 67] 72) 63, BAL 
upora...e:seceeseee+. | Maximum....| 95, 96 98} 98) 97) 96 95, 91, 90 92 4 93) 92] 93, 93 92] 9%) 90] 92 94 97, 96 Gt 90| $2 90 92 901 90] 88 90) g2.9 

UMinimum ....| 71 72 a 72) 73 74) 74|75| 72} 73 74| 72] 69| ‘ol 71| 72) 74] 70 73] 75) 70) 68, 70| 70| 68| 70) 70| 67| 65| 63] 671 70.9 
Greonvilis.....--.+..-.}Mazimum.-.-|_ 97] 98 99} 100) 96} 95) $6 91) 91] 94 96 95, 91] 95) 95] 90) 94) 95] 95] 95} 97] YB G4 G1 91) 90 5) 87) 92] 91 93) 93.6 

or Minimum ...-} 72) 7374) 76) 76 73) 73] 75, 7275) 7) 73) 70} 7i| 63| 7| 70| 7i| 71| 78 74| 72 70) 72 76 75] 7i| 79 72) Til Go) 3274 
Fike waad }Maximum....| 100 102) 192| 103) 101) 100, 98) 97} 94] 97 98) 96 93) 93) 97 $4, 92 97, 99) 98| 100) 95 Go| 5) 94) 92! 89) 90} OF OI ga Bar 

seeesesese** Minimum ....| 70} | 73| 75] 77| 75) 78} 74] 741 72] 69 72) 70| 68-66] ll al 70 74 zal 74] 75) il mi 7a) 33 fl 72 69| 66) 65) 71.7 
aciwnds cs. {Maztinaes....) 92 $8 95 96) $6) 951 93 95 92| 81) 95) OB| 87| 88 91} 86 89 90) 92! 931 gil 92| G9 90] 92 831 Bi 88 86 69] 91] 90/9 

sereeeees***) Minimum 1... 63] 74) 74} 77) 76) 276) 74} 71] 71) 70) 7 w 69| 67] G6| 53) 70} Al 70 73 76 74) 70) 71| 71] 7| Tol 70| 65] 631 65] 70.8 
Silly, Sptines }Maximum....| 93} 100) $7 99, 99] 95, 96) 90 89] 94 98) 96 95) 90 95) 90] 92 94} 93) 94| 9S go) 91] 98 94] BE 86 90 87} 90 95, 93.4 

eeesereee Minimum ..5.| 65) 74) 74) 75] 76) 75} 73 70| | Ol a 72 70) 65) 66} 69] 70) TO} TO) Tal 7) 79) 70| 70| 72| 70| 70| 63) 62 66 70.8 
oaciuske {Meee mnam Se asl Gs] 40 Os} 981 ol gol Ot! Gal Gal al Ol G21 95) 95 B9) G1] $3 Go go) 91] 92 Gal gel go] SS} Bol 0 Bl Go°G 

sheessoeehes Minimum .,,] 69] 72) 72 73] 75| 74) 73} 70} 72) 71) 71} 70} 70) 69) 65] Ga] G8! 70) 70] 72| Ta] 71) 72 Tol 74] 73) 70 70| 63| 65} G7] 70:5 
earns \Maximum....] 93] 97) 98 100} 99} 99) 97| 93] 921 94) 921 97) 90, 92 95 921 V2! 95 95) Gi} 9B] G4} 95) 92 94) 93} 90) 90 eh 90, 95| 942 

veesereeeeeee U Minimum ....) 70) 74 74| 73, 74| 75) 731 69] 71} 71| 01 71\ 63] 70, 65} 69) 63) 70) 70 70, 72 70| 69) 72) 71| 73 70| 70l 70} 65] 661 7004 
Sisvois {Maximum....| 94 96 97, 96) 971 98) 951 901 $31 86] 8s} Ga] 921 Go) 9s) 92 92 G3 OT} 94 97] 96 9B) oF 92) gi 89 90 91) 89 92 93°0 

Secvprsveessenee® (tinimam o.2.] 71] 7a} 74) 72) 75) 76) 72) 6a 7l| 72) 73] 73) 70) 71| 65} 70} 69| 72|- 7] 71 73 2 70 72) 73) Ql My 7) 7) 65} Ga] 71-3 
AMonehend {Maximum..:. 90, 95) 97] 96 93; 94) 94) $8) 81) 96 96, 94 93; 88| 94) 3] 91; 93 85] 84] 95] 87] 87| BO 85] BI] 81) 82 83 85] 85) 89.3 

; sesesecosteoe (Minimum oss] 7 TB] 7Al 75] Tol 75] al dl wal 73 To] Ol TO} Tol Go 7 GO 7I 7) 7 75). 7 72 Tal Tal zap Bl TAI 7) 66) 71.8 
Poncics | Maximum... 1] 94 95, 94) 94] 93 921 87] 87| 90] 921 93 86 87) 90| 7] 88 90] 91} 92} 93] So] 88 G1| 90] 89] 84 85 B) 86) 91, 80.8 

3 sisseseeseevee't Minimum s...| 65] 72| 74) 75| 74] 73) 7] 68] 71] 71] 68| 70) 69|. 65! 66,70} 69) 71 71 7] Tal 7a} 69 70, 70) 70) TO G3 63 62, 63 69.6 
Scisane {Maximum....| 98} 98 100 95 98] 94) 95] gel 95) 97] 961 91] 94] 95) 93} 93] 95, 92 95 94) 96 97) 97] 941 95] GO| Bil BI] 90] 92 94) 94.5 

8 seseseverters {Minimum ccss| 65} 72) 72} 7d) 76} 74] 78] 7Bl Ti] 72) sl 71) TO} 6S GH} 71] Go| 70] 73) 731 76 72 70 72) 73, 73) 7H) 71) 67 66 67) 71.0 
Beott Nt oaamn aan 97, 98) 98] 98} 97 95) 95) 87] 91] 95] 95) 93) 91) 92) 93) 89 86, 921 93) 95) 97| 94) 93) 92-90) 88 88) 87 si 90 93) 92:7 

cocseesteeeeeeehen] Minimum 202] 68} 70 71| 7 73} 70) 70) 68) 6s] 69 aa} 70; 67} si Gi 68 Go| 67} 9} 68] 7i| Go| 68 G9l 70 "70 GS 70! G7} 65, G51. 68.6 
moce | Maximum...) 94) 96] 301} 109 97| 95, 97| 88] 91| 91] 99} 95) 88 89} 921 90) 90) 96) 94} 97) 98] Bs] 88) 94) 92) ge] 87) 90] 89) 90, 95) 92'8 

PelO:«--eeeeseeee2++ | Minimum ss..| 66°72} 73] 74} 74 74] 72! 70] 72) Tal. 68) 7 | 68 6] 7| 70) 72 7 7} 73) ta] 70, 70) 72 Tal 71] yor-8s|--621. 63, 704 
University } Maximum...) $i 96) 95 96 94] $5 94) 83} 92} 93] 96 95) 90} 90] 95] 90] 92 93) ge] 96 97 85, 93, 9s) 95) 941 87) BB BH 90) 90) 92:5 

seeteeess ¢BMiminum 2.) 60) 72 7a) 75) 75| 74 72 72) 67] 7} 72| 70} 65] 67| 69] 76 Gol 70, 721 73] 74 G3} 70, 72) 70) 3 69) 64 62) 66) 70.1 
Water Valley.....-0s.. | Maximum. -.- eles alee sts eeeeieees libero eat a eet oer ae ise Stet sete 

Southern Diriston | | | | | hee | | | | | | peal | | | | 2 | | | ee | tapas | oep 2 ta8 aL tee 
Maximum....| 99} 100] 101| 100) 98] 97) a 93] 94] 97] 98] 99 a 97, 97} 97} 98) 97] 98 99 100) 95) 90-95, 92 94 89) | 98! 

Angulltee c-0s5200 wenn 70} 70) 71! 73) 74) 72) 73 73; 72) 71] 6869) 691 67} 6171! 67) 70} 71). 7173} 2} 70, 70) 75) a 7 4 701 i “| OS 
sue de Lente ) Maximum .... 93, 95] 95] 92) 91) 92) 92) 91] 85} 90} 89 91| 93; 93} 93] 931 90) 88) 87] 85) 8x} $3) 93) 90 90 93) 92 93) 90 93 921 911 

iy. Bt HOOKS oes+a> >= Migimam «| 26) Z| zi "| 70 Tol 7H} 74) 75, 77+ 77] 73 zal 7a) Z| 7] 72173} 2 7a) al 7TH 75} TAL TH) 72] G9 OL 72) 73) 74.1. 
Bes }Maximumn....) 99) 97) 96} 92) 921 92/. 90] 92} 90) 92} 90} 93] 95) 90) a] gi} 87| a) 87} 90) 88} 85] 90; 89) 96! 90) 91) 93) 88} 93188! 90.9 

Mi scgeenassese-s- 1 ManemnYn 2 79) 73) 78-81 79 77] 77} 75} 78} 77] 73} 75) 77/76) 75) Tal 7 7A a 7] aT 7 74) 75) 78) 14 70) 71| 73) 73| 75.0 
Satan { Maximum...) $8) 99 101 94) 100| 100| 95| 94) 90} 93) 95) 99/ 3 47, 91| 89] 87) 911 91] 93] 97) 82] Ol 91] 921 92 Bl 87 90 90) 93 93:0 
rookhaven-.+.:s+02*s Minimum ....[-%| 72) 4) 7a) 73) 72) 72) 71) Ta] 72) 7 731-72) "721 74] 73! 69] 70) a} 73) 71) 70) 68) 72 7 72) 71) 70 71) 70 69) 71.6 

Canton {Maximum....| 95| 981 97) 99) 98) 96| 97 95| 96 98} 99) 98) 97] 94 94] 92} 93 99) 94] 44) 95| 97| 94! 931 92! 93) 91) 92}. 94) 93) 95! 95.1 
anton vweneseseesee*-* (Minimum ....| 72) 71] 68 72) 72) 71h 70) a) 7a Ti} 72) 7X) 69] 70) Gs} 68) 70, 71] 7 al) 72} al TO} 7070) 70,71) 7 7) 70| 70) 70.5 
ee { Maximum... 93| 1€0| 100] 99) 100] 99] 96: 95) 91] 90] 95| 97] 95) 93 95} 92 92 93) 89) 95, 97 8) 91/ 93 99 941 89) Go) 91] 1) o5) O48 
ONUG DER scenes cea Mipimum 2.15 |sot at: Pay 22) 78h za 73| 70] 73, 73] 72| 72) ‘7i| Z| 73] 73] Gol Gel 72}. 72] 73) 7) a 7] 72) 7 77-70! 7-70] Go) 722 

Crystal Springsss. Relea tents 95, 97; 98) 96) 94 94) 92) 94 89} 93] 95] 99] 94) 94] 94) 88} 86) 94) 931 98} 90} 90] 101] 94] 991 83 86) 92} 92! 93) a1 93.5 
rystal Springs§§...---sinimum ....| 71) 72} 7B| 70; 72). 68| 70) 68 69) 63) 69} 69) 70) 70) a0 70} 64-3) 771 69|- 66} 68} 63) 69) 69} 69)_70 681° 68) -64!  67|69.1 

Gas oii \ Maximum... $2 Yi), 96 95) 95] 95 9] GI] $3} 91) G2}. 95) 92) 94} 94] 93} 92} 93) 87]. 94} 92] 87] 83) 90} 90 90] 88} 801 891 86| 91] o1c4 
ayette:...cse+ss+-+--<} Minimum ....| 70, 69} 69] 74] 721 70) 72 71) Gal 6s} ‘70l 70} 69} 70 72} 69] GS} 68) 69) 71) G7] 6, 72) 70, 7h) 70 G9 ZO, 68) G7 7 69.7 

» Fattiosburess { Maximum....]. 98) 98 98) 99} 99} 99} 99} 98} 97) 96} 97] 97) 95] 95, 93] 92} 92) 92) 93) 93] 95) 91, 921 93) 94} 93! 93) 92} 91) 91} 92) 94.8 

atliesburey?..-.*-*+- Minimum .. Ta) 75) 72 73) 73) 72 72| 7 oi 70; 71} 70; 71 71 70 73 70, 70) 71] A) 70} 70) 70) 74-72} 7H 71) 70} 70) 0) 69) 71.3 
Raia { Secximum sc. 96 97| 97 99] 97} 96 93] “93] 93] 92} 96} 96 G2 94] 91] 89] 92) 92 94 93] 93} 95} 90) 931 sal $1) 87) 85) 99) $1) g2| 93/2 

fackson ......-+2++ss++¢ Minimum ....| 78) 73) 74) ‘75| 741 23 73) 72} -73l 72) 73) zal zal 73} za} 7a} Gg} 7A] -Z2].-73| 72}, 70! 70. 72} Zl 73) FO} 71}. 72} 7ol 72}. 72:2 
ea { Maximum. ...| FS 96 96, 96 45 95) 96) 83 83} 83} 88| 93) 9i| -89| 881 83} 90) 99] 92] 92) 96} + 83] 90) 94) 86) 88) 85! 85; 90 90; 91] 9079 

AKC ..-se1s++e+++eeee*) Minimum ....| 67) 70] 70) 70] 70] 69} 69] 69) 69} 70] 69] 68) GY! 63) 65) 70) 63) 68) Gd) 72) 69) 69) 67) 70-70} 70| 67| 67-68} 65 6Bl 68.6 - 
aais { Maximum.) OF eed 2 | 93} -941 93] 93] 87} 901 941 931 91| 93] 891. 891 91) _ 88! ai 92|- 931 931 92| 921 92 91| 99} 90) 901 gil 91.7 

PEGS. coseveersenree | Minimum .2..| 67) Gil-+5:/ 70] 70}...4| 70) 72). 62}. 69), 69) 70] 72) 70} 67]. 72| 63). .G7} Gy) 69}, 701, 6B} 6S} 72) 70) 7) 69} 7B 69) G7) 6S 69:4 
Toataapilless { Maximum... 93] 95 86, 94) 941°"55) 91] 881 80] 80) 801 1} 92} 92} OB}..,.| 91} BO} 8} 90 BA} BS) BI) 9 90] 91) 92) &) Be 881 86 9014 
eakesy ssenereeee [Minimum sc 77] 77) 77 75) 73) 7) 73) Al 73). 7) TAA) 28]. 73) 72l70)...-|. 71) 73) 70) 2 [| 70) 7} 72) 74| 72| 68 7O) Ti TO) 72!2 

Macnolk {Maximum!..{] 98 98) 100 98) Ss! 98) 95) 96) 93] 89) 92}. 09} 94} 94 92}. 91) “90, 92) 90) 93) 9B) 4) 80) 93) ea 90) i 86] 85 88) 90| 92:4 
fagnolia......-+--0-++} Minimam....| 72) 72) 72 737i) 75) 7a} 63) 7B) 71) 70) 70) 72) 73] Zo) 74) G9} BO} 72] 70) 70) 0) GB, 1) 2) 7) 6 6) 69| 69] 71.0 

oe: { Maximum... 94 95] 94] 95) 95) 94) 94] 921 92] S41 87] 92 90, 89 80} 88 85} 90} 90} 91) 91) 90 89 9} 89 8] 85] 87] B01 $8 89) 90.3 
erldian. ...--r-+.++-t Minimum ....| 72 76 74) Tal 74) 74) 73 2). 73) 72) ail. 70) 70) 73) 63) 70) 69| 70] z1| 72) 72; 70| 63] 74\ 721 727i 69] 72| 63 69| 71.4 

“Woatiean } Maximum... 97|_ 97} 99} 97,96) 96 93] 93] 92) 98) 95 97| 93 97| 9 93] 89, 90) 92) 94 95] 86) i) 93| 98] 92) 87] 88 59} 90, 93, 93.1 
fonticello .....+++.--» Minimum ....| 71) 71) 70 73) 71 69° 70) 70) 71) 73) Zo) 70) 72) 771) 72) “ay 6a 7] 71] 7271} 70} GO) 72-72) 7) 7H “Tl -69)-67| 90.7 

rs { Maximum... 92] 95] 96 95} 93} 941 87] 89] Ba] “941 95) 96) 92} 931 92] 90) BB 90 92 91) 92) 87) B7| 88 91 90 bY 8) 87) $3 90) 90.5 
Natchez .......+e-+.--+} Minimum ....|_72| 71| 721 4 7 7 7 7 7 70l 72 7Mi Til 7) 74 71) 71) 69| 71| 73] 7) 70) 69 72) 74\ 73| 71) 70 70, 70 70| 71.4 
ase { Maximam..1. 93} 94) 931 89/89] 90) $9}--91) $787) 87/90) 921-90} -BO BO} BA) 85) BB 85) $51--79| 90) 87] 88]. 91 £9) 90) 88) 90) 86) 8814 
arlington ....-e++e+{ Minimum s...| 74) 75] 75, 74) Zi} 747i) 70, 7A) 71) 70) 70,78, 7B) 73, 7, 7A) 7) TO, 70) 73, 73) GY 7S, 7B 7a) 71) G7, 70) 70, 7 TL 

Sous { Maximum... $2} 94] 96) 94] 94] 92] 94] 91) 88) 88] 90] 92] 90 90 92 M1) 91! BBB) BO) G0 8) S792) 88| 89] 85) 86] 87] 891 901 g9'9 
Poplarville.....seeeeee} Minimum ...-} 74) 76} ~75} 75} 78|~-72|—72}-70|--72} 71-70-7172} 73} 94 72}_71L71} 72} il70| 701 70, 75] 71 72| 70) 67| 701 71i 70) 71-7 

{ Moximum..1: 96 97| 881 100| 97] 97) 91] 94] 94} 92| 96 99] 94] 95) 95] 94) 92) 94] 96) 94 9G) 83 86 93/ 94) 91) 86 81) 90] 87) 92] 92.7 
Port Gibson.........+.{ Minimum 2.2,| 68} 66) 68) 71/70 681 68} 71| 68) 70] 69] 68) 68) Go) 68| 70, 67) 66) G9) 70 63| 67) 70} 62 71] -70) G0) G7 68) 67 66) 68.3 

3 { Maximum... 94} 97| 96) 94] 93) 96) 941 91] 941 881 88) 93/ 93] 94| 931 83] 81] 94) 89] 93) 92 94) 90) 90) 90) 91] 8S 94) 89) 89} 89| 91.4 
‘ghubuta...:.......-..{ Minimum ....| 7|_ 73} 72) 72} 72} 72) 72} Gs 71} 71] Tol 72-72} 72} 72|* 63} 63} 68 72}_71) 71} 73) 70, 71-72; 73) 72). 74) 71) GO 69) 70.8 
Ses { Maximum... 91| 93] 94) 93) 92] 91] 89] 88 88 90) 93) 93] 88] 90) 91 87 89} 90, 90 90) 92) 87) 86) SO] 90) 87) 80) Bl Bs} 86 89) 89.2 

ckeburg.............] Minimum 22] 75) 77 73) 77) 76| 74} 74) al 731717) 74} 73] 76) 75| 72) 70; 70} 72 74| Bl 71] 72] 7274} 7a 71) 72} 7) 70} 73.2 
- * | Masciaram’.2.] 2) 98) 97 G8, $9} 98) 95) “S888, 98) 9694) 95) 98 gH) g0) 98) Ol gs) oe a oe a 

‘aynesboro ..........} Minimum ....| 75} 78! 70| 731-70! 70} 74) 73| 70} 69} 69} 70} 73; 70} 71) 73} 70| 69) 72} 70! 70| 76) 70) 71} 72 72) 71) 70; 72} G8) 72 71.2 
t aaaein { Maximum... 90} 93} 95} 94| 92} 93/ 85) 86| 88/ 901 90} 93) 90] 93) 91) 91/ 85) 88} 87/ 86) 91) 85, 82; 86 90} 89| 76, 82) 84) 88) 88.4 
“Woodville..........-- {Minimum ....| 72, 74] “74| 74} 72} 72) ‘71! 70) 71) 70) 72} 72 70} 72-76] 76] 72-70, “71| 73) 72} 69} G9} 71) 74) 72) 71) 69) GB} 70) 70). 71.5 
= a { Maximum...) 96) $7) 99) 100) 95| 98} -94|--95| 98] 98 95} 97 91) 94) 96|--94| 97} 92} 90, 941 82} 77| 80) 881 911 9 93:2 
‘zoo Oity..2:.+3-+s-+ Minimum ....| 72) 72| 72) 76) 75| 74) 78} 76) 72] 72} 70|. 72} 69) 71 73) 69}. 70} 7|72| 73} 73 72) 7). 74] 73). 71) 71} 69) 68 71.5 

gL Se eerie ena NPE oe RRO ESTs DY c es WN SENICE PePPCS  Ae eet  NSS ep aoe  SocLs  r 
§§Instruments are read in the morning; the maximam temperature then read is charged to the preceding day, on which it almost always occurred.
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pee es 

| CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA 
« 

ea ee a ee ee 
MISSISSIPPI SECTION MISCELLANEOUS PHENOMENA 

ROBERT T. LINDLEY, Meteorologist Hail.—Light hail reported at Pontotoc on the 3d, Yazoo : 

Vou. XXXII. , Vickssure, Miss., Junn, 1928. No. 6 City ee ee ae 
te ee Bhunderstormis: > Reported on an-average-ofabout.10-daya. 

GENERAL SUMMARY during the month. 

The mean monthly temperature for the State, 77.4°, was BAROMETER, HUMIDITY, AND WIND TABLE 
nearly one and one-half degrees deficient, as compared with the Wind data from 3-cup anemometer 
normal. ‘The lowest temperature during the month occurred ae i j Rela- se 
at most stations on the 6th or 7th, with relatively high tem- ee Pays wae 
perature at the beginning of the month and at the end of the | | | 2. | Maximum vel. 
second and third decades, respectively. Béationa | | Eianul ey | arenes 

The average monthly precipitation for the State, 9.34 inches, = | | “fe [33 we = : 
was more than double the normal amount, being relatively | a gee | <t-8 A) Be lige g | 3 : hee : ne Sle ier Be pa eLls o 
much greater in the southern division than it was in-the north- é 2-2 gia S a] 8 5" eS) 28 2 
ern. A measurable amount of precipitation was recorded on |} -——|——|——|— = 4 Busy ae ie : | { 
more than one-third the days of the month, as an average for ie ee Pa ne | 20.5 | riper ge Elmo epr eee po 9 

Meric an, Miss ...1°29.92 | 30.1 29.68'| 3.) 86 | 66} 4,219 5.9 3 mh the State. Mobile, Ala wevies| 29:96 | 30.19 | 14 | 29-78 4] 81/7] 668 | 9:2} 38 |W, | 5 
As a whole, the month was unfavorable for due progress of Now Orleans, Ya] 90,04 BO He beta Spee teem 25 Sip 2.) Smeets iaele crock sat : : Vicksburg, Miss... 29.92 1-30.14 | 15 | 29:61! 3 87! 72{ 41562! 631 221 sw | 1 

staple crops, the- prevalence of “anseasonably low night temper- |———_—_= ee 
ature and the flooding rains of the 8-5th and- 13-15th consti- | _ ee On eee 
tuting an adverse influence; the excessive precipitation, with | Temperature | Precipitation | Number of days | # 
consequent soil erosion and stream overflows resulted in serious . iS, Chao a ee eee 
damage, especially in southern counties, with proper cultiva- ee | So | @. |. | Bel 582/828) ates loe | es 
tion generally impeded by wet soil throughout the State. At | 42 [Rs | 88 | <8 jaa eSa S-£35| 6 1 as 
the close of the month, cotton development, although far from 1886 eo goo te ag sap ee | i 
uniform, was probably two weeks belated, as compared with ee een 3 Pa esate rere rae ete eee ones 
the seasonal average. Teoh ee 0.6 105 54 | Bg Sass ae eee en eae 

A violent local storm, apparently a tornado, caused the injury ge eee ay a eo ee resseaages [etsisslsseaeslancane 
of eight persons, with damage to property, in the vicinity of ee eccke castle hla 39 | ee 
Algoma, Pontotoe County, at about noon of the 8d. Light Woes? 785| 108 6 Sool ct rit alas 
hailstorms were noted as follows: —At Anguilla, on the 22d; | }8i.-.-:er2-] 8031 1 ea 4 a ate ie Se 
at Pontotoc, on the 8d; and at Yazoo City, on the 14th. 100 Tere 79.6 104 2 o86 Dic Ats i 10] 6 | | 

nr 1901 ELIS aoa | a0 #| 2631-01 Bi 201-9] oat oe 
wim PAT ee TO oe seseeeees S14) 105 47 | 11 | 9 3| al 7 2] awe 

1903.2... 2-205, -4| 73-6 | 0 44) 8.09) [oda 9 7 | sw. 
tb) for S PT ow : are) TOM ccstecerpcsp = tere. | 102 50. 4/37} 0 8) 4 i pas The monthly mean for the State, 47 stations reporting, WaS|- i99520°22002..]} 793 |. 102 3 4.95 SHC Ca Ie ad sees | eagles 

Th . The average departure from the normal for 44 stations, | 1906........:-:..} 79.8) 108} 50 oa s 3 18) - 8) - 4 | sw. 
having ten or wore years’ record, was —1.4°. Tous eee fed | ior pales o wie ae 39) 718: 

The highest monthly mean was 80.2°, at Biloxiand Columbia. | 209*+--+1----| 8-8) — 100 60" jo -@ BB Of de). 13) 10). ots. 
ny = or ION) owe goeye:+ie| 76.0 97 51 6,53 0 ll 12 10 8 | sw. 
The lowest monthly mean was 74.4°, at Pontotoc. TOWEL Bh fo 108} 85 | a8 Oo} 9] a7} a1. Oley, 
The highest temperature was 100°, at Aberdeen on the 20th. esse 0 Fal 2 5 ° i 9 2 % = 
The lowest temperature was 52°, at Lake on the 6th. ee Bo ee Bf aes 01-8) 33-201 hae 
The greatest local monthly range was 46°, at Anguilla. BGs ay BL ML £09 oP ey ep oag er | so 

°. . teen tweens be ‘. 3 
_ least local monthly range was 26°, at Bay St: Louis. 0G. eee co 12 107 52 398 oF 8 ie} 10 He 

yi TOI gay sess eareons ee: TEE b1 | 5. Ww] 10} 2 e greatest daily range was 34°, at Laurel on the 10th: 1900 age rt 8 fae 0} 7 a7} <8 oe 
T922 a5 eens seie oe.st . 3 Ha ¥ ys 

PRECIPITATION TOR con cine epee 97}. 48 | 5.94 ol it} aejaat tte 
_ The average for the State, 62 stations reporting, was 9.84| iuec"0) Br3| tol #20) of F| apt ay} 3.8% 
inches. The average departure from the normal for 58 stations, 1B igen oke-: [OTE eee ORB ae B00 oleae doped 6] 
haying ten or more years” record, was +5.11 inches, 1B das... gacwel gall 100/52} 9.34 o| ul 9] | 9s. : 

The greatest monthly total was 20.76 inches, at Fruitland| *7aases ana ene 108) 29 4.36 | Oi sits alee 

orn . . ; 
The least monthly total was 2.50 inches, at Holly Bluff. 5 z JANES ai 

_ The greatest amount in any 24 consecutive hours was 9.20| . Especially in southern counties, numerous intra-state streams 
inches, at Laurel on the 5th. were in flood during the latter part of the first decade, with 

The average number of rainy days for the State was 11. heavy damage to crops, bridges, and highways. A primary 
ee flood in the bordering Mississippi, unprecedented for the time 

SUNSHINE AND CLOUDINESS of year, was in progress at the close of the month. 
The average number of clear days for the State was 9; partly 

cloudy, 12; cloudy, 9 & ERRATA 
eee a DSSS Or on, May, 1928,--Brookhaven, page 18, mean temperature should be 72.2, departure from 

At Meridian, the sunshine averaged 65 per cent of the possi- | normal should be 0.8; page 20, mean maximum should be 85.1 and mean minimum, 
ble; at Vicksburg, 71 per cent; both close to normal. Be ON by nea taacudany sugnidbe Baa nad ween wine ee ee 
——— eee 

W. B. O., New Orleans, La., 8-2, 1928-800
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Climatological Data for June, 1928 

ls | Temperature, in degrees Fahr. | Precipitation, in inches | No. of days 5 ig 
oe ee Se ee 

= 2 |S ie | aie = 
a | ge 2 | 5 E a Be it ae 5 

cate Bl =a 8 Se Sa lEEes 3 we Stations Counties g /o8) ge eo ge | 2s Se/sF s Bs Observers 
Sieh Bq é-3 2 aa Ba | 85)s\55 ba 
fie | a | 22 z\s 8 |. |84] 2 | Be | g8lgalss] 2/3) =| 28 Bla Bie) |e ee ais |Selss $15] 2) os 
Bi Leta | aca to) ede [ee (eeeelete ele ; 

: ane j j ; : 
Northen Division | seonroe-....++.0+++| 210 | 41 | 79.8 | +0.9{ 1001 20,1 81 6| 29| 5.80 {41.03 | 1.06] 0/12 3816/11 se. | James B. Sprate. Aberdeen ....... | | | 20) 58 | 50 | +1.03 | 1.06 | 6 E 

‘Agricultural College ..) Oktibbeha) at | a8 | a3 FAS]. 94) Bt BT] 8], 90 | 1s) f049 | 298} 0/40] 13] 18) 2s.’ | De. c we Belacoe,: 
Austintt.....ccccee-++| TUMCA 2.0.0. -| 300 | 8 7.6 | —2:3} 93 |" 30 | 93 | 5 27 9-02 | £9.20} 2.00 | Q/ 11) 8] 16) Wis. pase C, G. Withers 
Batesville cc0000000005| Panola ot) go] ef 79) 17) a) aah) 8 a8) bar | te oo) nas) 0) a5) 8) 2/10} 8. | Wed Cox, 
Booneville «cccccece+++) PrEMBISS ..0.2......) BO | 95 | 74.6) 2.8] 89] 19T) 56 23) aL16 | +7. |2: | 1] 6/210 34 |......) Dr. J.W. Price, 

See ee eae) Mt OP ee CU OSU exacted ee mee [oe ti eges| oo ste ta| toe | to 0] 19/8 i310 owe | Eee tone 
Bapinibbecctcete othe RICO ac ee oc tans 470 | at | 7:8 | 0.8 gi} 19} 56] 7:86] 7.68) +3.87 | 2321 0} 15 | 1/26] 28] s.. | HR. Meeks, 
Duek Hill ..20200.....] Montgomery ..2...| 251 | 80 | 77-0 | —1.0) | 20) o| 6 2 | 908 | 6.12 | 2:65 | 9) 10} 6/13) u sw. WJ Eskridge 

pore siees eo Sl Menema lo center tot he al ene s 9s Gy Reale nt et ot lam ea ne 
Greenvilie...........++| Washington ......| 136 |-43 |°78.4) —1-1]" 95. |" "8088/6 |"97 | 5.22 | +154} 1.86] 0] 10/14] 4 | 12} sw. | Mrs. M.@, Harbison, 

ee ee ae ee 
Brent NG | Dadote 1022222 | Boe] at eke Sea hes | | as | fae 707 | 48-56 | Lor) of 18/16 SHE) 9) 82°") Wie Wood.” 

Holly Springs....-...-| Marshali..--.0..-| 600) 42 |747/ —8.0) 90] if) 9} OH 28) 78) 4294) 11) <0) 18] 4) 12) 14) 3. |S White, 
Kosciusko......s++0+0+| Abtala.-....-se00e+) 430 :F ie a . S s Aes Se baee Winise aes Ti a PoulertS acre 2) Namepase oi lah (a0 Se eG a ) 8) 8) 2) oar) thaq| 290) g] wz /ae) 7) 7 -..| Mies Mary 3 Weboter, 
Moorhend. 2200000.) Sunflower vesscc:] 107 | 48) 78.7 | 27] 94 | | 57] 6 %| $9] 4106/11) 9/19) 8/14) 18} s. W-8. Stevenson, 
Pittsboroerrrs'*2t2| Bontotoe s.s.sec..| 478.40] tea | 226] 80 7G 6] "8'|95 | 743 | £8/33'| 1.70] 0135] 2] 95) 8 lsir. | Dec. W.Bolton. 
POURS suse 470 re ae 3} 21 | 738.0|—1.8| 941 19.1 591 26| 261 5.90) -+2:87} 1:40] 0] 8] 9118] 8|s. | Louie c’Brow 
RDP SONG cee senses?) UPR ctan 11] 76.8 |s......) 98 tT 88] 6] 901 gat | tiop | tea! ofolaz| a | els. | eee, Brown. Boot vencesgycecseres| BOuWAT.ccsscrcser-| MO | 11 | 76.8 |--0-2-. | 3.51 |....-...10.95} 0| 9| 2/16| 12| sw. | W. MCarter ghelsesnandtb Foes belie ete ay eee ol lesa cam cciehl em (one cadaa et 1 eect aes “ 
Biran Dake... 222222.)Pallahatehie).)...) 148 | 23 |. tas[itegeeofeceaes|oonace[eregae|-rseza|eease| TOL | $8.95 | 2.04] 0.1 18|.-..|.-..]...-|......] Mis. Mattye A. Harris 
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Vicksburg, Miss.........| ..-.d0...+..+.| 45 |83.4|33. 0/32, 9182. 632. 4/32.0/81.5/31. 0/30. 630. 9/31. 3/31. 9132. 6/33. 9/35. 0|36. 2/37. 1/88. 0'38.9/39. 6/40. 3/41. 1|41. 8|42. 4/43. 0/43. 6)44. 1/44. 7/45. 2145.9}... 
Natchez, Miss........0..| ....d0 ...,....| 46 (34. 3/38, 8/38, 4/33, 3133, 5/33. 1/32. 5/31, 831. 2/30.9)30. 8/31.1/81,5/32. 8135. 0/35. 9|36.3|36. 6 37. 2/37. 8/38. 4/39. 0/39. 640, 2|40. 8|41. 4/41. 8]42. 4142. 9148. BI. .<. 
Swan Lake, Miss........| Tallahatebie .| 25 |18.2/17. 1,16, 816. 5|17. 0117. 6/18. 0|18. 3]18. 5)18. 6)18.6/18. 6,18, 9/19. 4/20. 020.5|20,9'21. 1/21. 2.21. 2191. 2121. 1/21. 1/21. 1/21,1/21. 2/21. 2121, 2127. 2197. ah. 
Greenwood, Miss.......] Yazoo ........| 36 (22. 22. 1/21. 621. 021-0 20.820. 620.6 20, 620.520. 6 20.5)20, 9/21. 1/21.2 21-3 21.6 21.8 21,922.02. 821.5 21.2/21. 221.421. 1/20. '20.5|20, vot 
Yazoo City, Miss 12222111 Yazoo ........} 25 /21-8/21.4/21, 2/21.0! : 7:20, 2119, 6119. 1118, 5118, 0117, 6117. 3116. 9]18, 8118.1 17.9/17, 9117 .9'18, 018. 1/18. 4/18. 6118, 9119, 1/19. 4119. 619, 9120.2)20, 5/20. 7}... 

copa river stages given are vertical heights in feet and tenths of a foot of the river surface above or below an arbitrarily assumed zero, whose altitude above mean _ 
sea level is known. IPOS ces s “ae —



. 24 CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA: MISSISSIPPI SECTION JuNE, 1928 

: Daily Temperatures for June, 1928 
; ae = 

St Stations || 3] s| 4/5] 6 2] 8 a }0 un] afa|ae| sae] 7 is | 19] a | m1 [22] 28| 24 [a5 26| ar 20 | 20 0 | | 
: ee ee rere 1 | | | —— fess} | : Northern Division | | | | | ‘ane | 

| } | 
fA Ts Hd 80] 79] 83| 78} 82) 89} 90 84) $7) 89 u 96} 86 91) 89| 90, 95] 99) 100) 97 87/87] 89) 87-81] 861 88|_96)..95).....| 89.4 

ese PME 8 83} Go| 3 89) 6 $5) 88 85 75) 78 2 Boo 7a Hl 6 63 7 a eae Be 69.2 
Maximum....} 93} »86) °80} 84) ) ) 87) 8 85) 83) 2) 94) 82 3 9 89) §) 94) 94) 6) } 83). 80) 85), 90) 93),..5] 87.8. 

Agricultural College..( sinimum ....| 63 68) 67| a 6i| Bi 59, 64) 66] 66) 66 G6) 72} 66l 63 65, 70) 73) 69 72| 73 & 63] 61) 66. 60) 60) 70) a Ts) 66.6 
{Maximum/..:| 92, 83, 79) 85, 83 79) 85| 83) 80; 76, 78} 86) 86] 86| 85) 87| i 88] 89) 92) 86] 88) 80, 84/80) -80) 80) 84) 90, 93).-..] 84/6 

_ Austin...-..--+-++++*-*) Minimum ,...| 69} 69} 68} 70; 68| 55] | 68 64) 66} 62} 65, 6s] Gal G7] 63). 67) 74) 73) 2 68, 68, G3] 66, 63) 57) 64] 71} 75! 66.2.) 66.7 
: F }Maximum....| $3 92| $5) 80) 86) 73} 79 87] 88]. 78) 81] 82) 90) 90) 791 83} 89) 85 91] 93} 93, 87) 89] 831-85) 8279) od! 86, 911. || 85.8 

Batesville .....--++++*- } Minimum .... a G0} 67] 70, 63| 53| 51 67] 7i| Gil G7| G7] 75} Bil 65| G7 66) G7] 7B ZBL 69). 68-63! G7| Go| 57) Gi 68 731 74l"-.|, 66.8 
ae s {Maximum....{ 80] 78! 80} 82| 81) 73} 79) 80, 83] 83). 84] 87/85, 83} 87] 8G) 83/88 89) 89) 80) BT) il 82) 81) 80}--81) $2) 83) 87}....) Bld 

Booneville -..----5--) Minimum ....| 67, 63) 68) 67) 66) 59) 56, 60) 64) 64) 66) 6d) 70, 67) G5, 66} 67/73) 71) TA 70) G3) 65,65, G2) 57). 6363) 70. 701...1) 65.9 
ae {Maximum....; 94) 85, 80) 86, 77] 82! 8s! 90] 85] 82; 3} 88) BBL 80! 87] 881 87 90] 92) 9B) 89; 92; 87, 85) 82) 86) 83) 86) 91) 941.11) 86.7 
Se Clorksdale.-+-------+9-4 Minimum ....| 701 a 72, 70) 67) 55) 62 65] 69) 65) 60) 70| 63) 63) 63 6) 7 Tal 7) BG 68 G68 a BO 78) 70)22-). 67.6 
=. WRIA. 5s .|.<ewislarccl adap leds [taal ovtel-ta tives] 40: temmelaone| Capel scel seeM Oewaln ccaloaalaoeAlnmamian celaans|s 28 |sies tae atuateeaalinde|.. thirds icclsnnx|,caslba Peak 
Fe Goltumbns ......2--2..- | ME él] 69)" 70)" 60)" G7)" 56) 68)" 65)“ 69) 67 ala Ey 6a 64 63) 69) 74 8 78 65 67| “6a 8766) 85, 70) 75) F)20)asla 
* 5 { Maximum... 87) 85! 781 $5! 75} 7| 82) 8o| 82| 88| 81] 89 89! 81 86 88) $4| 91} 91] 90] 88) 88) 82] 85] 79) ey 83) 80] 86, 88)....) 84.3 

Corinth§$.....---------} Minimum ....| 70} 68; 63) 63| 66, 53) 56 66| 70 66 66} 6s} 76) 67) 66, 68, 68) 74] 74) 69) Gol 65) 65] 68! 63) Sz} 64) 71) 761 69)...-| 67.3 
Foe * Maximum....../ 92; 87) 80) 83) 78) 78, 85) 87! 83) 82) 85) 89) 89) 82) 87) 87) 89) 89) 91) G1) 89) 91) 88) 85) 81) 7a 85) 87) 91) 93)....| 86.9, 

3 Duek FAD ove. aso -~<n} Mena | 69| 69} 68| 63] 69| 57; 58] 67; Go| G4) 69 69, 731 64, G7] 67] 72, 75) 74, 72 74l 72) 69) 65, 62, 59) 65 72) 75) 761...) 64.2 
& (Maximum....| 89! 91) 85) 85) 78| 82] 89] 85, 86, 891 90} 92) 92! BG) 89) 89} 93] 92; 93) G3) 9d] Oi) 85) 93) 90} 82. 89 8 92) 96]....| 88.9 
| Bupora....--.-++---7- U Minimum ....| 61, 65} 67 67| 67} 5G, 68) 65} 66 63 Ga] 63] 73) 65) 64 rs 70} 69) 70) TH) wy 70) 9) 64165, 88, 65). 69] 741 7a. .| 66.8 

= ‘ | Maximum. ... 2 81/ 82) Bij 80) 81 90, 92) 87} 86) 86) 90) 88, a 88] 83) 91} 92). 92| 94) 90, 92) 85 7) 87) 80! 89} $9| 93) -95..-] 87.7 : 
= Gropniville:--.2----->- Minimum ....; 72! 71) 70) ZI} 67) 58} 63) 70) 67) 66) 69) 71) 65) Gd) G6) 67; 74) 75) 75) ZS) 72) 7) G5] 74| GD 62} 6,74) 70} 76)....) 69.2 

: Maximum....| 96, 86, 83) 86 79) 85, 91] 92 87) 83} 89) 93] 92| 78 90) 90) 92) 931 95 97 92) O4] 881 89; 85) 82|_ 89 40] 95] 96)...-|. 99.4 
Greenwood......+---- | Minimum | TA) 71} 68) 72) 69; 56} 61) 68) 73 6G} 70} 70| Go| Go! 69) 66) 73) 76). 75) 74) 74) 74] 6) 6S} G4! G0). 6D) 72| 74] 76)-...| 69.0 

z (Maximum... 92) 83/77] 85 761 7I 831 87178) 7 7) $i] $581 85] 82} 85) $9} 90} 90, 86). 84| 79) 81) 78) 79), 83) 83} 89) 87|..-.| bass 
Hernando. ....-.6-----U yrinimum ....| 69 a OS} 68] G2} 55) 58} 65] Go| 6D, GH} 70] 63) GA G5) 63] Go) 72) 74) 74) OY) Gs) il Gs, 60) 58) G3 71, 75) Tc 05.9 

Fe ¥ \ Maximum... 90) 84) 78) 84-76 76, 84) 85] 83) 83, 80} 66) ss 80| 86} 87] 84] 88. 88! 91| 851 83} 80) 83) 80) 77} 84) 82! 86) 90}....1 88.8 
2 Holly Springs....-+---} Minimum ....| 68; 67) 65; 68) 67) 55, 56) 65) 63) 68} 66) 68) 63) 6 63} 65, 65, 74) 71 72) 69} 6G BH 60) GL 3 61) 68} 74). 69}..«5| 65.6 

; { Maximum... a 82] 35 80} 76) 78| 86] 88}. 80} 86, 89} 91] 91) 78] BE] 87; 91) 92) 91) 92) 89] 92) 85] BS} 83 78) 83) BO] Ogi 94l-.-| 86.9 
Kosciusko. -------++---( Minimum ....| 69] 63} 68) 68} 65) 56 83| 66, 70) 5) 69} 70 72] 65) G9} Go] 71) 73) 72) 73) TB} 73) 65) 63) 65 61). 66| il 72) 75)....| 68.2 

: \Maximum’....| 95! 84) 80) 83} 78} 73} 85) 88) 86) 90} 90} 92} 93, 77 YO} 90} 90) $2) 931 94 94) 90) 89] 89} 86) 82}. 83) 90) 98) 96]. -°-)- $8.0 
Louisville ..-+---*+---- 1 afininum 117] 68) 67] 67} 67} 66) 4} 56 59 68} - 65) | 63) 72) 65, 63} 66) 6) 73) 73) 73)" 73) 70) 63) 85,65, 69) 63) 69) 73) 74\..0.1 68.7 

Maximum,...| 92| | 81| 81) 75} 80, 75) 85| 87] 87] 85| 88) 90 92) 86 85] 90) 87) 90) 92) Bd) 93) 89] 87] 89) 85] 81) 81) 90) Oa Og] ria 
5 Masons ss sssneceesssee | Mimimum ccct ey} 68} 7060 67} 56) 59} Go| 70} 63} G8|- Go| 73) ay 70! 65, 70; 74) 73) 72 72 GO} 6s) Gb G6 6, GS 701.75, 75)....| y.2 

{Maxiinum®...| 90| 85! 77} so} 73| g2|- Bal 85! 85) 84) 86) 88) 88) 871° 88 84) 89] 90}, 91)” 90) ES 86) 86) 31 79| ~ 80), 87) 584] 85) 891...) 85.2 
Moorhead. ....-.-+++** (Minimum ....| 72|- 70) 69} 63! 68/57] 60! 69) 66) aa 70; 70) 67} 63, 69) 65} To} 74) 15) wal 72) 64) 62) 63) 60) 64 65) 74 hens 68.2 

Maximum:...|° 89} 83h. 741 Sab: 74 77) 82h ~B3)—77|- Bat Bol B7l gs) 77} BBL Bal 84 38| 89! 89) 87] 81) 82) $3) £0] 75) 80). $B) | 87}...<) 83.1 
Pontotoc ...-.-+++++++> | Minimum, 69) 67) 67| 6764} 55} 57) 65, Gol 63) 66) 67} G7| 64) G4} 65] 6B 73) 72] 72, 72) 69) Gal 63) GO} 87, 62) 69, 7B 67...) 65.7 

Maximum,...| 93 90) 82| 38) 77} 80) 90 87] 87 85| 92] 83| 78) 90! 88| 92) 91) 91 93 9a} 88} 92) 881 87] 87} 80) 90] 90) 93) 931...) 88.7 
SavGsle( | a 63! 63] 73 67! 60) 69) 65) 65) Ga) 68) 63) 63) G4) 67) 73) 74) 74) 75) 74\ -67| 69} 64] 63; 62) 59) 63) 2 7a Tal... 67.9 

Maxinnum..:.| 93) 86) 80! 86) 76) 83} 89) 91) 84} B84) 85] 89] 86) 79) 88) Bu}_-BE) 89} 92) 93)" 90) 91) 87) BS) 84) 79) $6) 89; 93) 931.5... 86.9 
Geott .--sctona ann? rte 63) 67] 67} 69] 65) 53] GO} G7] 62 Gs} Gs) 67/ GI} 1] Os] Gs) TH 7) Te) 72} 67) 0) 70 61| 59) 60] 70) 71} 7B)-- Ss) 65:7 

Maximum....| 91) 84 78} 83) 76) 78} 88} 87| 80| 87| 84] 89; 90/ 86) 87) 88| 87) G2 94] 92 gol 87) 83) 85) 81) 79]. 85) ~ 84)” 89) 90/42) 85-8 
MPOPEIO ss | -nnsserensnee | MERE 68; 69} 69] 67} 65 BE! 55) 65) G5] 63) 67] 67} GS-63} 67) 67] GY) 83) Ti) 71!" 70) 70, 63) 6) 62,59) G4) 7072) G8." *!| 66.9 

Z : Maximum... 88 83, 76) 84] 77) 78} 82] 84) 7B) 82 8a] 88) 87 3] 86). 87) 87) 88, 89) 90} 86 $B) 81 75,78) 80) 85,75) 88) 901...) 88-5 
University§9 ees. | Manu | 69} 68} 66) 67} 66; 7} 49} 67] 65) 63) 6: 6 78 a 65) % 65} 69} 70,70) % 63} 63} 66} 60) 63) 68,70) 72/0024) 63.0 

MPMI « saa] vos sheet ins |ode = beese ke Ses tate de leael seleal cial caspalcame [eck ofan eeeede enol cen ceed ssleeh <x <eMebastieh tet omelstgels obibtine ala ol as aie en netic, 5: te a ne a yo ck Shco op enhaeereeerharles lel deel toslentht eae hats 
Southern Division | | bo | | | ies | | | | fail 

| | \ | | | | 3 | | 
Maximum....| 94) 35] ss as} al go! 90] gi} 85] gl gol os! 98] 73 90) 90) 93 2 93) 94] 89] 93) 89] 92) °87] $090) 92} 98) O91....| 90.4 

ABgUING...-ceenensses [Minimums of 20) G8l 67) 67 58) 56| 60) 66) i) 4-70) 73! 65 53) 70| 64) 73) 73) 73) 73) 72) 67 63) 73} 63, 60) 63) 65 TH Tile.) 66.8 
. Maximum ....| 88° 83} 76|--83). 82} 84) 83) 87] 88|- 87| 88) B8\- 88) 6) 5) 86). 90} 90) 90) 90) 90| 91} 90} 83) 86 8 87) 89, 91] 91...) 87.2 

ER PRLS ola to 63) 69) 72 7 67} 661-651 “zal Z4l 71| 73t 75} 78} 65) 69) 70) 71) 73h 78h Tal 75) 5 731 8 69| "68 89) 70)" 75) 75)... 72.0 
or c Maximum....| 88, 86) 80} 83) 79) 83) 82; Bo) 86) 86,87 $8} 80) 86, 861-871 881-89} 89) 90 90 91} 89} 89) 8 90) 82} 89) 89) 901... 2) 86.7 
S Bair cso a 70| 70} 73|° 72|- 69] 66} 62] -74l 74l- 741 ~ 75) a 79} 63) 69) TL 73; 7) To} 78-73 ~ 77] 79} Bol "70, 6969) 77179” ZI...) 73-6 

‘Maximum !:| 91] 82). 78| 85] 81] 82} 89] 90} 89! 86) “91/91! 90! 80} 90-89) 90| 911-94} Gol 92} 94 al 93) 88-86. 891 92} 97] 971.771] B92 
Brookhayen....s....7 |e 68} 67) 70} 69] 66} 56) 60} 67) ay 70| 69) 72) 73) 65) 66}. 64) 72 73) 73) 72) 94 72) 68} 74} 70) Gi] 69) a 75| 7i....| 68.0 

‘ aeons ofos fs so fees aed aeal cer doer cobabhafenncdcobeder sabes clect-poetagecs ade ojcotaleeontaranbeaenp ap ytetih SF Leear| ern pegiire cece set qahceash 
Canton -nerereeveneeroef Minimum 6 c]-sg2lsscalerac|-sac/-nes|onaslenas|ogsl ogslenas Seer eee Wena cei eh tae teeta peel cor iacaslanel triacs: 

Maxiimim:?*“|" 90)" "83!" 87] “B5I. 85)" “Bal * 86) 92} 95) ““9a1~"93}"*931""93)*"80 54) 89] 90) “G2}""95) 96) 96) 95) “ 95) ° 94)" 951°"90)“B8) Oa! “97)"" GA" 21" LO 
Columbia. ......ae+ ale cope Bo - 63! 74} 68)" ‘681-581-591 Gal- 69) ~ G8} 6B! “73 74} 67] 67] GB, 68! 70) 72) 72173) 74 a 22) 71) 65) 70) 72) 7Al 73) |- 169.8 - 

Maximum:...| 91/86). 81] 83] 80} 831 Bol gil guj- 87] 92} 93}. 93) 781 921-91] 21) 92} 94) “gat 911-90] 901 ~ 90} - 90}: "821 90) 91-931 94) 7°") 89:0 
Crystal Springs§S...... } Mian 69} 66) 63) 69} 65-96) 87) 62 G7} G7) 67 68) 73} 65] 66, 63) 64) 72) 71) 72) 70) 72, 65; 67) 67} 61) 65} 72) Ti... 66.8 

= ) Maximuri.:.| 69° 83) 80} 83} 80) 81] 82) 90} 87] 92) 92 $i] 91] 89} 86} 83) gi! 89} 92} “91} 91}. “89 “9t} 90} Bo] -85| BS] Bal-92| OB. ?2| B79 
Fayette....--+.00++++* | Minimuni ....| 74) 72 ie 68)" 66) 651 38) 63, 69} 66} 67}: 72! 68} 70 65] 6a 721 ~ Tt 75 74) 70; 70}, 63) 73} 70; 60} 65) TI" 70}....| 68.5 

Maximum .."| 92) 96, 90) 82! 83) 84} 87} Soh 9d) 92} “92t' Gal gals 73) 94) Oat 92] 94, 98) 98|° 96, 97} Bs} 94} 88 BOL BO) 94) “OG 9BLTT) Lg 
Hattiesburgs$......... | Maximum... 63 83 63) 65] 67} 60! 591-611. 2 63! 70 Tt 71] 66) 66] 68} = 72| 70) 71} 73), 73| 24} 24} * 78) 63) 65) 70) 71174) Ble - | 68.8 

Maximum’ ..:| 91]° 88! 80} 84} 80} 80/- 88} 89} 86 86) 9 93] 92} $0] $9] 85, 92; 92t~ 96), V3 94) 92, 90 G4} B5] Bal BS 921-93! O4lT TTL Beg 
FABIO ss ann k RU 621 70) -701- 70|- 58) 58) Gil G6) 71) 67; 7ol 72, 75} G4} 63) 65) 72 a 73) 72). wl zal - 67} tal Bal Gal 6s 74° 75j...] 69.0 

| Maximum... 89) 32) ie 73|--77|~ 80} 86 86) ~ 81: 86) $3) 90) 90] 76. 85} 87) 88 90} 91). “B1} BS} 90} - 89) - 88) “3) 2} $9)" 291)" 92\ os. 85.5: 
BAKO -rvessseoemees- Minimum ¢-_.| Gil 64} 65|. 63) 52! 5a) 61) G4} 67, 65, ~ 69] 70} Gz} G4}, G2, 87] 70, 70}, 70), 70 "| 66) 70! 62!" 581 Gil 68,70) 7i}--- 3 65.8. 

Mnximum:...|- 91) 85) 80) 821 90; 871-85" 89) got set gol wil 89)” 90! dol gi} 931 98 a) 92! 93 orl *87| 87)" 851 ‘90l--92) oul 7) ga'5 
Laurel§S:..-0rsseense2- | Minin 63] Gil. Gal 631-621. 531 Gal 60164] 36-63] 641--67|- 60601-60631 631-661 651-631 - Gol 64l 67 -58191- 641 G5t_—6al- eal)!" /|- 63.1 

Maximum. ,.,| 89) 81).81) $2). 77) 81). 87 FA 87} :89) © 89) 9O} BI} esc.| 88}, 89}. Ob, 9B} -92). 92} » 92}---90) ST) 85) 86 82). 87], 90 92l-. 2] «87-0 
Leakesvill6§§.......... | Maximum...: 67) 67} 67) 71) 68] 64) 59] 67), 69} 65) 70] 70) 67} GB}....| 69} 69 70] 70) 74) 73) 75) 74) GO) Go| 72) 71) 72) 76...) 63.8 

Magnolia Maximum...) 93). 85) Si] 82 82 80) 90), 91) 8 4 90) 92). 77] 88) es 92} 94). 95}. 94 94} 92): 88). 188) -87).93) 95} 96)..3:) 89.4 
AEST BOVE, i TAM |. f callsswinbes webs olen) oaincel oie bbe wreadneegters ta] cstdbeice blltaa US. calbfie vila fiw oa sastdlire a bainn |e Sue) cates la'e:tailes siabapaMh tse <|cellehe antl nisielam aiettlegw| 2 -¥]yctalvceslleonee 

en 90) 84)" 779)°°73)" 79) 79) 85) 86) "84 % 33) 91) “91 3s] 87) 90) 90)" 91] “91, 90) “G0}“83)“B4)""BB!"" 83)" 83)“B8) 91)" "982251" 867d 
Meridian Re 69} 63) 69) 63] 66, 50, 59) 67) 70) 70| 69) 72). 66 66. G6, 63 70| 74) 74} 74\ 73, 74) 7) 74) 65) 64) 63, 71) 75) 72/7221) 69.1 

Maximum’ ...| 91} 81| 81} 85] -83 89} 90). 91 87, 90). 91.92] 79) 88] 88} 90} 91] 98] 94} 93] 92) 91] 91) 88 81) 87| 91) 93) 95l....| 88.8 
MOUUCEMO son snconsssdd Me 69| 67; 70 69, G8 56, 57, 67) 7) 70; G8 71) 73) 67| G7 65] 70, 73) 71) 74) 71] 78|_69| 7B) _69| 63 69,775, 73) 21.) 69.0 

e Maximum....| 90) 82) 79) 84) 80} 81/88) 89} 87 85] 88! 91] g0| 75! 85} 88) 90) 90} 91) 90} 90) 89) 90) 86) 34) 85; 89) 92! 92)..01) 86.9 
Naiehetecceee aioe ee 0} 63) 69} 60) 0.24 “6 "al 67 63 72) Td) 67 66 65, 73) TO) 74) 72 7a|-74| 73) 74} 70 62 67} 72} 74, 7A 6915 

Maximum....| 87| 79] 77) $5 82] 82} 5) 87] 86] 89) 80) 88] 87]. 821 821 85) 84] 88 87; 89) 91} 90) 90) 85] 84} $8} 85! 88) 89) 91l-2.:| 85.7 
Poatlington......+.s0c+} MAMUM.02- 67} 68| 70) 72} 67; 63} 61} SP-70! 69} 67} 75] 76) «6 89) 74) 76) 72) 73) 74) 7a 75) 68} 65,7) 72- 73) 7B}2..| 70.1- 

i Ma: warm: 5] 90) 82) 72} B21 701) 79) Bs] Bi Ba] Bs)_BOl Bi] Bol 78] Bo) Bo} B7| BO}, 891/90] BO), 0) AO) BA) 86] 85) B5) 8] 90) M1l...| 86.2 
Poplarvilles......,.... ; Maximum. 67 67} 71} 67| 60 64! 65} 691 69] Go| 72) 73) 66] 66 67| 71), 741, 73) 73| 74] 73) 74) 68] 67] 67| 70| 71) 74) 74\....| 69.4 

m Maximum...) 91 87) 87} “B9} ~-92+-91|-79} 88 91 91 92} 90} 91) 89 91}. 88! 83) 87} --90| 93|- g4l'27 2} B80 
Poft Gibson....-.++-+- | 69}! 68) 65] 53) 56 62) 69, 64} 65,67] 68) 68) 65, 63) a Tal G8 8 72] 66). 711 59|_ 63) 70] 70 70....|. 66.4 

«oS S68 at Sapte oy 7 73 a 87| 87 83) 86 86} 87] 89] “91 “91 a 89 86) 84} 85) 85] 87). 91! 96)" "77) 86.6 
Shiubutas ceccseaeeese 9 Sne S 64) | 63) 69] 61 Tar 8h 88. 6 69) 78} 70} 75) 741 74} 72) 74). 65} 69} 71) 74) 75,2052] 691° 

iB ioe o - (Maximum.: 82) 81 F [ 82} 82) 87 90) 85) 86) 89) : 85] 88) 86) -87|. 84) 76) 84). 89) Oto. .| 85.8 
Viokisburg..:-.cses-n-+ 444 himum®....} : 68! 69) 70} 69) ~65). 62) 65) 67] 68! 68) 71 66h. 88) 88) 7A) 7D) 7d Bi 76, 65) 71; 69) 65| 68) - 73) Fer 69.5 

wef? SES 5 Maximum ....| (94) 76 81) ‘8: 90) 8: ‘92! 91] ‘g3l °8i 92) 94) 94] 93) 91} - 86) 88} 85}. 901-9: ot OBB: 
Waynesboro Bish snsced Ma ~ 67) 68) 9 65 70) 67) a 72 72h 72 74) 75) 75) 77} 68) 65) 70) 70). 74} 75)... 5) 6B LT 

WEOdVHNS css censcccn | MEMEBERS] STG sl Gal a Ga) ol ool oat aa, Sal gat corl coal al val msl at 7 yal sal 60 ea nol al Sol tol2] Bee i On iiceceeseess) Minimum. z 5) | 4 af “TU 67) 4 ‘ rs . , 72) ee a 
os AIO OSS Maximum....| 92! 85 84} 80} 82) 88) 84} 89/99 Bad 8 a Qi} \9¥) 3 gah 87).-91) © 82). 89} 91 9% seee] BBB 

Yazoo Blige ccc ee 63} 69). 67) -71l 67) Tye 66, 64 71) 78) 74) 65) 7. - ay ech gecg— 
aseit 99 ; sone met Cline iey a eOMs Wd oFNCw dee ree ifort. 5-360% 0 paths baka dept ab auiod fizsifzey pra tevik esgate ter t= cde 

$§Instruments are read in the morning; the maximum temperature then read is charged to the preceding day, on which it almost always occurred.
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MISSISSIPPI SECTION Avueust—The average precipitation for the month was near 
ROBERT T. LINDLEY, Meteorologist |the normal, with relatively cool weather after the 17th. 

Vou. XXXII. Vicxspure, Miss., Year, 1927. No. 13.| Sepremper The month was very dry and excessively warm, 
[Slat 2) tea Se eS except for a cool period from the 19th to the 25th. 

: o Eee SU i = i _. |  Ocroper—The average monthly precipitation was slightly 
Far from being a year W ithout a Summer’’, 1927 had, with | deficient. Except fora cool period from the 8th to the 19th, it 

one exception, the highest mean temperature of record for the | was excessively warm. 
Ss a i 5 » hi g 4 = e ee fs State, 67.0. At many stations, the highest temperature of| Noysmpzr—The month was unprecedentedly warm, with the 
the year occurred in mid-September and the lowest about the average precipitation about one inch in excess of the normal. 
middle of January. The growing season was exceptionally long.| Drcewpwr—Sharp fluciuations in temperature characterized 

"he average annual precipitation for the State, 55.29 inches, | December, with cold waves on the 7-9th and at the close of the 
was slightly greater than the normal. February, March, and/ month. ‘The average precipitation was excessive. 
December were months of heavy precipitation, while January, | Sapa 
September, and October had comparatively light amounts. | ag OE BR aaa a we ae a RO Poke ele re 

The year will be remembered on account of the disastrous | Stations free 30 | dist 1s I Stations eee tena 
flood in the Mississippi, southern Delta counties suffering inun- | eoeeee eesees Bee pee efi a nn ea ie 
dation late in April to unprecedented depth, resulting in great NOrinme | Mar. 4| Nov. 18 | Brookhaven...........] Mar. 4| Nov. 18 
destruction of property, with a seasonal cessation of agricultural | ser calpural Covlegor:| Marc? ae anton nnsciicstc BSE a eae 
activities practically throughout that entire region. For the) Batesville (212.12.2.1..) Mar. 25 Oct." 19 || Crystal Springs...1.1..) Mar. 5 | Noy: 18 

State, as a whole, agricultural production for the year was cur- | GeovGiate.0000000/| Marl a2 | Neve a8 | Favee e000] Mae 94 | Got 19 
i 1 ri i I ej] | Columbus 21222252552!) Mar. 23 | Noy. 18 || Fruitland Park ........| Mar. 4 | Nov. 18 

vealed “by unseasonably cold periods during March and April Gommpss -o:s--007--] Man 24 | Nov 16 [tnuiesbarg coc] Mens 8 | Nowe 1B 
and by an abnormally wet June, the latter condition being Duck Hi... ...c..... Mar. 22 | Oct.’ 20 | Jackson .....00.000002 Mar. 4 Nov. 18 

° " i . = BUPOTS ...............| Mar. et. 19°}! Lake ........... 260022. Mar. Nov. 
— = — development and tending to hinder Gireenvili6s/200000000)) Mars 4 | Nov. 38 | Paap occeceree Mar. 4| Nov. 18 
ue cultivation of staple crops. Greenwood............| Mar. et. 19 | Leakesville............) Mar. Nov. 

eee Hernando .............| Mar. 23 | Nov. 18 || Magnolia...000011101] Mar. 4 | Nov. 18 
SUMMARY BY MONTHS | Holly Springs ........| Mar. 22 | Nov. 17 | Meridian -...i.ccts) Mar. 4) Noy. 20 

Kosciusko.............| Mar. 44 Nov. 18.|| Monticello ............| Mar. 4 et. 
ANUARY—Unseasonably warm we: vith | Loutsvitle .2.2...2.0.0:] Mar. 4| Nov. 18 || Natohez ....0.000000..| Mar. 4 | Nov. 18 

J : ere “hails 4 y neeiet was prevalent, WU apones teen Mar. 25 | Nov. 18 | Pearlington’ 0.000000 Mar. 4| Nov. 18 
scanty precipitation and no snowfall. | Moorhead 00100101001) Mar! “4 | Nov. 18 || Poplarville 22172021011] Mar. 4 | Nov. 18 

Frprvary—~The monthly precipitation was about normal in| fosegate 1002000001) Mar. of | Now. 18 | Shubuta 227700 77777]] Mar’ 73 | Oot. 19 
northern, and decidedly excessive in southern counties, with | Tupelo ................| Mar. 25 | Nov. 18 | Utica .....00...........| Mar. 22 | Noy. 18 

b ] 2 . her University..............| Mar. 22 | Nov. 18 || Vicksburg.............| Mar. 3 | Noy. 18 
abnormally warm weather Water Valley..........) Mar. 4| Nov. 18 | WAT GEDOED cena Mar. 5 Noy. ie 

rate A 7 Sceceeccaeeenscesesscses|eccccceccs(succcocees ‘00% OSs wiaie-c\s siviniece's| ar. OV. Marcu—Warm and cold periods closely alternated, the mean | Southern Division Yazoo Clie Oat Maes Oba avila) 
for the month being about normal. The average monthly precip=| Anguilla... sss... Mar. 4 | Nov. 18 | secssessevsessseesceies secsacevsssseesseess 
itation was decidedly excessive and floods were prevalent, espe-| Biloxi... 202] Mar. 3 | Novis | UDC 
cially in-northern counties and in the bordering Mississippi. aoa hat ROR a Ge MPA: A FOR THE STATE 

Aprit—Unseasonably warm weather was prevalent to the Se! CORRES SN SS 2S oe Se 
20th, with subnormal temperatures thereafter A flood in the| Epepcratis Precipitation |) Nenihey a ues 
Mississippi reached an unprecedented height, with resultant Year foal ‘ pes asa g (2S 2 s 

crevasses and an overflow of an extensive area in the lower ge Be 88 Es BeG\ss9 8 é8| 8 z 
Delta. ) a ee ic seed ail T - 
May—Except for relatively cool weather at the beginning of! 198..............] 641] 106 Ge Satna ee eee tlcen cele lee eee 

the month and throughout the second decade, the temperature jogo] eno qm] ia) gees (boi eeekiees 
was slightly higher than the normal. The average precipitation | #9100000 eet tbe Deb rrar ee ssl also cocci taal tee 

é for the month was near the normal. 1893... | 642] toa] — 8} 51654 coc tlie eli ceslacc aa 

June—The average monthly precipitation was excessive; the |jiy 11171000] eo) os) — 4) ane Coenen 
mean temperature was normal. ee anes s ae aa nS mee pease rinse eee [ameeeeltnes sha ia eel aeamee 

Juty—The month was dry, with somewhat excessive mean [WS 1 105 a 5.08 TTS FOL 168 98 erga tO 
temperature. [1800s ec ieioscee] (642 | - : 6} 86] 164} 109| 92] s, 

4900, fea [10g 1} 66.541 1:7] 101! 171! 87} 107] 8: 
00 EE) i] 1085, 0} 50.16| 318] 79} 201} 83] si] se. 

MONTHLY STATE DATA FOR 1927 ee 3 103 70] 4650) L6| 8 i | fae 
hae Be [90s SL] 689) toe 3} 41.48] 814} 83] 187] 80) 99] 8. Hieg Pracinitation umber of days | 23 BOB. io se os | 10) 65.48] 3-4] 106) 355/90) 120 se, 
(cS a jz ! . 103 | s. 

Meee oe eee 24 wee [WOT] 65.0) 108 13| 5412] o.1| 91] 178| 78] 1090/8 
‘Month. flo | 2 12 |Boal eget 3 BS [1S 6.1) 103 18| 54.76] 0.1) 95| 174) 88) 104]. 

Baal 2 | 2 2n3| 9615. beige [BE ccs cee | OF 107 9] s797| 14) 98) 187| 83] 95 | se, 
a |B5e| 21 8 @ 868) Se 16S | al elo | BS {rool 64 101 6| 47.12 3.1] 91| 169; 98] 98] se. 
§ |B5s| 2 | 2 | s ae se les¢ $/%/ 8/88 WM evcescesee| G64) 105 | © — 2) $9.47) 0.9) 104 14] 83) 118 | 5. 
g al & 8 lEca| S S| as ey tac eR OaiOsl| —4 82 eBif ot 16 70| 128| s. 

eyes | RIG Oeil alee Sere] PnBal OOS oie sere ci ea | oe ea opp va | OB Te oniietia |eaiar ee ee 
MESS cena 63.9 | 108 8 | 46.59 1.8 89 | 172 82] 111} s.. 

January........| 50.6/+8.7, 93] 6] 2.42] —2.80] 5.91] 6/18] 5] 18] m. | 2915. IIIIIIIIT) 6&1] 105 15| 58.94] 1.4] 82| 179| 92] 94] sw. 
February ......| 58.4] +9.5) 85 27 | 6.26 | +1.45} 14.19) § 8 8} 12] 8. TS eee 64.3 101 4) 51.49 1.7 83 | 179 88 99 | 3. 
Mareh..........| 57:3 | +0. 87| 21| 8.27] +2/77| 12:80) 10/12] 7/12] s.  |ao7cc2II) 627] 105] —3]| 45.16] - 1:2] 92] 180] 86] 99] sw. 

2 April. 220200001] 6819 | 44:6 93] 31 | 5.12 | -o'07] 13.67, 7/18] 9] Bl s. | rors.) eag] 107| 12] 4078] 2:9] 84] 178] 96! 96] 8. 
May ...........] 73.9 | +2:4| 99| 42 | 4°56 | -0.02/ 10.50] 8| 14} 10] 7] 8. |a919.c.2.IIIIZ] 65.0] 105] — 38] 69.24] 3:8] 107] 151] 108] 106] n. 
TUNG eeaceecscess)) $0.8 0.0) 102 55 | 5.09 | +1.05) 9.69) 10 | 10} 11 9g] s. Naa saarsne vented 63.8 | 101 14| 62.85 0.2] 101} 156 96] 114] 8. 
July ...ccsssccs-] 81.7 | +1.0, 104| 67 | 8.45 | —1-40] 10.96] 7/18] 9| 4) 8. | 19QN.CTILIIIIT| 67.8] 105 17} 4825| T.] 83] 178] 106] s1|s. 
August 2210071.) 79/0 | 1] tor] 47] 4.81] 0:04] 9109] 10] 18 | 2) 6] sw. agar I | 66-2| 105 We] seg) | 07] 358) 100] 112] s, 

September .....| 78.0 | +1.9} 106 37 | 1-90 | —1.28} 5.69) 6/15/11 4] s. PURE ce dataccnseys]  OteT 102 10| 71. 3.1} 112] 152 93 | 120] s. 
October ........| 68.0] +3.0} 98 29 | 2.46 | —0.30) 6.19 5! 23. 5 3) n DIES x ccs sirmern ries 64.0 108, 2| 40.06 2.6: 73; 192 92 82] n. 
November .....} 61-6| +67) 91 26 | 4.49 | +0.96) 8.48 6| 12 9 OI Bee | TOIB cee nacemien 66.2 li 3] 49.24 0.0 84) 185 94 86 | s. 
December ......| 47.2} —0.8} 81] 11| 6:96] +147] 11.89] «9 | 12] 7] 12] mn. | 2926.0) 645] 104 12| 5618] 1.0] 96| 172) 95] 98] n. 

AO2e copieeuinenea a 67.0 106 6| 55.29 e 91} 163 | 108 99 | s. 
Year .......| 67.0} +2.6 106] 6 [55.29 | +1.79 14.19 91 [163 ]c3]99]s | Av. d extremes.’ 644/ i! -16] 58.07! 1.6] 93! 173! “901 10218, 

AEE SSRIS ESSA a 
W.B.0., New Orleans La., 2-1-28-900.
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Climatological Data for the Year, 1927 

Temperature (degrees Fahrenheit) | Precipitation (inches) Number of days 3 

Ei le] » | 3 a 3 
8 Se cs) S 3 

. j gio] = 3 B S 2 Bakes S & 

. Stations Counties SiR] g re iS S 3s s 58 3 
| gS] 2 sa) = q E 8 | 3s & 2 

\ Biehl a | 3 2 Fiafeees) | eee rie ie ceeeere ci a fo (sels 
oi | 2 | 8 3 S 5 = 3 2 s re Pe | |. Bl flg|2\s) a 12 | 8-2) es 8 |.8 123) gale) ee] 2) 3 12 ME 
A\a-| 4] a 8 Aneleaee S S| SS iceahes se el eae SO aa ae Pm I eh 

Northern Division. | ie | | 
Aberdeen ...........+++-| MONTO0......+.-++4++-| 210 | 40 | 67.0 | 105 | Sept. 16} 10} Jan, 15| 45} 44.26) 8.91| Mar. [1.17] Oct, | T.| 11| 156] 61] 148] ge, 
Ge eremibwal College ©. | OkMDbeha emeeerns | a4 | 88)|. 0 Uieapedimengeds (10 | Janae pater | | eeeleemgite te Eo |A a aa 
USHA oo cages c's suncaie | RUMICR cae seaanaumess sh 200)| 32 | 64,0. 97 | July 174] 11 | Jan. 15 | 33 | 49.90 12.89 | Mar. 1.04 | Oct- 0 72) 154] 103| 108} s. 

Batesville 0000000200010] Pamola 220.0200] 930 | 41 | 643 | 101 | Sept. 16] 9 | Jan. 16 | 44] 59.89] 9.74 | April | 2.22 | July OF ANB ee le cael seme ages 
Booneville: 200000000000] Prentiss.000000000000.) 604 | 34 | 68 | 102 | Sept. 1) 6 | Jam. 15/81) 6100) 9.87) Mar. / 111) Sept |.) an | 448 08) i8i| 
GninouniCity.. 3s Onioune sess (261 |- | ccee emilee ceils cc sss aoe all Net oN ctl ea cvedl gnc eal one aatnpeeiecisn le. 75, lyase aa 
Glarkadale 20220 22 '\@anhoma 0200177 | SV p22) i0' | dame a5] ep pes | 10.88 |" Mar. ‘|'i8t'|'Sepe | 0} iat |e) 
Olevelend..0002.000 0052 polars ese 5/260 | lec ccclbeeet [sesso oc. |eses.-|seooaehacelMleMe-tQueBM) 11-90 b-Aipril ||-1;48 |) Oct, Os ESBS 22 5 | 25558 ee eee 
MSGI US. «.. << cnisn svar no] EAIMMORRE cies toca a Ion | 6 67.0} 106 | Sept. 16 | 10/ Jan, 15) 70| 55.07 8.22 | Dec. | 0.98 | Aug. qr. 72 184 91 90 | nw. 
Corinth. ..00 2 Aleorm.. SUITS] 470 | 40 | 64.2 | 108] Sept. 15| 6 | Jan’ 15.| 42] 97.50 | 10.18] Mar. | 1.92| July | 7. | 124] 66| 2371 62]. 
Durek HAHiS 22 22000000000.] Monugomeny 000002) 258 | 29 | 65.9 | 302 | July 2b | 12) Jam, IaH] 29) 87.05 | U27 | Mar. | 0.81 | Oot. | P| 78 [escves|eevves|-eceel my 
E PAY deed es UIE RERTS eo sc a.c ssf BERN |S Lgrameaem OE Sapte 12" c ft eee Ieee oss lS etc ects, wal eval ac [ot heeal Waseap ier S| cute I ns alte 
Bolton ose Midepemtba oc [ eae OL ce ctleweer as s-ssiee.s|oosac] decewuaa| GOH bt 06] 6.72 | May. >| 0/60; Bepecaiia Orlmraileond | aaa |" Tiga 

Greenville ....., 122077] Washington 1222207221) 126°) 42 |222027/""i00'|'Futy 21)" | "Dee “'9"| 41) 62.44 | 13.67 | April | 0.51 | July 0| 94] 196] 24) 145] ew, 
Greenwood ......55.2)..| Leflore. .....200005.15.] 140 | 28 [66:6] 101 | Sept. 16} 13 | Jan. 15H 29} 61.59| 9.72 | Mar. | 1.25 | Oct. 0} 94] 185) 118] 12] 9. 
Grenahss eles qreneda. 022.2) AV adem ner loess cscs lncnsaa| geet dB74 |. 9-08 |. Mar, o|.0-10)| Oot dear O1| 904K occ] hccacl-eia lent 
PROrUADAO «0 ikibetecacs| DO BOLO’... .c.ccene cscs] Sob) a0 leamane, 98 | July 117] 8| Jam. 15 a 57. 26 11.49 | Mar. | 0.87 | Feb. 0 We tipiomres|s45.-c}oseel ae 

Holly Sprinigs.......0.2.| Marsball 12...2011211] 600 41 | éL3 104 | Sept. 16 § | jan. 15| 43| 6240] 9:02 | April | 1-86] Oct, | P.| 118 | “ii | “iia'|""sé| & 
Kosciusko ......s..+-+---| Attala ............-0++| 480 | 38 | 66.4 101 | Sept. 16 12} Jan. 15 | 38| 59.76 8.60 | Mar. | 2-01] Aug. ey 97 152 112} 101] s, 
Louisville ...............] Winston .......... ...| 561 | 39 | 66.6 102 | Sept. 16 10 | Jan. 15 | 389} 51.33 | 9.87] Dee. 0.50 | Sept. 0 OMe Dela, oie nie ces eee 

Maton ep | Noxubee... 5:6 oe WARE endl ccs-|\-104.| Sept, 17 | ldsh dane 1B | 45 98.27 | 11.49 | Dee. | 0.53 | Jan. T. 90 Jeep, Sets 
Moorhead vic. ict a at 5 eel 10k: | Sent, Wee I Der eID ccc tee ecard lasers dataoee|en aes nf oe Be le 
OBIE ay aoe ++ CRICK BSR eee laa aa 64:3'|"300'| ume 17} a) jan 45 | 80" |°4489")°7°7'83 | Mar. '|’0.71 | Sept. | |"'90"|“i88"|“i80'| 44 aw, 

Rosedale 20000000..0000)] Bolivar...00000020001/ 48 | 20) 664) 104 | Sept. 171) 12 | Dee. 9 | 24) 6224 | 12.02) Mar. | 1-84 | Oct. 0} 99] 150] 108) 98] 5. 
Brot. cfcecceecvsver so] BOMWAT..-cooesesesss| 340.| 10 sosves|ssses|enecetenns usses/cnsssnts| IQ Lcvvseslesesees [sserateslstsss/icscter] 0 Jesasslececegnnansfaseefeenece 

eS oer | Macnnatonccee | tbe oe 18 |""85:48'| 860 | Apel E48] Seve! | 0) a7) ies hs as fae 
Swan Lake ..............|Tallahatehie .2.......| 148 pee eee oe ee 23 61.49 | 10.70 | Mar. | 2.87 | July On ese eee ee 
TUPELO co.cc sosecceseees| LOG seeaeeneserccuceeesy 22S | 32] G44] "105 | Sept, 16] 8 Jan. 15 | 29} 61.05 | 10.59) May | 102 | Sept. } | 198 | "162" “122 “i a: 
University. 000000000] tafayeéte [TI] 602 | 82 | 643 | 103, Sept. 16 | 8| Jan, 15 | 82| 51.46| 8.60 | April | 2-02 | Oct. Dey 9) oneal econ eee 

Water Valiey......0.--..) Yalobushas.....2+..+4) 90 | 30 | G4 101 | Sept. 16f, 10 | Jan. 15 e 54.21 888 | Mar. 10.75 | Oct: T.| 72 | i96'| "i78')" 8 Sy. 

Southern Division. | | : | 

NE Seo... sc ssl Shaayeeee AT 20: [oe] 0B | iuly a8 oT Dee, 9 ce Teel eal 7: i ee ee 
Bay St toads. 0200000] Mameaek 000020) 38 | 5 |} 105 | Bot wr} at) Jans 16) 35 "6896" “Ti8e' "April 10-66 | Fan. 9] % bere = 

Brookhaven. 00c020..| Reoinecers2cc202 seo | 40 é9.0 | 104 | Sent’ 17 | 16 Jan. 16 | 53 |“8i68 ce) eee sept. 0 [iit | a isa) se. 
eng rees se eae ea er eal = (yyy teed ae Che eee pies 9.86 [Keb. |'0.94'| Sept, | T-| 98 [onc eee 
poee ia ie Gla cnn MOYER | ar Jans i6)| 23.) 57-04) 10.25] Feb. | 0.26] Sept. | 0 | 9 | 7346"|" “95'| “124'/-a? 

Crystal Springs........../Copiah..............,,| 468. | 86 | 67-6 | i03'|'Sept. 17] 16 | Jan. det] 36 52.28 | 11.80 | Dee. | 0.38 | Sept. | 0| 83 | 151] 119| 9%} e, 
Badinbure sees eales: 2277] 868 | 19 | 65.8 | 40) | Sept. 15t] 13 | Jan. 16| 20] 44.73] 8.39 | Dee. | 1.10] Sept. 0| 89) 153] 59] 1681s, 

TUN PHSO ees G ere ROIS Cee ens pac steaeeerl tice aiocn neil asatest 6 antes ove i801 elas le po: O7aiens.,: 0808s Jan: 0.) (88-12... «Ae dee eee 
Fayette. ss... c..cssses| Jeffersons. s.25.202055:] 270 [89] 679] "99"| July 16 oA 16| 49 | 51-63] 9.60 | Dee: | 1.20 | Sept. 0 ea 186 |""i76 | "88 Ise? 

Pann ...| 804] 10} 67-9 | 101 | Sept 17| 14/ Jan. 16/11] 5846) 10.76| Feb. | 0.73] Jan. o| 73| 261) 72] 29] ow, 
Berean BAPE staf MOOR cseapig eee tea Fay Roget alana 17 | Jan. 16/31) 5679) 9.34| Feb; | 0.81 | Jan! O41! OF |. .cct sea iene 
Hickory a. -..ccc0ccl0c0.] Newton! (200022002027) 836 PO ee eels 15 | 8.44 | 10.06 | Dee! posse | Beni | 0 | a | ne 
LOUD SL RI e ear  leecenseesto emai ee |g 308)/'Sept. 16/17 | Jan. “16 47 | 47.72 | "8.08 | Dec. |'0.56 | Sept. | 0.|'''81'| 130 | “76 | 169 |"ge. 
ee eae al es | 8 | dem, ie 2 | 49.70 | 9.55 | Dec, | 0.22| Sept. | o| 77| 147] 138] 88 | sw. 

Laurel 2.20 0000TIIS | domes 222200 241 | 2t (°67-2°)901'|'Sept. 16 | 15 | Jam. 16 | 24) 67.73) 10-01 | Dec. | 0.48 | Jan. 0:88"). os yea cee ee 
Leakesvilie 722] Greene TT] 105 | 84 | 62:1] 103 | Sept. 164} 15 | Jan: 16 | 34] 46.69| 8.49 | Feb! | 0.53 | Sept. ON 673s eli eater 
Moon ne 415 | 32 | 69.3 101 | Sept. 18 16 | Jan. 16 | 88} 6481| 1419] Feb, | 1.43] Jan. 0} 107 | "78 310") 77 ge. 
Meridian ..............-"| Lauderdale ........._| 875 | 88 | 66.7 | 100 | Sept. 18} 16 | Jan. 16] 38) 50.52) 9.44| Dee. | 0.72) Jan. T.| 106 | 116) 121) 128 | sw. 
Mens ys 20 00000] Georgesss csc | 18 fooesfeecees|sccece|ceeeceeesfeceees|seceeteees] 2B) 9880 | 8-80 | Fume [0.19 | Sepk. | 0] 92 |e Joovesslecrnnslscnane 

i : 209 | 21|......| 103 | Sept 18] 12 | Jan. 154/21] 51.87] 10.13| Feb. |0.70| Sept. | ‘T.| 86| 229] 82) 54] se. 
HOB R GCM ---2 sete r+ -| ABM TBRCE.---+=>---| 296 | 40\| 688] 99 | July Wet} 20) Jan, 11| 0 | 5863) 11.89| Dec. [1-37] Jan. | T.| WB. .| ec decseeleesren 
Pearlington 2212227 !| Haneook 200221. ] 10 | 40 | 6-7 | 100 | Sept.16) 18) Jan: 16 | 39| 55.01] 886 | June | 0.72 | Jan. 0] 180° P SS Pre eee * 
Poplarville, ceo] Penn River. 222202] 818 | 25 |.....-| 108 | Sept. 16} 16 | Jan, 16 | 25| 56.75 | 9.43/ Feb. | 0.97 | Jan. 0} 94] i4i'|"325| 96] se: 
Poet Gibeee | See eer ssssss-*-] 196 | 40 |'66.8| 98 | July 1st} 14 | Jan. 164] 42| 65.27) 8.60] Mar. | 1-29 | Jan. O| OF be orcleee ces oa. 
Bee Neem scree orto | a8, | 408 | Bapbe 16|asccs). 2. cnne--| 8 | 49-61 |. 8/86.) Bee. 11.40 (Son, O| Bes: 
De ee RTRs rooneeersess| goa | oa 170) aos | July Bt 18 |Jan, ié| 24| 5121) 8.681 Mar |0-92|Bopt..| T.| 68 | 985 | eg 
Vienne I en I 2a | 56 |674'] 95 | Jy 22] 20 | fan: 16 | 58} 59.31 10.48 | Feb. | 0.32] Sept.| T.| 99] 133] 117] 115] s. 
Waynesboro] Wayne IIIT) tan | at | 68.8 | 101 | Sept. 16 | 12 | Jan. 46 | 45| 59.92) 10.96 | July | 1.09 | Jan, o| 79] 115] 120] 130] n. 
Wondeto rire] Wayme, ouecseseeeeeee-] 560 | 35 | 68.6] 99 | Sept. 18| 19 | Jan. 16| 35| 61-93] 9.93 | Feb. | 1.33 | Jan, 0| 101] 252] 98| 20} se.— 
Yao Chg rrr] MON sere ane | 84 | 668 | 98 | July 18H] 13} Dec. 9 | 42| 5438] 10.22) Mar. |0.80| Sept. | T.| 98| 163] 99] 103 | se. 

} Also other dates or months 

,



Year, 1927 CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA: LOUISIANA SECTION \ 

Si eee ee \ 

\ 
aaa ai \ 

i i Normal \ Monthly and Annual Precipitation for the Year 1927, with Departures from the \ 

| i } mer} October |November| December | 4 \ January | repruasy March April May June July August |Septe! z 

a e a 

Stations & dheldleldlelaleldlelalalellaigialaliieiaielzl: 
4|o|8\-8|4 £/3/2| 2 g a.) 8) Sol one) & 2 = g BB Sapa | Bales eel Biel se cextaliooetre |e = ale] alee a 
BI ElSlE1S1 es] 21818131318) 818) 212 18] 8181 Biel oil a 
By Bea B bebe eal teelog 3/8/38) 8/8| 818] 8 Bee har eal Bi le alere |S )e| Spel el el Bl el & | 8 Be Se \opa| steel ec| eal ec e8 
Ele lel alalale|alalalelajalalelale|ale| ale] ela] a js] a 
a a vy PE [oe ORS IE] AEH he took ee | 

: ae aoe | | 7 | 3.95) | 3.5: [_ Ss 1 be ra 8 sake 4.91 a 6. 54)+1. 22}44.26\— 7.18 
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Monthly and Annual Mean Temperatures for the Year 1927, with Departures from the Normal 
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Southern Division. | | | 

Anguilla ........ccceee+++ 9/5064 | +2.5157.6 |+ 7.01566 | —1-1].....]...ses}ecescfenesesfeseee|eeeee-(88.6 | +2-2179.4 | —1.1178.6 | +2.3168.1 | +3.0/62.9 | +7.6117.8 | —0.9).....1...... 
Bay St. Louis......0..6... 155.8 $3-5104.6 +10-361-8 | 0.0/71.4 | 3.7176.9 | ¥1.9)..°0 (1... .}81.3 | —0.1/81. 64] —0.2)80.6 | +1. 2172-5 | +2.9166.2 | +6.052.8 | 0.5). | 

BHOXi .esceesccscesese+ e+ -[50.0"] +2 4164481410. 1/617 | —0.4)73.0 | +5.1177.7*) +2.8)81.7 | -£0.9)88. 2*| +1. 3)82.2%| +0.2/79.6 | +0.6,72.0 | +2.1165.4 | +5-2)61. 7") —1. 5/70. 6 | +24 
Brookhaven. ..........+...-(54.8 | +5.9161.2 | + 9.9]59-9 | +0.9/70.9 | +5.1/75.8 | +2.980.5 | +0.5/82.2 | +0.4/79.0 | —2. 4179.6 | +-2.4|70.7 | +4.3163.8 | +7.0/49.6 | —0.7|69.0 | +3.0 

Canton eee BES] Pola le woes | aSolee | testes | cross Folens | faseecs | ogc cee eens] gedenel coc OUTED, acc sans eceeenats = J00n8 |. 8/63. . 961, -6)72. +6.8)76.5 | +4.0)81. 2.1/84.4 3.5180.2 | —O.9]... .].... 169. . 7/63. 6.0150: 49). 5... |e snl weeee 
Crystal Springs.............151.8 +4/2159.8 |+10. 6\68.4 | +0:5169.0 | +4.9'73.6 | 41.5179. 4 +0/3/81.6 | +9/8I79.0 | —1,9179/8 +3.1/70.4 | +4.1)62.0 +5. 8145.8 |. 7167°6 | $3.3 
Edinburg...............+++ {49.4 | +2.3156.8 |+ 8. 6156.8 | +0. 7/68.8 eee +2.1179.1 ee —1.7/76.6 +0.1/65.3 | +0.6)59.8 sheer aan +2.0 
See ee esl ett eeet ol ceed |, et fel oa toh taal ec tet aneaeia. alae cule cd aacial og ralasy cela) fem eel oar gealcwculcc ser tay sat cee 
Payette... 2ecslieses oud sea slei8 fond *£1,0/70:2'| -F4:7/74-4 |’ ¥3.4)78. 6 | “FO. 1)80.8 | £0.7/78.2' |" ~1/8'76:4'| +0.6/67.6 is Foe veeis +27 

Fruitland Park.............154.6 Ee lees lee Hoes s OOSBE| (sce aITBUG ow ce (BED ae User ISU enpes(76.8 452080 [ene ne 8241020005004: ceoclBT9 |e oes 
Hattiesburg ....0.0..01....-/68,6 | +3:962.5 +10. 560.2 | +0. 4/70.9 | +6.0)76.1 | +2.981.6 | +F1.1/84-0 | +2.1/80.6 | —1.1/78.6 | +1. 1/63.6 | +2-3/63.5"| +6.248.7 | —2. 4169.1 | $2.7 

Pibkoeg gevsesssensesie [tebe [cede sinew Oe ees Santee 
Tackson 4.120222 |b 0 $6. 761-8 |-£11-7160.0 | +1.5)71.0 | £5.5)75.4 | $2. 9)80-8 | Fi. a)s9.4 | Fi 1/80. | —1.979.7'| +2. 670.1 | +4.563.8 | +7. 949.5 | +0. 6160.1 | 48.7 
ARG eos gece sea risenarr en ncOLee: Feat cere arabes Hho. FL07.2, Ss TOG adsl 0 eS te ae Se lets 

fei cae mnie nace tae sgn ee a 8° .5/57.2 | —1. e . 972. ). 1/78. | —0. 3/81. 8" 0:79. 1. 7/78. 5 . 3" - 3/62. 5* . 5 =2." . i. 
Parrerriiie 22020177 Spee Poa. oe aot pee + 0. 62.0 +h chy +0. 6169.5") +2 a +7. 1150. 8°] —0.5/69.1 | +2.4 

Magnolia.............+.+:+-|56-4 | +5. 4162.7 |+10. 2160.7 ooks +4.976.2 | +3.2/80.8 ides +1.9179.5 | —1. 6178.65) +1.1)69.2 | +1.7/63.6 | +5. 4)50.2 | —1.5]69.8 | +2.7 
Meridian 2.200020 tse | 4aiee0.2 1+ o.elons sues co roles +0.3)81-1 | +0.7/78.2 | —1.3177.4 | +2.9]67.2 | +2.9161.2 | +7.0]37.1 | —0. 6166.7 | +2.8 
MeN ek Aaa ree rect wee aeea [Oeste fuel cereeece tl cs cake) Sabb asa) (essgil hcl wes tob was cams Gc [gmat score wed aan seg ating er gabaparta 

Monticello .................|54.4 | +3.9/61.4 |+ 9.0/60.2* #1.2/70.0 +4.5)75. 4% +3. 7/78. 0 sare coed eat ae —2.1|79.0") +2. 2/69.0 eee +6.6)50-0 | —1-2).....)...... 
Natchez ......0....ss..5.5.455-5 | +6-0]60.8 |+ 9-2/59.9 | —0.4/70.6 | +8. 7175.2 | +1.9/79.2 | —0. 6182/0 ¥ocdleo.3 | —a5784 +1.3)69.6 | +2 5)64.4 | +6. 1/49. 6" —0. 4/68.8'| 2.4 
Pearlington <2.01.0122.21..,}58-6 | +4.0164.1]+ 9.261. 24 —0.7/72.0 | +4.5,75.2 | +1.7170.4 | 0.0)80.8 | +0.180.0 | —0.878.4 | +0. 6/70. 4") +2.1/65-0 | +5.953.4*) +0.1/69.7 | +2.2 
Poplarville... ...........(57.4 | +4. 0163.5 |+ 8.91612 | —0.2/71-4 | +8.7/75.6 | +2/2180.0 | +0.1/82.2 as =1.0180.4 | +2.3).....).....-/66.8%) +6. 7153.4 | —0.3).0./.. 0. 

Port Gibson................158.44) +5.3)59. 4 ari —0-1/68.8 ee +2.1)78.0 | —0.7/80.2 | —0.5177.8 aie +0.5)66.8 | +2.2\61.7 | +6.4)46.7*| —2.1)66.8 | +2.5 
Shubuta see diseg: “cians ewan oe epee ccdece ecaes ggg SOO egal Be “egg 8 feo 8 eee Bn gegeec oe 

ibang: eee te ba also + 7.4158.6 | +0.1/69.2 | +8.6)73.8 | +0.9)78.2 ar = 0.21790 | —1-8]77-8 | +1-5)60.5 | +2.862.8 | +6.2147.2 | —2. 8167.4 | 41.8 
eng Se £5-5161.6 |+11.559.6 | +2.369.6 | +5.0/75.4 | +3.3181.8 | +2.9183-1 +2306 +0.1/7.2 | +1.2/66.8 | +1.8162.4 | +7. 7)19.6 | +0-3)68.5 | +3.7 
Woodville «2.2.2 2.0010121 156.2 | +8.0)62.2 |+ 9.8 160.4 | —0. 4170.4 | +4.0174.6 | +1.5)78.4 | —1.080.6 | —0.878.7 | —2.2/78.2 | +0. 6160.4 41.5)64.8 | +6.0149.7 | —2.1]68.6 | +1.9 
YazooCity 2000200200002 450.2 | #3/3}58.2 |£10.4157.2 | —0. 6169.0 +4.078-4 +0:878.0 =1.3)80.8 ~L078.1 ~8.7176.8 | —0.8)66.4 | +1.2)01.6 | +6.045.8 | —2.2160.8 | +1.4 
ee eens eee eet 

,>, °, indicate respectively 1, 2, 3, etc., days missing from record.



Mississippi Association 

For The Conservation 
e e 

of Wild Life. 

Organized August 10, 1927 

at A. and M. College, Mississippi 

Purposes of the Association: . 

To stimulate interest in conserving na- 
tive plants and animals for their economic 
and aesthetic value and to advocate the 
establishment of wild life preserves for 
educational and recreational purposes.



OFFICERS: 

R. W. Harned, President 
A. and M. College, Mississippi. 

Dr. E. N. Lowe, Vice-President. 
University, Mississippi. 

Miss Nannie H. Rice, Secretary, 
A. and M. College, Mississippi. 

J. M. Foley, Jr., Treasurer, 
A. and M. College, Miss. 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: 

R. W. Harned, Ex-Officio, 
A. and M. College, Mississippi. 

W.F. Bond, Jackson, Mississippi. 
W.H. Smith, Laurel, Mississippi. 
Dr. E. N. Lowe, University, Mississippi. 
Mrs. Anna R. Bowen, Summit, Mississippi. 

Miss Fannye A. Cook, Executive Secretary, 

A. and M. College, Mississippi, 

ORGANIZATIONS AND DEPARTMENTS 

COOPERATING 

State Fair Associations: 

Mississippi-Alabama Fair, Meridian, Mississippi. 

South Mississippi Fair, Laurel, Mississippi. 

North Mississippi-North Alabama Fair, Tupelo, 

Mississippi. . 

Sportsmen’s Clubs in Different Parts of the State. 

Federal Fish Hatchery, Tupelo, Mississippi. 

County Boards of Supervisors. 

Mississippi A. and M. College: 

State Plant Board of Mississippi. 

Department of Zoology and Entomology. 

Department of Botany. 

Department of Bacteriology. 

Experiment Station. 

Cooperative Extension Department. 

Department of Rural Education. 

Mississippi State College for Women: 

Department of Biology. 

Department of Education. 

University of Mississippi: 

Department of Geology. 

State Department of Education. 

Mississippi Parent-Teachers’ Association. 

Young Women’s Christian Association: 

Girl Reserves. 

Boy Scouts. 

Daughters of American Revolution. 

American Legion, Mississippi Division.



SOME OF THE ACTIVITIES IN WHICH THE 

MISSISSIPPI ASSOCIATION FOR THE 

CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE 

IS INTERESTED 

Establishing and maintaining preserves for fish. 

Establishing and maintaining preserves for game 
birds and animals. 

Establishing and maintaining preserves for wild 
plants. 

Building and equipping club houses for recrea- 

tional ‘purposes. 

Rescuing fish, birds, deer, and other wild life from 

high water and other destructive forces. 

Building and erecting bird houses and baths in 

public and private parks and creating other 

situations favorable for birds; such as, plant- 

ing fruit-bearing shrubs and vines and put- 

ting out feed trays. 

Lecturing to children and the public in interest of 

wild life conservation. 

Conducting Nature Study tours and classes to ac- 

quaint students and Club children with habits 

of wild plants and animals. 

Visiting Fairs with natural history specimens, post- 

ers, and literature and delivering illustrated 

lectures; thereby, instructing the public in the 

importance of the wild life of the State, and 

stressing the necessity of developing and con- 

serving it. 

Advising the kind of wild flowers, shrubs, and trees 

which may be successfully transplanted, and 

the time and condition under which they should 

be transplanted. 

Discouraging the pulling and breaking of wild 

flowers, shrubs, and trees which are becoming 

rare and those which lend beauty to the road- 

side and landscape. 

Encouraging the setting aside of community parks 

and State and county preserves. 

Insisting upon full enforcement of Federal and 

State game laws. 

Soliciting the cooperation of all individuals and 

organizations interested in conservation of 

wild life in Mississippi. 

Cooperating with all agencies conducting educa- 

tional campaigns to prevent fire and all other 

destructive forces which threaten wild life. 

Encouraging legislation favorable to the conserva- 

tion, development and proper utilization of 

wild life.



In view of the fact that the wild life of Miss- 

issippi, which constitutes the State’s most valuable 

asset, is fast becoming depleted and much of it 

exterminated, it behooves every serious thinking 

individual and every lover of the great out-of-doors 

to take action toward conserving what is left be- 

fore it is everlastingly too late. 

It is a waste of time to accuse each other of 

acts which have brought about tragic conditions 

now staring us in the face. One may be in a larger 

degree responsible than another, but all of us are 

guilty of indifference, wastefulness, and destruc- 

tion. Our fathers are responsible, too, but they dd 

not think. It was not their intention to deprive us of 

our birthrights, and it has not been our intention to 

deprive future generations of that which should 

be their inheritance, but we are doing it. Shall we 

have it said of us that we loved only by destroying? 

If you would have a better understanding and 

appreciation of the living things which make Miss- 

ississippi beautiful and interesting, if you would 

help pass this appreciation along to others, if you 

would continue to enjoy and utilize Mississippi’s na-~ 

tural resources, pool your interest with that of the 

rest of us—join the Mississippi Association for the 

Conservation of Wild Life and ask what you can do 

to help. 
There is attached a card for application for 

membership. Insert your name and address and 

submit the card with your membership dues to 

J. M. Foley, Jr., A. and M. College, Mississippi. 

: MISSISSIPPI ASSOCIATION FOR THE 

: CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE 

‘ Active Membership—$1.00 

: Sustaining Membership—$25.00 

: Enclosed find $———— for membership as checked 

: above. 

: Signed tA 

' 
‘ Address. 2227$Y 

: All members who pay dues before January Ist., 

i 1928, will become charter members. 

‘



CHARTER MEMBERS OF THE MISSISSIPPI 
ASSOCIATION FOR THE CONSERVATION 

OF WILD LIFE* 

Andrews, F. C. Magnolia, Miss. 
Arnold, Geo. F., A. and M. College, Miss. 

Bailey, Thos. L., Meridian, Miss. 
Barnes, Mrs. Olive K., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Beal, Dr. J. M., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Bedenbaugh, M. M., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Beers, Mrs. Edith Rose, Laurel, Miss. 
Bond, W. F., Jackson, Miss. 
Bowen, Mrs. Anna R., Summit, Miss. 
Bratton, Mrs. Nettie H., Jackson, Miss. 
Briscoe, Dr. Chas. F., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Briscoe, Mrs. Harriet C., A. and M College, Miss. 
Brown, Dr. Calvin, University, Miss. 

Brown, Calvin S. Jr., University, Miss. 
Brumfield, L. M., Magnolia, Miss. 

Cain, Dr. Charles B., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Cain, Mrs. Charles B., A. and M. College, Miss 
Cain, C. E., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Cain, Mrs. C. E., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Caver, J. L., Meridian, Miss. 
Conn, Miss Mollie Heath, Hazelhurst, Miss. 
Cook, Miss Fannye A., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Cook, G. P., Canton, Miss. 
Cook, Miss Vivian, Hattiesburg, Miss. 
Cook, W. D., Forest, Miss. 
Cottingham, J. S., A. and M. College, Miss. 

Davis, Miss Hortense, Pass Christian, Miss. 
Dean, Simon B., Hernando, Miss. 
Donald, Leroy, A. and M. College, Miss. 
Douglas, W. A., Maben, Miss. 

ew, Dunlap; Mrs: -T: C:, New Albany, Miss..+~~--- +++ e+~p ere 

Evans, Miss Clytee R., Columbus, Miss. 

Fant, Miss Anne L., Columbus, Miss. 
Foley, J. M., A. and M. College, Miss. 

Garland, W. E. Crystal Springs, Miss. 
Gay, Miss Sidney, A. and M. College, Miss. 
George, A. H., Meridian, Miss. 
Graham, Miss Mary E., Jackson, Miss. 
Gray, Mrs. M. E., Montrose, Miss. 
Gray, W. L., Natchez, Miss. 
Greer, S. J., Natchez, Miss. 

Harned, Edward, A. and M. College, Miss. 
Harned, H. H., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Harned, H. H. Jr., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Harned, R. W., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Harris, Dr. H. M., Clinton, Miss. 
Hastings, Miss Mildred, Lobdell, Miss. 
Henderson, James Lewis, A. and M. College, Miss. 
Hester, J. G., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Hooper, Miss Frances P., Columbus, Miss. 
Hughes, C. L., Meridian, Miss.



Jenkins, Winchester, R. 1., Natchez, Miss. 

Kent, Mrs. Bessie E., Forest, Miss. 
Kimball, H. H., A. and M. College, Miss. 
King, Mrs. Sam., Buena Vista, Miss. 

Laird, Jesse, Brookhaven, Miss. 
Lacy, M. W., Magnolia, Miss. 
Lampton, W. M., Magnolia, Miss. 
Laney, F. M., Tupelo, Miss. 
Langhart, J. G., Forest, Miss. 
Langston, J. M., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Lea, James S., Hattiesburg, Miss. 
Legett, A. T., Magnolia, Miss. 
Lobdell, R. N., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Lowe, Dr. E. N., University, Miss. 
Lyle, Clay, A. and M. College, Miss. 

Massey, Miss Elaine, A. and M. College, Miss. 
Matthews, Mrs. C. B., Crystal Springs, Miss. 
May, Geo. W., Jackson, Miss. 
McCaleb, Miss Sue, A. and M. College, Miss. 
McKay, A. B., A. and M. College, Miss. 
McKee, J. C., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Mellen, Arthur R., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Mellen, Frederic F., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Miller, P. J. Jr., Meridian, Miss. 
Mitchell, H. C., A. and M. College, Miss. 

Neal, Dr. D. C., A. and M. College, Miss. 

Parsons, C. H., Crystal Springs, Miss. 

Raiford, Mrs. Bessie M., Ruth, Miss. 
Rice, Miss Nannie H., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Richardson, I. W., Meridian, Miss. 
Rosenbaum, M. M., Meridian, Miss. 

Schamber, Dr. A. A., Meridian, Miss. 
Schwem, P. L., Brookhaven, Miss. 
Scott, Alex Y., Rosedale, Miss. 
Shillings, E. C., Magnolia, Miss. 
Smith, W. H., Laurel, Miss. 
Speairs, W. I., Byhalia, Miss. 
Stafford, E. W., A. and M. College, Miss. 

Taylor, H. G., R. F. D. 2, Calhoun City, Miss. 

Walker, Dr. B. M., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Walker, Miss Minnie, A. and M. College, Miss. 
Wedgworth, H. H., A. and M. College, Miss. 
Whitesides, V. S., Tupelo, Miss. 
Wiant, Chas. R., Tupelo, Miss. 
Wilder, T. W., Jr., Meridian, Miss. 

*All others who join before Jan. 1, 1928.



THE OBJECT OF A BIOLOGICAL SURVEY AS PROPOSED FOR THE STATE 

of 

MISSISSIPPI 

Le To determine the occurence and distribution of plants and animals in 

Mississippi, and to make known to the citizens of the State and to 

science the various species found. 

2e To determine by working out life histories the feeding habits and movements 
of birds, mammals, and all the lower forms in order to arrive at a better 
understanding of their economic importance in relation to man, food and 

; clothing, to crop plants, gardens, orchards, and forests. 

3e To determine the kind and extent of damage done by harmful rodents, birds, 
and other forms and to advise means of checking and controlling such ravagese 

de To aid in the establishment of game reserves and advise suitable localities 
for the preservation of the different kinds of game, thus making it possible 

to restock areas already depleted. 

5 ‘To aid in the establishment of plant preserves for the protection of rare 

plants. 

66 To cooperate with existing organizations in the prevention of fires and 
other agencies which destroy, not only foed, shelter, and nesting sites of 
birds and animals, but also millions of feet of timber, beautiful shrubs 
and flowers, thus robbing the State of her richest resources and priceless 

assets. 

Te To prevent boys and irresponsible citizens from using insectiverous birds 

and other useful life as targets, and to put a ban on cur dogs and stray 
cats which destroy eggs and young birds. 

Be To advocate strict enforcement of all State and Federal game laws. 

Qe To collect and mount specimens representative of existing species found in 

the State to be exhibited in a place accessible to the largest number of 
visitors, and to prepare series of scientific study specimens tc be retained 
at the Ae & M. College for the benefit of natural science students. 

10. To educate children and the general public in their appreciation and proper 

enjoyment of the natural things which make up their environment.



Bob White Quail 
January 31 Last Chance for Natives 

NATIVE BOBWHITE & MEXICAN BOBWHITE 

(Any Quantity for Stocking Purposes) 

Shipping Season: Natives, from November 

20th to January 31st. My shipping season is 

controlled by Mississippi law. 

Shipping Season: Mexicans, from February 

15th to April 30th. This season is controlled 

by Federal U. S. and Mexican laws. 

Descriptions: My Native bobwhite are wild, 

free range bred on my private game preserves 

in Mississippi. Pure bred, native Mississippi stock. 

Big brown fellows, nearly one-fourth larger than 

the Mexicans; the equal of any bobwhite in the 

United States. Acclimated, ready now to plant 

out anywhere to become well-settled and physi- 

cally adjusted for an early spring mating season. 

Note: I am the largest open range producer 

of bobwhite in the United States; in fact I am 

the only one offering them. This is my first 

season to offer them in appreciable volume. 

I am also the largest importer of Mexican bob- 

white, and my organization is the oldest and



best equipped in Mexico—20 years experience 

shipping Mexican bobwhite. 

Quality Birds: Every one knows that wild, 

open range birds are in a natural state of health 

and because they are raised open in a natural 

manner they are better equipped physically and 

by training to care for themselves when released 

again in their new homes. 

To trap the birds free from injury and deliver 

them in good physical condition can only be ac- 

complished following years of constant study 

and the actual shipment of thousands of birds. 

To handle and ship pen-raised birds and wild 

birds is two entirely different propositions. 

Bobwhite flush with a powerful force, and in- 

jury is certain if the proper traps and proper 

shipping coops are not used. Just two seconds 

in an improperly constructed coop or trap and 

your bobwhite has scalped himself or fractured 

his skull. Such birds refuse to eat, take fever 

and in a few days will usually die-——on your 

preserve, perhaps, if you should buy such birds. 

Coops with proper ventilation, and light for 

them to eat, yet so the birds can not see out- 

side to cause constant flushing and built so it 

will automatically clean itself, and to feed the 

birds enroute in a sanitary manner, are all points 

that must be combined. 

Proper foods while enroute is also no unim- 

portant matter. The neglect of any of these 

points from the time the birds are trapped until 

they reach you means the difference between 

strong, healthy birds well able to care for them- 

selves against weather and natural enemies, and 

poor, emaciated birds that become easy prey to 

the first natural enemy or to weather conditions, 

if in fact they do not die soon after being re- 

leased from purely an exhausted condition.



I have long ago realized that I can deliver 

bobwhite almost anywhere in the United States 

with 95% or more of them alive, and yet those 

same birds would not be worth 10c each in my 

opinion for the purposes for which they are 

bought, because of their emaciated condition caus- 

ed by improper handling, which condition has 

grown worse from time of trapping. 

To deliver these wild, trapped birds in con- 

dition for your purpose of stocking can only be 

done by handling them in standard crates and 

traps, and in volume, and by experienced help 

of the most reliable character. 

Experience has gradually perfected these con- 

ditions. For five years the production and ship- 

ment of bobwhite has required my entire and 

constant time. For five years prior to that, most 

of my time was occupied with bobwhite ship- 

ments. Today I am the only one exclusively 

occupied in the production or the shipment of 

bobwhite. Many things I have yet to learn, but 

I pride myself and spare no expense to deliver 

the birds in the best possible condition. I am 

grateful to my many customers who have testi- 

fied to my successful methods and quality birds. 

Winter Protection. The January issue of 

“Outdoor America” magazine has a very good 

descriptive article on winter feeding and protec- 

tion stations for game birds. 

These sheltered stations are well worth while. 

They save the birds during protracted spells of 

extreme weather when the ground is frozen 

hard that prevents the birds from scratching and 

getting food in a natural manner. Snow that 

crusts over a covey will smother them, but a 

normal, healthy bobwhite is seldom if ever, froz- 

en to death. They are either starved or smoth-



ered during these extreme spells. These shelters 

are designed to prevent either smothering or 

starving. 

How to Build Shelter. Old straw, hay, lumber 

or even brush will do. Build a shed a couple of 

feet off the ground 6x10 feet or larger, strong 

enough that snow will not break it down. Close 

the two north sides, leaving the two southern sides 

open. This is so the birds can escape, and will 

not be trapped by some marauding enemy. Place 

small mixed grain of any kind available under this 

shelter in a water-proof box if the shelter is 

not water-proof. Replace the feed each week or 

two, or as often as necessary. 

If buying birds, release them directly into these 

shelters. The natural range of bobwhites is only 

a few hundred yards unless in search of food or 

cover on depleted territory, and the birds will 

return daily when hungry, and will always re- 

turn in time of need. 

PRICE OF NATIVE BOBWHITE. 

If Native birds are wanted, my standard price 

is $3.00 each bird, standard units of 25 birds per 

erate (12 hens and 18 cocks) or will ship any 

number wanted, f. o. b., Mississippi, 96% live 

arrival guaranteed. The express will cost about 

10c per bird. Check, with order, or to Citizens 

National Bank, Meridian, Miss., pending delivery, 

if your credit is not rated or established with me. 

Order should be wired, or mailed at once for 

January 31st is my last shipping day this season. 

PRICE OF MEXICAN BOBWHITE: 

February late delivery $2.25 per bird, $2.00 

each in lots of 1,000 or more. 

March delivery, $2.50 per bird, or $2.25 in lots 

of 1,000 or more.



April delivery, $2.75 per bird, or $2.50 in lots 
of 1,000 or more. 

These prices apply to units of 25 birds per 

erate. If less than 25 are wanted, the price is 

$3.00 per bird for February and March delivery, 

and $3.25 for April. Also add 25c per bird if 

extra hens are ordered, but no extra if extra cocks 

are ordered. 

Reservations should be made now, with 10% 

deposit with reservations, check with balance 30 

days prior to shipping time to me, or to the 

Citizens National Bank, Meridian, Miss., with 

instructions to them to pay me upon my present- 

ing them the express receipt as proof of the 
shipment of your order. 

Have just delivered several thousand my na- 

tive bobwhites to the state game departments 

of New York, Maryland, Connecticut, and West 

Virginia. Last season I delivered 36,000 of my 

Mexican bobwhite to the state conservation de- 

partments of New York, North Carolina, Vir- 

ginia, Florida and Alabama, and to any of them 

I refer you. Most of these states now have a 

repeat order with me for Mexican bobwhites for 

as many or more. I also refer you to any of my 

customers, among them the leading sportsmen 

and game preserve owners of this country that 

have bought both natives and Mexican bobwhite 

from me for a number of years. Letters from a 

number of my prominent customers are con- 

tained in my 1929 Bobwhite Folder, which eight- 

page folder also contains much other valuable 

information about bobwhite and their planting. 

If you do not have a copy, ask for it—it’s free. 

Order immediately if NATIVE bobwhites are 

wanted. January 31st is my last shipping day 

this season.



Reserve now, if Mexican bobwhite are wanted 
for February, March or April delivery. 

Hither variety seem of equal value, excepting 

their size, and the fact that the larger, darker 

colored native is now acclimated and should be 

planted now. The paler colored and smaller 

Mexican bobwhite coming from a warm climate, 

should be brought in later and brought up grad- 

ually with the climate. 

Either variety, of course, interbreed without 

discrimination with each other or with your local 

birds. Either variety will do well anywhere in 

a country suited for bobwhite. 

My natives will all be shipped within ten days, 

and my Mexican supply is always reserved in 

advance of shipping time. 

Would be glad to hear from you now. WIRE. 

Sincerely, 

M. E. BOGLE, 

Box 171, 
Meridian, Miss.



Fake, Wyse, 
We are in receipt of information from Mississippi that J. W. McGinnis of 

Glancy, Miss., is probably champion hawk killer of the country, having killed 522 

hawks in Copiah County from June 15th to November 1st of this year. This county 

has a bounty of 35¢ per hawk head. 

Mr. McGinnis uses a technique in his hawk killing, which is somewhat un- 

usual employing a duck call which is, as he expresses it, "triggered with a 

little" and calls the hawks to him without difficulty. He shoots a single barrel 

gun, waiting until the hawk is within range and seldom wastes a shell. His high- 

est kill is 55 in one day. When his hawk call fails him, he imitates an owl with 

his hands cupped to his mouth and if that fails, he calls to him a number of crows 

because he claims that the gathering of crows seldom fails to attract a hawk. 

Mr. McGinnis says that a hawk shows very little fear of a gun and he has kill- 

ed as high as six without moving from his tracks. He has killed two out of the same 

tree, the second remaining while he reloaded his gun from the kill of the first.
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MISSISSIPPE 
s 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Topographic maps.—The United States Geological Survey is making a standard topo- 
graphic atlas of the United States. The unit of survey is a quadrangle bounded by parallels o 
latitude and meridians of longitude, but different quadrangles are mapped on different scales, and 
consequently the standard maps, though of nearly uniform size (about 16} by 20 inches), represent 
areas of different sizes. The standard scales are 1:31,680 (1 inch—one-half mile), 1:62,500 
(1 inch =nearly 1 mile), and 1:125,000 (1 inch—nearly 2 miles). Some maps are published on 
special scales. Hach quadrangle is designated by the name of a city, town, or prominent natural 
feature within it, and on the margins of the map are printed the names of adjoining quadrangles 
of which maps have been published. The maps are printed in three colors. The cultural features, 
such as roads, railroads, cities, and towns, as well as the lettering, are in black ; the water fea- 
tures are in blue; and the features of relief—hills, mountains, etc.—are shown by brown contour 
lines. The contour interval differs according to the scale of the map and the relief of the country. 
On some maps woodland areas are shown in green and special features in other colors. 

The progress of this work in Mississippi is shown on the index map within. The surveys 
in 1902, 1907, 1908, and 1920 to 1924 were made in cooperation with the State. Each of the rec- 
tangles outlined in red on the index map indicates a quadrangle of which a topographic survey 
has been made. The name of the resulting topographic map, if published, is also shown, and its 
scale is indicated by the size of the rectangle. Each of the maps represented by the smaller 
rectangles shows a quadrangle measuring 7}’ each way, or about 61 square miles, the area differ- 
ing according to the latitude. The scale is 1:31,680, and the contour interval is 5 feet. Each of 
the maps represented by the larger rectangles shows a quadrangle measuring 15’ each way, or from 
245 to 258 square miles. The scale is 1:62,500, and the contour interval is 20 feet, except that 
the maps of quadrangles along the Gulf coast are without contour lines because all the land is less 
than 5 feet above sea level. The whole number of published topographic maps covering quad- 
rangles in Mississippi is 22. A list of special maps and sheets is given on page 4. 

The price of the standard maps is 10 cents each, but a discount of 40 per cent is allowed 
on an order amounting to $5 at the retail price—that is, the wholesale rate for standard topo- 
graphic maps is $3 for 50. The discount is allowed on an order for maps alone, either of one 
kind or in any assortment, or for maps together with geologic folios. (See below.) Prices 
for maps other than the standard are given on page 4 of this circular. No discount will be 
allowed on an order amounting to less than $3. Prepayment is required and may be made by 
money order, payable to the Director of the United States Geological Survey, or in cash—the exact 
amount—at sender’s risk ; postage stamps should not be sent. 

If maps ordered are not in stock the right is reserved to substitute others rather than 
return very small sums of money by mail, unless directions to the contrary are given in the order. 
Name of county should be included in post-office address. 

The Survey can not supply mounted maps. 
Geologic folios.—Geologic maps of the areas shown on the topographic maps are being 

published in the form of folios, Hach folio includes maps showing the topography, geolgy, under- 
ground structure, and mineral deposits of the area mapped and several pages of descriptive text. 
The text explains the maps and describes the topographic and geologic features of the country and 
its mineral products. The folios are of special interest to students of geography and geology and 
are valuable as guides in the development and utilization of mineral resources. 

No folios have been issued for areas in Mississippi. A general circular on geologic folios may 
be had on application. 

World Atlas of Commercial Geology.—The World Atlas of Commercial Geology 
has been compiled by the United States Geological Survey to help in directing both the industry 
and the commerce of the United States. Two parts have been published. Part I, Distribution of 
mineral production, gives the results of a study of the world’s supply of essential minerals. 
Price, $2; in lots of 10 or more, $1.20. Part Il, Water power of the world, shows the world’s 
potential water power and the extent to which it has been utilized at home and abroad. Price, 
$1; in lots of 10 or more, 60 cents. 

All correspondence should be addressed to— 
THE DIRECTOR, 

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
May, 1928. 
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GEOLOGIC AND OTHER REPORTS 

The following reports relate to Mississippi but are not parts of the topographic or geologic atlas. 
An asterisk (*) indicates that the report is out of print, but many such reports are available for 
consultation in certain libraries. (See list on p. 4.) The publications for which the price is stated 
are sold by the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 
Remittance to that official should be made by postal money order, express order, or check; postage 
stamps will not be accepted. 

MONOGRAPHS: 

39. The Eocene and lower Oligocene coral faunas of the United States, with descriptions of a few 
doubtfully Cretaceous species, by T. W. Vaughan. 1900. 263 pp. $1.10. 

44. Pseudoceratites of the Cretaceous, by Alpheus Hyatt, edited by T. W. Stanton. 1903. 351 pp. $1. 
54. The Mesozoic and Cenozoic Echinodermata of the United States, by W. B. Clark and M. W. 

Twitchell. 1915. 841 pp. $1.50. 

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS: 

81. Cretaceous deposits of the eastern Gulf region and Species of Hxogyra from the eastern Gulf region 
and the Carolinas, by L. W. Stephenson. 1914. 77 pp. 50 cents. < 

*90. Shorter contributions to general geology, 1914. Contains: The Cretaceous-Eocene contact in the 
Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain, by L. W. Stephenson, pp. 155-182. 

*91. The lower Eocene floras of southeastern North America, by E. W. Berry. 1916. 481 pp. 
92. The micds ae upper Eocene floras of southeastern North America, by E. W. Berry. 1924. 

pp. $1. 
95. Shorter contributions to general geology, 1915. Contains: (f) Erosion intervals in the Eocene of 

the Mississippi embayment, by E. W. Berry, pp. 78-82, 5c.; *(¢) The age of the Ocala lime- 
stone, by C. W. Cooke, pp. 107-117. 

98. Shorter contributions to general geology, 1916. Contains: (e) The physical conditions and age 
indicated by the flora of the Alum Bluff formation, by E. W. Berry, pp. 41-59, 15¢.; *(7) North 
American Upper Cretaceous corals of the genus Micrabacia, by L. W. Stephenson, pp. 115-181; 
*(Z) The Pliocene Citronelle formation of the Gulf Coastal Plain, by G. C. Matson, pp. 167-192, 
and The flora of the Citronelle formation, by E. W. Berry, pp. 192-208; (m) The Catahoula 
sandstone, by G. C. Matson, pp. 209-226, and The flora of the Catahoula sandstone; by E. W. 
Berry, pp. 227-251, 35¢. 

108. Shorter contributions to general geology, 1917. Contains: (e) Geologie history indicated by the 
fossiliferous deposits of the Wilcox group (Eocene) at Meridian, Miss., by E. W. Berry, pp. 
oe ae *(h) The Pliocene history of central and northern Mississippi, by E. W. Shaw, 
pp. 125-163. 

112. Upper Cretaceous floras of the eastern Gulf region in Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, and 
Georgia, by E. W. Berry. 1919. 177 pp. 50e. 

*129. Shorter contributions to general geology, 1921. Contains: The Byram calcareous marl of Missis- 
sippi, by C. W. Cooke, pp. 79-85; The Foraminifera of the Byram calcareous marl at Byram, 
Miss., by J. A. Cushman, pp. 87-122; The Foraminifera of the Mint Spring calcareous marl 
marl member of the Marianna limestone, ee . A. Cushman, Ps 128-152. 

*133. The correlation of the Vicksburg group, by C. W. Cooke, and The Foraminifera of the Vicksburg 
group, by J. A. Cushman. 1923. 77 pp. 

*135. The composition of the river and lake waters of the United States, by F. W. Clarke. 1924. 199 pp. 
140-E. Correletian of the Eocene formations in Mississippi and Alabama, by Wythe Cooke, pp. 

183-136. 5e. 

BULLETINS: 
*43. Tertiary and Cretaceous strata of the Tuscaloosa, Tombigbee, and Alabama Rivers, by E. A. 

Smith and L. C. Johnson. 1887. 189 pp. 
*205. The Mollusea of the Buda limestone, by G. B. Shattuck, with an appendix on the corals of the 

Buda limestone, by T. W. Vaughan. 1903. 94 pp. 
*212. Oil fields of ee Texas-Louisiana Gulf Coastal Plain, by C. W. Hayes and William Kennedy. 

1908. 174 pp. 
*218. Contributions to economic geology, 1902. Contains: Stoneware and brick clays of western Ten- 

nessee and northwestern Mississippi, by E. C. Eckel, Pp. 382-391. 
216. Results of primary triangulation and primary traverse, 1902-3. 222pp. 20e. 
245. Results of primary triangulation and primary traverse, 1908-4. 828 pp. 20c. 

*260. Contributions to economic geology, 1904. Contains: Cement resources of northeast Mississippi, 
by A. F. Crider, pp. 510-521. 
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GEOLOGIC AND OTHER REPORTS—Continued 

BULLETINS—Continued. 
*283. Geology and mineral resources of Mississippi, by A. F. Crider. 1906. 99 pp. 
*302, Areas of the United States, the States, and the Territories, by Henry Gannett. 1906. 9 pp. 
810. Results of primary triangulation and primary traverse, 1905-6. 248 pp. 30e. 

*429. Oil and gas in Louisiana, with a brief summary of their occurrence in adjacent States, by G. D. 
Harris. 1910. 192 pp. 

440. Results of triangulation and primary traverse, 1906, 1907, and 1908, 688 pp. 50e. 
#522. orang cement materials and industry in the United States, by E. C. Eckel and others. 1918. 

Pp. 
551. Results of triangulation and primary traverse, 1911 and 1912. 396 pp. 230e. 

*999. Our mineral reserves—how to make America industrially independent, by G. O. Smith. 1914. 
48 pp. 

*624, Useful minerals of the United States, by F. C. Schrader and others. 1916. 412 pp. 
639. Spirit leveling in Mississippi, 1901-1915. 80 pp. _5e. 

*641. Contributions to economic geology, 1918, Part II. Contains: Structure of the Vicksburg-Jackson 
area, Miss., with special reference to oil and gas, by O. B. Hopkins, pp. 93-120. 

644-I. Primary traverse in Louisiana and Mississippi, 1913-1915, pp. 405-414. 5c. 
689. Boundaries, areas, geographic centers, and altitudes of the United States and of the several States, 

by E. M. Douglas. 1928. 284 pp. 50e. 
*697. Gypsum deposits of the United States, by R. W. Stone and others. 1920. 326 pp. 
*708. High-grade clays of the eastern United States, by H. Ries and others. 1922. 314 pp. 
750-G. Bauxite in northeastern Mississippi, by E. F. Burchard, pp. 101-146. 10e. 
781-A. Paleozoic formations penetrated by wells in Tishomingo County, northeastern Mississippi, by 

M. N. Bramlette, pp. 1-10. 5c. 
WatER-SUPPLY PAPERS: 

*44. Profiles of rivers in the United States, by Henry Gannett. 1901. 100 pp. 
*102. Contributions to the hydrology of eastern United States, 1908. Contains: Mississippi, by L. C. 

Johnson and E. ©. Eekel, pp. 382-357. 
“114. Underground waters of eastern United States, by M. L. Fuller and others. 1905. 285 pp. 
149. Preliminary list of deep borings in the United States, by N. H. Darton. 1905. 175 pp. 10c. 
159. Summary 2 the recounts resources of Mississippi, by A. F. Crider and L. C. Johnson. 

1906. pp. 20e. : 
*236. Quality of surface waters in the United States, Part I, Analyses of waters east of the one hun- 

dredth meridian, by R. B. Dole. 1909. 128 pp. 
840-B. Stream-gaging stations and _ publications relating to water resources, 1885-1918, for South 

Atlantic coast and eastern Gulf of Mexico drainage basins, by B. D. Wood, pp. 21-30. 5c. 
364. Water oat ee from the laboratory of the United States Geological Survey, by F. W. Clarke. 

1914. pp. 5e. 
*427, Bibliography and index of the publications of the United States Geological Survey relating to 

ground water, by O. E. Meinzer. 1918. 169 pp. 
489. Occurrence of ground water in the United States, by O. E. Meinzer. 1928. 821 ge. 60c. 
558. Preliminary index to river surveys made by the United States Geological Survey and other 

agencies, by B. E. Jones and R. O. Helland. 1926. 108 pp. 25c. 

Stream measurements in the years mentioned: 
Year Water-Supply Price | Year Water-Supply Price | Year Water-Supply Price | Year Water-Supply Price 

Paper (cents) Paper (cents) Paper (cents) Paper (cents) 

1900 48 10 | 1905 168 15 | 1909 262 15 | 1912 822 10 
1901 *65 #169 267 10 827 10 

= 1902 *83 1906 204 20 | 1910 282 15 | 1918 352 10 
1903 98 20 *205 287 10 357 10 
1904 127 15 | 1907-8 242 20 | 1911 302 15 

128 15 247 15 307 10 

Libraries.—Many of the publications listed above may be consulted in the following libraries 
in Mississippi. 

A. AND M. COLLEGE: GREENVILLE: UNIVERSITY: 
Mississippi Agricultural and Public. University of Mississippi. 
Mechanical College. JACKSON: 

Mississippi State. 
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SPECIAL MAPS AND SHEETS 
[Measurements are approximate] 

Mississippi River Valley below Dubuque, Iowa. This map represents an area of about 278,000 
square miles and includes the drainage basin of Mississippi River from the Gulf of Mexico as far north 
as Dubuque, Iowa, as far east as Evansville, Ind., and as far west as Eureka, Kans. Limiting meridians, 
87° 30’ and 96° 30°. Limiting parallels, 29° and 42° 30'. Size, 38 by 68 inches. Scale, 1:1,000,000, or about 
16 miles to linch. Price, 50 cents; if included in wholesale orders, 30 cents. 2 

Mississippi (State). This map is in black and white. It shows county boundaries, location and names 
of all towns and most of the smaller settlements, railroads, rivers, and many of the smaller streams and 
water features. It does not show contours. Size, 29 by 49 inches. Scale, 1:500,000, or about 8 miles to 
1inch. Price, 25 cents; if included in wholesale orders, 15 cents. Also published on a scale of 1:1,000,000, 
or about 16 miles to1 inch; size, 15 by 24 inches; price, 5 cents; if included in wholesale orders, 3 cents. 

Preliminary editions. As indicated on this index map, the Hollywood, Lake Cormorant, Lula, Mil- 
likens Bend, Millikin, Moon Lake, and Wilson Point quadrangles have not yet_been wholly surveyed, 
but preliminary editions of the maps, showing only the surveyed portions, have been issued, and copies 
are for sale at the same price as the standard topographic maps. 

River survey maps (advance sheets). One advance sheet of Pearl River and one of Strong River are 
available for distribution but are useful chiefly to engineers. Scale, 1:24,000, or 2,000 feet to 1 inch. 
Contour interval, 10 feet. Price, 10 cents a sheet; if included in wholesale orders, 6 cents. 

North America. This map does not show contours. Size, 29 by 88 inches. Scale, 1:10,000,000, or about 

158 miles to 1 inch. Price, 40 cents; if included in wholesale orders, 24 cents. 

Sheet of standard symbols. Shows symbols and abbreviations adopted by the Board of Surveys and 

Maps of the United States Government, for use on Government maps; printed in five colors. Size, 18 
by 80 inches. Price, 40 cents; if included in wholesale orders, 24 cents. 

MAPS OF THE UNITED STATES 

A wall map, 55 by 85 inches, in two sheets, on a scale of 37 miles to Yinch, approximately, without con- 
tours, showing coal fields. 1917. Price, $1; if included in wholesale orders, 60 cents. 

A wall map, 49 by 76 inches, in two sheets, on a scale of 40 miles to 1 inch, either with or without con- 
tours. Price, 60 cents; if included in wholesale orders, 36 cents. 

A wall map, same size and scale as next above, without contours, showing producing coal districts. 
1922. Price, 75 cents; if included in wholesale orders, 45 cents. 

A wall map, same size and scale as next two above, without contours, showing oil and gas fields. 1922. 
Price, $1; if included in wholesale orders, 60 cents. 

‘A wall map, 40 by 62 inches, on a scale of 50 miles to 1 inch, on which is indicated by depth of brown 

and blue colors the relative height of the land and the depth of the sea. The position of the principal 

cities and the boundaries of the Ritates are shown. Price, 75 cents; in lots of 10 or more, 50 cents. 

A map, 18 by 28 inches, on ascale of 110 miles to 1 inch, either with or without contours. Price, 15 cents; 
if included in wnolesala orders, 9 cents. 

A relief or hypsometric map, same size, scale, and price as next above; altitudes indicated by colors. 

A base map, 11 by 16 inches, on a scale of 190 miles to1 inch. Price, 5 cents; if included in wholesale 

orders, 3 cents. 
A base map, 8} by 12 inches, on a scale of 260 miles to 1 inch. Price, 1 cent; if included in wholesale 

orders, five for 3 cents. 
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Table E-1 

Game Survey of Mississippi - Quail Populations and Kills. : 

Aldo Leopold - Feb. 1, 1929 

: 3 : : : >: Population Figures : Kill Figures 

: Name : Date : Place : County : Acreage: Observation and conditions :Covies: :*Acres : : Acres 

: ‘ 3 : : under which made :<founds.. Per 3+ per =: Kill 3 per 

: : : : : 2 $ ¢ quail: : quail 

Prof. J. M. Beal: 1928: Starkville : Oktibeha: | :On the best posted ground finds: 3-8 :1/2 day: : : 
p : : : :and hunts. : : : : : 
: 1923: : : : : 15 :1/2 day: : : 
gu. 1925."s $ 4 :(On a certain farm found and : ete " : : : 
2 39287 ; : : /hunted. : 5 a ~ : : 

H. H, Kimball : 1925 :) : : : Made annual census of covies. : 2-3 : ae 4 0 : 
(On his farm) : 1927 :( Midway P.O. : Hinds ; 450 ; During this period acreage of : 8+: : 4; 0 : 

: 1928 :) : $ :grain was increased, fires kept: 14 : : riot 0 : 
: ; : : :down, all hunting stopped. : $ : : : 

; ; :  sOut 3 half days; found 1, 2, 2: ; : 
McKee : 1928 : Starkville : Oktibeha: :covies. Out 1 whole day; found: 47: day : : ¢ 

$ : : $ :7 covies. $ $ : : : 

: : : George &: : Found on foot per day with one : : : : : 
Leopold and Weiss : 1928 : Moss Point : Jackson : :dog, 4 days. 2. 3-b day — : $ 

K. L. Cockerham : 1928 : Biloxi : Harrison: : Average find on foot, 2 men, : 3-4 : day : : : 
; $ : $ : 2 dogs.: : : : : 
: Normal: : : pee " How waue 5 <6=8 : day : : : 
$7 19277 Grenada : Grenada : :Normal find for half day. : 8-10:1/2 day: : : 

8. W. Greene : 1928 :Expt.Sta.fields: McNeill: 60 ‘Jade, census of station fields: 3 ; ‘er SS 
: 3 $ : :(which are planted to corn, cow: : : : $ 
SLOT Se ei w Wes " : 60 :)peas, soy beans, & legume plots: 4 : : tes $ 
: 1927 :Forestry pasture: " : 320 :Made census. This is woods.Only: 6: ; un; : 
: $ $ : :12 birds per covey. : : : $ : 

M. E. Bogle : 1928 : Preserves : Wayne : 2030 : Trapped between Nov.25 - Jan.12: : : : 1684: ise 
: ; : : son 22 farms. (More to be trapped : $ : : 
: : : ; :Ground is 2/3 woods, 1/3 culti-: : c : : 
$ $ : :vated. : : : : $ 

: 1925: Round Ieland : Jackson: 110 :Stocked with 200 native birds :(750 : 10.35 30 7007 tee 
ee : (3 miles from: : sin Feb. ,1925. Trapped 700 next : birds): 2 : ‘ 

: : shore) : : :winter, leaving 50. (Island : : : : : 
: : : : :burned during 1926 nesting sea-: $ 3 : : 
; ‘ : : :son; abandoned project. ) : ; : : $ 

8. E. Birdsong : Now :)Near Jackson : Rankin, : tAverage find(est. ) 2 dogs , 2 men: 7-& : : : : 
210 yrs.:( t Binds”: : " " " H's 10-12: : : : 
: ago 3) : Madison ; : : 3 : : : 
sue LOD es Marmsdale ; 310,000 :Census made by Geo.Gray, dog : 116: total: 6 : : 
: ; Preserve : : strainer, late in winter 1927-8 : : : $ ¢ 
: : : : :(est.10 birds per covey.) : $ $ 3 : 

C. P, Williams  :1913-26: Williams | ;:Washingtm: 900 :Averege on place, normal years: 20: : 3 : : 
: : Plantation : : : Poor " : Tb: : : : 
: : : : : Best nao ene Ser oS : 
fo OReeT-: ; : :(Flood yr. 10 survived. Raised : : + > 350 : : 
: : : : : 30 birds.) : : ; : : 
: 1928; : ; : : Bic Yo lee : ‘ 

L. A. Olsen : 1928: Home Farm : Grenada : 600 :Found at opening of season. : 10: total: 4 /8 wh ff 
= OPT. : : es tameae " " " : Gye et eee! no Gane stim: :f f h 

71925": : ; : fea . . : : : . 2 2k ie tp 
oo oe en ef ee § + 3 Rt: mm esenas § oan OL feat AE, 

H, P. Davis : 1928 ; R. M. Oarrier ; Panola ; 600 :Found in 1 day, 2 men, 4 dogs, : 23.3 yi eaieoe : 
: : : : :at 12 each. (Thinks not a com: : : : : 
: : : : :plete census. ) : : : : : 

Earl Bufken : 1928 ; Glancy : Copdaln :10,000 :Nearly complete census based on: 75° ; 9 : : 
(via Davis) : : 3 3 :season's training of dogs. (Many: : : ; : 

: : 3 ; blanks due to large cotton fields) : : : : 

H. L. Stoddard : 1927?: Ancilla R. : Jefferson: 5,000 : Figures from nearby states for : : : 4 : : 
; : ¢ (Ries) :comparison. On open virgin : : ; : : 
: : : : slongleaf pine lands (remnant) : : ; : : 
. 3 : : sowned by Standard Lbr. Co. Rough $ : : : 
: 3 2 $ :census showed a covey per 60 A.: : : : : 
: 1927: H. P. Whitney:Leon(Fla): :Wagon work. Crate of dogs. Be- : 23 234 hrs.:; $ ‘ 
; ; : : :fore season. : ; : 3 : 
: Normal: Preserves :Grady(Ga,): :Normal avg. find 9:30-1, 3-4:30: 12: day : : : 

L. H. Thompson : 1917 :Thompson Place ; a 1s :Extra good year. Covies per day: 27-39: day : : $ 
: : : : :based on records, : : : : : 

CONCLUSIONS FOR MISSISSIPPI: (Normal find per dog per day, foot work...5-7 day 
JEXtre, C000 Vad. oe se sake, oe Siien Seno, & 
(Poor finite eee ee oe esha veneer aera 

(Normal population, acres per quail, 1000 acre blocks. 2- 
PB sare Gee ne epee ross areca e 1 ye smaller blocks up to 23 
LOW o0 oe ooo cs Soe as boats ve eee mua bei te ot eee A 2 eeAe 

*Covies converted at 15 quail per . 
covey unless otherwise stated. (Normal kill per year, acres per quail, 1000 acre blocks.....4-6 7} 
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4ok University Farm Place 
June 20, 1940 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Zoology Department 
University of Missouri 
Columbia. Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

I am glad to know that your plans are taking shape. My list 
of men whom I can endorse without qualification as meeting all of your 
requirements is still the same, namely Starker, Hawkins, Hamerstrom, and 

Hochbaum. I am giving you the following up-to-date developments. 

Hamerstrom. The University unexpectedly has cut off my support 
for the prairie chicken investigation. This means that we must wind up 
our work as soon as possible after July 1 as we can get our papers in shape. 

The Wisconsin Commission will probably make a bid for Hamerstrom. This, of 
course, would have the advantage of enabling him to contime with his prairie 
chicken work in this state. The University of Manitoba had started a private 
subscription to employ Hamerstrom, but the war situation has cut off any 

expansion there. Our commission is always a little slow in their technical 
recruiting. I think, therefore, that you would have some chance of interesting 
Hamerstrom, and if you want to open negotiations, you can address him at 
Plainfield, Wisconsin. I would suggest that you have a personal interview 
with him during your trip here in August, preferably in the field. In order 
to interest him I think the set-up would have to allow considerable time 
on prairie chicken research, because he has his heart set on the ultimate 
production of an authoritative work on this species. 

I forgot to mention that Hamerstrom also has a chance to get his 
chicken work funded by the National Research Council Committee on Psycho- 
Bioiogical Research. Dr. R. K. Meyer of our endocrinology department has 
become mch interested in the mating display of chickens in relation to 
endocrines. If you have a strong set-up in endocrinology it is thinkable 
that this venture, if approved, might go ahead in Missouri rather than here. 

Hawkins. Hawkins’ productivity in Illinois continues full-speed 
ahead, and I now consider him as second only to Stoddard in his combination 
of field skill and sound human qualities. Your problem with Hawkins would 
still be the same, namely the difficulty of pulling him away from an almost 
perfect set-up in Illinois. 

Hochbaum. Since writing you, the Delta Duck Station has been 
definitely financed for three years, and Hochbaum has been made director. 
Hochbaum would insist on an opportunity to do waterfowl work just as Hamerstrom 
would insist on an opportunity to do chicken work.
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I feel that it is no exaggeration to say that these four 
names are the strongest young timber so far produced in the field of 
wildlife management. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE June a1, 1940. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

It now looks as though we should be able to go ahead with our 
plan for getting in another man on a basis of half-time teaching and 
half-time research, following the scheme I discussed with you in Wash- 
ington. The financial situation for the next biennium is decidedly 
uncertain, but the University has put in an extra $600 to add to the 

$1800 of Conservation Commission funds available for his salary during 

the next academic year (beginning, presumably, September 1, 1940), and 
if we have any luck at all with the 1941 Legislature there should be 

little doubt about continuing him, However, we shall have to make it 
clear that there is no commitment beyond September 1, 1941. 

To review, the situation is this: There would be approximately 
half-time teaching, say, two 3-hour courses per semester. Offhand, I 

should think there might well be a 3-hour graduate course in wildlife 
management running through the year, plus l-semester courses in mammal- 
ogy and field methods or something of the sort. I should hope that 
the new man could serve as superintendent of the Ashland Area, perhaps 
conducting some of his research there if possible; and I hope also 
that after he gets established he will be able to assume a fair share 
of the direction of research. 

As already noted, we now have in sight $2400 (plus another $400 
for field expenses) to last about a year, depending on what salary is 
paid. If we get an experienced man, we shall have to pay him more 
than this, without doubt; therefore I think we might better consider 
getting a younger man who has had gome seasoning, whe is perhaps some- 

where between the A.M. and the doctorate, and who 1s interested in this 
kind of a job in such an institution as this. Without the doctorate, 
he would have to come in at the level of Instructor, probably at about 

$2200 for the ll-months' appointment; (this corresponds to the usual 
beginning salary of around #1800 plus an extra one-sixth for the summer 

as is customary here.) 

It will not be easy to find a man (for that money at least) who 
has the makings of a successful teacher and research man, who has not 
only some field experience but also an intellectual grasp of wildlife 

problems, and who will do his share so to raise our standards that the 
gnality and preparedness of the boys we turn out will steadily improve. 

know of a number of men who are good technicians and whom we could 
probably get; but most of them lack the imagination, the drive, and 

the intellectual spark to make their work of real, university, graduate 
calibre. And we don't want a man like that. I think the right man 

has a real future in Missouri (barring acts of God or the public enemy) 

for a number of years ahead, but I'd rather have nobody than the wrong 
man or a mediocre one.
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Even if we only keep him a short time, losing him then to a big- 
ger place, his influence during that time will be worth his keep, and 
more, Our biggest drawback is that we have no one here now who can 
do what that man has a chance to do. 

Though this is still entirely confidential, the new Pittman- 
Robinson set-up in Missouri is planned with a view to providing post- 
academic training and technical supervision in the field of a sort 

: now done nowhere else that I know of. Arthur Clark is fathering the 
scheme, and goes to Washington tomorrow to get final action; it in- 
volves even closer relations between the Commission and the University, 
---if that were possible, since we are in many ways practically one 
institution already; and it will mean, I think, a practical and aca~ 
demic situation in some respects unique in the country. This is the 
environment in which the new man will work, and we want a man who can 
envisage its possibilities and take advantage of them. 

There are certain advantages in a Job at such an institution as 
this which may, I hope, bear some weight; I rather feel that a man 
who doesn't realize this isn't the man we want. No need to enlarge 
upon the point, which you know as well as I do. 

Dalke is going to see Wight next week when he takes his family up 
to Michigan. Presumably he will also write the Survey about it, and 
Clark is going to mention the matter to Gabrielson this week. You are 
the only one am writing in the matter. Quite frankly, I like the 
idea of getting Starker, if we can get him---which may not be possible--- 
but I realize also that we must canvass the situation thoroughly; too 
much depends upon the outcome to make any mistakes. I had a long talk 
with Starker last month, in which he said flatly that thie was just the 
kind of work he wanted to do and that, if the salary were anywhere near 
what he now gets, he would jump at the chance to come. However, there 
were no commitments on either side, and he knows the necessities of the 
situation. Also, there is the troublesome problem of his thesis re- 
search: It would not be possible for him to work on turkeys from Colum- 
bia, though I think it would be possible for him to work on prairie 
chickens, which we have within 20 miles of here. That is a matter that 
will require more discussion---and you may feel perfectly free to advise 
him directly if you wish to do so, because he knows everything about the 
situation that had occurred up to mid-May. 

You spoke also of Hochbaum, Hawkins, and (I think) Hamerstrom, 
though the last "candidate" may have been somebody else. I know and 
highly respect Hawkins; the other two I don't know at all (except 
Hamerstrom through his writings). I wish you would write me as fully 
ag you care to about all four men and anybody else you think could fill 
the bill; also, about any suggestions you have for consolidating our 
gains to date. 

I think that's the story, unless you think of other things I can 
tell you. I have knownfor three years now that this must be our next 
step, because I know my own limitations and I see the possibilities. 
Please let me hear from you as soon as possible; we aren't going to 
rush, but because I value a opinions in a situation like this more 
than those of anyone else I know I want ta have them soon. 

ranoars yours, ? 4 

Rudolf Bennitt >



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COLUMBIA 

MISSOURI COOPERATIVE 

WILDLIFE RESEARGH UNIT 

CoLumaia, Mo. 

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY MISBQURI CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COOPERATING 

May 6, 1940. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

: Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your 5/1 letter. Before commenting on it, one 

or two other matters: 

This Thursday and Friday we are holding the first Forestry- 

Wildlife Conference at Columbia, Bealing with Missouri problems. 

This is the successor to the former forestry short-courses, and 

came at the invitation of the forestry people, which is a good 

sign. A copy of the program is énclosed, to show you the scope. 

I expect to have a talk with Starker when he is here. There 

is nothing more definite in the matter I discussed with you in 

Washington, but there are one or two indications that the possi- 

bility of getting this extra man may be closer than I thought. 

We can't and shouldn't make him a definite proposal at this time, 

put I want to discuss it with him anyway. 

Now some comments on my syllabus and your letter: It is 

fine of you to take that position; I suspected you would anyway 

simply because you have a constructive philosophy ,Ax¢x but I didn't 

realize that there was anything especially distinctive about my 

presentation, and I still feel that the combination of our two ap- 

proaches might produce something more significant than mine alone 

or even yours alone, though the latter is more doubtful. 

I think I have laid altogether too much emphasis on the evo- 
lutionary and genetic aspects of the situation---excepting, of 

course, the Darwin-DeVries ideas of natural selection and variability, 

which can't possibly be over-emphasized. The plan, therefore, was 

to trim this down considerably. Some additions that are needed 

(noted in the first copy I gave you but not in the second) are some 

general survey-chapters on the actual manner of development of a 

forest, of a grassland, and of a water-area, giving in a very elemen- 

tary way some idea of the factors at work in the ecological succes- 

sion. I have never seen th&s approach to an understanding of for- 

ests, grasslands, etc. discussed in a limited space, and it wibb be 

a tough job. Then, too, there should be more about the more recent 

developments in outright management, especially to emphasize the 

concept of biotic management rather than merely the idea of game- 

or even wildlife management. This idea has been developing in my 

mind, stimulated largely by your "Biotic View" paper, and I have 

tried it out on one or two occasions recently---with credit/ to its 

originator, of course.
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There are many other things that ought to be done to my sylla- 
bus before it is used by you or anybody else, and this was one of 
the jobs that I had set for myself this summer, I like your idea 
of swapping notes from time to time; the family is going north for 
the summer and I expect to join them in August, so maybe I can stop 
off at Madison for a real session on the subject if you are to be 
there; meanwhile, as you urge, I'll go ahead with the development 
of this thing, not because I have changed my basic view of the mat- 
ter as expressed to you before, but in order to have more that may 
be of some use in getting the larger job done, whoever does it. 
I often get ideas that have to be modified rather soon; but the 

. more I think about presenting to the intelligent public---whether 
students or not---the real fundamentals of this business, the more 
I am persuaded that perhaps you and I have a change to get together 
on a real synthesis, and this in my opinion is one of the two great- 
est needs in the field today. On the other hand, I quite understand 
your caution in the matter, as I shall understand and respect your 
decision, 

This letter doesn't call for any reply, but some time you 
might tell me what your August plans are, or even those of early 
September; perhaps I could catch you on the return trip if not 
earlier. 

Sincerely yours, 

(Mabie 
Rudolf Bennitt 

Professor of Zoology 

bq he 
Qn



424 University Farm Place 
May 1, 1940 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Department of Zoology 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

I have not yet been able to read the whole syllabus, but I had not 
read ten pages before becoming convinced that you should not drop the venture. 

Tt is clear to me that you have been mmsy fitting the wildlife problem 
into your Pgh approach, just as I have been busy fitting it into my 
approach. don't know how to label mine; it is unnecessary that I do so. 
The point is your approach is different from mine; your syllabus bristles 
with topics I never heard of, and many others of which I am only dimly aware. 

I distinetly like your method and I am convinced it is distinctive. 
I strongly suspect that for a zoology teacher your method would furnish a 
more useful text than mine. I am sure, therefore, of one bit of advice: don't 
drop the venture. 

Whether ultimately we might team up: that is another question and one I 
think neither of us can measure until I get my material into ms. form, s0 
we Gan each see the other's work. 

It hardly needs saying that your syllabus is utterly different fron 
Whitaker and Parsons, and from the Cornell text. 

I think you will have to insert the illustrative detail before it is 
complete. I fancy you intend to do this. 

I write at this early stage because to me it would be a pity to see this 
venture lapse. Let's both go ahead and then swap notes from time to time. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Starker



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COLUMBIA 

MISSOURI COOPERATIVE 

WILDLIFE RESEARSH UNIT 

Cotuma‘a, Mo. 

BUREAU OF BIGLOG'CAL SUrYEY 

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE MISSOURI CONSERVATION COMMISSION April 1, 1940 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COOPERATING 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

About the quail sex ratio stuff, I really had not intended writing 

it up yet until you made the suggestion for a joint paper. I really 

think there ought to be at least another year's data--especially in 

view of the contradictory results of 1938 and 1939 with respect to the 

changing proportion of hens in successive weeks during the season. 

Let us both continue to think the matter over and discuss it when we 

meet again--at Urbana this fall if not before. 

Regarding the syllabus, please give me your ideas when you have 

had a chance to look it over. I am entirely serious, both about my 

own view of the matter and about the proposal made, yet I should not 

blame you at all for wishing to continue along the lines you have 

already projected. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

Rudolf Bennitt a 
Professor of Zoology : 

RB aw 

P.S. I am glad to fim that other people forget things now and then. 

Don't worry about it; I am sending you another copy under separate 

cover.



4oh University Farm Place 
March 28, 1940 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

The more I think about my suggestion of joining 
you in the quail peper, the more I am convinced that it is 
impracticable. There simply are not enough chances to sit 
down together and think it out. 

I think you had better go right ahead, on your own. 
It's a complex enough job for one man, unimpeded; it's too 
complex for absentee cooperation. 

On the other matter, I will defer reply until I can 
get through your material. Walter Taylor, by the way, is only 
thinking about giving a course. I have no knowledge of his 
planning a book. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. Heard some compliments on your paper for the geographers. 

A.L.



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COLUMBIA 

MISSOURI COOPERATIVE 

WILDLIFE RESEARGH UNIT 

eee Buneau ge ero ebictL BuRVer March 25, 1940. 
MISSOURI CONSESYATION COMMISSION 

UNIVERSITY (IF MISSOURI 

COUPERATING 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Comments on the first draft of my syllabus are probably super- 
fluous, but I may say that I interlarded, in the table of contents, the 
titles of some new chapters which are needed as general background; 
I sh6uld also remind you that, as stated in the Preface, this was writ- 
ten without preliminary draft; hence there are many things wrong with 
style, content, arrangement, emphasis, and about everything else. This 
was the principal reason why I hesitated to send it to you before; how- 
ever, I am sure you will understand its limitations. 

I may as well say frankly that my inclination to go on with the 
whole job, as an individual, has entirely disappeared with the knowledge 
that such men as Walter Taylor and yourself are working along the same 
lines. This is a restricted field; there ig no need of a whole flock 
of elementary books on the subject; and the only reason I wrote the syl- 
labus in the first place was that I knew of nobody else who was tackling 
the same fcr Granted that I may have had more formal training in basic 
biology you have, there is still no doubt whatever that men in the 
position of you and Taylor have in every other way a background for the 
job that I can never hope to acquire. 

Therefore it will doubtless seem rather strenge to you that I make 
a proposal in this connection: If it is true---as it probably is---that 
you and Taylor and I have individually somewhat different approaches to 
the subject, and perhaps telents along different and complementary lines; 
and if in addition the real need of the situation is the best book pos- 
sible which involves all possible lines---do you think that you and I, 
or, better, you and Taylor and I, could produce together a better piece 
of work than any one of us working alone? When I spoke of "restricted 
field" above, I referred to the number of those who might buy the book; 
the field itself of course is almost limitless, and it has occurred to 
me that colleboration might be worth thinking about. In view of the 
respective contributions that we three might make, it seems clear to me 
that you should be the senior author, I the junior, and Teylor in be- 
tween. It occurs to me also that we might together get the job done 
quicker and with less personal loss of time than would be involved if we 
worked separately. And I am inclined to think that our essential agree- 
ment on the fundamentals might make it a good working combination. On 
the other side of the argument are the facts that less money and credit 
#6 accrue to joint authors than to individualsauthors; and there are 
doubtless other disadvantages. If you favor the scheme---fine; if you 
don't, my present inclination is to turn over to you my entire syllabus 
for whatever use you can make of it, if any. I had plenned to do some 
more work on it this summer, so let me know what you think, about the 
matter some time before long. j re 

sanpenpiye D | > an =: 
e ae Lo 

Rudo Bennitt
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COOPERATING 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Following our discussion of the sex-ratio business, here are 
some tables of the 1938 and 1939 results which may be of interest 
in deciding how to present the stuff. You will understand that the 
1939 figures are incomplete; they treat 493 hunters and 41,421 birds; 
since these figures were cottpiled, we have received returns from an 
additional 1,164 birds, which will be included with the final figures. 

On a separate sheet there is typed an excerpt from the Jan.-March 

1939 Quarterly Report of the research unit dealing with the sex-ratio 
matter in the 1938 birds. The tables deal with only the birds shot 
over dogs, and I propose to add to these the figures on birds shot 
without dogs; but since 35,940 birds were shot over dogs and only 
1,361 without dogs (some hunters did not specify which), you can see 
that the tables would not be greatly altered thereby. 

In 1938, as you will see, there was a small but steady decline in 
the % of females killed during successive weeks of our 73-week season. 
In 1939 this fA did not happen in most of the zoogeographic regions, as 
the following table shows: (for regions, cf. our game survey report, p.17) 

Males per 100 females: 
Week NW.Pr. N.Rbr. NE.Rbr. W.Pr. W.O.B. N&B.O.B. O2.P1. Miss.L. Total 

1. 142.06 107.16 112.60 122.04 109.39 106.22 1235.00 140.28 115.15 
2. 137.74 108.49 109.93 107.55 121.07 118.33 134.48 106.90 116.120 
3. 118.18 136.50 109.01 126.76 103.835 122.54 109.46 117.39 114.56 
4 129.41 122.30 109.20 126.48 109.78 116.67 110.33 106.38 115.66 
5. 121.57 103.40 111.55 116.81 100.40 106.59 125.15 118.24 TL. 62 
6. 94.59 125.86 104.77 112.89 105.36 99.20 115.40 95.24 108.89 
7, $141.03 115.74 111.09 110.60 102.24 125.89 105.32 108.33 11.61 

*8. 95.83 121.35 115.90 108.96 100.00 105.15 117.37 105.41 112520 
*---3 days only, Dec.29-31. 

Your Missouri figures for 1930-1933 and 1935-1936, and our game 
survey figures for 1934, figured in the same way by totalsf#, are: 
Males per 100 females: 
T930---106.5 1934(Mo.G.S. )---101.7 1938(RB)---112.8 
1931---118.8 1935------------146.5 1939(RB)---112.7 
1932---111.7 1936------------171.2 
1933---122.7 1937 (no reports) 

singere}y yours, ~ z 

CE - 
Rudolf Bennitt 

Professor of Zoology
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Sex ratio 

In 1930 and 1931, Leopold (1933, 108) found a 13% surplus of males in 
Missouri (= 113 cocks to 100 hens); his figure was based on 435 birds killed 

in 1930 and 598 killed in 1931. 

In 1934, Bennitt and Nagel (1937, 39) found a 2.0% surplus of males, 

based on 4,885 cocks and 4,802 hens killed during that season. 

In 1938, our 573 cooperators killed 37,627 birds: 19,944 cocks and 17,683 

hens. The surplus of males was again 13% (12.8%). 

Apart from the importance of the sex ratio as part of a census method, 

which will be discussed further below, its chief significance lies-in the 

fact that it is a measure of the differential mortality of cocks and hens. 

Stoddard (1931, 89-95) found that in 20,000 birds shot between 1924 and 1929 

- the surplus of males varied between 7% (1925-26) and 20% (1928-29). “In very 
few cases did the hens equal or exceed the cocks in number, and this was the 

case early in the season only. On the other hand, ratios as high as 130 to 

100 were occasionally indicated in small series late in the season." He 

cites (p. 90) further figures indicating sex ratios in the Carolinas, Florida, 

Pennsylvania, and Alabama with male surpluses varying from 13% to 38%. In 

general, there is "a winter sex ratio of approximately 115 cocks to 100 hens 

over much of the southeastern quail territory." 

Stoddard found, however, that in trapped birds immediately after the hunt- 

ing season the ratio of males to females was consistently higher than in birds 

shot. In 2,422 birds shot in Georgia and Florida, the average surplus of 

males was 9.5%, while in 1,434 birds trapped the average surplus of males was 

25%, a difference of 15.5. Since trapping probably reveals the true state 

of affairs in nature better than shooting, this difference, which is a rather 

consistent one, must be kept in mind in future reckoning. 

There seems to be a rather steady decrease in the % of hens as the season 

progresses. Stoddard noticed this end commented on "the strong probability 

that the hens have a decidedly shorter ‘life expectation® when living under 

natural conditions than do the cocks." He thinks the hens may be less quick 

in dodging and therefore easier marks for both hunters and predators. What- 

ever the reason, the 1938 figures from Missouri show this same trend during 

the hunting season: 

Males Females % Surplus % of Females 
Week Killea* Killea* of Males Killed 

1. (11/10-16) 4,600 4,140 Aly 47.37 
2. (11/17-23) 2,599 2,005 11.40 47.30 
3. (11/24-30) 2,588 2,302 12.42 47.08 
4, (12/1-7) 2,357 2,087 12.94 46.96 
De (12/8-14) Belt, 1,933 14.38 46.65 

6. (12/15=21) 2,208 1,981 12.97 46.95 

7, (12/22-28) 1,888 1,612 7. Le 46.06 
8. (12/29-31) 1,463 1,295 Leet 46.95 (3 days only) 

Entire season: 19,944 17,683 122.79 47.00 

* with dogs.



The surplus of cocks varied in 1938 in the different regions of Missouri 
between 5.1% and 21.3%. The figures are as follows: 

Males Females % Surplus % of Females 
Region Killea* Killea* of Males Killed 

NW. Prairie 367 349 5.2 48.74 
N. Riverbreaks 1,243 1,040 19.5 45.55 
NEs Riverbreaks 5,781 5,141 12.4 47.07 
W. Prairie 1,777 1,588 11.9 47.19 
W. Ozark Bar. 2,047 1,947 Sod 48.75 
N&E. Ozark Bdr. 2,887 2,460 17.4 46.01 
Ozerk Plateau 4,543 4,087 Tis 47.36 
Miss. Lowland 1,299 1,072: ers 45.19 0 ee ei 

STATE: 19,944 17,683 1258 47.00 

* with dogs. 

(In the two foregoing tables, the writer realizes that none of the decimal 
places have any statistical value in themselves; they are included only to show 
small differences more accurately.) 

The surplus of males is.slightly higher (13.1%) north of the Missouri 
River than south of the River (12.6%), indicating that there is probably not 
enough difference in the seasons of these two areas to bring about any signifi- 
cant difference in the sex ratio at the same time. 

- Quarterly Report, Missouri Cooperative 
Wildlife Research Unit, Jan., Feb., and 
March 1939



kol University Parm Place 
February 6, 1940 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Department of Zoology 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

I am sending you first the summary of all the material 
together with a sample of the report card from which the summary 
was compiled. If you then decide that you can use the material, 
I will ship you the entire accumlation and correspondence. If 
your data cover only 1938 and 1939 they might hitch conveniently 
end to end with my data. Should this prove to be the case and 
should you be interested, we might consider a joint paper, 
although I did not have this in mind when first making the pro- 
posal. — 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY MISSOUR! CONSERVATION COMMISSION January 30% 1940 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

GOOPERATING 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Many thanks for your January 26 offer of quail sex ratio data. 

I should indeed be glad to look it over, and if you will send it to 

us via express collect I will see that it is well taken care of. 

Before saying whether or not we can or should use it, I think we 

ought to examine it. You must realize that I am no statistical 

expert either, and the analyses of quail sex ratios which Starker 

refers to are the ones which have come from our quail hunters! 

reports in 1938 and 1939. Perhaps we can talk over the matter when 

I see you in Washington. We shall have to have something to discuss 

over our beer anyway. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

( Ee 
o 

Professor of Zoology 

RB aw



42h University Farm Place 
Jamary 26, 1940 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt 
Wildlife Conservation Building 
University of Missourt 
Columbia, Missouri , 

Dear Dr. Bennitt: 

I gather from Starker's memo to you dated January 22 that you are 
making a statistical analysis of quail sex ratios. 

I have e mass of data collected mostiy by questionnaire from sporte- 
men in the states from Indiana to Missouri and Wisconsin to Minnesota between 
1929 and 1936 and totaling 9,465. I have this information compiled ad reduced 
to ratios, percentages and graphs. I don't know what to do with it, however, 
for I have lately come to the realization that in any one locality a sample 
of less then perhaps 1,000 birds is not a true sample. My main handicap is 
that I live too far from the quail shooting country to supplement these rough 
data with the necessary local intensive data. Moreover, I lack training in 
statistical analysis, and my students who do have sch training are otherwise 
engaged. 

I would be glad to give you this material if you think it would be 
usable as an addition to your own. ‘The only string I would attach is that 
the published result be furnished to the cooperators, of whom I have a list. 

Missouri is heavily represented in these figures, and in a few 
instances my cooperators may have been the same es yours. I have the original 
reports from them, and such an overlap could easily be ironed out. 

Of course you would not want to say yes or no without looking at the 
material. Should you care to look it over, I would be glad to send it to you. 
I think you will find it in fairly orderly shape. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Starker
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October 25, 1939 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor:— 

In writing to you and sending you the enclosed copy 
of a letter which I recently wrote to Dr. 4udolf Bennitt, I am 
following the suggestion of Mr. Herbert Stoddard, with whom I have 

corresponded for some time in connection with matters pertaining 
to game management etc. 

The somewhat detailed report which Dr. Bennitt 
asked of me to make to him, should speak for itself. I should 

like to add however the following: 

Through the efforts of Mr. I.T. Bode, chairman of 
the Missouri Conservation Commission, I had the opportunity to 
assist with the propagation of wild turkeys at the Ozark estate 
of Mr. B.K. Leach of St. Louis. At the en of the last breeding 
season, when circumstanes over which neither tir, teach nor myself 
had control, made it necessary for me to leave Lost Trail, Wr. 
Leach wrote a personal letter to tir, Stoddard, asking him to help 
me in finding a permanent position for myself. It was this letter 
which started a correspondence concerning game matters in general 

and about opportunities for a suitable position for myself in 
particular. In his last letter Mr. Stoddard explained that you 

had a very wide aguaintance in the wildlife field and that you 
might possibly be in the position to suggest a contact which would 
offer mg the opportunity to prove myself. 

I am 33 years old, msrried and have two small boys. 
while I am employed at present, it is only a temporary job and 
not in line with game. My desire is to find a position in connection 
with game management where I am expected to produce results. If you 
could help me with this or make suggestions, I shall be very grateful. 

incerely jyours, 

aaa 
P.W. Schinkel 
c/o E.B. Evans, Turner (Greene County) Mo.



copy for Dr. Aldo 4eopold 

September 27, 1959 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt, 
Professor of Zoology, 
University of Missouri, 

Columbia, Missouri. 

Dear Dr. Bennitt:- 

Following your suggestion on my recent visit 
to Columbia, when you explained to me that you would need a more 
complete picture of my educational background in order to determine 
just what I needed in the way of technical training, 1 feel that 
I can de this best by giving you a detailed account of the various 

factors which have contributed in one way or another to shape my 
career in connection with game matters. On the outset I wish to 

state that my personal interest in game and other wildlife is that 
of a sportsman who wishes to be instrumental in perpetuating game 
for sporting purposes. Paradogically perhaps, as a hunter, to me 
game has primarély a great eestetic appeal and very little meat 
value. 

I entered the elementary school (Volkssclivle) 
in Hamburg, Germany, during 1912 when I was six years old. During 
1918 I was transferred to a prep@ratory school for teachers (Seminar 
Schule) where I was enrolled for two years until 1920 when I took 
up vocational training. At this stage my education included, besides 
the fundamental subjects, two years of chemistry; three years of 
physics; three years of geometry; two years of algebra; one year of 
trigonometry; five years each of geography and history; two years 
of literature and one year of French. 

My vocational training was suggested by economic 
circumstances and not by choice. Inasmuch as the required age limit 
was 18 years and because I left school at 14, I had four years until 

I was old enough to enter that branch of the forest service primarely 
devoted to game and which is known as "Berufsjager" or game ranger. 

During the intervening four years I attended (8 hours weekly) a 
"Fortbildungsschule" which was, in general, a continuance of my 
previous schooling but with the opportunity to enroll for additional 

advanced courses in mathematic, technical drawing and bookkeeping.
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After graduation from the vocational training course in 

1924 I was selected from 14 applicants for a vacancy as assistant 
game ranger on the extensive preserves of Baron v. Jenisch, in 
Schleswig-Holstein, Germany. My instructors here were the chief- 
rangers Konrad Ortmann and F. Scheper. The latter being a widely 

recogni@ed authority on deer and pheasant feeding and author of 

several books on these stibjects. 

My practical training during the following two years 
(1924 - 1926) was greatly influenced by the economic restrictions 

in general which developed during the post war period. In Germany, 

title to, as well as responsibility for game is vested in the 

landowner, who, in turn has to abide by government proclaimed 
open seasons. During my time there were no bag limits and every 
sportsman or preserve owner was obliged to carry out his own 
program of game management to the extent of the ability of the 

game ranger in charge. 

In my particular case I entbred into active service at 

a time when every effort was being made to build up what was left 

after war and revolution from a once very impressive game population. 

But whereas during the pre-war days there were ample means and 
restricted agricultural activities, aided by a forestry program 
particulargly developed to favor game propagation, ingenuity on 

the part of the chief ranger had now to make up for the lack of 

necessary funds, and the game management program as a whole had 

to compromise all along the line with incressed agricultural 
developments and an intensive, progressive forestry program. 

In its entirety, the preserve consisted of three separate 

estates, predominately agricultural, with a variety of mixed timber 

(pine, oak, beech and pulp woods, in the order named) marshes, 
several streams, a river and three big lakes. 

The game population included: Fallow deer, roe deer, also 
occasionally red deer, pheasants (both mongolian and ringnecked), 
partridges (PERDIX CINEREA), woodcock (SCOLOPAX RUSTICOLA), ducks 
(ANAS BOSCHAS and ANAS CRECCA) (ALSO ANAS QUERQUEDULA); migratory 
game, such as wild geese (ANSER ANSER and ANSER FABaLIS), snipes 
(SCOLOPAX GALLINAGO) etc. and last but not least hare and rabbit. 
The ever abundant predator population ranged from the wildcat (FELIS 

CaTUS FERUS) down to the weasel and from hawks to bluejay. 

Conservation- and propagation measures which I studied 
and carried out according to instructions, were later also depending 

on my personal observations. Some of these measures which I carried 
out and which subsequently afforded me a measure of practical 
experience, included the following (named in the order of the 

prevailing importance):
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Deer 

Due to lack of winter feeding and proper protection during the 
war years (1914 - 1918) the deer population had severely suffered 
from: 1.) starvation; 2.) illegal shooting (poaching); 5.) uncontrolled 
increase in numbers which unbalanced the sex ratio, and which, 
accelerated by indiscriminate shooting of desirable reproduction 
stock, resulted in a marked degree of degeneration. 

Propagation measures included: 1.) controlled (selective) shooting 

of undesirable bucks and does; 2.) rational feeding (acorns, chestnuts, 

deer bread, clay-preparated salt licks etc. and by providing topinambur 

cultures (HELIANTHUS TUBEROSUS); 5.) by enforcing a rigid protection 
from all disturbances. 

Yardstick for our method of selective shooting (local conditions 

always being a determining factor) was our own record covering almost 

three quarters of a century and which merely affirmed the long 

established fact that antler growth is a visible indicator of virility. 

Inasmuch as antler growth seems to be hereditary, it follows that 

virility is likewise. Recognition of this, together with maintaining 

a desirable sex ratio suggested a logical basis for a program to 

follow. 

(a Aecording to scientists, the antler formation as well as the 

| hair of deer contain similar substances found in the ALBUMIN. Its 

| transformation from the digestive tract into the blood serum requires 

| SODIUM CHLORIDE. Particular$ly when we fed topinambub (which contains 

very little SODIUM) did our deer frequent the salt licks. This should 

illustrate that if salt is not naturally available, and in this 

instance not artificially provided, the substances (in the ALBUMIN) 

x will be drawn from the body within, consequently lowering the vitality 

Cu ow and frequently causing death from exposure. While the merits of 

wy ee the various forms of salt licks have long been subject of controversial 

pow discussions, I had the opportunity to observe during the hard winter 

of 1925 that our losses on deer (due to exposure) were nominal as 

i compared with those of a neighboring estate where nature was permitted 

to take its course. 
| Our topinambur cultures (the plant being originally introduced to 

Germany from North Amarhca where it is also known as Jerusalem Artichoke) 

| yielded between 120 ~ 150 sacks (about 100 ibs. each) of "roots", which 

| are shaped not unlike a sweet potato, per acre. The stalks provided 

a fodder. 

Pheasant 

Because we were required to provide for heavy shooting over dogs, 

it was necessary to resort to limited artificial propagation. Several 

hundred birds, released in desirable locations aiter a "lean" season, 

provided for sufficient increuse. The shorter-legged mongolian pheasant 

was better adapted for areas with a preponderance of heavy cover where 

it would "take to wing" better than its longer-legged cousin of the 
ring-necked variety.
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Careful observations determined the prevailing sex ratio 
and suggested subsequent measures to maintain a proper balance. A 
cock should not have less than six, and not more than ten hens to 
serve. If the cocks are too numerous there will be exessive fighting, 
usually resulting in wandering off of younger cocks who often take 
a number of hens along. Either trapping or the gim proved the best 
remedies in such cases. An exessive number of hens, on the other 
hand, tends to a marked weakening of the progeny and consequently 
to heavier losses from exposure during hard winters. The remedy 
is not at all obvious since I had the experience (later verified 
by others who made similar observations) that by merely liberating 
additional cocks in order to balance the sex ratio I simply created 
a new problem when continuous fighting between "resident" and 
liberated cocks caused many of the birds to drift away, and thus 
practically defeating the whole purpose. In this instance it would 
have been cheaper and more effective to shoot the exessive hens. 

Winter-feeding - even where the winter is very mild - is 
all important since it serves a number of purposes. ‘o this end 
we found the oblong, low shelter with a V-shaped roof the most 
practical. During the late summer already we began to distribute 
big heaps of chaff under each shelter. These were always placed 
in stands of young pines with no tall trees nearby (hawks like to 
comfortably select easy meals from convenient vantage points 
while the birds are feeding) This measure served to gradually 
concentrate pheasants in a desirable locality before the time of 
actual need. Observations and actual counts were easily carried 
out at these feeding places. As we&ther and food shortage demanded 
this, grain was thrown among the chaff. This, being always dry and 
protected from rain and snow, provided for an exellent feeding 
method since the birds had to work hard, scratching among the chaff 
for their feed. Particularely during severe cold spells is it of 

om prime importance to keep the birds active all day long and not to 
Nn prnel fer feed them be methods which allow them to get their fill in a short 
\Sy7Qe yeas] time. 
Ag C We Where it became necessary to provide substantial cover on 

. x > extensive, open areas which for agricultural reasons could not be 
5 aoe planted with shrubs or trees, we found topinambur very satisfactory 

ww * and ~ this was a factor of importance - cheap. The plant is a 
fairly hardy perennial, needs very little cultivation and when 
planted in rows, covering a suitable area, proved to be a haven 
for all sorts of wildlife (including foxes and cats for which we 
thoughtfully provided box traps - un-baited and with two doors - 
which by the way are a real boon for game keepers.) 

Part ridges 

Compared with pheasants, our partridges were a less important 
game and consequently we made no elaborate propagatiion efforts. The 
method of restoration which had been followed on our preserve from 
time to time for many years with satisfactory results, was the one 
first discovered by a French sportsman, Dr. Michon, during 1896.
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It provides simply for capture of a sufficient number of 

cocks ( we did this during the winter at feeding shelters, using 

traps) which were kept in pens. Unlike Dr. Michon who used brood 

hens, we used a small incubator. The modus operandi is as follows: 

Several days before hatching a cock is placed in a small brooder 

where it is kept fairly dark. After the hatch is off and the 

chicks dry, the brood is placed under the cock, This has to be 

done late in the evening or during the night. It is very rarely 

that a cock refuses the role as a fostermother. The brood is fed 

for several days in the brooder until the chicks respond to the 

cocks warning call. At this stage the birds are ready for liberation 

in a desirable lacality. The fact that this method will not work 

with a hen instead of a cock (hens will kill a strange brood) 

presents perhaps a strange biological factum. But this seems not 

nearly as strange as the fact that American game conservationists 

have long overlooked a good bet. A friend of sine has successfully 

adopted this method to raise pheasants (5 or 6 chicks to a cock). 

While it is otvious that propagation methods along such lines do 

not readily lend themselves to mass production, the results are 

nevertheless so far superior to the conventional, degenerating, 

mechanical quantity-above-quality methods, that one wonders why 

a little practical research along the lines of the Michon principle 

shouldn't produce some much-needed real results. 

In closing the chapter of my practical experiences as a 

game ranger in Germany I wish to point to the foliowing as an 

example to illustrate possibilities with a program of intensive 

deer propagation: 
During 1925 the owner of our estate aquired 

permanent shooting rigsts on an isolated territory, comprising 

of about 200 acres of cut-over timberland (mostly pine} and 

about 600 acres of land under agricultural cultivation, including 

spotted large grazing areas. 
The total deer population, when we took charge, 

msisted of 2 bucks (between 3 and 4 years old) and 4 old does. 

We had orders to resort to drastic measures for improvement. Shortly 

after my departure during the following year (1926) the deer 

population had incre sed by 7 fawns. 

I have a detailed report of the deer increase 

covering the following four years (1926 - 1950) according to this 

there were at the end of this period: 4 capital bucks; 5 average 

bucks; 3 young bucks; 9 old does; 3 young does and 14 fawns. A 

total of 36 heads. During this period 9 under developed fawns; 

1 doe and 1 inferior buck were killed, bringing the total increase 

over a 4 year period from the original stock of 6 deer to 41 heads. 

The losses due to natural causes were obviously nominal. 

Coincidental is the record of the same place, 

covering the same period, concerning other game increases. During the 

winter of the first year (1925) we shot only 19 hares and 2 pheasants, 

What was left on game wasn't worth mentioning. We then proceeded to 

cut over some brushy timber, planted topinambub patches, built
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® 

feeding shelters; set up permanently placed box traps; poisoned 
crows and set up permanent crow traps; built a number of observation 
posts in strategic locations and liberated two dozen rabbits as 
a "buffer crop" for vermin, 

One cock and two hen pheasants which were liberated during 
the first year increased to a total of 20 birds during the first 
season. Finally, during 1933 (after 8 years of intensive game management 
primarély concerned with deer) the total kill of that years was 
recorded with : 281 hares; 565 rabbits; 74 pheasants and 194 partridges. 

In passing I wish to comment that the budget for expenses 
involved in connection with this particular project was not burdened 
with any "research" expenditures, but merely provided for feed; 
some materials for such equipment as feeding shelters, traps etc. 
etc. and last but not least for intelligent, year-round protection. 
Mother nature will do wonders when she gets only a little help. 

PROBATUM EST! 

4n order to be eligible for the state examination required 
for all game management personel, either privately or government 
employed, I had to attend a semester at a game ranger school for 
technical training. The courses here were designed to give a technical 
background for all phases of activities in connection with game. 
Included were such subjects ass elementary forestry; food and cover 
planting for game; antler development of deer; deer diseases and 
causes of degeneration; upland game management; predator control; 
ornithology (for practical use) including migration and waterfowl 
studies; map making and rudimentary trigonometry; ballistics; 
law in relation to game etc.etc. 

Books for my studies included: 

Der Rothirsch und seine Jagd....eseee(W. Kiesling) 
Die Niederjagd oeeveecee (Dietzel) 
Das deutsche Waidwerk eseceesvs( Feove Raesteld) 
Das Geh&rn und die Entstehung 

monstréser Formen ...+.sseee(Karl Brandt) 
Die Hebung der Niederjegd ..e.-.+..(Hegendorf) 
Fahrten und Spurenkunde ecececece(Karl Brandt) 
Wildfutter und Remisenpflanzen und 

ihre Verwendung im Revier(Dr. Ernst Schaeff) 
Die rationelle Wildfttterung......see(Fr. Scheper) 
Dressur und Ftthrung des 

Gebrauchshundes.......+.(Oberlander) 
Der Jagdfasan seleacioeo(Cronsu) 
Wildkrankheiten und ihre 

Bek&mpfung ececevece(Dre Ae OLL & Dr. A. StrSse) 

There was a list of other, strictly academic textbooks, the 
titles of which I do not recall however.
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During 1926 I resignec from my post, accepting an opportunity 
to immigrate to the United States. By the time I had studied and 
understood the $nglish language well enough to successfully apply 
for a position in connection with game management, my erstwhile 
enthusiasm for deer propagation was somewhat knocked out of joint. 
Not only did I find a reverse game evaluation, with the best 
sportsmen of this country making concentrated efforts with uplend 
game rather than with big game, but even academic trained high game 
officials were inclined to discredit with profound disbelief the 
simple facts cocerning deer propagation which I had the opportunity 
to observe in the practice and which are verified by all leading 
game authorities on the continent. 

During 1928 I accepted an offer from a large German/American 
daily to join its editorial staff. As editor of the magazine 
supplement I had the opportunity to write a whole section devoted 
to hunting and game conservation. These efforts came eventually to 
the attention of the late Mr. Carlos Avery, then president of the 
(later reorganized) American Game Protective 4ssociation > who 
subsequently supplied me with material for publication. Net result 
after one yearf of these activities was a new, keen interest in 
upland game restoration problems, and an offer to propagate pheasants 
and ducks for sporting purposes on the Long Island estate of a 
wealthy industrialist. I covered up my typewriter, dusted off my 
shotgun and accepted. 

The stockmarket crash in 1929-1950 finished my career as 
a gamekeeper after one breeding season. What I had learned thus far 
was the fact that a game restoration program depends on the prevailing 
game laws which in turn scem invariably to be designed tos: 1.} 
meet the demands of the voting sportsmen; and 2.) to compromise 
between the biological factors of reproduction and the natural 
ability of game to survive. I also began to realize that under these 
conditions upland game management was still a veritable virgin soil 
in which the weeds of commercial game mass-production grew lush and 

plentiful and all but crowded out such small but sturdy plants like 

the sound principles of Dr. Michon and altmeister Dietzel. 

Angious to learn more about Americam game management procedure 
from personal observation, I turned South from New York, bought 
myself a horse in Charkeston, S.C. and spent three months in the 
saddle, travelling from one shooting preserve to another, covering 
the coastal plantation belt from Charleston to the St. Mary's river. 
I learned a good deal. Especially what to avoid in connection with 
game restoration methods. It was at this time that I became aquainted 
with a game specie new to me: Wild Turkey. I spent a month as a 
guest at Cabin Bluff, the Sea Island Shooting Preserve of the late 

industrialist Mr. Howard Coffin and which today offers perhaps the 
finest turkey hunting in the country.
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Whike no particular effort were being made here to propagate 
this game beyond simple protection measures, I had nevertheless a 
most exellent opportunity to study Wild Turkey PER SE. There are 
aspects of fundamentel im)ortance which are better understood when 
viewed in the light of personel observation. 

The following seven years found me in California, interrupted 
however by a two-year interlude during which I returned to the 
pastoral tranquility of the Old South and its large game preserves, 
to become married. 

My ambitions in connection with game matters in California 
soon brought me in contact with Mr. Henry Chamberlain, industrialist, 
sportsman-conservationist extraordinary and widely recognized 
authority and champion of the California Valley Quail. He employed 
me to carry out several experiment&& projects with quail, and as 
my mentor and guide in connection with the various ramifications 
pertaining to game production I was associated with him for a number 
of years. 

it has always been Mr. Chamberlain's contention that ways 
and mcans must be found to produce a better quail at less costs, 
and that any method conducive to compromising with quality in fevor 
of quantity production (competition for lower prices) is wrong. 
Shades of Altmeister Dietzel and Dr. Michon ! Instead of trying to 
prove his contention with the pen (althowh he has written somewhat 
extensively on the subject) he furnished me with the necessary means, 
equipment, a suitable place etc. etc. and then gave me carte blanche 
to go ahead and try something different in the way of producing 
quail. Stipulation was however that the resulting method (if any) 
should be adaptable to shooting conditions in Southern California. 
To this end we eventually were able to demonstrate that it is 
possible to propagate quail under semi-confined, natural conditions 
at comparetively low costs. The result was an ideal bird for propagation 
purposes. 

Briefly, our method provided for a low-fenced enclosure, 
well protecied and with abundant cover and water. Within a number 
of paired quail, wing-clipped, were liberated and in due time the 
nesting was under vay. Every pair raised ifs brood without any 
artificial means. Sufficient feed was provided by earlier plantings 
of small sudan grass patches, interspersed with (@ffir corn (perhaps 
lespedeza would have been better) Since the progeny - if sufficiently 
protected - does not leave the parentbirds until long after full 
maturity, the full-winged young birds could leave the the protected 
enclosure at will, always to feed and water and the wing-clipped 
parentbirds within. After trapping the birds and placing them in our 
specially constructed holding pens (I made all of our equipment nyself) 
we had a gamebird, ready for restocking, that is to say, fully 
experienced to shift for itself upon liberation, This same thing can 
never be claimed for brooder-raised quail which, upon liberation 
enter into an entirely new, strange and hostile world for which they 
are not at all prepared. This contention is further borne out by 
the the well known fact that only a small percentage of all the 
artificially propagated birds which are being released annually,
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live to reproduce. 
However, our methods were shaped to meet California conditions, 

and this they did well. There is no doubt for me that real results 
could be achieved with propagation efforts for all game if the 
methods decided upon were such as to leave mother nature only a free 
hand. Solution of one problem usually leads to one or several new 
ones. This is particularely true in connection with game. The best 
procedure therefore is always one which recognizes fundamental 
principles as a basis upon which to develop§ a program consistent 
with the factors of environment and local conditions. 

During 1933 the Whittier Ornithological Academy with the 
financial aid of Mr. W.K, Kellogg (of breakfast food fame) aquired 
the late Mir. DeLa Veaga's famous collection of rare waterfowl (the 
world's largest, valued in exess of $200,000.-) which was subsequently 

| moved from San Mateo to Whittier. Placed in charge of the collection 
was Mr. G.H. Corsan, nationally known authority on waterfowl and 
of late in Mr. W.K, Kellogg's service, who donated him to the Academy, 

‘ paying his salary for one year. Throvgh the intervention of Mr. 
Cgamberlain in my behalf I became Mir. Corsan's assistant and was 
eventually slated to succeed him when his one-year term expired. 
This took place six wecks after I started to work under him, By this 
time the long delayed sanctuary developements were finally under 
way and since our budget was limited I was called upon to make most 
of our feeding equipment, pens, nesting boxes, brooder equipment etc. 
and all of our traps myself, With over 1000 birds in mostly uncovered 
pens within an 18 acres enclosure, and which drew all sorts of vermin 
like a magnet, predator control became at once one of our mujor 
problems. Here, like also later with my quail experiments, the 
unbaited, two-ddor box trap (of my own construction) which proved 
dependable under any weather conditions, works without any springs 
or gadgets to get out of order, so simple that a small child can 
Operate it, and which dies not hurt any animal caught in it, proved 
invaluable. 

Circumst:nces and economic conditions brought me to Missouri 
during 1958. Activity within the Conservation Federation of Missouri, 
which included a weekly colum on Fish, Game and Conservation in 
a daily newspaper , came to the attention of Mr. I.T. Bode, Chairman 
of the Missouri Conservation Commission. It was through his efforts 
that I eventually had the opportunity to be employed with Mr. BK. 
Leach of St. Louis, to assist with then propagation of Wild Turkeys 
at nis Ozark estate ost Trail. The circumstances leading up to my 
employment unfortunately madeb it only possible for me to remain at 
Lost Trail for the duration of one breeding season. 

According to Mir. Herbert Stoddard in his report on the Lost 
Trail turkeys, the real status quo seemed to be a proper procedure 
in adjusting the propagated birds to the wild state in their natural 
environment. With this authoritative opinion to guide my own observations 
in regard to artificial turkey propagation, I arrived by practical
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experience at these conclusions: 

Equipment, rearing methods and 
feeding practices which are successfully employed for domestic 

turkeys are not suitable for wild turkeys. My own collective 
experiences with game breeding convinced me that the degree of 
hardiness of any gamebird chick determines its relative quality 

and value for reproduction. It follows that hardiness, which is 
both the physical basis for survival as well as the psychological 
basis for the intangible quality of what makes a gamebird wild , 
becomes at once a factor of first importance. It seems however 
that the methods to achieve this run counter to the accepted 
poultry breeding methods because these tend to eliminate inierior 
birds, i.e. those which under natural conditions would be unable 
to survive, at an early stage. Poultry men have besn successful 
in their concentrated efforts with mechanical eqipment and patent 
medicines, in order to save as many weak birds as possible. These 
are than allowed to reproduce, and thus, stepf by step the very 
result has been achieved which the gamebreeder dreads as the 
plagues degeneration. In order to eliminate this evil at the 
root and to produce gamebirds which will readily revert to the 
natural state it seems obvious that wild turkeys should be raised 
under such conditions and with the aid of such equipment which 
is from the very start conducive to allow only such birds survive 
which will in the end be fit to reproduce. To raise wild turkeys 
by such methods which commercial gamebreeders have found expedient 
in order to be able to market as many as possible (with no questions 
asked as long as the birds looked right) and then to go ahead and 
later try to make these birds "wild" (?) by frightening, chasing 
them off the ground with dogs and other similarely quaint methods, 
Seems very odd indeed and not at all consistent with biological 
facts. 

In the foregoing I have tried to follow your suggetion 
and given you an outline of my past experiences with game and game 
management. As I have already stated in the beginning, my personal 
interest is that of a sportsman who wishes to be instrumental in 
perpetuating game for sporting purposes. 

Because I wish to have a permament position for which my 
previous experiences have prepared me to the extent of a limited 
practical qualification but for which I feel I do not have the 
necessary technical training which is required, I am asking you for 
your opinion if I would be elegible for enrollment at the University. 
In view of it that I have a family to support and no job, I am in 
a vather precarious position. +f it is in your opinion not advisable
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to make efforts in this direction, either because I lack the proper 
educational qualifications or because it would not be possible 
to find part-time employment to keep the wolf from the door while 

I studied, I feel confident that you will advise me. If you could 
suggest a better course for me to follow or advise me of a possible 

suitable connection, I shall be very grateful. If you wish to see 
letters of r°commendation concerning my work in connection with game, 
which were given to me by previous employers, I shall be glad to 
mail you copies. 

For more and better game I remain 

sincerely Yours, 

(P.W. Schinkel) 

my address: 

c/o B.B, Evans, 
Turner, {Greene County) Missouri
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I am sending you a proof of a small folder which I 
prepared some time ago as a contribution to a cause 

which near to my heart. During every hunting season 
in the past 12 years I have found deer which were crippled 
and lost due to lack of proper understanding. I made the 
crude little drawing in an attempt to illustrate for 
my fellow sportsmen just what is likely to happen if 
a deer is hit by a bullet. 

P.W. Sch.



4oh University Farm Place 
Hovember 13, 1 Division of Wildlife Management 4 198 

Mr. BE. L. Wiekliff 
Ohio State Museum 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Wickliff: 

In my letter of November 2 about P. W. Schinkel, 
IT made one misstatement. I said he was highly recommended 
by Stoddard. I have later found that this is incorrect. 
Stoddard does not know him, but spoke favorably of him to 
me on the strength of indirect information from associates 
whose opinion he respects. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

November 6, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Vadison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

Your letter of October 24th was received some time 
ago, but I have been so busy that I have not gone over your 
seminar outline. However, I will write you later on regarding it. 

I received the two letter copies this morning ccon- 
cerning Mr. P. W. Schinkel and hasten to write you to the effect 
that I have never met Wr. Schinkel and am not recommending him 
for any position. My interest in him was purely through corres- 
pondence I have had with him and the cutline of his exnverience 
in game management work here and abroad that he sent me. Mr. 

friend, lr. B. K. Leach of St. Louis, who employed him for a 
time on his turkey farm in the Ozarks, also wrote to me r egard- 
ing him and snoke highly of him. I thought you would be inter- 
ested in knowing that a man of this experience and background 

was footloose anf free and looking for a position. In his cor- 
respondence with you he may have given you the impression that 
I had firsthand information of his work, which is not the case. 

This morning I received two separates from you, the 
reading of which I am looking forward to with very greet interest. 
Thank you for them. 

I was glad to note by your Cctober letter thet you 
have had some good prairie chicken and ruffed grouse shooting, 
and I still have hopes thst you may find your way down here some 
time during the hunting seeson for a bout with our turkeys and 
quail. 

With kind regards and best wishes, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

LD boo HLS srp : ‘a



Alte ete STATE OF OHIO 
ee DIVISION OF CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
he DON WATERS, COMMISSIONER 

ee CoLuMBUS 

a DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE JOHN W. BRICKER 
JOHN T. BROWN, OlRecToR GOVERNOR 

Ohio State Museum 
November 6, 1939 

Dr.Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
Division of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Your letter of October 2 is at hand and you 

are advised that I am forwarding same to Mr, A. W. 

Short who is in charge of Game Management for the 

Divisi on. 

I am quite sure you will hear from Mr. Short 

in the near future. 

Very tmly yours, 

ae RR 
E. L. Wickliff 

Fish Management & Propagation Section 

ELW/CcG



November 6, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Professor of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold:-— 

I want to thank you for your encouraging reply 
of November 2 which I received today. 

I am writing to Mr. Otis McIntyre of Colorado 
Springs, for information in regard to a possible opening where 
I would have the opportunity to prove myself, 

It was indeed very kind of you to write to Ohio 
in my behalf and I am in hopes that something should materialize 
from this effort. 

I feel greatly indebted to you and while I realize 
that I know but very little about game, I shall be very glad to 
furnish you with any information concerning game under my observation. 

Looking forward I remain 

Yours sincerely, 

° ey.| 
P.W. Schinke 

c/o E.B. Evans, Turner, (Greene County) 
Missouri



424 University Farm Place 
November 2, 1939 

Division of Wildlife Management : 

Mr. P. W. Schinkel 
c/o . B. Evans 
Turner (Greene County) 
Missouri 

Dear Mr. Schinkel: 

I read your life history with keen interest. 

I wish I had some immediate opening in mind, but I know 
of nothing at the moment. With a recommendation from Stoddard 
it should be possible, however, for you to place yourself. All 
I can offer to do is to keep you in mind, and let you know 
when I hear of openings. 

Colorado is reorganizing; possibly they might be looking 
for a geome farm manager. Mr. Otis MoIntyre of Colorado Springs 
would know. 

I am writing Ohio on the chance that they might need 
& man to run their pheasant program. They would be recentive to 
your ideas. 

s Yours sincorely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Stoddard 
a



heh University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management November 2, 1939 

Mr, EB. L. Wickliff 
Ohio State Museum 
Columbus, Ohio 

Dear Wickliff: 

; Deo you by any chance need a skilled pheasant man 
to operate your pheasant trapping and restocking program? 
If so, I imow of a young German with intensive experience 
with pheasants both in this country and abroad, who is 
highly recommended by Stoddard. He does not have a scientific 
education, but he seems to be a very siillful field man. His 
name and address are as follows: F. W. Schinkel, ¢/o B. B. 
Zvans, Turner (Greene Co.), Missouri. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Stoddard 

me 

A



42h University Farm Place 
Jamary Division of Wildlife Management a+ 3999 

Mr. E. Sydney Stephens 
Conservation Commission 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Stephens: 

The establishment of the Bdward K. Love Wildlife Conservation 
fund strikes me as an important event, not only for Missouri wut for 
the nation. It is the first state wildlife foundation that I know of. 
There is no doubt in my mind that local funds of this sort are needed 
even more than national funds. Mr. Love's generosity gives Missourt 
a wonderful opportunity. 

While we designate wildlife research as science, it is clear 
by now that national scientific foundations do not regard it as such. 
T do not know of one red penny ever contributed to wildlife research by 
&@ national scientific foundation. Missouri will have a chance to prove 
that to decipher the mechanisms of wild populations is not only seience, 
but science of a new and difficult sort. I congratulate Missouri, and 
T predict that Mr. Love's action will be followed in many other states. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. I think you will find it difficult to award prizes to sportsmen's 
groups, 4-H groups, etc. Why not honorary awards direct to farmers who 
have done something worth while? 

AL.
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STATE OF MISSOURI 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
1. T. BODE, DIRECTOR 

JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI ADORESS REEL VETO 

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 

December 31, 1938 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

On January 18, at the Chase Hotel in St. louis, the Conservation 

Commission, the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce and the Conservation 

Federation of Missouri are tendering a dinner to Mr. Edward K, 
Love in recognition of his creation of the Wildlife Conservation 

Foundation which bears his name and which amounts to $100,000. 

It would contribute to the occasion, and would be highly pleasing 

to Mr. Love, if we might have a message from you which can be read 
at the dinner, Will you be kind enough to address such a message 
to me? 

Since the creation of the Foundation, the Board of Governors, con- 

sisting of the President of the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce, Mr. 
Love's two sons and me, has created a series of awards, scholarships 

and fellowships which are described in the Resolutions of the Board 
of Governors. I give you this information because I know you will 
be interested in it and because it may possibly aid you in sending 
a message. 

For your further information, Mr. Love served as Chairman of the 

Finance Committee in our campaign for the adoption of our Constitu- 

tional Amendment and was a liberal contributor to the campaign. 
He is now a Regional Director and a member of the Executive Committee 

of the National Federation. 

Very, y yours, 

a 

E. (Macey eed 

ESS:s
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RESOLUTIONS BY THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE EDWARD K,. LOVE 

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION FOUNDATION 

WHEREAS, the indenture creating the Edward K, Love Wildlife Conservation 

Foundation provides that "the Board of Governors shall have the right, power and 

authority to use and expend the net income from this trust for eny purpose which 

a majority of said Board of Governors may determine will aid in the protecting 

and conserving of wildlife in the State of Missouri," and 

WHEREAS, the Conservation Commission of the State of Missouri, created by 

the people through an amendment to the Constitution, has set up a program of 

wildlife propagation and conservation, and 

WHEREAS, the said Commission has adopted as a fundamental policy of its 

program, the enlistment of the activities of organized conservation groups and 

the owners and users of land arid of the cooperation of organized groups devoted 

tothe conservation of soil and the promotion of better farming conditions and 

WHEREAS, the interest and education of the youth of the State and, particu- 

larly, of those residdng upon the farms is regarded as an essential and valuable 

factor in the program of wildlife conservatior, and 

WHEREAS, in the judgment of the Board of Governors of the Edward K, Love 

Foundation, the income from said Foundation can be best used to promote and 

encourage cooperative efforts by the aforesaid conservation groups, owners and 

users of land, and the farm youth of the State, to the end that such agencies 

may contritute to maximm production of wildlife, and 

WHEREAS, the need for adequate scientific research is recognized 

BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Governors of the Edward K. Love Foundation 

that the following awards, scholarships, fellowships and aids be provided out 

of the income of said Foundation in the amounts and under the terms and condi- 

tions hereinafter specifieds
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(1) Organization Activities 

(a) County wildlife organizations 

There are hereby created as the Edward K, Love awards to county 

wildlife organizations within each of the four subdivisions of the 

State of Missmri, heretofore created by the Conservation Commission, 

two $100.00 annual cash prizes in each of said divisions, one for the 

most outstending accomplishment by said organization in the field of 

upland wildlife and the other for the most outstanding accomplishment 

in the field of aquatic and semi-aquatic wildlife, the latter to include 

not only fish but waterfowl, semi-aquatic fur-bearers,ete, 

To determine said awards, the Judging Committee shall consist of 

a member of the Conservation Commission or its staff, an officer of 

the Conservation Federation of Missouri (who does not reside in the 

divisions judged), and a third person to be selected by the first two, 

The basis of judgment shall be not merely the amount of construction 

or spectacular display, but the actual improvement of wildlife sondi- 

tions in the county and increase in membership and activities of the 

respective county organizations, No sounty organization shall be 

eligible to this award which is not affiliated with the State Federation, 

(b) 4-H Clubs and Chapters of the Future Farmers of America 

There are hereby created from the income of the Edward K, Love 

Foundation, annual cash prizes totaling $50.00 in each of the four sub- 

divisions of the State to be awarded as a first prize of $25.00, a 

second prize of $15,00 and a third prize of $10.00, and to be given 

to the highest ranking chgpters of the Future Farmers of America, 

There is also created one scholarship at the University of Missouri, 

to be known as the Edward K, Love Scholarship and to be awarded each
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year to the highest reuking individual member of the Future Farmers 

of Americas the Scholarship to consist of $100.00 annually and to be 

paid, when accepted by the University, in two installments of $50.00 

each at the beginning of the two semesters of the regular term of the 

University. Said Scholarship to be available only to high school 

seniors and to extend for the freshman year only; in the event the in- 

dividual to whom the Scholarship is first awarded finds it impossible 

to attend the University, the Scholarship shall go to the next ranking 

individual, 

4-Hi Clubs. There are hereby created, out of the income of the said 

Edward K, Love Foundation Fund, four cash prizes of $25.00 each to be 

awarded to one club in each of the four subdivisions of the State as 

follows: $15,00 for the first prize and $10.00 for the second prize. 

There is also created, out of said fund, two Edward K, Love Scholarships 

at the University of Missouri, consisting of $100.00 each, to be awarded 

each year to the highest ranking boy or girl member of a 4~H Club, 

There are hereby created for high school clubs in high schools where 

40H and F.F.eA. Chapters do not exist, four $25.00 annual awards, one for 

each subdivision of the State, to be given as follows: $15.00 for the 

first prize and $10.00 for the second prize for the high school club 

which, during the year shows the greatest accomplishment in developing 

wildlife and wildlife environment, 

For the purpose of supervising, administering, and granting awards 

to 4-H Clubs, a committee consisting of Mr. T, T. Martin, State 4-H 

Club leader, a representative of the Conservation Commission, and a 

third person to be selected by those two, is hereby created. 

For the purpose of supervising, administering, end granting awards 

to Chapters and individual members of the Future Farmers of America,
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a committee composed of J, L, Perrin, State Supervisor of 

Agricultural Education, a representative of the Conservation 

Commission, and a third member to be selected by those two, is hereby 

created, 

For the purpose of supervising, administering, and granting awards 

to high school clubs, a committee consisting of a member of the State 

educational system, familiar with this type of work, a representative 

of the Conservation Commission, and a third member to be selected by 

those two, is hereby created. 

(2) Graduate Research at the University of Missouri 

There is hereby created at the University of Missouri, two Research 

Fellowships to be known as the Edward K, Love Research Fellowships, in the 

annual amount of $500.00 eachs said Fellowships to be awarded to outstanding 

students in wildlife conservation, with preference to be given to graduates 

of accredited Missouri colleges; one such Fellow to work on problems of 

aquatic biology and the other to work upon problems eeferring particularly 

to fur-bearing species. The selection of candidates for said Fellowships 

to be vested in the Administrative Committee already established at the 

University of Missouri and which is in charge of the existing Research Unit, 

The basis of selection of said Fellows to be (1) academic background 

and record, (2) outdoor interest and background and (3) personal qualifica- 

tions. The object of the creation of said fellowships is to train leaders 

in wildlife management and conservation, 

For the general se’ting up of the awards, scholarships and fellowships 

hereinbefore provided, end for the working out of the details of competition and
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for the establishment of said Scholarships and Fellowships at the University, 

the following committee is hereby created: Dr. Rudolf Bennitt, as Chairmans 

Mr, I, T, Bode, Director of Conservation Commission; Mr. T, T, Martin, State 

40H Club leaders; Dr, Sherman Dickinson, Professor of Vocational Agriculture; 

and Mr, J, T. Montgomery, President of the Conservation Federation of Miss uri. 

Said committee is to prepare the details, standards and routines of said awards 

and scholarships and to submit them to the Board of Governors of the Edward K, 

love Foundation for approval before they are finally tendered to the groups, 

individuals, and institutions affected, 

(3) Fish investigation by the Commission 

Recognizing that because research in fish management is not permissible 

at the Research Unit at the University or under the provisions of the 

Pittman-Robertson Act, and that the need of such research is essential in 

the State, and further recognizing that the present financial resources of 

the Conservation Commission are not adequate to provide all of the expenses 

of such research, the Board of Governors of the Edward K, Love Foundation 

hereby tenders to the Commission, for that purpose, the sum of $1000.00. 

Said sum to be designed merely as an aid to the Commission in initiating 

fish investigation end research, It is recognized that the responsibility 

for providing such research is primarily one for the Commission and this 

gender is, therefore, a temporary one designed to aid in initiating the work. 

Said fish investigator to work in cooperation with the University of Missouri, 

i BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the awards, scholarships, fellowships and 

aids hereinbefore provided are in the nature of experiments designed to encourage 

wider cooperation and participation in wildlife conservation; that in the event
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the results obtained therefrom are such as, in the judgnent of the Board of 

Governors of the Edward K, Love Foundation, not to justify a continuance 

thereof, the Board of Governors reserves the right to discontinue them provide 

ing, however, that no allotment of any of said provisions in any year will be 

made by the Board of Governors unless funds adequate therefor are available or 

are within reasonable prospect of being available and, providing further, that 

the contimance of any of the allotments hereinbefore provided for shall be 

contingent upon the adquacy of the income from the Foundation to meet said 

allotments.



Me, 

1532 University Avemme 
February 12, 1938 

Mr, Harold V. Terrill 
The Conservation Commission 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Terrill: 

I like to get that kind of a letter. As to criticisms of your 
quail dope: 

; Pil: Ien't 4t splitting things pretty fine to tell laymen of 
four classes of cover? I suspect two or three would be easier to under- 
stand, (Maybe I'm wrong. I am of course talking about the man, not the 
cover. We mustn't befuddle him. ) 

p:_2: (a) Why not mention "grape tangles," i.e., frames built 
over existing vines. With us it's the quickest method of getting living 
cover. 

: (>) “Bvery sound farming practice is beneficial," etc. O.K. 
if you or I write the definition of "sound." Maybe not if an agronomist 
or county agent writes it. 

(c) "they will either migrate off the farm or get so weak," etc. 
I have no evidence of wealmess due to overpopulation. Migration, yes. 

p._§! Korean lespedeza. Mine was not eaten. If your statement 
is based on actual tests, fine. 

R: 6: Wild grape cuttings have not survived with us when put out 
directly into the field, even after stratification. We get survival only 
after a year in the nursery. ven then planted grapes are slow as a 
conifer getting started. Vines already growing are the best bet. 

Although you don't ask for i4t, I'll say I like your little 
manual very much. It's swell. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management
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STATE OF MISSOURI 

THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
J. F. RAMSEY, ACTING DIRECTOR 

JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

Feb. 8, 1938 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am very sorry I did not get to attend your meeting 
in Madison last fall but conditions here were in such a shape that 
it was impossible for me to leave. 

I am enclosing a copy of the suggestions that I am 
sending to the farmers on whose farms quail have been released in 
this state. In order for you to understand the background for 
these releases I am also enclosing a copy of the application and 
agreement forms the farmers signed as well as a copy of the fall 
check up on releases. 

I know that you are busy planning for the meeting 
in Baltimore and wont have an opportunity to check over this mater- 
ial until your return but when you do I would appreciate it if you 
would mail me a few blunt, terse criticisms on the enclosed mater- 

ial, expecially on the things that I have left out or things that I 
have included that are incorrect. 

, I am asking this favor of you because I find that 
the sharp edge of self criticism is greatly dulled when you leave 

. ‘the research field and attempt to disseminate practical information 
in a manner in which it will be accepted. When you have time to 
go over my letter of suggestions please forget what merit it may 
have and give me an idea wherein I have fallen down from a scientific 
standpoint. 

Give my regards to your graduate students who were 
at the Ann “rbor and St.Louis meetings last year. I had hoped to 
renew their acquaintance last fall but as conditions did not permit 
I will look forward to meeting with them next years 

Trusting that I am not imposing too much on your time 
and hoping to see you at the regional meeting next fall, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

4 Field Biologist.



‘ 1532 University Avenue 
January 20, 1938 

Mr. I. f. Bode, Director 
Missouri Conservation Department 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Irwin: 

C. B. Gordon has sent me a copy of his letter to you asking 
for an appointment, Gordon is a young chap about 30, of quite outstanding 
personality but no biological education. wo or three years ago he re~ 
signed a perfectly good commercial job to begin work as a student apprentice 
with the Soil Conservation Service at Goon Valley. This required rather 
exceptions] nerve. He has worked his way up to camp technician at Fennimore 
and has cooperated with us very energetically in certain banding experiments, 
food and cover improvements, and Hungarian plants. He can't get anywhere 
in the 8.C.S. because of lack of a degree. 

i think he would be a desirable recruit for you in some semi- 
technical position. He is too good to use as a straight warden, not trained 
enough to use as a research man, but I thought possibly you might have some- 
thing in between. He does more studying than the average technical man. 

Are you by any chance looking for a head research man? If 80, 
I have the world's best--Arthur $. Hawkins. Frison at Urbana is coming up 
here next Saturday to nail him down as superintendent of his new refuge. 
Hawkins as a field naturalist is equal to Paul Errington with additional 
advantages of personality. 

I have also recently learned that Harry Anderson, who took a 
master's here last June and is now with the Biological Survey at Willows, 
California, wants to return to this region. He is an expert naturalist, 
extremely industrious and agreeable, but quiet and no chance so far to show 
organizing ability. 

T throw these names into your hat not for any acknowledgement or 
reply, but just on the chance that you might be lookine sround. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
wh Professor of Game Management



ip Fennimore, Wisconsin 
January 18th 1938 

% Mr. Irwin T, Bode, Director, 
Missourl Conservation Commission 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Bode; 

Recently I talked with Aldo Leopold relative to 
the possibilities of employment with other orgenizetions in 
the geme management and wildlife field. He suggested I cont- 
act you to determine just what openings there were et present 
or were posible in the near future in the Missouri Conserva~ 
tion Dept. 

For the last three years I have been with the Soil Conserve~ 
tion Service as Wildlife Technician but due to my only 
having one snd a helf years of college treining em unable 
te edvence in the organizetion 

You will no doubt agree that a person fired with the ambition 
to sucesed in the came management field,willing to devote 
several yoers of spare time study to the techniques and 
problems in wildlife and game management, and having a sincere 
interest in conservation and multiple use of our neturel 
resources would not be content to remain in the position I 
em in et the present tins. 

I would appreciate en interview with you if there are open= 
ings at present or if you expect there will be some in the 
near future. Anticipating a fevoreble reply, = would it be 
sonvenient for you to see me Saturday, Jemmry 29th at your 
office in Jeff. City ?
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Recsommendrtions as to my interest in and knowledge of gane _ 
management oan be furnished from reliable sources. 

I feel that I would be on asset to your department and worthy 
of eny consideration you show me. 

Sincerely 

C, BE. Gordon 

C. EB. Gordon 

Box 913 
Fennimore, Wisconsin



1532 University Aveme 
December 18, 1937 

Ur. G. B. Dalle 
7539 Manchester Aveme 
Maplewood, Missourt 

Dear Mr. Dille: 

Ia my opinion cach state mst prepare ite own materials 
for elementary instruction in conservation. Imported materials 
do not fit. The sxener you get your university to work on thie 
matter, the better. It so happens that Prof, Radolf Bennitt ant 
Mr. W. 0, Nagel in the Zoolezy Department are both especially 
interested in this job. 

In Wieeonsin we are in the same predicament you are. 
Ye have no indigenous materials. I am asking the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction te send you a pamphlet for teachers pre~ 
pared laat winter eatitied "Teaching Conservation in Wiseousin 
S¢ehoois." 

The best sample of indigenous materials I know of are 
the Cornell series of leaflets that you can get from Prof. x. 
Lawrence Palmer, Cornell University. 

Tou are doubtless familiar with the following bulletin: 
‘Gonservation in the Education Program," by Viliiem 3. Bristew 
and Katherlas u. Oook, Bulletin, 1937, No. 4, U. &. Office of 
Sdacation, Washiagton, 5. ¢. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



SCHOOL DISTRICT OF 

MAPLEWOOD AND RICHMOND HEIGHTS 
G. E. DILLE, Superintendent 

7539 Manchester Avenue 

MAPLEWOOD, MO. 

December Wt 193.7. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

E. Sidney Stephens of Columbia, Missouri, 
who is a member of the Missouri Conservation 

Commission, referred me to you as the best authority 
he knew of on Conservation. 

It is probable that we shall initiate a 
program of Conservation study in our schools in the 
near future, We are gathering all the information 
we can on this subject because it is new in Missouri, 

We shall appreciate it if you will send 
us any materials which you have for free distribution 
or, if you can, refer us to some department in your 
state which has such materials, 

Very x) yours, 

& 

GED: LE ato dily



1532 University Avenue 
December 6, 1937 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Zoology Department 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Rudolf: 

I am glad to have your reactions on the review. 

As to beaver. I meant native beaver, although of 

course I should have ssid so. 

As to house cats and grouse, you are right and I 
am wrong. 

As to food habits, I think we understand each other. 

One thing has happened on the question of the Wildlife 
Society which I shovld tell you. JI have had a rather persistent 
bad spell with my eyes which makes it iumossible for me to read 
voluminous correspondence. If this persists 1t would be pretty 
deadly for a Wildlife Society president. I would suggest that 
you and Yeatter have a second string to your bow, and I can tell 
you at the time how things stand. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leoneld 
vh Professor of Game Management
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DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY November 28, 19 . uo’ (® 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo:- 

I have just read with great interest your review of the Missouri 
game survey report in the November Journal of Mammalogy. On the whole 
I think you let us off rather easily, for which I am grateful; there 
were many serious criticisms (gg@mpf(of which we tried to "cover" in the 
first chapter) which you might have used and didn't; and your attitude 
throughout was pete, oe than destructive. As you know, I 
value your opinions, whethef,one or the other; so do those likely to 
read this report; therefore---many thanks for the encouragement, not 
only now but throughout the entire project. 

There are in the review some statements which indicate either that 
we did not make ourselves clear or that you misunderstood or overlooked 

some of the context. I want to cite them briefly; what's printed is 
printed; but I hope that they can be understood between us:- 

(1) "---5 species are headed for extermination within the state." 
There is no justification for including beaver in this list, at least as 
far as our statements are concerned, After pointing out the nearly 
complete extinction of beaver and rehearsing the history of the new 
plantings, we conclude (p.140):8 "---we have now reached a point at 
which no further importations are needed. We may definitely look 
forward to the restoration of beaver in Missouri, and perhaps eventually 
to their limited use once more as furbearers," 

(2) “Bennitt and Nagel advance the rather novel speculation that 
the housecat may account for the terious disappearance of the ruffed 

grouse in the Ozarks." While sige meant thwt we advanced somebody 

2 else's speculation to this effect Tas we did), most readers of the review 
OF e\ will attribute this opinion to us¢. Actually, there is no mention of 

ys the cat in the Ruffed Grouse chapter. The only statement on the matter 
is in the Cat chapter (p.162):- “Reports of old residents leave little 

room for doubt that the roving cat was one, though probably not a major,” 

(italics mine) "factor contributing to the virtual extermination of ait 
ruffed grouse in Missouri." 

(3) In the quotation (p.181) concerning "the only reliable way to 
find out the food habits of an entire species,"Z# etc., I am afraid that 
you took an objective that we were not discussing---viz., "to define the 

conditions which cause food habits to vary---and criticized our s tatement 

because it did not fit this objective. For your announced objective, 

you are dead right. But for the objective we were discussing, which was 

the food habits of an entire species, our statement seems justified, 

Your criticism re the Index is well-founded. I have wished many 
times since that we had put one in; there g reasons f9r not doing so, 
put I think not good ones. nodayly Srysed So 

Lego 4S ata 
Professo1/ of Zoology a



Piero I-have appointed Yeatter as 
chairman of the nominating committee and 
have talked with him at length along the 
lines you and I discussed over our beer. 
He is in thorough agreement, and I have 
taken the liberty of telling him the upshot 
of our conversation. I shall get the rest 

of the committee appointed during December 
and its personnel will be announced in the 
January issue of the we



1532 University Aveme 
December 3, 1937 

Mr. I. @. Bode, Director 
The Conservation Commission 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Irvin: 

I had not yeard about your appointment being contested. 

I have just wired you as follows: "Only importations of 
conservation directors which went through were Xelleter D.C. to 
Wisconsin about 1927 and Gordon back to Pennsylvania. Don't know 
whether Gordon was still a resident. Kentucky New York Vermont 
Indiana New Jersey have asked me for outside directors but I 
couldn't find qualified men. * 

I assume for an importation to be admissible as evidence, 
it mst be for a chief exemtive officer. There have, of course, 
been plenty of importations for staff technicians. 

You doubtless recall the Kelleter importation into 
Wisconsin about 1927 when Wisconsin had a reorganization bill 
similar to yours in Missouri. 

Even if Seth Gordon retained his Pennsylvania citizen- 
ship, it seems to me his case might be admissible as evidence 
because his work lay entirely outside the state and his work had 
qualified him for the position. 

At odd times during the past five years the five states 
mentioned in the wire have asked me to name men qualified for 
thief executive positions. My memory has perhaps lapsed on some 
of them, but Kentucky and Indiana, I am sure, represented an 
actual search for outside executives. Presumably one reason why 
outside executives ware not imported is that they could not be 
found. At least in none of these five cases was I able to make 
an unqualified recommendation. 

I would be interested to know who is contesting the 
appointment. I suppose it is some political faction. 

Wishing you luck, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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STATE OF MISSOURI 

THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
J. F. RAMSEY, ACTING DIRECTOR 

JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

December 2, 1937 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman 

Conservetion, School of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

You have perhaps seen news stories of the latest development 

here in Missouri. My appointment has been contested on the basis of my 

not being a resident. In preparing answer to the suit our Attorney is 

very anxious to have some information with regard to some of the out- 

standing states that have shown the most progress in wildlife and general 

conservation work, and especially those where the Director and some of the 

top staff members have been chosen from out of the state. The contest 

is centered about my not being a resident of Missouri, and I am wondering 

if there are any of the other states where Directors have been chosen 

from out of the state. 

Do you happen to know whether Seth Gordon had maintained his 

residence in Pennsylvania at the time he went back there from Washington? 

The purpose of the above information, as stated to me by the 

Attorney, was that the courts here were very apt to take cognizance of 

values accruing to the state in placing the proper personnel in charge, 

but that it was necessary to show the court the specific instances of what 

values might be expected. 

It is necessary for me to prepare this information within the 

next two or three days. If you could send me some condensed informetion 

by wire collect, I would appreciate it, and then perhaps you might follow 

it up with a letter giving more complete information. 

My only apology for bothering you this way is that an emergency 

has arisen and I mst gather all the information within the shortest time 

possible. 

DIRECTOR 

ITB :BH
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1532 University Avenue 

duly 10, 1937 

Mr. Robert Marshall 
U. S&S. Forest Service 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Bob: 

When I visited the "Irish Wilderness" of Missouri in 1929 
there was nearly a county of woods substantially roadless. 

I have recently seen a map of recently constructed and 
projected state end federal highways in this area. The largest 
remaining fragment is 14,000 acres. This is officially labelled as 
a wilderness area and turkey refuge. I hear it is being fenced. 

I need hardly point out to you that aside from the Superior 
and the Porcupine--vhose history I need not recount--this was the 
only large wild spot in the Upper Mississippi Basin. 

There mst, of course, be prose and cons in this question 
which I am unfamiliar with, and cannot easily find out about. Except 
as a private citizen, it is also none of my business. On the surface, 
though, it looks like another case of chopping up a wild area and 
then labelling one of the chips a wilderness. 

I don't want to burden you, or lyle Watts, with a report 
on the question I have raised. I don't even expect a letter. I | 
would, however, like to make sure that somebody with a sympathetic 
view of all the conflicting interests has given these plans a ! 
“once-over" to make sure that the road engineers have not been run- 
ning wild. I have a special affection for this area, and to an old 
Service man it is disquieting to feel that conversion into a 
National Forest or Park always means the esthetic death of a piece 
of wild country. 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 
wh Professor of Game Management



; 1532 University Avenue 
daly 10, 1937 

Dr. Clarence Cottam 
Bureau of Biological Survey . 
Washington, BD. 6. 

Dear Cottam: 

The attached letter to Marshall explains what was on 
my mind when I wrote you about the Missouri set-up. I finally 
decided I was in no position to make a direct criticism, but 
@lected to simply raise the question of whether the Forest Service 

has been looking ahead in its Missouri plans. I fancy they have 
been so Busy with detail as to be unconscious of what they have 
done to the Irish Wilderness. 

I am relieved to hear that you are staying with the 
turkey problem in the Ogarks. My basis for asking was this: The 
Technical Committee of the Institute is keeping a line on the 
esdequacy of the research program for declining species, and 
this is certainly one of them. As long as we have the assurance 
that the Survey is pushing the question, we have nothing to do 
vat wish you good luck. 

I am sending your letter and copy of this one to 
Herbert Stoddard. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management 
encl



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

719 Federal building, 

St. Louis, Missouri, 
June 50, 1957. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

1532 University avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Upond returning to this office I have 

roughly sketched a map of the wilderness area we discussed at 

Madison showing the status of road construction and other detail. 

Down to within the past few years no state road or any in- 

proved road of any kind entered or crossed the wilderness area. 
Its periphery was to e degree outlined by the old cross-state 
roads on all four sides. The new road from Winona to Alton and 

the dead-end road from Freemont to the CCC Camp F-2 reduce the 

undeveloped area as far as state roads are concerned but,even so, 
no state road now constructed actually enters the "Wilderness" 

propere Undoubtedly, the two state roads as planned through that 
area will be constructed in the near future as they are a part of 
the Forest Highway ( State & USFS cooperating) system as recordeé. 

The labyrinthian road system that has been planned and partly 

constructed by the State and the Federal agencies I believe bears 

out my contention that wildlife hes been forced into a picture where 

it will have to demonstrate its ability to persist in close relation- 

ship to hunem activity where formerly it survived in a state of semi- 

isolation. 

This situation has developed as the result of the sequence of 

administrative attach in developing a new forest. The all important 

function of land acquisition has herdly been paramount to initial 
esteblishment of a fire protection system adequate to the drastic 

present need for that service and at the same time so permanent in 

nature that it would meet all the requirements of the future adminis- 
tration of a mature forest. To accomplish that end road construction 

has been carried out to make any and every potion of the Forest 

readily accessible to fire fighting crews.
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With this roed system pretty well along toward completion 

( by way of an unusual amount of relief funds available for advance 

construction) the attention of the Forest was then turned to con- 

struction of permanent improvements necessary to establish a per- 

manent edministrative set-up. Now that such work has approached 

completion the Forest is "in position" to consider "other" uses 

including " what shall we do about wildlife ". 

In other words, for the first three years of the initial 

development of this forest the construction engineer has been the 

driving force of the organization. ‘he first wildlife technicien 

was appointed near the close of the third year of operation. 

I have no feult to find with the objectives of this type 

of administration as it is essential to forest management but 

we now find it necessary to do one of two things in the interest 

of wildlife : undo the developments present that conflict too 

greatly with wildlife practices that become approved or try to 

adapt wildlife management to an encumbered circumstance. 

It is not too late to take great advantage of existing 

isolation in a portion of the Wilderness area. The Fristoe Unit 

is divided into three Ranger Districts. The Running Water Ranger 

District comprises the least developed of the three and practically 

encompesses the remaining wilderness area. What an advancement it 

would be, if this entire Ranger District could be dedicated to 

wildlife management as a high renking priority. As matters now stand 

it is apparent that successful administration of the 14,500 acres 

reserved for wildlife in the refuge now being esteblished will be 

confronted with a continuel effort to establish multiple use even 

on this reservation. 

I should point out thet tres breeding flocks of birds shown 

on the attached map are localized only in the refuge area. Elsewhere, 

their ranges may overlep and at times cover the entire unit. 

I trust that the efforts of conservationists may be rewarded 

by having wildlife considerations become realities instead of mere 

recommendations to be buffet aboute 

You will recall that Mr. Wales, representing the Forest Service 

at the Ann Arbor meeting, took the stand in defence of the limited 

wildlife activity in Region 9 and the work that had already been 

accomplished. He further indited the wildlife specielist with the 

statement that when ever the specialist would point the way the 

Service would be ready to follow. Here is an instance in which 

the way has been pointed out on the basis of proven principles. To 

date only a small part of the " way" has been followed.
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Possibly I am a bit too impetuous but I am convinved that 

some of Mr. Wales criticism of the wildlife specialist is justly 

laid at the door of the group through the action or inaction of 

some of its memberse If our Wildlife Society is to function as 

a professional organization, I trust that it may establish certain 

fundamentals of objective and accomplishment that will clearly 

define its membership. 

With very best regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

= 1 LK l 

Harold Le Blakey, 

Assistant Conservat she



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

dune 30, 1937. 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FH-B 

Turkey 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 

1552 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I was glac to have your letter of June 22 relative to the turkey set- 
up in Missouri. I assume from your comments that Blakey tole you of his 
pending transfer to another line of work in the near future. Until Congress 
acts on our appropriation for next year, we are not in a position to know just 
how this work will be hendled. There is, however, no intention of discontinuing 
the wild turkey research program in Missouri. 

If a cooperative unit is established in Missouri, it is probable the 
turkey study will be one of tie major problems. However, if that does not 
materialize, a successor to Blakey under the present set-up will be chosen. 
The Survey does not believe that the Virginia and Texas findings are necessarily 
applicable to the conditions occurring in the Ozarks. 

I personally had nothing to do with the Missouri project until a little 
over a year ago; consequently, I do not know how the area looked at the time 
you nade your inspections there in 1929 and 1930. It seems to me that the 
Wilderness area of 14,000 acres which has been set aside by the Forest Service 
for specific turkey work represents a distinct advance over the situation in 
which turkeys had to take their chances along with livestock and everything 
else that was on the area previously. In my opinion, it affords the finest 
opportunity for a real demonstration eroject of any occurring in the Ozark 
range. If adequate protection and appropriate management practices can be 
inaugurated, I believe the turkey can be brought back in sporting abundance. 
At any rate, this can serve as an excellent demonstration of what is required 
to bring the turkey back in appropriate numbers. I personaily regret very much 
that so many roads have been built into this general area--yet I do not believe 
they are traveled a great deal. At any rate, the roads were built when I first 
saw the area and therefore there was nothing we could do about that. 

I certainly have no objection to Stoddard seeing this letter. I believe 

he is quite well acquainted with this and other parts of the Ozark section. 
You will understand that this Missouri turkey program has not been up to this 
time a part of the cooperative research program with the Wildlife Institute 
6b) al. 

Ce 

Clarence Cottam, 

In Charge, Food Habits, 
Division of Wildlife Research.



1532 University Avenue 
June 22, 1937 

Dr. Clarence Cottam 
U. &. Biological Survey 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Cottam: 

T have had a chance recently to question Blakey, Atwood, and 
others regarding turkey in the Irish Wilderness of Missouri. The results 
of my inquiry leave me puzzled and surprised. After your leaflet came out 
I had @ hopeful feeling that "now we are getting somewhere." I don't 
feel that way now. 

I would like, however, to verify my facts before reaching a final 
view. May I, then, ask you to inform me briefly on the following questions: 

1. Besearch. Is it true that the study started in the Ozarks 
is to be discontinued? If so, does the Survey believe thet the Virginia 
and Texas findings are going to apply there? 

2. fosdless Area. I hear of a 14,000 acre roadless area being 
reserved by the Forest Service for turkeys. When I covered that region 
in 1929 and 1930 there was half a county (perhaps 250,000 acres) roadless. 
Knowing you are personally acquainted with the region, I would like your 
personal opinion of the adequacy of the provisions for a wild range for 
turkey. Do you know of any higher land-use which may have compelled the 
Forest Service to shrink the provision for wild range so radically? 

I am asking these questions so as to be posted for the next 
meeting of the Institute. As you know, Herbert Stoddard as well as myself 

is meh interested in the Missouri plans. May I ask, in advance, the 
privilege of showing him your reply? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
wh Professor of Game Management



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

Wa 

0 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY June 21, 1937. ye ‘| j 

e 4 
Mr, Aldo Leopold ut  £ Qy/ 
1532 University Ave. Av te 
Madison, Wisconsin. a 

\w Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

Referring to your letter of June 9 and to my preliminary 
reply of June 11, Mr, Hill and I did miss connections and the rush 
of the first week of summer school has prevented my replying in 
full until this time. Mr. Blakey's June 7 letter is enclosed 
herewith, and I shall be glad to give you my reactions, with the 
understanding that I am writing on the assumption that his state- 
ment of the Forest Service's view is substantially correct, 

In a report dated December 29, 1934, by William Hopkins of 
the Forest Service and myself, we outlined what at that stage ap- 
peared to be "A Wildlife Program for the Missouri Forest Units." 
One of the recommendations was for a refuge of 14.6 sections 
(9,344 acres) in the Irish Wilderness, which is the land discussed 
in Blakey's letter. I have never heard fhat any special attention 
was paid to this report, though several of our proposed refuge 
locations have been adopted by the Forest Service since, and this 
is one of them. 

Taking up now the foints of "opposition" by "Regional Wildlife 
Technicians:-" 

(1) Blakey wants 1 township (23,040 acres) to 25,000 acres; 
the refuge planned by the Forest Service amounts to only 14,500 
acres. I should much prefer to see the larger area if they can 
get it, but certainly 14,500 acres is well worth having and I do 
not think an issue should be made of this point; it is much less 
important than (2) and (4). 

(2) The Forest Service opposes elimination of @ree-range 
grazinge If this is true, I am definitely opposed to the Forest 
Service's view, for reasons that you know as well as I. The erec- 
tion of a cattle-tight fence around the whole tract, which Blakey 
says is being done, doesn't jibe, however, with the alleged inten- 
tion of the Forest Service to encourage free-range grazing. 

From the standpoint of livestock Management, there is a 
great deal to be said against the free-range method; if you want 
a statement from professionals in that field, I can probably get 
you plenty of ammunition from our animal husbandry men here. From 
the standpoint of developing even an approach to a "wilderness area," 
aera anh en to graze livestock would kill the project before it be- 
@insSe 

I realize very well that this method of grazing is in many 
cases a necessity to the small land-holder or squatter in the Ozarks, 
so much of which is under absentee ownership. Therefore free-range 
grazing must be considered on Forest Service lands where there still 
remains any considerable human population. But to take 15,000 or
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20,000 acres out of human occupancy, and still to encourage free- 
range grazing---well, I think there will be only one result: Stock 
owners will come in from the outside to graze their stock on this 
land, which certainly isn't any benefit to the people living on the 
forest lands themselves. 

I think Blakey is right in saying that the need for free- 
range grazing is over-emphasized, but I don't think it is non- 
existent. It is bound up with the whole social-economic structure 
of the Ozark region, and the practice will disappear only #/¢d as 
fast as the factors that make it necessary. The point at issue, 
however, is that in a wilderness refuge which is uninhabited there 
is no need for it at any time. 

(3) A 1700-acre recreational unit in the middle of the area, 
I don't know enough about what is proposed to comment, though I am 
suspicious of these "recreational units" and I think that a wilder- 
ness with a recreational area in the middle ceases to be a wilderness, 

(4) In some ways the most serious point is the alleged doubt 
of the Forest Service concerning the value of encouraging species 
that do not "readily thrive in proximity to human occupation," 
Blakey spoke with much feeling about this, and if he spoke correctly 
I must say I agree with him. If we are to let go any species that 
cannot thrive under more or less artificial conditions, where shall 
we be in the end? That is such an insane and indefensible view that 
I find it very difficult to believe that a rational man like Mr, Hill 
would hold it. 

Sumarizing:- I think Blakey is right in saying that there are 
still some good-quality turkeys there; that this is about the pest 
place in Missouri where a really good wilderness-game-management 
project would be set up; that the introduction of livestock would 
be ruinous; that the area ought to be 25,000 acres if possible 
(though I do not regard this as the most important thas): and, by 
all means, that wild turkeys are worth saving, even if they don't 
get along in proximity to human occupation. 

I take it that Regulation T.9(I) provides for the setting apart 
of areas where vanishing species might be preserved; it must there- 
fore be an exception to the mul tiple-land-use policy of the Forest 
Service. I should regard the Irish Wilderness as such an area, 
The wild turkey isn*t vanishing, but it will in Missouri if present 
conditions continue; of that I am sure. The ruffed grouse is 
another species, AY which is vanishing in Missouri, that will be 
helped by this project. Tf the project takes in any of the Eleven- 
Points River, the otter may be added to this list; and the beaver. 

If the Forest Service really threatengs to do what Blakey says 
(and you had better check this up first), by all means do what you 
can for this project through the Technical Advisory Committee of the 
Institute; let me mow, also, if I can help. 

With best wishes, 
fo ely yours, — ® 

rid 

ae ee Rudo lt/Bennitt 
Associate Professor of Zoology



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY June 11, 1937. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

I have your letter of 6/9, with the enclosed 6/7 

tee from H. L. Blakey. He was in the office the other 

day, sputtering rather violently about this whole matter 

and about R. R. Hill in particular, so I think I know what 

his general difficulty is. If he has told me correctly 

about the Forest Service's views, I think he has a real 

case, but I'd like to talk with Hill first, Hill is now 

in Missouri; he came to the office the other day, but I 

was away; he left word that he would be back through Co- 

lumbia either the 13th or the 14th and would stop in again. 

Without telling him that I have heard of the matter from 

either Blakey or you, I will try to get his side explained 

and will then write you again. 

I think Blakey probably composed the letter, though I 

cannot of course be sure. It contains several wordy, un- 

grammatical, and otherwise ambiguous statements, and it does 

not state flatly what he wants you to recommend. All these 

things are quite characteristic of his letters and of his way 

of going at things. 

You'll hear from me again within a few days, for if Hill 

and I miss sonneotions/ I'll write you anyway. 

sinegrel yours, = 

Le ennitt 
Associate Professor of Zoology



1532 University Avenue 

June 9, 1937 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Department of Zoology 

University of Missouri ; 
Columbis, Missouri 

Dear Bennitt: 

Attached is 5 letter from Blakey on which I would 
like your judgment. It grows out of an offer which I made 
him when I got his turkey mimeogreph, asking if he needed a 
lift from the Technical Committee. 

I remember well what you told me about relations, 
tat I would like your opinion of whether Blakey's proposal is 
a sound one. It appears so to me, but my kmowledge is sketehy. 
If you think his proposal is good, I may be able to stir up a 
little pressure in favor of it through the Technical Committee. 

Just as a matter of personal curiosity, do you think 

Blakey composed this letter? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
wh Professor of Game Management 
encl



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

719 Federal Building 

St. Louis, Missouri 

Tune 7, 19357 

Pref. Alde Leopold, 
Wisconsin University, 

1532 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

This amswer to your letter of April 8, 

offering your assistanee through the Technical Committee of the 
Wildlife Institute in the interest of wild-turkey conservation, 

has been delayed so that I might offer more “ammmnition” to 

pass along to you. At that time, I had in mind principally 
the national aspect of wild-turkey conservation and a need to 
arouse research and administrative agencies to greater endeavor. 

At this time, however, we have a strictly local 
appreach to the same problem in which I am sure your influence 
would be of great benefit. 

The Irish Wilderness in Missouri, representing the 
remaining wilderness area in this state, amé its use by native 
wild turkey and other species of forest game, are fairly 
familar to you, of course, through your original work on that 

area in your Game Survey of the North Central States. 

Our studies of the wild turkey over the last year 

indicate that there is, in the Wilderness Area, a remnant of 
the native wild bird very worthy of and sufficiently numerous 

to justify management. With the exception of a few small 
tracts about the periphery, the area is solid government-owned 

under Forest Service administration. At the outset of our 
investigation, we recommended establishment of a refuge and 

research area to preserve this brood steck and demonstrate 

sound wild-turkey management. The primary considerations were 
an area of adequate size and provision to carry out management 

plans, since the location is relatively ideal in other respects. 

Although definite establishment and approval for 
proposed management policy are still in controversial status, 
a refuge, reduced to only 14,500 acres, is actually im process 
of being esteblished on the ground. A cattle-tight fence has 

been purchased to exclude grazing and posts are already 
established around the unenclosed portiom. The most recent 

proposal, originating on this forest, would establish the area 
under the recently-promulgated Regulation T. 9 (I) as an 
area of isolation for protection of vanishing speeies. Completion
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of this proposal would himge both administration and protection 

solely upon the Forest Service. All of the proposals to date 

fail to reach an area of desirable size to cover the entire 

range of birds being managed. 

These preliminaries constitute some progress but 

final approval of the Regional Forester has been delayed on 

the basis of opposition by Regional Wildlife Technicians, 

as follows: 

(1) Stoddard has conclusively demonstrated practical 

wild=-turkey management in the Southeast and the need for large 

areas of operation. We have been able to verify these needs 

under Missouri conditions and fix the desireable minimum area 

{> 2 py ) at one township, or upwards to 25,000 acres. The Forest Service 

ae has considered this area unnecessarily large to accomplish the 

objectives, and too large an area to withdraw from multiple use, 

particularly forest-management practices. The Region 9 Wildlife 

Handbook, you will recall, recommends 2,000 to 10,000 acres 

as adequate. 

(2) Recommendations to eliminate grazing, although 

tentatively approved, have been consistently opposed om the 

basis of a desire to establish a policy of multiple use, favoring 

an overemphasized and practically nonexistent need for 

free-range grazing. 

(3) The conception of multiple use ef such large 
tracts of land for all forms of forest activities, including 

a proposed 1700-acre recreational unit in the center of the 

area, has offered many additional objections. 

(4) The value of a wildlife species, which does not 

readily thrive in proximity to human oceupation, has been 

questioned, along with the quality of the stock to be managed 

on this area. I can personally vouch for the quality of the 

birds that are still available on the Wilderness and feel that 
we should be able to maintain general forest conditions om the 

National Forests of Missouri that would favor the existence of 
wild turkeys over the greater portion of the managed forest areas. 

It oceurs to me that your original cortact with this 

area offers an opportunity for you personally, and the Wildlife 
Institute incidentally, to encourage a definite wild-turkey- 
management project, since the land is now owned by the 

United States Government.
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May I suggest that, subject to yeur best discretion, 

the proper points for recommendations would be the Regional 

Forester and the Forest Service, Washington, D.C.? I should 

prefer that any such action originate independent of my 

connection with the matter, since I have taken up the proposition 

in detail with both offices through the Bureau. 

It also oceurs to me that our mutual friend, 

Mr. S. B. Locke of the Izaak Waltom League, is in a position 

to make a specific recommendation along the ssme lines as an 

outgrewth of the recent stand his organization took im favor 

of wildermess areas. You may be able to originate correspondence 

with Mr. Locke on this matter a bit more effectively and 

diplomatically than I. 

I shall be very glad to give you any further 

information desired and shall appreciate knowing your 

reaction to these suggestions. 

Yours very truly, 

Meare, L aby 
Harold L. Blakey 
Assistant Conservationist 
Division of Wildlife Resgarch
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October 7, 1936 

Mr, C. N, Davis 
Soil Conservation Service 
Bethany, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Davis: 

It is interesting to know that you are working on the Phil M, Smith 
farm, I am afraid you will find my old map a very sketchy one; I 
have never been on the ground and drew it from a sketch Mr. Smith 
made from memory. This is a good sample of the frothy nature of the 
early literature on game management, 

If you are going to map the place any way, I would be delighted to 
have a copy for class use. This would be especially valuable if you 
could indicate not only the food, cover, and erosion control, but 
also on another copy the fomer extent of cover destroyed during the 
clean-up process, 

I appreciate your courtesy in taking this up with me, 

Yours very truly, 

AL: MIG Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Game Management



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Bethany, Missouri, 
October 2, 1936. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Biology, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

It will very easily be possible for the wildlife 
technicians in the Soil Conservation Service of Missouri to 
made some cover maps and census of the various special areas 
for wildlife species. In that connection, it occurred to me 
that you might be interested in something of the sort on the 
Phil Smith farm in Callaway County, Missouri which you mapped : 
when you were making the game survey of the central states. 

I was over the farm about a month ago with the 
forester at the McCreedie Project, Fulton, Missouri. The C.C.C. 
camp at Fulton is building wire checks, an earth dam or two, 

and setting up a rotation on the farm as they are with various 
other cooperators in the county. Some areas are being fenced 
against livestock and will be of increasing value for wildlife. 
At that time the farm looked very bare and dry. A small pond 
that had dried up until it was barely a mud hole was the con- 
grezrating place for one or two coveys of quail that were 
traveling almost one quarter mile to obtain a very poor drink 
from it with no cover near the pond bank nor within one hundred 
yardse Mr. Smith is building another pond on his own initiative 
on the place and a large county pond is being built by drouth 
relief labor just outside the boundary line of the farm. As 
you know,water seemed to be a very vital need during this year 
and for the last two years. From observation it seems that al- 
most as many birds have died as a result of a lack of water as 
from other causese 

If you would be interested in a cover map and census 
of this farm to keep with your findings in former years, I would 
be very glad to get it for you, and also for any other farms 
that you made maps for when you were making your game census 
in Missouri. 

Yours very tryly, 

to L0 Gan 
end:abt Cc. N. Davis, 

Acting Wildlife Technician, 
for Missouri.
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duly 7, 1936 

Mr. Hugh L, Moore 

Suite 1009-9 
1218 Olive Street 
St. Louis, Missourl 

Dear Mr, Moore: 

Stoddard, Bump and I are members of a committee 
of the Institute laying out a research program, tut this 
work, even when completed, will be a statement of what 

we don't lmow rather than of what we do know about turkeys. 
There is practically no up-to-date, reliable management 
information except the following: Stoddard, rr L, 
Wild sess geenb. Transactions of the 2ist American 

Game re ‘amary, 1935, po. 326-333, Obtainable 
from American Wildlife Inatitute, Investment Building, 
Washington, D, o. 

Bump may be addressed in care of the Conservation 
Department, Albany, New York. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopeld 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



HUGH L. MOORE TELEPHONE CENTRAL 4711-2 
CLARENCE D. HICKS 

MOORE & HICKS 
PUBLIC RELATIONS COUNSEL 

SUITE 1008-9, 1218 OLIVE STREET 

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI 

June 30, 1936, 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Sir:s- 

Will you please furnish me with address of Dr. 

Gardiner Bump? 

I understand you, Dr. Bump and Mr. Stoddard are 

members of a committee of the Wildlife Institute to work 

out some sort of plan or idea relative to wild turkeys, 

quails, etc. I am very much interested in wild turkeys 

and will appreciate any information you can consistently 

give me, 

Yours very truly,



June 22, 1936 

My. Werner 0, Nagel 
Lefevre Hall 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Nagel: 

My first impression of your idea is that it is 
at least as promising as any other I have ever heard. 
Moreover it ought to lend itself to experimental verification, 

The principal objection to your hypothesis is the 
fact that pheasants thrive in parte of the arid Weet where 
I had always supposed mrface soil temperatures to be even 
higher than in the South, ‘This supposition, however, may 
not be correct, I agree with you, of course, that the glaci- 
ation theory is no longer satisfactory. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



GAME SURVEYS FARM-GAME RESTORATION 

WILDLIFE RESEARCH FARMER-SPORTSMAN COOPERATIVES 

GAME MANAGEMENT PLANS CONSERVATION EDUCATION AND PUBLICITY 

WERNER O. NAGEL 

FORMERLY ASST. REGIONAL WILDLIFE INSPECTOR, + 

NATIONAL ae SERVICE Lefevre Hall 
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COLUMBIA, MISSOURI stay 19 , 195 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Universi*y of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Jisconsin,. 

Dear Professor: 

I had a brain-storm today---you might call it a tempest 
in o tea-kettle---and I want to try it out on you, as usual. 

It is very hot and dry again, in Missouri, almost like 
the first part of '34, I don't think it is dangerous, but 
it got Bennitt and me to talking about the spoilage of eggs 
in the summer of "34, Then Professor Funk, Foultry Husbandry, 
dropped in, and we set up plans for an experiment of effect 
of temperatures and humidity on incubating quail eggs. This 
will be cheek@ with field data on ground temperatures in the 
immediate vicinity of cuail nests. That is all very prosaic 
and normal, but the tangent isn't---to me. 

Funk had asked us if we wanted to do the same with 
pheasant, and---not liking the bird for Missouri---we dis- 
dained the idea, Then's when I got the brainstorm. Isn't 
it possible, I'm afraid I yelled, that temperatures is the 
answer to our pheasant problem? Then, as the idea shaped up, 
I propounded it something like this: 

1. Under artificial conditions, it is easy to raise 
pheasants via incubator in Missouri. 

2. Pheasants released and properly cared for show an 
encouraging degree of survival---that is, the mortality of 
released birds can be accounted for, 

3. Released birds of one ysar may nest that season, 
might the next, but haven't been seen to nest a third time. 
Only occasionally does a hatching come off successfully. 
Therefore, the root of the trouble lies in the failure to 
earry off reproduction to an extent sufficient to maintain 
the species. Ergo, the plant soon dies out. 

ys 
Now then, what is there about the few covexrks that do 

hold up, where young birds are found, and where survival 
persists in spite of exposure to illegal hunting and predation? 
The answer is not found in superiority of cover in ehight, 
density, or variety. Some points, however, are obvious: 

1. _These few successful plants are found in marshes, on 
lakes and sloughs, or stream bottoms. What are the essential 
differences between these environments and the upland coverts? 

‘ Not density and height of vegetation; Not superiority of food,
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oat difference in temperatures at ground levelw--coolness in 
wet areas. 

Now, a few points that may substantiate this as yet 
untested (by ug) theory: 

Pheasant are established more successfully to the north 
of the Missouri River than they are to the south: Exception:- 
the extensive wet areas south of the river, are almost as 
well-filled as those north, The difference is found on 
the upland coverts. 

North of Missouri---with less foo#, and certainly less 
cover---pheasants are far more successful than south of 
Missouri. Exception:- In the higher altitudes, pheasants 
are occasionally found in sustaining populations south of 
the Missouri latitude, 

Adult pheasants do all right in Missouri---as well as 
any bird that doesn't carry off successful hatches---but 
they are blocked in attempting to perpetuate the race. 

The "glaciation theory" isn't acceptable, because many 
glaciated parts of Missouri are apparently unable to support 
pheasant. The oft-used point that the most pheasants in 
north Missouri are found on streams flowing out of the northern 
Blaciated region appliesyxfprmxuyxkhemryyx to my theory of 
temperatures better than to the theory of obscure geology. 
As a matter of fact, a glance at the map’ will show that most 
of the larger streams in north Missouri sok from north to 
south anyway, so you can't ool eawppret streams flowing 
in the opposite direction, when there aren't any. 

Maybe, I'm a couple of jumps behind someone else on this: 
Do you know of any work that has been, or is being done 
along those lines? If not, do you think the idea is reason- 
able enough to warrant lengthy experiment? Or is it, as I 
forebodingly began my letter, another brain-storm? 

When you think it over, remember how hot and dry the 
ground gets in Missouri---and remember, also, that because 
it doesn't cool off at night on the uplands, sometimes for 
weeks at a time, you have longer periods of sustained high 
temperatures than you do in northern states, or areas of 
appreciably higher altitude. Then, remember the damp, cool 
fog of the Missouri bottoms, which---cou le@ with evaporation 
from wet--or moist--ground and lush vegetation during the 
day---makes for one heck of a lot of diff rence in temp. 
between these placeg and the uplands. 

see 

W. eae



1532 University Ave, 

April 29, 1936 

Mr. W, 0. Nagel 
Lefevre Hall 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Nagel: 

I am sorry to hear there has been so mach sand 
in the gears in your personal affairs. 

If the matter with the various bureaus does not 
untangle, the only remaining opening I know of right now 
is at Pennsylvania State College. ‘This is a teaching job 
but they want 2 game man with forestry experience and train- 
ing, I tried to versuade them thet mch a man was hard to 

find. 

T have no openings under my control at the 
present time, 

I am glad the survey is coming along and will look 
forward to seeing it in the near future. If I bum into 
anything, I will let you tmow, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
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Lefevre Hall 
Columbia, lo. 
April 24, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Wildlife Research, 
New Agriculture Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor: : 

Why the sudden lull in wildlife advancement? Things 

were going beautifully for a while, and now it is pretty 

well being taken out in talk. 

For example, this University. At the height of the 

“Wildlife boom" the officials jumped aboard, grabbed at 
Darling's offer of. a cooperative research foundation, 

set up a darb of an experimental area, and commenced the 

construction of a Wildlife Laboratory. The building is 

nearing the completion, the area is being: purchased and 

develoved, but the funds have vanished; possibly the 

eagles on the dollars took wing and are now hob-nobbing with 

the vassenger pigeon. 

So we are now in the circumstance of the young man 

who has just gotten himself shoe-horned into a dinner 

outfit, when the phone rings and his sweetie tells him 

she has accepted another invitation. 

Possibly it is all the fault of local sponsors, They 

may not have known that, to stalk an eagle, you must use 

long-range weapons, equipped with telescope sights, and 

complete a circumspect and devious stalk before pulling 

the trigger. 

Two months ago, I was called in to the Indianapolis 

office of the N.P.S., and told that I must transfer at 

once to the Transient Service, as the funds for wildlife 

work in ECW had given out, Discussion brought out the 

fact that an appointment in the Transient Bureau was 

accompanied with the garuntee of at least two-months 

employment, with the prospect of getting one's salary when 

and how he could. 

On my way down, I stopped off to see the Forest 

Supervisor for Missouri, who vromptly offered me a 

permanent job in charge of the Forest wildlife work in 

Missouri. ith this in mind, I resigned my Park Service 

apvointment two days ahead of being released, and hiked back 

to St, Louis. Mr. Kelleter predicted employment within 

the week, and set to work enthusiastically to consummate 

that very desirable effect. . 

But that hag been two months ago. In the meantime, 

I have finished agonizing over my share of the Game Survey ~ 

work, and since then have been languishing practically 
%
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inert in the midst of letters explaining why my acvointment 
- has not come through. 

Now, you know that even if one languishes, one must 
eat. This is getting to be difficult of accomplishment. 
The University would gladly--in all modesty, I say eagerly-- 
do gomething constructive about it, were it not for the 

nepotism rule which prohibits my employment as long as my 

gister is so ably exDloining to ernest students the meaning 

of the words; “Heil, Hitler!" 

So that leaves me holding the well-known burlap. It 

is very hard on my pride, for I consider that I have done 

a few very remerkable things in my short wildlife career. 

For example: 

1. I have worked patiently and courageously on that 

most damnable concoction of figures and revelations in- 

geniously called by its prou@ parents "The Wildlife Sur- 
vey of Missouri", I have many times become a proud father 

to a whole flock of little ideas therein, legitimizing 

their origin by vractically marrying the book. 

2. I nave with some success, by the employment of 

sarcasm, hyperbole, vleading, cursing, and gentle admon- 

ishment considerably hampered the well-intentioned des- 

tructiveness of thousands of CCC projects in State farks 

in Missouri, Illinois, and Jisconsin. For each bit of 

consideration for wildlife I have wrung from reluctant 

hands, ther is now flourishing a silvery strand in my 

scant poll, each ons a shining medal to proud achievement. 

De I have talked to Garden Clubs, Community Clubs, 

Nature Clubs, Sportsmen's Clubs, Business Clubs, Sducation 
Societies, and Civic Clubs---thank God, no /.C.T.Us--- 

until my tongue starts to waggle at the mere. sight of 

a Club-member, 

Ae I have been of assistance in persuading the NPS 

to considsr the Univ. Jisconsin Arboretum as a wildlife 

project instead of as a municipal park, and thereby 

narrowly escaped professional massacre for daring to 
oppose the ideals of the N.P.S.S.P.E.C.W. 

In short, I've done some wildlife work under 

circumstanced calculated to try the patience of a 
Chippewa, ; 

Now, thinking of these things, and musing on my 
inability to connect with some more professional engage- 

ments, I try to recapture the goldem spirit of service 

and strain my ears listening for her idealistic words. 
All I hear is a disgusted "So What?" :
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In other words, the situation is about this; I want 
: a job in the wildlife field, The Government is clan- 

oring for men to work in the wildlife fields. I write 

to th: Government agencies, and they say “Fine! You're 

just the man we want, We'll out you on the waiting list." 

So I'm on the waiting list. Have you ever been on a 

waiting list? It's something likes standing in line ; 

two blocks back from the ticket window, if you have 

corns and your fest are enclosed. in tight, new shoes 

and the vavement is capable of frying an ege. 

In other words, I am craving to hearken to words of 

wisdom. So, if you have any sugsestions as to how 

I can turn my knowledge and interests into cash, I 

would gladly hear them, If they van out, I'll hang 
a framed picture of you just above the ons that op- 

timistically reads; "God Bless Our Home", 

In all seriousness, Frofessor, I'm looking for work 

in the wildlife field, I'm not as good as some, but 

I believe myself to be as eapable as a good “any who 

are having no trouble in marketing their knovwlcdge. 

Your Arboretum Committee was once good enough to tell 

me, that if I lost my job through trying to see they 

got what they wanted for the area, they'd sce I got 
another. I wish I could tell them that I lost ny 

job in just that way. But I can't. Yet, doesn't 
their offer mean something? To me, it means that my 

lucky efforts up there were appreciated. In fact, 

apbreciation has been accorded me many times in the 

past two y<cars---yet concrete expressions of it are 

a wee bit rarer. 

You can see the extent of my emewgency by the length 

of this letter, I hove you receive it while nothing 

pressing waits, for with som many words, I have man- 

aged to say very little after all. 

The rzport of the Wildlife Survey hag gone to Washington. 

As soon as it comes back, Mr. Buford will publish it. 
When that has been done, we'll begin sending out copies. 

Hope you like youws--you ought to, it's got a lot of 

your stuff in it. 

Banootely.) 

Werner oh Nagel



J 1532 University Ave. 
Jamary 29, 1936 

Mr. B&B. Sydney Stephens 
Restoration & Conservation Federation 
436 South Ninth 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Mr, Stephens? 

I sympathize in your undertaking, tut to translate the 
available material which might bear on Missouri game management into 

popular form is a long, hard job and I hope you have plenty of time for it. 

First of all, you are probably familiar with the game survey 
of Missouri just completed by Bennitt and Nagel at the University. It 
should constitute your main source of information, ‘Secondly, you might 

get something out of my "Game Survey of Missouri," manuseript of which is 
filed at the University library, Selected material from this manuscript 
appears in my printed "Game Survey of the North Central States," copy of 
which is, I think, obtainable from Dr. W, L. MeAtee, U. S, Biological 
Survey, Washington, D. C. If not, it is in the library of the University 
of Missouri, and I think Harry Collins would also have a copy. 

In addition to this, most of the game management output of the 

Iowa State College and the University of Wisconsin would bear more or 

lees on your problem, This output appears in probably a hundred titles, 
but I am not at all sure that you are in a position to spend time enough 

to digest these titles. You can get these titles up to 1933 from the 

bibliography of my book, "Game Management," under the authorships of 

Errington, Stoddard, Yeatter, Leopold, I do not have copies of all of 
them, but if there are partioular ones which you think are especially 

needed for your purpose, I might be able to supply a copy. 

I am, of course, anxious to help in every way possible, and 

you may come back at me with whatever I have omitted to cover. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



E. SYDNEY STEPHENS, PRESIDENT JOHN P. GASS. RECORDING SECRETARY ROLAND M. HOERR, VICE-PRESIDENT 
COLUMBIA SPRINGFIELD ST. Louis 

RESTORATION AND CONSERVATION FEDERATION 
OF MISSOURI 

STATE HEADQUARTERS . 

436 SOUTH NINTH 

COLUMBIA 

Jamary 20, 1936 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am writing you at the suggestion of Mr. Harry Collins 

of St. louis. I am inclosing some pamphlets that will 
give you an outline of the program which we are inaugurat- 
ing in Missouri to set up a sound wildlife administration. 

Since this underteking involves the adoption of a con- 
stitutional amendment at the polls in November, it de- 
volves upon me to direct a campaign of publicity and organ- 
ization to inform the voters of our proposal. As one form 
of this undertaking, I desire to have prepared information 
that will be appropriate to distribute among certain groups. 
I have in mind particularly farmers, young people and citi- 
zens, who will have to be appealed to on the basis of the 
financial return to be derived from the restoration of wild- 

Boanpicn/Dimecrons life resources. I shall appreciate it if you will forward 
BEVERLY L.SONEOEY to me any information you have that would serve my purposes 
FIRS VERE, Miss cURL in these connections. 
HOWARD BEAZLEY 

MARSHALL, MISSOURI 

SLAVION OL JUDEON I would expect to prepare bulletins in each instance and 
1032 NoRTH TENTH STREET to distribute them in appropriate quarters. These bulletins 

. . would also be made the basis of newspaper articles and public J. K. ELLIOTT 
1422 GRAND AVENUE addresses. 
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

DR: WILBUR A bereR Any assistance that you may be able to render in this con 
KANSAS CIiTy, MISSOURI nection will be highly appreciated. 

JOHN P. GASS 
218 PACIFIC STREET 
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI “5 very/ truly, 

We onl Deeg Cele 
709 SOUTH GARRISON 

CARTHAGE, MISSOURI 

PHIL M. DONNELLY ESS :Me E. fdney Stephens 
LEBANON, MISSOURI 

A. G. THURMAN STALLINGS 
MEXICO, MISSOURI 

RUSSELL L. DEARMONT 
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MISSOURI 

FRANK L, WIELANDY 
1601 Locust STREET 

ST. Louis, MIissouRI 

HARRY A. COLLINS 
506 SECURITY BUILDING 

ST. Louis, MISSOURI 

W. ASHLEY GRAY 
506 OLIVE STREET 
ST. Louis, Missouri



New Soils Building 

November 22, 1935 

Prof, Rudolf Bennitt 
Department of Zoology 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Bennitt: 

All I can say about the question propounded in your letter 

of October 23 is that I have asked myself the same thing s hundred 
times and cannot yet give an amswer, 

I think, though, that the case of the opossum is a poor 
example by which to measure the merits of Seton's 20 per cent yield, 
just as the cottontail would be a poor meamre for the yield in other 
game mammals. 

By way of speculation: Non-breeding may account for a big 
part of the discrepancy, In addition, all the other decimating factors 
are constantly subtracting from your progression, and while my mathe- 
matics is weak, I imagine even a slight sbtraction at the outset 
makes a big 44fference in the ability of the reproduction curve to 
begin its upward shoot. 

When we consider that few of the game birds which have a 
higher potential can stand a kill of more than 33 per cent, it seans 
to me quite reasonable that Thompson's 20 per cent is a good guess, 

Congratulations on your new building, I cannot help but 
feel that there is a certain irony, however, in such abundant building 
funds when compared with the stingy support for personnel for your 

survey. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



\b UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
h ot COLUMBIA 
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DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY august 25, 1955. 

Mr. aldo Leopold 
New Soils Bldg.,Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

When you have time, I should like to #$$2 have your opinion on 4 
matter concerning population-increase among furbearers. Seton, in 
his "Lives of Game snimals,* repeatedly makes the statement that from 
many observations and calculations he has come to the conclusion that 
a yearly kill (by man, from the context) of 20% is all that a fur- 
bearing species can stand and maintain its numbers. He does not give 
the basis of this conclusion, and I question it in some cases. 

For example, the opossum: In Missouri we may count on two lit- 
ters of 6 or 7 young each, and the young begin breeding when one year 
old. Using your symbols, this means a breeding-potential of 1:12. 
The population-increase will potentially be this:- 

a = 2 (the original pair. $ r= 6 (4 the number of young/yr.) 

lst generation. a a 2 
and generation. a+ ar a(r+1) 14 
Srd generation. a+ 2Zar+ar® . eet 98 
4th generation. a+déar+sar®+ar3 a(r#1)o 686 
5th generation. a-+y4ary6ar*,4ar°¢ art a(ryi1)4 4802 

(and so on) 

The population in ony given generation (x) may be represented by the 
formula: a(r+1)*-4+, The mathematical flaw in this is that in eetual 
life "a" does not remain indefinitely in the picture. First the ori- 
ginal parents dhe of old age, then their immediate descendants, «nd so 
on, so that in successive years more and more of the originsl breeders 
are to be counted out. (also, no allowance is made for the killing 
of a large proportion of breeders before their allotted span of life is 
through, but we are considering here onlypotential increase). I am 
using this formula for the present, but‘one of our mathematics profes- 
sors is working on the problem of getting the superannucted animals 
out of the picture, and says it can be done; when it is, I shall make 
this correction, though it would not affect the argument that I am pre- 
senting to you here, 

To make « test case, let us assume a total kill of opossume by ell 
agencies (man, predators, disease, etc.) of 100,000 a year. & popu- 
lation that would stand such 4 drain without diminution in numbers 
can be figured out as follows:- 

a(r+1)2-1 4 100,000 = a(r 1), or, a(r+1)" = a(r+1)"-L 100,000. (r+i)2 . (reijetl © 100,000/a, or, 72 - foal 50,000. i 
Solvin, for ni- Ts 58,5335. n= 5.64. 
a(#+ 1)2~ = 2(7)**54, ‘or, 2(8342), or, 16,684.
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Thus an opossum population of 16,684 will stand an annual drain of 

100,000 from «11 causes, without diminution of the breeding-reserve--- 

i.e., the minimum population, present between the close of the fur season 

and the birth of the first litter in the spring. If Mr. Seton is correct 

in his general estimate that a 20% kill by man is the most a species will 

stand without reduction in numbers, this means that only 5,557 opossums 

out of this 100,000 loss represent kill by man. This, of course, simply 

isn't so in any area where opossums are hunted. 

What I should like to know are these points:- 

(1) Do you subscribe to Mr. Seton's statement as given above? 

(2) What do you think of the rough method of figuring that I have 

presented? 
(3) How do you explain the discrepancy between the two conclusions? 

The survey report is proceeding slowly; I have been greatly ham- 

pered this summer by the fact that I have had no stenographic assistance 

except for a girl that I was able to get for 2 or 5 weeks from the FERA; 

but that blew up about the end of July and there have been no funds for 

such assistance since then. also, the Park Service has kept Nagel in 

the field all the time, leaving me the unenviable task of working over 

his notes---some of the most important of which are of course in his 

head-~-and writing about a part of the State that I am not familiar with. 

Just now he is in Columbia on his vacation, and is giving me a very gen- 

erous share of his time in an effort to fill in some of the gaps, but 

that won't be for many days more. If he had been here this summer and 

if we had had adequate assistance, the report would be done by now; as 

it is, I doubt if we shall be out of the trenches by Christmas. 

With best wishes, and thanks for your comments on this particular 

problen, 
Sincerely yours, 

USS 
Rudolf Bennitt 

P.S. Through a recent PWA grant, construction of our $50,000 
Wildlife research building is now assured and will begin this fall. 
Also the AAA man is making good progress on the 2400-acre experimental 
tract near Ashland, about 18 miles from Columbia. This is a submar- 
ginal land project and will be administered by the University through 
its departments of botany and zoology. It is a tract of varied land- 
types and great possibilities for actual field-experimental work.



New Soils Building 

July 23, 1935 

Prof. Bndolf Bennitt 
Lefevre Hall 
University of Missourt 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Bennitt: 

The key to your difficulty in deciphering the prairie 
chicken mep on page 123 is the little note in the legend that 
the dashed circles represent a census made by the state of the 
remments supposed to exist ot the time of the survey, whereas the 
solid circles are remnants disclosed by my own survey. 

Answering your questions directly: The large dashed 
circlos are alleged remnants recorded by the State Came Depart~ 
ment and I de not vouch for them, The mall dashed circles are 
former remnants learned about during the survey, and the date to 
the right is the date on shich I was told the remnant wes last 
seen, The hatched ranges are large rewnants es of 1930, located 
by me, The crosses are small remnants as of 1930, located by mee 

I realize clearly that I tried to cet too much infor- 
mation on to these maps, and I do not blame you for getting mized 
up. Most people have not even tried to decipher them, 

T would be curious to lmow the comparison between the 
1930 and the present status as disclosed by your survey and mine. 

Yes, I think a dozen is a fair average figure for each 
cross on the map. 

; With best regards, : 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

STATE PARK DIVISION 

July 18, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It is likely that during the preparation of our 
report I may have to come to you several times for assistance. ; 
In this case it concerns map 14 on nage 163 of your ‘Game Survey of 
the North Central states." In the distribution of prairie chickens in 
Missouri, you have given a number of totals within dotted lines-- 
e.g. Bates Cougty 455, Vernon County 110U, et cetera. My question 
is this :- Snould those figures have been inside solid circles, and 
were they intended to represent present figures? another reason why 
I thought this might be the case is that the size of the dotted circles 
is the same as that of the solid circles in other counties, while in 
addition you have a number of small dotted circles with dates attached; 
these, I should think, might well be the “former remnants! in Barton 
County, you have one of these dotted circles, marked "z00" directly 
on the prairie chicken range in that county. Finally the fact that 
your total figure/, gained by adding the figures on the map of Missouri 
and arbitrarily using 1% as an approximate figure for the "oresent 
remgnants", is af-gyproxinately the same order of magnitude as our 
own figures on the oraivie chicken sopulation of Missouri. Those 
which are marked as being now present on your map amount to only a few 
hundred. 

I should be glad to have your advice in this matter 
at your early convenience. Do you think (12) is a fair figure for 
each "x" on the map? With best wishes, I am 

Sincerely yours, . 

[ 
— a 

Rudo Bennitt 
RB: JW assistant Wildlife Technician
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. UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE ae eee 
Lefevre Ha STATE PARK DIVISION Columbia, Mo» 

5/13/35 

Professor Aldo Leonold, 
In Charge, Wildlife Research, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor; 

In accordance with my polley of keeping you in 
touch with the progress of the Game Survey of Missouri, I in- 
tend to put in a half-hour this afternoon giving you the high- 
lights of recent developments. I may say in the beginning 
that this letter will contain no news of a startling or highly 
important nature, so if you are busy I suggest you put it aside 
until both time and humor are propitious. 

If you remember the weather data for Missouri 
this winter, you will recall that it indicated an unusually wet 
Season with comparatively few severe cold spells and little 
snow. There were several ice-storus, usually accompanied by 
sleet and a little snow, but none of thea lasted more than three 
days - that is, the ground and vegetation were not ice-sheathed 
for longer than thate The implications are of course obvious 
to you, but I shall list them for the sake of demonstration of 
their obviousness to me also:- 

(1) The country roads were largely impassable 
from November and still are. Not only did this condition han- 
per the survey to a considerable extent, but it worked in like 
Manner on the hunters. The most important result of direct 
Significance is that, considering the proportionately low ratio 
of kill, there appears to be a fair supply of breeding stock of 
most game species remaining - auguring better conditions for 
next year than we could otherwise have hoped for. 

(2) The sub-surface water supply is almost con- 
pletely renewed, therefore it will take drought conditions of 
far greater severity that obtained last year to accomplish re- 
sults of lixe detriment. 

(3) Very few animals perished from severe weather. 
Conditions were such that the redistribution of species, necessitated 
by the destruction of large habitats as a result of the drought, 
occurred under favorable cincusustancesy with apparently satis- 
factory resultse More about this later.
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(4) The spring migration of waterfowl was aided by 
the resultant filling up of slews, streams, lakes, and water- 

holes that were dry last fall. Certainly it was more obvious. 
(5) Vegetation flourished because of the mild, wet 

weather obtaining throughout the winter; a severe, dry winter, 
following on the heels of the drought, would certainly have 
resulted in further reduction of winter-cover. 

Going back to the redistribution of species mentioned 
under (3) it seems that quail, especially, were comstantly on 
the move from November to February, possibly because no one 
covert seemed to offer all the requirements for maintenance. 
This fact has further hampered the survey. AS an example, we 
could survey a large area in November, again in December, Jan- 
uary and February, and find from no to ten coveys per section 
on the various dates of inspection. There seemed to be no 
regularity of movement, nor any obvious factor causing the 
movenente Indications are, however, that a general southward 
migration took place in North Missouri, and a rudiation from 
summer retreats to surrounding terrain also occurred. 

It seems fairly well assured that through the AAA, 
the Forest Service, and the National Park Service and the Biolo- 
gical Survey, Missouri will receive in the neighborhood of 
four large wildlife management demonstration projects (Bennit 
Says this term I have coined is a fearful and wonderful one) 
One 25,000 regional recreation area on the Lake of the Ozarks, 
36 game refuges, comprising 240 square miles, and surrounded 
by 418 square miles of public hunting grounds, in 6 forest units, 
several recreational areas smaller than the first mentioned, 
and two or three waterfowl refugese 

: I do not know what additions will result from the 
activities and reccomendations of the State Planning Board, 
although I privately hope they are more than a flock of little 
boys playing with maps, and that they will not let their ideals 
get ahead of their judgment. 

Bennitt and I are doing everything from maxing the 
game survey to inspecting the prospective project ureas, waking 
wildlife programs for them, and for the State Planning Board, 
and serving as a general clearing-house for all activities con- 
nected with wildlife restoration. 

Personally, I am lapping it up with gusto, and hope 
it continues for several years - more, that something actually 
developes from ite I firmly believe it will. 

, This is by way of being a confidential report, as 
some of the statements included are not ready for publication. 

oe 
; We O» Nagel 

| 

ear Lie ¢ “



New Soils Building 
March 19, 1935 

Mr, ¥, 0. Nagel 
Lefevre Hall 
Columbia, Missourt 

Dear Nagel: 

Thanks for the Missouri news, I am especially 

intrigued by your impression of e movement approaching a 

migration in north Missouri, If you can adduce the 

evidence of this, it ought to be worth a Ph.D. I am 

filing your letter in my bobwhite folder as of permanent 

value. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Geme Research 

vh 

%



New Soils Building ‘ 

Jamary 29, 1935 

Mr, V. C, Kays . 
Federal Land Bank of St. Louis 
St, Louis, Missouri 

: Dear Mr. Kays: 

I appreciate your interest and will try to give you a very 
mach condensed outline of what we are attempting in Wisconsin, ‘he 
University here aims to do two things: 

First, I az building up a small corps of gradvate students 
who are making special studies of Wisconsin species and the techniques 
for cropping them, This is a slow process and will have to be built 
brick by brick for a couple of decades, I already have pretty satis- 
factory cropping techniques for quail and prairie chickens, 

The second thing is a course in geme management given to the 

young farmers who assemble here for a few weeks every winter, This is 
naturally a very simple and popular presentation, trying to tell them 
how to make their land productive, 

In addition to this, I have organized and personally serviced 
half a dogen groups of farmers comprising two or three thousand acres 
each and representing quail, Hungarian, pheasant and chicken range, 
These farmers are actually applying what little we lmow and helping me 
measure the results, ‘They of course post their lands and regulate the 

shooting to a pre~determined maximum, These demonstration areas are 
intended to serve as examples which other farmers can copy, and they 
also serve as outdoor libraries where I can take my students or anybody 
else who needs to know, and show them techniques in actual operation. 

Lastly, I am administering certain federal projects as an 
accommodation to the federal bureaus involved, and by so doing I have 
an excellent opportunity to induce them to practice game management. 
Ths, in the central counties of the state, the AAA, in cooperation 
with the Commission and the counties, is buying up 150,000 acres of 
drained marsh and the FERA is reflooding it as a duck refuge, ‘This 
will also be administered as a public shooting ground for prairie 

chickens, but the shooting will be regulated to a pre-determined maximum, 

Likewise I have administered for the Biological Survey a marsh 
inventory of the state so that from now on when monies are available we 
know exactly where they can be profitably put. We have complete or 
nearly complete plans on at least 80 marshes, at least two of which are
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being reflooded this year at Biological Survey expense, These will 

be straight refuges. 

I also act in a consulting capacity to other federal pro- 
jects, chief of which is the Coon Valley Soil Erosion Project near 
laCrosse, where game management has been inaugurated, mostly for 
quail, pheasants and rabbits, on 92,000 acres of upland farms, These 

doubled their quail the first year without any re-stocking, while 

pheasants quintupled. ‘The whole thing is being held down to what 

the farmer himself could actually do if he wanted to, and on this 

area the farmer has actually done it, the government merely advising 
him and furnishing him with seed, wire, and other capital outlays. 

I asgume your inquiry refers to the University program * 

alone. The Conservation Department naturally has an even larger 
program, in which they give me considerable voice but for which I am 
not directly responsible. In general, we are working up slowly, be- 

ginning with the basic things, 

I wish you could get Missouri launched into a program suit- 
able for her needs. It cannot all be done from Jefferson City, A 
proper set-up at Columbia is, I think, needed, You know my intense 
interest in your state and whenever I can serve in an advisory capacity, 
please call on me, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



THE FEDERAL LAND BANK OF ST.LOUIS 

FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION — SIXTH DISTRICT 

ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, ARKANSAS 

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 

Januery 25, 1935 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 

Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

We are interested in the work which you are doing 
in l\isconsin in the matter of game conservation, 
game refuges, bird sanctuaries, etc. 

I will appreciate it very much if you will write 
me and let me know something of your plans, the 
methods you are using in combatting the situation 
which hes gotten worse from year to year. 

What Federal and State Agencies are cooperating 
with you in this service, and to what extent is the 
Wisconsin Legislature interested in your work? 

I will appreciate it, if you will, at your convenience, 
let me know more of the good work you are doing. 

Sincerely yours 

2 C4. 
VCK:NDN Vice Previfent



New Soils Building 

Jamery 29, 1935 

Mr. Walter H, Saunders 
Suite 1105 National Bank of Commerce Bldg. 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Sevnders: 

I received your letter of Jamary 22 too late to 
read it to the Conference, The fight on the resolution for 
the closed duck season was already over, The resolution 
was defeated, but by a very narrow margin, and I think in 
part by a parliamentary trick. 

I think it could be fairly said that a majority 
of the delegates at the conference, or 2t least somewhere 
near a majority, are in favor of a close’ season provided 
a federal appropriation is made to enferce it, 

Your interest is much appreciated. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charee, Game Research 

vh
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CABLE ADDRESS LeaHy, SAUNDERS & WALTHER 
“LEASAUN” ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

JOHN S. LEAHY SUITE 1105 NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE BUILDING 

WALTER H. SAUNDERS Saint Louis 
LAMBERT E. WALTHER 

HAROLD F. HECKER 

u: LeBONDGN January 22, 193556 
LYON ANDERSON 

EMANUEL WEIL 

WILLIAM O'HERIN 

HERBERT E. BARNARD AIR MAIL. 
MARION W. SMITH = 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 7 ar ; 
Professor of Game Managementoat the University of Wisconsin, 

c/o 21st Game Conference, 
New York City, New York. 

Hoyes Lloyd, Esde ; 
Ge eee 2) cae Goaberence and Supervisor of wild life 
Protection in Candda, 

c/o 21st Game Conference, 
New York City, New York. 

J. N. Darling, Esqe, 
Chief of the U. S&S Biological Survey, 

c/o 21st Game Conference, 
New York City, New York. 

John N. Ball, Esq., 
Project co-ordinator of the Mississippi Flyway Nesting Area, 
e/o 21st Game Conference, 
New York City, New York. 

Burnie Maurek, Esqe, 
Project co-ordinator of the Mississippi Flyway Nesting Area, 
c/o 2lst Game Conference, 
New York City, New York. 

E F. C. Lincoln, Esq., 

United States Biological Survey, 
c/o 21st Game Conference, 
New York City, New York. 

; Gentlemen: 

In Re: 21st Game Conference United States (48 
States) and Canada. 

I have been greatly interested in the newspaper account 
of the above matter. I enclose herewith copy of my article appearing 
in the St. Louis Star-Times, Thursday, January 17, 1935, which I 
thought might interest yous. I have no means of knowing the con- 
ditions all over the United States and Canada, but I do know local 
conditions in this part of the Mississippi Valley, both as to game 
and fish. I sincerely hope your Conference will adopt some agree-~ 
ment between Candda and the United States to protect wild ducks and 
geese - either a closed season or a greatly reduced bag limit and 
the abolition of automatic pump guns, baited grounds and decoys. 
As to quail, there certainly should be a closed season in Missouri 
and Arkansas, and I believe in the other states in the Mississippi
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Valley. The new game bill now pending in our Legislature, instead 

of a quail season from November 10 to December 31, proposes a quail 

season from the last Thursday in November to February 1, thereby 

lengthening the season an average of 15 days. There are practically 

no quail in Missouri and the seed birds will be destroyed in the 
next long season. 

It is suggested that each county can have a closed 

season upon request of one hundred householders through the game 
authorities. As a practical matter, 114 counties will never function; 

therefore, this gesture means nothing except the destruction of our 
few remaining quail. I assume other states are prepared to pass 
similiarly foolish laws. Please give this matter wide publicity on 
the floor of your Convention and stir up the authorities, Federal, 
State and Canadian, to the absolute necessity of protecting our re= 
maining game. 

You gentlemen are the outstanding protagonists in the 
protection of wild life and do a great work for present and future 
generations. 

I think the solution of game conservation lies; in 
selling the idea to the farmers that the protection of game means 
a large source of income to them. Each farmer can, as has been done 
in parts of Missouri and Arkansas, charge each hunter a fee for 
hunting or fishing on his property. The average charge has been 
about twenty cents for each quail killed by a good shot, but, of 
course, no guaranty as to the bag. Missouri with its hundreds of 
thousands of acres of wild and waste land, particularly in the 
Ozarks and in the swamp country, should be a hunter and fisherman's 
paradise. It has many magnificent spring fed streams, ideal for 
game fish in the past, but by the dynamiting of the streams, killing 
amass of fish, digging and seining, it has been impossible to main- 
tain an adequate supply of game fish. If the farmers lmew that 
they could get as much, or more, from protecting game than they de- 
rive from their poor crops on rocky or waste land, they would be- 
come profoundly interested in game conservation. This, I repeat, 
is the key to the better system. The idea, however, must be sold 
the general public through the country newspapers, not the 
metropoliten press alone, and by having the game wardens in the 
different counties preach this doctrine at the school meetings, 
churches, picnics, etc.; also, get the county prosecutors and the 
county judges and the county officials to preach the same doctrine. 
I know that in Bavaria the farmers make every effort to preserve 
their game with the result that they have far more game than any 
place in the United States. It is perfectly hopeless to expect to 
accomplish game conservation unless public sentiment in Missouri, 
Arkansas, etc., is completely changed. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to each of you 
gentlemen named above. 

Thanking you in advance for your interest in this 
matter and efficient service to the general public in the cause of 
game sonservation, I am, WwW rs Uf g 

WHS “MSB Sincerely yours, :: ~-



Lefevre Hall, 
Columbia, Mo. 

10/26/34 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor: 

a, ou for your opinion on the closed county business 
asa wonpueretier meine: i have investigated four of the petitions 
brought out this fall, and find they were all born of a grudge — 
farmer had against some sportsmen. In two cases, the grudge waey t 
even justifiable. I believe we shall be able to avert about 75% of 
the 30 threatened closures. 

ly own investigations have showm that there are almost 
invariably fewer quail in counties that have been closed for five or 
more years, than there are in ajoining open countiese I have issued 
two or three ukases and one or more proclamations to this effect, being as impartial as possible. 

I am carrying on a bitter argument with Ray Holland on the aduestion - "To shoot or not to shoot woodchucks". He upholds Chuck shooting as a sport, and disparages my claims that it's poor conservation. My arguments center mostly around the claim that the chuck is sorta the local contractor for other den-animals, and as such he should be allowed to puBsue his avocation without being potted at every opportunity» Naturally, I hurl a lot of colorful adjectives and issue statements full of dire prophecy and otherwise dripping with gloom, but it's all in fun. Iam, however, convinced of the chuck's Place in the scheme of things; and I don't like to see him on the road to extermination. 

You know, no sportsman would condone of a fellow who started a fire to geet warmth, and then went away and let the blaze spread till it consumed the forest. But it is surprising how many Sportsmen will start a new shooting-fad and then sit by while it Spreads to disastrous proportions. ChucH-potting is Just a small blaze now, but with the publicity it is getting it may soon spread to the proportions of a major disaster. 

Your comments on the Paper are appreciated. There are several more holes in it that you courteously neglected to point out. For instance, how about the apparent assumption that the increase in darasitism somehow hung on the food supply? That's by no means proved. However, [I really like to find the rough spots, or have them pointed out to me, for be sure I won't make those Mistakes again. 

I an sending under separate cover the reprints you asked for. As soon as I can have the reference to parasites mimeographed, I shall send you copies to uake up for that slip you mentioned in the paper. All the parasites I have found are identified and tabulated in the Progress Report referred to.
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Some day, I am going to sit down at the type-writer and write 

down my dream of a re-created Missouri. I'm going to waste a whole 

lot of time and reams of paper setting down the steps that need to be 

taken to bring back the game, the forests, the streams, the rains, 

and to return the people closer to a broadening, clarifying communion 

with earthy, natural beauty- I'll even go a little mystic over it. 

And - God forbid! - I may even wax a bit lyrical in the end. But 
that'll be when I'ma bit older and less argumentativee You see, it 
has to be an epic - a gentle, insidious, omniscient sort of thing 
which by its very smoothness and lack of contention defies argument 
and gathers addicts like the honey of the poppye It shall lull and 

stupify, disdaining to defy. In short, it's going to be good. 

As to the Survey, I'm not so cocky about it as I wase It will 
probably be as complete and exhaustive as time allows, but I'd be 
much bettersatisfied if there were one whole-time man to every two 
counties on the jobe When it's all over, I shall be able to say 
at least one definite thing : there may not be exactly _—__—i birds, 
but I am confident that there are no more than thate That is because 
I shall know pretty exactly how many quail coverts there are in Missouri, 
but I won't know exactly how many of them are occupied. However, who 
does, will or can? 

At least, I shall have a check on the game-toll of vehicles on 
the state, national, and county highwayse And the coverts per-mile 
on county road-sides- And the approximate distribution of fur and 
game speciese But I won't know definitely how many of each species 
ree are in any one county, which is what I'd like more than any thing 

Oo know. 

I just find that I am all out of large envelopes. So, if you 
will make allowances, I shall send the reprints with this letter. 

Thanking you again for your comments, both on the paper and on 
the closed-county question, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

10.0 - Hage 
Werner O- Nagel 

P-S- I'll have to admit that killing off the surplus 
probably isn't going to hurt anything. = Spee chucks 

WON -



‘ New Soils Building 
: . November 3, 1934 

j Mr, 1, 0, Hagel ‘ ‘ 
. Lefevre Hall 

Columbia, Missourd 

. Dear Nagele fy “ 

; 7 Fat .  Thenks for the reprints, 

. . —i ou inclined to take your side of the wood- 
7 chuck aygument. I suspect that we would have very few : 

eottontails in the farm country of Wisconsin without 
woodehuck holes to protect them in winter. ‘he year- 
round killing of predators whien the sporting magazines | 
and emmnition people have instigated is, of course, 
éven more serious than the woodemueks, : 

With best regerds, : A 

. Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopeld 
we In Charge, Game Research
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is i : St. Clair, Mo. 

{ Oct. 10, 1954. 

Prof,,Aldo Leopold 
e222 Van Hise Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

i 

Dear Mr. Leopold: x 

: The farmers pf my county are try- 

ing to close the season on quail shooting ‘for two, 

years. I feel this is a very bad move and am doing | 

my best to prevent it by promoting a Farmer~Sports~ : 

man organization. 

During the winter of 1720, when I 
was a student at the Game Conservation Institute of 

: Clinton N. Js, I was fortunate enough to hear an ad- 

‘ dress by you, at:the- schools In: thelecture you 
stressed the importanee of landscape, in relation to 

’ our game birds, ©Youcalso presented several plans of 
practical landscaping of our farms, so.as to be ad- 

vantageous to game. I-made as many notes‘as possible 
but, unfortunately I have ‘misplaced or lost them, 

Would you be kind enough to send 

me some. of these plans, along with any other plan 

that you might think would work in a county-wide or7~ 
ganization to promote quail. The farmers seem to 

feel that they are-entitled to some payment, in the 

form of money, seed for planting, or any other plan, 

in which they would feel they were getting something 

for the privelege of hunting. 

If you can offer us any help, tb 

the Sportsmen of Franklin County will be most grate- 

ful to you, 
‘ 

°D very firuly, 

U F 

He Ce og \



: ‘ ; New Soils Building 
: October 12, 1934 

Mr, H, C, King 
St, Clair ; 
Missouri 

Dear Mr, King: : 

I em sending you under separate cover the - 
following materiel which may contain some suggestions on 
developing food and cover for quail on farmst (1) Manage- 
ment of Upland Game in Iowa, (2) ABC's of Winter Feeding 
Birds, (3) various mimeographs on food and cover, 

I have a good deal more material then this bt 
a it does not happen to be in printed form as yet. __ 

I think you are doing an important thing in sub- 

stituting management for mere closure in your county. 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh ;



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE Lefevre Hall, 

STATE PARK DIVISION Columbia, Mo- 

Octe 4, '34 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Professor: 

I am sorry that I have been unable to answer your 

letter before this; I have just returned from an extended field 

tripe 

I have arranged for a number of reprints of the 

Wilson Bulletin article, and shall be glad to send you the de- 
sired number - and greatly pleased that you asked for them. 
Thanks for your kind words concerning this article, they are 

sincerely appreciated. (By the way, I haven't received the 
reprints yet) I have another article coming out in a local 
school paper - School and Cammunity - concerning a training 
program for conservation work. I'll send you a copy as soon 
as they are readye Please tear it to pieces where such drastic 

treatment is called for. 

The Game and Fish Dept. has gotten into a dirty 
scrap over closing counties for quail shooting. I'm afraid I'm 
responsible in that I wrote a letter in response to a request 
for opinion on this subject, and my somewhat uncompromising 
denunciation of the practise as carried on in Missouri resulted 
in a whole lot of little local explosions. The letter was 
printed in practically every newspaper in the state and I have 
been appointed by Buford to fight it out with the objectors. 

You probably know what happens = a closed county 
in this state is the pot-shooter's heaven, and the quail suffer 
more severely as a consequence that in regular open seasons. 
I'm not against closing areas, when low populations make that 
desirable, but I think the only time it does any good to 
close a county is upon recommendation of a qualified investigator, 
and when coupled with a food-and-cover restoration programe Just 
closing the county and letting it alone seems pretty poor 
conservation to mee 

I'd like to have an opinion from you on this - 
something you wouldn't mind having quoted - with a few expaples 
of what happened in cases of which you knowe My own ammunition is 
running low, although I have a few shots left in the locker at that.
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Buford wants me to carry the fight against local option to 
a finish - he is trying to reserve the right to close counties 
to Game and Fish Dept. officials. 

The game survey is going along with fair smoothness. I have 
looked over my sample areas in 8 counties and arranged for super- 
vision of these areas through the winter so a spring-count may also 
be madee The recent rains have improved food and cover conditions 
wonderfully, and even encouraged a few late hatches of quaile I have 
three records, so far, of unbroken covies - one of which broke up 
in the latter purt of August when the rains begane 

Buford admonishe@ us daily to "make a dam good job of this, 
boys," and we are do§ng our best to fulfil his injunction. 

Thanks augain for your letter. 

Yours sincerely, 

W-O-Nagel d 
Wild Life Technician



. New Soils Building 
. October 11, 1934 

Mr, Werner 0, Nagel 
. lefevre Hall 

University of Missouri : 
Columbia, Missour4d 

Dear Nagel: 

It was pointed out to me after I wrote you before that 
you did not give any hint as to the identity of the parasites in 
your article, It is clear, of course, that you were trying to save 
space by avoiding a whole lot of taxonomic description, but you 
may have some kick=back from the paper on this score, 

I do not know enough about the closed counties in Missouri 
to express any unqualified opinion. I have had the impression that 
they were merely a blanket way to post fams; that is, whenever a 
bunch of farmers got tired of being trespassed upon, they closed 
the county. there closures are based on this kind of an expedient 
rather than on the actual status of qmail, I do not think they rep- 
resent a sound development, It would be nmch preferable for the 
farmers to organize for mtual protection, to furnish food and 
cover for their birds, and in general to make a crop of their qmail. 
I have yet to kmow a case where such blanket posting did the birds 
very mach good, and it does not do any particular good even in 
solving the trespass problem, 

There is a similar situation in southeastern Wisconsin 
where certain townships have gone in for blanket posting, My 
impression is that it has failed to solve the trespass problen 
and it has certainly not greatly increased the bird supply. 
Such methods are too easy to be effective. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE Lefevre Hall, 
Columbia, Mo. 

STATE PARK DIVISION 

Sept. 3, '34 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
New Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsine . 

Dear Professor:- 

I shall do my best to find, if there is such a 
person, anyone who has observed unbroken coveys of bob-white 
throughout the summer. To date, the several people who have 
told me of such instances apparently observed these coveys only 
once during the nesting season - perhaps an accidental occurrences 

I have read the paper by Errington in which his 
"Law" is developed- As I remember it, every good biologist 
knows the general law on which Errington's deductions are based: 
"The balance of nature, where not upset by artificial interference 
or major catastrophes, automatically establishes wild life pop- ulation ratios within a region." My wording of an ancient prin- 

ciple. You may remember that I have always held that Erring- 
ton established this experimentally for bob-white quail only, and that his deduction should therefore not be called a "law", but rather a corrolary. I'll go farther and say that the "law" can be applied equally well to any other established species in its own territory. Errington's contribution is not so much to science, then, as to quail management. I am not, however, attempting to minimize the importance of his work as a contribution to the latter branch of applied science. 

If you include hunters in the predator class, I quite agree that the quail concentration in watered areas will be taken care of. I cannot help but think, however, that when normal rainfall restores former areas to their former carrying capicity, we shall first begin to see the reduction of population in its real significance. The cycle is as follows; 1) reduction by drought, both as to njmber of young raised and as to breeding stock; 2) concentration of old and young in watered areas; 3) heavy predator and hunter toll in restricted areas of good population; 4) scattering, with return of normal rainfall, to former areas - but in less-than-normal numbers as regards breeding stock; 5) recognition of a general shortage. The extent to which number (5) is evident will depend on a number of factorse In case of severe weather and deep snows or sleet, the shortage will be severe.



We are finding some interesting things in this survey, among 
them being the capture of an armadillo in the southern part of the 
state, incidences of horned toads, an incidence of a ring-tailed 

cat being trapped in Audrain County, four kinds of rabbitts native 
to this state, intelligent and interested game wardens, coral snakes 
and cotton-mouth water-moccassinsy, and an explanation of the "woods- 
quail" legend.» In short, I'm having "more dam! fun" than I have 
even had on any job before. 

Not the least incentive to my determination to do more and 
better work in game management is and has been your unfailing interest 
and encouragemente With the utmost appreciation, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

We KR 24 Life Technician"
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su Le7as) Mew Soils Building 

Mr, Werner 0, Wagel 
Lefevre Hell 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri |. Ls ; 

Dear Nagel: 

I stand corrected on the Errington law, I agree 
that the term "law" is a little optimistic, but I do think 
it is of importance for somebody like Errington to verify 
the definite application of the pre-existing principle to 
@ particular species, and to do so in quantitative terms, 

Your picture of the drouth cyele in quail exactly 

meets my mental image, 

Thanks for your good word on my interest in your 

work, I can assure you it is entirely spontaneous and I 

em always glad to hear from you, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Gane Research 

Alevh



New Soils Building 
August 30, 1934 

Mr, Werner 0, Nagel 
Lefevre Hall 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri . 

Dear Nagel? 

I am intensely interested in your terse but illuminating 
account of drouth conditions and their effect on quail in Missouri, As 
for the effect of the concentration of quail along stream bottoms, I 
would anticipate that “Zrrington's law" will trim then down. I refer here 
to Errington's "Vulnerability of Bob-White Populations to Predation," 
of which I am sending you a copy. In the last issue of the Iowa "Fish 
and Game Guide," he publishes a remarkable confirmation of the way in 
which it operates, If you do not have this mblication, you had better 

send for it, It is the “house organ" of the Iowa Department, 

As a contribution to science, I hope you will be able to run 
down and publish the instances of unbroken coveys, provided you encounter 

any instances where you think the evidence is conclusive, In gambel qail 
and also in valley quail it is a well-imown fact that in a drouth the 
coveys never break up, but nobody has ever made a case for the same 
phenomenon in bobwhite. If you can do so, it will represent a substantial 
achievement. You might be able to find some reliable observer in daily 
contact with a certain covey who would be able to certify that he saw 
that covey unbroken throughout each of the sumer months, ‘This would be 

about as conclusive evidence as we could get short of actual banding, 

I fully understand about the proposed trip to Wiseonsin, It 
is entirely possible that we could accomplish more if the trip were made 
after you and Bennitt really get into the harness, However, I shall, of 
course, welcome you at any time that it becomes possible for either of 

you to get here, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

Lefevre Hall Aug. 28 - 34 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

Dear Professor:- 

Thanks for the copy of the "Game Research News 
Letter" you sent mee I like the idea of a news letter of this type 
very much, presenting as it does a brief review of significant 
conservation movements and research studies. Thanks for the 
note concerning the game survey of Missourie 

I doesn't appear, at present writing, as if Bennitt 
and I would be authorized to make the trip to Wisconsin to con- 

sult with you as we so much desire to doe Bennitt is still 
working on Buford, however, and may wangle an authorization for 
himself, if not for both of usy yet» Probably only one of us 
will be allowed to make the trip, and while each of us feels 

that he is the one to go, in fairness I have to admit Bennitt's 
contention that I saw you last! 

At the present writing I have just completed a 
preliminary survey of the counties north of the Missouri River, 
with regard to the effects of the drought on game breeding, 
food, and cover, and on the waterfowl breeding areas. I got 
my information from talks with a selected group of sportsmen, wardens, 
and land-owners; therefore you can guess about what it is worthe 

The estimate for quail is about 15 - 20% below 
| normal for this time of year. Due to severe grazing and lack 

of water, food and cover is seriously depleted. Many of our 
best food plants, as ragweed, smartweed, sedge, trefoil, 
legumes, corn, cane, millet, etce, have never made seed and 
the plants themselves have been cut for fodder and hay or 
grazed in the field. The cattle, lean and desperate, have 
even grazed the noxious weeds and the leaves from sprouts and 
trees as high as they could reach. Many ordinarily lush 
fiddds resemble well-worn base-ball fields rather than quail 
covere The reason the loss is no greater is due to our many 
spring-fed streams and the cover and feed remaining there and 
in the Missouri and Mississippi River bottoms. The quail have 
concentrated here in dangerous abundance, many areas supporting 

\ more than a bird per acre. Naturally this top-heavy density 
cannot continue long. Perhaps, however, hunters will in grav- 
itating to these areas take care of the overcrowding. Then, too, 
since the general rains of the last week the birds are redis- 
tributing themselves. At present, with mild weather and plenty 
of insect food, this is 0. Ke, but I dread the results of freezing 
weather and deep snows. I am dismally afraid that unless the 

birds are cared for in a wholesale feeding and protective plan, 
next spring will see our breeding stock reduced by more than 
half - based on reduction of cover and foode 

I note many pairs of old birds without young and without nestse I also note an unusually large number of covies 
of old birds that appear never to have broken up last spring.
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In addition, these old birds are congregating around highways in 
their search for food, and the number struck down by cars is 
shocking. Engineers of railway trains tell me that the quail, 
prairie chicken and pheasants congregate around the right-of-way 
seeking the food lost from grain cars and the wastes thrown from 
dining cars. They say that accidents are numerouse 

I have been dinning the gospel of "Feed! Feed! Feed!" into 
the ears 2m of sports writers, publicity men, etc., but I fear 
that the item has little news value, as it doesn't appear often 
or emphaticallye So now I'm working on a reduction of the 
open season on quail from 51 days to 30 days. Probably the 
quail hunters will raise an anguished howl to the stars and 
defeat that attempt also. 

Very few breeding ducks noted in Missouri. Probably 
50 odd pairs of mallards and half that many sprigse Probably 
500 pair of wood duckse And, since the draining of the 
Chariton and Grand River bottoms, coupled with the effects of 
the drought, the usual flight through thesdareas will be very 

much decreased if not absent this fall. I’am also of the opinion 
that the three days a week, ten week open season on ducks in 
this state isn't worth a tinker's damn ~- whatever the current 
value of that curse may be. In Missouri, except on baited lakes, 
we have to hunt when the flight is on - and ducks are not invar- 
lable week-end visitors. I don't even like to think about what will 
happen on the baited areas. 

An unusually large number of doves is noted this year; 
probably 25 - 50% above normal. To give you an idea: last week, 
in the Mississippi River bottom, I counted over a thousand doves 
in 45 minutes, watching them in flight from a point of vantage. 

I inspected several wild-turkey refuges south of the 
River a few weeks agoe Armed with a stout club, I think I 
shall go turkey hinting this fall. 

I note an item in one Missouri paper, to the effect that 
the early fall of leaves from the dried-up trees will insure an 
excellent deer-hunting season this fall. 

We are likely to get the National Field Trials in Boone 
County this winter. I believe the area selected is the best 
bird country in the state. The advertising value of such an 
event should be considerable. 

I am still in hopes that the authorization for a trip 
to Wisconsi#n comes through for both Bennitt and me. There are 
lots of things I want to talk over with you, and I'm positive 
Bennitt has plenty to say also. 

I'm working harder and enjoying it more than I ever have 
since I last trimmed an Osage orange Bedge in duly of the hottest 
year in ten years. If I only had a flair for publicity - or the 
ability to write publishable stuff! Perhaps that's not the way, 
though, after all. 

I hope I can see you soon. 
. . t Sincerely my title - of whieh > am Proud- cs fila LL 

cS mG Susard Lefe Jechnician® Oe



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY July 5, 1954. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Bldg. 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

The game-investigation here has taken on a new slant. 
Instead of my going on with the State Game and Fish Dept, 
in august, two of us are going to work on the same prob- 
lems as appointees of the Biological Survey. The appoint- 
ments of Nagel and myself have been made and Nagel is al- 
ready officially on the payroll. We are to work under Mr, 
Buford's general supervision, and what they want done first 
is a general game-survey of the entire State. This should 
lay a good foundation for our State wild-life investigation 
hal to build on, beginning early next year as planned. 

this connection you will be interested to know that Mr, 
Buford has assured me that nothing in this federal hook-up 
will cause him to alter or abandon his plans for legisla- 
tive sanctbon for a division of investigation in the Game 
and Fish Dept. I was much concerned about that, since the 
federal work is of course only temporary, and should do no 
more than supplement---or rather, prepare for---the work 
sponsored by the state agencies; and I am greatly relieved 
at the assurance of Mr. Buford's position. 

Just at present, Nagel and I are doing what little pre- 
liminary work we can here and beginning to make our contacts 

outside. The final details of the arrangement have not been 
settled---e.g. whether we use our ow or federal cars, the 
exact amount of the expense-budget, etc.---and for that reason 

Mr. Buford has made no official annowcement. We are se- 

curing in advance, however, through the proper channels the 

promise of cooperation from Mr. Buford's field-staff and from 
the 100-odd county agents. I shall get a list of interested 

persons from Mr. Shuttee, and if it meets with your approval 
I should be very glad indeed to have from you the list of men 

whom you interviewed in the winter of 1929-1950 during your 

2-month sojourn in Missouri. 

The main reason for this letter is to ask if you expect 

to be in Madison this month. I hed hoped to discuss matters 

with you down here if you could have arranged to come on the 

llth and 1zth. I am very sorry indeed that you cannot, but 

we all realize the demands upon your time and we shall hope 

for better luck another time. Now I am wondering if Nagel 
and I could, to ##f use your own expression, "steal a day of 
your time” if we can arrange to come to Madison some week-end 
before long. It seems to me that this is almost an indis- 
pensable preliminary to active field-work in Missouri, and I 

hope very much that it can be arranged. If you will let me
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know something gf your week-end plans during July (or even 

August, if July is full), I will write you again just as soon 

as our plans here are a bit more definite. 

In short, if plans work out as I hope they will, Nagel 

and I can have laid a pretty fair foundation for further 

work to be financed by the State, and all this should fit in 

nicely with the State program on which we have beam workimg. 

The one fly in the ointment that I can see is that the speci- 

ficZ turkey-project will have to wait until the survey is 

pretty well along, but it will form one of the major parts 

of the State program and our plans will point toward it. 

Thanks for the News-letter and the reprint of Errington's 

papere I shall greatly appreciate it if you will keep me in 

mind right along when you have extra copies of such valuable 

publications, and I shall also look for further copies of the 

News-letter. I wonder if you would be willing to put Nagel 

on the mailing-list for the latter. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely, . 

4 Pf fl Bo od 

Af. : 
// 

Rudolf Bennitt 
Associate Professor of Zoology 

P.S. I forgot to say that several weeks ago I had a fine 

visit with Stoddara and Shuttee in St. Louis. We "talked 

turkeys" most of the time, and I have a standing invitation 

to visit Stoddard in Georgia whenever I can get there---which 

I hope may be before long. He was most cordial and expressed 

great interest in our plans and prospects here. If we get 

anywhere in this whole scheme, you must realize that your 

interest and support, and his, will have contributed largely. 

OO



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY Lefevre Hall July 3 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold, . 
New Soils Building, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison. 

Dear Professor Leopold:- 

I shall begin by stating that this note in unofficial, for reasons 
you will appreciate as you read. 

Just between ourselves, there is an excellent possibility that Dr. 
Bennitt and myself will have an early opportunity to make an official 
game survey of Missouri under the auspices of the U- S- Bureau of 
Biological Survey, and in cooperation with the State Game and Fish 
Commission. Since this arrangement has not been definitely con- 
summated, and since for his own reasons Commissioner Buford wishes 
no publicity on the matter until definite agreement has been reached, 
you see the reason for the unofficial nature of the letter. 

As you of course see, this may lead to almost anything; it may end 
with the completion of the survey, and it tay be the begining of 
something permanent and constructive in the way of game management 
in Missouri. Naturally, the latter is to be hoped for. 

I am interested in Making this the finest piece of work I have ever 
done, and one that will compare favorably with others of the same 
nature. To this end, I have been studying your "Game Survey" with 
almost religious intensity- From the latter (page 34) I quote; 
"The ideal way to get representative samples would be to take them 
according to some rigid geographic pattern, such as in the center 
of each township or county. 

Taking into consideration that the two of us may have to complete 
our survey in nine months time, I have a question or two to ask on 
this statement. 

Suppose, instead of the above Suggestion, one took a small number 
of relatively large samples, 5 - 10 of no less than 250 acres ex- 
tent, selected in advance (by farm agents) to represent the ia jor 
soil and topography types in each county? Suppose each of these 
samples were subjected to an intensive survey with regard to not 
only Kind and number of species present, but environmental condit- 
ions under which each existed? Is this method likely to result 
in equal accuracy with the one Suggested by you? I assume that 
by collecting data from the owners of these representative farms - 
which should include poor as well as good hunting territory - 
@ more accurate picture of the game population could be obtained 
that would obtain from questioning sportsmen and wardens alone. 
Especially as these farms would be personally surveyed. 

For game trends, of course, one would have to rely principally on 
the statements of others, since records are few and incomplete.
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Perhaps I fail to grasp the point of the quoted statement, but I 
cannot see that this method would insure the inclusion of represent- 
ative environments in each county - although over as large an area 
as a state, possiblg the end result would give fair accuracy. 
Please understand that my questioning is in no way controversial; 
rather consider it as a plea for enlightenment. 

Tentatively, Dr. Bennitt and I had decided to divide the state 
between us, each having charge of a definite area. The reasons 
for this are as follows: 

Due to the fact that my primary interest is in quail, which are the 

important game species in the northern and southwestern part of the 

state, this territory was assigned to me for surveye Similarly, 
Dr. Bennitt is principally concerned with turkey, which are found 
primarily in the Ozark regions, for which reason this territory 
was assigned to hin. Again, my interests lean toward game as a 
farm crop of possible cash value, and toward farmer-sportsman 
cooperation; Dr. Bennitt is concerned primarily with the scientific 
bases of conservation. The division of the state as mentioned 
seems to apply in this matter also. Again, I am interested in 
doing some cooperative researdh with Dr- Errington, which would of 
course make the North Missouri areas more desirable for closer 
contact and parallel investigations. Dr. Bennitt, again, through 
his interests in turkey, would have the opportunity to be in closest 
contact with the experimental station in Sam Baker park, in the 
southeastern Ozarks. These reasons apply to a long-term program 
rather than to a limited survey- They are more valid when consid- 
ered in terms of investigation and research that when applied to 

Censusese However, it is the long-term program in which we are 
interested: neither of us would jepordize our positions in Spe co 

teach ing field ee only ning months Oe f ia > Te 

L Atecusd aide matter with you’ thus fully, for the reason that - 
if the connection is established, and you are willing to grant us 
a few hours of your time - we propose to spend part of a day with 
you at Madison going over the mattere I should wish you to be 
somewhat familiar with the situation before - and if - this occurs. 

Two other things you may wish to know: the connection with the 
Bureau will have no deterrent effect - we are assured by Mr. Bu- 
ford - on the adoption of the Commission-University cooperative 

research programe And, second, Dr- Bennitt and I are on an equal 
rating in the matter; there is no question of senority here. I 
am inclined to think that this is desirable. 

By a "game survey" we mean to include every species of game and 
fur, with the exception of fishe I consider it fortunate that 
the survey is to begin soon, for by the time of its completion - 
March - we shall have developed our techniques so that our es- 

timates of winter survival - and carrying capacity?- will be 
reasonably accurate. 

There are many other things to be discussed, but they can wait. 
If Dr- Bennitt has not already done so, may I ask cooperation of 
you to the extent of granting us an interview at your convenience? 

Sincerely, nM. &. ag 
Werner O- Nagel



. Copy to Mr. Nagel 

New Soils Building 

Joly 7, 1934 

Prof, Rudolf Bennitt 
Zoology Department 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Bennitt: 

I am pleased to hear about the Biological Survey stalking a game 

sury of the state. 

I would be muuch pleased to see you and Nagel any weekend when 
my field work allows me to be in. As far as I can tell now, I will be 
out the wedcend of July 14 but here during the weekend of July 21. If 
I change this schedule I will drop you a line, tt in any event it might 

be well to wire before you actually start. I have a good many more or 
less wnpredictable things on right now. 

The list of persons who gave me information in Nissouri is 

given in the appendix of the "Game Survey." 

Nagel has asked me about the location of density samples, I 

entirely agree with him that a mmber of samples in ¢2ch county, selected 

to represent the types of soil and topography, would give a better picture 

than the location of samples according to some rigid geographic pattern, 
Ag Nagel has pointed out, this would be especially true of the county 
as distinguished from the state. To work this method, however, you would 
have to be constantly insistent on the samples being representative, 
There is an almost irresistible force tending to locate samples in the 
best rather than the worst territory, 

I assume the University still has the mamsoript copy of ny 
"Game Survey of Missouri,” which contains a good deal more detail than 

; the published "Game Survey of the North Central States." My recollection 
4s that your library was furnished with a mamseript copy at the time, 

I am sending a copy of this to Nagel as a joint reply to both 
your letters. : 

With best regards, 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
* In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh
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Kennett, Missouri, 
June 25, 1934. 

To: Thomas H, Beck, Wilton, Conn., 
J. W. Darling, Des Moines, Ia. 
Prof. Aldo sonra Madison, Wis. 
Committee on Wild Life Preservation. 

Gentlemen :-- 

In re establishment of water fowl and wild life reservation 
south part of Dunklin county, Missouri. 

From press reports under date of February 10th it appears that 

you as a special committee appointed by the President to consider 

the location and setting aside of nine million acres of land for game 

birds and animals for restoration of wild life in the United States; 
and forestry conservation. 

fhe Lions Club of Kennett, Missouri, desires to call your attent- 

ion to the feasibility of locating and establishing a wild life game 

reservation and forest reserve in what is known as Little River 

Swamp lying in the south part of Dunklin County, Missouri, with an 

idea that if you do not have jurisdiction at the present time of 

this matter that you will see that this recommendation is submitted 

to the proper authority now considering this matter, 

The lands in question are Sections 35 and 56 in Twp. 18 N., R 9 

Boe and Sections i, 2, 3, 9, 10, 234 iZ, 13, 15, 14, 17, 20, 21, 

22, 23 and 24 in Twp. 16 N., RQ E., and Sectionsm B, 6, 7, 8) 2%; 

18, 19 and 20 in Twp. 16 N., R10 Ee, and lie adjacent to and immed- 

jately north of the fish and game reservation in the State of Arkansas 

knowm as the Big Lake, Arkansas, Reservation. 

The lands in question are unimproved swamp lands, no part of 

which are in cultivation. They are very fertile, but wholly unsuited 

to agricultural purposes for the reason that drainage of same is 

wholly inadequate and it is wholly impracticable to sufficiently 

drain the sam for etn yoryoone These lands were formerly 

covered with dense timber, principally cypress and oak, but at the 

present time have been largely denuded of merchantable timber. The 

jands in question were formerly, and are now to a large extent, a 

natural habitat for wild game and wild life consisting of deer, 

squirrels, oppossum, raccoon, mink, muskrat, ducks, turkeys, geese 

and fish of a great many species. The lands were formerly owned by 

the Wisconsin Lumber Company, and were by said lumber net 

atebayes of their timber growth. Sines the removal of said timber 

said lumber company has failed to pay, and has no intention of con- 

tinuing, tax payments thereon. At the present time taxes on said 

lands are delinquent for a great many years, and the lands have been 

offered at tax sales numerous times, but have not bem sold for lack 

of purchasers. ‘The only practical purpose said lands are available 

for is wild life and timber reservation. 

At the present time there is no protection offered to the wild 

life and timber growth on these lands. The timber is being constant- 

ly removed by timber thieves and the wild life is being rapidly ex- 

terminated in violation of all regulatory game laws. At the present 

time there is estimated to be a herd of approximately 150 deer in this 

territory, but the number is being rapidly diminished each year.



To restore and preserve the above mentioned territory +o 
its original condition will establish an ideal nesting place for 
water fowl and refuge for wild animals, and will aid in the re- 
storation and preservation of the timber growth of the United 
States. 

The Lions Club of Kennett, Missouri does hereby unqual- 
ifiedly recommend for your serious consideration the establishment 
of a wild life game reservation in the territory herein referred 
to. 

LIO) oF TT, MISSOURI 
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New Soils Building 
June 12, 1934 

Mr, Harry A. Collins 
506 Security Building 
St. Louis, Missouri ; 

Dear Harrys 

It is my understanding that Mr, Buford has already 
assured the University of Missouri that he will finance a 
turkey study and that Rudolf Bennitt will be the active field 
worker, 

The possibility of a turkey study by the Forest 
Service has not yet been tied in with the University venture, 
although of course it should be, since it would be foolish 
to have two independent attempts going on simulatnemsly. If 
the Forest Service can provide a turkey man, he and Buford 
could divide up the subject matter and collsborate with each 
other. 

I would suggest that you end Dr. Bennitt get to- 
gether and jointly ask the Regional Forester (2, VW. ‘Muker, 
Federal Building, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) to put on a man and 
collaborate in the study, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh , s
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Hzaak Walton Loaque of America 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

506 Security Bldg., 
St. Louis, Mo. 
June 5, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin. 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I am at somewhat of a loss to know just how 
to go about getting the turkey project started in the 
Ozarks. I had hopes of getting something done through 
your Committee and do not want to approach Darling or 
even take the matter up with the Regional Forester 
unless there is no chance of your Committee taking the 
matter up. 

It seems to me that the plan would be more 
effective if it were taken up jointly by the Biological 
Survey working with the Forestry Department, but I have 

: an idea that so many League projects have been put up 
to Darling that he probably would not have time to even 
consider it. I would like to get the plan under way this 

Fall and would like your suggestion as how to proceed. 

Sincere yours, 

HAC:IV.
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: : May a3, 1934. = 

Dr. Herbert L. Stoddard : 
e/o Arkansas Game and Fish Commission : 
Little Rook, Arkansas. : 

Dear br. Stoddard:~ : 

On my yreturr. fvom a visit te the turkey~propagation plant of 
the Missourl Gam and Tish Dept. in southeastern Missouri I ‘found Z 
the copy of your letter of May 15th (dated April 15th) to Mr. Leoe 
pold with reference to the possibillty of meeting yon in St. Louis : 
at the end of May or tho first of June. 

Speaking for nymates I shoulda be very glaé indeed of the chence 
to meet you ia 3+. Louls whenever your itinerery takes you through 
there, and if li. Leopold finds it possible to come down from Maéle 

“gon, 80 nyoh the better, We all appreciate greatly the offer of 
assistance that you both have made, and there is no doubt that we 
shall need it. In case Mr, Leopold has not already Gone so, Iwill 
give you the essentials of the situation as it has developed so fari« 

Gommissioner Burford of our Game end Fish Pepartment looks fay-= 
orably upon the plan that we at the University have discussed with 
him---for a definite program of wilé-life investigation as part of - . 
the work of his Department. He proposes to include in his next : 
request for legislative eee a specific expense-ltem for ™ 
this purpose, The legislature meets at the end of this year and 
should have acted upon his request by February, 1955, His Departe 
ment is operated with funds received from the sele of licenses, but 
in spite of this he has to receive specific een for the 
various branches of his work from the Legislature~--a rather curious 
arrangement but ‘one that has prevailed in this State for meny years. 

if end when funds become aveileble for investigation he plans 
~ to use them in seeuring the services of a number of young and ade~ : 

quately-prepared men, working with the facilities of the University 
of Missouri and with the adviee end cooperation of tho University 
specialists in the various. fields related to their works = of 7 
course wili say what work shall be done, and the results w be 
published by his Department., The role of the University is as a 
pe ativisory end fact-finding agency whose ph¢sical plant his - 

: artment will use; we shall naturally have nothing to do with 
the administrative part of his program or with artificial propaga- 
tion; we can, however, be of a great deal of assistence in survey 
work, ecological work, end other technics] studies end as a result — | 
will be in a position to meke recommendations conserning major : 
ane in the regulation and restoration of wild life in this 
State. yi :
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4 The first step in the matter has been taken by Mr. Buford in 
¢ 4@ letter asking the Wiversity to grant me full-time leave of 

& absence, beginning in august, 1934, with the unde that 
-. While he can make no definite Commitments beyond Jennary i, 1955, 

this leave is to be continued for the rest of a calendar year if 
: funds are avallable---f4 end there is no reason to doubt thet they 

Will be, This request has been passed —~ Aéministration ond 
: I am informed that Lt will be cranted by the Boerég of Curators at 

their mesting next week. The University is givine me Sabdbsaticel 
Leave on helf~salary, and the Geo end Fish Department is paying 

. the rest of my salary and travel Ling~oxpouses, 

Ty, conversation with Mr. Leopolé end me at the recent Milwaukee 
conference, Mi. Buford expressed tha opinion that the investigation 
of wild turkeys was one of the ways in which this prosram might be 

: of maxiviim usefulness to this and other States. This opinion was 
_ heartily seconded hy ii. Leopold, who emphasized the need of a 
S= or Seyear program if we wers bo undertake it at allg the expers- 

- tation is that I should have working vith me a man who oould be 
worked into the program in such a wey that he could carry it on 
under my 4ircetion after I retum to the University next fa11(1935). 

: This part of the ganeral program is all that Mr. Buford is able 
to work into his salary-ovdget in 1934-—-and even he finds no money 
‘available for the “second man." I think I know of a way, however, | ‘4m whieh we oan get around that and I shall discuss it with him in 

ea short time; probably we shell know for ocrtain when I see you in 
: St. Louis, As for the rest of the pregram, Mr. Buford wants to 

tard it@an 195o, aid we have alreacy draw up for him some pro- 
jects--—very genorally stated---which scom tc be most important to 

: the resident gane (birds, maumals, and fish) in this State. If he 
adopts these recomendations in toto wo shall be off to a good start; 
and eny part of the program will be that much eleer gain to him in 
Many Wayse ; 

- _X mate it perfeotly clear to Mr. Buford and Ir. Leopold in our 
: @onferense that if I was to be associated with the turkey-program it 

mst be with the understending that I was now in no position te 
qualify as a trained gamceman=~<and certainly not as a trained turkey- 
men. Mr, Leopold took the edge off of the latter statement by re~ 
marking thet you were the only man in the country who wveelly knew 

: much about wild turkeys anyway, I think there is little éoubt, 
however, that they will get their money's worth out of this program 
and if we can take up the kind offers of essistance that both and 
Mr. Leopold have given I don't think we'll make very many yeallg. : 
spectaculer blunders; minor blunders will of course be without number. 

- It is because we want to get off to a reasonebly good start in 
this first year that I went to e the advice; first of all, of you 
and Mr. Leopold, After that, I should like te keep in close toucn 
With you both, an@ it is very likely that we may be able to cooperate 
later in some of the things you both are interested ing TI hope 
therefore that es wild advise me when you are to be in St. Louis 
and I will be there for as long a time as you ean spare, I have to give an examination (which I can loave) the morning of May 29, and _. gnother (which I cannot conveniently leave but will ir necessary ) _ the morning of May 31, I have no other fixed engacements at about that time, With best wishes, 3 

ras 2 : Sincerely yours, 
e Se s ; Rudolf Bennitt



Copy to Mr. Stoddard 

New Sofie Building 
May 10, 1934 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt , 
Department of Zoology 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missourd 

Dear Professor Bennitt: 

It gives me a real personal pleasure to know that the beginnings 
of research in Missouri are now definitely in sight, 

I would, of course, be glad to see you here but mst warn you in 
advance that my own personal knowledge of turkeys is not great. This 
suggests the thought that Herbert Stoddard told me he would be coming north 
to visit his parents at Rockford, Illinois, sometime this sumer, I am 
sending him a copy of this letter with the request that he let me know 
whether this is still probable and if so, his best guess as to a probable 
date, If we could steal a day of Stoddard's time to talk this thing over 
4t would give us a real start. 

4s to the relative importance of turkey and quail: From the 
national standpoint the turkey investigation is the more important, becaase 
the field is entirely vacant, Prom the stanipoint of local support, I 
would also rate the turkey program as No. 1] because it will be harder for 
people to see the importance of studying an everyday bird like quail. On 
the other hand, from the standpoint of ultimate volume of production it is, 
of course, evident that the quail opportunities are greatest, 

As to the announcement of the program, I would suggest you do 
this yourself, since you best understand how much can be said and just when. 
The announcement should certainly go to Seth Gordon, 5. B. Locke of the 
Izaak Walton League, and to the ornithological journals, 

. ; When I hear from Stoddard I will write you further. 

Yours sincerely, 

4LDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Research 
Al/vh



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY May 6, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Bldg. 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis, 

Dear Mr. Lempold:- 

On April 17th Mr, Buford wrote me confirming our earlier 
conversations regarding the desirability of my devoting my entire 
time during the coming Sabbatical leave to game probiems. The 
arrangement has not been officially made by our Board of Curators, 
but since he has made the offer to take over the other half of my 
salary, and since the Dean and the President have both approved 
the scheme, ratification by the Board is &o be expected as a mat- 
ter of course---or so I am informed from the President's office, 

4t the present writing it appears that this is the only part 
of our wild-life program in Missouri that can be taken over by the 
Game and Fish Department before the first of the year 1955. 7 
had not fully understood that the Department was subject to legis- 

lative appropriation just as the other state agencies are; that 

is, the Department takes in revenue from license-sales, but the 

Legislature enacts the appropriations allotting these funds to the 

several divisions of the Department's work---salaries, propagation, 

enforcement, etc. This means that in order to get anything done 

along the line of research in 1934 Buford has had to “make room" 

on an already overdrawn salary-allotment. It is a curious situa- 
tion---the Department is at this date over $20,000 ahead of its 

revenue for last year, yet this money cannot be spent until the 

Legislature hands it out this winter. I am still in hopes that 

he can work Nagel into a quail program, but I fear that this is 

very unlikely and that we shall thereby lose a derned good man. 

Mr. Buford has told me and also Mr, Selvidge, chairman of our 

state plenning board, that he intends to include a $20,000 item for 

scientific research on game problems in his approépriation-request 

this fall; I hope this means $20,000 a year{I forgot to get this 

straight at the time), but even if it doesn't $20,000 for the bien- 
nium will get us off to something of a start; Selvidge thinks 

Buford will finally call for $40,000 for the biennium, but that is 

almost too much to hope for. 

According to present arrangements, then, I go on the job at 

the close of our summer session here, about august l. Theoretically, 

I am supposed to do two things, either of which is too much of a job 

for any one man and neityer of which I am particularly well-fitted 

for:- (1) to begin a turkey-investigation; (2) to begin to lay 
the ground-work for the inception of a game-research program in 1955. 

4s far as qualifications are concerned, nobody knows my ow short- 

comings quite as well as I do---you will recall my making it perfectly 
plain in the conversation with you and Mr. Buford that I wasn't 
trained as a game man, and certainly not as a turkey-investigator.
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I have said the same thing to him since, and there can be no illu- 
sions on anybody's part on that score. I think I shall giwe them 
their money's worth, which, considering the small expense to which 

they are put, isn't saying much; and in the long run I think this 

will have been a profitable arrangement for them. It goes without : 

saying, however, that from now on I shall be doing a great deal of 

preparatory study and planning, and it is in this that I want to 

ask your assistance. 

Some time before long---preferably between the end of the semes- 

ter and the beginning of summer-school (i.e., between June 1 and 

June 11, at your convenience)---I should like the ehance of talking 

over with you this whole situation, and to that end I should be glad 

to come to Madison unless you happen to be coming down this way on 

other business and could see me at a nearer point. From our stand- 

point I regard this as very necessary and I hope it will be possible. 

To confirm one of your opinions, expressed recently to Nagel--- 

there is no doubt whatever that our foremost game-bird program should 

be devoted to quail. The emphasis placed on turkeys in the preli- 

minary program submitted to Mr. Buford early in april, which involved 

two men working on turkeys, was because it will be necessary for me 

to be bringing some other man along to continue this work after I 

return to the University. If only one program were possible I think 

it should be the quail program; I think the chief reason Mr. Buford 

is taking me on is to prepare the way for other programs peside the 

turkey program, and not because he regards the latter as the most 

important field to be studied. 

I should have mentioned before that this arrangementis now 

official only until January 1, 1955, and my Sabbatical leave is only 

until that time. If funds are available for continuing the arrange- 

ment---and there seems no reason to doubt that they will be---my 

leave will be extended until next summer, completing the year. ix 

pectation of continuing me if and when funds are available is stated 

in Mr. Buford's letter to me. The reason for all this is that he 

can make no definite commitments beyond the first of the year to 

anybody; I therefore wished to make it possibie for me to return to 

the University at mid-years if for some reason the bottom dropped out 

of the Game and Fish Department. 

Since this appointment is not yet officially ratified by the 

Board it cannot be announced to the public; I wish therefore that 

you would keep it more or less under your hat for a gouple of weeks. 

It is certain of ratification, but I shouldn't want it to get out 

prematurely. May I say again that I deeply appreciate your offers 

of assistance---both to Nagel and myself---and that I shall before 

long be taking full advantage of them. With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, P . 

/ A 4 EB — LL 

(highend 
\ . Rudoaf Bennitt 

associate Professor of Zoology 
v
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New Soils Building 
: April 13, 1934 

Mr. Phil uM. Smith 
Bachelor 
Missourt 

Dear Mr, Smith: 

I em delighted to hear from you again, 
land 

The proposed locations for purchase of marginal/are, as 
far as I kmow, being "nominated" by the state conservation depart- 
ments and state universities, ‘The only means I can suggest of 
calling attention to the possibilities of Calloway County is through 

your state authorities, 

While the sums proposed for such work sound large, you 
can probably appreciate that only a negligible fraction of the 
available land in a state like Missourl can be handled. 

The scheme for land buying, however, is by no means com- 
pleted, Not a cent has as yet been actually released. Weither has 
any fixed procedure been set up. Accordingly I am stili at a loss 
to know how to advise you to proceed, ‘the federal committee is dis- 
banded and the execution of whatever program is ultimately adopted 

will be in the hands of the U. S$. Biological Survey. 

Thanks for your offer to contime the quail sex tally. 
I am going to publish on the figurescollected so far and after 
making an analysis of then I can tell better whether a continuation 
of the tally is advisable, If I contime you may be sure I will 
take advantage of your offer. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh



Bachelor Mo. 
April 6 1934 

Mr .Aldo-Leopold : . 

905 University’ Avenue 
Madison. -Wis.. 

Dear -Mr.Leopold; ee as 

I am very sorryl was unable to keep 

the quail sex tally for you last year. I willtry: 

to keer it for you if you are still complying date . 

I was very much interested and gratified to 

read of your appointment to the Federal Conservation 

Committee.lam extremely interested in that kind of 

work especialy upland game preserves. 

Callaway County has more marginal land than 

any other county north of the Missouri river.I 

think the quail population of this county is the 

greatest of any north of the river. The county is 

very accessible; only about two hours out of the 

city of St Louis. 

I have studied the habits of quail for the 

last twenty years. I think the conditions here are 

ideal for an upland game preserve .Iwould appreciate 

any information you could give me in regard to 

promoting such @ project in this county. 

A 

Atpresent I am engaged in some A.A.A. work 

I will finish in about a months time and would 

be very glad. to do any thing I could in Game 

, Conservation work. 

Yours sincerely. 

Phil. M Smith



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 
April 2, 1934. 

Ur. aldo Leopold 
New soils Bldg. 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr, Le» pold:- 

Indeed it is not"outside your province" to offer 
the suggestion that we go slow on the proposed 20,000 
budget. it am grateful for your interest and shall 
want you to make whatever suggestions occur to you 
at ony time. 

as for that matter, I think your point is well 
taken. I don't believe we are now equipped to make 
use of $20,000. There were several reasons for set- 
ting the figure high:- We may as well strike out for 
a large item in the buéget so we won't be so badly off 
if we don't get as much as the amount requested; if 
Mr. Buford takes me onto the turkey program and gives 
me a full-time man to “break in" also, this will cut a 
considerable slice out of the 1955 appropriation; I 
also had thought of the possibi&ity of getting an out- 
side consultant to help get some of the 6 projected 
programs under way; finally, if we are allotted $20,000 
I dare say it would be agreeable to the Game and Fish 
Department if we didn't spend it all, and we should have 
less difficulty in getting -dequate funds if we got them 
used to a high figure at the outset. 

Dr. Curtis, Dean’ Mumford, and Dean Robbins have all 
gone over and approved the plan as drawn up. I still have 
to see one other man. Then we are going to send it to 
Buford, give him a few days to get over the shock, and 
then talk the whole matter over with hin. It is such an 
inexpensive scheme and so eminently a matter of reason that 

I don't see how he can turn it down, but I'm not getting any 
too optimistic. With best wishes, 

sincerely yours, 
=< & 

/ ese 
' 24 

AMS Rudolf Bemitt 
\ \ associate Professor of Zoology 
+ 

bv 
‘ py”
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~~ UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA ‘hes, 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 
March ely 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Department of Game Management 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

This is to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of 

your Game Research Newsletter dated March 10. I think this 

is a splendid idea, and I should be very glad if you would keep 

me on your mailing list. 

Our negotiations with reference to a future con- 

nection between the State Game and Fish Department and the 

University seem to be proceeding as satisfactorily as could be 

expected and in about another week I hope to have a rather com- 

prehensive program to discuss with Mr. Buford after he returns 

from Washington. 

One of the proposals that I hope he will wish to 

recommend jointly with us to the State Planning Board is that 

there be set up in the Game and Fish Department a Division of 

Investigation, comparable with their Protection Division, 

Division of Hatcheries, Division of Parks, and the like. I am 

amazed at the amount of real work which we can get done on game 

problems in Missouri with an annual pudget of about $20,000-- 

and $20,000 is far less than ten per cent of the yearly receipts 

f the Game and Fish Department. The general idea is that this 

conducted as a Division of the Game and Fish Department, and 

ah e Department would of course decide what problems were to be 

jie wh Mttacked and would publish the results. I am suggesting that the 

uw -%& .y (funds b niste a Committee of the University of Missouri 

fire je ~=tomposed of Dr. Curtis\ Dean Mumford, and Dr. W. J. Robbins-- 

oe -"“logth the commissioner and\gerhaps the chairman of the State Planning 

fi t4 Me Board as members ex officio’ I am not greatly worried about getting 

a the amount we are after if we can only "sell" Mr. Buford on the 

4 general plan of making use of the laboratory and personnel of the 

University as a continued part of hisprogram. If you are interested 

I shall be glad to keep you posted from to time as to our progress 

or the reverse. Please be assured that we here greatly appreciate 

the help you have given us. With personal regards, 

ee your = 

> / Z 2 
i ; 

Rudolf nnitt 
Associdte Professor of Zoology 

RB:0S



New Soils Building 
March 30, 1934 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt 
Department of Zoology : , 
University of Missourl 
Coluubia, Missouri 

Dear Professor Bennitt: 

I am delighted to hear that things are going 
: well and that you are talking in terms of a $20,000 

budget, 

If I may take the liberty of making the sugges~ 
tion, however, I would not plunge inmediately inte a 
$20,000 orogram, wat rather work into it gradually as 
your manpower develops and becomes capable of expansion, 
It is out of my province, of course, to be offering this 
advice, but I am extremely anxious for the success of 
the "New Deal" in Missouri, 

I would not balk at a $20,000 program if you 
could arrange for Stoddard's services for two or three 

‘ months a year for the first couple of years, tut if that 
eannot be done I would go a little slower, . 

Yours sincerely, 

. i ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh
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EARL A. GRIMES ay 

KANSAS CITY, MO. % 

Honorable Thomas H. Beck, Wilton, Connecticut, 
Honorable J, Ne Darling, DesMoines, Iowa 
Honorable Aldo Leopold, Madison, Wiscmsin: 
MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE, FIELD LIFE CONSERVATION, Ue Se Ae 

Gentlemen; - 

I have just observed a publication of a letter written by "LIONS CLUB 
COMMITTEE", J. A. Hemphill, Orville Zimmerman and Hall He McHaney, of Kennett, 
Missouri, urging your consideration of the Mingo Swamp in the Lowlands of Northe 
westerly Stoddard County and Southeasterly Wayne County, in Missouri, as a site 
for the preservation of wild life, and I am desirous of expressing myself in 
support of the thought which the Committee advances, No prejudice or personal 
interest moves me in this behalf, 

I suggest that you procure from the Mississippi River Commission at 
St, Louis, or Vicksburg, a map of the lowland area along the. Mississippi River 
from Cape Girardeau to the Gulf of Mexico, comprising more than twenty millions 
of acres, and commonly referred to as "the Alluvial Empire"; that you examine the 
map wherein it shows the foothills of the Ozark skirting the lowlands from Cape 
Girardeau to Poplar Bluff, in Missouri; that you allow your eyes to rest upon the 
showing designated by U, Ss Government Engineers as “BLACK MINE SWAMP", a narrow 
valley between the main body of the Ozark foothills and some loose earth hills, - 
remants of loose earth pushed into the valley by ancient ice gorges; that = 
then arrange to explore the region which now comprises the Mingo Drainage District. 
consisting of approximately 44,000 acres, penetrating the dark woods to the “ts- 
ing Places" of water fowls, Tur bearing animals, game fish, and all the varieties 
of wild like known to the general lattitude and longitude of which this section 
is a fair center; that you arrange a journey on foot through the deeply dark, wild, 
and lonely, forest; where patches of sunlight fleck the ground through barren 
branches of trees in winter and scarce find way through the full blown leaves in 
summer; that you visualize the drains dammed, the St. francis River Levee cut, 
and the water back in the lower levels; and imagine yourselves in a "Push Boat" 
steered by an adept native “Swamper" through the bhousands of Cypress trees and 
"knees", Listening to the quacking calls of wild ducks, the swish of the wings of 
cranes, woodeocks, and the many other flying wild things of the swamp, - watching 
the blue heron standing upon one foot looking at a reflection of its lonely self 
in the shallow water, observing fur bearing animals wade around the roots of 
trees, fishing with forearms, catching prey, manifesting that age old establish- 
ed principle of the “Survival of the Fittest": a thousand enchanting things 
you'ud see and experience, a thousand sensations would delight you in this track- 
less swamp, do ite 

Would it be interesting to consider that "John Doe" is said to have 
fished in the main channel of Stanley Creek in this “Black Mine Swamp" and caught, 
prior to the restraining game fish laws now written in the Statutes, more than 
600 pouhds of bass, salting and storing the meat in barrels at his fishing camp, 
and carrying it away for his winter supplies? Stanley Greek flows with force 
and in a well defined channel from the hills into the swamp, but quickly loses 
its channel and mingles its waters with the waters of other streams in this great 

natural reservoir.
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It is commonly understood by those who Imow the Delta lands of the 

Lower Mississippi Valley that, skirting the foothills of adjacent higher lands, 

the unbuild of sedimentary deposits has been slow between the inflowing streams 

which pour their floods into the valley; that the immediate banks of such streams 

have been sarried up by sedimentary deposits above the level of the lands away 

from such streams yet immediately adjacent to the sharp and precipitous bluffs 

of the hills which shadow the valley; that these low levels have ever been, before 

man's ingenuity drained them, natural basins, storing the quick overflow waters 

of the flooded streams, - the waters pouring back into such lower levels in in- 

calculable volume, and, in the “Black Mine Swamp, spreading over thousands of 

acres, then filtering out, wearing outlet streams inadequate to carry the stored 

waters quickly, thereby providing protection to regions situated farther down the 

valley; that these natural basins have been destroyed by the hydraulic engineers, 

and the waters carried quickly out by canals to flood areas situated below them 

in altitude, and it is commonly Imown that the flood waters of the St. Francis 

River and the many small streams which naturally poured into the "Black Mine Swamp" 

pefore the Mingo Drainage District was constructed, then filtered outward slowly 

through leaves and roots and fallen trees to find its way to lower levels, BUT IT 

TS COMMON KNOWLEDGE THAT THE LOWER AREAS OF THE BLACK MINE SWAMP DID NOT FULLY 

DRAIN, = VAST AREAS REMAINING UNDER WATER DURING A GREAT PART OF THE YEAR, 

This is an ideal site for wild life conservation, - stop the drains, 

cut the levee and its ancient state will quickly restor itself: It is now generally 

uncleared. 

A great utikity will result if the drains are stopped and the levee 

cut: the productive lands of the Delta farther down will be greatly relieved of 

the danger of ravage from floods, 

It is my judgment the lands within the Mingo Drainage District could 

be purchased at a very low figure: it would be better to procure title to lands 

now held by the bondholders, procure the bonds and eventually acquire the entire 

region. The agricultural engineer who visualized the possibility of draining the 

Mingo Swamp, profitably, erred. The restoration of the area to its original wild 

state is the most practicable adaptation possible, even though it be not to pro- 

pogate wild like but to mske the region produce forests for lumber. 

If I could be of servise, please command me. 

An original of this letter is being mailed to each of you at the 

addresses written hereon above, respectively. 

Yours very truly, 

Gee 42 OF ct 

(Earl A. Grimes) 

March 12, 1954 : Residence at Centralia, Missouri
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School of Mines and fMletalluegy 

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR ROLLA 

; March 5 
1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 
Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I am much interested in the proposal 
to purchase submarginal lands for 
wild life as described in an article 
in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch of 
February eleventh. : 

In this connection I have a letter 
from a rancher friend, Mr. 0.A.Sohalt, 
of Deerfield, South Dakota, who is a 
neighbor to my summer camp. He speaks 
of considerable activity by government 
surveyors in the section and seems 
somewhat alarmed that it perhaps is 
the intention to acquire some of these 
submarginal lands so-called in the 
Black Hills National Forest. 

May I ask of you the courtesy to express 
an opinion as to what the policy of the 
committee would be in this and similar 
cases? 

Yours very truly, 

Lj HAL 
/ | 

A IN] 

Glaries 4 Fulton al



New Soils Building 
March 10, 1934 

Dr. Charles H. Fulton 
School of Mines and Metallurgy 
University of Missouri 
Rolla, Missourd 

Dear Dr. Fulton: 

There are so many land projects on at the 
present time that there is no way for me to tell 
what the surveyors you speak of are working on, 

I am sending you under separate cover a 
copy of our report, on which no action has as yet 
been taken, This is as near as I can come to answer- 
ing your question. Our committee has no project in 

the Black Hills that I know of, 

ar Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IEOPOLD 
; In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh



“Yhe. 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COLUMBIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

Mareh 7, 1954. 

Mr. aldo Leopold A yn 

Dept. of Game Management 4 VF ’ 

University of Wisconsin yn ie ie 

Madison, Wis. - ehy 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- > 

Following our conversation in Milwaukee relative 

to the possibility of a cooperative wild turkey investi- 

gation in Missouri, participated in by the University of 

Missouri and the State Game and Fish Dept., you told me 

to let you know if there was anything you could do to 

help the cause along. \ 

If you have occasion to write Mrs (utord about anything 

else in the near future---say, within next week or ten 

days---I think it would help him to keep his mind made up in 

the matter if you would mention again the desirability of 

such cooperation between his department and the University. 

You will recall that the scheme suggested was that the Uni- 

versity pay the customary half of my salary during my Sabba- 

tical year which begins in August of this year, and that the 

State Game and Fish Dept. pay the other half, plus my main- 

tenance while away from Columbia as they do for all their 

men who travel about. In this way L should be able to de- 

vote all my time for a period of 15 or 14 months (not to 

mention the considerable amount of preparatory work that I 

ean do before August lst) to two major projects: - (a) the 

initiation of a wild turkey investigation, involving the 

training of some one to carry on under my direction after I 

return to the University in the fali of 1955; (b) a general 

survey of the problems that most need to be tackled in the 

field of wild life in general, whether birds, Mammals, or 

fish, so that I can be in a position to start the machinery 

going along those lines and to make definite recommendations 

to the State. 

I can say to you privately that 1 believe attendance at 

that conYerence did Mr. Buford a world of good; certainly I 

should never have expected him to favor a proad program of 

this sort so promptly, and now I am in hopes that he will 

continue in the right direction. Since you were present 

when the turkey scheme was presented by me, it would seem to + 

me quite proper for you to express your opinion of it to him 

in writing, if the occasion arises. Your assistance in all 

matters of this sort, both past and future, is greatly appre- 

ciated by ell of us here. With best wishes, 

Sincerply, va 

, 

-Hodolf Bennitt 

associdte Professor of Zoology



Copy to Prof, Bennitt 2 

. New Sofle Building 
Mareh 10, 1934 

: qdekferson City, Miesourt ; 

Doar tir, Buford sgnele Seuas, Ade’ q. 

ice ea tei ghis ia-just a line to express ay satisfaction 
! grat. year, Sgsereed. fs She xirt Besar Reedaeh |S neve. 

\ hong hoped, that souebody in Hissouri would have the vyiston 

. | /arrengenent. tentatively discussed with Professor Beanitt — ~stide vAe-seuaha Kpemmirwe EL we Shen 1G Fy alt 2 aL, 
+ be glad to volunteer whatever advisory service I cah render, 22 2 

i 

“1 1.0 cok Cy Whenever a de@inite decision has been reached 
“9 0) ©. Sand @ geteapi made, .T wonld appreciate your letting ue Imow, 

©. (c° ) simotg Tssrould: Like: tobe, able to tell interested people... 
Soak thet wild starkey work has et, last got under way. i 

ay, ae i Tn Charge, Game Research



ene (Day Letter) 
Conrad H, Hammar 

Missouri College of Agriculture 

Columbia, Missourt 

I regret very much that due to an extra heavy teaching 

schedule during February, I am unable to accept your invitation to 

the Land use conference stop wish you success, 

Leopold :
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New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

February 8, 1934 

Mr. Conrad H, Hammar 
Missouri College of Agricul ture 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Hammar: 

I wired you this morning rezretfully declining 
your invitation to attend the Land Use Conference, on 

February 27. 

As you know, I have always been particularly 
interested in Missouri's land program and would especially 
like to lend a hand in getting your present movement 
under way. I am, however, so completely tied up with 
my teaching schedule together with my service on the 
National committee on Wild Life Resources that I cannot 
take on anything additional at this time. I much ap- 
preciate the invitation and wish I were free to take 
advantage of it. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/ en In Charge, Game Research



New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jemuary 18, 1934 

Miss Elora Blacttner 
Yyeconda, Missourt 

Dear Miss Blaettner: 

I was thinking about you a couple of weeks 
ago when I drove through Keokuk for some quail shooting 
in the Ozarks. I am very mich pleased to have your letter. 

The quail, full of chinch bugs, is very interest- 
ing. I am recording this in my permanent files. 

Your discovery of a new hickory sounds very 
promising. whenever you get 2 good enough crop to be 
able to spare half dozen muts, will you send them to 
me? I am now organizing a university arboretum near 
Madison and would like to embark on this question of 
improved hickories. 

So much has happened in the last year that 
I despair of giving you an outline of it. I was in the 
Southwest doing erosion control work with the COC camps 
all sumer. Some of the enclosures may convey a idea 
of the sort of thing we are working on here in the uni- 
versity. Let me hear from you once in awhile. . 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/gn Game Manager 
Enc.
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Copies to: Errington 
Holt 
Bennitt 
Stoddard 

New Soils Building 
December 26, 1933 

Mr. W. ¢. Buford 
State Game Commissioner 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Buford: 

Prof. Rudolf Bennitt of the University of Missouri has told me that you 
are considering undertaking some game research work and that you might 
be interested in my opinion as to the opportunities for such work in 
Missouri. 

I have no hesitation in saying that Missouri is the most favorable place 
I know of for at least two projects, a quail investigation and a wild 
turkey investigation. 

The quail investigation would consist essentially of finding out the 

extent to which Stoddard's findings in Georgia are applicable to Missouri 
conditions. Iowa and Wisconsin are already engaged in similar under- 
takings, the work in each case being done through the University or 
Agricultural College. Missouri, however, surpasses either of these states 
in opportunities to make quail a farm crop. If you undertake this work, 
I advise putting your man in touch with Mr. Paul Errington, State Agricul- 
tural College, Ames, Iowa, who is in charge of the game for that state, 
and with Nr. Ernest Holt, Coon Valley Erosion Project, IaGrosse, Wisconsin, 
who is in charge of the work for this state. 

The wild turkey investigation is a virgin field in which Missouri might 
very easily take the lead. ‘There are, however, very few men who know 
anything about wild turkeys to begin with. I would suggest you retain 
H. L. Stoddard, Thomasville, Georgie, for a month or two to select a man, 
train him, and start him out on this work. Missouri has a unique advan- 
tage in being able to produce wild turkeys within reach of the northern 
population centers. I need not tell you that an abundant crop of turkeys 
would attract thousands of people. 

It goes without saying that these projects might amount to nothing without 
the proper personnel for executing them. Men already trained are practically 
non-existent, but good material with the needed basic education is easier 
to get now than in any years past. It would be economy in the long ran to 
retain a man like Stoddard to start the work right, and I would rather see 

, you start one project right than two of them poorly. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/vh Game Manager



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY December 16, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Manager 
Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

You will be interested and I hope pleased to 
know that the new administration of the Missouri Game and 
Fish Department is considering favorably the plan of con- 
tinuing its technical relationship with the University of 
Missouri in the matter of research on game problems. One 
of our men, Mr. Blakey, worked half-time for them for a 
year and a half. He is now in charge of the production 
program of turkeys at Sam A. Baker State Park, and the 
present commissioner, Mr. W. C. Buford, has told Dr. Woods 
and me that he sees no reason why another investigator 
should not be appointed early in 1934. The man being con- 
sidered for the position is Mr. W. 0. Nagel, who as you 
probably know has been conducting some very interesting 
observations of quail in four selected areas in Boone 
County involving the study of food and cover conditions, 
predators, parasites, and stomach analyses. We are hoping 
that even in this time of depression the Game and Fish 
Department will realize that there are few ways in which 
its money could be better spent than in the support of 
basic reasearch here at the University upon problems of 
direct importance to them. My reason for writing you is 
to ask if you would be willing to write your views in the 
matter to Commissioner Buford, telling him what you think 
of Missouri as likely territory for a quail investigation 
and of the University of Missouri as a place in which such 
an investigation could be satisfactorily handled. 

I don't think I ever acknowledged the receipt of 
your splendid volume on "Game Management". I have read it 
with a great deal of interest and I congratulate you on the 
scope and quality of the work. It should be the conserva- 
tionist's Bible for a long time to come and I am very glad 
to have my copy of it. With nal regards, 

HE SE
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+ Tools| from Rabbit Fever, |F! 
Comes) 2 of Them Women 

Store| All. Who Handle pee 
ve |Carriers Should Wear 

Gloves, Warns Starkloff. | 

ir} With eleven St. Louisans suffer- 
r|ing or recovering from attacks of | 
i|tularemia (rabbit fever), Health 
-|Commissicner Starkloff yesterday 

urged all persons to wear gloyes 
and to exercise other precautions 
when handling rabbits. : 

Included among. the victims, it 
was learned, are a mother and her 
22-year-old daughter, both of whom 
reside on North Euclid avenue. 
They are reported to be seriously 
ill. The daughter contracted the 

\|rare malady two days , after her 
‘|parent had become infected. ; 
-| Six of the sufferers are women 
;|and five are men. | Z 
:| Dr. Starkloff explained rabbits 
ilare the principal carriers of the 

tularemia germ, but it is also well 
to be on guard when handling 
squirrels and quail. The bacteria 

"| usually enters the body through a 
g minor infection on the hand and | 
“| causes an .ulcer. 

by New Treatment Effective. 
a Dr. Alfred M. Langenbach, staff 
-|physician at Lutheran Hospital, 
9| yesterday reported the case of Her- 
e| bert Compton, 2903 Macklind ave- 

nue, had responded well to a new 
t|type of treatment which was em- 
-| ployed because no serum or blood 
e|from a convalescent tularemia pa- 
s|tient was available. | 
4) The same treatment is Heme) 
-| given the mother and daughter and 
e|another man victim, Dr. Langen- | 
s| bach said, but sufficient time has 
-|not elapsed fully to determine the 

results. The physician said he 
{,; would discuss the new treatment 

with members of the Lutheran 
9 |staff some night this week, and 
-| whether public arnouncement re- 
4 | garding its details is made depends 
r| largely on results obtained with the } 
:,| three persons now receiving med- 
t|ical attention from him. 

e| High Temperature a Symptom. | 

| Dr, Langenbach’s second man 
patient had been suffering from 
tularemia about three weeks when 

[| treatment was first sought. He 
_|has been running a high temper- 
“| ature, the physician said. 
Ss Fred Haake, 36-year-old machin- 
®/ist of 2621 Prairie avenue, was re- 

| ported to be recovering from an 
B| attack of the disease, which he 
_| contracted two weeks ago in skin- 
~|ning a rabbit. When hunting in 

St. Louis County, Haake ‘scratched 
+ |his hand on a barbed-wire fence 

and a few hours later dressed one 
7 of the animals. 

The next day he became seri- 
Z\ously ill. His muscles were stiff, 
2\fever set in and he became nau- 

seated. His temperature, which 
| has been as high as 103 degrees, 

was nearer normal yesterday. He 

is. being treated at. his home by Dr. 
H. J. Niebruegge. 

naaran +--



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
is ¢ ‘ \wo 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY November 7, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue ‘ 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thanks for your permission to use the 
record of the prairie sharp-tailed grouse in 
Missouri. Until Mr. Blakey or someone else in 
this department can see a specimen or can obtain 
one I am putting this bird on the hypothetical 
list for the state, as of probable occurrence. 
I feel, as you do, that Mr. Gates knows the sharp- 
tail when he sees it, but in the absence of further 
evidence the reader of my Check-list of Birds of 
Missouri might not be convinced of this. I hope 
the matter can be settled this winter, and I shall 
certainly let you know the outcome. 

This is also to tell you that Mr. Harold 
L. Blakey, the man concerning whom I have written 
you before, and who has since last June been doing some 
work for the Missouri Game and Fish Department, is 
to give a paper at the American Game Conference in 
New York at the end of this month. I am telling you 
both that I hope you can meet to discuss the situation 
in Missouri. Certainly there is need of a really 
constructive program, and I am in hopes that the Game 
and Fish Department with the aid of the University and 
other agencies like your own may be able to put into 
effect something like a long term program which will 
outlast any particular political regime. Dr. Curtis 
is now in Japan for the year, and there is mighty 
little hope of doing anything which requires money 
during the next biennium anyway, but that should not 
hinder us from making plans, and you know you can 
count upon us for whatever assistance we can give. 
With best regards, 

gerely yours 3 

: GO hig? + 
Q LOL , 
Ztep Dp ee 

Fao Bennitt 

rb;0s Associate Professor of Zoology



Butler Apts., 
Columbia, Mo. 

10/31/32 aye 

Mr. Aldo Leopold . 
905 University Ave.-, 
Madison, Wise 

Dear Sir:- 

I have been thinking over your suggestions regarding the con- 
servation teaching unite One point which I perhaps did not make clear 
is in regard to the size and purpose of this unite It will in the be- 
ginning have to be limited to just one of the major problems of the 
high school biology coursee I see no hope of introducing an entire 
course in conservation at present. This means that only about 3, 4 at 
the most, weeks can be given to this subject in the course into which 
it is to be introduced- In this length of time, one cannot go very 
deeply into the matter, nor broaden out too much. Later, when the 
schools have become more open to the idea, and when I shalb have ac- 
quired a much larger fund of knowledge on the subject, the text will be 
in order. 

Agricultural customs will have, a tremendous emphasis in my 
Lesson 3, the more so since I have recently found much to praise in our 
local enlightenment, and can give some encouragement. 

: The variability and many-sidedness of the conservation formulae 
will have a place in my Lessons wherever local problems are considered, 
and to some extent where any problem is considered. 

Here is one very pressing problem that will be hard to answer: 
we have preached conservation of birds to a large extent on the econom- 
ic basis- the farmer is told that a bird is very valuable to him if it 
eats weed-seeds- BUT - Take a plot that is to lie fallow for a year or 
two, the weeds grow on it in great profusion, in fact, they grow on it 
AS THICK AS THEY CAN. If no birds ate weed seeds, the weeds could grow 
no thicker In fact, any place weeds grow, it is almost a law that they 
grow as thick as they can, and regardless of whether the birds live on 
their seeds or note As a matter of fact, birds are important factors 
in spreading weeds by carrying the seeds in droppings. What, then, is 
the economic value of your weed-eating song birds? 

Insects, if left alone would increase very rapidly- how long? 
their own vast numbers would spel their decimation very soon. I am 
beginning to think that the balance of nature can be destroyed only by 
direct destructive acts of man, and that readjustment would soon follow. 

Thanks for the Iowa Hand-Book, I think it tells a gripping 
story in a graphic way. 

The starlings have entered Missouri, and gotten as far west as 
Columbia in respectable numbers. 

Sincerely U. [



Nov. 5, 1932 

Mr. W. 0. Nagel 
Butler Apartments 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear ur. Nagel: 

I entirely agree with wari Teast ornithologists 

have much overdone the weed-control function of game birds. 

It is sist the degree of seeding, but the physical condition 

of the soil and the competition of other plants that deter- 

mines the weed crop. 

- There are some exceptions to this, of course, 

including possibly the thistles, but in general the old 

concept of weed control by birds must be dropped. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



| Butler Apts., 

Columbia, Mo. 
10/12/32 . 

Mr- Aldo: Leopold 
905 University Ave., : 
Madison, Wise 

Dear Mr- Leopold:- 

I learn with interest of Iowa's venture into the con- 
‘servation field, especially with Dr. Errington in chargee I admired 
his work on Wisconsin quail very much, and indeed it was the direct : 
cause of three high school quail-feeding stations in this state last : 

’ winter. 

; Rather a whimsical situation- this failure of mine to 
secure a teaching position this fall due to depression - since the ~ 
depression is, in a broad sense, due to lack of conservatiom, and since 
that is the very thing I want to teache Is man the only animal with the 
Peculiar ability to upset his own place in the balance of nature? 

Inclosed you will find the second draft of the first 
proposed lesson in conservatione That it is full of errors I know, 

‘ but new ground is always difficult to plowe I know just how the first 
tiller of the soil felt, and like him, I expect my poor efforts to be 
completely obscured by the succeeding improved methods, but it will be 
something to have been a pioneer! 

_ You®time is occupied with a multitude of important . 
things, wherefore I do not expect you to give much of it to my prob- | 
lems- Any time you feel you may spend in criticism of my efforts, and 
any suggestions you may have to offer, will, howevey be gratefully 
accepteds A waste of yowtime is the last thing I desire. 

With this in mind, I send you the inclosure for your — 
considerations Tear it to pieces, if you will, it needs ite Your frank 
opinion is more to be desired than any mistaken kindneds~o ; 

Sincerely your 

Wi O Hag, 2 

We QO» Nagel



UNIT ON CBNSERVATION. —s 

(Probably next to last unit in course) 

Specific Objectives. 

1- To see how the theory of conservation applies to the thepry of 
the balance of nature. 

2- To learn the fundamental bases for conservation 1) as an econ- 
omic measure, 2) as a means of preserving the natural resources of the 
country, 3) as a means of developing sportsmanship, 4) as a means of- 
providing healthful out-door activities in sport and vocatione 

3- To learn and discuss some of the more immediate problems of | 
conservation, and how they affect the welfare of the individual and the 
state. 

4. To carry out some individual and group projects in conservation, | for the purpose of getting first-hand information regarding some wild- life problems, and experience in solving or considering them. 

5+ To learn something of what has been done in this field, and what 
remains to be done. 

s 

6- To become acquainted with the best current literature on the 
subjecte 

T+ To learn to distinguish between propaganda conservation and the 
genuine scientific measures that need to be taken. 

8. To get an idea of what predators are, and what the term control _ Means in this case. 

9+¢ To apply the problems of conservation to the farm, the city, : the individual in some three or four test-cases evident in the locality, 
and attempt a satisfactory solution of these problems. 

Any additions or corrections?



A UNIT IN CONSERVATION : 

for 
High School Glasses in Biology, General Science, or American Problems. 

Lesson i+ : 

Conservation and the Balance of Nature. 

Lesson Objective; to see how the thepyy of the balance of nature 
applies to conservatione 2 

Procedure: « 

f+ Introduce the general subject of conservation by call- 
' dng to the attention of the pupils the fact that man is a species that 

inhabits the world in common with many other species of living things- 
Plant and animal bothe Touch on the fact that man's progress toward , 
civilization has been a constant struggle to defend himself against 
wild animals, in some cases by trying to kill them for protection, ana 
in other cases to tame them for his use» With plants, too, he has strug 
g@led~ eradicating some that others, more useful to him, might grow. 
(Encourage the pupils at this point to offer some examples of each case.) 

: In this struggle to survive and attain wealth, man has 
been used to kill ang plant or animal that he could see no immediate use 
for, as well as every species that he could use for food, whether he 
had need for the flesh or note That was a necessary part of man's strug- 
gle for life, years ago, but in this necessity for killing to eat lies - 
the fact that mam now is the species that eats a greater variety of food 
than any other- This is not because he needs this great variety, but 
because in the struggle for existance, he learned to kill anything that 
could be used as food, so that at the present time, there are few species 
of the larger animals that. some race of humans does not use as foods 
(The pupils should be requested to make a list, aided by ang agency, of 

‘all the different animal foods of man, to bring to class the next day). 
Man soon began to raise anim&as for meat and other pro- 

ducts, as well as many species of plants, but he did not stop killing 
the other animals when he could, nor did he stop killing all the plents . 
that he could see no use for, or thab interfered with his attempt to 
gain wealth» With modern sporting equipment like the high-powered rifle 

WV and the repeating shot-gun, man's interest in hunting increased in pro. 
VW 4 portion to the decrease in the danger of hunting; with the development ~ 

Se of large-scale lumbering, man cut away the trees over large areas to 
Cp” make money; with the development of liesure time, man's interest in 

hunting and fishing increased to a point where millions of people hunt 
A and fish yearly- As a result, many species of animals and plants have 

become extinct, and many more are becoming rare- Worse than that, the 
balance of mature has been upsete 

2» Define the terms "Balance of Nature" and "Conservation". 
The theory of the balance of nature states that all the 

different groups of plant and animal life on the earth and in the water 
will tend, if not interfered with, to keep a rough sort of balance. 
This is due to the fact that the habits and life processes of these 

- SPoups are so arranged that they form a complex pattern in which each 
group hes its parte When all these groups are in a state of balance, in- 
Cluding man, it means that each group has a certain number which it ap- 
proximately maintains, and which if decreased or increased would inter= 
fere with the numbers of the other groups, in different amountss It 
also means that if one group eet habits, the habits and numbers” 
of the other associated groups will change alsoe For example, if the



2e a birds that eat grasshoppers should Suddenly decide that they would eat E no more grasshoppers, or if these birds were suddenly all killed, the : number of grasshoppers would incfease enormously in a very few years ‘ time-e Normally, @rasshoppers do not eat a great deal of corn, wheat, and other crops raised by man, but if their numbers were to increase ‘80 greatly, they would have to eat these crops or starvee They might Kill all of these plants, and every green thing, when they would either starve themselves, or have to start eating something else- perhaps each other, thus changing their habits. But most of them would die before they got used to eating anything else, and if a few green plants had escaped, they would again begin to growe By this time, man and other animals would have starved in large numbers, because their Plant foor had been killed-+ Some of them would change their habits, and perhaps find something else to eat- maybe grasshopperse Due to starvation and the fact that other animals had begun to eat them, the grasshoppers would decrease in number, maybe become extincé, and the plants would be- gin to grow again. Slowly, if ever, the balance of nature would be re= stored, but this time, some groups would be missing, and the habits of . others changed- grasshoppers Might have become a staple item of diet for Many animals, including mane This is not a wild story, it is a very : real possibility, and there are others like it, as we shall see. : It is to keep this sort of thing from happening that cone : servation must try to doe That is, conservation tries to maintain the balance of natures Since man is the only animal that has the intelligence and ability to accomplish this, the balance of nature in the future de~ pends largely on the actions of mane - It is because man has not been doing his duty in this matter that the balance of nature is in serious danger of being upsets as we shall see in this unite Man himself is respon- sible for this danger : 
3+ Lead the pupils to discuss sone of the ways in which the . balance of nature has been upset by man, and help them point out the resultse Exambles: Man destroys the forests - floods and soil erosion resulte 
Man kills of the hawks and other birds = rodents and insects become a menace. 

; Man raises cats and turns them lose- bird§ decrease, insects inerease. ‘ E 
Others. : 
4. The destruction of some species is not the only way in which the balance of nature is upset- The introduction of some foreign species of different habits often brings about the same result. (Exeme ples from the students- English sparrow, German carp, etc.) 
5+ Real conservation does not consist of protecting one or : several groups of plant and animals and neglecting or destroying others, even if enemies of the first groups, but in so managing that each group tends to maintain the numbers and habits that enable it to keep its place in a balanced scheme of nature. Just what the proper numbers and habits for each group are, and how to assist in maintaining them, is a problen for scientific investigation and management - it is the large problem of : conservation upon the solving of which depends the welfare of the nation, the state, this county, and every one of you. 

j 6+ When the white men came to America, they found great forests filled with game and other wild life, clear streams filled with fish and covered with water-birds, great plains of marvelous So0ilerichness, and Lakes teeming with many species of life, some of which are extinct today. The Indians lived on game and fish, they used wood for fires and imple- ments, sometimes for shelter, but the game and trees never grew less- : They took enough¥ for their needs, and no more, and they always had enoughe This is the lesson the white man never earned, but which he must learn in z the near futuree Whence come the three most important thines of life «



: 3 ° S 

: food, shelter and clothing? From field, forest, and stream - from. 
animal and plante We shall learn more of this later. Se 

T+ Stimulate comment from the students, attempt to rouse - 
interest in some immediate problem concerning the community, with 
which conservation might deal. Be sure they have the following items 
well in mind before proceding+» (Bnese may be used for study questions) 

1» What is meant by the balance of nature? 

2- What is the relation of conservation to the balance of - 
nature? ; / 

3+ Name three ways in which the balance of nature has been 
upset by mane : 

4. Give some example of how a disturbance in the numbers or 
habits or both of a species can affect otner species. — 

5+ Why was the balance of nature maintained better under ; 
Primitive conditions than under civilized conditions? * 

6+ What is the great problem of conservation. = generally ~~ ~~ 
speaking, how is it to be solved? si 

" %» Why. is conservation so important to man? eee § 
8» What evidence is there in this community that the bal- : 

ance of neture is upset? (Emphasize the differente between a problem 
arising from the upsetting of this balance from the disasteW® that would 
result from the complete destruction of the balance) : 

Note: This is not a lesson to be followed word for word in its 
administration. It is a suggested outline to which something may be 
added, according to the experience of the teacher, and something left 
oute  Inexperienced tachers, or those not trained in the theorg of con-+ 
servation, should follow the outline as set forth, others may amend it 
according to discretion No attempt has been made to provide for exacte 
ly 35 - 45 minutes of instruction. Some teachers may find there is too 
uch material for ong such period, others may have to supplement ite 
This is simply the first lesson, the time taken to administer it de- 
pends on the teacher, and on the attitude of the pupils (more time : 
will be needed for interested classes than for apathetic ones)- fhe 
main thing, is to see that the class has this much in mind before pro-} 
ceeding : 

aes



: Oct. 15, 1932 

Mr. Werner 0. Nagel 
Butler Apartments 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Nagel: : 

Your draft of Lesson 1 strikes deeper than I had expected. 
In my opinion it is a perfectly usable foundation to build from. 

The real difficulty you are facing is that the average 
biology teacher does not mow what the balance of nature is. Hence 
your material is in a measure going to have to tell him by the force 
and clearness of your examples. 

If anything new is to come from the lesson, these examples 
mast make it clear that the same conservation formula does not apply 

- to all species. We mist kill the idea that the way to encourace 
nature ig to let all the trees grow, banish guns, and put bread crumbs 
on the window sill. It mst be mace clear that while turkey restora- 
tion might call for letting the trees grow, quail restoration might 
call for cutting them. One species calls for grain and grazing, 
another for weeds and prohibition of grazing. In short, there must be 
a balance in the conservation program by opposing forces just as there 
is a balance in nature by competing species. 

You do not mention agricultural customs in your list of des- 
tractive forces in your third paragraph. It is, of course, the most 
powerful of all. 

We are back, I think, to what I wrote you when I first 
broached this venture: the author mst acquire a considerable expert- 
ness in each of a dozen fields of conservation before this elementary 
text can be written. 

My “Game Management" will be published by Scribner's this 
winter and may contain some examples useful to you. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



‘ os 10/4/32 7 
Butler Apts., [2b luo 
Columbia, Moe 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

In connection with my work in conservation, I am 
beginning this fall to work out the parasitology of our Missouri 
quail, not because it has never been done, (cf- Stoddard) but because 

2 I want some practical experience in that line, with a view to a 
job at that sort of thing in the future. 

As you mentioned some time ago, the construction of a 
practical unit in teaching conservation in the high school is going 
to be a slow bit of work, and I will have to actually try out the | 
material myself before I can pass it-on with any sort of recommendation. 
I am now working on a draft of lesson 1, which will be ready in the near 
futuree : : 

The enclosed article is the result of my questionnaire 
in conservation instruction, and doesn't amount to a darn as far as it 

: goes- It may lead to something, howevere . 

: Sincerely, 

Pate We O. Nagel 

: es Y ou "Ci te unsevreled wn Wroewng4 vey 
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Investigation into the Status g at 

of Instruction in Conservatio vation 
Foe some years the evidence of the The first step was to determine the ex- 

rapid disappearance of our wild life tent to which conservation was already 
has been the source of much concern to being taught in the high-school science 
the writer. During that time, much has _ classes and the extent to which the teach- 
been written concerning the urgent need ers of these classes would be interested 
for conservation and several extensive in cooperating in the teaching of such ma- 
groups of individuals have organized terial. The study was made possible 
themselves to work for the preservation through the cooperation of the Missouri 
of forests, fish, and game-birds, either State Committee of Phi Delta Kappa. The 
with group projects or by means of at- function of this committee is to pass on 
tempted legislation. Time has shown the merit of plans of cooperation research 
that though the efforts of these groups submitted to it by members of the fra- 
have helped to counteract the effects of ternity. To the originator of a plan meet- 
thoughtless destruction, something more ing with its approval, the committee gives 
is needed if the work is to have any far- a list of Phi Delta Kappa members who 
reaching and permanent value. Differ- have in advance agreed to cooperate in 
ences between these groups and the local- research sponsored by the committee. 
ized nature of their efforts have some- Thus the writer was assured of a high 
what hampered their activities. Legisla- percentage of replies to the questionnaires 
tion also has failed to solve the problem. sent out. Finally, the plan was approved 

It seems to the writer that unless a_ by Dr. W. C. Curtis, Chairman of the’ De- 
large amount of cooperation from the partment of Zoology, University of Mis- 
public can be obtained, a program of ef- souri, through whom materials and steno- 
fective conservation cannot be carried graphic assistance were obtained. 
out. Since public opinion cannot be A list of questions was drawn up and 
changed in a day through speeches, cireu- discussed with Dr. Rudolf Bennitt, Asso- 
lars, or other efforts of organized groups, ciate Professor of Zoology, University of 
it remains for the schools to take up the Missouri, and Dr. C. H. Butler, Chairman 
work in a slower and more comprehen- of the Missouri State Committee of Phi 
sive fashion. As more than 50 per cent Delta Kappa. By April 14, question- 
of our boys and girls of high-school age naires were mailed to 136 of the cooperat- 
are enrolled in the schools each year, and ing members of Phi Delta Kappa. Of 
as the schools seem to have the effect of these persons, 116 were in a position to 
training and otherwise influencing them, offer reliable information, but owing to 
it would seem that a program of instruc- the fact that 26 of them were either on 
tion in the high schools would be an ef- leave of absence, ill, or uncertain as to 
fective means of making our coming gen- plans for next year, only 71 answered. 
eration “conservation-minded.” It was Fortunately, the replies were received 
with this in mind that the study discussed from schools of both large and small sys- 
below was undertaken. tems in representative sections of the 

"By W. O. Nagel, Gamma 473, Student, University of ot ee shown yo Figure 1. “The nujor 
Missouri; 1316 Anthony Street, Columbia, Missouri. types of country are represented—the 
qs Sele ae of instruction hn conservation in seven mountainous country south of the Mis- 
wong reereagnatns nies, seheols im Miswoiel 8d souri River, the plateaus north of the 
under the auspices of the State Committee of Phi river, the river bottoms, the wooded coun- 

ee of Delos of the Unteeene a Mise try in the northern part of the State, and 
42



INSTRUCTION IN CONSERVATION 43 

the large cities. No comparisons have yet total 71. These figures are given on the 
been made between the replies of schools questionnaire below. 
of the various sections. 

Of the 71 answers to the questionnaire, CONSERVATION CONN Se 
64 were from Missouri schools, and 7 ; Gicalies noted) 
from schools in Iowa, Illinois, Arkansas, The following questions relate to the stu- 

Mississippi, Kentucky, Kansas, and Ne- dents in biology or general science. In fill- 

braska s 2 ing in the blanks, the words “yes” or “no” 

men th lee Obi coument iherdat should be used. The time required should 
2 ed je * a se fc 2 2 @ not run over fifteen minutes; the material 

aT eeaLcs in t Savor total positive il be kept strictly confidential. 
and total negative replies to each ques- 1. Does your text contain a definite body 
tion. : Owing to the fact that some of the of material on the conservation of wild life? 
questions were left unanswered by some (45 yes, 23 no) of birds? (49 yes, 21 no) of 
of the collaborators, the sum of the nega- wild animals? (37 yes, 33 no) 
tive plus positive replies does not always 2. Does your program include a definite 
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unit given to the teaching of conservation of no) As a teacher, do you think it practica- 
forests? (51 yes, 20 no) of birds? (47 yes, ble? (68 yes, 3 no) justifiable? (69 yes, 2 
24 no) of wild animals? (35 yes, 36 no) no) 

3. Do you use projects in your teaching 12. You are invited to express your views 

program? (57 yes, 14 no) on the subject, or to suggest a plan of pro- 
4. Have you a Bird Club in your school? cedure on the reverse side of this sheet (30 

(6 yes, 65 no) a Conservation Club? (1 yes, yes, 41 no) 

70 no) an Outdoor Club which has as an ob- : RL 
jective the study of some phase of nature? Since the most important objective of 
(10 wes: Gino) this study is to find the attitude of the 

5. If you have such a club, is it successful? teachers toward the teaching of Conse ay 
(12 yes) Are the members given practical tion, Question 7 is the most important in 

information regarding conservation? (26 yes, the list. It is therefore most encourag- 
17 no) Do they carry out projects relating ing to note that of the total of 71 replies, 
to the problems of conservation? (19 yes, only four teachers expressed themselves 
24 no) bird identification? (37 yes, 12 no) as unwilling to cooperate in this work. If 
tree study? (33 yes, 14 no) winter feeding this high percentage holds good in other 

: of birds? (21 yes, 27 no) winter feeding of states, it is easy to see that the introduc- 
quail? (8 yes, 39 no) pheasant raising? tion of classroom or extra-curricular ma- 
(1 yes, 46 no) detailed study of one species terial of this type into the work of high- 
of bird? (11 yes, 37 no) animal? (12 yes, acl sci ld ‘ th di 

37 no) tree? (16 yes, 32 no) If you have Soeo0 . Poleuce wouc. receive ie Zeady 
ain GUS of ine EL iS cae te Ns Geode support of most teachers. The writer be- 

done as class work? (32 yes, 18 no) If so, lieves that enough encouragement has 
please fill out the above for class work. been offered to justify the preparation of 

6. Have you a reasonable amount of refer- @ unit of instruction material and an out- 

ence material available in the library? (44 line for the organization of extra-curricu- 
yes, 27 no) Are the following magazines lar activity in this field. 
available to the students: Outdoor Life? (18 After all significant data have been ob- 
yes, 53 no) Field and Stream? (18 yes, 53 tained from the replies, they may be put 
no) National Sportsman? (4 yes, 67 no) to several possible uses. The obvious 
American Game? (3 yes, 68 no) Nature thing, in view of the remarkable uniform- 
Mazpzine? (40 yes, 31 no) Outdoor Ameri- ity of the replies received, is to prepare 
ca? (8 yes, 53 no) Are reading assignments materials of instruction for the use of in- 
made to these? (20 yes, 51 no) a tench Whe horas feria 

7. Would you be interested in organizing ves Cer ie aera: 
a club to carry out projects of this type? aD be prepared with eee ee & BUC sas 
(80 ves, 22 no) If not a club, as part of the 2 guide to extra-curricular activity or as 
class work? (51 yes, 7 no) as a means of Tegular instruction material will depend 

providing for individual differences? (51 on the preference of the teachers. The 
yes, 6 no) stimulate active interest in the indications are that both types of material 
subject? (48 yes, 6 no) will be required and there is no good rea- 

8. Are you a sportsman in the sense that son to doubt the effectiveness of either. 
you like to hunt? (38 yes, 33 no) fish? (60 This plan is of course just entering the 
yes, 11 no) study birds? (61 yes, 10 no) experimental stage. Predictions as to its 
-animals? (62 yes, 9 no) trees? (61 yes, 10 success are impossible at this time. The 
no) 5 . oe results so far, however, are encouraging, 

: 9. Are you interested pee eral hopes for the ultimate success of the 
in the field of conservation? (68 yes, 3 no) 1 A mee ncd 

10. In your opinion, does your community pian ate apparently justitied.— } 

contain a relatively large number of sports- If no unforeseen complications arise, 
men? (52 yes, 16 no) Are they organized interested teachers may apply to the 
into clubs? (21 yes, 50 no) writer for an outline of organization of a 

11. As a citizen, do you think it desirable Conservation Club, together with a list of 
to teach conservation of wild life in the suggested activities, and for teaching ma- 

schools? (71 yes) high school? (67 yes, 4 terial in conservation for classroom work.
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY September 29, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold : 
95 University Avenue 

i Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have had some correspondence with Mr. Elmer 
T. Gates of Chillicothe, Missouri, and he insists--as 
he did to you--that what he saw was the Prairie Short- 
tailed Grouse. I am going to send our man, Blakey, who 
is working half-time this fall for the Game and Fish 
Department, up there sometime this winter to see if he 
can get a‘specimen. I quite agree with your opinion as 
expressed in the "Game Survey of the North Central States” 
that an isolated outpost of this bird ought not to be 
shot into promiscuously, and I frankly think there is 
little chance that we will get even one specimen. In 
no case will we take more than one. 

Sinee you were kind enough to give me this 
record as a responsible person, I do not wish to make it aan 
public without your approval. If you feel it would not be 
‘undesirable I should like to include it in the forth- 

} coming check-list of the birds of Missouri. It is my feeling 
that this check-list is not apt to reach irresponsible 
persons who would be apt to hunt these birds, but nevertheless 
I wish you would give me your frank opinion as to the 
desirability of publishing it, and I should be very glad to 
withhold it if it seems best to you. 

I was greatly interested in your game management 
plan as recorded in your recent letter. I truly wish some- 
thing like that could be established here, but with the 
University facing what appears to be the worst biennium in 
its recent history, I am afraid that not only can we under- 

take no new projects of this sort but that we may have to 
forego a number of our field projects now under way. It is 
a erying shame that such a situation should exist at this



«p= 

time when there is such great need for adequate field 
investigation of the problems in which you are interested. 
Needless to say, we are going to be very much interested 

' in them as soon as the opportunity arises. 

With personal regards, 

Sincgerely yours, nal 

JZ 5 7 ei 
A Lis Z oO 

Rudolf Benfitt 
Associate ‘Professor of Zoology 

R : 
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

July 18, 1932. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
c/o Iowa State Game and Fish Dept. 
Des Moines, Ia, 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

In connection with the preparation of a check-list of 
Missouri birds, both present and past?#, now fairly well advanced, 
I am writing you for help in the matter of the prairie 
sharp-tailed grouse. According to the new AOU check-list 
and your own "Game Survey of the North Central States," it is 
quite likely that the former range of the prairie sharp-tail 
included part of northern Missouri. Do you know of any specific 
records of this bird in Missouri in the past? Failing this, do 
you know of any specific records taken within about 50 miles of 
the Missouri line, in Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, or Kansas? It 
is my intention to include in this check-list not onhy birds 
known to have occurred in Missouri but also those occurring in 
an area extending approximately 50 miles beyond the stateg lines. 
The latter, if they do not occur in Missouri, will of course be 
bracketed as of probable occurrence only. 

Following our correspondence of last year, you will be inter- 
ested to know that one of gur graduate students, Harold L. Blakey, 
is working this summer as field investigator for the Missouri 
Game and Fish Department; he is working primarily with upland 
game birds and his territory is the whole state, I don't know 
what will come of it, but the thing we are pleased about is that 
the Game and Fish Department is showing an inclination to make 
use of the facilities of the University, as it should if it ever 
expects to put its work on anything like a scientific basis. 
They are also working in with Ellis on problems in aquatic biology; 
~ may recall that Ellis is director of a U. S. Fisheries station 
ere. 

I shall be glad to hear from you at your convenience, and 
shall be grateful for any help you can give me with reference to 
the distribution of the prairie sharp-tailed grouse. With 
personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, es 

Associate Prg@fessor of Zoology.



July 22, 1932 

Dr. Rudolf Bennitt 
Department of Zoology 
University of Missouri : 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Dr. Bennitt: 

I am glad you are working on a Missouri check list. The only 

information I have on sharptail in Missouri is as follows: 

: A Mr. Gates of the John W. Moore Hardward Co., Chillicothe, 
Mo., told me that for a period of three years ending 1924 he had seen 
a covey of sharptails near New Boston. ‘These birds were about two 
miles north and a little east of New Boston. 

When I cross-questioned him as to identification, he claimed 
to have become thoroughly familiar with eharptails as a boy north of 
Broken Bow in Canada. He described these birds as having hairy legs, 
more gray than prairie chickens, and longitudinal bars on the breast. 
They had short tails, alighted in trees, and did not fly as far as prairie 
chickens. He deseribed the range and the locality as largely short brush, 
mostly jack cals. 

Gates’ story hangs together as far as it goes. He was not 
familiar with ruffed grouse and could not assure me that these birds were 
of that species. ‘There are, of course, a good many chickens in that part 
of Missouri, so he shouldhave been familiar with them. It looks to me 
like a good enough prospect to justify your running it down. 

The nearest records I lmow of around the boundaries of Missouri 
are Say's report of sharptails at Council Bluffs, and W. %. Cooke's record 
of a sharptail at Grinnell, Ia. 

In my opinion the whole ornithological literature is warped on 

this subject but its failure to realize that sharptails were and are a 
migratory bird just like prairie chickens. Evidence of migration in 
Wisconsin is contained in my Game Survey Report. lvidence of migration 
in Iowa will be forthcoming in my Iowa report. Since Wiedman and Cooke 

Clearly show that prairie chickens formerly migrated far into Missouri, 

it seems highly probable that sharptails occasionally also did. It is 
barely possible that the Chillicothe birds were migratory sharptails. 

I am glad to mow that Blakey is unier way, and I hope he will
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call on me whenver I can be of any use to him 

Please give uy regards to Dr. Curtis. 

With best wishes, ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



,y, Wo : STATE OF MISSOURI k we 
Sasa Game aNnp Fish DEPARTMENT 
Heat Joun H. Ross, COMMISSIONER 
Sop JEFFERSON CITY 

E. L. SCHOFIELD 
‘CHIEF OF PARKS AND GAME PROPAGATION 

June 1, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

In Charge of Game Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have been reading your British and American 
Grouse cycles, edited by yourself and Mr, Ball, and I have 
been wondering if you had any information on quails through 
the Central West in reg. rd to the same thing. 

In thinking back over the quail situation for the 
last forty years, it seems to me that the supply must have 

, Yun very much the same as the grouse cycles described by you. 
Our worst low cycle was after the cold weather in January, 
that being the time when I met you on two or three different 
occasions, and of course I attribute that largely to conditions. 
However, there were a great many quail that got through that 
spell of weather, but results during the next season was 
very disappointing, 

I suppose the quail were so weakened from the 
cold weather and lack of food that the eggs were not fertile 
and of course did not hatch. I know of a great many instmces 
where eggs were found in October that quail had set on most 
of the summer and gave up at lest when cold weather approached. 

These eggs were black and slick from constant 
weer of the quailts body. I am very much interested in 
those articles thit+ you have been getting out frem time to 
time and while I haven't expressed myself T certainly appreciate 
the fact that I have been getting trem- They are a source 
of unlimited information to an individual that will take the time to study them. 

Thanking you for themany courtesies, I beg to remain 

VW yourg, 7” 

- iL. 3. 
y» Chief of Par



Eee Sir, STATE OF MISSOURI . REINS { Ww 

See Game aNp Fish DEPARTMENT 
PERRY JouN H. Ross, COMMISSIONER 

; See JEFFERSON CITY 

TOWNSEND GODSEY May 4th 
DIRECTOR OF PUBLICITY _ = 9 S = 

Mr, Aldo Leopold : : 
Consulting Forester 
905 University Avenue z 
Madison, Wisconsin 

‘Dear Mr. Leopold: : ; 

I appreciate very much your interest 

in the work Missovri.is trying.to get under way 
relative to some quail research and I thank you 
for furnishing us. with the quail. census chart. 

I would appreciate, it.very much if 
you would advise me if the chart is a photostat 
or has been reproduced by the-planograph. No 
doubt we will have this sort of work to do from 
time to time and I would like to know the best 
means.to-use to accomplish it. 

“Mr. Blakey tells me that he has’ just 
about completed, the compilation of the material 
from the reports we had received from sportsmen 
and from the’ Vocational Education department. He 
suggests that, since all the land north of the 
Missouri River is very similar to the correspond- 
ing-land tier of Iowa, the data from the entire 
section be submitted as a Whole and has prepared 
the material in this manner. I believe that he 
will have. this information available within the 

; next week or so and I can pass it on to youre When 
it is ready I shall see that you receive it. 

Very eT - S;5 

eS bane 2 (o> 
“+ Townsend Godsey 

TGs



May 7, 1932 

Mr. Townsead Godsey 
Genie and Fish Departrent 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Godsey: 

The print of the Iowa quail census was a photographic 
print on dull paper. ‘The photograph was a reduction of a large 

semi-transparent county outline map which can be: laid on top of 
the regular map for the accurate location of census plots. I 
will be glad to tell Mr. Blakey more about this mapping system 

if he is interested. 

Photographic prints are,of course, expensive when needed 
4n large quantity. Much cheaper prints em be made by a process 
called "Directo" which ought to be available in St. Lowis, It is 
net possible, however, to enlarge or reduce maps with this systen 
since it ig a modification of blue-printing. 

* T have not been using photostat since I find it quite 

expensive and not very satisfactory. 

I will be glad to tell you anythim: I Imow about these 
questions involving the mechanics of reproduction, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LOPOLD



(COPY) 

March 18, 1932. 

Mr. Townsend Godsey 
Director of Publicity 
Game and Fish Department 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Godsey:- 

Mr. Johnston has handed me your letter of March 16, indicating your 
desire to cooperate in a comparative quail census along the lowa- 
Missouri boundary. 

I will send you, within a week or ten days, a blue print of our census 
- reports on the Iowa side, together with a letter of explanation. 

If Mr. Blakey could make a similar series along the Missouri side, I 

think the comparison would be of mtual interest to both states. In 
order to make the comparison valid, it would be desirable to do this 
work before the coveys break up this spring or before the local far- 
mers have lost their recollection of how many coveys wintered on 
each farm during the past winter. 

Your interest in this venture is much appreciated. I am enclosing 
an extra copy of this letter for Mr. Blakey. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
AL: EM In Charge Game Survey 

Dicteted, then signed during absence to avoid delay.
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sen Site, STATE OF MISSOURI 

ama Game anp Fish DEPARTMENT 
VERNA) JouN H. Ross, COMMISSIONER 
OP, 

JEFFERSON CITY 

e March 16 
ae 16 $8 

Mr, Thos. K. Johnston 
Supervisor of Deputies 
Fish and Game Department 
Des Moines, lowa 

Dear Mr. Johnston: : : 
tmmedrvat 

This department would very much like to,cod 
operate with you in the game survey along the northern 
border of this state, but just at this particular time 
I do not see how we can manage this owing to shortage 
of help and funds. 

Within a few weeks Harold Blakey, a graduate 
instructor of the University of Missouri, who has his 
Masters in Ornithology, will begin some fiéld conserva- 

: tion work for this department, relative to Bobwhite 
s quail. I see no reason why he could not begin his work 

sr along the northern tier of counties and perhaps we can 
work out something of value to both of us in this con- 
nection. Mr. Blakey is now at work on some research 
work that I had put under way through a questionnaire 
plan issued to vocational agriculture classes in ninety- 
four counties of the state. Some of the counties are in 
the northern part of the state and, of course, this ma- 
terial will be available for your use as soon as he has 
it compiled. 

If you will get in touch with me again later, 
perhaps in the meantime I shall have taken this matter 
up with Blakey and shall have worked out something to 
our mutual benefit. 

If you will write the Missouri State Board of 
Agriculture, Jefferson City, for a farm census report, 
you will procure a publication which contains very val- 
uable information relative farm crops and processes. 

Vepy truly yours, 

: ) =. ) ieee 

To nd Godsey 
Director of Publicity 

Te:



April 26, 1932 

Mr. Townsend Godsey 
Director of Publicity 
Game & Fish Department 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Godsey: 

In further reference to my letter to you of March 1. 

Attached for your private information and that of 
Mr. Blakey is a print of the Iowa quail census, showing the 
density of quail populations aleng the Missouri boundary. ‘This 
is unpublished material, but I will be glad to have you or Mr. 

_ Blakey refer to it provided it be not given publication. 

It is probably too late to make any census along the 
Iowa boundary as of last winter because the coveys have by this 
time broken up, but a comparison during any normal quail year 
in the near future would probably be nearly as good. 

After July 1 Mr. Paul I. Errington will be at Ames 
in charge of game research work for Iowa and it occurs to me 
that it would be a good thing for him and Mr. Blakey to have 
frequent contacts. There will doubtless be many other matters 
in which the two states can work more or less together. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Inel, print



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY November 14, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of November 10, 
I do not think there is anything in the immediate 
prospects here that would justify Errington in 
not accepting another position. I am handing 
your letter to Dr. Bennitt for any comments he 
may wish to make. 

Sincerely, 

y 7D f 2 

V. ( : bev -. 

W. Cc. Curtis 
wec:0s
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Geme Birds October 27, 1921 

. Mr, Martin Lewis, Jr. 
Chief of Parks & Propagetion 
State Capitol 

Jetferson City, Missouri 

Dear Lewis; 

I am glad to ecknowledge your severel letters 
containing information on recovered bands from 
released pheasants. While I realize tho difficulty 
of getting this kind of records it would ve even 

more valuable if you could get the neme of the fam 
owner in future retuma. 1 also acknowledge receipt 
of the several maps. : 

You may have forgotten to send us reports on 
(1) The Herrison County release, (2) the Neosho 
release, if made, (3) ad@itional banding records 
for bands I left with Mr. Hutchison st Sheldon. If 
#0, maybe you could cheek up end supply this infore 
mation so that the records may be completed, 

Regarding the sick Neosho birds, we still await 
@ finel detemaination on the liver of one diseased 

2 bird, this mterial having been sent on to a 
apecialist, The examination made here, however, 
showed a decided possibility of blackhead, If the 
birds heve not been released and appear well now, 
it would probably be best to have them inspected by 
® competent veterinarien before releasing them, If 
eny are sick I preswae the best thing is to turn them 
over for some institution to work on md forset the 
release, I would be interested to know the dispostion 

of the birds and to know how they stood that carbon 
tetrachloreythlene. 

T enelose copy of my letter to Dr. Bennitt 
& ° a* ins Fas aay bs of Mnferoat:® °% oeteblishing



Me. Lewis Be 

T am also very much interested in what you have 

decided is to be the stete poliey on further pheasant 

releases, egg distribution, ete, In other words, whether 

the recomendations made in the two reports are to be 

carried out or not. 

By the way, I have in mind the preparation of an 

article for publication in one of our nationel sporting 

magazines dealing with the failure of pheasants in 

Missouri and perhaps commenting on methods, etc., as 

I observed them during my recent visit to Missouri. 

I am sure there will be a great deal of interest in 

any news from the "failure zone" for pheasants, and 

also probably in a comparative statement of the methods . 

employed both past and present by verious states whieh 

heve worked with ring neck pheasants. I em wandering 

if you eare to make any statement ab to what the future Fe 

poliey of your division es to pheasant distribution 

will be. In fact, if you eare to make such a statement 

it might be of great assistance in me in determining 

just whet engle the article ought to be written from 

and just whet might be included. If the article is 

published I could furnish you plenty of reprints for 

use around the state. 

In this connection, I have noticed press releases 

on my trip to Miesouri stating that 4,500 pheasants 

were banded, I wonder where the responsibility for this 

exaggeration lies? 

If there is anything we ean do to further the 

pheasant experiments, please let me knows 

With best regards, 

Yours truly, : 

Cooperative Agent



Se _ \N 0 
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Came Birds : 
October 27, 1931 

§ 

Dr. Rudolph Bennitt 
Agsociate Professor of Zoblogy 

University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Dr. Bennitt: 

I have your letter of October 16 ani the copy of 
your letter to Mr. Ross relative to the establishment 
of a state game farm in Missouri. 

There seems to be no extra copy of my recent 

Missouri report available but I hope to have one for 
you in the next few days. 

While you have not asked my opinion concerning 

the proposed state game farm I feel you would be 
interested in it. I will say first that the only 
species of uplend birds which are successfully 

propagated in numbers at this time are ring neck 
. pheasants, bobwhite quail and Hungarian partridge. 

As I have recanmended in my report, I feel that all 
work with pheasants should be disconfiimied pending 

results of the present experiments. To establish — 
a state pheasant farm at this time in spite of the 
indications in the field would be to disregard what 
little is known of the situation, and it would 
certainly complicate the present experiments. If 
pheasants will succeed in Missouri I feel sure they 
will do so from present plants. Why not delay further 
pheasant work for two years, then if there are some 
evidences of successful establishment reeconsider the 
matter? What is really needed is a followeup study 

of present releases.



whe 

As to the bobwhite, artificial propagation is only 
one phase of the work which is needed, snd perheps only 
& minor phase. In Missouri, for example, there is an 
abundant seed stock of quail and it is elmost obvious 
that the real difficulties are with the environment 
rather then in establishing s seed stock, ‘That really 

is shout the only place ertificéal propagation has in 
estate work -- to insure en adequate seed stock which, 
under favorable omditions, can be incrensed in the wild. 
I should say that what would ve immensely more practical 
than the establishment of a quail farm in Missouri 
would be the inavguretian of a really comprehensive 
study, combined with experimental management, of the 

bird under the various systems of agriculture in ure in 
your state, 

Regarding Mungericn pertridges, their production 
under wire is extremly expensive and is eleo hasardous. 
Few oven of the moet experienced game-keopors sre 
saceessful, furthermore, mich work as has been Gone in 
libereting Huns in M{scouri has been uniformly un- 
successful, 

Even #6 concerns wilé turkeys, your probleme are 
with the control of environments, vith adequate 
protection end enforcement rether than with poultry 
wire methods. 

I really cannot see the basis for the establishment 4 
of 2 state game fom in Missouri unless it is for the 
one purpose of “pointing with pride” to something tangible 
thet the Geme & Fish Department have undertekea. [From 
that standpoint, which is a political standpoint rather 
than a scientific or geme standpoint, I suppose there is 
something to be said, but if the objective is to do 
fomething tangible for gene I wold say that there are 
many better outlets for the state's funds. 

Of course, if pheasant work is to continue in Missouri, 

& game farm would be nmch more practigal then the present 
system. But why contime it? 

I shall be gised to hwar from you again. 

Sincerely, 

; Cooperative Agent 
CC Lewis & Ross, Jefferson City 

Leopold, Madison



Pileg, 
Gene Birds 

St. Poul, Mimesota 
: October 12, 1931 

lire Rulelyh Bonnitt — 
Associate Professor of Zoology 
University of Missourl 

Columbia, “issouri 

Dear Dr. Bomiltt: : 

S 9 SE eh Semen’ 8 vee ae 
Gotober 3, I have just received in the field, 
om which concerns possible projects for a graduate 
studen who is interested in game. Hh 
wt eee ee eae the 
near future consequently shall not have on 

Sereanatty 2 ves wunte Os step sutay suum I was wnsble to stop on my recent 
trip to Missouri. ; 

The mest important thet comes to oy 
ous be tak oe te tan ae 
Neck Pheasant in Missouri, Leopold has outlined 
the me ture of these failures according to the best 
informetion available to him ani you are no doubt ; 
femiliar with his comments in the “Geme Survey of 
the North Central States”, We noed a mich better 
andi more detailed history of just when, vherean’d 
how past pheasant releases heve been made in 
Missouri, Very likely thie brief historice) stuiy 
gught to proceed field work, or the ficléd workty 
& greduste student might consist of determining the 
present status of representative releases.



Dee Budolyh Bomnitt - “ae 

th en en ee ele oe 6 es See 

phease nt work aml sugrested a rough survey of the state 
%o detormine a rees for future work, eto. You will 
veneniber that I spewt about three weeks making such o 
hurried inspection ent thetrecomendations as to 

fu GapASSEGA goambiuge of lates tenn nithonents 
in several representative areas of the state. 

This fall several experimental plantings were 
sotually made: teri 

of buntel bisdo) eno tu Soneey Oouunn 4 $ one 
bended Mrds, anf several other leas wsthofastens 
plantings weve mde. A detailed aceout of the mmber 

ont Cony meueh tovusittlen of ts amahasee . a 
eee Chak te nt Wane sehanneh Wid Salas We had 

follow this up with re-trapping of wild pheasants from 
Se ak et Se, naline ste ecinhete senaniret 
jut whet heppened to the . gems caens tie Winns 
Go not appesr to have any special plene along this 
and, frenicly, I do not think they are any tooseriously 
interested in really getting the facta. However, the 
Pp heasant should be a matter of state concern, 
ley sethbagitie tnanete ue tas eee 

aoe conthanieg toa cheeks nt at cane 
are contiming on a Seale, and withovt moh 
success. Ter inmtamias 20,000 eggs weve dhaseibated 
%o 2000ce0perntors in 1951, with a reported hatch 
Soe tent ten ene of 5% indicated, 

opinion, fect finding University on this 
woejene woh te enteuthe dabadaie te tee ale: 

if your graduate student wouldbe interested in 
working on the pheasant problem I em sure we would be 
giné to turn ovor our rocords to him ani to be of any 
Spuapenael, pubeuiet Gane te Bonet ons 

‘end give us the first sclentificibservations on pheasent 
releases in "the failure belt”. Incidentally, he would 
be taking over « project which has already cost several 
Rcnsuate <f Cellaze tat chick weld cent L80tEe te 
consluie.



Dry Rudolph Bonnitt Be 

or there are many other gam p roblens — 
which might reodily be attacked, but the set-up on the 

Pp heagant work is such that a student could jump into 
the middie of the thing from the word go and could 

I will ask the Washington office to forvarda 
copy of my recent report ee : 
end thet of your graduate student. might then 

: ofviee me whether the thing appeals to you. 

Sincerely,



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

October 12, 195h. %. ’ 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of September 29. 

I received this morning a letter from Mr. Errington 

in which he outlined two or three projects which he 

thought would be satisfactory for our use here in 

connection with the work of the graduate student con- 

cerning whom I wrote you. We all appreciate very much 

the interest you and he have shown in this small start 

which we are attempting to make here, and I have no 

doubt that we shall eall upon you frequently for sug- 

gestions and other help. Needless to say, I will keep 

you advised on any significant progress in this project, 

and of any further connections with the Missouri State 

Game and Fish Department. I believe Dr. Curtis has 

written you that Commissioner Ross is considering 

favorably the possibility of establishing a pheasant 

farm near Columbia, and we are hoping to share in this 

undertaking, especially since the first suggestion 

came from him. Dr. Curtis asked me to tell you that he 

had his figures a bit mixed in his recent letter to you. 

There are at present, I believe, eight such game farms 

in operation; Mr. Ross intends to keep two of these 

which are now operating successfully and to concentrate 

the resources of the remainder in this farm near Columbia, 

should the project go through. The advantage of such an 

establishment near the University would be very real 

from all standpoints, and we are doing our best to create 

the most favorable situation possible, while hoping that 

Mr. Ross will see his way clear to take active steps within 

the near future. 

I expect to write Mr. Errington within a few 

days in reply to his lette 

f/ Sipcertly, 

a 

Rudolf Beynitt : 
Associate Professor of Zoology 

RB: 0S



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

October 10, 1931 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Survey ‘i 
404 University Avenue 
National Bank Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

; Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of September 28, our 
bill failed to make much headway in the legislature, I 
think because it had no such organized support behind 
it as the representative of the Isaac Walton League with 
whom I talked seemed to think at the outset. This leaves 
the matter entirely in the air until the legislature meets 
in the winter of 1933. The University was voted a larger 
appropriation than ever before but so much of this has been 
withheld by the Governor on account of the reduced income 
of the State that we shall be hard pressed to make both 
ends meet. If this were not the case, it would be possible 
I think by a certain allocation of funds to provide housing 
for the work of Dr. Ellis and to make a beginning on our 
own funds of the fish and game work for the State. 

The only encouraging bit of the picture just now 
is that the Fish and Game Commissioner, Mr. Ross, is con- 
sidering the concentration of his pheasant farms and is 
favorably inclined to the establishment of a single one, in 
the vicinity of Columbia and with the assistance of the 

University, instead of two or three of the farms now in 
existence. Dr. Bennitt has written him at length following 
a conference in this matter and Mr. Ross has replyed that he 
is still favorably inclined but must study the matter further. 
Since it was his own suggestion and not ours, I think some- 
thing may come of it. 

We have a student who is working on guail under the 
direction of Dr. Bennitt and who might profit by some contact 
with Errington. As Dr. Bennitt is developing our contacts 
with the State Fish and Game Commission, I am referring this 
whole matter to him for any comment. 

With personal regards, I remain 

Sincerely, 
oe 

eee Se 
W. C. Curtis 

wece:0S



Nov. 10, 1931 

Dr. W. C. Cartis : 
Department of Zoology 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri — 

Dear Dr. Curtis: : 

Thanks for sending me the status of your game research plans 
in Missouri. 

The concentration of the game farming operations within reach 
of the University is undoubtedly a good move and I hope it goes through, 

I notice that Grange has suggested to Dr. Bennitt that your 
student work on the problem of the success of the ringneck pheasant in 

Missouri. I would like to offer the following comment: ‘This subject 
= up into two parts, (1) what success has been attained there, and 

2) why. 

the former is a suitable subject for a graduate student, but 
the latter would be-a hard mt to crack for even the most advanced game 
research man and I would not expect a youngster to make any headway with 
it. I tried one of my fellowships on the equivalent question in Hun- 
garians and got nowhere. i 

The reason I wrote you asking about your set-up is that I 
want to know whether to hold Errington for you. Several other suitable 
states have made a very energetic start in the direction of game re- 
search since I first took this matter up with you, notably Iowa. ‘the 
question of selecting a man for heading up game research at Ames may 
come up any day. I take it that your prospects are not sufficiently 
definite to warrant Errington declining any other opportunities. 

I understand that a new sportemen's organization, the Will H. 
Dilg League, may undertake an organization campaign in Missouri this 
winter. If they do, it might be well to present your program to them 
so that it would be made a part of their campaign. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely,



Copies to Messrs. Waller 
Davis ° - Mo. 

Sept. 28, 1931 

Dr. W. CG. Curtis 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri - 

Dear Dr. Ourtis: : 

Mr. Henry P. Davis, 1735 Carruthers Aveme, Memphis, Tenn., 

4s field agent for the Da Pont Company in the south central states. I 

asked him the other day how he appraised the chances for the ultimate 

passage of your appropriation bill for game research, and was surprised 
to find that he had never seen the bill. 

Mr. Davis makes a great many contacts among the sportsmen of 

Missouri and adjoining states and he has an exceptionally thorough unier 

staniing of and symathy with game research, He has just completed the 

organization of a series of demonstration projects, the sole purpose of 

which is to apply the findings of Stoddard's research worl on quail in 

Georgia to the “amagement of quail in the southern states. 

I would suggest that you acquaint him with your plens for the 

development of game research in the University of Missouri and give him a 

copy of the bill which you had in the iast legislature. I would also 

suggest that you meet with him sometime to talk this matter over. He is 

in a strong position to do valuable educational worl among the sportsmen. 

He is a personal friend of mine and has my thorough confidence in matters 

of this sort. ; 

Have you any present plans for contact with Urrington? Ig 

there is any immediate occasion for seeing him, I would be glad to urge 

him to ran down to Chicago at your call or to meet with you at any other 

convenient place. I realize, however, that the prospects of expansion 

may not be sufficient to warrant this. I am merely mentioning it to let 

you know that Errington and I are still interested. 

Yours sincerely, ‘ 

AZDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



lhhnader, ty Me . 

: Butler Apts.-, 
Columbia, Moe 

9/16/31 

My. Aldo Leopold: 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter set me to wondering if perhaps I had not 
bitten off more than I could well chew. On the basis that 
I have tender teeth, i-e-, am not too well grounded in 
my subject, perhaps that will prove the case» I have, how™ 
ever, in this institution the reputation of choosing, thru 
some queer quirk in my nature, the most inconceivable 
thingd to do, and by that same perversity, am too strongly 
tempted to go on with this thing to give it up now. I am 
under the impression that I am watched with some interest 
tinged with amusement here, and am considerably amused 
mys¢lf, at my temerity. Nevertheless, I just naturally 
can t,seem to be convinced. I have plenty of time, and 
I don t think my sense of humor will fail for a time. 
I do wish, tho, that I could get my work subsidized, as I 
hate to spend all my time teaching for a living, and doing 
my work in my spare time! 

I am not too eager to finish the work myself, but I 
want to start something that will possibly be taken in hard 
by a better man, and furnish some basis for an advancement. 
That in itself will be worth while, not? 

In answer to your suggestion as to a "case book" I 
wish that I might talk it over with you, but I cannot get 
away for a time- In the mean time, I have some projects 
under construction that will attempt to provide the local 
subject matter for the proposed Glub to work on- That will 
be a step along, will it not? 

In the meantime, I am working with some high school 
youngsters here to try to interest them in active field 
work in Ornithology. You understand, it is their INEFERES?T 
I wish to arouse. To that end, I have prepared projects 
on the winter feeding of quail, on making a local wild 
animal census by making casts of their tracks in a desig- 
nated area, etc-, and am furiously attempting to think up 
others- no light task! 

In case you think I am availing myself too freely 
of your time, I suggest that you give me only such time 
as you can well spare, as this thing is nothing to get 
excited about yet, and will need much labor before it can 
be presented to you for serious consideration. In the mean 
while, I am of course very grateful for all suggestions 
and especially the interest, it helps. / 

Sincerely, y 

AML:



Sept. 19, 1931 

Mr. W 0. Nagel 
Butler Apartments 
Columbia, Missourt 

Dear Mr. Nagel: 

You will note I did not raise the question 
of what you call “temerity” in tackling what I consider a big 
subject. Somebody has got to do it ani I have nothing bat 
approval and commendation for your courage in even thinking 

, about it. 

I will be extrenely interested to see your 
sample of “ease book" material. 

As for ways to subsidize your activity, 
I do not think there is any show until you can prove that you : 
have the goods. After that, and with the recovery of normal 
conditions, I do not fear that original work will leck support. : 

I appreciate the good spirit in whien you \ 
took my letter. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

: 

f



” 
Se dee. 

Butler Apts-, 

Columbia, Mo- 

9/4/31 

Mr. Aldo Leopold; 

Dear Sir; 

Inclosed you will find a copy of a project that I am sub- 

mitting for your criticism. This project is to be used, if possible, 

by a member of the Central high school in Cape Girardeau, Mo-, this 

fall. Before I submit it to the teacher in charge, I should like to 

have your reaction to its construction and subject matter, as well : 

as to its purpose. If you have any criticisms or suggestions to make, 

I shall be very glad to have them- 

May I ask that you read and return the ca@py as soon as you 

have read it, with your comments, as I wish to place it in the hands 

of the instructor within a short time. 

I shall be appreciative of your trouble in this mattere 

Very truly yours, 

We O. Nagel



' Sept. 14, 1931 

Mr. W. O. Nagel 
Butler Apartments 
Columbia, M¢ssouri 

Dear Mr. Nagel: 

Now that you have given me an actual outline, I am better 
able to criticize your plan intelligently. 

the abstract objectives of your club are all right, and the 
scheme of human organization 1s doubtless all right. the outlim is 
still lacking, however, what every other simflar effort is lacking: 
aneraie toca), sbjec’ matter exemlifying the *four vital bases" 
actual practice. Children are realists, an@ any really significant 

etree spe Rigger heey Poor sally ty mae emma) 
cca} siulect matter, ani thereby differs from sli the others so ‘ar 

You may have this local subject matter in your mind, tut your 
plan will assume national proportions only when you incorporate it in 
some transmissible medium tom as print, pictures, exhibits, ete.). 

I have it in my mind, but I have not yet eucceeded in so 
incorporating it I have tried to write it up for ; 
trained minds Sn oe es ee (now in ¥S8.), but that 
is an easy and simple job compared with yours. 

That I ao driving at is a “ease book" (as defined in sociolosy 
and anthropology) exemplifying wild life eeolozy in layman's language, 
i.e. exemplifying the possible harmonization of wild life and human. 
ecology. 

If you accomplish this in a life-time you will have out-served 
any other conservationist I know of, and you would mmber me among your 
devoted admirers. \ 

Of course, everything mst have a beginning. Go ahead with 
your present scheme, and all good luck to you, but please realize you 
are embarked on a voyage no other living man has accomplished. \ 

This may sound like drivel on paper. If so, do not judge me a \ 
nit-wit till we can talk it over. \ 

Yours sincerely, : 

Quek, released



% ae 5 

f Butler Apts., 
3 Columbia, Mo. 

8/17/31 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wise ; 

Dear Sirs 

You may remember that some time ago I wrote you re- 
garding a book of projects for high school science classes 
that I had thought of compiling. This manual was to attempt 
by the project method to interest students of this age in 
the ideals of Conservation. I had requested your opinion on 
such a@ work, not only for my own assurance, but because my 
Supervisors in Zoology constantly refer me to you. You re- 
plied, I think, by saying that you could consider an indorse- 
ment if the work-came out under the auspices ofthe tUntver= 
sity. 

Since then I have referred the matter to Dr. Curtis, 
Dr. Bennitt, and Dr. Woods of the Zoology Dept., and to Dr. 
Watkins of the Educational Dept-, and have received their 
unanimous approval and encouragement. Indeed, Dr. Curtis has 
Suggested that I make this work my thesis for my Masters. 
In connection with that, I have agreed to compile a number 
of tentative projects for the use of Katy Lee, MeA-, and 
Laura Nahm, PhD., in their high school Biology classes this 

, coming school year. Thesef projects are to be tried and tested, 
and an attempt will be made to ascertain their value, that 
their validity may be proved before they are incorporated in 
the thesis. If they prove successful, the thesis will be pub-~ 
lished by the University in a form available for the use of 
teachers of Biology and findred subjects. 

As a means of getting subject matter; you are a- 
ware that there are no authentic texts on the market, and 
my only references are the articles, papers, etc., compiled 
by men-now in the field;—and published-in-the vartous sports-= 
man magazines, or in phamphlet form. What is your opinion as 
to how far I may well go in using this material in the con- 
struction of my projects, with of course, suitable acknowl- 
edgements? I have no thought of lifting information bodily 
from the work of others, but of using their knowledge and 
Publications as a basis Brom which to work. For instance, 
youn own work on the quail census can furnish me with several 
ideas for a project suitable for school children. Methods of 
carrying out# these projects can well be based on these used 
by other investigators. Acknowledgements will of course, be 
Made, and credit given where due. I should like to have your 
opinion on this matter. I may say that the thesis will be 
sent you for your criticism before it is finally submitted. 
In addition, the cooperation of every worker in the field is 
Solicited, that the work may be authentic. | 

We have a rare prospect for a great quail crop this 5 
fall. The birds have been uhusually successful in breeding. st 

; very truly yours, Te O- Nagel ae = 
# a - Eine tees a WN, ee Tal



Aug. 21,1931 : 

Mr. Werner 0, Nagel 
Butler Apartuents : 
Columbia, Missourt : 

. Dear Mr. Nagel: 

I am very glad indeed to hear that you have arranged 
to get out your material through the University. 

One of the reasons why this job will be worthwhile 
is becouse it is so exececdingly difficult. I consider # just 
as hard as the setentific facts which mist widerlie it. 

After you have something conerete to attach my sug~ 
gestions to, I will be very glad to be of any help that I 
can in forwarding your project. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



3 Mo 

Tucson, Arizona, 
June 29, 1931, 

Mr. Martin A. Lewis Jr., 
Chief of Parks & Propagation, 
Missouri Game and Fish Denartment, : 
Jefferson City, Mo. 

Dear Mr. Lewis; 

I have just now received yom letter 
of June 12th, after my return from ten days in the 
field. I distinctly recollect writing you a letter 
about the pheasant banding work, probably three weeks 
ago, but it apparently has not reached you, - for 
what reason I am unable to explain. I hasten to write 
you concerning this work, as I am intensely interested 
in seeing it go through. 

The oer es Survey is prepared to 
furnish the necessary bands for the Missouri experi- 
mental pheasant planting work, funds for thie purpose 
having been alloted ewe by Mr. MoeAtee's Division of 
Food Habits Research. We shall wish to know the anproxi- 
mate numbers of bands which will be required for the 
experimental plantings as soon as possible. Pease for- 
ward this information when you have it, to me at the 
Washington office. 

As to the exact method of banding: vheas~ 
ants, and the method of release, I should say that 
pheasants should not be banded for this exyerimental work 
until they are twelve or more weeks of age, in order 
that there may be no possible mistake as to the sex of 
individual birds. I thould think also that the best plan 
would be to band pheasants at the various farms here ‘ 
they have been reared and then transport them to the 
experimental area for release, all at the same time. I 
would not feel that, for experimental purposes, the 
method of ans pheasants reared by individual farms 
and merely allowing the pheasants to go wild from such 
farms would be satisfactory, for the reason that, in my 
experience, many pheasants escape before the age of twelve
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weeks and would consequently not carry bands. I hove 

these details can be worked out. 

If you think it desirable, I feel 

quite certain I could arrange a trip to Missouri at 

the time the releases on the experimental areas 

are to be made. In fact, I should like very mach 

to do this, in order to cheek over the various 

technical details involved in this —— from a 

scientific standpoint. I should like know as far 

in advance as possible however, the probable dates 

that release of experimental virds on the selected 

areas would be made. 

I do not kmow whether you realize 

or not the imortance of this experimental work. 

- Yt will not only be of assistance in determining 

Missouri's future possibilities for pheasants, but 

should be productive of innumerable ee bonntay 9 

pheasant — throughout the country. While I 

would versonally feel that the work should not receive 

mach publicity until the actual releases have beem 

made, I am sure that it will eventually have mach 

more than State-wide significance, and if carried out 

carefully, should add greatly to the Missouri Devart- 

ment's national reoutation. 

If there is any information you need, 

or any way I can be of further service in the sdection 

of exact sites for the experiments, I shall be only 

too glad to co-operate. ; 
Yyorrrae/y oe 

With best regards tothe other members 

of the Devartment, 

Sincerely, 

Wr B, Grange, Co-overative Agent, 

U. 8. Biological Survey. 

o/e to Mr. Aldo Leopold 
c/e to Mr. Ralph Yeatter, 

School of Forestry & Conservation, 
Ann Arbor, Mich. .
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I Columbia, Mo. : 

5/2/31 psele 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 Bank Bldg. 
University Av., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

I have today received the copy of the "Report on a 
Game Survey of the North Central States". I have not as yet 
had the time to peruse it fully, but from my skimming in the 
past hour I am constrained to offer the opinion that the 
Report is a foundation stone on which we shall eventually 
build our structure of Conservation. I believe that its 
content will serve to show us just where we stand, and that 
was, I think, what was most needed as a starting point. 
Needless to say, I am appreciative of the opportunity to 
acquaint myself with the material contained therein. 

I am in the position to compile and offer for your 
consideration a survey of the species, numbers, times of 
and extent of migration, together with a like report of res& 
ident birds, of all the birds observed by @ number of trained 
observers in this locality, including the Missouri River, 
from the months beginning Feb. 1 to May 15 inclusive. I shall 
make such a compilation for myself, and if you wish a copy, 
I shall be very glad to prepare one for youe 

that 
Due to the fact that I am convinced ¢f the factor 

of education in conservation principles is of prime impott- 
ance in the movement, I am about to undertake the assembling 
and construction of a Work-book for high school Science classes: 
the purpose of which will be to outline a series of projects 
suitable for such classes, and designed to acquaint the 
student with some of the principles and problems of conser- 
vation, and attempt to arouse their interest in such work. 

Many teachers, I have found, are in view of their 
Scientific training quite interested in the work, and would 
be glad of the chance to put into practise projects of a 
Stimulating nature. There is the factor of added ease in 
assigning projects that are already compiled to be considered 
also. With a series of such projects, approved by men of 
high standing in the field of science and conservation, there 
might be accomplished results far beyon# those effected by the 
publications that reach the adults alone. I am far from criticis- 
ing the work directed toward the adult population, but there. 
must also be attention paid to the coming generation, to 
establish permanent results. While this may have little effect 
in relieving the present emergency, toward which the work 
now seems to be directed, it should insure against the lapsing



of interest and activity. 

That this is whobly a new idea to me, I admit, and 
I should not attempt to undertake the work without the 
approval of men cognizant of the situation. I should therefore 
greatly appreciate your comment on the advisability of such 
& work-book, and your ideas as to what could be accomplished 
by ite 

I intend to seek the advise of Dr. Curtis, of this 
University, and of Dr. Watkins, supervisor of Education, in 
addition to requesting your own reaction to my idea. I shall 
then have the opinions of men understanding the situation 
in its three aspects, and can act accordingly. If the PLAN 
meets the approval of all three of you, I shall compile a 
tentative list, and submit it to your further critisism 
before I attempt to assemble the work in published form. 
In case the work and plan both meet with unanimous approval, 
I shall request endorsements from you all, to be incorpor- 
ated in the book, thus stamping it as valid. The book will 
be sold at a price estimated to cover the expense of publica- 
tion, and not with a view to making a quick profit. As a 
matter of fact, there will probably be as many complimentary 
copies sent out as there are copies sold. The only reason 
there is to be a charge at all, is that I cannot afford to 
undertake the work at a loss. 

I have ventured to ask yoym consideration of this 
matter because I am really interested in furthering the 
work of conservation, and this is the only way I can see to 
do anything about it at present. Due to the fact that I 
am vastly behing You, Dr. Curtis, and Dr. Watkins in knowledge 
and experience, and to the fact that if the book is written it 
will be at the expense of your collective judgment, I cannot 
of course, claim sole authorship, nor would I wish to. 1 do 
intend, however, to do all the work of constructing projects 
and pay the expense of publication. 

If you think I am imposing too far on your good nature, 
do not hesitate to say so. The only reason I venture at all 
to make the above requests is that my purpose is essentially 
the same as your own, and if the work is effective, will 
help that purpose by so much. That added to the fact that I 
would not consider the project without your approval. 

Sincerely yours, 

We O- Nagel.



May 4, 1931 é 

Mr. Werner 0. Nagel : 
Butler Apartments 
Columbia, Missourl 

Dear Mr. Nagel: 

I am glad you like the Report. 

Thanks for your offer of a copy of the migration record. 
I would not, however, be justified in asking you to take the 
trouble of making a copy, since I have no other material of this : 
kind and one could not draw any conclusions from 2 single year. 

You are certainly right that the viewpoint of management 
has never been incorporated in school material, but this very 
fact would indicate to my mind that it is not so easy to accom 
plish. 

: I would be glad to see any samles that you prepare, but 

I am not exvert in the field of educational mterisl and would 
not necessarily Imow how to compare it with other efforts. If 
it came out under the auspices of the University I would be free 
to consider an endorsement. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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April 29, 1961. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir:- 

Dr. J. CG. Lyter of this City advises me that 

you have some most interesting bulletins on research 

work on quail. 

The writer would appreciate greatly, if you 

would send him copies of these. 

Yours very truly, 

st. et 

Sales Manager. 

SIP:GK
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Mr. S. I. Painter 
St. Louis Seed Company 
411-13 Washington Aveme 
St. louis, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Painter: 

The reports to which Dr. Lyter referred you may be any or 

all of the following: . 

"Corn on Cob Saves Wintering Quail," by Paul L. Errington, 

copy inclosed. 

"The Quail Shortage of 1930," by myself ‘and John I. Ball, 

copy inclosed. 

“The Bobwhite Quail: Its Habits and Preservation," by 

Herbert L. Stoddard, obtainable from Charles Scribner's Sons, 

New York, at $6.00 postpaid. (This is the outstanding work on 
the management of any game species in the world, and while it is 

expensive you should get it if you are really interested. ) 

“Report on a Game Survey of the North Central States," by 

myself. Obtainable from the American Game Association, Invest- 

ment Building, 15th and K Streets, N. W., Washineton, 2. C. at 

$1.00 postpaid. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Enel.



Copies to Messrs. Russell , 
‘ Yeatter “Mo 

April 11,1931 

Mr. W. B. Grange 
U. S.- Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear “allacet 

I was much interested in your report on pheasants in 
Missouri mate at the request of the Game Commission to determine 
whether they shall contime stocicing in that state. 

I agree with all your conclusions, except that I doubt 
vhether Clark and Lewis Counties offer a favorable set-up for the 
proposed mass planting. ‘he historical evidence in that particular 
corner of Iowa, Missouri, and Tllinois is especially strong in the 
negative directione I have the Imnch that Lincoln County and 
Atehison County are the best bets. 

Your suggestion that the proposed mass plantings ve made ‘ 
umier the teehnical direction of the Biological Survey I heartily ; 
agree with, bat I want to suggest an afdition to your plans which 
I believe to be a great inmrovenent. : 

I submitted the pheasant chapter of my report to Dean 
Russell, who as you Imow manages a foundation financed out of the 
dedicated patents of the University of ‘isconsin in the field of 
animal mtritione He told me several months ago that he would be 
willing to consider fecling out the scientific question of the 
reasons for the sone of failure. I consulted with Professor alpin 
as to how the question might be attacked. His first idea was to 
catch up some straggling wild stock from the gone of failure and 
gubject it to tests umier controlled conditions. ‘his, while 
possibly good in theory, presents almost insuperable difficulties 
in eatehing such stock ani in finling ot its history and origin. 
More lately Professor Halpin has suggested what seems to me a mich 
more practical idea, narely the deliberate "salting" of selected 
ranges in the zone of ‘allure with various minerals ani vitamins, 
with subseqent observations on the stodic. 

Such “salting” experiments involve field man-pover ani a 
degree of eicill and experienes which might cost more than Dean
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Russell is prepared to consifer at the present moment. If, however, 

; the Biological Survey, Misseuri, an? Dean Russell should join forces, 

it oceurs to me that the salting experiments might be carried out in 

conjanction with the mass plantings exeriments to the mtual benefit 

of each and a collective economy in cost, which fs especially important. 

In short, suppose Missouri could assign Clawie Hunt to the 

nase planting experiments. ‘Then suppose the ground could be looked 
over by a mtritional exert from the University of Wisconsin ani the 
proper kind of distribution of "salt" decided upon. ‘The if you, rep- 
resenting the Biclogteal Survey, could periodically visit Claude Hunt 
and supervise hie exeention of the "salting" plan, the thing would be 
unter way. Then periodically field exanination could be made to 
determine the effect, if anye 

Undoubtedly the University of “icsouri should be a participant, 
bat I am here considering the University on? the Game Commission as one 
unit, as they of course should be. 

I am sending a copy of this to Dean Russell an! avait your 
reaction. What could be a more immortent thing for the Biological 
Survey to determine than the qestion of whether the $1,300,000 so : 
far invested in exotics in this region has been wise, ant 1f 90, 
whers ite contimuance is justified? SS 

Yours sincerely, : 

ALDO IZOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Mr Aldo Leopold. 
Dear Sir: 

I am sending you a couple of the pamphlets issued each 
month by the Evangelical Club, composed of students in this Uni- 
versity- Believéng that the ministers of the various denomina- 
tions in this country, many of whom are sportsmen, form a group 
peculiarly susceptible to pleas for conservation, I have ventured 
to include a number of Editorials having a bearing on that sub- 
ject. This publication reaches about two hundred of the minis- 
ters of our denomination, many of them known to me, and many of 
them sportsmen. 

Whether these articles will have any affect, or whether 
they are composed to the best plan, is a matter of conjecture 
to me. It is barely possible that they may lead to tmquiries, 
which will allow me to refer these interested to sources far 
more authoratative than mine can hope to bee It is with this 
in mind that these artieles were written. If you have any sug- 
gestions or criticisms to offer, I shall be very glad to re- 
ceive them. 

You may be interested to know that there is at the pres- 
ent time in this state a rather warm argument concerning the 
fate of the Hawks and Owls. It seems that there is in existence 
an old law authorizing a bounty of fifty cents each on all hawks 
and owls Willed- This has never been paid, and little interest 
has been evidenced. Now, however, there is a bit of an argument 
going on- It seems that there is an element trying to get the 
Legislature to appropriate a fund to pay these bounties, so that 
these Raptors will be eradicated, the readon being that they are 
considered to be, as a class, harmful to game and poultry. The 
University has been strenuously opposing such a measure, backed 
by a few of the better informed sportsmen, and will, I think, 
put an efficient quietus on the measure- What is to me the most 
amazing feature of the whole thing, is that a well-known Sports- 
mens Club is in favor of the things In it all, I seem to scent 
the well known odor of politics. I am more than ever convinced 
that Game management should be distinct from politics- I object 

to a toll payment in the form of graft on this, even if we must 
submit in other ways- Those in control of conservation must be 
altruistic, and under no pressure from political exingencies. 

I have been reading the Wis. 5-year plan. It is still 
highly tentative, is it not? Nevertheless, it seems to me to 
promise success- There is the question of the public shooting 
grounds surrounding each refuge. Will not that tend to concen- 
trate a dangerous number of hunters in a restricted area? The 
thing may be amenable to control, but it will have all the 
aspects of a trap-shoot, what with easily accessible game, 
crowded shooting, and the familiar disputes and wrangles over 
favorable positions, questions of whose bird? ete. It needs but 
a couple of beaters to form a drive, and we have most of the
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conditions of the English system- It seems unfair to criticise 
without offering a practical solution, but I cannot help but 

think of an example close to home. Have you ever visited Bennit 
Springs fish-hatchery here? I refer to a trout hatchery, where 
yearly great numbers of trout are released into a stream whose 
fishable waters are about half a mile of water, and which are 
whipped by about four hundred men per day during the season. 

This, you will admit, is almost as bad as the open season on 
smelt in Michigan. I do not consider such crowded fishing to 
be at all desirable, and to offer the same conditions in hunt- 
ing would be worse. It ahs somewhat the same aspect as a hog- 
butchering contest in a packing house. 

I do not think that the main object in sport is to kill. 
Rather should, or is, that the end of a series of events which 
in themselves constitute the pleasure of hunting. I refer to 
the desire to get away from the noise, crowds, and insane 
scramble of city life, and seek peace and quiet in the solitudes, 
together with the experience of the chase with the successful 
conclusion. To make a business of hunting, to make it so easy 
that one has all the comforts of home connected with the assur- 
ance of a plenitude of game is no doubt the appeal that many 
seek to gratify. When you offer this, however, you remove the 
elements of sportsmanship. 

Is it so important that the hunter get his limit of game? 
Is that to be considered as the criterion of a successful hunt? 
Is conservation heading toward the preservation of game, or the 
paving of the way to more and easier destruction? Is the softening 
influence of our luxurious city life to be extended to our field 
and forest recreation? If so, I shall never cease to regret the 
old way. 

I took a trip for trout on the Manistee river in Michigan 
once, in the way the sportsmen are more and more patronizing- 
a comfortably upholstered boat, a gué@de to do all the work-even 
to the choosing and attaching of the lures, netting of the fish 
and poling of the boat. We caught our limit of 3ad pound trout, 
and I never was so bored in my life. The next day, I went out 
alone with my waders, fished all day, caught one nine pound 
trout, got thoroughly tired, wet, and hungry, and had more real 
pleasure out of my frip than t naa during the whole remainder 
of my luxurious vacation. : 

I am notieriticising conservation methods, I am merely 
expressing the fear a mumber of us have as to the outcome. I 
am really seeking reassurance, and rather desperately hoping to 
receive it. Perhaps I am also a bit sentimental about the game 
itself, and place too much value on the fun of the chase, and 
not enough on the extent of the kill. I am built that way, how- 

ever, and cannot have any real sympathy with the man who has 
everything done for him but the actual shooting.
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There is a certain Club in Ill. that:'makes a habit of 
feeding the migratory birds in large numbers on its preserves 
till, tolled with much and easily gotten food, the ducks and 
geese, lulled with a long season of deceptive securities, flock 
there in large numbers, to be shot by SPORTSMEN with no effort 
and apparently great satisfaction, in numbers approaching the 

criminal- This Club is also open to men with lagge bank accounts 
only. 

Where is the attraction, the magic in that phrase "I got 
my limit the first two hours!" I got my limit in twenty minutes, 
one day, and never felt so cheated in my life. I flushed a flock 
of mallards in Colo. one day, and on the rise, emptied my Win- 
chester into the flock( bewildered by my sudden apperarence) 
pulling down six ducks with the six shots in my gun. Ten minutes 
later, I Got two flying back, and three minutes later, two more 
in the same way- I was rather young then, and didn't know any 
better, but to this day, though I have had many splendid oppor- 
tunities, I have never killed mote than two ducks per day, and 
then only when I have had the fun of waiting for those rare, 
beautiful shots of singles in perfect range. I venture to say 
that I get more real enjoyment waiting for those two shots than 
those who bang away at everything in range, hen and drake, just 
to get their limit. 

There is only one real measure that will afford ample 
game protection, and that is to grow sportsmen with some con- 
ception of real sportsmanship, and who will be content with 
an occasional meal of game and fisk, instead of a surfiet at 

every opportunity¢. Of course that is too much to hope Lor, and 
therefor I consider, that since they cannot hope to be reformers, 
the Game commission and whany of the Clubs and Associations are 
doing well with the material at hand- I hope to join hands with 
the best of them some day, and help to prevent extermination of 
our game, even if it means a new conception of the wordf"Sports- 
manship" Neverbheless, I purpose to continue in my own ideal, 
and win as many converts as I can for moderation in kill, and the 
utmost in sporte Perhaps this may be considered as a severe 
criticism of present methods. I have no such intention These are 
but a few of the doubts expressed by many of my ideas, and I am 
all in favor of any effort toward more and better sport. There 
is only one thing that I will violently object to, and that seems 
to be effectually provided for in most of the plans, and that 
is the placing of shooting in the hands of the wealthy. 

If I have succeeded in boring you, I am sorry, but I had to 
get it off my chest. 
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. There are many people, well. wversed,in . 
Theology ané.tive philosophy of religion, who - 
can give us ;cxceilent moral reasons for the = 
keeping of Lert, Without at all discrediting 
these good and sufficient:reasons, let us = 
consider a moment the psychological and phys- 
ical, point in favor of self-denial and seri- . 
ous consideration cf thoughts on a. higher ce 
plane than we customarily indulge in.: i 

... Frankly, there is no. doubt: that most of' ; 
us eat tog much of rich foods for the best 
efficiency of our,bodies... The Lenten season : 
is an‘ excellent opportunity for using, a bit |: 
of self-denial and will power in this: re- ae 
spect: As a physical expediency it could a 
come at no better time qf the year for that |: 
purpose, for it is at this time, after months: : 
of winter and:iinactivity; that.our blood is : 
the most sluggish and-our system the most, «4 
surfeited with surplus. energy..for which we S 
have no outlet, and-simple foods and rig6t- 1: 
ous health meaSures are needed ‘to keepeour, 5 | 
bodies at-thei# highest efficiency. ‘There: jij! 
are several things we can do to accomplish ~ 
this; gaining at the same time the moral. _-...4., 

value we expect, and the-.principal thing is =‘ 
to put ourselves on a simple diet, abstain rt 
from excesses of any sort, and get plenty of i: 

exerctsote “een our minds and bodies in tone, _ ,;



We may wish to give up smoking - that is ex- 
eellent. We may wish to stay away from shows 
and parties - that will insure regular hours 
of sleep. -fe may continue by eliminating 
coffee, tea, candy, etc., from our meals and 
"thetween meals" that will certainly do us no 
harm. There are, in short, many things we can 
do, or. keep from doing, that will help the 

+ physical side of our existence as well as the 
*. moral side. 

As to the psychology of the effects ob- 
tained, self-denial is an excellent means of 
strengthening the will power. There is some- 
thing abcut the winter months that seems to 
weaken our moral and mental resistance as well 
as our muscles. Perhaps it is that we are 
“prone to indulge our weaknesses too much, with 
the convenient excuse of forced inactivity. 
The devil finds mischief for idle hands, etc. 
is almost a psychological principle. It cer- 
tainly is true of most people. Here is where 

-the Lenten season is an unmitigated blessing. 
There is nothing that will take the softening 
out of one's. backbone like serious self- 
denial. With the exercise of the will comes 
a sense of mental hardening like the feeling 
of power that comes to exercised muscles. It 
brings an end to the corrosions of the will 
like clean air sweeps the fog from the mind. 
When one is sure of one's self-control one is 
possessed, of a tremendous feeling of confidence 
and strength. Problems that heretofore have 
been looming in our consciousness seem now to _ 

+ be merely a jousting ground for pleasant 
' mental exercise. Emergencies may be met with 

confidence and troubles with a laugh. Your 
, mind needs a well-balanced diet of thought as 

i. well as your body needs a well-balanced diet 
} of food.. Your mind needs exercise as well as 

your muscle. Your thoughts need to be chosen
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as_carefully as your foods, etc. 
Well, here is perhaps a view of Lenten 

benefits worth considering. We again empha- 
size the previous statement to the effect 
that we are not attempting to detract in the 
least from the moral points in favor of this 
season, We are merely adding to them the 
mental and physical benefits to be derived; 
some of them, that is, for we could not hope 
to enumerate them all. 

We are very happy to welcome into our 
midst the following new members: Katherine 
Ruh and Alma Lueke both of St. Louis. Also 
the following Short Course students: Anna 
Kemper of Hermann and Roy Hilgedick of 
Higginsville. 

We are indeed sorry to know that Garland 
Weber was called home. on account of the . 
death of his mother and the illness of his 
father, and was not able to return to school. ~ 
Our sympathy goes out to him and his family 
in their sorrow. 

OUR STUDENT CHAPEL 

The time is rapiy approaching when the 
Evangelical Student Chapel at the University 
of Missouri will become a reality. Folks 
all over the United States have contributed 
to the fund which will presently enable our 
hopes to materialize. We are deeply grate- 
ful to each and every supporter of the cause. 
At the present time, we are making our second 
drive among the students themselves, thus
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giving those who have entered the University 
this year an opportunity to pledge after they 
have become personally acquainted with our 
work. Before this drive, students and-alumni 
had pledged or given approximately 31})000. 
Let's raise this amount considerably in the 
next few weeks. Hach and every student should 
pledge some amount, whether small or large, 
for the sake of doing his bit in the building 
of .the Chapel. It will be a sacrifico worth 
while - one in which you will rejoice later. 
Don't begrudge yourself the satisfaction of 
saying, "I, too,.had a hand in building that 

‘Chapel." : ; : 

: Sunday evening, January 25, Kenncth Self, 
president of the Presbyterian Student Onganiz- 
ation; gave a resumé of the Studont-Faculty 
Conference at Detroit to a number of interes- 
ted listeners. . Faeulty-student relations were 

the theme of the mocting, and Mr. Sclf- brought 
back to us a numbor of ideas worth thinking 
about. Onc of the.major questions had to do 
with the much maligned honor system, and it 
was this topic which seamed to arouse the in- 
terest of Mr. Self's audienee to the point of 
controversy. Evidently we have different 
ideas on ‘the subject. s ~ 

Sunday evening, February 1, our literary 
member, Wilfred Klick, gave us a samplc of his 

prowess as a poet-and a reader of the works of 
other pocts. It spcaks well for his powers of 
entertainment when we admit that we enjoyed the 
evening's program immenscly. We.look forward 
to hearing more from Klick. His own sclections 
were those with which he had recently won the 

third prize in a poetry contest at the Uni- 
versity.
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The evening meeting on Sunday, Feb. 8, 
was another of those "red-lcttcr" meetings 
where everyone prescnt rececived not only an 
inspiration but also plenty of food for thot. 
Professor Enig of the Sociology Department of 
the University spoke on "The Necessary Exper- 
icnce". This experience was one which every 
one’ has.an opportunity to have and especially 
we, as:students, sSinee we arc living on a 
mountain-top (that is, the higher plane of 
living) -in-edueation. -But on this mountain- 
top:we should not stay forever without having 
had experience with those living in the val- 
ley “and exchanged ideas vith them. It is ~ 
only through this vallcy expericnec that-ve 
can further our standard of living on the 

mountain-top. 

- CHANGES IM EVANGELICAL STUDENT ADDRESSES | 

Changed Addresses: : eae 
Bezold,.. Julia 7eO wi vesouri “tele o770 
Klein, Sam 1205 Paquin a 3554 
Klein, Harold aa " 
Steinmeyer, John : ped = " 
Urban, Katherine ol? So. Fifth*™ 72138 
Voss, Leonard’ 305- Burnam 6602 

New. Addresses: 
Komper, Anna 1211 E. Broadway 6628 

> Kiemo, Fricda 1014 Walnut 4965 
Leuke, Alma 820 Hillcrest 5441 

Dropped Addresses: 
“Holzer, Malcolm 515 So. Fifth 
Weber, Garland 615° Turner :
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WILE EDITORIAL plier. 

What with the warm weather and the return- 
ing migratory birds, we are tempted to retire 
behind the house and improvise a vigorous dance, 
shouting, meanwhile, the time-honored words to 
the cffect that "Spring has Came!" But. we are 
a. bit afraid of being hailed to the police sta- 
tion and incarcerated as'a maniac, or at least 
of calling-dowm upon our heads: the ridicule of 
the grossly cynical. Besides, wo are no longer 
a:child!. Ali in all, we conclude that it vere 
perhaps more in kecping with our dignity: to 

- forego. the dance and’ the joyful shout, and con- 
fine our clation to casual commcnts and gravely 
proper remarks anent the weather. If that 
.prove-insuffieicnt outlct for our joy we can 
always cehucklc-unreservedly in private. - And if 
our blood still runs too°quickly in our veins 
we @an restore our equilibrium by a much-needcd 
eradication of spring mud from daily cncrusted 

‘shoes. Then theresis always the pessimist to 
remind us that we may yct expect.to plow our 
weary. way to. classes through towering snowdrifts. 

This. leads-us back to a subject that we 
should perhaps never have lkeft’- the birds. 
What we wish to say regarding thom is rather 
serious. .Due to. the drought of last summcr and 
fall,.. the supply of weed-secds for bird food has 
been diminished to the point where many of them 
are starving. We are confronted with.an emer- 
gency of our om, itis’ true, but we are backed 
by a government that will not see’ a great harm 
or much distress come to: its people.~ It is 

necdless to point out that _the birds have no 
one to protect them - rather is the hand of tho 

hunter raised against them in ceaseless warfare. 
“It is no exaggeration to say that the supply of 

quail has been cut to less than fifty per ecnt 

of the usual population.this winter, and that
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the helpless little fellows are starving now. 
It would be a very commendable action if those 
of us who go -to» the woods and ficlds at vari- 
ous times would carry a little corn or othcr 
grain to scatter where the birds can find thon. 
Tho Little corn needed to make a covefy of 
quail safe. through the winter and lean spring 
months-will be no great expense, and will 

give. large returns in bird-conservation, and 
Wholesome: satisfaction.:.If we don't feed then, 
ho one clse Will, and: we.s7ould: none of us carc 
to -see-theri starve when -wo:could so “casily 
prevent ,it.'-They can not. help themselves, 

“you know, -but'-we can help. thom, and ‘gain no 
small-measure of wholesome satisfaction in so 
doing, besides preventing. the tragedy of hun- 
goer; from wiping them out of:our lives, where 
they have: a:realsphaces:.. ux: +4 : ae 

= z a a } geil = ers tycatee ate eC = _ = 

. Way dhaksc ALUMNI NOTES i260 8 . 

= Henry Kroehler. and family have recently 
. Thoved to Homewood, Illinois, where’ Henry has 

. , baken.charge of*a congregation. 

. Ralph Abelé-and family have moved to St. 
Louis. . Ralph’is now pastor of the Holy Ghost 
Churedt iiinsi i i 

., » Word homes from Strasburg, Ohio, that 
Waldo and. Loretta Berlekamp are as busy and 

happy as can be. , 

i Similar tidings come from New Orleans. 
Arthur Moehlenbroeck likes teaching so well 

that he and Frieda expect to spend the summer 
there also,
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Lena Mertz is spending another winter at 
Braggadocio. 

Marie Quernhcim is doing her bit to in- 
prove social conditions in St. Louis. 

Martha Laneendoerfer is spending the 
winter with her parents at Hermann, Missouri. 
Both parents have bcen quite ill this winter. 
Vie hope they will recover soon. 

Laura Pahmeicr has been doing research 
work as a dictitian in the six eclcemosynary 
institutions of the State. She is now at 
St Joseph. 

Dr. Chester Jaeger, formerly of the De- 
partient of Mathematics here, and now at 
Tulane University, has accepted a position 
as head of the Mathematics Department in 
Pomona. College. 

Grectings to all our alumni, near and 
far. Let us hear from you occasionally. 

E.S.C. PARTY 

Some forty-five expectant Evangelicals 
gathered at the hone of the Brautiganms last 
Saturday night for once of their happy, in- 
formal parties. Somchow, we always secm to ~ 
have just a little better tine at our par- 
tics than we might reasonably cxpect. It 
hay be, on trying to find a reason for this 
phenoncnon, that it can be explained by the 
fact that we like our coripany! it IS a 
fact that we are always fortunate in our hosts
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and hostesses. Which is, after all, onc of 

the princ requisites for a successful party. 

Did we have a good time this time? Well, we 

liked our company, and we had our usual 

splendid luck in regard to our host and 

hostess-- yes, but did we have a good timc? 

Don't be foolish, haven't.we been trying to 

tell you, for half a page, that we had noth- 

ing clse but? 

What place -in our. lives docs-a-"hobby" 

Pies Horc is where we have the advantage 
of you, for i2st Sunday night (the 15th) we 
heard the opinions of some of our own Nen- 
bers on thei very subject. The general 
opinion we formei, after listening to a more 
or less jiearucd Giscussion of personal ex- 
periences uicie¢, that linc, is that a lifc, 
to be weli-balexced, must be enlivened by 
one.or mors hobbies. Hobbies may take al- 
Host-any form .=Hunting, kceping becs, 
music, photcsraphy, minerology, - many and 
varicd werc the ones brought to Light in 
the evening progran. Our own, by the way, 
is calling up people to ask for contribu- 
tions to the Elevator. We admit, however, 
that this verges almost on the point of 
being a life-vork. Your stanp-collector, 
on discovering a rare specinen to adorn 
his pages, knows no greater glee than that 
with which we pounce upon a bit of copy for 
this publication. We have not, however, as 
yet had to resort to the cstablishnont of 
a "ton-ycears-ago-today" section, for which 

all thanks shouid be rendered. Have we 
vanderca from the subject of hobbics? 
Well, “wandering’* is our: peculiar hobby.



We have lost one of our oldcst ncnubers 
by- the graduation of Malcolm Holzer, who con- 
picted his work here last Janucry, and has 
gone to his hone in-California, Mo. Henry 
Lix also graduated, but he is still with us, 
as he is doing graduate vork in the Uni- 
versity: se : 

We shall miss Malcoln; he has been with 
the Club for four ycars. . That makes hin al- 
nost a charter mamber, and makes hin con- 
pletely a figure in the future of our organ- 
izgation.=.He-is as surely a mcanber now as he 
ever was, for We shall not forget hin or his 
erforts in behalf ef the Club. : 

Just before going to press we learned 
that Gcorge. Berkericdicr has accepted a positior 

* ‘in Lafayette: High: School at St. Joseph; Mo., 
and’ will begin: his: new work Monday. We are 
sorry to lose. such: an active manber in the 
Club and.shail-tiiss: hin. We wish you success, 
George! agit ein’ 3 

_ Evidently ‘the muse has begun to work, for 
we are receiving poens! Below are samples 
Which should start’some of you to try your 
hand.: - pads 

i ae A SMILE. 

It Was only a. snhilc, but it meant to me 
That Which £ ne'er had know. 
For within that smile it was plain to see 
The loye that to-mc had been shown.
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Many a stile had been given to ne, 
Which I thought had been blithe and gay: 
Yet if Time and I could only foresee 
The events it suceeeds, I'd pray: 
"God grant me the strength that smile to 

: attain, 
And unto others its beauty ordain.” 

CAPERNICUS 

Who was he,. from unremenbered ages, 
Whose ever-living soul — . 

Scorned by all. ~~ oS ee ; 
'Gainst whose. tenets his own he did lay? : 

A voiee long quict, = 
Ere the praises were known to honor his truths 
Revealing this earth not as a universe alone, 
Unhanpered by Creation's final law;, ; 

But aS a-part cf. that great reain, - ae 
Completing its task in the rhythmical unity 
With other spheres of. the unlinited space. 

Wo nore doubt we his truths oF. 
As did that seething, squabbling screaming mass 
Within whose hands His life did lie; 
But hail hin as a nartyr, born. - 
To bring us light to see the life.of things. 

Yet after death no other epitaph could ; 
s 'dorn his grave, 

Save these few words; a prayer engraved: 
"T ask not the grace accorded to Paul, 
Nor that which was given to Peter; i 
But only the favour Thou gavest to hin-- 

- the thief on the cross." <= se 

---Erna Herrscher, '32. 

‘ Sh 
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OUR USE OF FREEDOM 

Liberty has been the heart of the dreams 
of suppressed peoples and enslaved individuals. 
That one needs only to achieye f.iberty for 
hurts to be saived and happiness to be re- 4 
stored-is the common idea. Almost any radical 
polititian will give voice to the general a 
view that lilerty is desirable in itself. - = 

One should not wish to disparage ; 
"libersy"”, the striving for which has re-: i= 
sultediin much progress and improvement in } 
social relations. But it is well to point ; 
out wherein our ideas concerning it are faulty.: 

"If we could only have freedom we could = - 
+ do so much more than we do now", is our i 

wail. Would we and could we, is the ques- 4 
tion.. John Locke has defined freedom as the | . 
equal ability to do or not to do a certain 
thing. Where these two abilities are un- 
equal the individual is under necessity. 
Do people fight for this position where 
they may choose to do one.or the other as 
they prefer? _Undoubtéddly, but they mistake . 
themselves When they. think they are fighting 
for liberty in itself. When people “strug- 

gle for liberty", they are, Tike “the Ameri- 
can Colonies or the inhabitants of preseyt- 
day Greenwich Village, trying to avoid some- 
thing, an oppressive government or disagree- 
able rules of conduct.” But there-is- no 
freedom from authority as.is~sometimes be-
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lieved. There is a rush from one authority to 
another. A people may exercise liberty in over- 
throwing a regal government, immediately sub- 
mitting to an anarchist. An individual may re- 
fuse to remain under moral rules, thereby plac- 
ing himself under the rule of physical de-+ 
sire, There is liberty undeniably. On the 
other hand; the choice may be for a better 
authority. Hence, liberty is seen not to pos- 
sess a value in itself, but only in so far 
that it may be used as a means toward improved 
conditions. 

The true use of liberty, then, is that 
wherein we use judgment in attempting to attain 
happiness and real welfare, not only for our- 
selves but for all people, since we are inex- 
tricably bound up in a society. And judicious 
reasoning is necessary; for freedom from such 
would make madmen and fools the only freemen. 

In order to permit us-to-grasp this idea 
of liberty in its larger. social-meaning, Dr. 
R. R. Nicbuhr, in -an address -upon this subject, 

_ has made the following Suggestion. The term 
"liberty" is not to be thrown away, but more 
emphasis is to be placed upon "the use of our 
interdependence”. Liberty still remains as 
the ability for. change and development, but 
the attention is focused upon the basis of the 
results desired and not upon the means by q 

* which either good or evil may result. To say 
to ourselves that we wish to exercise our in- 
terdependence correctly is much more suggest- 

» ive of the right line of action than to say 
that we wish to exercise our liberty. 

Sunday evening, March 8, mombers of the 
Club had an opportunity to refresh their mem- 
ories regarding the more familiar and often 
told Bible storics. Each member of the group
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took part in the unfolding of the various 
stories, one taking up the thread where the 
other left off. In this manner almost in ever} 
case the complete story was presented. One in- 
teresting part of the meeting was the bringing 
out of the fact that many of the members found 
that the telling was easier in German than in 
English, though they had not, perhaps, read 
them in that language for years. Draw your >. 
own conclusions; nay, 'tis an excellent oppor- 
tunity to moralize! 

SHE RODEO : 

Eleven of our group attended the annual 
Rodeo held at Hden Seminary the 2lst and 22nd 
of March. The program.of the two days con- 
sisted of addresses, forums, dramatics, fellow- 
ship periods, a banquet, and a musicale. With 
such an interesting. and varied program every 
one was assured an enjoyable time. 

The main theme of the conference was 
"Youth Questions Under the Christian Search- * 
light". This theme was discussed through 
the addresses and forums which unearthed and 
attempted to solve many ideas of vital qucs- 
tions confronting youth today. One of these 
addresses and forums was lcd by Rev. Ralph 
Abcle (one whom we all know, a "Mizzou-ian" 
once.) He very ably gave many pointers on 
how effectively leisure time could be spent. 
Rev. Geo. M. Gibson spoke on the "Modern 
Enphasis on Materialism"; and Dr. H. R. 
Nicbuhr spoke on "Our Use of Freedom". 

Besides food for thought there was af- 
forded food for the body also. This was had 
at the banquet Saturday evening accompanied by 
the Faen Quartette (a treat) and by community
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singing. 
New acquaintances were made and many old 

friends were seen again. 
If there nov remains a doubt as to whether 

a good timc was had by all, just ask one of the 
cleven who attended. 

tStudent Life in a Europcan university", 
was the subjcct of an cxtremcly intoresting 

* talk given by Dr. Hans Jenny to the Ivangel- 
ical Club Svnday cvening, March 15. A native 
of Switzcrland, Dr. Jenny was educated in the 
universities of Zurich and Leipzig and spent 
some time at the Sarbonne in Paris. Four years 
ago, hc camc to this country and to the Uni- 
versity of Missouri as a member of the Soils 
Department. Being gifted with a delightful 
sense of humor, he presented the dctails of 
foreign student life so interesting to stud- 
ents, in a manncr which made ‘the universal re- 
sponse at the icnd of his talk, “How short the 
hour has been!" ee 

EDITORIAL WwW: d We 
ee Ear 

I don't know.how you folks feel about it, 
but I want to go fishing. ‘What with all this 
splendid weather we have been having, the 
breeze- birds- warm air- green grass- flying 
geese, etc., it's getting to be about that 
time. This is the time when all zealous fisher- 
men get that burning of the feet, that buzzing 
in the ears, that far-away gaze that taken to- 
gether spell the longing to cool the feet in 
running water, to hear the reel buzz as a hig 
one takes the lure, and to watch with that rare 
thrill the magnificent leaps of the silver 
battler on the end of the line. I confess that
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I personally have gone so far as to construct 
in my mind the tale of the "big one that got 
away", and to exercise my scales every day so 
that they will be sure to record on the gen- 
erous side the weight of the ones that I hope 
won't escape. 

In my mind's eye, I have picked out the 
pool where I shall make my first cast, the 
same pool that has yielded me several fine 
large-mouths in the vast, the pool that I. 
hope can be persuaded to offer up a sacrifice 
to the gods of fishing this year on my first . 
visit to explore its cool green depths. 

There is a troubled ‘doubt in my mind, 
tho, as to thé present coolness or greenness 
of that pool, and whether it has any fish in 
it at all this year. You know, fishing has | 
been on the decline of late due to seining, 
gigging, and greediness, as well as to the 
pollution of the streams. Two men with a 
seine ean clean out all the fish in a two- 
mile strip of a small river with a thoro- - __ 
ness that effectually ruins that river as 
a fishing stream for as long as it takes to 
grow a new crop of fish- and that is a 
matter of years. Gigging, while not so 
deadly as seining, usually gets all the big 
ones, leaving no opportunity for sport for 
the angler. Greediness consists of taking 
all the legal limit of fish (and more) 
down to and below the legal size, and is 
just as deadly, if not as fast a means of | 
effectually cleaning out a river as I know. < 
Pollution is just like scattering poison- 
an excellent way of killing out all the .- 
Life in a stream or lake. 

By the use of a little common sense 
and svortsmanship all these things can be 
avoided, and it is with this in mind that
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this article is written as an appeal to the 
sportsmanship of all our readers. More than 
half of the readers of this publication are men 
of influence and standing in the community, and 
many of you are ardent fishermen- of fish as well 
as souls- and to you I need not point out that 
the gifts of God are not to be wasted, nor care- 
lessly used, but rather to be so conserved and 
considerately enjoyed that there may always be 
enough for all. To this end, it is not my pur- 
pose to appeal to you to assist in the reforma- 
tion of those who persist in misusing these 
gifts, for that is a task beyord our power. 

There are, however, many of those, who while good 
sportsmen enough at heart, simply do not realize 
the urgency of. the need for moderation in the 
taking of fish and game. These men, if show 
the facts, would respond quickly to an appeal for 

’ conservation, and standing together, would form 
a majority capable of forcing the game hogs to 
conform to. their standard. 

The need is especially urgent this spring, 
for the recent drought has killed off many fish, 
and made thé taking of others in the small : 
streams so casy that many men have been tempted 

, v0 excecd all reasonable. bounds in the matter of 
eatches. The few that are lcft are just about 
*(in the more favorable cases) cnough to serve as 
stock for the ultimate recuperation ef their 
numbers and size... One knows better than to ex- 
-peet the legislature to take adequatc steps in 

- the matter of reduced limits and closed scasons 
till the people have shown a willingness to co- 
operate; and besides, the legislature is there 
to enforce the will of the people, and if the 
people themselves take the necessary steps the 
legislature will not have to make any laws about 
ft. 

The outdoors and its attractions is one of 
the most potent gifts of God. I can not concecive
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of an existence barren of the open spaces and 

their inhabitants. The fish in the streams, 
and the animals in the woods were placed there 

for our use, but not for our abuse. A thing 
of beauty is a source of endless joy and plicas- 
ure forever, if not abused, misused, and 
ercedily driven out of existence. When that 
happens, it is a monument of disgrace to a 
lack of appreciation, and self-control con- : 
quered by blind greed. If the fish and game 
in themselves have no value for such people, . 

onc would expect the principle of the thing ~- 
to have. We are like a child confronted «~~ 
with a dish of .candy. We.teced, we gorge, 
with a sublime faith that there will in some 
mysterious way always be more. ‘When it is 3 
gone We wail and mourn in hurt surprise- 3 
not at our own fault, but at an unkind and : 
malcvolent fate that has wilfully deprived ; 
us of what has so long been free that we con- 
sider it as our just duc, instead of as a 
gift of price beyond our appreciation. _ J 

- Fo: you who love the out-of-doors. and 
the quict ‘and moderate enjoyment of its 
possibilities, I address an appeal that you 3 
will do all in your power, by cxample and 5 

by exposition to aid in the preservation 
of our wild life for the future years. The 
right to hunt and fish is inbred in our 
citizenship, and is an heritage that was 
handed down to us from our fathers, en- 
trusted to our care to be handed on in at 
least a good used condition to our sons for 

their enjoyment. 
It would not be too much to ask if we 

agree te limit ourselves for a time to 4 
catch of not more *han five pounds per man, 
or one fish of fir pounds or over with re- 
gacc -ic. treut. and b. sj) and mo fish to be
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taken or injured weighing less than one and one- 
half pounds of trout, bass, or channel cat. 1 
Five pounds of fish is all that the average fam- 
ily can consume while it is still fresh, and one 
can have a great deal of wholesome fun catching 
that amount, besides the glow of the knowledge 
that one is doing the sportsmanlike thing. 

It may be felt that there is no place fora 
discussion of this sort in our Elevator. To 
this I reply that.the issues at stake are matters 
of comunity interest and.as such concern every 
minister as a leader in comnunity life, and 

, every citizen as vital national problems. There 
{is something in the beauty of unspoiled nature 
that acts as a nositive force in the advance of 
jmorality and mental cleanliness- a force too 
great to be lightly discarded, a force that per- 
meates the life of every outdoor lover as an anti- 
dote to society's ills. JI say, in agreement with 
a great Eastern judge, that low morality and 
appreciation of the esscncc of Nature never ex- 
ist side by side in the same porson, this for the 
reason that thore is in the lattcr a greatness 
that forbids a smallness of any sort in company 
with it. The approach to perfection is never 
found outside of its influence. God is never 
'more clearly manifested than in the quict forest 

retreats. 
Due to the courtesy of the various sports- 

mens' associations and conservation committces, 
I am in the position to offer a good deal of in- 
formation regarding practical conservation. I 
shall be more than glad to offer any information 
that anyone may wish. If I can not answer your 
questions I will refer them to somconc that can. 
You need not even scnd the traditional stamped 
envelope for a reply. Any intcrest that will be 
evidenced will be morc than sufficient reward.
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Our trip to Fulton was drastically im- 
possible, as any one who got out in the snow 
about that_time will admit. However, we are 
hoping that by the third Sunday in April the 
weather man will graciously permit us to carry 
out our plans -to-a successful visit. Don't 
let yourselves be discouraged to the extent 
of not going on account.of last time's dis- 
appointment, but turn out in increased num+ 
bers for the event. As before, comainicate 
with Corine on the subject, and be sure to lct~- 
her know in plenty of time. Costs are reason-_. 
able, prospects are good, so let's not miss ; 
the opportunity to go. 

=e A- few sugsestions for the usc of leisure: 
For the tircd business man: go fishing. 
For the discouraged ministor: go fishing. 
For the praise-seckcr: go fishing. 
For the oil-well promoter: go fishing. 
For the rejected lover: go on fishing. 
For the pessimist: go fishing-and we . 

hope you fall in! 

ELM BARK NOTES 

1 ' Our’ cffort toward; the Student Chapel is 
meeting with a real response from the Elmhurst 
College -students, as evidenced by an article 
glcaned “from the Elm Bark, Elmhurst student 
publication. Are you all aware of the fact 
that the collections taken up cach Wednesday 
in the Lenten sorvices there are sent to us 
8s aontributions toward our fund? For this, 
as well as for the interest and cncouragcment 
the Elmhurst students have shown, it is evi- 
dent that we owe them a vote of thanks, which
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we hereby, offer, 

NEW TREASURER 

At a short business mecting following the 
service on March 8, Marvin Tvichaus was clectcd 
treasurer of the Club. Henceforth, all checks, 
contributions, etc., may be. sent .to him as the 
Club represcntative. 

Our former tréasurcr, as most of you know, 
has accepted a position in St. Joseph, HMo., 
which reminds us that the fora of the school 
ycar is near and the time for your .cqntributions 
is ditto. Marvin's address is the samc as 
George's was, so no difficulty should be ex- 
pericnecd in that respect. = 

ANNUAL YOUNG PEOPLE'S RALLY 
MAY 10~ ‘ 

Plans are being made for the ‘annual Central 
Missouri Young People's Rally of the Evangelical 
}churches to be held in Columbia on Sunday after- 
noon and cvening of May 10, 1931.- Rev. Ralph 
Abcole of St. Louis, former student pastor of the 
}congregation here, and Rev. Paul Wobus of Man- 
chester, Missouri, Will be the speakers for 

[ | the occasion. Instead of the usual games in 
the afternoon, there will be a definitely out- 
lined program with Rev. Wobus as the chief 
speaker, which will be followed by an evening 
program with Rev. Abele as the speaker. 

Members of the St. Louis Young People's 
Federation will be our gucsts on the week-cnd 
of April 25.and 26.
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Poctry Contribution for this Month. 

Attitudo 
: €onfiding, 

Deciding, 
Attaining in part; 
Re joicing, 
And voicing, 

: A gladness of heart; 

= Conniving, : 
Contriving, r 
But getting nowhere; 
And fretting, a bk 
Reerctting, : 
Inviting despair; 

: i- Yio Aoife on : 
Or ‘skow Life; 
£ Sin it-oF ldse; . : 
---Idcally y : 

: Not really, : 
it's easy to choose. 

---Rada Suna--- 

s ---00000--—



The. 

J. Curtis Lyter, M.D. 
Frisco BuILpInigy 

t SAINT Louis 

March 26, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, 
Wisconsin. 

My dear wr. Leopold: 

I received your letter 
of March 20, with the enclosure for which I 
am very grateful to you. 

My seed patches are not 
open to farming operations, neither are they 
open to grazing by stock. The patehes are 
entirely detached and for the past two years 
I have sown the Kaffir corn, instead of drilling 
it. It does not grow so large, but I think, 
on the whole, it produces about as many seed. 

To provide the quail 
a much better protection in time of severe 
snow and sleet, by being sown moderately thick 
it will bend down in December and in January, 
February and March it gives them a splendid pro- 
tection, at the same time furnishing food. 

After reading the pam- 
phlet, which you enclosed, I believe I will put 
some Ragweed seed among the Kaffir Corn and 
Millet. probably, by chance, my reservation 
is so arranged that we can afford to cultivate 
some small patches of Ragweed at appropriate 
places. [J am leaving tomorrow to go over my 
reservation and will probably arrange to have 
Kaffir corn, Millet, Ragweed and Pigeon's Grass 
all planted. 

My coveys have decreased 
about 75% during the last year and I feel that 
I: must make some heroic efforts to restore them. 
It seems, at the present time, that I have about 
forty or forty five coveys of very strong and 
healthy quail. JI believe the coveys will average 
about ten quail per covey. My own belief is that



the great shortage of quail in this part 
of the country is due to the heat and drought 
of last August and September. Up until about 
the middle of August we had an abundance of 
young quail, but in going over the reservation 
last fall I found very few. 

When the season opens this 
fall I will be glad to make any observations 
for you which you desire and which you think 
I am capable. In the meantime if your department 
developes anything which you think can be of 
help to me in rehabilitating my flack of quail 
I will be wore than obliged to you for the 
information. 

Hoping that this finds 
you well and assuring you always of my very 
kindest wishes, I an, 

Most sincerely yours, 

es ; 

JCL/HEF



J. Curtis Lyter, M.D, 
Frisco BUILDING 

SAINT Louis 

March 16, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Nr. Leopold; 

I wonder if you would 
be able to suggest to me the best seed to 
sow for my quail this spring. I read in 
some Du Pont literature that ordinary corn 
was the best seed for them through the é 
winter tire. If you agree with that I believe 
I will have some corn planted. 

I also have in wind 
‘ planting some Kaffir corn, some Millet and 

probably some Soy Beans. If it is not too 
much trouble I would like for you to give 
me your advise concerning this. 

With very kindest wishes, 
I an, 

Most sincerely yours, 

; = 

a: § 

JCL/ HEF 

Bo 3 =



Copies to Messrs. Grange 
Errington 

Mareh 20,1931 

Dr. J. Curtis Llyter 
Frisco Building . 
St. Louis, Missourt 2 

Dear Dr. lytere 

I have no convincing evidence for choosing between corn, 
kaffir and soy beans for quail food patches. 

Tae attached reprint of a paper by our quail fellowship here 
indfeates that mal learn to open corn Imesikes even when they are not 

opened by farmers, stock, or rabbits, although they do not learn this 
until pretty hard pinched. If your food patches are wholly detached 
from farming operations, this matter of opening would cause me to 
vrefer kaffir or cane. If, however, they are on going farms where the 
farmer might open and take part of the grain, I would think that corn 
is as good as any. 

Another question enters here, on which I would like the 
results of your exverience. A detached food patch is expensive to 
cultivate. The ideal grain for it would be one requiring a minimum 
of cultivation. I have always supposed that this gave the canes and 

kaffirs an advantage in such situations. Can you give me any light E 
on the extent of this advantace in your experience? 

If you use corn and if your land produces a good growth of 
the snall species of ragweed, it might be wise to omit the last 
cultivation in order to enhance the crop of ragweed seed. ‘There is 
no longer mech doubt that quail prefer ragweed seed to any grain. 

With best regards, 

Yours sin¢erely, 

ALDO LBOPOLD 
: In Charce, Game Survey :



Butler Apts, 
Columbia, Mo. 
2/28/31 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sirs 

Your letter bringing me the announcement of the pub- 
lications to be sent me is at hand. I consider it as splendid 
news, for it means that I am beginning to get hold of some- 
thing tangible in my search for a foothold in game management 
and administration. It is a vague undertaking to attempt to 
sift out the essentials from the ordinary Zoological course, 
and, I may add, a somewhat doubtful procedure. The contacts 
you are making for me are just what I have been lacking. I 
again express my appreciation of the interest you and others 
are taking in my enlightenment. 

As to your suggestion that I take the opportunity to 
present to the faculty the information that I have been re- 
ceiving, I have established a Conservation reserve in the Zoo= 
logical Seminar room for the use of the faculty and others in- 
terested, consisting of all the material I receive on conser- 
vation and game management. I have requested that the members 
of the faculty interested will give me their opinions on the 
various viewpoints expresse d in the material, and offer sug- 
gestions regarding additional information. I have been unable 
to talk the matter over with Dr. Curtis, as he has been away 
all this semester, but Dr- Woods and Dr. Bennet of the Zoo. 
dept-, have shown an interest in the theory, at least, in that 
they have presented the Ornithology course this semester, for 
the first time in years, and have usually been willing to talk 
things over with me, in so far as lies in their experience. 

As I mentioned above, I am a bit skeptical about the 
value of the college course in Biology as preparation for game 
management. I have inadverdently received a bulletin from the 
Game Conservation Institute, containing information regarding 
practical training in that line. Are you acquainted with the 
nature of the school- its worth and reliability? Their catalog 
tells me everything except whether the course really fits one 
for a position in practical game management. I am inclined to 
favor the idea, and from what I know of the school(from their 
bulletin) I am beginning to think that there is nothing I want 
more than their instruction. 

Which brings me to another vital, tho less pleasant 
question. If you permit, I shall become mildly confidential. 
That large and vital question is as follows. By Sept. of this 
year, I shall lack 12 hours of graduation. I shall also, how- 
ever, lack the proverbial red cent to enable me to continue. 
I have always intended to try to get a job teaching for a few 
years to renew my lean purse. I am married, so the situation 
becomes thoughtful. There are two courses open to me- that I
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can see- one is to teach, finish my requirements in summer sesa 
sions(getting my M-A- in about ten years) and, if I have any 
ambitions left, stagger on in the rear of the army of conser- 
vationists we shall have by that time, or go on teaching with 
my mind on what I would have liked to do- Do not misunderstand, 
I have my duty as a family head and as a citizen to perforn, 
and shall do so regardless. But perhaps you know the joy of 
doing work in which one is really interested. 

The other course is to find some friend of conservation 
willing and able to see me through the training at the Game In- 
stitute, on a proper repayment plan when I have found my job, 
to the extent of some five or six hundred per year. That last 
plan is one that has the point of permitting me to go on with 
no delay, and is the only feasible one I can evolve. Bank loans 
are possible, bué worse than useless, as the note would come 
due just when all the money had been spent, and none had yet 
begun to come in. 

There is one other possibility, more attractive, and 
more unlikely than the last, and that is to find a job in the 
Institute that would pay my expenses, or in some fbheld of game 
management that would give me the practical experience I need, 
with enough salary to pay living expenses. That is highly un- 
likely, however, as I have not the training to get such a job, 
at least as far as I know. 

What is your opinion, can the man to help me carry out 
proposition number two be found? Is the last plan conceivable? 
If so, practical? Could the proper man be convinced he was 
advancing Conservation, and not bestowing philanthrophy? 

Perhaps you see some more workable and satisfactory plan. 
If so, I shall be practically overcome with gratitude. 

All lightness aside, this thing is getting to be a serious 
problem. I may have been able to accept delay or defeat a year 
ago, but I am too wrapped up in this work to be able to take 
calmly ang suggestion of such nature now. I am a Conservation- 
ist, heart and if possible, body. It follows as aps matter of 
reason that I can never be anything else with any degree of 
comfort or success. Raised in the woods, to leave them with 
regret, and return at any and every opportunity, Mother Nature 
is in my blood. I have been accused of being a mystic in that 
regard, by people too thickly covered with civilization's 
sticky white-wash, but I am not. I am merely a lover of Nature 
and her children. 

= Lest you begin to think me a Social misfit as well, I 
stop to announce nyself, 

Sincerely yours, 

We O- NAGEL
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March 5, 1931 

Mr. W. 0. Nagel 

Butler Apartments 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Nagel: 

This Institute has been until recently a contributor to the 
Clinton School. About the only thing I can add to what you yourself 
can glean from their prospectus is that the course is mainly vocational 
or practical rather scientific, and that it covers principally arti- 
ficial propagation. What I mean by vocational is that the course tells 
a@ man what to do without going very deeply into the reasons for doing 
it. A graduate of the school is qualified to undertake the management 
of a game farm but hardly to administer wild game regources on large 

_ areas. 

As to finances, the Clinton School maintains a student loan 
fund which is designed to meet exactly your Icind of a case. 

I cannot give you any intelligent advice about going to Clinton 
without Imowing more about what you are headed for. Mere words do not. 
always accurately describe these things. Even if you wish to become a 
scientific game manager it would be an excellent asset to have taken 
the Clinton course, although the course alone would not make you a 

geme manager. In my own case I wish I had the advantace of that kind : 
of a course, 

I can think of no other suggestions which would be of value to 
you. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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February 20, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

Copy of your Game Survey of Missouri 

reached me sometime ago and I assure you I read it 
with the greatest of interest end pleasure, as it 
certainly seemed to cover every angle of the situ- 

ation. In fact it was so comprehensive and interest- 

ing I delayed forwarding it for a few days, in order 
to show two or three other people. One in particular 

a Mr. Scogland, who is Superintendent of Parks, and 

very much interested in such matters and quite well 

posted on same, and I have been trying through him 

to get the Department of Parks to set aside some of 

the wooded areas within the City limits for stock- 

ing purposes. 

I must advise that I delivered the 

copy of the Survey to Mr. Pritchart, our County 

Farm Agent, in good order. 

Again thanking you for forwarding 

this to me, I an, 

Very truly yours, 

" 

JHMc:HP A. McCord} Jr.



seats STATE OF MissouRI 

Goma Game AND FisH DEPARTMENT 
(ERY JouN H. Ross, COMMISSIONER 
Se JEFFERSON CITY 

MARTIN A. LEWIS, Jr. 
CHIEF OF PARKS AND GAME PROPAGATION 

February 19, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

Some time ago I had my automobile stolen from the 2 
Capitol grounds in this city. In the car I had a largevamount 
of material used in travelling over the state, As I was just 
preparing to leave on an outstate trip, there was more than 
ordinarily in it. Among the things I had there was the report 
you sent us quite a while ago of the results of your game 
investigation in Missouri. We had not looked over this book 
as much as we would have liked, and we were anxious to keep 
it in our files. 

A short time later when the car was found, there was 
nothing in it at all, And I am wondering if you could possibly 
furnish this department with another. I don't want you tw go 
to any extra trouble, but if it is convenient we would certainly 
appreciate another copy. 

With very best regards, I am 

incerely yours, 

s es 

artin A, Lewis, Jr., 
Chief of Parks & Game Propagation



Feb. 25, 1931 

Mr. Martin A. Lewis, dr. 

Game and Fish Department 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Lewis: 

I am very sorry to say that I have no extra of the 
Missouri report other than my own file copy. ‘There is one copy 
nor in cireulation among certein sportsmen in the state, but I - 
have already promised it to the Knapp Foundation, who wanted a 

copy. 

The only thine I can think of 1s for you to borrow the : 
University's copy when they are not using it. I am not sure 
that they know -vhere their copy is, however. I sent 1% to 
President Brooks with the request that it be circulated among a 
selected list of the faculty. 

Tae printed report on all eight states will be off the 
press within a month, ani you will of course receive a copy. 
This, however, will contain not quite as mach detail about 
Missouri as the original mamscript on the state. 

I appreciate your interest in the report ani wish I could 
supply yous 

; Yours sincerely, 

: AEDO LEOPOLD : 
In Charge, Game Survey



4 Butler Apts, ap 
Columbia, Mo. 

2/14/31 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Roon 404, University Ave Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir; 

I have your favor of the tenth in hand, and have already 
communicated with Dr- Hunt as you suggested. 

I do not believe that I have a chance at the scholarship, 
because I shall lack some 12 hours of graduating by Sept. 1- I 
have all my Zoology credits for my major completed, however, so I 

have taken the chance. 

I have also received an announcement from the DU PONT Com- 
pany stating that they are sending m® their publication at your 

suggestion. I wish to expres my gratitude for your efforts to help 

me get started on the right track. I am following your suggestions 

in regard to my reading, and find it extremely instructive. 

There is now a bill before the Missouri Legislature for a 

new commission and state lawe That is a help, of course, but I can- : 

not convince myself that much immediate good will be done by legis- 

lation. We need a “Williamston Plan" here. The local sentiment is 
changing, however, and I have great hopes the we will soon have a 
system of game aid unhampered by politics. 

There seem to be two schools of thought on the subject. One 

is that conservation is best in the hands of the Biological Survey, 

and the other that conservation must be the work of the sportsmen 

‘and the farmers. I am inclined to the latter view,(under expert sup- 

ervision) if it can be doné that way. d 

i am taking the Ornithology course this semester, and shall 

follow it up with a course in research problems- I rather incline to 

the Prairie chicken problem, as it is a serious one, demanding im- | 

mediate attention. 

Thanking you again for your encouragement and assistance, I 

am, 

sincerely yours,



T. M. WALKER, PRESIDENT L. H. WALKER, CASHIER ©. E. GRECIAN, SEC’y-TREAS. 

WALKER INVESTMENT COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS EXCHANGE BUILDING 

210 WEST EIGHTH STREET 

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI nee 

January 31, 1931. yor 

WA > 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

x I have forwarded your report of game survey to Mr. J. 
Hamilton McCord, St Joseph, Mo., and have acknowledgement 
from him of its receipt. I loaned the report to my hunting 
partner, Mr. Harry Shuttee, and he delayed returning it 
to me until a few days ago--thus causing delay of considerable 
time since I finished reading it. 

I enjoyed reading the report, and learned some interesting 
things about game in Missouri. I want to thank you very 
kindly for the privilege of reading it. 

Mr, Shuttee and I kept a sort of dairy, or notes, of our 
hunting trips this past season, and I forwarded to you 
recently an accurate statement of sex raito, some time ago. 

As stated in a previous letter, we found only about one-third 
as many quail, on the same grounds, as we did during the 

1929 season in Cedar, Henry and St Clair counties. We flushed 
55 covtes, in all, but some of these were the same covies 
flushed in previous trips over the same grounds, and I would 

estimate that not over 40 covies were found, net. 

No, we did not hear of anyone finding addled eggs. Most of 
the farmers we talked to attributed the shortage of birds to 
the severe winter, and some thought the drought during the 
summer did more damage than the winter, basing their belief 
on the fact that they saw more birds early in the summer 
than they did in the fall. 

This has been an exceptionally mild winter, and we beleive 
there was enough birds left this fall to predict more birds 
next season (if a good hatching season is had) kaxpradkak 
Manexbiviuxkhinxysurxkhnanxtaxk than this past season. 

Practically all the covies we found were (in the early part 
of the season) full covies of from 12 to 15 birds, and they 

were all strong, well grown birds--no late hatch apparantly. 

Yours truly, a4 ee ee . cs wy



Butler apts 

: Columbia, Mo. Y, 

: 1/18/31 eee 

a} 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

Your kind letter of the sixth received, It was a great 

encouragement to me, perhaps the more so in that I have been 

meeting with a series of obstacles in the line of little interest 

and poor etudy possibilities. The political situation is espec- 

jally annoying, the programs being at the mercy of politicians 

and uninformed men in charge. 
As far as I have been able to ascertain, there is no 

course in mammalogy obtainable, so I shall have to carry on my 

work in that line independent of my regular school work. There 

is a course in Ornithology in this institution that I shail 

take in the coming semester. Heology will have to be obtained 

independently with mammalogy. I shall begin my senior year in 

the University this semester, so I shall have quite a while to 

study before I can obtain a position in game management. It 

may well be that opportunities will soon present themselves 

along the line of better curriculae and trained instructors, 

so that I shall yet have a chance at specialized training, In g 

the mean-time, I am reading all the matter I can obtain re- 

garding conservation. 
The "Field and ¢tream", "Outdoor Life", and National 

Sportsman" magazines form a part of my regular reading toget- 

her with books such as Chandler’s "Parisitology", books on 

animal diseases, and all references to the subject of the 

rabbit disease known as Tularaemia that I can obtain. Any 

references you can give me will be greatly appreciated and 

duly read. 
I suppose there is little chance for me to get into 

some practical apprenticeship work at present? This would 

be of great value in shoWing me just what needed to be 

emphasized in my graduate work, beside supplementing a 

purely theoretical knowledge. 
I am, I confess, wholly at sea in regard as to the 

obtaining of a position in my chosen line, and ac to the 

best method of procedure during the next year or tWo. Ad- 

vise on this subject is unobtainable from any source avail- 

able here. I shall have to teach at least two years before 

I Gan complete my work, and during that time, I beg that 

you will keep my probleme in mind, suggesting to me the 

things you think I should know and do. I am heart and soul 

a@evoted to conservation of our wild life, and my greatest 

desire is to assist in preservang them from destruction. 

Thanking you again for your interest, I remain 

Yours sincerely, 

| wh 0. Nagk
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421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 22, 1931 

Mr. Werner 0. Nagel 
Butler Apartments 
Columbia, Missourd 

Dear Mr. Nagel: : 

The Missouri report was sent to the then President 
Brooks with the request that it be routed to the following 

. faculty members: i. F. Miller, H. A. Kruselmpf, I. Haseman, j 
Frederic Danlap, Rudolph Bennet, W. C. Curtis, A. H. Woods, 

: LR. Grinstead, ani A. A. Jeffrey. Perhaps the President's 
secretary would Imow the present whereabouts of the report. 

“American Game" has more management material in it 
than the other sporting magazines which you mention. Possibly 

you could the University to take “American Game" because of 
Dr. Curtis's present activity fia organizing a game research 
committee of the National Research Council. 

~ I am inclosing some reprints of recent game articles 
; by myself and the fellows. ‘ 

Yours sincerely, 

AIDON LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



Copy to Mr. Davis 

the 

N21 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Jamary 7, 1931 

Mr. Anirew Broolcs 
Doniphan ; 
Missourt 

Dear Andrew: 

We had a pleasant an uneventful trip home and are nor ; 
all batk with our noses to the grimistone. 

On analyzing the weights of the 40 quail we brought home 
I was surprised to find that the majority of the birds bunch up 
inte two clagses. One class in the neighborhood of 6-3/10 ounces : 
represents over 50% of the total, ani evidently constitutes the 
young birds. Another class, rumning around 7 ounces, constitutes 
over 40% of the total, and evidently represents the old birds. 

If this conjecture holds soot, the simple weighing of 
the quail will constitute a depeniable method of determining what the 
quail crop was during the particular year in qestion. ‘This year in 
the neighborhood of our cabin the crop of young birds was evidently 
only abort equal to the hold-over old birds. 

Unfortunately I 214 not make this analysis until after 
the birds had been picked and sicinned, go I cannot check by the plum 
age whether the first class seems to be young or old. I do know 
that the tw classes have nothing to do with sex, sinée cach sex shows 
the same rule as above laid dom. 

It would be extremely interesting from the stanfpoint of 
game managenent to further verify this theory. Accordingly, if you 
happen to have any occasion to do any more shooting, I would grestly 
appreciate your getting accurate weichts on each bird ant setting it 
down, together with the sex. ‘eichts should be to the nearest tenth 
of an ounce. Any good reliable mail scales ought to be mitable. 

I am simply making this sugzestion on the chance that you 
night be making another mnt. I do not, of course, want to sugzest 
‘that you go out for this purpose, I will seni you the comlete dope 
later whether or not you are able to add any additional figures to it. 

In case in your earlier shooting you got any sex tallies, 
I would appreciate getting the card. Of course I have the record for : 
all the quail we killed on our trip, which came out 38 cocks and 22 hens. : 

: Yours sincerely,
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Copies to: Dr. Curtis : 
Mr. Grange 

42h Chemistry Building 
Madison, Yisconsin 
Jamary 6, 1931 

Mr. Yorner 0. Bagel 
Butler Avartaents 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear li. Kagel: 

I em mmch intereste? in your desire to stufly come manage- 
nent, on I wish I were able to clive you an unqualified answer as 
to what to stuiy as preparation. I have been trying to get some 
of our fellows to express their opinions oni this question in pub- 
lished form, but none of then have as yet done so. 

All of your works 50 far ta to the point. the following 
additions oeeur te met : 

(1) Mathematics. At some tine or other sequaint yourself 
with the theory of statistics, insinding the theory 

. of probabilities. : 

(2) Unless you have alrea@y a working knowledce of soil, 
I would try to get it. 

(3) Roology. This fs of course the rock botten of game 
tonagenent, but many kinis of courses are offered 
unier this save name. ‘hke any which you think are 
founiational for cave management. 

: T assume you have a working Imovledce of field ornithology 
and mammalogy. This can rarely be obtained in classrooms except 
from the purely taxonomic side, but is essential for the purpose 
in hand. 

These sugzestions are necessarily offered in the dart: 
The only real way for me to be of service to you is to arrance for 
you to meet personally somebody who is competent to diseuss this 
natter with yous It is not impossible that in counsetion with Dr, 

: Curtis's proposed program of game research Mr. W. Bs Grange of the 
Us. Se Biological Survey may visit Columbia. 50 not miss an oppor- 
tunity to question him porsonally. : 

Aside from your formal courses, your general reading is 
very important. If you can clive me a list of what you recularly 
read, I might be able to make some sugzestions for alfitions. :



I ao not expect that you will find this letter satisfactory. 
Keep in touch with me from time to time and I will be clad to be of 
any service to you that is within my ower 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey : 

ik :
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TENTH AND MCGEE Streets P HOTEL KANGAS CITY, MissouRr 

EPR Dee 31, 1930 

Mr Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wic. 

Dear Mr Leopold 

Again referring to yours of the 23rd: 

; Cen you mail me several copies of the booklet American Same Policy. 

Ga? I would like a dozen if possible to hand out. Also would like to 

get ahold of the proceedingsof this meeting to see what if any of 

the program was brought about. 

We have already zadopted certain plans outlined in 

this policy; viz the leasing of privatly owned land and the stocking 

of same. We have about 10,000 acres actually under control on a 

ten year lease and we are now raising money to stock this with quail 

pheasant and turkey. The land is south of the Osage river in central 

Missouri Ozarks, an ideal country for game propogation. 

My job is to sell the memberships, which we have 

decided to price at $85 each, with dues of $20 a year. Cheap enough 

I think edhe Sdering we agree to spend $65 of the amount in game 

propogationt{ti iN Mr Frank DeCou, former chief of wardens of 

a t: Maser Game and Fish Department, is our 

‘ vi } ES ae president and he says he remembers having met 

{ pik a if me oupersonally some place. Thanks. 
Pied 3) Brads | & te eetia!, Wh Dafoe 
BU ERE TONY, 

PEEP DR Ty ena 
Kansas City’s Newest and Largest



Dec. 23,1930 

Mr. We R. Draper 

Pickwick Hotel 
Tenth and MeGee Streets 
Kansas City, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Draper? : 

I am meh interested in your game management venture in the 
' ‘Ovzarke. 

By all means your first move, if you have not done so, is to 
order a copy of 
This 1s about to come off the press of Charles Seribners Sons. It 
represents a complete treatise on quail management. 

There is no reliable up-to-date treatise on turkey management, 
The best paper I Imow of is "The Wild Turkey at Woodmont,” by E. A, 
Quarles, American Game, July 191%. You can get a copy of this from 
the American Game Protective Association, 233 Broadway, New York City. 
I am putting down you name to receive a copy of the report of the 
game survey of the north central recion,which will be off the press 
about March 1. T‘also have a typewritten report on Missouri, but I 
have no extra copies. ‘The University and the Game Department seach 
have copies, in case you should be able to visit their offices for 
the purpose of reading it. 

I enclose a copy of the Game Policy to which the article in 
Time referred. 

I am amxious to keep in touch with your venture, and wish you 
every success, I think there 1s an excellent opportunity for private 
initiative in practicing game management anf selling the resulting 
shooting privilezes. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Dee 19, 1930 

Mr Aldo Leopold, Chief of Game Survey, 

American Game Survery, Madison, Wisc. 

My dear sir: 

In Time I see a brief statement credited to yourself: 

"let farmers be game keepers." The writer is member of the Ozark 

Game Preserves association, an organization having leased the hunting 

: privieleges on some 20,000 acres of rough land in the Ozark hills ; 

our plans being to raise quail, pheasant, wild turkey, for hunting 

by our own members. : ‘ 

We are now studying the best plan of raising this game-- 

that is the modus operandi. Whether to have our own game refuges 

scattered here and there through the premises, or to make a deal with 

native farmers to raise the game for us, and if so on what basis. 

Would much appreciate some reports of the American Game Surwey as 

it may give us some suggestions on the plan. 

_ What do you think of our idea for creating a private 

hunting 2gaeibroinite leasing and raising of our own game. 

ote Sincerely, 

OREN. 29 
WRD/m\{\ raat } < ee te. Ht Fi hin Ff 

Y ieee A 1 
gal Rr a Raebenhs be | 

foe ie 
SOT es AN Pee 

Kansas City’s Newest and Largest
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Dee. 4,1930 

Mr. Frederic A. Dunlap 
State Yorester 
Columbia, Missouri r 

Dear Mr. Dunlap? ; 

While I was working in Missouri you permitted me to use 
in my Missouri report your figures in the loss in farm area for 
the census period ending in 1925. You asked me, however, not to 
publish this mterial without further advice. 

I have now compiled it in the form of a map, covy of 
which is inclosed herewith. The use of classes rather than exact 
figures to designate the status of individual counties I hope 
removes what was worrying you, namely the possibility of small 

i individual errors. In any event I would like your permission to 
publish this map in conjunction with the following textual comment: 

“Missouri and Indiana will serve as samples to illustrate : 
the magnitude of the reversion process. Map 91 shows the net 
gain or loss in fam area for each Missouri county during the 
eensus decade ending in 1925. Yach figure iniieates thousands : 
of acres gained or lost. The trend may be summarized: by saying 
that except for two urban counties adjacent to St. Louis and 
Kansas City, only three Missouri counties showed a net gain in 
farm area. ‘The 78 remaining counties lost from a few acres to 
over 50,000 acres each during the 10-year period. In brief, 
the losses run ag high as &,000 acres per county per year, or 
50 farms. 

"In Indiana between 1910 and 1925, 18 southern counties lost 
an aggregate of 105,000 acres in farm area. From 19 to 7 per 
cent of these 18 counties now constitutes woodland and waste- 
lané. The less ran as high as 3,000 acres per county per year, 
or 18 farms." 

I wish to publish this mterial in my "Report on a 
Geme Survey of the North Central Region," copy of which will of 
course be sent you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Dictated by Mr. Leopold, 
but signed in his absence. :



a ne ft STATE OF MISSOURI “Vv : 

ey Game AND Fish DEPARTMENT or : 
res JOHN H. Ross, COMMISSIONER 
Ses 7 JEFFERSON CITY 

MARTIN A. LEWIS, Jr. 
CHIEF OF PARKS AND GAME PROPAGATION 

November 17, 1930 

Wr. Aldo Leopold a 5 z 

421 Chemistry Building ; 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The information asked for in your recent letter is enclosed. I hope 

the same will arrive in time for your use. 

I do not know whether or not I will attend the American Game 

Conference the first of the month, but should I not, I would like to impress 

upon you the sinceréty of this department in cooperating in every way and hope 

that you will make it a point to report such for us to your friends whom 

you may come in contact with. 

We have had a most successful year in the department in the propagation 

of pheasant, turkey and deer. I claim it is just about en a par with last 

year. However, we started a number of small game farms and several refuges 

that will, of course, materially assist in the production of quail. It 

seems to me,Mr. Leopold, that one of the major things at the present time 

is closer cooperation between the states. If there were three or four men 

at the present time whose duties it would be to arrange the logical propagation 

effort for the states, that is to see that the right game is being propagated 

for the right country, I think it would be a fine thing. 

At the present time a large percent of our departments are operated 

by political appointed individuals who know but little of the actual conditions 

and most of them would welcome advice and help in planning their programs, Zz 

pelieye. I have not seen a way to finance such, but I truthfully believe 

it would be of untold benefit. 

If there is any way that we can be of service to you in our work, 

please do not hesitate . We greatly appreciate the courtesy extended us and 

hope by the end of the next Legislature we will be able to conduct a survey 

in keeping with your outline. However, if such meiteralizes we will be glad 

to communicate with you, of course, regarding the same. 

: Sincerely yours, 

Chief of Parks & Game Propagation



ee oe  Baport on Wo. Cont. Reston 
: . (Chapter XIT ©" 

oo _ Status of Game & Fish Law Enforcement © ae 

ae Arrests Convictions No of Senvickhink 

State Year (o.) Gio.) (Par Cent) Gounties Per County 

uinnesota | “192k 2,070 1,992 96 87 aS if 

| Wie¢onsin 1926-7 1,220 1,121 92 Tie 15.8 

Michigan 1928 3,860 3,512 3) 83 jee HORS 

Towa: 1925 783 723 “92 99 We 

"Tlineis seat pera ee woman ero pusge 102 5 oe 

.  Inddans 1928 2,631 2,72. - oh 92 2608 

Ohio Se es Peete pas 88 ae me 

Missourt = ut IHL 1 89 7 odes 

The above inforuation represents the latest information which I mae 

heve in my files and is to be published in the chapter on state geme adminis- 

tration in my report on the north centrel region. re you have more up-to-date 

information which you would prefer to have ma use, I would appreciate your = = 

substituting it and returning to me the inclosed extra copy of the table. 

Thanking you far your cooperation, : 

; Yours sincerely, ; : 

ALDO LEOPOLD : 
_ In Gharge, Game Survey



i GAME SURVEY ee 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD ~ 

MADISON, WISCONSIN —o 

Nov. 5, 1930 a é 
ei 2 Z = J ; 

/ ae g 

Mr.-Martin A. Lewis, Jr. e 
Game & Fish Commission 

Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Martin: 

In writing up my report on the Game Survey of the North Central 

Region, I find that I am short of information on the statute, if any, 

governing trespass by hunters in your state. What I refer to is a 
statute requiring the hunter to obtain the landowner's permission before 

hunting on his land. 

Would you be so kind as to send me brief answers to the following 

questions? 

(1) Have you any such statute? oo 

F 
(2) What year was it passed? WA a a - 

(3) Please quote briefly its most essential provisions. 

i t fh 

ee I toh l. LY> eas f tg 

os. Att =e 

I will appreciate your cooperation in furnishing me this information. 

Yours sincerely, / 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
po In Charge, Game Survey 

: —] = } 
A) 4 é [ 

j 
SF 

Ov



i Copy to Messrs. Olin : 

Tov. 22, 1930 

Mr. Martin A. Lewis, Jr. - 
Chief of Parks & Game Propagation 
Game and Fish Department 

' Jefferson City, Missourt 

Thanks for your cordial letter of November 17. 

I hope you will call on me for any help I can render in cetting 
Missouri started on technical game work. You are fortunate to have 
as a starter ao man of such wide practical experience as Mr. Hunt. 

: I hope that in some way you will use the University, becouse it is 
my experience that within a short time of any wholly infepenient 
effort by the Department, it would find itself buying exvensive 
facilities which already exist at Columbia. 

It is gratifying that you sec so cleorly the need of exchanzing 
experience as between states. If Missouri feels the need of such 

an exchange, do not forget that the U. 5S. Biological Survey is at 
least partially prepared to render such services. Mr. WY. 3. Grange, 
who supervises our fellowships, would probably be available to you 
upon request of the Chief of the Survey. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey



- UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY Ba 
WASHINGTON, D. C. ( 

ADDRESS REPLY TO z 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

ANG: HERERI 30. October 15, 1930. 
GP=Z 

Drainage 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In further reference to your request for data in regard 
to drained areas which might be reclaimed, I desire to state 
that I have received the following information from our U. S. 
Game Protector Harry Barmeier, with headquarters at St. Louis: 

Marias Croche Lake in St. Charles County, about two miles 
northeast of St. Charles, Missouri, was drained this last sum- 
mer, but Mr. Barmeier believes that it will be impossible to 
keep sufficient water off of it when there are heavy rains to 
make it valuable for agriculture. It is over two miles long and 
parallels a highway. It has been estimated that 5000 waterfowl 
were reared on this little body of water in 1929. It is believed 
the lake can again be made a waterfowl haven by merely closing 
up the culvert under the railroad bank which carries off the 
water. 

I inclose maps supplied by Protector Barmeier. 

ie yours, 

Talbott Denmead, 

Inclosure 9362 Acting U. S. Game Conservation Officer.
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STATE OF MISSOURI _ 

GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT 

DELPH SIMONS, ComMIssIONER 

Ee 
ukehuae JEFFERSON CITY 

CHIEF OF PARKS 

October 9, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

In Charge, Game Survey 

421 Chemistry Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I wish to beg your pardon for the long delay in 

answering your letter, but I have peen out of town so much 

and so very busy that I just haven't been able to sooner. 

I have marked and changed the figures on the 

Ringneck pheasant distribution so as to make them nearer 

correct. I don't know where you received the information 

Pg about the 6,894 pheasants distributed in 1927 as only the 

end | eggs were sent out that year. 

Regarding the cost will say the eggs have 

averaged thirty cents each and the birds around an 

verage of 50S each. & S 0 

The Game and Fish News has been discontinued by 

this department, but we are peing given a four page space 

in the Midwest Sportsman of Kansas City, Missouri, which 

magazine took over the Game and Fish News. 

Sincerely yours, . 

ae. 
= LV se - 

Lin! SY of Fee hati ye? 
= 

Chief of Parks and Refuges



Mr. Delph Simons, Commissioner 
Missours Game & Fish Department 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Simonat : 

Attached are three incomplete tables for publication in ay 
north central report. : 

The tables on plantings of pheasants and Hungarians are, I 
think, as complete as the available records sllow. It is barely possible, 
however, that you or your staff have dug out something since, in which. 
event I would appreciate any corrections or additions you can make. 1 
would also appreciate verification of the 1930 figures, which I obtained | 
second-hand from the Du Pont Bulletin. : E 

the third table, on costs, gives a cost calewlation for Michi« 
gan. In the event you have mde any similar calowlations for Missouri, 
I would be glad to publish them if you will send me the caloulation in 
sufficient detail for me to see how it was derived. 

Thanking you for your cooperatin, 

Yours sincerely, : 

ALDO TEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey 

P.S. I would be glad to receive any printed reports you have issued since 
my vieit, and I would also like to receive the Missouri Game & Fish News. 

I have forgotten the subscription price ant would be plassed to have you 
bill me for my subseription. If you can start my subsoription by furnishing 
back mmbers since March, so mech the better. 

I vemedber with pleasure the coriial cooperation of yourself 
and your steff during my Missouri work. 

Aloe
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STATE OF MISSOURI 

GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT 

DELPH SIMONS, GoMMISSIONER 

JEFFERSON CITY 
J. O. COTTLE 

fee Warsaw Mo. Sept.10/30 

Aldo Leopold ° 
Madison Wis; 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Your letter was forwarded to me and I missed it and it 
just caught up with me this week, 

In looking over your Predator map I think there are wolves in more Counties 
in my territory than shown if I understand the markings, 

In at least one half of the counties in my territory south of the Osage 
River there are wolves and in some of them quite a few, 

I am sure that your maps are going to be very interesting and instructive 
to the sportsmen that are interested enough to study them. 

I am affraid there are not as many Quail as I thot there were earlier in 
the season. I am going to take a good dog or two and investigate in a few of the 
counties where they wer hurt the worst in the bad weather, but I dont see any 
thing like the coveys I did at this time last year. 

It seems to me that I get more on hand than ever all the time and I get so 
far behind I-sometimes think I will never catch up. 

Hoping that you are well and that I may see you again some of these days 
and thanking you for the information you have so kindly given me I am 

Sincerely Yours 5 

& We /} a / f | 
3  FPEBAF UA 

My present permanent address is now : 
Aldrich Mo. If you should desire to 
reach me.



Sept. 23,1930 

Mr. Ee Le Schofield 
Aldrich 

4 Missouri 

Dear Mr. Schofield: 

The predator map does not attemt to locate the 
counties in which wolves oceur. ‘The symbols on wolves are 
estimates of wolves per township and make no attempt to 
show where wolves are found. 

: What I particularly desired was for you to mark any 
additional counties you know of where gray foxes are found. 

_ _.1 am sorry to hear that the quail crop does not 
look quite so good. 

With best wishes, 

= Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD : 
In Charge, Game Survey ‘



Sept. 9,1930 

Mr. E. L. Schofield 
Buffalo . 

Missouri 

Dear Mr. Schofield: 

Can you give me a rough idea of the price paid farmers 

for live rabbits at shipping points like Versailles and Otterville? 

I neglected to get this figure:during my game survey and would like 

to inelude a rough idea of it in my report, especially for contrast 

with the 25¢ paid for dead rabbits at the meat shipping points in 

the Springfield region. , 

With kindest regards, = 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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STATE OF MISSOURI 

GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT 
DELPH SIMONS, GoMMISSIONER 

JEFFERSON CITY 
JOHN H. ROSS : 
CHIEF OF WARDENS 

Aldrich Mo. Sept. 29/30 

Aldo Leopold 
Madison Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Your letter was not forwarded to me and I was 

in the South East part of my territory for over two weeks, 

j In regard to the price of Live Rabbits it runns from 25 to 

e 35 cents at those points, While the price of dead Rabbits 
occasionly rvaches 25 cents it is more of the time 10 to 15 . 
while the live Rabbits bring the same all the time, 

We are having a very successful year in most all ways, but 
I am affraid we are going to realize that the cold weather 
that you knoa all about will cut the Quail crop very materialy 
in some sections, é 

We are having a glorious fall after one of the worst droughts 
wevever experienced in this country. 

Hoping that your work is progressing satisfactorily and your 

health is good I beg to remain 

Sincerely Yours , . 
/) fit } Ew) Mehdprté 

eh * 

Field Warden ~ 3 

Aldrich Mo. 
My Permanent Adress,
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STATE OF MISSOURI 

GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT 

DELPH SIMONS, GoMMISSIONER 

JEFFERSON CITY 
MARTIN A. LEWIS, JR. 

CHIEF OF PARKS 

August 7, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

421 Chemistry Bldg 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We have investigated all thet we can with the 
records available, but do not find that Missouri imported 
any Mexican quail prior to 1926. Therefore, we presume 
the only quail purchased by this department was during 

the ye:rs 1926, 1927 and 1928. 

Singgrely yours, SS 

ate : 
Martin A. LeWis, dr., 
Chief of Parks and Refuges



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE me 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FH-Z June 11, 1930. 

z ye" wit wy a 
oO 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, ge Ee 
421 Chemistry Building, PO ere via 

\ Madison, Wisconsin. A ai 

Dear Leopold: 

Mr. Stoddard has handed me the copy of your Survey of Missouri and 

we will see that it reaches the various people mentioned in your memorandum 

of May 14. In reading it over I felt enough interest in the following 
points to desire to comment upon them. 

Page 40.- Mention is made of stomach examination and the difficul- 

ties connected therewith. In such cases, we will be glad to examine 

stomachs for you in reasonable numbers. 

Page 47.- The buck brush you mention so far as I know is not a 

favorite food of any wild creatures. The red berries seem to hang on the 

plant until they completely dry up, an indication that they are not much 

cared for. 

Page 64.- I think that every time you can take a rap at the idea of 

harmful inbreeding occurring in a state of nature, it will be for the good 
of the cause. You did not make so positive a statement on this page as on 

pages 145-146 relative to the prairie chicken, but there would sean to be 
no more danger of inbreeding of quail than of the latter bird. 

Page 74 and following.- It would seem that Missouri would be an 

excellent site for a study of the cotton-tail rabbit as a game animal, and 

I see no reason why studies such as the S.A.A.M.I. is supporting should be 

restricted to game birds. 

Page 91.- You mention the need here of a waterfowl survey of the 

State as a basis for a refuge program. I may say that the Biological 

Survey once made a practically complete survey of all bodies of water in 

Missouri. A report was prepared for publication but like many others has 

been terribly delayed. I+ will be out sometime but its progress might be 

hastened by a request for it by outside sources. Besides this work we have 

surveyed during the past year ea number of localities in Missouri as possible 

sites for Federal migratory bird refuges. : 

Page 103.- The principal suggestion for the study in Missouri up to 

date has been for one relating to quail, but it seems that turkey would be 

a much better suggestion in view of the attention that is being paid to 

the quail in other localities. There might, therefore, be one made of 

turkeys and one of rabbits which should make Missouri feel that it is 

receiving due attention. :



A. Le . 

Page 143.- You are particularly justified in protesting against the 
attitude of regarding the position of the prairie chicken as hopeless. It 
has always seemed to me that fran its known tendencies to tame that the 
prairie chicken was a particularly favorable subject for game management 
and propagation. I have encountered the same attitude toward the bird in 
localities where it was scarce, the feeling seeming to be that we might as 
well have the fun of shooting them out as they will never cane back any- 
way. I hope this attitude is never accepted in the case of any of our game 
birds. 

Page 190.- The International Harvester Company tract in Dunklin 
County has been offered to the Biological Survey and has been inspected both 
by land valuation and biological survey representatives of the Bureau. Like 
other information about potential refuge sites, this should be regarded as 
confidential. . 

Page 202.- The substitute for Osage hedge should be a fruit-bearing 
| plant which would give a combination of food and shelter. I would suggest 

buckthorn Rhamnus cathartica as a plant with which to experiment. 

I notice you refer to a publication on the north central group of 
States and I should think it might be desirable to publish summaries of 
individual State reports. 

. 
% 

I am inclosing copy of a paper which may not be absolutely up to date 
in all places but will serve to show the general nature of the manuscript. 
This is one that has been knocking about since 1925 and seems to have less 
chance of publication now than at first. I shall be glad to have your views 
on this subject, and I may say that the point about it that is particularly 
criticized now is the estimate of damage by different forms of wild life. 
To me it seems that this side of the case is more tangible and safer to 
reduce to figures than the estimates for food habits and recreational values. 
In any event I shall be glad to have your comment on the paper which please 
return. 

Sincerely, 

W. L. McAtee 
In Charge 

Incl. B=22411. Food Habits Research.



Copies to: 
Messrs. Olin 

Stoddard 
Grange 

Nay 23, 1930 

be nn gag 

St. Louis, Missouri ; 

Doar Ur, teCanee: ‘ 

On Ff 2) of the Missouri 
gentend 0 cans of Ge ets B. tall dele eee tle eee a 4 
ing decreaee of quail under agriculture] ieprovement. 

Attached is another chart, showing (theoretically) how the 
present fam might be fixed up to restore quail. 

The Institute might finance on actual desonstration in fixe 
ing up thie fam (or some other Like it) if the Conservation Club would 
Sani tae coinbor e both to be under the direction of the 
University (with technical advice from Stoddard and Grange). Or, to 
pub it another way, if your Club will give the University funde to take 
om & student of quail, wé might give the University the funds to fix up 
sone growmd on which he could measuve the effects of covert-restoration. 

Would this kind of an offer strengthen your hand any in pute 
ting across shat ve are both interested in--namely, repenting the Georgia 
Quail Investigation in Missouri? Let me know 

ewe Flt tn Loe oe 
Inbreeding Stuly. This is fine, tut of less local I hove 
to discuss 1¢ with hin and you later, 

Yours sincertly, : 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Tn Chergs, Geme survey



GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT 
D. GC. SIMONS 
COMMISSIONER STATE CE MISSOUBI J. O. COTTLE 

_—_— CHIEF CLERK 

JEFFERSON CITY 

May 19, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsing 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you very much for your report on the 
game survey of Missouri. Mr. Lewis and I have been 

going over it a chapter at a time as we both happen 
to be in town together. We have found a great many 

points of interest in it. As soon as we get it worked 
; : through ourselves we will take up the matter as to 

the joint publication you suggested. Thank you also 
for the correctly colored map which you mailed the 

10th. 

With best wishes, I remain 

Sincerely yours, (. 

Ds/BB
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SOUTHWESTERN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY 

Se eeancminseen St.Louis 

April 4, 1930 ; 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
_ 421 Chemistry Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It will be entirely satisfactory 
ow for you to reproduce the cuts appearing in our 

ve wy Economic Survey of Missouri in your Game Survey. 
a ape We will, of course, appreciate your giving us 

we wh h credit for the use of the cuts. 

os & e At such time as your report is 
Bags prepared, we shall be pleased to have a copy. 

Very truly yours
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STATE OF MISSOURI 

GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT 

DELPH SIMONS, CoMMISSIONER 

MARTIN A. LEWIS, JR. q iat crry 

SERRE SE SADES April 3, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Relative to your letter of March 27th regarding the 
practice of our department in adding new blood to our cock birds 

each year, I will state that we do plan on doing such, though, as 
you perhaps know far better than I, it is not the nature for 

pheasants to inbreed unless kept in captivity. Therefore, we will 
have no worry for open release, but for all the pens stocked, we 

will have new blood each year by separating those cocks that are 
in the pen and releasing the same, supplying new cocks in their place. 

As to what state these new cocks will come fran I am 
unable to say, as we have purchased successfully from iwo or three 

eastern and two or three northwestern game farms. Any one of the 

half dozen breeders that we have purchased from in the past would be 

satisfactory to us. 

Up to March lst there was 88,000 pounds of feed distributed 

for winter feeding. All the bills are not in yet. We expect them to 

run up the figure to 95,000 pounds in open distribution. We also 

helped from our geme farms which would add another five or six thousand. 

So a conservative estimate of feed distributed would be about 100,000 
pounds. As to the years of the past I am unable to give you that 
informetion. : 

Sincerely yours, 

BE , af) po 

MAL /BB Martin A, Lewis, Jr 
Chief of Parks se tefuges 

phous kU
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE noe 

BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY 
COOPERATING WITH 

STATE AGRICULTURAL AND OTHER AGENCIES 
IN THE ERADICATION OF THE COMMON BARBERRY 

i CEREAL CROPS AND DISEASES REPLY TO: 

State Capitol Annex 
Madison, Wisconsin 

March 31, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chemistry Bldg. 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have been conferring with the people in the 
Division of Entomology of the State Department of Agriculture 

and Markets regarding the possibilities of using the osage 
orange in this area as a protective shrub for game. 

One of your questions, I remember, was concerning & 

the existence of varieties of this shrub which were not 
attacked by the Sen Jose scale. I am sorry to report 

that no such varieties are known, it being heavily attacked 
by the scale in all localities where this insect has been 
introduced. I have further learned that this shrub is 
not generally hardy in localities north of the southern 
boundary of Wisconsin. However, a few of these bushes 
are growing in Wisconsin and seem to be doing fairly well, 
but in most cases they kill back very severely. 

I have also inquired regarding the eradication 

campaign against this shrub in Kansas. This work has been 
done only in certain of the intensive fruit growing regions 
where the osage orange has been introduced and planted very 
extensively as hedge fences. In such regions there was 
very little use of treating the fruit trees for the insect 
because of the large source of the pest close at hand 
which was transferred very readily by the wind from the 
osage bushes. In general in Wisconsin the planting of the 
osage orange is being discouraged both because of its lack 
of hardiness and its source of danger to fruit. I have not 

been able to learn definitely of the attitude and general 
reaction of the other states towards this plant. It may



Mr. A. Le -2- 

be that in regions not producing fruit on an intensive scale 

there would be little reaction against the planting of these 

bushes in waste territory. However, there is another 

grievance against this shrub where it is near cultivated 

land in that it is blamed for impoverishing the soil on 

either side for a considerable distance both in #88 relation 
to fertility and moisture. 

If definite information is desired regarding the attitude 
of the various states towards the planting of the osage orange 

where it is hardy, I would suggest that you commnicate with 
officials of the state departments of agriculture of these 
states who are in charge of the inspection work and are most 
likely to be well informed on the subject. I can furnish 
you the addresses of such people if they will be of use to 
you. 

Very A LY,



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

Seen reise Ee March 11, 1950 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

This will acknowledge your further communication, 

relative to the quail situation and the osage hedge as 

a shelter for quail, 

I dare say your observations are entirely correct 
as regards the osage hedge as a winter shelter, since 
it is usually a much more dense and a much more perfect 
windbreak and quite commonly holds a considerable amount 
of drift, which further assists as a windbreak. It is 
also known to be one of the most perfect insect harbors 
known and here again in sheltered nooks will be provided 
insect food that may be reached by the quail when the 
weather is not too severe. I had in mind rather that 
timber ordinarily supplied much more shelter and that, 
as a rule, where timber is abundant most of the coveys 
will be found under shelter of timber rather than in 
hedges. Of course, where the timber is scarce and 
hedges are more abundant, the importance of the hedge 
as a shelter is naturally accentuated, 

I wonder if in your work or in your discussions 
you have ever met with the question of the hedge thorns 
as a danger to the quail in its swift flights, or as to 
the possibility of the thorny nature of the hedge being 
a benefactor as a protection against hawks, owls, and 

other enemies. The quail is an accurate flyer but when 

excited it is so swift that I am wondering if the hedge 
does or does not result in physical harm to the quail. 
The fact that they harbor in hedges would indicate that 
they are able to take care of themselves among the thorns 

satisfactorily, but I am wondering if you have any data 

on this point. 

Very yoors, 

e CS rs 

~ Haseman, 
Professor of Entomology. 

Pe



3 B. K. LEACH 

1821 RAILWAY EXCHANGE BLDG. 

SAINT LOUIS 

March 7, 1930. ‘ 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, yw wher n@? 
In Charge Game Survey, vw 

421 Chemistry Blds., om" 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: aw 

Replying to your letter of February 27, 

I do not anticipate any trouble in forcing the 

posting of my land as I will have men right in the 

lines at all times. 

The location of this tract is five miles 

south of Lesterville, Missouri, in Reynolds County. : 

My place is knom as "Lost Prajl ag 

Top j Y A 

, I : 

ashe BKL: ES 
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March 7,1930 

Mr, J. BH. McCord, Jr. 
St.Joseph 
Missourt 

Dear Mr. McCords 

I have just summarized the duck kill table and it 
occurred to me that you might want to look over it in advance, 

: and also that you might like to have some extra copies. If I 
am incorrect in my recollection that your club is a sandbar 
proposition, please let me know 

Can you give me any light on what is a "French teal" 
and what are "calf geese"? The latter term I have never heard, 
and I am unable to connect either of them with certainty with 
the regular name of any species. I would like to add a footnote 
giving the usual name for these two species. 

The attached table of course gives nothing but the som 
position of the kill. Figures like yours should in addition be i 
good for an analysis of the comparative prevalence of the various 
species at various dates during the season, but I concluded that 
3 years would not ve sufficiently representative to draw a graph 
or table of this kind, 

The tabulation by days which you sent me, if it extended 
; over 5 or 6 years, would allow the graph similar to those on pages 

8, 9, and 10 of the reprint which I sent you. 

Did you keep a scopy of your original tabulation? If not, 
I would be glad to return it to you or to have a Copy made. 

Thanking you very much for your helpful cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

' ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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; J. Curtis LyTer, M.D. pde 
Frisco BUILDING 

SAINT Louis 

March 4, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, 
Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 3 

I received your letter this morning. 

I am unable to give you the figures 
which you requested which the accuracy which would justify 
there being used as statistics. 

s I would say in a general way that I kill 
about two hundred birds each season, otherwise the figures are 

about as I gave you previously. If I could give you anything 
that would be more definite I would be glad to but I believe 
this is just about as near as I can estimate the number at the 
present time. 

Let me know when you expect to be in St. 
Louis as I am very glad to have an opportunity to talk matters 
over with you and Stoddard, in the event that he finds himself 
in a position to come, 

Regretting very much my inability to give you 
any more definite figures and with very kindest wishes, I am, 

Most sincerely yours, 

“ Jie ig Ne xg Y 

JCL/ES, s gh
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GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT 
D. C. SIMONS 
COMMISSIONER STATE OF MISSOURI J. O. GOTTLE 

——— CHIEF CLERK 

JEFFERSON CITY 

February 26, 1930 = 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

We have your letter relative to the turkey 
survey in 1927. It seems the details regarding this 
survey have been misplaced or lost, and we regret 

very much ow inability to furnidy you with this 

informations 

Enclosed is a map with a circle drawn 

: around the refuges where we propagate pheasants. We 

do not propagate pheasants on any of our state parks. 

Regretting our inability to be of service 

to you in the turkey survey, we are 

Sincerely yours, 

Max 4 dene yr 
Martin A. Lewis, dr., 
Chief of Parks am Refuges
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" February 26,1930 

Ur. J. B MeCord, or. 

Mave-NeCord Mercantile Co. 
St.Joeeph, Miseourt 

Dear Mr. MeCord: 

I appreefate very much your taking the time to 
tabulate the kill of ducks at your club. These figures will 
Constitute a very good picture of the composition ty species 
in your part of the state, and I will certainly incorporate 
them in my Missouri Report, a copy of which will reach you in 
due time for reading. I want to thank you very much for your 
Cooperation in this matter, : 

One reason I sent you the Stoddard reports is thet 
I am much impressed with the need for a similar study of quail 
in Missouri, if possible by the Universityof Missouri. They 
would, of course, heve to take on a competent man for this sur 
pose, The practicabilityo? such an underteking will be dise 
cussed in my report. One of the most useful things which the : 
®portemen of Missouri could possibly undertake would be to get 
the University of Missouri started a» a constructive fector in 
game conservation. 

I am sending you @ copy of an old manuscript of mine, 
entitled "A Seven-Year Dueck Census of the Middle Rio Grande 
Valley.” On page 10 is a graph giving the composition of the 
flight by months as shown by this census. Ina previous paper 
of which I do not have a reprint, I gave the composition of the 
will, It is my belief that the systematic colleation of such 
data by sportsmen would greatly aca ‘ix.the solution of migratory 
bird conservation problems, and this is why I welcome the good 
example you have set. 

I hope to have the pleasure of se¢ing you again ané 
discussing these matters further. 

Yours sincerely,
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February 24, 1950. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

: 421 Chemistry Bldg., : 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: - 

Enelosed please find record of kills 

on the Missouri River for the years 1927, 1928, and : 

1929. 

I have taken these from the Record 

Book. You will note there is some variations in 

the classificati
on; however, as far as possible, 

I believe this is correct. You will note the year 

1929 is somewhat below the average, but unfortunate-
 

ly the book contains more comedy than facts, and it 

is very difficult to get everyone to record their 

records. However, I trust that this information 

may be of some value to you. 

I received the copy of Mr. Stoddard's 

investigatio
n, which I am sure you are responsible 

for, and I appreciate it immensely. 

I am muct interested in the work you 

are doing, and would appreciate hearing from you at 

anytime. 

Very_truly yours, 

a 

JHMe : HP Ze’ McCova, Jr. 

’ < 

f
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Fevruary 21, 1930 

° Department of Fish & Game 
Jefferson City, Missouri . 

Dear Mr. Lewis: 

I appreciate very much your taking the trouble 
to compile for me the results of the latest prairie chicken 
survey, I have compiled your results on a map where they 
ean be compared with my own, and I find thet they cheek very 
satisfactorily. I am arranging the legend on the map so that 
your figures are distinguishable from mine throughout. 

In compiling my wild turkey map I found that the 
latest turkey census by your department was only partialiy 
published. It appears on page 9 of the Game & Fish News for 
Octobver, 1927. This page states that there are 7,000 turkeys 
in the state in 46 eounties, but cives county figures only as 

follows: nt 1,000, Dunklin 600, New Madrid 300, ‘ 
Carter 500, Texas ° 

T have entered these deta on my map as representing 
the highest counties. Should you wish the other 41 counties 
to appear also, I can still enter them if you will send me the 
information. i ean appreciate, however, that the figures may 
have contained uncertainties which may have prevented their 
being published in the first place, and that on this account it 
may not be particularly desirable to publish them in detail now. 
I will leave this to your judgment, and if I do not hear from 

you next week I will go ahead and reproduce the map as it is. . 

With kindest regards and thanking you for your 
cooperation, 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
. In Charge, Game Survey
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY February 20 ’ 19350 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold; : 

This will acknowledge your letter of the 7th, 
with inquiry regarding the extent and distribution of 
osage orange hedge infestation with San Jose scale in 
Missouri. 

In reply I would say tit tes some unknown 
reason, the osage orange hedges in Missouri during the 
past 20 years have shown practically no serious infes- 
tation with scale. I have seen the scale practically 
eating them up in Illinois, but on rare occasions have 
I found it working in Missouri, I don't: know why this 
is the case, unless perhaps it is due to the fact that 
the scale has never been as serious in this State as 
in some of the others, This State has a very large 
mileage of osage orange hedge and, as executive officer 
in charge of plant inspection and quarantine work from ” 
1906 until September of 1929, I never once found it 
necessary to condemm osage orange due to infestation 
with scale in the vicinity of commercial orchards or 
nurseries, Of course, this does not mean that we do 
not probably have scale infested hedges but, from past 
observations, our hedges are being pulled not due to 
scale but due to the fact that too much ground for 
cropping is lost by the long roots of the hedge. on 
various trips I have seen many hedges being destroyed 
in recent years and it has usually been due ,from my ob- 
servations,to the fact, that the farmer wants to grow 
crops up closer to the fence than is possible with a 
large hedge, 

I might say also that in a great deal of the 
State, particularly in the rougher portions where farm- 
ing is less profitable, hedges are scarce and of minor 
importance as protection for the quail. In the open 
prairie country, where draws and woods as shelter for 
quail ae scarce, the hedges are important, but where



: -2- 

timber is available and where waste land ie ee hand they 
provide more satisfactory permanent sheltéf. 7” 

* I shall be glad to see you on future visits to 
Columbia in the carrying out of your work, 

Very ours, 

4 LJ fase PR atcha 
| Professor of Entomology.



February 23, 1930 

Dr. Leonard Hageman 
College of Agricul ture 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missourd 

Dear Dr, Hazemans 

I was very much interested to receive your letter 
of February 20 and particularly to know that the infestation of 
osage has been very light in Missouri. 

I personally noticed one hedge in St. Charles that 
had San Jose scale, but the absence of serious imfestation through= 
out most of the state was entire news and very important for pure 
poses of my Game Survey Report. 

I entirely agree with you that osage is more impor~ 
tant to quail on the prairies than in the hills, but I cannot 
entirely agree thet "where waste land is at hand (timber) provides 
a more satisfactory permanent shelter than hedges." It is more 
satisfactory in thet there is more of it, but square yard for 
square yard osage seems to have more drawing power for quail than 

any other single shelter plant whatsoever, This stetement applies 
only to the critical period during winter and early spring, but 
at other scesone the question of cover is of minor importance anyhow. 
During the severe weather of January I found repeated instances where 
quail were sheltering under osage to the exclusion of nearby coverts 

of heavy grass, heavy brush, or even grapevines. 

These observations, however, ave of course merely ten+ 
tative and superficial. What I would like to see is some serious 
research on these kind of questions by the University of Missouri 
itsel?, j 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey :
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GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT 
D. G. SIMONS Ye geaee STATE OF MISSOURI J. O. COTTLE 

— CHIEF CLERK : 

JEFFERSON CITY 

Sedalia Mo. Feby 20/30 vy 

\ y «< 

Aldo Leopold g 

Madison Wis. 

Dear Mr.Leopold; 

I came thru Otterville which is the sentral agency of the 
live Rabbit Shipping industry and had a talk with Mr. Meyer and he says 
that in Round Numbers he shipped 12,000 in 27 the same in 28 and 13,00 in 
29. He is still shipping some fill in orders and two boys came in while I was 

there with a couple of Rabbits, 

I presume this is too late to be of much benefit to you,but I was also going 
to give you a little light on the Quail loss, I think the greatest loss was 
in Jasper County and the surrounding Territory. There\was I an sure a 33% 

loss down there. Here the Sportsmen think there was only a nominal loss and 
Mr Koontz thinks that only the late Quail wer lost, He claims that the most 
of them wer still showing some pinn feathers. I cant say tha for farther south 
as some of the largest Quail wer dead, 

I realy thinkthat the want of Grit was a great factor,as where there was banks 
and bars where there was running water the mortality was the least. I dont think 
the factbthey had water had so much to do with it but the fact they could get 

plenty of garvel along the edge of the water. 

B.F.Tarman of Quincy Penna. is coming out here after a while looking after the . 
live Rabbit business and I am trying to get in touch with him and see what they 
are doing along all lines of Conservation. I think we should stop the summer slaughter 
of ,Rabbits before it is to late, Some of these days we will be restocking if we 
go on at the rate of our present destruction, 

Wishing you the best success in you work and again thanking you for the very 
necessary informafion I have received from you I beg to remain. 

Sincerely a 

Field Warden : 

South Western Div.
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JEFFERSON CITY 

Buffalo Mo. Feby.12/30 

Aldo Leopold 
Madison Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

Your ketter was here when I returned last night and I 
was going to write you a few lines if I had not goten your letter. 

We lost a great many Quail,but not as large a percent as I was affraid of when 

when I wrote you before, They seemed to be either not so well fed or rather 

a scarcity of natural feed in some localities and a weakened condition or 

some cause I am not able to fathom, 

Here close to town 3 miles away, where the owner would not allow any hunting 

the Quail wer caught in the short stubble or open fields and the loss was 
awful. I figure that 75 percent of them on this pace perished. 

In the south part of my district there wer but few lost and there are lots = 
of Quail left,perhapse more than there has been for several years,as the 

hunters have goten sold on the idea at last that to have good hunting tney 
must ve dvcont in the kill. 

I have seen and heard a great many every where I have been in my territory 
since the ssnow and ice went off and we are having lovely weather(Most too 
nice)and the Robins are here now in numbers and the Ducks in thé duck ter- 

ritory are very thick, The larger quantity are Pin Tails with lots of Mallard. 

I am under many obligations to you for the information I received in my too 
few talks with you and while I thot I was observing things prety close I know 
now you have broadened the field of my observations greatly and have made a 
lot of things clearer to me than they wer before, 

Hoping to see you again some day and to be able to get hold of your report 
to the United Arms Company if it is published for the information of the 

Sprotsmen interested I beg to remain 

Sincerely Yours 

EL dokrf itp 
Field Warden 

S,¥,Division
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GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT 
D. G. SIMONS SSOURI 
COMMISSIONER ~ SrsTe oF Oy J. O. COTTLE 

a CHIEF CLERK 

JEFFERSON CITY 

Buffalo Mo. January 183th 1930 

Aldo Leopold 
Madison Wis, 

Dear Mr Peopold; : : 
: I was glad to get your letter when I returned to Carthage _ 

last Friday. I have found a great difference in conditions all over the 

; country, In parts of Jasper County around Carthage I am affraid that 75% 

of. the Quail have perished, I could not find as many Quail as I wanted to 
as Crows Cats Skunks and other things had eaten so ma y of them,that I was 

unable to get as many specimens as I desired. 

Saturday on my way home I traversed several Counties and made close inquiry 
and I find some places nearly all dead,on may be one or two farms and within a mile 

or two very few dead and tl flocks seem to be in very good shape, 

I think in Lawrence County ( Joins Jasper on the East) there is about the same 
mortality as in Jasper. In some parts of Green (Springfield) there is a heavy loss 
and in other communities musch less, In Christian County there perhapse is a 
25% loss. In Polk County on the Prairie Sections the loss is much greater than 
in the timber sections and I find that where they could get along a spring branch 
they got better feed and more Grist than any where else, 5 

In my own County {Datlas/ there is a one loss and wmt I mean and is just the same 

in other counties is that in one neighborhood them is 75% loss and very little 
loss jus% a couple of miles away, 

I found 4 Quails in a bunch close to Fair Grove Green County that weighed 17 Oz. 

and they wer the heaviest I weighed at all. One of them was much larger than any 

4 of the rest which made the average greater than any others and I think these wer 
frozen todeath., However they would not have bunched up in such an exposed place 
as they did but for their weakened condition. 

I was not able to take this up with the universiby and make as thorough an examination 

as I would, foewehe fact that when I went to get the bunches reported I would find 

but little left but feathers,as tle Crows Cats and other predatory annimals had 

found them, I think that we will be able to save the most of them now alive and 
around the running streams there was not the martality there was out on the prairies. 

I did not find a single quail with any thing in is Crop. Not even grit and about 

one half of the quail had grit in their Gizzard and the food was in a fair state of 

; digestion and but for the awfuly cold weather for this locality would have come thru.
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The point that makes it harder in this survey is the fact that the parties 
finding these Quail merely let them lay and when I could get to them they wer 
practiacly distroyed. 

I find in dead birds the sex are as near ee can be determined without 
knowing how the covey was divided to begin realy think one sex as hardy as 
the other. 

The Starved birds or frozen weighed about one half their normal weight 35 to 
/ 4 Ounces. Entire absence of any thing in their Crop. In about 50% of the cases but . 

little if any grit in the Gizzard, In some cases Fox Tail seed in the Gizzard 
in a perfectly whole condition and other hard seeds in some of the Gigzzards in 
the same condition, Sumac seed for instance, 

I havent found any birds that have died since it began to thaw about Sunday, but 
there are many of them that are so weak that they are an easy prey t o any kind of 
an enemy. They are gaining repidly,while it is colder this morning, but the sun is 
shining and the people are aroused and are feeding as never before, but of course 
their zeal came to late for thousands of birds, 

My conclusions are, ( whether w orth any thing or not) that with feeding 10 
days earlier by all the sportsmen would have saved 50% of the birds that died 
and the thing for Conservationists to do is to let the people know that there is 
always danger in a sleet storm for they are so apt to be followed bu continued snow 
and cold, That the greatest mortality was on farms and sections where no hunting 
was allowed, This is not from predudice as I am glad there are people that mantain 
refuges all over the country,but I find that where they wer not molested they wer 
caught out in the open fields and where they had been persued a great deal they 
wer in the brushy places and woods where they could get a way from the Gunn, 

I will say that thru the best part of the State for Quail in most of the sections 
there are now as mmy quail left as usual and I am sure that all observers will 
indorse the statement tnat not for years if ever wer there more Quail left over 
when the season closed,than o#/Dec, 31/29 

When the Sportsmen and Conservationists learn there is something more for them 
to do than to merely buy a license and then go out and kill during the spen season 
and then forget it we will get some where with conservation. 

If there is any thing in this letter worth while that you want to use, reduce it 
to its proper form and use it. Hoping that our very pleasant visits will be renewed 
in the future,that I may be able to absorbe more of the information you have for 

those that are realy seeking it I beg to remain 

i393 pederd sede ig fe wet 
UW ees aE = = a 2 Eg Sincerely Yours - 
Phat G Veebete chee bteihed £ 

f+ “f
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Carthage, Moe, x 
Jan, 23, 1950, — | 

Sr. By Lb, Sohoefield, 
e/o Crane Hotel, 

Carthage, lio. 

My dear Mir, Schoefield: 

This morning in talking with some of the local 
sportsmen it dawned on me that we will never have 
another opportunity as good as this one to learn about 
the starvation of quail by post-mortem examination of 
dead birds. ; 

I have arranged with Mr, Ritehhart and Mr, Harry 
Rollins to send a small number of birds to the man who 
is studying quail at the University of Wisconsin in 
case he wires that he wants them, But the opportunity 
deserves a much more comprehensive study than this one 
man will be able to make at a distance. 

I at first thought of calling up the Department at 
Jefferson City, but I was not sure of finding Claud Hunt 
in the office and 1 am not sure that the other people in 
the office would really understand how to handle the matter, 
Accordingly, I decided to leave my suggestions with you in 
the event that you should feel like organizing a study of 
this situation in your district on your ow account, 

The things to be studied are, in my opinion, as : 
follows: 

a SRAM TATIONS: Some dead birds which lir, 
Rollins showed me had a good many seed in their gizzards. 

: it occurred to me that if a bird starves with feed in his 
erop or gizzards then that seed must have mighty little food 
value, and if you could get such seeds identified it would 
put us one step ahead in sizing up what plants are valuable 
and what plants are worthless as quail food. 

My suggestion would be that you, through your wardens 
and through the sportsmen, collect and let us weigh two 
birds out of each covey found starved and then ask the Botany 
Department of the University of Missouri to identify the crop 
or gizzard contents, :



7. 

In addition to this, I believe they should examine 
the crop and gizzard for grit in order to determine 
whether possibly a shortage of grit contributed to the 
death of the birds, 

With the big meeting coming off here tomorrow night, 
your opportunity for gathering up the necessary starved 
birds' would be wonderfully good, 

WEIGHTS OF oe BIRDS: I weighed two birds here 
this morning and foun a e two together weighed just 
about what’ the normal quail ought to weigh--nearly eight 
ounces. It seems to me that it would be great scientific 
and educational value to get accurate weights on a whole 
lot of starved quail, recording each bird separately and 
bracketing the birds which came out of each covey. 

SEX TALLY OF STARVED BIRDS: There might be such a 
thing as one sex dying off more easily than the other, 
This could be determined by tallying each starved bird 
found as to whether hen or rooster. 

Hy suggestion would be that the sex tally and weight as 
study be conducted on the largest possible number of birds 
because it entails very little work, whereas the examination 
of stomach contents should be conducted on a smaller number 
of samples, let us say not to exceed two from each covey. 
My idea is that you could conduct this study on your own 
initiative and submit the results to the Department, and 
possibly to the University and that they would heartily ap- 
preciate your initiative in seizing this opportunity, 

Incidentally if you could send me a carbon copy of your 
findings, ! know that I would appreciate it and would like to 
quote you in my Missouri report, 

i want to make it clear, that I am not suggesting that 
you undertake all of this work on my account, my idea is 

f rather that it would be a very worth-while job in your ca- 
pacity as District Inspector, and if incidentally you feel 
like letting me quote you on the results, so much the better, 

i am sorry I did not think of this yesterday when we had 
a chance to talk it over, 

I would appreciate your dropping me a line at 421 Chemis- 
try Building, Madison, by February lst, just to let me know 
whether you have decided to do anything about it. If you have



gone ahead, 1 can then keep in touch with your results from 

time to time. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

(Siened), Aldo Leopold 
z MaO LO dsl? 

By Viola Paul >» Steno. 

PrP, S, I have to leave towmm, and hence I am not able to read 

this letter or sign it. I am asking the stenographer to sign 
my name, and hope you will overlook any minor errors. 1.L.
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GAME AND FisH DEPARTMENT 

D. G. SIMONS STATE OF MISSOURI J. O. COTTLE 
COMMISSIONER _—__ CHIEF CLERK 

JEFFERSON CITY 

February 1, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter about the prairie chieck survey and wart 

to offer you my apology for not giving you this material sooner. I 
was under the impression that it was to be published in the last issue 
of the Game and fish News, but it did not appear there. 

I have gone over the reports and have tabulated the following 

infomation, which I hope will be of assistance to you. 

County Number Prairie Chickens Increasing or 
in County Decreasing 

~ Audrain 170 Not increasing 
* Barton 200 Increasing 
v Bates 435 Increasing 

' Benton 875 Not increasing 
v Boone 41 Not increasing 

O —~ Cedar 170 Increasing 
: ’ Clark 3 Not increasing 

— Dade 253 Not increasing 
’ Dallas 115 Increasing 

\ — Daviess 53 No increase or dece 
~Gentry 4 No increase or dece 

c — Harrison 20 No increase or dec. 
- ~Hickory 182 Increasing 

( OC ¥Y Jasper 147 Increasing 

© v Lawrence 700 Some Increase 
V Lewis 66 Increasing 

C v Linn 115 Increasing 
~ Livingst om 18 Increasing 

: C ~ Miller 16 Not increasing 
i — Monroe 75 Not increasing 

OQ ’ Mo rgam 38 Not increasing 
vY Pettiz 625 Inc reas ing 

: — Pike: 9 Not increasing 
O O VY Polk 173. No increase or dec. 

> — Putnam 235 Not increasing 
: Ov Vv St. Clair 2,000 Increasing 

C ( :



Mr. Aldo Leopold -2- 2=1-30 

V Scotland 12 Not increasing 
v Shelby 15 Not increasing 
v Sullivan 150 Not increasing 
Vv Vernon 1,100 Incres sing 

Total 8,225 

I hope this infomation will reach you in time to be of 
service to you in compiling you report of Missouri. 

If there is anything else we can be of service to you 
on do not hesitate to call on us. 

Sincerely yours, ; 

_ We 

MAL/BB Martin A. Lewis, dre, / 
Chie f of Parks and Re ftige s 

a 

é 
SS 

CG



February 7, 1930 

Miss Elora Blaettner 
Wyaconda 
Missouri 

Dear Miss Blaettner: 

I got through with my field work in Missouri last 
week, and was delighted to receive your letter of January 30, 
enclosing letters from Mr, Ball and Mr, Blines. I appreciate 
having had the privilege of seeing these, particulary the letter 
from tir. Blines, and I am returning them herewith. 

The prairie chickens which Mr. Ball mentions were new 
to me and I am very glad to have the privilege of adding them to 
my map. 

The loss of quail which Mr. Blines mentions as having 
occurred in 1835 interested me particularly because I had obtained 
reliable evidence of a heavy loss in Iowa during the winter of 
1884-5, but I was entirely lacking any evidence that this mortal- 
ity had extended into northern Missouri. Mr. Blines' observation 
indicates that it did. 

; I do not know whether Mr. Blines would weleome additional 
questions, or whether they would be a nuisance to him. If you 
think the former, I am attaching a couple copies of a list which I 
would appreciate your sending him. If, on the other hand, you suse 
pect that it might be a burden to him to receive them, by all meang 
drop the matter, ; 

: Of the various questions, Nos. 1 and 2 are by far the 
most important from my stendpoint. 

I greatly appreciate your having taken the pains to give 
me this additional information, and I certainly can make excellent 
use of it. My Missouri report will be sent you for reading some 
time in about a month, and I hope it will prove of sufficient inter- 
est to have warranted your trouble, 

Yes, I know Mr, Musselman, I went to see him after I 
left your place,



2 Blaettner 

I hope you will give my kind regards to your parents 
and your sister. I am glad to have had the opportunity of calling 
on you and I am looking forward to your proposed visit in this 
part of the country. 

With best wishes, 

Yours: sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Distated by Mr. Leopold, 
but signed in his absence to 

avoid delay. 
Y.E. 

Encl.
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: Ss. S. BALL 
KAHOKA, MISSOURI 

, January 13/30 
Miss Hlora Blacttner, . y f - 
Wyaconda ,iio. 

Dear Miss Blaettner: The printer is working on your fine letter-may have 
to use it in two issues. 

Yes, £ studied MeGuffey's Reader.Think schools would be better if they 
used itnow.Will “be interestedto know what you have to tell about it. 

Yes,Jasper Blines is still alive and occasionally has a letter in the 6-H. 
One last week.The poor old fellow is down at the County Home where is is 
being very well cared for.!ie as always been a student-observer of 
wild life and am sure he could give information relatives to quail 
of other days, etc. 

Yes, ive are some remaining prairie chickens thatuse on the Jenkins 
farm jlist southwest of Kahoka and across to the Harkness farm just 
southeast of kahoka. I am informed,too, thare are still a few on 
the Elm prairie, orth of Luray. 

pry Tarwe Wp 

i No.Mr.Bowman advises that we will not lose our county Game “reserve. 
You call my attention to"newspaper inciosed," but I did not find it.
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February 6, 1930 

Mr. Philip M. Smith 
: Bachelor 

Missouri 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

I was very much pleased when I came home from my 
field work in Missouri last week,to find your friendly letter 
of January 12, together with the completed tabulation and sketch 
map of your farm. 

The more I think of this the more I am convinced that 
it is one of the most valuable single pieces of information that 
I got in Missouri, and I would like to impose on you to make any 

; corrections which you think are necessary on the enclosed map in 
order that it may represent a true picture of 1923 and 1929 cone 
ditions respectively on your farm. This map is based on your 
sketch taken in conjunction with the information in your letter, 
but I may have misinterpreted it with respect to some of the dee 
tails, You can make marks freely right on the map, since it will 
have to be traced anyhow in order to be reproduced for my report. 
fhe following kinds of questions occur to me: 

, 1, Have I guessed the covey headquarters about right? 

2. Has any important clearing or graging occurred in 
‘ the 460 acre pasture to the south? 

3. Please sketch in farm outbuildings, yard, etc. 

4. Is the little triangle $.E. of the house cultivated, 
pasture, or farmyard? 

5. What was in the various cultivated fields in 1929 
(i.e. corn, clover, ete,)? : 

6 Have I got the drainages running in the right 
direct ion? 

Yes, indeed I will send you a copy of my report as 
soon as it is available, which will be toward the latter part of 
this month, I am not authorized to give copies to anybody just 
yet, but I will certainly see that you get a copy as socn as it



2 Smith 

is in print, which I hope will be by the middle of the summer. 
In all probability I will use your map and table in the final 
printed report on the north central region. I am very glad that 
you have no objection to my using your name in connection with it, 
pecause it is always more convincing to give all the details in a 
vase like this. 

You might be interested to know that I have an appoint- 

ment to come back to St.Louis sometime in March, to talk over a 
subscription among the sportsmen and to finance a research project 
on quail at the University of ue aa: I take it that you are a 
graduate of the University, so tha y interest you in two ways. 
This particular information is confidential for the present. 

With kindest regards, and thanking you very much for 
your cooperation, 

Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Dee, 30th, 1929 

Prof.M.F.Miller, 
135 Agriculture Bldg. 
Columbia, M9, 

Dear Prof.Millers 

I am returning herewith original print of the 

soil fertility map of Missouri which you kindly loaned me. 

for production and also enclose two prints in case you need 

them. You will note that I have pasted on the slip at the 

pottom stating that this map is not to be published without 

your permission. ‘Thank you very much for making this valuable 

information available to me for the present. The map will , 

be used only in my typewritten report copy of which will be 

sent to you in due time, probably in February. 

With kindest regards, I am 

. Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, 
In charge Game Survey.
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Ss. S. BALL . 

KAHOKA, MISSOURI \we 4 

. 0et.29/28 (he 

iilss Rlora Bleattener, 
Wycaonda 5:10. 

Dear liiss Blacttener:- Replyine to your recent and pertinent note:- I 
would not guess that sone vercent of the farms of Clark county are posted 
in #4 anv mannor--oithor in pavors or by cards nailed up on the premises- 
but this is only a eness. A number of farms not vosted in the papers as 
"no huntine siens" have cards uv on the trees, fences, etc,but there are fow 
of the lattor I am sure. ‘n nearly cvery case where a farm is "posted", 
against hunting huntin is vat ro-mitted br the owmer of the land if 
trusted vartios will ask pormission and it is the nonula> nresumvtion 
that tho avorage hunter vays but little attention to the inhibition if the 
owner lives rexote from the hand or huntijy eround. There are something 
near 1900 tarms in Clark county. 

The keepers tell me the game in the presorve-cusil and vheosants- 
are doing finely.Have not yot been out to sce the latter birds and do kne 
not know whether they have been released from the big wire cage. Expect to 
go out soon as can set the timo and then will have a chapter on the subject 
as 1 am deeply interested in this ,or any plan, to protect and increase 
the wonderful wild lifegand glad to note your interest. 

uope your medical skill and resourcefulness as a nursc, will conbine to 
rest re to health the valuable cow and that all is now well. 

hope to get over to hiyeconda either Tuesday or Wednesday cvening of this 
week and hope to see you then. 

Very truly yours, f ff / VL. ee
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5M 9-43 F55306 

BURGESS CELLULOSE COMPANY 

FREEPORT, ILLINOIS Uo ° 

MEMORANDUM 

Date... VOVe 11, 1943 

TB Mossi coe sees cene seat e ce RE cache ccs connect cere cngeence OREN) MUD teams fess ccamapaaeepeeee ence ete ce can cee azemeeceegscecwonsear cancecceine= 

Sub Jeetas, ee Rectan cet a et Nee ee 

Dear Aldo: 

In Milwaukee yesterday I met EH, . Nelson, .born and raised in 

Missouri, and very much of a hunter. He stated that in January, 1907; 

there was deep snow and low temperatures. Quail were nearly exterminated, 

many entire covies dying. He lived in Macon Co. 
' 

BLL ,



Maartwe fecter 

August, 1939 THE MISSOURI CONSERVATIONIST, Vol. 2, No. 1 3 

Makes Quail Survey See) AP oe be Le | 
met Ded ARLE EY MISSOUR|] | = ) Abd ee TE ESN oa Second Census of Unmated Male |, —AQ TT oS Se eae 

. . . oe i’ 3 wy | = I a. oh 5S 
Bobwhites Furnishes Additional Mae Fe al e | i RESERVOIRS — EXISTING | 
Information on Populations. ee $ ee fo He saee my’ UNDER CONSTRUCTION] 

oes mer Ne Lo Re eae -\. AND PROPOSED 

With a considerable array of statistical See lee oe eae ; 
data on hand for study as the result of er Se Z | - Late NARS D 
cooperation given by quail hunters last [ool oe |e he eae, ape an, = 
fall who furnished the Missouri Co- eae ix (oa Gs ee | ee 2 
operative Wildlife Research Unit with Dee ile ae Jere cale en TAOS ah \ LP GS . \o ox 
their hunting records, additional in- eunemart bg | Ste ft Tp a ee \ % iS 

formation has been sought through mates rn hs | hana ss oh KS Ne Soe 
another type of census made possible FB oR eee | emai Be Le te ON Crk 
because of a habit peculiar to unmated — | Saaery | Cae Pete FB ee ced Oo 
Bobwhite quail. [ Se Wie i te sah “A aa 

It is because unmated Bobs continue 7 peed el LF) fm LNG rie da i : f = 
to whistle “Bob-Bob White’, after the F La ner LS ge | TEEN a §Q 
nesting season is underway and even | ~ 7 saga ce 7 peel aie. Caceres be" oe 
until the ‘“‘kee-loi-kee”, or covey call, | gu@amy shoo i e iagay TH OT Reek LS | 
is heard, that a check-up of quail populae ff ia ihe SR YI" yee ety 7 La apes ietricte 

tions is possible for persons with a keen =| De ne See rence a A, | 
ear. Last year, the Missouri Wildlife fas ica | 
Conservation Agents cooperated with — a in = 
the Research Unit in a three-day census . . . . — 

© ts * . iS epared by the Missouri State Planning B. are existing an posed 
of whistling Bobwhites Ae August and das caine ler oe OE Noun Streams. It Dinhs iniceed canes : this field 
this information was used as basis for a of dam construction in Missouri that resulted in the adoption, at a recent meeting of the Missouri 
study of a proposed plan of checking quail — Conservation Commission, of the following resolution: 

populations by counties. This year, no “The Conservation Commission is charged by the Constitution of the State of Missouri with 
attempt is being made to survey county — the duty of restoring and conserving the bird, fish, game, forestry and all wildlife resources of the 
units but the check-ups were made on the _ state. The Commission, therefore, will endeavor to advise the people as to the significance and 
basis of land types. The survey was effect upon these resources of the construction of dams in the streams of the state, or as to the sig- 

a z nificance and effect of other water-control projects, such as flood control, sanitation or drainage, 
under the direction of Dr. Rudolf and it will not concur in the construction, maintenance and operation of such projects unless pro- 
Bennitt of the Cooperative Wildlife visions are made in connection therewith such as it feels are adequate and justified to protect and 
Research Unit, at Columbia. conserve the wildlife resources which would be affected.” 

The agents and field biologists started | 
their checks at sunrise and continued 
for one hour on each of two days during With dogs: 24,707 hours hunted; The factors responsible are believed to 
the or peomning a ay sp A ie 35,940 birds killed, 1.45 birds per hour. be: (1) A good breeding season in 1938, 
stopped each mile and listened for the : . resulting in a large population of birds in 
early morning whistle of cock birds, ep fe i pours punted: the fall. (2) Adela wintersa larwerthan 
made a note of birds heard, and their “* ic esameagiat “igen gene usual supply of birds survived the winter. 
location as to land and cover types. It It was shown that there was a general (3) This survival was materially aided 

is known that after mating, the Bob- downward trend of hunting success, py the efforts of conservation organiza 
white ceases his ‘‘Bob-Bob-White” call measured in birds killed per hour, dur- tions; in some cases there is actual statis- 
so that any calls heard late in the nest- ing the season, but it was slight. This tical evidence that there are more quail 
ing period are almost certain to be those is regarded as evidence of a large and jn the most active counties than in 
of unmated cock birds. With records healthy population of birds in most  peighboring counties of similar type. 
showing a percentage of females to males _ parts of the state. Present indications are that the sup- 
available, it is believed that a census of The report also shows that the larg- ply of quail this fall will be even larger 

unmated Bobs can be used Se basis for est number of hunters took to the field than that of 1938, which was a banner 
an estimation of adult quail population. during the first week; after that there Year in most parts of the state. 

Following the summer census last was a gradual decline until the last A considerable number of young birds 
year which furnished interesting material _ minute “‘spurt’’ at the close of the season. were probably lost through the heavy 
for the Wildlife Research Unit, reports Thus the heaviest hunting pressure was June rains, especially in northern Mis- 
received during the open season last early in the season; taking the birds souri, but on the whole breeding con- 
fall by 573 hunters in widely scattered killed over dogs as typical, 24.4% were ditions have been good this year. 
parts of the state added to the material killed during the first week and 48.1% A warming is siven 1 . il 
available for study. during the remainder of November | .\, ee coca atti iveee oe 

The ratio of cocks to hens is shown by (Which included the first three weeks of | O7C MN ta ity Pp F y h aC Be tk 
. - ecorde| a 714-week season). ¥ WACHOUE TUG COUN EL UDEY, the 37,627 quail whose sex was recorded : have filled all the available range to its 

in the survey from hunters’ reports. The census just completed revealed carrying capacity. It is especially im- 
Cooperators killed 19,944 cocks and that every major part of the state has portant, therefore, that a great deal of 
17,683 hens (112.8 cocks to 100 hens). shown an increase in the population of attention be given to improving the 
There were more cocks than hens in adult quail during the past 12 months winter range this year, in order that the 
every region, the surplus varying from (this count does not include young birds largest possible percentage of the fall 
5.1% to 21.3%. of the year, of course); the increase has survivors may winter over and breed in 

The check-up showed that hunting added at least 50% to the population 1940. The new lespedeza program is a 
success with dogs was 19% greater than almost everywhere, and in some places _ step in the right direction; this and many 
without dogs. The figures follow: 100% or more. other steps like it are needed.
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laying about the middle of April and the a . ~ 
The Mi sour Research Reports first young were observed May 15. 

M Within a week after hatching the young 

CONSE VA ON | ST Are ade Quarterly turkeys were able to fly to a roost but 
1 aa = rae ar the bons puetesches ues 
nteresting Data on Wildlife for another week or more on the roost- 

Official bulletin of the Missouri Conservation Contained in Research Notes to ing limb. Hens without young were seen 
Commission. Appear in Forthcoming Issues often by June. It was observed that 

of the Conservationist. winter and nesting range are separate 
Copyricnr and distinct. During the nesting season 

Editors a vena ie Faynt ee ‘Wil Wenearlyia ecore oNepecialisubicets aoe ea to be near permanent water 

aring in 1e issourl onservationist. 10~ artain: ac, y j } ase ° . ide Bee ee eet ects iailiere pertaining to Missouri wildlife under Prairie chicken—One of the brightest 
rae study, the quarterly reports of the Mis- . eemildifavicture wee . available upon request. 22 é ae S- spots in the wildlife picture appears to be 

UeSt: souri Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit the return of the prairie chicken due 
at the University of Missouri reveal nei wat ce G : é : : rincipal| ha - 

SE Oe ou much hitherto unpublished interesting ae eae lender eee 
CONSERVATION COMMISSION information about ecology and manage- Missouri hawke A. popular bulletin 

IT. Bone, Director ie of wildlife. : i eet on the economic importance and identi- 
Jeff City, Missouri has set its own quarterly publication date fication of Missouri hawks has been 
elferson City, Missouri so that information contained in the prepared 

. . quarterly research reports may be di- FE an “A reduction of 44% 4 
E. Sypney Srepuens, Columbia......Chairman gested and made available to the public. the ee free meee leads duit Oe 

A. P. GrEENSFELDER, St. Louis. . Vice-Chairman Asummary of some parts of the report last fourvears was revealed saa Gl a 
. : eee oat ‘ ; y' heckup 

Wupur C. Burorp, St. Louis........Secrelary just made by the Administrative Com- by the County Extension Agents. The 

Joun F. Case, Wright City...........Member mittee of the research unit follows: only increase during that period was 

—— ki perl le ~~ Sees in Howell County with decreases as 
ished in the Skaggs Ranch deer refuge in follows: _ Mississippi County, 100%; Aspury Roperts.................Enforcement Taney County and a study of the re- Ripl County. 57%: St 7 rearicete 

A. L. Crarx, Fish, Game and Forests Production u y Dey ae 70’ . ae p 2 covery of browse vegetation started. County, 57.2%; Taney County, 30.1%. 
Georce O. Wurre...............State Forester The high concentration of deer in this General ecology—A study is being 

Townsenv Gopsry............... Information ee he atted a food sappy ae made of the possibility of the use of 

pS a ecas uu Ya eee to ag abandoned strip mine lands as game, 
termine browse management methods  ¢sh and forestry management areas. 
suitable to the Ozarks. 

Any Old Reports? Habhits—A. study of cebbity on the Den tree survey—A check of raccoon 
ste files : aa | : d squirrel den trees found in a mixed In an effort to complete its files of reports and dea . and squirre! 1 

documents pertaining to early efforts in game Ashland Wildlife Area (started last hardwood and shortleaf pine forest 
and fish matters in Missouri, the Conservation December) is being made to learn, among under management was started at Deer 

(Canam tava copies of old official tenors, other things, the breeding cycle and cruis- Bun State Forest. It was shown that 
newspaper clippings and pamphlets which furnish — j ae ail. : ° - 

data on game, fish and forestry in Missouri. 230 ne oe ec pera ee the ratio of den trees to non-den trees is 
Persons having these reports can do a good Che ty ig approximately | to 6.6. 
service to historical research if they will either vals have already yielded much informa- Field borders—On two different areas 
give or loan them to the Conservation Commis- tion concerning the development and. Call C . Nt lly diffe 
sion at Jefferson City. the breeding season. im Ua aes att De yi 1 She 

. : . on . ing in the amount of edge growth suit- 
New Booklet is Guide to Trees. Quail—With a mild | winter behind able for wildlife, there are more species 

them, the quail went into the spring ds 5 Ki a Th sstion. {What kind of'a tree is re eS a vel and individual birds in the bird popula. 
| a Te beg van, od if it Js) “esting season with ce pout breed- tion on the “rough” area in both winter 

that?” can easily be answered if it is ing reserve. Heavy June rains, how- and summer; conversely, there are more 
asked in a Missouri woodland, by refer- ever, especially in northern Missouri, jnseets j “ ireen “Result 

tees ie A insects in the ‘‘clean”’ area. esults to 
ence to the new “Forest Trees of Mis- probably destroyed a large number of date indicate there appears to be a clear 
Cons Just published by the Missouri nests and young. direct correlation between edge growth 
OnsCEya UOD) OOUNMESION: . Chukar Partridge—The earliest hatch- and birds and an equally clear inverse 
More than 100 illustrations are used in jing date this year was May 11 (Iron correlation between birds and harmful 

“Forest Trees of Missouri.” These are County). Very few nests have been insects. The study of field borders has 
all well drawn and show characteristics visited, however, since there is strong been extended to include rodent popula- 

of the many trees found in the state. evidence that visits by man to the nests _ tions. 
Most space in the booklet is required by — of ground-nesting birds open the way for Forestry experiments—10,000 forest 
the oaks. There are 59 recognized tree- the visits of predators later. tree seedlings have been planted on the 
forms of oak found in North America In Atchison, Gentry, Audrain, and Ashland Area for observation and re- 

and twenty of this number are found fenry counties, enough birds remain on search and wildlife food and cover. 
growing naturally in Missouri. the experimental areas to tell us by fall A system of cover-mapping applicable 

A tree is defined as a woody plant whether or not chukars will increase as to use anywhere in Missouri has been 
which at maturity is 20 feet or more in rapidly as quail, given a good start and almost completed and will be made 
height with a single trunk unbranched  g favorable season. These areas are all available to all cooperators in the state 
for at least several feet above the ground mixed prairie-woodland of the type also within a few months. This system of 
and having a more or less definite crown. most suitable for quail. mapping will be most useful in outlining 

The booklet is intended to be one ofa Automobiles killed 9 of the 17 birds county and local projects. 

series of informative guides on Mis- found dead during the past quarter. A Special inquiries on wildlife subjects 
souri’s natural resources. running cock was clocked at a speed of may be sent to the Missouri Cooperative 

There is a charge of 10c per single 18 miles per hour. Wildlife Research Unit, Columbia. Here 
copy of the 68 page booklet or 5c per Turkey—Fourteen flocks of turkeys, are specialists in all biological and land- 
copy when 20 or more copies are pur- ranging from 5 to 14 birds per flock, have use subjects; what one cannot answer, 
chased for organized groups. been under observation. Hens started another usually can.
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S e success was least, more of the hunters 
Reports by Quail Hunters visited other parts of the state. Natur- 

ally those from the Western Prairie 
e would be most likely to go into the 

Prov ide Valuable Western Ozark Border counties, those 
from the Northwestern Prairie into the 

‘ ie Northern Riverbreaks. This would tend 
Information to increase the “hunting pressure” in 

the Northern Riverbreaks and Western 
Ozark Border, and it may be one rea- 

c son why, next to the Prairie regions, 
By Rudolf Bennitt The regions of the state mentioned these two regions showed the poorest 

Professor of Zoology, University in this paper are ~ oth the at hunting success in the state. 
of Misouri. companying map; they are those use . 

. . - Among the 573 hunters with 
oe on gus short motes ae 1937 Missouri game survey re- dows tee rae sie oe ee 

' et ee In those parts of Missouri where dogs. The figures are as follows: 

the Conservation Federation to unters were least successful, as shown With dogs: 24,707 hours hunted; 
send in lists of quail hunters who might by the average number of birds killed 35,940 birds killed; 1.45 birds per 

be willing to keep records of their kill. P& hour over dogs, many fewer hun- hour. 
Sixty-nine counties responded; report ters stayed near home and more went Without dogs: 1,114 hours hunted; 
blanks were mailed to 3,104 men, 573 far afield. This is shown by Table 1: 1,361 birds killed; 1.22 birds per 
of whom (18%) sent in reports at the Evidently, inthe Western and North- hour. 

elosenon the seasons western Prairie regions where hunting (1.45 is 19% greater than 1.22.) 

Considering that this was the first 
attempt to gather information in this TABLE 1. RELATION OF HUNTING SUCCESS TO HUNTING TERRITORY 
way, and that the notice was brief, aioe Birds piles % of hunters who hunted 

an 18% return is encouraging; we KEGION A: ee 
hope it will be much greater in 1939. Northeastern Riverbreaks —.... 1.59 71.3 

The 573 cooperators, living in 74 Northern and Eastern Ozark Border... .. 1.56 58.2 
counties, hunted 25,821 hours and killed Ozark Plateau ae 2 u 1.53 19.7 
37,301 quail. This represents an aver- Mississippi Lowland 0000000 1.40 72.4 
age, per hunter, of 45.1 hours in the Western Ozark Border... 1.87 17.8 
field, 65.1 birds killed, and 1.44 birds Northern Riverbreaks 18 81.1 

killed per hour, The birds killed per Northwestern Prairie a 40.7 
hour are a fair measure of hunting Western Prairie: nt ee LS 43.5 

(Reports from St. Louis, Jackson, Greene, and Jasper counties were not 
SUCCESS. used in this comparison, since almost none of the hunters reporting from these 

Were these 573 men typical of Mis-  ¢ounties restricted their hunting to the immediate vicinity; the above figures 
souri quail hunters in general? In describe more accurately the situation in the rest of the state; Buchanan County, 
some respects they were, in others the other “urban” county, was not heard from.) 
they were not. 

Almost exactly the same proportion 
(except in the large centers) hunted eS P%, coe 
in their own and adjoining counties as oi “ecg 2s 
held county hunting licenses in the ~,% S, Me PR S 
state as a whole; 66.7% of the non- ~*, 24 “2. “@ i : ae. e 
urban cooperators hunted only in their a Fixe 4 & : 
own and adjoining counties; 66.9% of ° Se - <s 
all hunting license holders held county 4 os e@ 
licenses. Via 

However, we believe the 573 coop- ft s 

erators were better-than-average hun- v 
ters. For one thing, 96.4% of the 
hours hunted by them were over dogs, 4 
only 3.6% without dogs. We do not ¥ 
think this ratio applies to all quail j 
hunters—or does it? We are wonder- & Barth ay ae + 
ing what the hunters think about this Se One Ee > 
point. For another thing, we do not in <> 
believe the average quail hunter in N a 

Missouri killed 65 birds during the d 3 
1938 season—or, for that matter, even 
an average of 1.44 birds per hour. Ea 

Nevertheless these reports have xe Oz ar k 
yielded some interesting information Oh 
about Missouri quail. It should be w Plateau 

said at this point that the figures ws ier 
were compiled in every possible way— Mississ as 
by hunters, counties, hours, sexes, Lowle™ 
regions, use of dogs, and in relation 
to several other factors. 

*Contribution from the Missouri Cooperative 

Wildlife Research Unit, Columbia, Mo. Meee
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This simply means that shooting The largest proportion of the birds The 1938 figures from Missouri show 
over a dog is likely to bring ten or Were killed early in the season in the this same trend; as Table 4 shows, the 
eleven additional birds to bag for each *W0 Prairie Regions. It will be recalled percent of hens killed decreased on 
50 hours of hunting. In some parts of that in these same Regions the hunt- the whole gradually but steadily dur- 

ing success for the season was least ing the season: 
the state—notably the Ozarks, where and the decline in hunting success dur- Table 4 
Bay is en aie relative success ing the season was greatest. All these Percent of Hens Killed ane Gucceasive: 

with dogs is even greater. point to the fact that, as regards Weeks, 1938. 
One would ordinarily suppose that as quail, the Prairies are the least PLO> weak % of hens 

the season progressed and the birds ‘uctive Regions in Missouri. in the kill 
became more wary and scattered, fewer The ratio of cocks to hens is fairly 1 : 47.37 
birds would be bagged per hour than shown by the 37,627 quail whose sex 2 47.30 
at the beginning of the season. Where was recorded in 1938. Our cooperators 3 47.08 
birds are scarce, this is true; but it killed 19,944 cocks and 17,683 hens— 4 46.96 
was not conspicuously the case in Mis- a 12.8% surplus of males (112.8 cocks 6 46.65 
souri in 1938. Table 2 shows the hours to 100 hens.) There were more cocks 6 46.95 
hunted and birds killed in the entire than hens in every Region, the surplus 7 46.06 
state during the successive weeks of varying from 5.1% to 21.3%. 8 (3 days only) 46.95 
the 1938 season: Herbert L. Stoddard, whose book Though definite predictions cannot 

° be made at this time, it is probable 
TABLE 2. HUNTING DURING SUCCESSIVE WEEKS, 1938 SEASON. that some xélation will be naa Bes 

Hours % of Birds % of Birds killed . , 

Week hunted * total hours killed * total birds per hour * tween scarcity of hens and either de- 
hunted * killed * pleted populations or the presence of 

1 5,445.5 22.0 8,033 22.4 1.48 unfavorable conditions on the range. 
z Se ne ge 128 ae There are apt to be more hens (hence 
4 2/909. 118 4,206 118 1.45 a smaller surplus of cocks) on good 
5 2,932. 11.9 4,178 11.6 1.42 range or early in the season, nd fewer 
6 2,815. 11.4 4,145 11.5 1.47 hens on poor range or late in the sea- 
7 2,290. 9.3 3,392 9.4 1.48 son. For this and several other rea- 
gt 1,966. 8.0 2,718 1.6 1.38 sons, it is important to record the sex 

Entire ratio every year, as this is apparently 
Season 24707 100.1 ; 35,940 100.0 1.45 one of the “symptoms” which indicates 

Pe ees ee the healthy or unrealthy state of the 
quail population. 

There IS a generally downwardtrend “The Bobwhite Quail” is the Bible of 
of hunting success, measured in birds ll quail investigators, found that in 

killed per hour, during the season, the southeastern United States be- ELECT E. E. PUGH, Jr. 

but it is slight. This we regard as tween 1924 and 1929 the surplus of Edward E. Pugh, Jr., Kansas City 
evidence of a large and healthy pop- males varied between 7% and 20%. attorney and widely known bird dog 
ulation of birds. A comparison of the “In very few cases did the hens owner and field trials enthusiast, was 
two “percentage” columns in Table 2 equal or exceed the cocks in number, — elected president of the Jackson County 
shows that the relation of birds killed and this was the case early in the Chapter of the Federation at its an- 
to hours hunted remained almost the season only. On the other hand, ratios nual meeting May 8. He succeeds Dr. 
same throughout the 1988 season. as high as 130 to 100 were occasionally Irwin S. Brown, under whose leader- 
When similar calculations were indicated in small series late in the ship the Jackson County Chapter 

made for the eight Regions, however, season.” He found that in general launched Missouri Wildlife for the 
an interesting result appeared: In there was a “winter sex ratio of ap- statewide membership. 
the Northwestern and Western Prairies Proximately 115 cocks to 100 hens over N. F. Noland, grain man and a di- 
the hunting success fell off in suc- much of the southeastern quail terri- rector of the State Federation, was 

cessive weeks noticeably more than tory.” elected vice-president. 
in the rest of the state. We consider Stoddard noticed a small but steady R. W. (Bob) Lord was reelected sec- 
this as added evidence that the quail decrease in the proportion of hens as retary-treasurer, the position he has 
population on the Prairie is sparser the season progressed, and he com- had since inception of the Jackson 
and in less healthy condition than the mented on “the strong probability County Chapter. 

quail in other Regions. TABLE 3. EARLY KILL IN THE VARIOUS REGIONS OF MISSOURI. 
Table 2 also shows that the largest REGION % killed % killed 

number of hunters took the; field dur-j nayinwecterna Prairie) ue eel ito ane ee 
ing the first week; after that, HHEKe  “Wostern Praigie ao... Ti = 26.7 Boe 

was a gradual decline until a last- Northeastern Riverbreaks 0 40 49.7 
minute “spurt” at the close of the Western Ozark Border 2-0-0 cece nn  2BL2 50.4 
season. Thus the heaviest hunting Northern and Eastern Ozark Border... 21.6 415 
pressrye was early in the season; tak- Mississippi Lowland —...........- ee ee pel A: 47.5 

ing the birds killed over dogs as Ozark Plateau oh. ee ace OL ee eet eT By A by 46.0 

typical, 22.4% were killed during the Northern Riverbreaks n-ne 18.0 43.8 
first week and 48.1% during Novem- os, 

ber (which included the first three that the hens have a decidedly shorter oe. 6 a. N fi3.00 2 UP4 

weeks of a 7%-week season.) ‘life expectation’ when living under RRA ww 

When these figures were computed natural conditions than do the cocks.” Mx aa x OG 
for the eight Regions, there appeared He thought that the hens might be Ae RO A Fo 

still more evidence of the scarcity of less quick in dodging and therefore Mm ig 2 

quail in the Western and Northwest- easier marks for both hunters and pre- . 

ern Prairies (Table 3): dators. Hotel Mayfair st.rouis
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REVIEW 

Bennitt, Rudolf, and Werner O. Nagel. A Survey or roe Restpenr GAME AND Fur- 
BEARERS OF Missouri. The University of Missouri Studies, vol. 12, no. 2, April 1, 1937. 

Columbia, Missouri. 215 pp. 

Game surveys have become a standard symptom of our discontent with the husbandry 
of wildlife. In state after state we grope for a formula for conservation, and find there 

is none. Moreover, we find that even the most elementary facts out of which to build 

one are not obtainable in conservation offices. Hence we order a re-appraisal of the 
problem, and call it a game survey. 

Not every survey has set sail under such happy auspices, or arrived at so meaty a 
publication as Bennitt and Nagel’s ‘‘Game and Furbearers of Missouri.’”’? The Univer- 

sity furnished the skilled personnel, the National Park Service the funds for a year’s 

field work, and a group of private citizens paid the printer. The State Conservation De- 

partment was originally a party to the enterprise, but does not appear as co-sponsor of 
the report. This is regrettable. One could feel more confidence in the future of wild- 

life administration if more states participated in the critical analysis of their own wild- 
life policies. 

The present report is not only a contribution to conservation, but can well be brack- 
eted with Widmann’s ‘‘Birds of Missouri’ and Sauer’s ‘‘Geography of the Ozarks’ as a 
contribution to the natural history of the state. The authors, however, do not acknowl- 

edge their debt to Sauer. 

Their findings present a gloomy picture of the status of Missouri wildlife. At least 

5 species are headed for extermination within the state; ruffed grouse, prairie chicken, 

wild turkey, otter, beaver. No single species is found to be definitely increasing except 
the crow. Even the cottontail is reported as decreasing, at least temporarily. Sur- 

prisingly enough, the timber wolf is considered as in no immediate danger. Opossum, 

squirrel, skunk, and dove are reported as stabilized at a fairly high population level. 

The wild turkey is threatened not only by decreasing numbers, but by progressive dilu- 

tion of the native stock through propagation and release of mongrel strains at state 
expense. The persistent failure of these mongrel birds has recently led to real efforts to 
improve their quality. 

The Missouri survey is unique in supporting its appraisal of each species by a state- 
wide census. In some species the census is derived from a well-selected system of meas- 

ured samples; in others by computing the “breeding reserve” necessary to produce the 
annual take or kill. Such computation entails the use of assumed values for other mor- 

tality factors, and it ignores possible non-breeders, but despite its crudeness it has, I 
think, a definite value. It plants the idea that wildlife crops are a measurable and pre- 
dictable product of the environment. 

Bennitt and Nagel advance the rather novel speculation that the housecat may ac- 
count for the mysterious disappearance of the ruffed grouse in the Ozarks. There is a 
mystery here. Even Iowa has more grouse left than Missouri, despite her radically 
greater shrinkage in coverts. If we can postulate a radically higher population of feral 

cats in Missouri, this may bea valid speculation. Our authors give Missouri a population 
of 680,000 hunting cats. Isn’t it time for someone to produce an ecological monograph 

on so abundant and important a mammal? 

. The report displays a thoroughly modern view of most questions of wildlife ecology, 

with one curious exception: It asserts (p. 181), that “the only reliable way to find out 

the food habits of an entire species is to use a large number of specimens, widely dis- 
tributed geographically and taken at all times of year. . . local field observations are 
no fair indication of the good or harm done.” 

Such scattered sampling is certainly a good way to get the average of a notoriously
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variable phenomenon, but is it averages we need? To my mind the really valuable thing 
is to define the conditions which cause food habits to vary. This knowledge has come 

only from the Stoddard-Errington type of local study. Scattered sampling never did 

and never can explain variation, because the local conditions are not known. 
Considering their vast range of subject-matter, our authors trip over few errors of 

fact, and some of these are debatable. Tularemia, in their view, is a newly imported 

disease. I think the consensus of evidence supports the view that it is merely newly 

discovered. Bobcats, in their view, do not overlap their individual territories. My 

impression is the opposite. 
The physical presentation of the data leaves little to be desired. Of a great number 

of charts, tables, and maps, I found only one undecipherable. One serious criticism 
can be offered: The report contains no index. There is only one worse fault, and that 

is a poor index. 
Everything considered, I regard the Missouri Survey as the outstanding increment of 

the year to the growing literature of wildlife management. A hint to book collectors in 

the field of natural history, and to professional wildlife managers: Get a copy while one 

isavailable. But aside from the merits of the report, where does it lead us on the ques- 
tion of how to get conservation? To the same old dead end: Wildlife can be built up by 

building up the environment, but who will do it? Public agencies want to, but can’t. 

Private landowners can, but do not want to.—ALpo Lroro.p.
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5 obtained from sportsmen’s clubs, individuals, sports- 
W H f N C 0 N S F RY AT | 0 N men, hunters of every kind, and from such other 

sources as have been deemed reliable. The forego- 

ing figures have been collected from reports made 
WAS YOUN G to me in response to official requests first made by 

me, and which reports I have reason to believe are 
: approximately correct. I feel certain that the fore- 

E “ts from THE ie 1886 going report does not embrace one-half of the num- 
——— ber of game killed and fish caught in this state dur- 

AMOUNT OF GAME KILLED IN ing the period indicated. The very meager means 

MISSOURI and facilities available for the purpose of obtaining 
and collecting the full and accurate statistical infor- 

. ; ; St. Louis, Mo. mation desired must account for the incompleteness 
_Editor American Field :—Out of over thirty State and insufficiency of this report. 

vice-presidents of the National Association for the 
Protection of Game, Birds and Fish, that were ap- Respectfully, 

pointed last winter, all of whom accepted, the ap- J. L. SmirH. 
pointment, Gen. Jackson L. Smith, the vice-president . ‘| . : 
of Missouri, is the only one who responded to our Other vice-presidents will observe that if they 

request to collect and furnish us with the amount would take the same trouble as Gen. Smith, they 
of game killed in the respective states during the would furnish valuable information to the sportsmen 

past season. generally. 
The following is Gen. Smith’s report, which will be H. C. West, Secretary. 

of interest to your readers: ae 
ff *% Ck Ck Ok 

AS 
City oF JEFFERSON, Mo., May 20, 1886. rn SHAME BUTCHERS! SHAME! 

Capt. H. C. West, secretary of the National Associ- He who can walk through the game markets of 

ation for the Protection of Game, Birds and Fish: Chicago and St. Louis and see the evidences of the 

Sir:—As president of the Missouri State Sports- terrible slaughter of the butchers of spring ducks and 

men’s Association, and ex-officio vice-president of the not feel outraged at the infamous, brutal, outrageous, 
National Association for the Protection of Game, damnable and wanton murder of the breeding birds 
Birds and Fish, I beg leave to submit this, my an- is devoid of those attributes which are characteristic 

nual report of the number and kinds of game killed of men, and mark the distinction between man and 
and fish caught in the State of Missouri during the the lowest of the * * * the following damnable 
year ending March 1, 1886, and which is as follows: evidence of the bloody slaughter, taken from the 

St. Louis Republican of Saturday last. And to think 
GAME it is only the beginning of the spring-butchers’ carni- 

No. val: 

Deer... .. cece eee eee e eee ees 3,967 “The state of the St. Louis duck market yesterday 
Turkeys 0. .... sees ee eee eee ees 8,942 is as good proof as could possibly be asked for the 
Braue cuckens ie shea ey absolute and immediate necessity for putting a stop 

Quail 2 gece acces felon 61.902 to spring shooting. For two or three days previous 
Ducks Caustic ain ve sonar crass 105,409 the receipts of wild ducks had been so large that 
Geese oo. i eee e eect ences eee eee 8,626 mallards were for sale at the ridiculously low price 
wilsonis| suines Par gs uae See? of $1.00 a dozen, but this figure was entirely eclipsed 
Plover ...sscscsccsecceereceeess 6,570 yesterday when heavy receipts and warm weather 
Turtle doves isa i cower swnrceniesin 8,129 forced prices down, first to 75 and then to 50 cents 

Wild pigeons ..............0-+.. 4,929 a dozen. Four cents each for such birds as a mal- 
Saulrrele isbn lees] eA tat sre Ese ene lard! For some days past no mallards that have 

et ae ’ reached this latitude have been fit for food. The 
mise drakes have been thin and worn, showing every sign 

Pounds of the breeding season, and the ducks have been in 
BASS gcc cw asivansescowunven canes 60,905 egg. None, or very few, of the mallards have arrived 

Croppies 20.0... eee e eee eee eee 82,350 in flights, pairing having commenced long since down 
Pike perch ...........eeeeeeeees. 28,425 South. Every female that has been shot has been 
Buffalo STR Seana aia hehe se aeseiae ect ee a loss to next year’s duck crop of the total number 

a i Sie es ae i of ducklings she could have hatched; and the case 
I may be permitted to state that the value of said is just as bad where the drake is concerned, for he 

game and fish at the market price thereof would be is monogamous and where he is killed his widow 
something like $149,952. fails to raise her brood. Hundreds of bushels of 

It is to be observed that the above data have been spoiled flesh of the wild duck have been thrown 

14
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RESULTS OF SOIL EROSION EXPERIMENT 

Missouri Experiment Station 

Soil - Shelby Loam 

May 1, 19#7 - May 1, 1923 

Slope = 3.7% Plots 6 ft. wide - 90.75 ft. long 
~ : : Tons soil : Time re- : Percent of 

: % Rainfall :eroded per :quirsd to : total lost 
Treatment : running off:A. (1) in : erode top :in 16 rains 

; 4 surface : 6 years : 7" Soil =: 
: : z Yrs « e 

Uncultivated : : : 2 
Bee et oe ee OB ek 
Plowed 4 in. in : s 3 : 
Spring. Fallowed : 51.26 ; 247.3 24 : 65.535 
2 net ae eae eee ee 
Plowed 8 in. in : : : : 
Spring. Fallowed : 28.36 : 214.2 : 28 3 69.79 
POSS UMNO Tee pees hee ee cn ny Se i = 

Sc = Sontinuousiy'. _ nbs 2 deg 888 eSB 

Wheat = annually _:__ 25.19 i _ 59-9 _ 4 __150_ _: _ _55.09_ _ 

Rotation - Corn, : : : ; i 

BRGe be CLOVE ala we DOE OE ee A 

Corn - annually : 27.38 : 106.5 : 56 : 6lec1 

(1) Total rainfall during the 4 years = 133.83 in. 

The character of the rainfall has been one of greatest factors in 
causing erosion, During the four years of this experiment the seven 
heaviest rains caused about 60% of the erosion from the plowed land 
and also from the sod land. 

About 60% of the erosion has occurred during the months of August 
& September, while over 80% occurs during the 5 months May to September. 

TABLE OF RAINFALL + MAR. - OCT. 

Month: 1st year : 2nd year : ord year : 4th year : Sth year : 6th year 

Mee. GA 2 el 8 4G Os Ba 
Api 9s 4.97 3 2.85 : 4.06 : 5.20 : 9.75 2 tO 
May : 4.55 4.09 : 6.56 : 4.17 4 5.85 3 Aube 

June : 2.60 : 5.25 : 4.10 : c0 ; 3.05 day 
July : 0.88 : 0.73 : 20 50 3 2.69 : 2.11 > 4.03 
Aug. : 5.17 P 6.96 : 5.50 : 5.31 : 5.44 eo) 
Sept.: 2.18 : QoL : 5.46 : 4.02 : -10.03 > [6585 
Occ : 0.65 : 1.88 5 7.91 : Zebl : 2.31 {eb



File: Quail 
Missourt “ 

i Disease 

CROSS REFERENCE : 

"Relationships Between Diet and Extent of Parasitian in Bob<white Quail" 

by W. O, Nagel, Wilson Bulletin, Vol. XLVI, No. 3, September 1934, pp. 147-149.



car Of all the ing o- 
His uope is possible because 

he hearty co-operation all have COUNTY COUR 
wh. Thank you, one and all. ee 
Sunday school each Sunday 9:45. Sept. 17. 
Morning worship and Preaching at Ordered that all road gra 

1:00. 3 cease on and after Oct. 1. 
The Epworth League begins _ its Order for sealed bids for 100 to 

work for the year next Sunday at of coal for county use. : 
6:30 p. m. , Order continuing road pitition c 
Evening preaching hour, 7:30. All Chas, Mayfield et al. 

welcome, Settlement of F. L. Vice. road. 
E. V. Campbell, Pastor, overseer of Dist. No.°25, due him 

pee gn Ss od $18.72. 
| 

a PHEASANTS ARRIVED Also of Peter Campbell, No, 9. Due, 
him) $76.00. : 

Monday night’s train brought ina A of W. W. Laughlin No. 13. 
“shipment of 100 pheasants from the Due ‘him $27.00. : : 

y state Game Department for place- \Orfler opproving abstract of fees |* 
f ment in the “Bowman Park” game of, t county clerk. 4 

jf preserve just to the north of Kahoka Afjourned to Sept. 20, ; 
{| and extending to the Fox river on jf | Care ee pe 
| the north. Monday morning the birds / | M. P. CHURCH SOCIETY ee 

| were hauled by Walter Alexandrer | ae ee 
keeper of the preserve, and placed The Ladies Aid Society of the M. EES 

| temporarily in the 40 x 80 wire cage P. ¢hurch will meet at the home of ae 
j built for them in the Hiller pasture. /Mrg. Arthur Atherton Thursday, Sept. a 1 
| After a while the birds will be rey|27éh at 2:30 o'clock. en 
4 leased. Mrs. C. I. Meister, Pres. 
\ ——-0-—__ as | ———_o——_ 

~ ARTHUR TUCKER INJURE CONSTITUTIONAL DAY we 
2 Clark 

Friday of last week while assisting| The local chapter D.A.R. is spon-|i®s 27 
Clyde Harkness, a scantling fell on|soring Constitutional Day programs |®levato 
Arthur Tucker’s head inflicting pain-!to be given in the various schools of | Manage 
ful wounds. He removed to his home| the county, Friday, September 21. crib. S 
and a doctor called. —-o-—__ to 1938. 

papas OT te oe John Thompson arriyeq.from Tul- 
Mr 2nd Mrs. Charley Grate of Keo-|sa, Oklahoma, he being called here| The i 

kuk and Mrs. Lizzie Arnold of Way-]|on account of the serious illness of | Farmingt« 
land, have been visiting Mr. and Mrs | his brother, F. M. He is still an en-| develop s 
Grover Kirchner. 3 thusiastie booster for his adopted | veStigator: 

Saag city. things. 

Mr. and Mrs. Max Allenfort and eee, Oe 
daughter, of Chicago, were recent vis- Frank Vice and son, of Jackson, Mrs. Ide 
itors with county relatives, she being | entered the large watermellon class for St. L 
the former Miss Emma Burkett. of producers this year. Mrs. Isab: 

ir won 

\w dv : 
Quy
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I am much pleased to advise that ue the fact 

hat quail were very scarce last year, from the way 
hings look we are going to have a good supply this 
coming Fall. The first hatch is just about grown 
and I have noticed quite a few bevies of birds about 
ne-third grown. 
Jefferson City, Mo. Henry J. Durie. \ 

L' 6 
One wetnn Atte 

(¥ 
Ceek, | 2 & 
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itr. Keith McCanse, former State Game and Fish Commissioner, 

Now that you are separated from your publicity man, as you "resigned," when in want 

of some dope for filling in on the Ozark talk, you might entertain thousands of 
sportsmen in the state by explaining where all the "chips" fell that you promised to 
hew. 

Tell them how bitterly you condemmed Honorary Wardenships, but how you proceeded to 

igsve over 500 Specials that the public in their "igmorance" think is the same thing. 

“ccatt forget to tell them that among your friends to whom were issued, there was a 
cootired bank robber named Swope in Kansas City, a box car thief in Trenton and a 

bootleger fur dealer in Sedalia, 

fell them how popular you became thru your publicity man, Neal Walker, who formerly 
oublished and edited the anti-Catholic paper, - the Menace, who wrote your speeches 
end articles that appeared in the various newspapers and monthly Game News, of the 

the "big" things you were doing for the sportsmen and public, 

Tell them about the Franklin County Park that cost the department over $106,000.00, 

and land and lumber men declare it would be very empensive at $40,000.00. 

fell them about Chesapeake Hatchery, cost over 4100,000.00, and is situated in a deep 
socket canyon, absolutely unfitted for a hatchery, not worth a penny for that pur- 
nose. Tell them how and why you shipped all the brooder Rainbow Trout from Sprinefiel: 

o a private hatchery, Rainbow Springs. Tell them of the "immense" lot of trout you 

"Liberated" in public waters and the biggest percent of them, ycarlings, you had ship- 

ed to private Fish Hatcherics and then had them reshipped to you for parties and | 

banquets, 

Dell them of the "thousands" of Mexican Quail, unfitted for this country, and then 
liberated in pairs so that they could inbreed in event that they did live, Tell them 
of the much advertised by your department of the 5,000 "wild" turkey eggs, and not a 

turkey. 

Tell them of the tame turkeys you bought, liberated in a few parks and last fall ine 

vited a few of your friends to join in a "wild" turkey hunt, and had the Post Dispatch 

Staff Photographer on hand to take a picture of the big kill that was to and did take 

place, Also about the 8 or 10 “wild” turkeys shipped to you from Van Buren, Tell 

chen of your many “tame” parties with some of your official family, especialty the 

vig drunk at Van Buren, Mo. Hotel, and the filth you created in the rooms, a few 

months aoe 

Tell them of your creation of the book, Republican Missouri, and whether you got more 

or less than $1000.00 out of this. Tell them of your book, "Where to Go in the Ozarks” 

end what this cost the department, Tell them of the monthly publication, orginated 

to popularize you and the big loss over sale of subscriptions and publication from 

the start. 

Tell them how your advertised 14 Fish Hatcheries produced omly 220,000 fry fish for 

state distribution and a large »ercent of these came from the U. S. Hatchery at Neosho, 

Rell them that the State of Connecticut, less than one-tenth size of Missouri, pro=- 

cnced over 34,000,000, (48 times more) fish ami when deposited in state waters the 

‘ajority were fingerling size. ‘Tell them just where the bic fish rescue work was cone 

. that you advertised so extensively. 

Tell them of the 13 State Parks, springs, etc. boucht, that 8 ef them were bought by 

the former commissioner who had less than one-fourth the money at his command and 

only ten months against your four years, Tell them that not including office help, 

. your salary account last vear was over #89,000,00 and traveling expenses over 

“70, 800,00, 

Tell them of the many unlawful and umecessary positions you created in order to pop- 

ularize yourself. Tell them when you took the office in Merch, 1925, there was about 
490,000.00 left by the commissioner you succeeded in the Park Fund and during your 
term over $320,000.00 was added to the Park Fund, just how you spent this vast sun. 

Tell them what you meant and vhy, when you recently stated or boasted that two years 

would expire before there would be any funds for Game Parkse 

Tell them although you “resigned” in March, you insisted on having and finally got 

pay for April, If so, what service could or did you render the depaptment as you 

apparently drew salary that month from the Pierce Oil Co. 

Tell them as a Deputy Warden you reflected your nature in an expense sheet April 1922 

and if State Auditor no longer has this that PhotoStat copies can be easily be prow 

cured, showing how you tried to put over a personal advertising scheme at the expense 

of the department.
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This clipping from the”Demo News, Marshall, Mo. 

RELEASE $38,000 WORTH OF 
WILD GAME IN STATE OF MISSOURI 

"Since thé auguration of the game eee 

by the state game and fish department, in 1925,/more than 

$38,000 of the money paid in by the sportsmen for hunting 

and fishing licenses has been spent for game of all kinds 
to place in Missouri. 

Deer, turkey, quail, pheasants, have been the largest 

importations. Three hundred deer have been purchased from 
all over the country, to bring into Missouri game refuges 

and state parks. Commissioner Keith McCanse said the only 
reason that more deer were not brought in was that they were 

unavailable. When placed in the refuges, the deer are first 

kept in a deer tight enclosure, and fed for several months. 

Then they are released a few at a time. Strict protection 
is provided in a law passed by the legislature place a close 
season on deer until 1930. When the season opens in 1930, 

the animals will have to be protected by a new law, McCanse 
said. He favors a law similar to that in Pennsylvania, 
which allows only a few days hunting, and only one deer to a 
man. The deer also must be a buck deer, at least two years 

old, and heavy penalty should be provided for violations, he 
said, 

One thousand turkeys have been brought in and released 
in state parks and refuges, mostly in southern Missouri in the 

“good turkey country." The turkeys cost $5500. 
Twenty-four thousand pheasant eggs were purchased and dis- 

tributed among farmers all over the state for hatching. The 

pheasants then were turned loose to propagate. Six thousand 

quail were also brought in and scattered throughout the state. 
Future importations of quail and in fact all game will be 

released only in state game refuges and parks. The game de- 

partment this year started a game refuge system which provides 

Sanctuaries for the game, with a public shooting grounds, sur- 
rounding the sanctuary. In these sanctuaries no one is allowed 

to hunt at any time. In the country surrounding the sanctuary, 

hunting is done only under strict supervision, McCanse said." 

GAME PRESERVES INCREASE SUPPLIES OF GAME 

The following article by Mr. Carlos Avery in American Game is worthy of the 

best consideration. 

"There are in the northeastern part of the United States 

a considerable number of private game preserves, Long Island 
seems to be a favorite locality for them. 

Regus paT.Ore
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select the same mates the second year, even when given an oppor— 

tunity to do so. Each pair is given an individual breeding pen 

during the laying season, and a fight to the finish is the inevi- 
table result when an attempt is made to add a second female to a 

breeding pen.' - By J. H. McCool, Oregonian, Portland, Oregon. 

POISON IVY? HERE IS A RELIABLE CURE FOR 

THIS INFECTION 

"If an outdoor fan is unfortunate enough to acquire a 'case' 

of poison ivy this summer he'll be better off if he does not listen 

to his friends and try all their home-made, 'sure-cure remedies', 

advises the Izaak Walton League in a recent vacation bulletin. 

"There is no reason to fool with trick cures when a definite 
relief and cure for poison ivy is available. Here is the way to 

treat a case of this vegetable poison. The method is the result of 

hundreds of experiments conducted by a well known scientist, J. B. 

McNair, formerly connected with the University of Chicago, and now 

on the staff of the Field Museum. 
"First, infected parts should be washed thoroughly with strong 

soap and water. Laundry soap is better than a plain hand soap. The 
idea is to remove from the skin as much of the irritating oil of the 

poison ivy plant as possible. Soap and water will do very well, but 

washing the infected parts with ether or chlorform is recommended 

because the oil of poison ivy is easily soluble in these. 

"Next, apply a 5 per cent solution of Ferric Chloride which 
has been added to a fifty-fifty solution of water and alcohol. If 

you can't get the alcohol use the diluted ferric chloride solution. 
Swab the infected parts thoroughly with cotton soaked in the chlo-— 

ride, and then apply compresses of the solution to the infected skin. 

Keep the pads moist and well bandaged. Renew the chloride solution 

at intervals. 
"Ferric chloride or iron chloride can be purchased at most any 

drug store. Outdoor fans who wish to play safe can take a bottle 

of it with them on their trip." - Izaak Walton League of America, 

Chicago, Ill. 

Ke F wt Cpreteur a t. mw Tews a 

\ b ee / or toatl, ly FJ wo / PRELIMINARY REPORT OF PHEASANT EGG DISTRIBUTION Z: 

IN MISSOURI SHOWS IMPROVEMENT OVER 1930 —_— 

"Average hatches from the 30,000 English Ringneck pheasant 

eggs being distributed this year by the Missouri Game and Fish De- 

partment are higher than those recorded from the 1930 distribution, 

~ according to reports being received by the parks and refuge division 

ESTABLISHED 1602
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of the state department. The hatches this year are resulting in 

nine birds from each fifteen-egg setting, while at this time last : 

year seven birds were produced from each setting. 

"Virtually all of the eggs distributed thus far during the 

present season were produced in Missouri and all are being handled 

through the Missouri Pheasantry, the state's largest commercial 

pheasantry located at Windsor, Mo. In addition to the fifteen-egg 

settings furnished free by the department, insect powder and special 

pheasant chick feed also is being provided. The department last 

year conceived the idea of furnishing the insect powder and a 

balanced chick feed and the success attained with these additional 

items prompted their inclusion in the pheasant egg shipment again 

this season. 

"Results from 249 settings already reported upon show that 

2,184 birds have been hatched. The complete figures for 1930 showed 

about a 50 percent hatch. 

"Most of the eggs this year are being distributed in six 

selected areas recommended by Wallace B. Grange, field co-operative 

agent for the U. S. Biological Survey, who this spring conducted a 

survey of Missouri in an effort to determine the most desirable 

sections for pheasant experimentation. The report made by 

Mr. Grange, now available in mimeographed form, is being followed, 

for the most part, in this year's pheasant experimentation in 

Missouri." - Missouri Game & Fish News. 

KENNEY HEADS MASSACHUSETTS 

FISH & GAME DEPARTMENT 

"Flowers, cigars and congratulations were showered recently 

into the sunny office of Raymond J. Kenney, at the headquarters of 

the division of fisheries and game in the Metropolitan District 

Commission building, 20 Somerset Street. The chief warden was nom— 

inated by Governor Ely to be director of the division of fisheries 

and game in the State department of conservation. He was named to 

succeed Director William C. Adams, whose resignation, submitted to 

accept a similar position in the State of New York, effective July 

1." -— Boston Evening Transcript, Boston, Mass. 

We desire to express our congratulations and wish him success 

in his new position. 

L. W. T. WALLER, JR. 

ca 
MEGS Uratann Se 

DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION
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: The following from Missouri Game & Fish News: ae 

BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF MISSOURI 

"Field biologists from the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey 

will make a state-wide survey of Missouri in order to determine the 

locations most suited to the natural propagation of pheasants, ac— 

cording to Martin A. Lewis, Jr., chief of parks and refuges for the 

Missouri Game and Fish Department at whose request the survey is to 

be made. Upon the report of the biologists will depend the policy 

regarding the department's 1931 distribution of pheasant eggs for 

cooperative hatching and liberation. 
Eggs were distributed to 1,632 individuals in all but four 

counties in Missouri last year and while the hatch and liberation 

was generally considered satisfactory. The department is inter- 
ested this year in placing the eggs in sections where the birds 

have the maximum opportunity to propagate and thrive under natural 

conditions. Missouri contains ten physiographic regions ranging 

from the great plains to the St. Francois Mountains and each region 

is particularly adapted to certain species of game and birds. 

While the pheasants are hardy it is believed that at the outset of 
their introduction in this state they should be placed where they 

can have every chance to increase and scatter over large areas."
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Report on contents of quail crops from the Phil M. Smith farm, Williamsburg, Mo. 

Exgmined by Bureau of Plant Industry, U.5.D.A. cooperating with Missouri College 

nm and Missouri State Board of Agriculture. Columbia, Mo., Dec. 12, 

a cies cops Seataneponesoiedio evuiars a gue ieee ae 

The seeds and other material in your "Quail Craws" have been examined. Our 
findings are as follows: 

64777--Identification "Quail Crew 71" 

: 224 Meibomla spp., Tick trefoil 

138 Strophostyles panci flora, Small wild bean 

92 Bidens sp., Sticktight or beggar ticks 

18 Ambrosia artemisiaefolia, Small ragweed 

3 ambrosia bidentata, Lance-leaved ragweed 

1 Polygonum pennsylvanicum, Penn. Imotweed 

_ 1 Reus sp., Sumac 

17 Zea maize, Corn 

13 Larvae, 1 Stinkbug, 1 Spider, 1 Ground beetle, Grasshopper legs. 

64778--Identification "Quail Craw #2" 

95 Croton capitatus, Hogwort 

7% ambrosia artemisiaefolia, Small razweed 

BB Strophostyles panei flora, Small wild bean 

46 Impatiens sp., Jewel weed or Wild touch-me-not 

4% Bidens sp., Shicktight or beggar ticks 

1 Polygonum convelyulus, Wild buckwheat i 

1 Strophostyles umbellata, Pink wild bean 

4 Grasshoppers, 2 small beetles



. 64779--Identification "Quail Craw #3" 

284 Bidens sp. Beggar ticks or sticktights 

254 Strophostyles pauciflora, Small wild bean 

216 Meibomia sp., Tick-trefoil : 

56 Cassia sp., Partridce pea 

37 Lespedeza capitata, Round~headed bush clover : 

—«-27 Ambrosia artemisiaefolia, Small ragweed : ' 

10 Ambrosia bidentata, Lance-leaved ragweed 

\ gtrophostyles umbellata, Pink wildbean 

3 Silphium sp., Rosin weed 

3 Parsonia sp., Tarweed : 

1 Polygonum sp., Smartweed 

1 Acorn : 

8 larvae 

64760--Identification "Quail Craw #4 (Small) 

14 Strophostyles umbellata, Pink wild bean 

1 Ambrosia artenisiaefolia,Small ragweed 

1 Grasshopper
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A Report on a Survey of the State of Missouri Regarding the 
Further Introduetion of Ring Neck Pheasants. 

Origin of the Survey 

A pheasant survey of Missouri was requested by the 
state Game and Fish Department for the purpose of selecting 
the most promising areas for further pheasant introduction 
and to recommend areas in which no further introduction should 
be attempted, as well as to make recommendations on the im=- 
provement of methods. 

Procedure and itinerary 

The very rapid survey possible in 12 days (March 20-31) 
was made by automobile; covered 64 of the 114 counties of the 
state; included approximately 2600 miles of travel within the 
boundaries of the state and extended to all main physiographic 
and agricultural sections with the exception of the south- 
eastern Mississippi Lowlends area. A detailed itinerary record 
of the highways traversed is appended to this report for the 
use of others in checking results following the recomended 
experiments. 

The survey consisted merely in a rapid size-up of the 
agricultural practices, terrain, cover and food conditions, 
soils and the general characterg of the areas visited. These 
were interpreted in the light of the writer's observations 
on Ring Neek Pheasants end pheasant country in other states. 
It was impossible to do meh more than select the main areas 
which appear favorable,for Missouri,ané to eliminate areas 
which were clearly unfavorable. 

Present Status of the Ring 
Neck Pheasant in Missouri 

Only one consipicuous success of Ring Neck Pheasants in 
the wild in Missouri is credited by the Game Department, namely, 
that of St. Charles County, near St. Louis. Leopeld in his 
1930 Game Survey of Missouri notes 6 small apparent establishments; 
states there may;that many more un-noted establishnents in the 
state and calls attention to the ultimate disappearance of all
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old plantings for which there are records. He does not exclude 
the possibility of remnant survivals of old plantings. Here and 
there over much of the state one encounters rumors of small 
establishments of breeding birds, always of small size. It is 
safe to say that there is no really lerge establisiment of wilé 
pheasants having persisted over a period of years in Missouri, 
with the exception of that in 5t. Charles county. In this ease, 
too, it is uncertain what the origin of the stock was or whether 
it has been aided by additional releases. 

Ieopola indicates that pheasants breed in the wild in 
Missouri in all sections, but he believes by the tht#d generation 
breeding has virtually stopped. 

Size and Time of 

“Plantings. 

According to Leopold's Geme Survey of Missouri planting 
of Ring Neck Pheasants in Missouri begen about 1904 and was 
sporadically continued thereafter, especially in 1910 and then 
again in 1927 ami up to the present time. Previous to 1910 the 
plentings were small. The 1910 and 1911 plantings are discussed 
in the then Geme and Fish Commissioner, Jesse Tollerton's,report 
and some reports following release are available. They indicate 
that wild reared broods wore quite eommonly seen for a year or 
two following release. At the present time, however, ali seem 
to have disappeared. Tolierton is quoted as saying “maybe 
20,000" pheasants were released in 1910 and 1911. Leopold cuts 
this figure in half, and there is some tendency in various 
quarters to materially minimize even this number. It is, then, 

impossible to say how many pheasants were released. Tollerton's 

report mentions, however, that they were distributed in lots of 
6 to 12 birds each, a point which will be discussed later. 

In 1927 pheasant planting was again begun, and according 

to the Game Department's records 11,311 Ring Neck Pheasants of 

12 or more weeks of age were released in the four year period 

1927 to 1930 inclusive, but no releases were made in 1929. 

The 1930 figures are considered accurate: those preceding 1950 

less 50. 

3 It should be noted that the error in the above figures is 

apt to be on the credit side, that is to say probably indicating 

a larger rather than lesser distribution as this is almost 

inherent in the cooperator ami egg distribution system. 

It seems apparent, however, thet something near 11,000 

Ring Neck Pheasants have been released in Missouri over a period
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of years, at a cost probably exceeding $40,000.00 on a 
replacencnt and administration outlay basis, It is also 
apparent that virtually no results, other than education 
and good-will, have been achieved from this rather large 
investment. 

is the Past a in Missouri 
usive? 

Thé question arises as to whether, with the considerable 
introductions of pheasants already made, enough work has not 
been done to demonstrate conclusively the unsuitability of 
Missouri for Ring Neck Pheasants. Decision on this point is 
more or less complicated by conflicting results, but the 
writer believes the following statements are warranted: 

(1) Znough work has been done to demonstrate conclusively 
the futility of pheasant introduction under past and 
present distribution methods. 

(2) No well-organized and ideally-set-up introductions 
have been made: Consequently, it is thoroughly 
possible that under improved methods certain areas 
in Missouri ean be successfully stocked and maintéined 
with and for Ring Neck Pheasants. 

A @iscussion of the methods in use and the methods recommended 
for use is given elsewhere in this report. 

Seo EE ge See 
_ Situation ewhere. 

Notable success with pheasants has been had in South 
Dakota, Nebraska, Southern Minne te, Northern Iowa, Southeastem 
Wisemsin, Northeastern Illinois, Southern Michigan, Northern 
Ohio and in other sections of the East and #est. Such success 

; is by no means universal in any of those states, but is dependent 
upon the enviroment, agriculture] prattices, method of stocking, 

: protection afforded, ete.,of local areas. any sections have 
proved impossible to stock even in the best pheasant states. 

4s pointed out by Leopold there is what is termed a “failure 
belt" for pheasants and Hungarien Pertridges, including Southern 
Illinois, Southem Indiana, Southern Ohio, and probably Missouri. 
It also includes, according to Leopold, Southern Iowa. In and 
below this belt there is no conspicuous example of an establishment 

of Ring Neck Pheasants existing in mumbers sufficient to allow 
hunting. There seems no question of the fact that the Ring Neck 

is very much a northern bird.
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Om the other hani, it is true that pheasants have been 
established in parts of Nebraska, in sections of Illinois 
not a great distance from the Missuuri line and that the 
gencral appearance ané the agriculutral practices of Northern 
Missouri are very similar to some oceupied pheasant country of 
Iowa and South Dakota. 

In answer to the question, Is Mis i in the failuge4, ut 
belt? it does not seem possible td "Gideon unqualified emaser. 
The following points are worth considering, however. 

“enypirds end enimels appear to be limited in geographic 
range by same more or less constant factors, associated with 
or correlated with, latitude and quite aside from the usual 
locally limiting factors of the immediate environment, such 
as food,cover, predators, etc. It has been long pointed out 
that the continent can be fairly successfully mapped into 
Life Zones, on the basis of temperature, largely, and the 
distribution of whole groups of species roughiy explained in 
this my. By reforence to Morriom's map of the Life Zones 
of the United States and to McAtee's map of pheasent distribution 
in the United States, it is apparent that the bulk of the 
pheasant successes have been within, or almost immediately ad= 
jacent to the Transition life Zone. This zone is a true 
transitional area having characteristics of severel other Zones, 
and with this fact in mind there immediately appeare a very fair 
correlation between pheasant distribution and the environmental 
conditions upon which the zone is based, even to the great 
southward dips of pheasant range in Cadifornia, Utah and the 
northward extension into Canada. As to Missouri, it is wholly 
outside the Transition Zone, but yet has some Transition Zone 
characteristics. 

Leopold has advanced both a glaciation and a vitemin 
theory to explain the Mid-ifest pheasant failures. There are 
several other theories about it. All that can be said is that 
the fundamental factors governing latitudinal distribution of 
pheasants in United States are not yet understood, wut 
apparently exist. As to whether or not they exist in Missouri 
and will permanently prevent its occupation by pheasants can 
only be determined by exporiment,at the present state of 
knowledge. It seems probable, however, that there are fundamental 
adverse factors operating ageinst the Ring Neck Pheasant in mch 
of the Missouri territory, end this fact should be kept constantly 
in mind in further oregonian end in meeting the public 
which urges such further in tions. It is recommended that 

all future work be experimental until some definite conclusion 
ean be reached in a scientific way.



Present Methods of Release. 

While it is tue that Missouri's methods of pheasent distrie 
bution have been little different from those employed by several 
other states which have had success with Ring Neck Pheasants, it 
is, nevertheless, a fact that no really coneentrated planting in 
the best territories has been made, or is of record. The following 
points my be considered: 

4 
Distribution has not been concentrated. It has extened to practically 
every county, an area of immense size being very thinly stocked. In 
many cases the largest allotments have gone into the Ozarks or poorest 
pheasant country and hence do not indicate what may be expected in the 
northern part of the state. 

Insufficient numbers. Even in the case of the more favorable counties, 
only limited distribution has been made. in spite of this, several 
temporary establishuents have been noted. In no ease of record has 
there been any use of the principle of massed plantings. 

rt o period since release. ‘This applies to the recent plantings. 
It is still Eoeeciets to say what the results have been of recent 
attempts. 

Unorgenizeed methods. No real attempt has been made to orgsnize 
landowners to give the birds needed protection, food and other aide 

The main conclusion from the above is that the method of con= 
centrated releases has not yet been applied. By concentrated releases 

. is meant the establishment of a high population center. It seems 
entirely probable that successes in other states have resulted fron 
aecidental establishment of such areas of high population. This is 
known to be the case in Wisconsin. It seems likely that, to draw an 
analogy, the ball rust acquire a certain momentum to off-set the pull 
of adverse factors if it is to keep rolling. ‘The adverse factors 
usually encountered by colonies of introduced animals are frequently 
great enough to stamp out all trace of such colonies unless a certain 
rather high ninimm population has been established. In this 
connection 1+ is interesting to recall that Snglish Sparrows failed 

when first introduced in America, ani that we are now witnessing the 
rapid spread of Starlings, originally from a single center of high 
population in the Mast. Methods in Missuuri have not been conducive 
to the establishment of mass populationSof wild pheasants. 

This is not to say that the lack of concentrated plantings 
has resulted in unifersal failure in Missouri, but rather that it 
appears this is the only method which still holds any chame of 
success. Certainly the distribution of 15 egg lets, or of bands 
ef 6 to 10 grown birds to widely separated coverts is not apt to 
produce results anywhere. Such distribution necessarily relies 
almost wholly on chance, and is consequently not desirable.



tory Most Suited to 

ixperinental Tork. 
in general, and aside from the theoretical explanetions 

of pheasant failures in the South, the territory north of the 
Missouri River appears the best suited by its agricultural 
practices and terrain to Ring Neck Pheasants, and the Western 
Plains area south of the river appears the second best place 
for experimental wrk. The physiographic provinces of the 
state can be considered separately or in groups. 

She Ozerks. The Ozarks are largely forested, mainly with oak 
but with some pine in sections. They offer mich to game 
such as deer, wild turkeys, quail and rabbits but in most parts 
are too forested for Ring Neck Pheasants. Portions may be 
adapted to Reeves Pheasant, tut work with this bird is not 
recommended until adequate attention has been given the wild 
turkey, native quail and en effort made to re-introduce the 
Ruffed Grouse, which once occurred in the Ozarks. (For data 
on grouse in the Ozarks see Leopold's Survey). 

The Ozarks are not recommended for work with Ring Neck Pheasants, 
and the recommendation is that no further distribution be made 
to this region. 

the Mississippi Lowlands. This area, formmrly largely forested 
with cypress and now partially drained, is Clearly Southern in 
type. Cotton is raised in the region. it is occupied by dder, 
turkeys and quail. law enforcement is difficult. Floods have in 
the past wiped out much game in this section and may perhaps 
be expected to do likewise in the future. 

The Mississippi Lowlands of southeastern Missouri are not 
recommended for pheasants and the recommendation is thet no 
further distribution be made to this region. 

The aE Boxder. This area might also be temed the foot-hills 
or ro country surrounding the Ozarks proper, although thers 
is no very distinct line of demareation from either the Ozarks 
or the outer agricultural lands. Some excellent farming country 
occurs in this type, but a large portion is wooded. It is quail 
and rabbit country, with turkeys and deer in spots. Portions of 
the region might prove adapted to Ring Neck Pheasants, but it is 
suggested work be postponed in this region until it has been 
carried on in more favorable areas with success.
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It is recommended that in ease the Missouri area proves 
adapted to Ring Neck Pheasants the Geant hee be tested out, 
but that until the Northern country has been experimental ly 
tested further distribution to the Ozark Border counties be 
curtailed. 

Pe esteem Piaine. This region, below the Missouri River, 
is ly treeless except for planted hedges of osage orange, 
sane swamp woods and gully thickets and pasture thicket. It 
is well developed agriculturally and produces wheat, corn, 
cattle, sheep and maize as well as apples and grapes in local 

| seetions. Much corn is left standing or in the shock, but the 
fields are noticeably without wedds. Much of the territory 
is decidedly bare from a game-bird standpoint, suggestive of 
Kansas. Barring fundamentally adverse factors some of the 
area appears favorable for Ring Neck Pheasants. 

It is recoumonded that Ring Neck Pheasant distribution to the 
Western Plains area be deferred until such time as it has 
been experimentally determined whether or not these birds will 
thrive in North Missouri. 

colpgeievig SS at BLS e This region, of great size, 
the’richest of Missouri's agricultural lands. It is 

almost wholly farmed the main erops being corn, hogs, wheat, 
cattle, some dairy products, same orchard products, considerable 
hay. Very large areas of standing and shocked corn are left 
in the field, especially in the extremep Northwest, this area 
very strongly suggesting South Dakota. Weeds are noticeably 
more abundant in cornfields of this section, and include pigeon 
Brass. An area near Kansas City, in which dairying and sheep 
raising are prominent industries, is very bare ani would be 
unsuited to Ring Neck Pheasants. Barring fundamentally adverse 
factors, however, the northwestern sectiong appears to offer 
considerable to Ring Neck Pheasants and if these birds will 
thrive anywhere in the state it wuld seem it wuld be in this 
section. 

It is recommended that experimental stocking of Ring Neck 
Pheasants be undertaken as hereafter suggested in the Northwestern 
Black Prairie region of Missouri, but it is recommended thet 
general distribution throughout the region be discontinued pending 
the results of the experimental stocking.
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The Northeastern Fiat Prairie. | This regios is also of large 
size and is about as developed agriculturally as the last 

province. wheat, corn, sheep, cattle and miscellanems crops 

are important. There is less hog raising, more sheep, less 

hay, less corn and more wheat than in the Northwestern areae 

Much stending end shooked corn is left in the field. Wheat 

is largely plented in the fall end many fields are conséquently 

pare in winter. Krosion is very far advanced in many localities 

having caused the abendonment of scores of femms, ond now 

encroaching here and there upon buildings, fences, highways and 

other works of man. Consideralhed brush covert is found in 

the drainage echmnels of sane localities. fhe region, barring 

@undamentally adverse factors, appears to offer a good deal to : 

Ring Neck Pheasants. 

It is recommanded that experimental stock ing of Ring Neck 

Pheasants be undertaken in this section as outlined later in 

this report and thet general distribution of pheasants or eggs 

be discontimued until such time as the experimental stocking 

has produced favorable results. 

v 

The River Botton Gountly. This type is, ef course, found in 

most of Northern Missouri and in sane other sections. it 

consists of rather narrow river valleys in which comparatively 

@iversified conditions (for Missouri) are found, inc Ind ing 

thicket coverts in gullies end tributary creek draws, some 

swemp woods, excellent corn ani wheat often weedy, some march, 

some pasture und miscellansous crops. fhe River Bottoms of 

Missuuri (incluéing the Mississippi, Missouri, Grend, Cuivre, 

Fabius anfazison) barring fundaméntally adverse factors, 

appear to bone of the best territory of the state -— 

Ring Week Pheasants. 

It is recommended that seleeted areas of River Bottom be 

experimentally stocked with Ring Neck Pheasants, an’ that 

general distribution be discontimed until the results of 

such experimental work become evident.



Recommendations 
As to Policy. 

(1) It 4s recommended that further work with Ring Neck Pheasants 

in Missouri be entirely experiments] and so sonducted as to 

furnish evidence conclusively demonstrating whether or not 

fundsnentally adverse factors prevent the suseessfulfastablishnent 

of these birds. 

(2) That state-wide distribution of pheasants or pheasant eggs be 

@iscontinued. If this is not possible for expediency, good-will 

ed Sane reasons, it is recommended that the allotment 

roe bition constitute not more than 10% of the total 

allotments, and that in no ease should éistribution be made 

which would complicate experiments in progress. 

(3) That an educational campaign to acquaint Missouri hunters and 

the general public with the probabilites against success with 

Ring Neck Pheasants in the state at large be undertaken and that 

an attempt be made to educate the public to the idea of experinental 

work as @ basis for a state gume policy. 

(4) That the small size game farm riow being developed in Missouri 

be made 1 fe SR PT bution ef birds for distribution 

rather tha 6 cont stribution of eggs in smell numbers 

to individuals. 

Recommendations 
As to Methods. 

(5) It is recommended that an area of at least 56 square niles or 

one towmship be adopted as the experimental unit. A larger 

unit, such as an entire county, could be used but is considered 

needlessly large snd expensive. 

(6) ‘That the landomers within each such experimental area be 

organized to afford protection, feeding and other aid to the 

released birds. 

(7) That one area, as nearly representative of the best conditions 

as is possible, be selected for each main physiographic type 

it is desired to test out. Atchison or Nodaway counties are 

recommended for the Northwestern area; St. Charles sm Lincoiin 

counties for the Northeastern area; IaClede, Greene or Christian . 

eounties for the Western Plains Area; lewis or Clark counties 

for the River Bottoms type; Lima, Barton and Texas counties 

for miscellencous types, if dépitt’d desired. It would be preferable 

to inaugurate ell experiments at once, but the Northeastern and 

Northwestern areas are suggested first in ease this is not possible.



(8) That each area selected for experimental work be stocked with 
an average of one pheassnt to 64 acres, or more, all birds of 
12 or more weeks of age. (This mmkes 64 birds to the mile, 
360 to the township) Departure from the suggested numbers 
whould be on the side of liberality. If egg distribution is 
made, enough eges shouafiab distrib a, to insure gewired 
production of birds, andaany atic tent oer Lol . 

(9) Each bird to be banded with a substantial metal band carrying 
consecutive numbers; careful records as to date of release, 
exact time, farm, section and method of release, subsequent 

Capture, cic. ~t lo py ow erred towne 

(10) after the first rearing season following release, live-trapping 
of pheasants and field census work to be carried on to determine 
whether there has been an actual inerease (as differentiated from 
concentrations); whether the birds have remained approximtely 
where released or have migreted; whether second and third 
generation birds are breeding and productive. 

Unvanded birds would, of course, indicate natural increase if 
the experiment has not been complicated by private releases 

er influx. (Both very small factors in Missouri). Unbanied 
birds should be banded and returned to the coverts careful 

records being kept. 

(11) Sueh experimental work to continue long enough to demonstrate 
eonclusively whether or not pheasants will thrive in the 
particular enviromental type being tested. In case of outright 
failure, results might be apparent the second year (after the 
first rearing season in the wild) and justify an# immediate 
curtailment of pheasant production. In case of successful 
establishment, tw wild generations of birds and corresponding 
inerease could be taken as justifying an expansion of pheasant 
production facilities. Five generetions would be worth carrying 
through from a standpoint of seientifie interest. 

In the carrying cut of the above recommendations, should they 
be accepted by the Missouri Department, it is recommended that the 
Survey offer the necessary technical supervision for the proposed 
experiments and aid the execution of the plan in every possible way, 

should the Missouri Department so desire. 

Respectfully submitted, 

4 law & Rw 

$oSpers tate Bia, j 
Us Se Biological Survey, April 4, 1951.
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An Invitation 

Missouri extends an invitation 

to her citizenry and visitors 

to enjoy her great springs, 

forests and streams. 

HENRY S. CAULFIELD 
Governor 

State of Missouri



« Missouri » 
has much to offer the outdoor en- 
thusiast, and for him who would learn of 
her recreational advantages there lies in 
store many pleasant surprises. 

This state's out-of-doors possibilities 
are practically limitless, for within the 
bounds of Missouri lie fourteen million 
acres of forest land where live the deer 
and wild turkey and millions more acres 
of land where thrives the small game, in- 
cluding the native bobwhite quail; 510 
fishing streams, exclusive of the Missouri 
and Mississippi rivers, with a total 
length of 15,000 miles; and 168 lakes 
with an area of 28,000 acres. The Mis- 
souri Ozarks region holds more than 
10,000 springs. 

Missouri's state park and refuge sys- 
tem includes 75,000 acres of owned or , 
leased land, dedicated to the propaga- 
tion and protection of the state’s wild 
life. 

With such wild-life resources Missouri 
does have much to offer in its great out- 
of-doors for those who will but acquaint 
themselves with these advantages. This 
Guide of Missouri's Great Out-of-Doors 
will assist you—use it.
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FOR THE PERPETUATION OF HUNTING AND FISHING 
Tree the fisherman can keep his lines tight and the SWOPE PARK ae eee pole, as vellies cies and is one of the principal 

hunter can have plenty of birds on the wing, the Mis- This hatchery is located in Swope Park at Kansas City (2-A) and tock’ for almost 40 years, and is the mainstay of | Gs cee * i. e the output from the ponds include large mouth bass, crappie, blue: 
souri Game and Fish Department operates a state-wide hills cougleceye? gracatamui and catal of the state. 
fish and game hatchery and game refuge system embracing : ; ; BENNETT SPRING 
ror’ then 75,000-2eres GIBB’S LAKE ‘, Beane Spring Hatchery is located at Bennett Spring State Park in 

Bi s ia r Gibb’s Lake Hatchery is in Crawford County at Keysville. (3-C) (334.8) Puce aan. soe eoe di 
ig game, including deer and turkeys, are produced on Deer Run, The lake, which is about 8 acres in area and fed by a spring, is well tributien of rainbow trout and has aleaied mnillioe of hese fakes 

Indian Trail, Meramec, Sam A. Baker and Big Spring State Parks, Hoe ee ee bass, crappie and bream. The whole tract has an in the trout waters of the state. The spring branch at the hatchery is 
while small-game farms where bobwhite quail and pheasants are area Ol actse- well stocked with trout, and is a happy rendezvous for trout fish 
reared, are located in Harrison, Nodaway, Vernon, Newton, Ray, fe aeadin th ae ene _ Rare k men. German Brown trout, also, are Cane propageted here. see 
Adair, Call. , Buch , M - ocated within the confines of Sequiota State Parl miles south- St Gr eta ie a Semin eet Pele ed ol co = bee ROARING RIVER liscethelltalahese tes uaties Gadalcc ie Randolgh Geis Clae oea Gy Here are produced many bass, crappie, sunfishes, and rainbow ; ans pareteny eae ie Romine Rives Sule Fer (414-B) given 

Di 7 ut, io the state as a gift by Dr. T. M. Sayman of St. Louis, is a trout 
Taney Counties. CHESAPEAKE SPRING hatchery only. One of Missouri's big spring foantahee the. Wales 

Missouri has been raising fish in hatcheries and distributing them Shesopenke’l: the pees hatchery in ee state, (4-B) having a fet sibateh ey and alte: fom the headwaters of Roaring River, 
t oximat iter. ti tention is gi tl ete = "4 tothe water ofthe sate for more thn fry yeas, There are now opel A ee pe ate Patial ate en te“ Aur cheer here Ge eubed at Cdr Gap (4822 , producing trout, bass, crappie, goggle- at this place. Danie cr (374-D) Perry County, Li ory, emorial 
eye and other game fishes. The work of stocking the waters of the FOREST PARK ark, Sedalia (2/4-B), Pettis County, Confederate Home, Hig- 
state is augmented by millions of fish rescued from overflow waters i ; ‘i 7 giovalle GAv7a)Lalayetie County) Eldorado “Lake, Eldorado Sai eamarliack Gey Nag il This hatchery is located at Forest Park im the city of St. Louis. prings, (3-A.14) Cedar County; Lake Venita, Odessa, (2-A14) 

year, ish being produced at auxiliary hatcheries. (214-3) It has produced thousands of black bass, crappie, bream Lafayette County, Ziske Lake, Boonville, (2-B) Cooper County.



ISSOURI is the owner of fourteen state parks, all of which, excepting Roaring River—a gift to the commonwealth, were purchased and are being maintained with a por- 
tion of the revenue derived from hunting and fishing licenses. These parks, with an area of approximately 40,000 acres, have been established for the purpose of pro- 

viding suitable environment for game propagation and offering recreational facilities for Missourians and this state's visitors. 

INDIAN TRAIL STATE PARK SAM A. BAKER STATE PARK BIG SPRING STATE PARK 

Indian Trail is the largest of Missouri's state parks. he Sam A. Baker Park (4-D) consisting of 3,910 fare soarn i o} This is one of the most picturesque of all Mis- 
at (314-C4) It is located near Salem in Dent County. acres is located in Wayne County, 3 miles north of A (XA 3} souri parks. (4-C14) It derives its name from the 

It is primarily a game refuge, and is well stocked Patterson. A game refuge maintained here. Is AV big spring located within its confines, which flows 
with deer, wild turkey and other game. For those who love a stocked with wild turkey and deer. The Mudlick «ws 22 more than a half billion gallons of water every - Ss 
glimpse of the wild, natural country, Indian Trail affords a good range of mountains in this park affords a wonderful vista. From a a twenty-four hours. In this park of 4,576 acres, wild 
example, as the park is unimproved, being used only as a game recreational standpoint, the park furnishes excellent camping and deer and turkey are reared. Fishing is good. The park is located 

refuge. picknicking. Fishing, swimming and boating can also be enjoyed in Carter County, five miles south of Van Buren, which is on U.S. 
here. Through the park flow Big Creek and the St. Francis River, Highway 60. 

BENNETT SPRING STATE PARK a 9 
—————————————— 

[\ This park is located in Laclede and Dalles any OPEN SEASON SCHEDULE jx cA ch ARROW ROCK STATE PARK 

w32—- Counties, (374-B) twelve miles west of Lebanon ee EASON tS SHONN IN SURO atte ar] " Arrow Rock State Park, (2-B) located in Saline 
and twenty-five miles east of Buffalo. The spring [Son Ae RESECoeK a a fee \ ii County, is one of Missouri's two historical parks. 

in this park flows 71,000,000 gallons of water per day. The spring ess" "lean ii ——t | —t ea Ls At the edge of the park stands a tavern one hun- 
branch, which runs through the park and into Niangua River, is well — : Pad : ca] {Gere mse) dred years old—its history interwoven with the 
stocked with rainbow trout, as the Game and Fish Department main- i —— Pee scaiammannianiiimaalseiaen ovat J lives of Daniel Boone and Kit Carson, and is 
tains a trout hatchery at this place. Camp grounds are situated near a — a famous as having been the starting point of the old Santa Fe Trail. 
the large spring. Pe ren ——| res pepe The view from the camp grounds overlooking the Missouri River is 

ee dd fs ace ee one of wondrous beauty. 

ALLEY SPRING STATE PARK bechanarte given in these schedules is law. It is reduced 2 
schedul f. ience in reading but in every instance the 

2D. g Teen cae; ne ree ie o bcstinest Hhould be’ familier with the dates as set ree in “Game MARK TWAIN STATE PARK 
Tiss =s located in Shannon County, iniles north ol and Fish Laws of Missouri.” Copies of this booklet may be pro- iY . 

{alerted} Birch Tree. (4-C). The feature of this park is its cured from the Game and Fish Commissioner or his deputies, inclu- fe ve en oe =e 
wonderful spring, which has a daily flow of 55,000,000 gallons of ding county clerks who issue licenses. : beau : bors in Florida ta a thepak 
water. The spring branch flows through the park and empties into A summary of the state hunting and fishing laws follow: eer Ng oe - ba lel he Jack's Fork Ri Ls Ouak ba : Delightful picnic grounds are maintained here. 
the Jack's Fork River, « popular Ozark bass stream. age hare et ae (State), $1, Non-Resident, $3, Salt River furnishes good fishing. 

5-day trip, $1. 

Non-resident—Hunting and Fishing, $10, Resident—Hunting 
DEER RUN STATE PARK ee State, = County, $1, good in county of resi- MONTAUK STATE PARK 

Pile (4-C1.) ls devoted ential lent or adjoining county. 
a yee wes a LIMITS—Per person per day: Bass, trout, channel cat, 10, Crappie, SEZQly Lying in Dent County, 21 miles southwest of 

Ae carried on here by the State on an extensive scale. White Perch, 15, Jack Salmon, 5, Goggle-eye, 20, or a total Salem Ie Montauk State Park. (376-C).. Micon- 
The pasklls covered withsyoune plnelisesswhick of 25 game fish. tains 754 acres. A large spring flowing 40,000,000 gallons of 

in lator ‘yesri (will) constitute anY tarwerse’<pine PROHIBITED: Sale of game fish taken rom state waters forbidden. water a day, forms the headwaters of Current River. Trout fishing 

forest. A forester has been employed and a fire-tower built to Unlawful to ship fish which have been taken by use of gig or Ipgcelenti ee ee enshe The specious campiag)aadiplenlc 
afford every protection to the game and forest. spear. Unlawful to transport game fish taken from waters of grounds are a delight to all visitors. 

this state for commercial purposes. 

BAG LIMITS AND POSSESSION: 1 turkey a season, 1 turkey, 
MERAMEC STATE PARK 10 quail, 10 doves, 15 ducks, 8 geese, 8 brant, 4 woodcock, ROARING RIVER STATE PARK 

15 Wilson snipe a day, 15 rails, 15 coots, 15 gallinules, but Roaring River State Park (434-A14) which is 

eaeeaiee This heavily wooded park contains 6,899 acres not more than 25 in al a day or in possession; 1 turkey, 15 ¢ the last addition to Missouri's state parks, Is one 
SEED, QR of gorgeous Ozark landscapes. It is located in the quail, 15 dove , 25 of any other species of birds in possession : of thes eddigh) play’ centeniof the state The 

southern part of Franklin County near Sullivan, (3-C14) and is 65 at any one time. oY sing tow ShEK Rosie River’ilses te the 
miles from St. Louis. Many wondrous caves and large, natural SALE: Sale of protected game prohibited. ; AL A third largest in the state, si Hacleni<coel waters 
springs add interest and beauty to this park. Five miles of fast water EXPORT: Export of all protected game prohibited, except that 2 s a i f the M FuraiGh sp sia aS Usuahas Rial eee make a perfect spot for the trout hatchery equipment located there. 
of the fe eramec Furnis | good fishing, swimming an eae He le not more then he Possession limit of game may be exported Swimming, fishing, exploring, hiking, camping and almost any known 
space has been set aside for campers. The caves at this park are under resident or non-resident license if carried openly as outdoor sport can be enjoyed to Its fullest here. 
open to visitors. baggage or express, or in owner's possession and accompanied 

by him. 

PROHIBITED: To use swivel and punt guns, also any gun larger SEQUIOTA STATE PARK 

ROUND SPRING STATE PARK than 10-bore. To use power boat or sailboat to hunt waterfowl. seouee i fi ela, e : ie 

Round Spring (4-C14) is what its name implies. ay 2 lequl ota: State Paric\(4-B): near Spelagiield (operated as, a ts 
Se It is one of Nature's wonders flowing 18,000,000 For. additional: Information: write ae rm 000, 

3 i ¢ gallons of water every day into a huge rock bowl. DELPH SIMONS 

The clear, cool waters of Current River into which Commissioner CHESAPEAKE STATE PARK 
the Spring branch flows makes one of the best fishing streams in the Missouri Game and Fish Department Chesapeake Spring State Park (4-B) is located near Springfield, 

state, while camping on its banks in the abundance of shade is ideal. Jefferson City, Missouri and is also a fish hatchery.



| WHERE TO HUNT AND FISH IN MISSOURI’S OUT- OF- DOORS 

PR INCIPAL FI SHING STREAMS Trout fishing places include: st, MISSISSIPPI COUNTY (414E)— Birds Point, (St. L. &'S. F.), 
Bennett Spring State Park, 825-8) Montauk State Park, (4-C) (St. L. & Iron Mountain), Highway No. 60. 

Alley Spring State Park (4-C)’ Roaring River State Park, (434-B) STODDARD COUNTY (4}4-D}4)—Dexter, (St. L. & S. F.), 
AND LAKES OF MISSOURI Meramec Springs in, Phelps County, (334-C) Paydown ip Maries (S. W. R. R.), Highways No. 25 and No. 60. 

ounty, = ‘obidoux Creek in Pulas! ‘ounty, = rane a *, 
we Greck in Stone County, (414-B) Dry Creek, Bp eGenmtord County, ay eet COUNTY (G:D) Campbell fae L..& 8: ¥), High. 

= reer Spring in Oregon County, < ittle Piney in me 
Phelps County, (334-C) Welch Spring in Shannon County, (4-C}4) PEMISCOT COUNTY (5-D)—Hayti, (St. L. & S. F.), Highways 

BASS AND PAN FISH : Big Spring near Rockbridge in Douglas County, (4-B}4) Little and Big No. 84 and No. 61. 
SMALL-MOUTH BASS—The cool, fast-flowing streams of the Buffalo in Morgan County, (3-B) Kerr Creek in Lawrence County, ADAIR COUNTY (1}4-B}4)—Scobee Lake, Connelsville, High- 

Oat ete the aatural bee ioe ne staal month bass: which, ince (4-A}4) Nakomis Spring in Crawford County (3-C}4.) ways|No. 4 and No. 5. 
inch and pound for pound, is the gamest fish that swims. “These ee , 

fal'are found in our swiftest streams and ere common throughout the LAKES Gland) Mickoes eee (2%-A}4)—Gallatin, (Wabash), (Rock 
Ozark region. They often attain a size of five pounds, although gener- LIVINGSTON COUNTY (2%4-A14)—Chillicoth Wabash’ 

ally Ewccp ound ets eae a, eee re ee Among the state’s principal fishing lakes are: (Milwaukee & St. Paul), Highway NC 36 illicothe, (Wabash), : ;—This warrior of the finny tribeis . ; eee ; . 36. : 
throughout the state. He makes his home in etill waters and lakes and Pond i Ep atta Bee Bounty, ee Tatie Bond Rilesiesinol Gacrae, LEWIS COUNTY (11;-C)—Canton, (CBQ.), Highway No. 61. 
sloughs, and slower rivers abound with them. Two and three-pound (42), Doniphan, (A) Bean, (Aiea) Sugar, (Lia.A) “Horseshoe MARION COUNTY (1}4-C)—Quincy, (CBQ), Highway No. 24. 

ti considered good. ten-times an old granddaddy of this Z vs e : -C)—Hannibal, Highwa: 0. 24, . 36, 
species is caught in Missouri waters that weighs seven or eight pounds. 2 ee Biatte County, (1 Te egemden: Ray county. 2 a7) and No. 61. fanny 5 
bn GeO AE Ye This is distinctly a lake fish but is sometimes-caught Tancycome, Lancy Commits (44-b) Kulsaty, Tron Canaty, (4-D) PIKE COUNTY (2-C}4)—Louisiana, (CBQ.), Highway No. 54; in the rivers of Missouri. In some lakes this fish grows to tremendous Iron Mountain, St. Francois, (334-D.) Clarksville, (CBQ.), Highway No. 54 via Winfield. 

ETTES teice pounds navelbaed eaten Romous wate oo eae CLARK COUNTY (1-C)—Canton, Highways No. 61 and No. 6. 
"ROCK BASS (GOGGLE-EYE)—This vicious biting fish is found RIVER FLOATS 61; Kings Lake vie Apen, Elighwad No 86; Foley (CBG): Enivaten in many of our smaller clear streams and is exceptanally popular with HOLT COUNTY iA Corning, (CBQ) ’ Hightey pera . “ 

ee ae oe ee ee ee 60, THE OUTLOOK, St. Clair, (3-C¥4) 8. L. & S. F. R. R. or No. Forest City, (CBQ.), Forbes, (CBQ,), ‘Highway No. 1; Big Lake via tet . ; r : e iver, fourteen and ten miles long. Guides A ys 
Seca oT Mssoieierataiel has been iatsodaced’ wit mvet accion eaten avaliable: PLATTE COUNTY (2-A)—Farley, (CBQ.), Highway No. 92. 
results and now are found in greater numbers than any other species. A. N. BRAMWELL, Brice, (344-B) S. L. & S. F. R. R. to East Leavenworth, (CBQ.); Bean and Bear Lakes; Horseshoe Lake; 
This excellent fish is rated by the foremost of authorities as the second Lebanon or No. 66 or No. 5 to Lebanon, or No. 54 to Buffalo. One, MINGO SWAMP (4-D)—Between Poplar Bluff and Dexter. 
best pan fish found in the country. two, four of ten-day floats on Niangua River, Guides employed. BUCHANAN COUNTY (1-A)—Lakes via Rushville, (CBQ.), 

Streams were bass and pan fish are especially abundant include: C. H. HAWN, Cedar Grove, (4-C}4) S. L. & S. F. R. R. to Salem Sugar Lake, (CBQ.). 
Gasconade, (4-B¥4 to, 245), Maries, (3-C), Black, (34-4 to 44} ef No. 19 to Gladden or No. 63 to Raymondville. Floats from Cedar HOWARD COUNTY (2-B)—Glasgow, No. 4, (Wabash), No. 5. 
Osage, (3A to 2 mec, 0 3- urrent, (4-C to iver. Experienced guides furnished. ea a : 
Fans: as to 452) Whites 44a ie to B49) North Fork of White, BEECHER JONES, Alton, (432-C) $.L.&S.F. R. R. to Thayer Nenu Dean Lake (AUT, 8S Jen ee eRe 
(434-B34) Robidoux, (3s-B}4) Big Piney, Casa Big) Jack's Fork, or No. 19 or No. 42 to Alton. Floats anywhere on Eleven Point River. TANEY COUNTY (414B)——Lake T Bor anne: 
(4-C to 4-C4) Big Puaheues QguB et), pitas eoenate, Ee) ene ene ca iQ lacie eat aR da wae ake Taneycomo, (Mo. Pacific), via 

i 2 » (3- 01 » (3 34-) , Acorn, (4- . Le . F, R. R. to Acorn, . ? r 
Eur ED es AG eae is AAD ‘to 4-D 34) Eleven Point, No. 42 and No. 21 to Doniphan. Floats on Current River from Doni- ‘a, RAY, COUNTY (2-A%4)—Sunshine Lake via Camden Station, 
(4-B34' to_434C) Spring River, (4-A}¢) Elk, (434-A) St. Francis, phan to Missouri and Arkansas state line and further if desired. Guides (A. T. & S. F.) i 
(4:D’ to 5D) Grand (3A}4 to 3B) and Salt Rivers, (2-C to 2C34) employed. ST, CLAIR COUNTY (3-A%4)—Baldwin Lake, via Osceola, 
and their tributaries. WALKER BROS., Hazelgreen, (3-C) S. L. & S. F, R. R. Sleeper (S. L. & S. F.), (K. C. & S.), No. 13. 

CHANNEL CAT No. 66. Floats on Gasconade River. ee to ten guides employed: LAFAYETTE COUNTY (2-A}4)—Grand Pass via Waverly, 
PINEY VU LODGE, Houston, (4-C) S. L. & S. F. R. R. to Cabool, (Mo, Pacific), White’s Island, near 05; Wellington, (Mo. Pacific), 

CHANNEL CAT—This is a fast water catfish that is so far super. No. 63 to Houston. Floats on Piney River, one day to a week. Guides 0. 24. 
ior, from the point of gameness and appearance, to the ordinary catfis! ished. . MACON nin 3 56. 
thét many sportsmen advocate a change in his name, Hels plentiful, EDERER BROS., Doniphan, (424-C¥s) 8. L. & S.F.R.RiNo. (CBG). (Wabaahg USB?) —Reservoir, Macon, No. 36 
di Balagourl waters ond this pauad catches Hye common and ls ofted phan/tieronal guldoaeericer ee eee CLINTON COUNTY (2-A)—Harrington Lake, Lathrop, (CBQ.), 
fciateait although they are ususlle caught onicainhows or eraschoppers! JOHNSON BOATING CO., Doniphan, (434-C}4) S. L. & So., No. (A. T. & S. F.), No. 334. 

Streams where channel cat are especially plentiful include: 42. Van Buren to Doniphan, 60 miles, 3-day float. Doniphan to CALDWELL COUNTY (1}4-A}4)—Jane Heill Lake (CBQ.), 
Gasconade, (4-B% to 244C) Maries, (3-C) Moreau, (24-B\4) Pocahontas, 75 miles, 4 to 5 days float. Eminence to Van Buren, 3 to No. 36. 

Osage, (3A to 334C) Meramec, BAC. te oe) James, ar to 4% eeye float. Eminence to Doniphan 6 to 8 days float. Guides em- 
White, (414A to B}4) Robidoux, (344-B34) Platte, (1-A to 2- A i : 
Big Ni , (3%B to 3B) Sac, (3-Ai4) Be de Terre, (334-B GALENA BOATING CO., Galena, (434-B) Missouri Pacific. 
Caton ee toasgD IS) oh) Sac (o Ob Ebi) oe. ck No. 44 and No. 43. Floats on the James and White Rivers. Galena UPLAND GAME HUNTING 
and their tributaries. Salt River, (2-C to 2C}4) and tributaries, to Branson or Branson to Cotter, Arkansas. Guides employed. Cee Gia te ae) Nodawee dick) ADE BROOKS, Doniphan, (434-C}4) S. L. & So. No. 42. Ripley WILD TURKEY 

County. Float trips on Current River, distance of 100 miles. Guides - 4 
LMON furnished. Best in Dent BACH): Shannon (4-C); Texas (4-C); Oregon 

JACK SA GASCONADE RIVERSIDE LODGE, Richland, (3%-B}). (Ets, Bhelee’ Pe soy aney (tae) Oath (475-5 a)si Devries 
JACK SALMON (WALL-EYED PIKE)—This splendid fish is Floats on Gasconade River. Guides furnished. eee Sige Cramton -C}4); Mississippi (434-E); Carter Counties 

found in the fast waters of the Ozark st . He should be looked , Hazelgreen, (334-C) S. L. & S. F. Sleeper, . 
for where the waters run switt and deep.” Seven, eight and ten-pound _—No. 66. Floats on Gasconade River f0 length of 75 miles. Guldes : BOBWHITE QUAIL 
jack salmon are often caught and catches have run as high as sixteen e ed. Quail, the outstanding native game bird, are 1 Jentiful 
Mounts; He takes either artificial or netural bait. DICK MOORE, DWIGHT TERRY, Van Buren, (4-C 4) S. L. & inievery ucal eection of Mises: ve aenerelly, plenty) 

Jack Sala etree jnclude: Gy ree ee cenen grees Oo. oes anywhere on Current River to length of 125 miles. Counties which Baye voted a closed season on quail include Noda- 
, (4-BY t q , (4-C to 4- eramec, a XL » ison, Gentry, . » Livi * * (34E £5 3B) Corrente, (Cte 455B) Whites (3S-AM > BID) Big THE BALES BOATING COMPANY, Eminence, (4-C), No. Hetty and beh Cuasiess-asyss =e ements manasa ease 

Niangua, (3}4B to aati fienaasy (8) Big, $4-D) eves 19, S: ae S.R. One to five-day floats on Jack’s Fork River. Guides 

int, (4- » (3-A to 3 » (4-B to 4 employed. Point, (4-54 to 414C) Osage, (: o ) James, ( 0 434) ani ; iEkome RESORT, Jerome, (3}6-C) S. L. & S. F. R. R., Gascon- re P ROEELTS AND SQUIRRELS 
ade or Big Piney. joth are to be found everywhere in Missouri. ere is no season 

CARP AND BUFFALO Floa DEVIL'S ELBOW, Devil's Elbow, (3-C) on Highway No. 66. or bag limit on rabbits but hunters must have licenses. 
BUFALO, CARP, DRUM, ETC.—There are many fish of this loats an aul back on ig Piney an ‘asconade Rivers. 

type in Missouri waters and those who like to fish with dough balls can CAVE LODGE, Crocker, (334-C) SL. & 8. F.R.R, Floats on PHEASANTS 
can be just as much a sportsman as the other fellow. . ni ‘iver. ‘ides. J Me ee eet ay Gkatitun, (nto aR) (Grand: pectt it Bnlawful to bunt pheasants in Missouri. Pheasants may be 
(1-A to 2B) Osage, (3A to 2}4C) Platte, (1-A to 2-A) Salt, (2-C to 2-C 34) WATERFOWL HUNTING observed in nearly all of the 115 counties in Missouri. 
and their tributaries. CATFISH DEER 

: : : ins the great number of lakes and sloughs thi h is It is unlawful to hunt deer until 1933. Deer may be observed in 
eee oe Wace, abound Sa eactsl cf Unenvasvercs ye a a is good when flights heey ee the Ozarks. S i and varied sizes. ey may be found in lakes, sloughs, or streams, an: 2 - . S' J : 

in some of our largest rivers, sometimes growing to a length of four or remain in Missouri during the breeding season and migrate at the ee f FURBEARERS 
five fect. Gch reniel (AN Chana nies ae nice first cold weather. Noventer it O ee ee every section of the state. Season: 

g YAM to 35-B) sac OAS) Big, Gi4-D) Platte, (I-A to 2-A) Big Some of the principal duck hunting outfitting points are listed here: 
iangua, (334-B to 3-B) Gasconade, (4-B}4 to 234-C) Bourbeuse, ‘5 WOLF AND BOBCAT 

(3-C 5) Maries, (8:0) Moreauy (234-514) Osage, (3-A'to 3340), Mera: Bae Te Roh Oe Re Oe noah These animals are not protected. The wolf is found in near! 
mec, (3}4-C to 3-B) Salt, (2-C to 2-C}4) Grand, (1-A to 2-B) White, ease te. 40 808 No Gl: ote (SEO), Highway No. 2%: every county in Missouri. The bobcat is found in the more heavily (414-A 34 to B¥4) and their tributaries, Chariton, (1-B to 2B.) Re ont ca ae eee ens, (CBQ.), West Alton, (CBQ.), Highway iabcted esttions of the Osarke: 

TROUT ST. LOUIS COUNTY (2}4-D)—Creve Coeur Lake, (Mo. Pacific), 
Highway via No. 50 and No. 66. PRAIRIE CHICKENS 

TROUT—Mibssouri’s remarkable big springs, give this state dis- JEFFERSON COUNTY (3-D)—Festus, (St. L. &. 8. F.), High- Acrecent survey revealed age;ouimnately dn odo’ of these. biede ia 
Hinctos soe ome nehise place. cca that will supper’ them are ways No. or sae pee ake COUNTY (314-D)—Ste. 6 (Mo. & Missouri. Prairie chickens may Gecanioneliy The observed ln the Cental well stocked with rainbow trout that many times grow to pounds " 4) te. Genevieve, (Mo. 5 ergs S Shops * In aise, “The ig wprings of the Osarke and the water courses that How m), Get BS, Mieka ee — Southwest and Northwest Missouri. It is unlawful to kill prairie chickens. 
rom them, and oftentimes the rivers into which they flow provide —Point Rest, via Menfro, Highways 
excellent trout fishing. State, government and private hatcheries No. 25 and No. 51; Seventy-six, (St. L. &. S. F.), Highways No. 25 DOVES 
combine in keeping the trout waters of Missouri well stocked. and No. 51. This bird is to be observed throughout the state.
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Supplementary Report on Field Work In Missouri, March, 1931 

The following information of more or less detached nature 
was secured in the course of the survey of Missouri pheasant 
territory, March 20 = 31, 1931. 

Research and Organization 

A bill authorizing $5,000.00 joint expenditure by the 
Geme and Fish Department and the University of Missouri for 
wild life research (exact projects unspecified) was introduced 
in the current legislature but failed to pass. Apparently 
the Game and Fish Depzrtment is withougs usable funds for 
actual research work although they have talked some of hiring 
a young man trained in biology in the capacity of warden and 
who could be assigned to definite projects. 

Dre We C. Curtis of the University has plans for a 
Wild Life Building, but the plan awaits financial aid. . 

All plans of the Game and Fish Department are apparently 
made on a temporary basis and it is very clear in and out of 
the department that practically the entire personnel is subject 
to change with the administration. A move for the commission 
from of administration is under way in the legislature but is 
said to embrace provision for two members of one political 
faith and two from the other. The one feature of any consequence 
appears to be the over-lapping terms provision. 

Anti-Hawk and Owl Campaigns. 

There is considerable agitation, sponsered by hunter's 
associations, for anti-hawk and owl campaigns and legislation. 
A bill now pending in the legislature would appropriate $5000 
for bounty payments on hawks and owls in general. The Game and 
Bish Department does not favor the bill and the University of 
Missouri has been actively against it. A good deal of Biological 
Survey material has been used by Prof. Farris H. Woods and 
Prof. Rudolf Bemit in the form of press releases, letters, ete. 

From March 20 to 30, inclusive, in 2600 miles of travel 
in 64 counties and with attention largely upon other things I 
recorded 64 Red Tailed Hawks, 12 Marsh Hawks, 235 Sparrow Hawks, 
1 Cooper's Hawk and 5000 (plus) Crows. Unquestionably there were 
many times this number of hawks to be found in sight of the roads 
had stops and special searches been possible as it was frequantly 
noted that several hawks could be found sitting in trees in sight 
from one point if glasses were used. 

en
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In Lincoin County we saw three Red Tails hung upon a barbed 

wire fence and upon stopping to get a photograph the farmer who 

had killed them came out to see us. He told us one hawk had been 

killed in the act of eating a chicken and the other two had been 

caught in pole traps in sight of the chicken yard. 

The ferming prectife, as relates to poultry, in Missouri 

is to allow poultry almost the free ranges of the farm. Chickens 

wander out even to remote woods end become an easy prey to 

hawks of several kinds. Probably 85% of all poultry flocks 
noted were allowed free range in this way. 

Reports of an anti-hawk and owl campaign carried on in 

Cole County, Mo., 3n 1930 indicate that of 150 birds sent in 

to the taxidermist of the Game and Fish Department (although 

the Department did not sponsor the campaign) about 10% were 

Cooper's and Sharp Shinned Hawks and probably 15% were Great 

Horned Owls. The bulk of the other species killed were 

of the more common and good-tendencies kinds. Sane 1000 

individual hawks ané owls were said to have been killed. 

Waterfowl 

On the Osage River southwest of Jefferson City, Mo., 

a large hydro-electric development is under way and the 

dam at Bagnell is causing water to rise to make what is said 

will be the largest artificial lake in the worlH, over 100 

miles long. The G,me and Fish Department men informed me 

they intended to request that the area be made a federal 

refuge. The object of establishing a federal rather than a 

state refuge apparently is to escape reversals of policy 

due to changes of administration, etc. 

Memmals 

Cottontail Rabbits killed by automobiles were common. About 

150 were seen in the ten days. There is a haghe enough vultwre 

population to remove traces of rabbits in a short time. Only 

three live rabbits were seen. 

Squirrels were noticeably absent although a carefulwatch for 

them was kept and although much wooded country, largely oak,was 

seen. The only squirrels seen were 2 in the city limits of 

Columbia (Fox Squirrels). Townsend Godsey of the Game Department 

told me squirrels were cormon a year or so ago but rether suddenly 

disappeaved and that there were many rumors of squirrels migrating. 

(Spring of 1930 apparently).



Coyotes are said to occur in virtually all sections of Missouri. 

Gray Wolves are said to occur in parts of the Ozarks. 

Bobrats are called cormon in the southeastern Mississippi Lowlands. 

Geme Birds. 

Prairie Chickens are considered by the Game and Fish Department 

to be on the decided decrease. In Seotland County (NE Missouri) 
a farmer told us "there used to be lots of them, but they 
disappeared about ten years ago, and if there were any around you 

would hear them booming”. 

Quail: several specimens at the State Capitol (property of the 
Game and Fish Department) are of a very light yellow buff cast, 
with the markings of the feathers appearing as faint tracings 
or Bhadows. Four or five such specimens have been found over 
a period of years. There are reports of albinoes. 

Song Birds. 

Robins were seon near Neosha, Missouri (S®¥ section of state) at 

dusk on March 23, 1951 in a great loose moving flock, probably 
2000 or more individuals. Some were in trees and some dn the 
ground, but most of them seemed to be moving northward, close 
above the ground. The flock was probably a mile and a half 
wide ond the estimate of numbers was made for only those seen. 
It was not possible té détemine whether the flock extended 
any great distance Northand South. Gmaller flocks of Robins 
were soon almost every day and in all sections of the state visited. 

Starlings: Two were seen 2 miles West of Farber, Audrain, Co., Mo. 
on March 26, 1931 by myself and Townsend Godsey. Starlings are 
rare in Missouri at the present tine, according to the Game and 

Fish Department. 

in generel there seemed tc be a surprising dearth of song 
birds in the parts of Missouri visited. About in the order of 
ebundance the following were seen: Robin, Meadowlark, Bluebird, 
Bronzed Grackle, Rusty (or Brewor's ?) Blackbird, Cardinal, 
Shrikes, Juncoes, Field Sparrows, Prairie Horned Larks, Mourning 
Deves and Red Winged Blackbirds. Also seen once or twice were 
Tree Sparrows, Fox Sparrows, Phoebes, Black Capped Chickadee, 

Goldfinches and Chewinks. 

W B Brash
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WASHINGTON, D. C. r4 
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CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FH-B October 1, 1931. 

Pheasant 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. National Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Wallace B. Grange has asked that a copy of his 

report on the release of banded pheasants in Missouri 

be sent to you and we take pleasure in inclosing it. 

Z 
Sincerely yours, Soe I! - 
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Report on 1951 Experimental Ring Neck Pheasant Releases in Missouri 

A Report on a Pheasant Survey of the State of Missouri, contain- 
ing suggestions for the determination of a future state pheasant policy, 
was made by the undersigned in April, 1931, to the Missouri Game and 
Fish Department and the U. S. Biological survey, on the basis of about 
three weeks' preliminary and very rapid inspection of the state, during 
which the general environments were noted and compared roughly with 
pheasant environments of other states, The report recommended that the 
principle of massed plantings be used, releases to be made in several 
representative areas and future policy to be based on the results, or 
lack of results, so obtained. 

Reviewing for the moment the results secured in other states, 
South Dakota is the conspicuous example of pheasant success in the same 
general region. North Dakota and Nebraska have had partial success. 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan have had considerable success in 
agricultural seetions in the southern portions. Ohio, Iowa, Indiana, 
and Illinois have had success with pheasants in more or less limited 
areas, largely the northern portions. Below an irregular line drawn 
through central Iowa, central Illinois, central Indiana, and southern 
Ohio there is not a single establishment of Ring Neck Pheasante in 
huntable numbers which has existed over a period of years. Missouri is 
well below this present line of success. 

Atteapts to establish the Ring Neck Phoasant as a Missouri game 
bird have been carried on at intervals since the early 1900's. It is 
estimated that $100,000.00 have been expended in the name of pheasant 
work in Missouri, entirely without success. Just how many birds have 
been released is not known; estimates run from 5,000 to in excess of 
11,000. I% seems impossible to secure accurate information concerning 
these releases. The methods employed in releasing pheasants, however, 
have been fairly consistent. Pheasante were released in very small 
numbers, from 3 to 25 birds in a spot, the release points often very 
widely separated. Great quantities of eggs have been shipped out in 

: lots of 15 eggs to an individual. Distribution of both eges and birds 
has been made over the state at large, including such obviously 
unsuited country as the Ozarks. There have been occasional colonies of 
pheasants which survived in the wild in Missouri, but here, again, records 
are few and unsatisfactory. Several thriving colonies are now claimed 
in various parts of the state, but it is difficult to distinguish 
whether enthusiasm or accuracy is predominant in those volunteering the 
information. On the basis of all past work with Ring Neek Pheasants in 
Missouri, therefore, the outlook is discouraging and is sufficiently 
impressive to make any further work or expenditures with pheasants 
unwise, except as such work or expenditure may assist in a better under- 
standing of what the situation really is.
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The April recommendations made by the Biological survey, taking 
into account the failure of Ring Neck Pheasants in a large southern 

, portion of the North Central Region surveyed by Aldo Leopold, suggested 
a means of determining whether such failure should be considered the 
final result to be expected from any and all pheasant work, or whether 
such failure in Missouri is more apparent than real. If the latter is 
the ease, then the distribution and release methods which have been 
used are most probably at fault, and improved methods of distribution 
and release might provide the key to success. ‘The only known method 
of distribution and release which had not been tried in Missouri, to any 
extent, namely, concentrated or massed plantings, happens to be the 
most effective of all, so far as is known. If well Dlanned ¢oncen- 
trated plantings of vheasants fail in Missouri, that fact should con- 
clusively denonstrate the existence of some fundamental adverse factor 
or factors inherent in the region. Accurate recording of the behavior 
of a massed planting which fails ought to indicate the factors involved. 
The means of ascertaining the behavior of the plantings include sight 
records of banded birds (aluminum bands are conspicuous and may be 
Feadily seen), actual recovery of tends from birds killed on highways, 
by predators or otherwise, re-trapping work carried on at intervals in 
the vicinity of the release, censusing from season to senson and general 
observations ef nesta, broods, habits, ete. This recording of behavior 
calls for very definite follow-up work, for close cooperation, on the 
part of those conducting the experiments, with the landowners and 
general public, and for cooperation in avoiding future releases which 
might complicate interpretation of results. 

Having outlined the genera} situation, and having deseribed the 
general plan of the experimental work, the actual progress in carrying 
out the recommendations ean be reviewed. 

The 1931 Ege Distribution 

Since the recommendations urging curtailment of general egg 
distribution were made at a rather late date, the Missouri Devartuent 
did not effect curtailment this year. The Department did, however, 
esteblish a zone, including about one third of the state, into which 
few or no eges were shipped, on the basis of the recamendations. 

, 30,000 Ring Neck Pheasant eggs were purchased and distributed 
by the Missouri Game and Fish Department in 1931. In some instances 
an attempt was made to bunch up the ecoperators, each of whom received 
15 eggs. Distribution was made to some 2000 cooperators. No technical 
supervision was provided. Reports were asked and are in process of 
compilation. The preliminary reporte indicate that the average hateh 
secured was about 5%, an extremely unsatisfactory figure, and one whieh 
clearly indicates the total inadvisability of further ege distribution 
under present methods. Even under the best of conditions, few 
ecooperators will rear more then 8 birds fran 15 eggs, and so far as 
effective releases are concerned, this number is wholly inadequate. 
Furthermore, the scattering about of these pheasants tends to obscure 
and complicate any experimental work, even though the nearest cooperator
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is some distance from the experimental area. I have no hesitance 
in urging without qualification the total abandonment of the egs 
sooperator system in Missouri as unprofitable, ineffeative, wasteful, 
apt to antagonize the sporting public when the ineffectiveness of the 
system is appreciated, and because it does not in any way contribute to 
the determination of Missouri's suitebility for pheasants. The system 
has failed in the past, it failed perhaps worst of all in 1931 anda it 
will fail again if tried. These facts must be faced. 

The Missouri Game and Pish Department is to be commended for 
compiling the cooperator results in an impartial and unpre judiced manner. 

The 1951 Pheasant Releases 

when arrangements were first made with the Biological survey to 
band the output of the several Missouri gane farms, the Missouri Gane 
and Fish Department estimated 12,000 bands would be needed. The 
Biological Survey imnediately placed an order for this number of bands. 
Later the Missouri Department reduced the estimate by one half. Two 
weeks of intensive work in Missouri, during which I visited all of the 
larger game farms, yielded 1532 pheasants of bandable size. This figure 
includes 558 adult breeders, and therefore reduces to 974 young pheasants 
reared in 1931, and this includes one flock of parasitized and diseased 
birds which are being held under observation to determine whether or 
not they will recover sufficiently to warrant release. The @ane farm 
or refuge keepers ostimate the escape of several tines the number of 
pheasants banded, as their birds were not elipped or braileda consistently 
and thus had opportunity to fly in and out of the rearing fields. On 
the basis of past experience, and recalling that losses from three 
sources - predators, disease, and actual escape - are to be taken out of 
most “escape” figures (the escape figure being the difference between 
the last approximate count at about 4 weeks ond the finel trapping figure 
at about 12 weeks), it is my judgment that twiee the number of young 
birds reared would be a very liberal figure for escapes (total, about 
2000). The actual number of escapes is very likely much below this. 

It would assist greatly if in the future definite efforts to 
elip or brail all pheasants could be made on the farms, and large 
enclosures provided for confining them pending banding and release. 
For experimental purposea, birds cannot be counted unless they are 
actually checked in hand, and the large mergin of error in estimates 
complicates any census work that might be attempted in the vicinity of 
the game farme. 

4 report on the experinental releases follows.
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St. Charles County Release 

Location: About 2 miles smutheast of Wentzville, St. Charles County, Missouri, on the NE-1/4 of Seotion 6, Callaway Township, T. 46, N., 
Range 1 E., farm of Fred Kamueier. 

Description of gxverimental Area: ‘The area has no definite bounderies, 
but 4000 acres are under especially good protection. This area is 
rolling to hilly farm land but ineludes the bottoms of the Peroque River 
and of a small ereek, eaci valley in cultivation. Cover is abundant, 
including about 15% woods, grazed and ungrazged, some brushy gullies, 
many brushy fencerows and roadsides, some fallow land and little or no 
marsh. Weeds are very abundant and grow luxuriantly in practically all 
crops. Ragweed is cowmon in spots. Pigeon grass is very abundant. 
klderberries, blackberries, strawberries, sassafrass, wild grapes, wild 
roses, burdock, sumac, plum, haws, oaks, and a great variety of other 
game food plants occur. Crops are corn, hay, cats, sane wheat, and 
miscellaneous crops, corn leading and much of it left standing or in the 
shock in winter. ; 

Frovection: The local constable at Wentgvilie, ir. Leonard S. Williams, 
assisted in the release and will make a special point of policing the 
area. The farmers are enthusiastic about the release and are said to 
a0 very little hunting. Mr. Andy Holweg, state game warden from St. 
Louis, assisted in the releases and will give particular attention to 
protecting the Wentzville region. Predators ere not considered very 
abundant, but the area probably has about the ordinary run of possuns, 
coons, skunks, and horned owls to be found in most agricultural seetions 
of eastern Missouri. 

History of Pheasant Releases on the Areas Fred Kanmeier released 60 
Ring Neck Phoasants, 4 to 8 weeks old, in 1927 on the Kammeier farm. 
Some were seen 3 miles away. Two nests were reported the following 
year but no broods of young were seen. These birds @radually dis- 
appeared until this spring only one cock bird was known in the vicinity. 
So far as is known this is the only reasonably large planting ever made 
hear Wentzville. Some eggs have been distributed, but results have been 
negligible. From all accounts, the Wentzville country has no wild 
pheasants to speak of, the nearest colony being, according to local 
residents, about 20 miles east, near St. Charles. 

The 1931 Release: 647 banded pheasants were released on September 2, 
about noon; all birds released in one field. Crates were hauled out by 
truck, scattered in weed growths and carefully opened. Birds from the 
first few crates flew, practically every one into a cornfield. The 
following crates were carried to the edge cf a cornfield and the 
pheasants were encouraged to walk rather than fly. Grain was scattered 
nearby and was eaten readily. Many of the released birds started feed- 
ing on grasshoppers inmediately.
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The pheasants were all shipped in fran game farms in other parts of Missouri; none were locally grown noar Wentzville. Old birds were in some cases originally purchased outside the state. All young birds were reared in S-acre rearing fields by the usual domestic hen foster 
mother system. All pheasants were given mough checking over for obvious abnormalities, 25 adult birds had scaly leg in more or less 
advanced stags, and 1 cripple was ineluded. All other pheasants 
appeared to be in first cless condition, The age of young birds ranged 
fron a few estimated at 7 weeks to a few estinated at 16 weeks. There : were 267 cock birds (219 birds of the year and 48. aged 1 year or over), and 364 hen birds (200 birds of the yeer and 164 aged 1 yoar or over), with an additional 16 birds whose sex was in question. The pheasants 
came froma Meramec State Park, fran Kehoka, from Philadelphia and from 
Sheldon, Missouri. 

: 

Future Policy: This very sizeable Planting ef birds is considered ample i to test St. Charles county eonclusively. It is recommended thet no more Planting be done in St, Charles county until the results of the present 
experiment are evident. If the ventzville Planting of pheasants fails : it should be accepted as conclusive evidence that Missouri territory of this type is not euited to Ring Neck Pheasants. If the pheasants 
thrive, further work in this type of country is justified. Care must 
be exercised, however, not to complicate the experiment by shipping in either birds or eggs.
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The Atchison County Release 

Location: About 4 miles northwest of Rockport, Missouri, at the rearing 
field and pens on the state gaue refuge, Section 7, T. 65 N., R. 41 %, 
property owned by a Mr. Chamberlain. 

Description of Experimental Area: The refuge itself is largely wooded, 
woods extending northward from the point of release for about 3 miles, 
and southward the same distance, ‘esterly 1 mile by airline is the 

Nishna River, with agricultural bottass, and westerly 5 miles fran 
release point are the extensive agricultural bottomlands of the Missouri 
River, in which there is now reported a considerable stand of pheasants 
of unknown origin and locally supposed to have come from Nebraska. To 
the east of the refuge are the very extensive agricultural lands of 

Atchison county, a county whose main crop is carn, which is in sight 

everywhere in fields, sometimes of thousands of acres. There is sane 
brushy roadside cover, a few osage hedges and same gully cover, but in 

the main the territory is devoted almost entirely to crops. Pigeon grass 
and other cornfield weeds are very abundant. The county strongly 

suggests Iowa and South Dakote. Pheasants were released on the border 

of the woods and corn country where they might elect to go to any one of 
the environments mentioned. A successful pheasant establishment in 
Shelby Co., Iowa, 80 miles north, is reported. 

Protection: Protection in the agricultural sections is good, but the 

bottomland country is considered poorly protected fron gaue law violators. 

Predators are seid to be fairly numerous to abundant in the wooded 
portions of the refuge and include foxes, weasels, coons, possums, 

skunks, Cooper's Hawks and Great Horned Owls. The protection aspect of 

this release could be iuproved, 

History of Pheasant Releases on the Area: Pheasants are reported to 
have nested and reared broods in both 1929 and 1930 and there seem to 
be a considerable number of such reports in 1931. It is commonly 

believed that pheasants have worked westward to the Missouri River 
pottous. So far as I oan learn, all of the 1929-1930 pheasants were 

reared by egg cooperators. In 1931 there have been some scattered 

releases from egz cooperators. 

The 1931 Releases: 287 banded pheasants were released on September 6, 
the birds being turned out of their pens imusdiately after banding. 

There were 154 cock birds (115 birds of the year ond 19 adults 1 year 
or over), and 153 hen birds (70 young birés of the year and 83 birds 
aged 1 year or over), and these birds were, in the cage of adults, fran 
purchased stock and in the case of young birds, from loeally reared 
stock. Young birds averaged @ to 12 weeks with some nearer 16 weeks of 
age. 

The refuge keeper estimates that ea many as 600 pheasants may 
have escaped fraa the rearing fields in addition to the 287 banded 
birds which were released. The release may, therefore, possibly total 
900 birds, with a probable minimum of 500.
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Future Policy: The Rockport planting should be ample to test out the 
west part of Atchison county and it is expected it will yield some 
information on the Missouri River bottoms country. It is recommended 
that no more releases or eges be considered for te west part of 
Atchison gounty. If further work in this general territory is desired, 
it is suggested that a release of about 1000 banded birds be made in 
the extreme east portion of the county. The reason for any further 
work in this region is because of the similarity of the Atchison 
countyy and the South Dakota pheasant country, and because recent 
reports indicate successful establishments of pheasants about 80 miles 
north, in Iowa, and also to the west, in Nebraska.
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The Nodaway County Release 

Location: About 6 miles southeast of Pickering, Missouri, on the state 
game refuge, Section 24, Polk Township, at the rearing field. 

Deseription of the Experimental Area; ‘The refuge is largely sood 
agricultural land, with the leading erop corn. Considerable hayland 
and saae woods. Much the same tyve ag the Atchison eounty country. 

Protection: The refuge is carefully patrolled. Predators have been 
eontrolled rather indiseriminately. 

History of Pheasant Heleases on the Area: 88 adult pheasants were 
shipped in to the refuge in the fall of 1928. In 1929 about 150 
pheasants were reared but only about 100 were released, and these 
were distributed over the county rather than being released on the 
refuge. The keeper estimates about 25 flew over the fenees in 1929. 
In 1930 some 350 birds are estimated to have flown out of the rearing 
field. Nests and broods have been reported in some mumbers and it is 
the opinion of Mr. Wray, the keeper, that pheasants are well established 
in the vicinity, especially along the Mowry River 5 or 6 miles north of 
the refuge. This is frou reports, however, and he does not know much 
about it fran personal observation. He believes sone pheasants have 
gone 25 or more miles, again based on reports. It is difficult to say 
what the present status of pheasants in Nodaway county is. 

The 1951 Releases: "Several hundred" young birds are thought to have 
flown over the fenees this year. S1O banded pheasants were released 
on September 7. There were 115 coek birds (92 birds of the year and 
21 birds 1 year of age or over), and 177 hen birds, (112 birds of the 
year and 65 aged 1 year or over), with 80 additional banded birds of 
undetermined séx. Some of the shipped in birds (breeding stock) came 
from Yakima, Washington. Young birds were reared on the refuge and 
were aged fran 7 weeks to 14 weeks. 

Future Policy: The 1931 releases, together with those already made, 
should be ample to test out the Nodeway county ares for pheasants. 
It is recaumended that no further releases or distribution of eggs to 
this region be made. :
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Miscellaneous Releases 

Newton County ; 

In addition to the 300 pheasants which were shipped to St. 
Shearles County, the Sheldon zane farm, in Newton County, produced a 
considerable number of birds which esenped; the exact nuubor unknown. 
None of these birds were banded. However, bands were left with the 
keeper, Mr. Ilutehison, for use on eny pheasants he might be able to 
trap uD. 

In 1927 about 100 adult pheasants are said to have been released 
on the game refuge (Seetion 18, T. 34. N., R. 30. ¥., Town of Dover , 
Newton Co.) by Mr. J. S. Johnson, in the spring of the year. At least 
4 broods of young birds were seen that sumer, 1927. In 1988, Mr. Hutehi- 
a0n recalls having seen about 11 broods of pheasants. No releases were 
made that year. In 1929 more broods were seen and that fall some 200 
pheasants are estimated to have flown out of the rearing field, to join 
the wild stock. In 1950, "nore broods than ever” were seen and that 
fall about 400 birds were estimated to have escaped. in the winter of 
1950-1931 on one eccasion a group of 45 adult pheasants was seen along 
a brushy gully. It is said that pheasants have become a common sight. 
Hutchison reports having seen 21 broods of wild pheasants this year, 
1931. He estiuates there are over a thousand wild Pheasants within a 
radius of 3 miles of the refuge headquarters. le believes they are 
increasing. In 1929 Mutchison states he #arried on winter feeding. He 
has found 2 dead pheasants, killed by predators. Vheasants have been 
seen 7 miles to the southeast aud 7 miles to the west. A thriving 
colony of pheasants is reported 4 miles to the smtihcaste Hutchison 
states the pheasants use the gullies in the winter and the cornfields 
in the suamer. There is much standing corn every winter. 

Whether this apparent suceess in Newton eounty is due to the 
continued planting by means of escapes remains to be seen. Sonething 
over 1000 birds are estimated to have been released since 1927, a number 
sufficient to test out thie region conclusively. It is suggested that 
no further releases or distribution of eggs be made to Newton County, 
and that efforts be made to prevent any further eseape of pheasants 
froa rearing fields. what is needed now is tinue for the Newton County 
Plant to prove or disprove itself. 

Harrison County 

167 pheasants (34 cock birds of the year and 46 hens of the 
year) 34 adult cock birds and 53 adult hen di cds, 1 year of age or over) 
were banded but not released. Kelease was to be made under direction 
of Martin A. Lewis, Jr., Suvt. of Parks and Game Propagation. Leeal 
residents were of the opinion that pheasants were already sufficiently 
nuderous around the refuge, near Bethany, to make further releases 
unnecessary. The rearing field was located on the top of a hill eiving 
the young birds every opportunity to fly out.
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The Harrison county territory is largely in corn and hay, is 
gently to steeply hilly, contains considerable woodland and much 
brushy gully country, heé a good deal of fallow land and an abundant 
crop of weeds. 

Accepting the opinion of local residents of Harrison county, 
it appears that the number of wild pheasants in the vicinity of the game 
farm is large enough to provide an adequate test of the region. It is 
recaanended that all further work with pheasants be discontinued in 
Harrison county until the result of the present Plantings is evident. 
It would be impossible to re-~aake the rearing field to prevent escapes, 
890 continuation of the Bethany game farm will certainly complicate 
the experimental aspects of the work. 

Mr. Lewis is to provide a report on the exact point of release 
of the 16? banded pheasants. 

Releases in General 

The Kahoka, Philedelphia, and Neosho gane farms, the first two 
located in the northeastern portion of the state and the last located 
in the southwestern corner, carried on souie work but few or no releases 
have been made. In any event no encouraging reports are indicated. 
Fran an experiuental standpoint, Newton county will sufficiently test 
out the southewstern area. Further work at Neosho appears unnecessary, 
from an experimental standpoint. ‘The Lewis and Clark country has not 
been experimentally tested and might offer an opportunity for further 
work, particularly along the Mississippi bottons. However, such work 
is not considered essential. In fact, the Missouri releases might well 
be allowed to rest at this tine, discontinuing all pheesant work for 
several years. 

Should pheasant work be continued in an experimental way, it 
would be well to proceed on a reduced scale, to confine releases to 
two or three untested areas and after one more year (1952) to-drop. the. 
pheasant work pending definite indications one way or another. The 
money now devoted to distribution of eggs and production of birds 
might very well be spent in following up the present Plentings end ob- 
taining a thorough scientific record of what happens.
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Remarks 

During the course of the work a flock of sick pheasants was 
encountered at the Neosho game farm. Post-mortem examinations were 
made of several ailing birds and a shipaent of live birds was made to 
the Disease Division of the Biological Survey. A eomuercial worm 
expeller (carbon tetrachlorethylene), was secured and the birds were 
treated. Salicylic acid was added to the water, as a treatuent for 
gapeworms. Recomuendations on improved sanitation measures were made. 
The Missouri Departwent is holding these birds pending a further report 
on their condition and has expressed willingness to donate all of them 
to institutions etudying game bird diseases should the report indicate 
the birds ought not to be released even after treatment and isolation, 

About 10% of all adult pheasants handled were affected by sealy 
leg, in many cases very severely. ixtremely bad specinens were held 
out for treatment. 

In banding and handling the Missouri pheasants, attention was 
paid to the suurs as a sex indicator of possible use in classifying 
young birds still in the juvenile plumage. The size and length of the 
spurs proved to be of supplementary use, but there is apparently so 
much individual variation that the wethod is not of much use for birds 
under 8 weeks of age. In individual cases it lay be of assistance in 
much younger birds. 

In the case of adult pheasants, the occurrence of long spurs was 
found to be a reliable sex indicator for the majority of birds, but not 
always reliable in individual cases. Rudimentary spurs occurred on all 
adult hens examined, and in 8 eases in 417, or 1.9%, adult hen pheasants 
had long, conspicuous spurs comparable to these of most adult cock birds. 
In 1 case in 141, or e70% conspicuous spurs were lacking in the cock 
bird. Henee, since the occurrence or lack of conspicuous spurs is not 
always a reldable sex indicator in adutl Pheasants, too great reliance 
should certainly not be placed on this method when applied to young 
birds. 

An attempt was made to determine if the method of molting the 
primaries, or wing quills, could be used as an age indicator. while 
the molt was easily discernible, the lack of definite information ag 
to the ages of adult pheasants made an adequate test impracticable. 
Some adult birds had undergone the first aduflt molt and eome apparently 
had not. Yurther work should be done in flocks of known ARS. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Wallace B. Grange 
Cooperative Agent. 

Sept. 11, 1931.
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RINGNECK PHEASANTS IN MISSOURI 

"More than 400 English Ringneck pheasants hatched from the 30,000 eggs 

distributed to farmers and sportsmen throughout the state have already been 

liberated and others are being freed as rapidly as they mature, according to 

Martin A, Lewis, Jr., chief of parks and refuges, of the Missouri Game and Fish 
Department. These first birds represent the clutches from eighty settings. 

According to reports filed with the Department by the persons co-operat— 

ing in the hatching and liberation of the birds, the average on the total hatch 
is running nearly 66 2/3 per cent. The first 800 settings hatched 10 birds 
each but the next few hundred settings resulted in only about eight birds to a 

setting. 

With each setting resulting in a liberation of five birds the cost to 
the department is only $1 per bird. The usual cost for these birds is approx- 

imately $4.50. 

It is estimated that 10,000 birds will be liberated from these settings 
within the next several weeks. In addition to the birds being raised by 
farmers and sportsmen there are 2,300 birds on the state game farm. 

With the liberation of these birds throughout the state a small army of 
insect life enemies are being put to work as birds being liberated in Missouri 
are insectiverous. 

Pennsylvania has been active in pheasant distribution and in the past 
several years approximately 25 Ringneck pheasant crops and gizzards have been 
examined. In only one instance was corn found. This bird held five grains of 
corn and eleven destructive beetles, including the Spotted Cucumber Beetle 
which is very destructive to corn. This bird also held parts of an earthworn, 

a several larvae of the Crane Fly, 9 June Beetles, and one Ground Beetle. In 
the other birds were found hundreds of beetles, including many Japanese 
Beetles. The crops and gizzards of the birds killed during the recent inves— 

i tigation showed the following material: Ground Beetles, Hister Beetles and
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Dung Beetles. Aside from the Lightning Beetles none of these are of any ec— 

onomic value. Seed material found in the birds consisted of Mouse-eared 

Chickweed, seeds of the Wild Strawberry, Buttercup and Sedge. Only in one 

case was there record of any grain being found. Three grains of oats along 

with half dozen beetles were found in the gizzard of one pheasant. The most 

interesting bunch of material taken from a pheasant at one time was removed 

from a bird killed by an automobile near Philadelphia. This held the fol- 
lowing material: 47-inch worms, 3 earthworms, 2 potato bugs, 1 butterfly, 

158 Thenia flower buds, 31 alfalfa and clover leaves, 3 buttercup blossoms, 

1 grasshopper, 32 wood worms, 2 spiders and a lot of little seeds. One giz- 

zard from a bird killed in the recent investigation held over 400 chickweed 

seeds and about a dozen Dung Beetles." ~ Missouri Game & Fish News. 

TOURISTS URGED TO KEEP GARBAGE AWAY FROM WATER 

"An investigation of many sources of pollution which make 

many of the finest fresh water streams and lakes unfit for game 

. fish or human beings shows that a great deal of contamination re- 

sults from the careless fashion in which many tourists and vaca~ 

tionists dispose of refuse, according to the American Game Protec-— 

tive Association. 

'It seems to be a common practice to use certain forms of 

rubbish in filling in low places along lakes and streams that are 

detrimental to fish life and persons who go in bathing. Dried 

leaves, grass, garbage of all forms, ashes, sawdust, coal, cin- 

ders, log slabs, decayed wood, etc., all decompose at a rapid rate 

when mixed with water,' Carlos Avery, President of the Association, 

said. 

‘It is a good rule not to dump garbage nearer than 10 rods 

from any body of fresh water. Whenever possible, pure dirt, sand 

or gravel should be used in filling in low places in lakes or 
streams,' he advised." - New York. 

From the American Game Protective Association, Clip Sheet, we quote: 

HOUND DOGS AND FOREST FIRES 

"Hound dogs and forest fires are disclosed as the two great- 

est enemies of the deer and wild turkey in Missouri, and losses 

from these causes are greater than the illegal hunting by poachers, 

according to a survey just completed by game officials of that 
state. 

Hounds pursue the deer until the latter dies from exhaustion 

or plunges into a cold water stream contracting pneumonia which in 
many cases proves fatal. 

The forest fires destroy timber and brush in which the nest- 

ing wild turkeys hide thereby exposing them to the depredations of 

predatory animals and birds." -
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RINGNECK PHEASANTS IN MISSOURI 

"More than 400 English Ringneck pheasants hatched from the 30,000 eggs 

distributed to farmers and sportsmen throughout the state have already been 

liberated and others are being freed as rapidly as they mature, according to 

Martin A, Lewis, Jr., chief of parks and refuges, of the Missouri Game and Fish 
Department. These first birds represent the clutches from eighty settings. 

According to reports filed with the Department by the persons co-operat— 

ing in the hatching and liberation of the birds, the average on the total hatch 

is running nearly 66 2/3 per cent. The first 800 settings hatched 10 birds 

each but the next few hundred settings resulted in only about eight birds to a 

setting. 

With each setting resulting in a liberation of five birds the cost to 

the department is only $1 per bird. The usual cost for these birds is approx— 

imately $4.50. 

It is estimated that 10,000 birds will be liberated from these settings 

within the next several weeks. In addition to the birds being raised by 

farmers and sportsmen there are 2,300 birds on the state game farm. 

With the liberation of these birds throughout the state a small army of 

insect life enemies are being put to work as birds being liberated in Missouri 

are insectiverous. 

Pennsylvania has been active in pheasant distribution and in the past 

several years approximately 25 Ringneck pheasant crops and gizzards have been 

examined. In only one instance was corn found. This bird held five grains of 
corn and eleven destructive beetles, including the Spotted Cucumber Beetle 

which is very destructive to corn. This bird also held parts of an earthworm, 

= several larvae of the Crane Fly, 9 June Beetles, and one Ground Beetle. In 

the other birds were found hundreds of beetles, including many Japanese 

Beetles. The crops and gizzards of the birds killed during the recent inves— 

tigation showed the following material: Ground Beetles, Hister Beetles and 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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Dung Beetles. Aside from the Lightning Beetles none of these are of any ec- 

onomic value. Seed material found in the birds consisted of Mouse-eared 

Chickweed, seeds of the Wild Strawberry, Buttercup and Sedge. Only in one 

case was there record of any grain being found. Three grains of oats along 

with half dozen beetles were found in the gizzard of one pheasant. The most 

interesting bunch of material taken from a pheasant at one time was removed 

from a bird killed by an automobile near Philadelphia. This held the fol- 
lowing material: 47-inch worms, 3 earthworms, 2 potato bugs, 1 butterfly, 

138 Thenia flower buds, 31 alfalfa and clover leaves, 3 buttercup blossoms, 

1 grasshopper, 32 wood worms, 2 spiders and a lot of little seeds. One giz- 

zard from a bird killed in the recent investigation held over 400 chickweed 

seeds and about a dozen Dung Beetles." - Missouri Game & Fish News. 

TOURISTS URGED TO KEEP GARBAGE AWAY FROM WATER 

"An investigation of many sources of pollution which make 

many of the finest fresh water streams and lakes unfit for game 

fish or human beings shows that a great deal of contamination re- 

sults from the careless fashion in which many tourists and vaca— 

tionists dispose of refuse, according to the American Game Protec— 

tive Association. 
'It seems to be a common practice to use certain forms of 

rubbish in filling in low places along lakes and streams that are 

detrimental to fish life and persons who go in bathing. Dried 

leaves, grass, garbage of all forms, ashes, sawdust, coal, cin- 

ders, log slabs, decayed wood, etc., all decompose at a rapid rate 
when mixed with water,' Carlos Avery, President of the Association, 

said. 
'It is a good rule not to dump garbage nearer than 10 rods 

from any body of fresh water. Whenever possible, pure dirt, sand 

or gravel should be used in filling in low places in lakes or 

streams,' he advised." - New York. 

From the American Game Protective Association, Clip Sheet, we quote: 

HOUND DOGS AND FOREST FIRES 

"Hound dogs and forest fires are disclosed as the two great- 

est enemies of the deer and wild turkey in Missouri, and losses 
from these causes are greater than the illegal hunting by poachers, 

according to a survey just completed by game officials of that 
state. 

Hounds pursue the deer until the latter dies from exhaustion 

or plunges into a cold water stream contracting pneumonia which in 

many cases proves fatal. 

The forest fires destroy timber and brush in which the nest- 

ing wild turkeys hide thereby exposing them to the depredations of 

predatory animals and birds."



Extract from letter from Andrew Brooks, Doniphan, Mo., Auge 2, 1930 

"I lmow it will interest you when I teli you I flushed three grouse 
on the bank of Current river two weeks ago. They were about six miles 
down the river from Doniphan. They are the first I have ever seen in 
that neighborhood and I am hoping there are other in that neighborhood. 
The weather is wmsual hot and dry down here and I am of the opinion they 
were driven out of the hills in search of water." 

Filet Missouri“ = Ruffed Grouse ” ——
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About two hundred representatives of retail hardware and implement YA 

dealers in Georgia, Florida, Tennessee and Alabama were in attendance, with 

a sprinkling from other states. This is the 2nd similar resolution passed 

recently; the other being by Southern Hardware Jobbers at Galveston, Texas. 

The following taken from the Missouri Game & Fish News: 

/ ANNUAL QUAIL BAG IN MISSOURI WORTH $900,000 

"Game taken annually by hunters and fishermen under present 

bag and creel limits would run into an enormous figure if as- } 

sessed at replacement value, figures compiled by the state game 

and fish department show. If one out of ten hunters got the daily 

bag limit of ten quail once during the season, which is entirely 

probable according to the statement, the number of birds taken 

would exceed 300,000. At the present replacement value of $3 a 

bird the value of the game taken would exceed $900,000 or more 

than twice as much money as was received last year from the sale 

of hunting and fishing licenses. 

Three hunters who boast of having killed more than 1,000 

birds during the season, got game worth $3,000 for licenses cost— 

ing $7.50."
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cooperation with the Biological Survey. Two of the terns were. re— 

covered, one in France and another in South Africa, established re— 

markable flight records, the latter flying the longest distance of 

any banded bird ever recaptured,
 

as far as any known records show." 

ae en ne 

(_razasuns
 

IN MISSOURI ) 

"Pheasant propagatio
n 

on the state game farm at Martinsvil
le 

in Harrison County has progressed satisfactor
ily 

since the farm's 

establishmen
t 

in October 1928, according to Martin A. Lewis, Chief 

of Parks and Refuges. From the few dozen birds out on the place, 

which at the outset was merely a refuge sixteen months ago, there 

are today approximat
ely 

900 birds in that area, a recent check made 

by S. A. Hook, farm operator, shows. 

The original brood stock of pheasants on the farm included 98 

birds. The first pheasants released were 76 birds turned out on 

the refuge in April 1929. 

In addition to the birds put in the county by the state many 

birds raised by sportsmen and farmers from eggs furnished by the 

game and fish department have been released during the last few 

years. Prior to the state's acitivity in stocking the county with 

pheasants a few native birds were to be found in that section. 

Several hundred prairie chickens, native to that section, 

range over the northern part of Harrison County." — Missouri Game 

&-Fish News.
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[ENGROSSED] ' 

55TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
a 

A TNL 
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To repeal sections 11943a, 11943b, 11943c, 11943d, 11943e, 

11943f and 11943g, entitled, “Agriculture, state board of: 

3 Providing for a department of forestry,” approved May 4, 

1925 and found at pages 109 to 112, both inclusive, laws 

of Missouri, 1925, and also to repeal sections 5563, 5564, 

5565, 5566, 5567, 5568, 5569, 5570, 5571, 5572, 5574, 

5575, 5576, 5577, 5578 and 5580 of article 1, chapter 37, 

Revised Statutes of Missouri, 1919, relating to “fish and 

game,” and to establish in lieu thereof a state fish, game and 

forestry commission, to provide for the appointment, 

. qualifications and removal of commissioners thereof, to 

provide for the payment of expenses thereof, fixing terms 

of office of the commissioners, defining the duties and 

powers of the commission with reference to the administra- 

Uion and enforcement of the laws of this state pertaining to 

the protection, propagation and administration of the birds, 

fur bearing animals, game and fish of the state, defining 

and prescribing the dulies and powers pertaining to the
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practice of forestry in this state, defining forestry, providing __ 

for the control of fires in the woods, providing for the state 

park and permanent game refuge fund, a fish propo- 

gation fund, and bounty fund, and a_ game _ pro- 

tection fund, providing for the appointment of 

a superintendent of fish, game and forestry, wardens — 

and other employees, providing salaries therefor, providing 

payment of expenses thereof and for the administration of 

state parks, state game refuges and fish hatcheries, abolish- 

ing the office of state game and fish commissioner and pro- 

viding for the transfer to the state fish, game and forestry 

commission of all the powers and duties heretofore con- 

ferred by law upon the state game and fish commissioner. 

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Missouri, as follows: 

Section 1. That sections 11943a, 11943b, 119438c. 

2 11943d, 11943e, 11943f and 11943g, entitled “Agriculture, 

3 state board of: Providing for a department of forestry,” 

4 approved May 4, 1925, and found at pages 109 to 112, both 

5 inclusive, laws of Missouri, 1925, also sections 5563, 5564, w 

6 5565, 5566, 5567, 5568, 5569, 5570, 5571, 5572, 5574, 5575, 

7 5576, 5577, 5578 and 5580 of article 1, chapter 37, Revised 

8 Statutes of Missouri, 1919, relating to fish and game, be 

9 and the same are hereby repealed and twenty-one 

10 new sections enacted in lieu thereof, pertaining 

11 to the establishment of a state fish, game and 

12 forestry commission, to be known as sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

13 6, 7,.8,.9, 10, 11,12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,°18, 19, 20 and 21 . 

14 and to read as follows: 

Section 1. There is hereby created a state fish, game 

2 and forestry commission, and there is also hereby created 

3 the office of state fish, game and forestry superintendent, 

4 which commission shall be vested with the powers and duties 

5 specified in this act, and also all powers necessary and proper
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- 6 lo enable the commission, or any of its officers or employees, 

7 to carry out fully and effectively all the purposes of this act. 

Sec. 2. The state fish, game and forestry commission 

2 shall consist of five members, -not more than three of whom 

3 shall belong to the same political party, who shall be ap- 

‘~ 4 pointed by the governor. Each commissioner shall have 

5 knowledge of and interest in conservation and shall be a 

6 taxpayer and resident of the state of Missouri at least - 

7 three years prior to said appointment. Not less than two of 

8 said commissioners shall come from either section of the 

9 state as divided by the Missouri river and at least two of 

10 sajd commissioners shall be residents of rural. Missouri. | 

11 Any commissioner may be removed by the governor for 

12 inefficiency, neglect of duty or misconduct in office upon 

13 charges filed by any member of the commission upon a 

14 public hearing by the governor and trial after such commis- 

15 sioner has been served with a copy of the charges against 

16 him. The first members of the state fish, game and forestry 

17 commission shall be appointed for terras as follows: Two 

O 18 for a term of two years, or until their successors are ap- 

19 pointed and qualified, and one for a term of four years, or 

20 until his successor is appointed and qualified, and two for a 

21 term of six years, or until their successors are appointed and 

22 qualified. Upon the expiration of each of the foregoing 

23 terms of said commissioners, a successor shall be appointed 

24 for a term of six years, or until his successor is appointed and 

25 qualified, which term of six years shall thereafter be the 

26 length of term of each member of the commission. The 

"27 members of the commission shall receive no compensation, 

28 but shall be reimbursed for their necessary traveling expenses 

29 incurred while actually engaged in the discharge of their 

30 official duties. 

Sec. 3. A superintendent of fish, game and forestry 

2 shall be appointed by the state fish, game and forestry com- | 

3 mission, with advice and consent of the governor, He
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4 shall receive a_ salary of thirty-six hundred dol- —~ 

5 lars ($3,600.00) per annum, payable monthly out 

6 of the game protection fund in the same manner 

7 as other state officers are paid. The superintend- 

8 ent of fish game and forestry shall receive com- 

9 pensation for such actual expenses as may be incurred by 2 

10 him in the performance of his duties. The superintendent 

11 of fish, game and forestry shall be the executive office of the 

12 commission under its direction, and shall have knowledge 

13 of and interest in conservation of fish, game and forestry, 

14 and with the approval of the commission, shall appoint such 

15 wardens and other employees as the commission may deem 

16 necessary. Such wardens as appointed by the superin- 

17 tendent of fish, game and forestry, shall receive a salary of 

18 four ($4.00) dollars per day and such actual expenses as may 

19 be incurred by them in the performance of their duties, 

20 under the direction of the superintendent of fish, game and 

21 forestry. All clerical employees appointed by the superin- 

22 tendent of conservation shall receive salaries of not more 

23 than $125.00 dollars per month unless otherwise provided “~ 

24 by law. 

Sec. 4. The fish, game and forestry commission shall 

2 appoint a secretary who shall be chief clerk in the executive 

3 offices of the state fish, game and forestry commission with 

4 such other duties as the commission may provide. He 

5 shall receive a salary of twenty-four hundred ($2400.00) 

6 dollars per annum. The secretary shall keep full and true 

7 records of the proceedings of the commission, and shall be ~ 

& the custodian of all books, maps, documents and papers 

9 filed with the commission, and all orders made by the com- 

10 mission. 

Sec. 5. All members of the commission, the superin- 

2  tendent of fish, game and forestry and wardens shall, before 

3 entering upon the duties of their respective oflices or em-
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~~ 4 ployment, take and subscribe to an oath or affirmation to 

5 support the Constitution of the United States and of this 

6 state and to fairly and honestly discharge the duties of such 

7 office oremployment. The superintendent of fish, game and 

8 forestry and any official or employee of the commission 

‘~ 9 who has custody or control of the property and funds of the 

10 state shall give a good and sufficient surety bond, in such 

11 amount as may be required by the commission, to be paid 

12 for by the commission, conditioned upon the faithful dis- 

13 charge of the duties of their respective offices, and account- 

14 ing for all property and funds coming into their hands by, 

15 through, and from such office. Any officer or employee 

16 who shall violate the provisions of this section shall, upon 

17 conviction, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. The com- 

18 mission shall have power to remove the superintendent of 

19 fish, game and forestry or any other employee of the com- 

20 mission. 

Sec. 6. The principal office of the commission shall 

2 be in the City of Jefferson, Missouvi, where the superin- 

a 3 tendent of fish, game and forestry shall reside during his 

4 term of office. The office of the commission shall be open 

5 daily for business except on Sundays and holidays. The 

6 said office shall be provided and assigned by the commis- 7 

7 sion of the permanent seat of government in the state capitol, 

8 or the fish, game and forestry commission may rent or lease 

9 offices if found by them necessary. The fish, game and 

10 forestry commission shall have a seal bearing the inscrip- 

f 11 tion “state fish, game and forestry commission of Missouri,” 

ee 12 which shall be in the custody of the secretary, and shall be 

13 affixed to all official documents of the commission, or of the 

14 superintendent of fish, game and forestry, and such other 

15 instruments as the commission shall direct. The courts 

16 of this state shall take judicial notice of such seal. The 

17 commission may sue and be sued in its official name, and
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18 for the purpose of suit and other legal proceedings service ~ 

19 may be had on the secretary. The commission shall have 

20 authority to purchase all necessary stationery, office fur- 

21 niture, telephone and other necessary appliances, supplies, 

22 warden’s equipment and incidentals; to pay salaries of the 

23 superintendent, wardens and other employees and such ~~ 

24 traveling expenses within or without the state as may be 

25 necessary to carry out the duties and powers of this act; to 

26 have custody of state parks, game refuges, game farms and 

27 fish hatcheries and to pay all other expenses and obligations 

28 incurred by the fish, game and forestry commission in the 

29 discharge of its duties. Each of the members of the commis- 

30 sion, the secretary and the superintendent shall have power 

31 and authority to administer oaths in all parts of the state, 

32 so far as such authority is incidental to the performance of 

33 their duties. 

Sec. 7. The members of the fish, game and forestry 

2 commission shall meet at the office of the commission within 

3 thirty days after their appointment and organize by elect- 

4 ing one of their members chairman and one vice-chairman. Y 

5 Three members of the fish, game and forestry commission 

6 shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business 

7 and the exercise of any of the powers and the discharge of 

8 any of the duties authorized by this act or imposed by law. 

9 The fish, game and forestry commission shall meet at least 

10 once every three months, and the chairman shall have 

11 authority to call a meeting of the fish, game and forestry 

12 commission at any time on three days’ written notice to the 

13 other members of the fish, game and forestry commission. 

14 The meetings shall be held at the office of the fish, game and 

15 forestry commission and at such other places in the state as 

16 the fish, game and forestry commission may designate. 

Sec. 8. (1) It shall be the duty of the fish, game and 

2 forestry commission to practice forestry upon lands owned
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tl 3 by the state and under their control and in general to advance 

4 the understanding and promote the practice of forestry and 

5 the wise use of forests and forest products in Missouri, by 

6 such demonstrations, co-operations and such other means 

7 as may be deemed effective. 

7 8 (2) For the purpose of this act, the practice of forestry 

9 is defined as the preparation of the soil for the germination 

10 of forest seeds or for the planting of seedlings; the gathering 

11 and care of forest seeds and their preparation for planting; 

12 the establishment of stands of trees; the care and cultivation 

13 of growing stands and their protection against damage from 

14 the elements, from fungi and other plants, from animals, 

15 both wild and domestic, and from human agency; the thin- 

16 ning of stands; the harvesting of stands and parts of stands; 

17 che sale of forest products of all kinds, including the right 

18 to utilize incidental products and to enjoy those natural 

19 advantages which forests may afford; and the installation 

20 of such improvements as. may be deemed necessary in the 

21 management of the forest properties. 

-) 22 (3) The fish,game and forestry commission is em- 

23 powered to do any and all things necessary to the carrying 

24 out the purposes of this act. 

Sec. 9. Whenever it shall appear that, in the long run 

2 and disregarding temporary advantage, the welfare of the 

3 state and of the communities in which the state forests 

4 under the control of the fish, game and forestry commission 

5 are located will be advanced by selling or disposing of any 

he 6 of the timber on state forests under their control the fish, 

7 game and forestry commission, subject to the governor’s 

8 approval, is hereby empowered to sell or dispose of such 

10 timber on terms most advantageous to the state: Provided, 

11 that the proposed sale contracts shall have been advertised 

12 in the press, and further, shall have been posted in the office 

13 of the fish, game and forestry commission for a period of
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14 thirty days prior thereto; such sale contracts shall then be wed 

15 awarded to the highest responsible bidder, who shall give 

16 such bond for the rightful execution of the contract as the 

17 fisn, game and forestry commission shall deem sufficient: 

18 Provided. however, that should all bids be rejected, the fish, 

19 game and forestry commission is empowered to harvest ~ 

20 and dispose of such timber on such terms and at such figures 

21 as may be deemed of better advantage to the state. 

Sec. 10. It shall be the duty of the state fish, game 

2 and forestry commission to study the causes of fires in the 

3 woods, to determine the damage done by them and to de- 

4 vise means for their control. It shall be its duty to devise 

5 and put in efect suitable methods for preventing damage 

6 from fires in the forests of the state under their control. 

Sec. 11. The state fish, game and forestry commission, 

2 with the approval of the governor, is hereby authorized to 

3 accept, on behalf of the state, bequests or gifts to be used 

4 for the purpose of advancing the forestry interests of the 

5 state, and for the preservation of fish and game and state 

6 park purposes, game refuges, game farms, or fish hatcheries, . 

7 and to carry out the terms of such bequests or gifts in such 

8 lawful manner as may best serve the interests of the state. 

9 The state fish, game and forestry commission may lease 

10 suitable lands owned or controlled by individuals, corpora- 

11 tions, associations or municipalities for state park purposes, 

12 without cost, when considered advisable by them. The 

13 rights to such lands or waters shall be conveyed in the form 

14 of a lease, by the person or persons having control of same 

15 to the fish, game and forestry commission. Provided, that =’ 

16 all lands so leased shall be subject to assessment, levy and 

17. collection of all taxes for the state or any political sub- 

18 division thereof thal may be legally assessed, levied, and 

19 collected on other lands situated within such political 

20 subdivision. Such lands and waters shall be open to public
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\~ 21. hunting and fishing subject to such restrictions as are pro- 

22 vided by law. . 

Sec. 12. It is the duty of the fish, game and forestry 

2 commission to protect, propagate and preserve game animals, 

3 fur-bearing animals, fish, game birds and protected birds of 

~ 4 the state, and to enforce, by proper legal action and pro- 

5 ceedings, the laws of this commonwealth, relating to the 

6 same. The fish, game and forestry commission shall col- 

7 lect, classify and preserve all such statistics, data and infor- 

8 mation as, in their judgment, will tend to promote the 

9 cbjects of this act, tc take charge of and keep all reports, 

10 books, papers, and documents which shall, in the discharge 

11 of their duties hereunder, come into their possession or under 

12 their contrel. It shall be the duty of this commission to 

13 have custody of state parks, game refuges, game farms, : 

14 lands for forestry purposes, and fish hatcheries, and dis- 

15 tribute fish, as their judgment may direct. The commis- 

16 sion shall encourage the conservation and rehabilitation of 

17 birds, fur bearing animals, game and fish in Mis- 

UV 18 souri by wild life exhibits, and the distribution 

19 of posters, and by such other methods as_ their 

20 judgment may direct. It shall be the duty of the fish, 

21 game and forestry commission to purchase for propagation 

22 or distribution game, birds and fish or their eggs, and 

23 fur-bearing animals, in such quantities as they may 

24 deem advisable, and they shall require fish ladders to be 

25 installed in dams across the streams of the state where 

26 in their judgment such fish ladders are necessary and 

a 27 practical. 

Sec. 13. It is the duty of said fish, game and forestry 

2 commission, on or before the thirty-first day of January of 

3 each odd-numbered year, to prepare and present to the 

4 governor of the state a biennial report, showing what has 

5 been done by them during the two calendar years immediate-
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6 ly preceding, the amount of money received by them and ad 

7 from what sources, and the amount expended by them, and 

8 for what purposes. 

Sec. 14. All moneys from the sale of hunting and fish- 

2 ing licenses and arising from other sources coming into the 

3 possession of the fish, game and forestry commission shall be a 

4 deposited in the state treasury to the credit of the following 

5 funds: Twenty-five per centum to the state park and 

6 permanent game refuge fund; thirty per centum to the 

7 fish propagation fund; forty per centum to the game pro- 

8 tection fund; and five per centum to the bounty fund for 

9 the payment of bounties on predatory animals and birds, 

10 and upon the taking effect of this act all moneys remaining 

11 in the game protection fund and state park fund shall be 

12 transferred to the game protection fund, state park and 

13 permanent game refuge fund, fish propagation fund, and 

14 bounty fund, proportionately, as set out above. 

Sec. 15. Each game warden shall keep a record of 

2 his official acts, receipts and expenditures, and at the close of 

3 each month make summary of such records with such state- a 

4 ments in detail as shall be required, and make reports of 

5 same to the superintendent of fish, game and forestry. The 

6 superintendent of fish, game and forestry shall report to the 

7 fish, game and forestry commission any negligence or derelic- 

8 tion of duty or incompetency on the part of any warden 

9 with the facts relating thereto, and shall make such further 

10 reports as may be required by the fish, game and forestry 

11 commission. i 

Sec. 16. Each member of the state fish, game and 

2 forestry commission, the superintendent of fish, game and 

3 forestry and wardens shall have the power: 

4 (a) To enforce all laws relating to fish, game and birds, 

5 fur-bearing animals and the practice of forestry and to go
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a 6 upon any property posted or otherwise in the performance 

7 of his duty; 

8 (b) To procure and execute all warrants and search 

9 warrants for the violation of the laws relating to fish, game, 

10 birds, and fur bearing animals; 

ga 1) (c) To serve subpoenas issued for the examination, 

12 investigation and trial of all offences against the laws re- 

13 lating to fish, game, birds, and fur bearing animals; 

14 (d) To carry firearms or weapons, concealed or other- 

15 wise, in the performance of their respective duties; 

16 (e) To arrest without warrant any person found in the 

17 act of violating or attempting to violate any of the provisions 

18 of this act and of all other acts pertaining to fish, game, 

19 fur-bearing animals and birds or in pursuit immediately 

20 following such violation or attempt thereof; to make proper 

21 legal complaint and cause proceedings to be commenced 

22 against any person for the violation of any laws relating to 

23 forestry and the preservation of fish, game, fur-bearing 

24 animals, and birds, and they shall not be obligated to furnish 

—) 25 security for costs; 

26 (i) To call upon any citizen of the commonwealth and 

27 demand of him assistance in making arrests; 

28 (g) To seize, take possession and dispose according to 

29 law of all birds, fish or game, fur-bearing animals or parts 

©0 thereof which have been caught, taken or killed or had in 

31 possession or under control, or which have been shipped or 

32 are about to be shipped at any time, in any manner or for 

ee 33 any purpose contrary to the laws of this state; 

34 (h) To seize all articles, paraphernalia, or appliances 

25 used in violation of any of the laws relating to fish, game, 

36 fur-bearing animals or birds when making an arrest, when 

37 found in the execution of a search warrant or being used 

38 illegally.
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Sec. 17. The office of the game and fish commissioner ‘nd 

2 is hereby abolished. Every power, right, authority and 

3 duty heretofore by law conferred upon and given to the fish 

4 and game commissioner is hereby transferred to, vested in, 

5 and placed upon the state fish, game and forestry commis- 

6 sion, and by said fish, game and forestry commission shall — 

7 be exercised and performed with the same legal effect 

8 as might, or should have been done heretofore by the fish and 

9 game commissioner; it being the purpose and intent of this 

10 act to transfer to said state fish, game and forestry com- 

11 mission all rights, moneys, powers, privileges, duties and 

12 functions heretofore enjoyed, exercised or performed by the 

13 state fish and game commissioner; and in the exercise of 

14 such powers, privileges, duties and functions, or any thereof, 

15 the said state fish, game and forestry commission shall have 

» 16 authority, and they are hereby authorized to do any and all 

17 things with reference to the enforcement and administration 

18 of the laws for the protection, propagation and preservation 

19 of the birds, fur-bearing animals, game, and_ fish 

20 of the state, and for custody of state parks, game J 

21 refuges, and fish hatcheries, with the same _ legal 

22 force and effect as such acts and things might have been 

23 done heretofore by the state game and fish commissioner. 

24 Such sections in the statutes as are in effect when this 

25 act has become effective that contain the words “state game 

26 and fish commissioner” or in any wise refer to that office, 

27 shall thereafter read and be undersiood to mean “the state 

28 fish, game and forestry commission.” All properties now in 

29 possession of the state game and fish commissioner or any of = 

30 his deputies or employees shall be turned over and relin- 

31  quished to the state fish, game and forestry commission 

32 upon this act becoming effective.
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a Sec. 18. All shertffs, deputy sheriffs, marshals, con- 

2 stables and other peace officers are hereby declared to be ex 

3 officio wardens. 

Sec. 19. The state fish, game and forestry commission 

2 shall expend annually not less than thirty per centum of the 

hd 3 total receipts of the state fish, game and forestry commission 

4 in the establishment of hatcheries and the operation of same 

5 and the planting of fish in the waters of this state, said ex- 

6 penditure to be paid out of the state fish propagation fund, 

7 upon statements and vouchers as other expenses of the 

8 state fish, game and forestry commission are paid. 

Sec. 20. It shall be the duty of all common carriers, 

2 engaged in the transportation of passengers or property by 

3 railroads operating in while or in part in the state of Missouri, 

4 upon written application made by the Missouri state fish, 

5 game and forestry commission, to haul and transport, 

6 without charge or compensation, the car used by said fish, 

7 game and forestry commission in the distribution of fish 

8 throughout this state, over all lines owned, leased or operated 

~ 9 by such carriers, together with any one or more of the mem- 

10 bers for the time being constituting said state fish, game and 

11 forestry commission and not to exceed four attendants, while 

12 accompanying said car and while the same is being used in 

13 connection with the distribution of fish to any point in 

14 this state for the purposes of propagation: Provided, 

15 however, that the transportation of said car shall not in 

16 any manner unduly or unreasonably conflict with or impede 

is 17 any regular schedule maintained by any such carriers for 

18 passenger or mail service. 

Sec. 21. Whenever, under any law of this state any 

2 act, is to be done or any duty performed by the state fish 

3 and game commissioner such act and duty shall be done and 

4 performed by the superintendent ‘of fish, game and forestry, 

5 and whenever under any law any duty is to be performed
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6 for, or report to be made by any other officer or person to the J 

7 state fish and game commissioner, the act shall be performed 

8 for and the report made to the state superintendent of fish, 

9 game and forestry. 
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Saline $21 S. Engineer e 
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12, memes J, Pp MeCeslin 159 

Henry Oseeola, lilo, 
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N./3 webater Henry T. Shipman » 179 
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Temey Branson, Mo, * 
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State of Missouri vA 

DEER AND TURKEY 

The following table is of estimates made by the District Deputies. 
It is presented only as an estimate, but we believe it to give a fairly 
good idea of conditions as they exist. 

pyres ee Bins Turkey 
Believed | in County | _ Believed in County 

[Oey a: Killed, 1925 Dee. 31, 1925| Killed, 1925 | Dec. 31, 1925 

berteng 6 | 2 20 
erento | 10 | rt) 
emo linrcod i] | Fy | 20 
beiiatow PA) 4 100 
oN Ny i } 
Cortisol es i) 
Cape Girardeau 5 Be 
Lertarog P45) Gy Bu) 
eonstnn | 10 | sf 

rent) | 10 i) 

error | 
formas! 60 | 150 
POETS | P | 35 
Dent rt) rT) Bun 
Douglas rl Br rit 
poeta 1 i} 3 50 
Sebi etta) th i) iP 
Gasconade 40 ft re 
betta ay 5 20 
Howell rey 200 
bran i 4 | Fea) 
Bfoiverton bd | rts 

petotnts | 15 
Madison | a0) 
Marie 12 50 
Ny esto | i py 
BY to ee | I ty) 
Mississippi 5 75 a = 
Weenie s 
ran rT} 50 * 

Cran CULaG! rl rs 100 
Oregon nu) iy pate) 

Osage i; 45 1 Py - , 
Ozark | 34 160 

Bone iaeye | 50 

Perry | Pa) 

Pettis | P 10 
Phelps | Ei re 
pants | ey 50 

eas oUey 3 iP Tu 
batty rE] 7) 150 
Saxettts | | 2 rt 
Ste. Genevieve 15 | 6 By 

Saline yy 
Scotland i - 

PS enitensy 25 25 | atte 

Stone f Py | 3 
Tog 1 20 i] 120 Pat) 

MYST PAu 500 

Warren 2 7 
Washington | 15 | io 
eats 33 | Fi | Oe 
Webster ts 

Bune 4 395 rey er 

* No open season on deer until 1930. One above case convicted. 

Not sufficient evidence in other cases, which are merely hearsay.
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SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION 

: Dist. Tele. No. 

Cole 
Miller Louis Henry 70 

Re.2/ Maries 507 Clark Ave. V 
Pulaski Jefferson City, Mo. 

Phelps i Oke 

Franklin / : 
ros Fe Gasconade J. C. Whitsett 16 

Crawford St. Clair, Mo. > fi 
Osage Devout bcs’ 

Lincoln Andrew Hollweg Riverside 0018W 
8B. Warren 4132 Bingham Ave. 

St. Charles St. Louis, Mo. i 

St. Louis City Albert Frankenstein 
2ifs and part of 4052 Castleman Grend 7116M 

St. Louis County St. Louis, Mo. 

Jefferson John K, Yore 

2b. and part of 6526 Michigen Riverside 15867 
St. Louis County St. Louis, Mo. 

Perry 

ob Ste. Genevieve F. M, Bass \ 298 
St. Francois Perryville, Mo. 
Washington (p es 4 

Dent ! 
ig fs Reynolds Marshall S. Calvert — 

Iron Ironton, Mo. 

Shannon dome 

Medison iu 
Bollinger F, D. Hequembourg 

2g. Cape Girardeau Charleston, Mo. 
Scott . i ; 
Mis:sissippi ; Vive nets 

Carter V 
- Ripley S. M. Rogers 

Butler Poplar Bluff, Mo. 
Wayne Gabe 

Stoddard 
oO. New Madrid Lawrence Robbs V 

Dunklin Portageville, Mo. ™ : 

_Pemtsoot Ve Pe RO 

s <u Fret waRDm: buvely Luderwoods 
~\) ( ~_ s Jef oo,
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MISSOURI GAME AND FISH NEWS 5} 

a 
e 

How Many Prairie Chickens 
° e e 

in Missouri? 

DEPARTMENT’S SURVEY COMPLETED 
Froud ee Corre 

Several months ago the Protection Division Following is the report according to districts: 

of the Game and Fish Department started a ———7—————__,__ _|,...—-” 

census to ascertain the number of prairie chickens : 

or Pinnated Grouse in the state of Missouri. - No. of No. of Average 

This census was instigated by the many reports Hae ES eo So 

sent in to the Department indicating that this covey 

gamey bird, practically extinct in the state ten SS ee | . 

years ago, was showing an increase. The survey 7 

was made under the direction of Frank DeCou, is No chickens...|....-.-.+-Jo0+-.s000+ 

Chief of Wardens. 2 i Bey a 
A 3 19 385 20 

Sportsmen and landowners in every county a 2 105 63 

_ of the state were personally interviewed by 5. 5 81 16 

z district wardens, to determine the location of 6. NOEL Chere ee eee 

coveys of prairie chickens, the number of chickens 7. Noveiichene. Nie. uclceeeee 

in the coveys, and their general physical con- 8. 1 18 18 

dition. The survey was recently completed 9, Noichickens) lees) eee eee 

and the reports show that the prairie chicken is 10. a 90 22 

increasing in numbers in many sections of the tt. 13 211 16 

state. They are found in fifteen of the thirty- 12. 1 9 9 

six wardens’ districts—the total number esti- 13. Norciickens Winn calle ee 

mated in the entire state is 8,467. 14. 18 730 40 

The greatest number in any one warden’s 15. Norchickens...lcs .. ...seeleccaue o= = 

district is 2,525. This is district 18, which 16. 19 929 48 

comprises St. Clair, Cedar, Polk and Hickory Th || edtentmenn ea cl. ly CS) ee 

counties. The next in number is district 17, 18. 50 2,525 50 

which embraces Bates, Vernon and Barton 10 See avers 115 ae a ee 

counties. Half of the prairie chickens of the 20. 12 294 24 

state are found in these seven counties in south- 21. a9 953 43 

west Missouri. ee SS 

The Depaitment is considering the possi- Total... 173 | 8,467 

bility of trapping some of these chickens and ee 

ute them in ethan parts of the state Districts 22 to 26) ihelueive, have/no prairie 

where none or very few are to be found. It Fi 

. intends also to place the protecting arm of the chickens at present. 

law around this valuable game bird, and do eee 

everything within its power to increase the USED GOOD BAIT 

number until such a time when there shall be 

enough of these birds to warrant a short open Wife (reading paper): “‘It says here that 

season. a girl, single handed, landed a fish at a Long 

This can be accomplished if people of the Island resort weighing ne pounds.” 

state will give their assistance and be ready at Hubby: “What's his name? 

all times to assist the wardens in enforcing the i 

law which prohibits the killing of prairie chickens “When the wind is from the north, 

at any time. Fishermen prepare to sally forth.”



~ Active Izaak Walton League Chapters in Missouri. 

_\degee Missouri Chapter 
udge Clarence A. Barnes, President 
Humphrey Craddock, Secretary. 

Washington Missouri Chapter 
\ DF: J. G. Wattenberg, President 

George Krunmsick, Secty. 
(Editor Washington 'Star') 

_ Excelsior Springs 
“NE. H. Cravens, President 

(Cashier Clay County State BankY 
W. E. Templeton, Secty., 
(% Local Chamber of Commerce) 

Hannibal, Missouri-{Mark Twain Chapter¥ 
Scott,Meyer, President 
Dr. J. Paul Price, Secty. 

De Soto Chapter, I.W.L.A. 
E.S. Fauth, President 

. (%th and Tratt Sts) 
‘eo. F. Blank, Sec'y. 
401 W. Miller St.) 

Wellsville Chapter, I.W.L. 
John Reed, President, 

“N Mr.T.0. Thompson, Secty., 
Wellsville, Mo. 

Mound City Chapter, I.w.L.a. 
Mr.E. D. Shellenberger, Pres., 
Mr. B. P. Smith, Secy., 
Mound City, Mo. 

Poplar Bluff Chapter, ( 
Mr. W. N. Barron, Pres., ; 

NMr. E. R. Holland, secy. 
Poplar Bluff, Mo. 

Joplin Chapter, 
Nur. BR. EL Barratt, Pres., %Empire District Co. 

Mr. R. C. Briggs, Corr. Secy. 
616 Joplin St., 
Joplin, Mo. 

-_ Monett Chapter 
“Mr. H. W. Fly, Pres., 

Mr.L. Me. Stone, Secy. 

Monett, Mo. ‘ 

Maryville, Chapter 

“Mr. Harve England, Pres., 
| Mir. Fred Wright,Secy. 
Maryville, Mo. 

Meta Chapter, 
Mr. L. ©. Sheckelworth, Pres., 
Mr. N. C. Rowan, Jr., Secy. 
Meta, Mo. 

Neosho, Chapter 
‘Dr. D. L. Mitchell, Pres., 

Mr. R. E. Tyler, Secy. 
Neosho, Mo.
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Nevada Chapter INTERESTED PERSONS. 
Mr. H. L. Weber, Pres., _R. E. Holland, 
Mr. G. H. Summers, Secy. poplar Bluff, Mo. 
Nevada, Mo. 

Odessa Chapt : — Reginald Barrett, 
a Chapter 

Mr. W. Theiman, Pres., gaplip, Me. 
Mr. Collins Ewing, Secy. Ed. ¥. Williams, 

Odessa, Mo. Springfield, Mo. 

Rolla Chapter Vonaeevad 
Dr. J. W. Barley, Pres. : 22 ae ae C.D. Via, oe ae West Plains, Mo. 

Rolla, Mo. “Geo. Krumsick, 

\ gape Girardeau Chapter Washington, Mo. 

Mr. J. C. Logan,Pres., : 
State Teachors College, Ale ee ae. 
Mr. R. 4. Hamon, Secy. ; oi 
a3 N. Frederick, Kansas City, Mo. epee 

Cape Girardeau, Mo. Hon. T.P pedfora flaw 

, abet Fayette, Mo. woke Fayette Chapter a 
: 

— ir. tT. P. Bedford, Pres=* 2 a ey 
Mr. Columbus Maupin, Secy. ~~ aaca ae on Aw 
Fayette, Mo. ee : 

. Hon. Dave Bales,V™*/ a al 
Lexington Chapter, — Z dw 4 
= A. BE. ae Pres., hee ee. dual 

Z Lambert Lumber Co. . j 
Lexington, Mo. ~ ™ goringtield Hee 
Kansas City Chapter ; Vit pwoke? 
Rev. B. A. Jankins, Pres., ~ o 

~_ Linwood Christian Church, 2 = 
Mr. Jack R. Cunningham, Yecy., Hon. Ralph Wammock 
Waldheim Bldg., eS ciconticld. M5 ti © 
Kansas City, Mo. ? . . 

& 

; HON Oe. turley Me f | Aa 
St. Louis Chapter “~ o~ 

\Mr. Walter Wimmer, Pres., a ecm, Ko. fio 
2901 Elliott St., fon. Le N- Searcy » 
Mr. Harry T. Steinmesch, Secy., 2 “ 
5528 Pershing Ave., 
St. Louis, Mo. 

MISSOURI WALTONIAN COUNCIL. 

—. Harry A. Collins, (Chairman) . 
~, 506 Security Bldg., 

St. Louis, Mo. 

James C. Logan, 
State Teachers College, . 
Cape Girardeau, Mo. eo 

Frank A. Holden, : 
420 Wall st., 
Joplin, Mo. 

- Robert E. Blake, 
International Shoe Co., 
1501 Washington Ave., 
St. Louis, Mo.
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‘THE MISSOURI RURALIST March 1, 1930 23 ee 

except where “the president also was the : 

vund in janitor, the whole works, in fact.” WAT "a 
fst pub- Before that Walter, Head was jani- ‘ 2: 

{ ent of tor for his rural school, then its CSC arb pReKS 
4 copy teacher. ~ : 

«<< Wash- He still owns and operates a 2,- 
000 acre farm in Buchanan county, Saves You Money on 

Missouri. This successful man urges | | e z 

“oy every country boy to become a Farsi. Lighting 

= Scout. Write to O. H. Benson, Boy 
he Lone Scouts of America, New York for in- Ask your dealer for 

scouts, formation about scouting for coun- == NATONAE Ibe RED. 
visit with try boys. /, =} ~=«épruM. If he cannot 

ly / supply, write us. 
the Boy F [RATIONAL | 

» who was ; SSC NNNAATTIONNALL CARBIDE 
we - ji A Real Winter S34 :sSOSaLES CORPORATION 
LOS ZeuBEET a js 342 Madison Ave.,NewYork 
by John The severe winter of 1929-30 has ——— €oast to Coast Service S 

is presi- brought out some remarkable stories. = = 

President Old letters and newspaper accounts | Bayw if "| Off Si 0 aise 
1 DeKalb . prove that in 1830-31 snow fell to a ane & i 0% Sete 
‘st bank- | depth of 3% feet on level ground in = Sarna 
ssistant North Missouri and formed in 40 Feat PaGa aoGT Re 

bank foot banks where drifted. AO ee
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it to quail ranges whenever weather conditions jeopardize the existence 

of the birds. Game wardens also will assist in this work, placing the 

grain in sections where the rural routes do not reach. 

Long periods of severe cold weather accompanied by sleet and heavy 

snow resulting in the natural feed being covered necessitates the special 

\| feeding. More than ten a of grain were distributed by the Game and 

Fish Department last sea 5 

When winter comes and the lakes or ponds are frozen over care 

should be taken to see that holes are cut in the ice and kept open for 

the benefit of the fish in the water, according to G. M Kirby, chief of 

Missouri's Fish Hatcheries."
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+ A HUNTING PARADISE FOR ST. LOUIS SPORTSMEN + 
Continued from Page Nine. about five miles north of St. Peters at We traveled by wagon, of course, and dance of recitations, vocal solos and in« 

: Peruqus and its clubhouse commands an camped overnight in the vicinity of St. strumental duets. 
Myers, Lucas, Card, Darius Heald and I. elegant view of the Mississippi River Charles. We generally spent two weeks But after the time the club began to W. Morton. The present members are Dr. which flows by its front door. Its grounds hunting and then made the trip home in fail in popularity, probably due to its in- H. G. Mudd, Dr. M. B. Clopton, Samuel W. consist of more than 1600 acres on which two days. But we generally bagged accessibility, and for several years was Fordyce, H. F. Knight, C. W. Scudder, are a multitude of lakes, Big Lake being enough ducks to repay us for any incon- abandoned.’ Four years ago the King’s 
John T. Davis, Samuel C. Davis, George F. the most important and affording the best venience we may have suffered.” Lake Association was organized by St. Steedman, E. H. Steedman, James H. _ shooting. Dardenne, which takes its name Close to Dardenne is the Hermitage Louisans and the lakes again echoed to Grover, L. W. Baldwin, Stewart McDonald, from a near-by stream, has been a favorite ] property, jointly owned by Samuel W. For- the whang of hunting guns. 
‘Walter Adams, H. H. Knight and B. O. hunting resort for St. Louisans for almost |dyce, Stewart McDonald and Walter The members of the association are I. F. 
Mahaffey. Rolla Wels is an honorary mem- half a century. In the early days there * Adams. Its acres are not so extensive as Boyd, Benjamin G. Chapman, Jr., L. Ray ber of the club, being the only charter was a French settlement in the vicinity some of the other clubs, but inas much as Carter, Dr. M. B. Clopton, B. B. Culver, 
member still alive. and the region was known as the Land of each member is also on the list at‘Cuivre, Thomas N. Dysart, Sterling E. Edmunds, The club leases some 2300 acres of the Rondeau Lakes. Several clubhouses the Hermitage is more in the nature of a James L. Ford, Jr., C. O. Gamble, E, W. marshland on which there are numerous have been built, the last in 1911 and it is private hunting grounds where the trio Grove, Jr, Robert. L. Holmes, H. McK. Jakes. Its clubhouse is easily accessible so commodious and favorably situated that may test their prowess with the gun. Jones, Harry F, Knight, Harry H. Langen- from Highway No. 56, which leads north it is kept open the year around as a coun- King’s Lake Club in Lincoln County berg, Carl H. Langenberg, Charles H. Mor- K from St. Peters to Old Monroe. In fact, try home for members who visit it in probably was the pioneer of all shooting rill, E. D. Nims, E. T. Nugent, Charles M. se there are two major clubhouses in the large numbers especially in the summer. clubs in the region, due to the fact that Polk, J. O. Rand, Dr. W. E. Sauer, Tom unit, one consisting of a dormitory in During the duck season, however, it is a about a century ago Auguste Chouteau K. Smith, H. B. Wallace, Louis B. Von which the hunters sleep together with a club for males only. had the land surveyed and used it as a Weise and Clifford Rosengarten of Villa huge living room with its scores of troph- The members are Charles Bascom, hunting resort, although wh* he did so Nova, Pa. 
ies of the kill, and the caretaker’s house, Frank A. Von Brecht, Stuar’ M. Butler, L. with so much virgin land in the vicinity is As has been said there are numerous which was built recently following a de- Ray Carter, Dr. M. B. Clopivu, Dr. James a matter of speculation. In 1887 the first other clubs in the vicinity. Among them structive fire a year ago and which con- Cummings, John T. Davis, Louis Dennig, definite attempt was made to organize a are the private clubs owned by former tains a dining room where hungry men Warren Goddard, Edward K. Love, Ed- club for shooting in that region and the Gov. Frederick D. Gardner and August A. may be fed after a day in the blinds. ward Mallinckrodt, E. B. McDonald, Wil- St. Louis Game and Fish Preserve Asso- Busch. Then, too, there is Willow, a near In front of the house stretches a seem- liam Nolker, F. E. Nulsen, Herbert I. ciation came into existence. The associa- neighbor. And across the river there is ingly interminable tangle of marsh grass Parker, King L. Parker, Louis Stockstrom, tion acquired 8000 acres of land on which Deer Plain, which lies seven miles up the , through which narrow lanes have been Robert C. White, Clinton L, Whittemore there were thirteen lakes, King’s Lake Illinois River above Grafton. This latter 
cut for travel by the wagons that trans- and Knight Woodward. being the largest, and for a time with the shooting grounds consists of 1300 acres 
port the hunters to the shooting zones. In this connection, Goddard, secretary- Mississippi River on the Missouri side, was and the’ club is thirty-four years old. One soon discovers that the ducks have treasurer of the club and a long-time a popular year around resort for mem- Hunting at this place is a trifle different 
some privileges here, even though they are member, recalls that a visit of Dardenne bers. On the walls of the clubhouse to- from that on the Missouri side of the Mis- ardently sought as objects of prey. until the advent of good roads was almost day are many mementoes of those early  sissippi River, because the greater portion For instance, at the Cuivre Club as well an adventure. = years, one being a program of an enter- of the tract is wooded and most of the as at virtually all of the clubs, there are “In the old’ days,” he said, “it took us  tainment given by the members in the lakes are fringed with forest. A state law well-defined rules for shooting which in a two days to reach the shooting grounds. fall of 1891, in which there was an abun- also prescribes that shooting may not be sense are a gesture of courtesy extended done from blinds in the water, such places by the members to their feathered visitors, : of concealment being restricted to the line The old idea that ducks are best slaugh- fS ane £) of vegetation or tree growth along the tered at the break of dawn does not ap- (% EGR shore. A state law also bans sink boxes, ply here. There is no shooting béfore 8 . 7} ad r S and all shocting must necessarily be done o'clock in the morning and closing time Ae vl \ 2 from the surface of the water. is 3:30 o’clock in the afternon. By fed- we The members of Deer Plain are Clinton eral law the number of birds shot by an : L. Whittemore, Dr. E. T. Senseny, W. D. individual is limited to fifteen in one day, National Question. Good Evidence. Crowell, William B. Dean, Gilford Duncan, or twenty-five for two days, the limit for Teacher. We must always remember we Editor. Is he an entertaining conversa- Sterling E. Edmunds, David R. Francis, any one week. This regulation is rigidly gre here to help others. tionalist? Jr., Jerome G, Meyer, Charles Scudder, 
enforced, most of the clubs making certain Little Susie. Yes, Miss Perkins, but what Reporter. He can keep you interested Stanley Clarke, Reed Jones, Charles Hol- 
or this by. permitting members to si0ct= —. gue gthera her for?—Brooklyn Eagle- all evening and never once mention pro- ™an, Albert T. Terry, W. C. Morehead. but two days a week. In addition, ducks Mi ig Getbane.c hibition. Detroit Free Press. James W. Scudder, a former president of ‘| may be shot only on certain days—Tues- anneapous set g pce ihe Stas i an honorary member, and day and Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday. ., a a. ober' . Meyer of Calhoun County is an One of the most interesting concessions ae Not the Senta. f a Capacity Greaty ine 2 a associate member. made to the ducks at Cuivre is concerned By this time millions of investors have The poet said, “Man wants but litile There are more than a score other clubs 
with rest lakes—on which they may lan- concluded that Wall street and Easy street here below,” but that was long before the jn this resiod ao liberally endowed by ha- 
guish at will with no fear of intrusion. On are not the same thoroughfare.—Akron present era of grab.—Des Moines Register. dire ase camping rounds for ducks in 
these designated lakes food has been Beakon-Journal. Saat season. To the hunter it is a mild form o2- Placed for the ducks, supplementing the ae That's a Lot In It’s Favor. aradise, for here the wary birds°may be i B PD: . ry y diet of wild grasses and seeds which they It Cannot Be Done. If our Legislature used the French sys- shot under conditions as primitive, almost, 
find in the water. You can’t make an old-fashioned wif2 tem of taking votes of confidence they as when Daniel Boone strolled over to the The Dardenne Shooting Club is located oyt of a modern, two-thirds nude, dance- would have less time for passing salary lake and knocked off his dinner with a 

mad and cigarette-smoking flapper, either. prabs.—Indianapolis Star. slug of buckshot. But there is the added 
ee . _ —Cincinnati Enquirer. Ace bye eas a Soe substantial clubhouses to whic’ e tire Minister Engages im : Great Expectations. eee So ee nee T00 ae sportsman may repair at intervals for re- . ‘ i i : Ambitious Undertaking Seeding (Be svete siaedore novel ie are only semibarbarous, And we might, ease ener ene eoroe ge onuae te 

Feo 4 ste : if put to it, ink up a nice trade las e fat : Continued from Page Two. ing the doorbell around Halloween—Mon- 40." Georme, too.—-Macon Telegraph. Mee mec vf Ue of oe eon 5 een 
ee 4 FF ov tana Record-Herald. is ig gro that for y = oo. pit that-omday morning-in-1879.- If-they. “*" tei ae ‘. = Smben - . _has offered business men. wholesome recre= 

: didn’t recall it, I did, and I still do.” We Knew. Appreciate Her . — ee es SS SEI 
Rey. Mr, Schlueter continued as pastor The British Privy Council's cy that See 4 ee ee ae Tee Be ar aE 

ef the Ballwin church until the members Women are persons is no surprise to us in s SCRE or Chicago, where ; : of the St. Louis Conference decided in this country. They made it clear to us long Will ae ee een eD ee ee A Candidate for Long 3 
1925 that he might divest himself of the ago without court aid.—Indianapolis News, Fin Mio 0 ffice H iT di R d 
heavy duties incident to serving as Bee Se niest. — ice Holaing ecor tor of a church. Although he was of- gi i i Him. % : ficially retired, he was not officially out We used to think some of nature’s ugli- la See fais a Sn Continued from Page Six. < 
of the conference, and when the Metho- ‘est work was some of the feminine faces A ee MS = will get to him eventu. when he was a candidate for the ninth dist ministers of St. Louis held their regu- until the short skirts and stockingless fad but ding 36 lla New = time ag he did when he was in the lists in jar meetings Rev. Mr. Schlueter was revealed some of the feminine knees.— @lly—Indianapolis . 1878. 
among those present. It was at. one of Cincinnati Enquirer. * aot Election day when “Uncle Jim” was these meetings that he received his latest — - Too Far Ahead, winning his spurs was one of the big “appointment.” Might Investigate Mistake. “If your ideas fail to find popular in- events of the county. So were the various 
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; tended by Dr. Mangold, head of the Social the failure to invite Senator Johnson to _ terity.” inventions such as a radio have all but 

Service Bureau,” explains Rev. Mr. Schlue- the White House dinner, the Senate is de- “Yes,” replied Senator Sorghum, “but Killed off the latter. 
ter. “He explained there was need for a pyived of the opportunity to make the in- the contributions to campaign funds made The people used to come from all over : 
chaplain at the City Hospital and asked if Cigent one of the issues of the hour.—Bos- by posterity will be of no use to me."— the county to hear the candidates,” he the Methodist ministers wouldn’t send one 45, ‘Transcript. Washington Star. said. “They would arrive early in the 
of their number there to conduct sery- morning, unhitch their horses, give them 

ines. 326. explained, also, there were fo: SS en ee ee plea at oats aoe end tien at 

Somoone suggested that since 1 no longer ~BUDDIE AND HIS FRIENDS By Robert L. Dickey woud probably spend most of the Yavin 
had a regular pastorate I do what I could, we stores, ust sane ronnie: ansy. didn’t a eet ss —~ ave a vote in ose days and who was I consented, and I have been conduct LISTEN YE LADS? THE MAISTER IT WiLL BE MORE WONDERFUL IF elected didn’t concern them much, But ing services at the City Hospital ever {110 1 "Be DEAD SAIR AT US FOR THE OWNER KEEPS A LOT OF CATS. the men would congregate on the street 
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is about twenty-five, some of them coming — | ag RIOR. GO Hy ||UNDER AND AROUND ALL THIS JUNK? Circulate freely and tell the folks how noon to the chapel in wheel chairs. First, eg Vi YLUWGG CGEZz, Vy they were. And when there were saloons there ‘is a song service, in which I permit he iS : : GG), Ye a there were always drinks for the crowd. 
the worshippers to make the selections. . os “gle = “When the crowd had assembled in full They name their favorite songs, and in 4, By 7 eae | re Re Z ‘4 py = CEL | EERIE strength there would be speaking. If the that way they become interested in the A (ip ie 4 MW fig os weather was good there would be a plat- 
service. Then there is a prayer, after 7 aa Y \ form in the Courthouse square. If it was 
which I talk for about fifteen minutes, He aS ved ty Za eG raining we would go indoors. There would 
More singing concludes the service, which iy Wi 70 PB B= becedeecre E Wy We Yj UN, be speaking until noon and then a truce 
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pee cee. re fr ee EEO Fa > Re en el Pr : ey 1 RN mm EE = a * . RS eae Ea ee enone ” 2 ° . i : BY Lee 7” O DO OO 0d90 7 ee§, j sme 8 a eck Main ie : ym LM ae. - 68 CROY’S INN, cottages, tent space, fishing, ser. sta., Ich.. drinks, sup., rest rms. _ : oe d apseal ter a ne gas, gee hae! ph. a = ey otk toa ee as, ; q IF ese a cea SS bos naa ae 2 . R re acc. one Grover ss , » je y 1» . e P F j ¥ anaes r ¢ 4 69 John’s Super Ser. Sta., WEST PLAINS, ph. 599, tires, light acc., repair all cars. ‘oxcreek Garage, y. 66, rep., gas, 5 e d ' A yarists 
1 ei “te - —_—— - <—— G +4 ec 60 Genteal Gar, JEFFERSON CITY, 129 W. High St., fill. sta., reps., ph 1127, stor. 132 Hodges Ser. Sta., IMPERIAL, 1 mile North, Hy. 61, gas, acc., camping space. 296 BELSON 'S COTTAGE CAMP, een sta., ree ace., ee ery ph. 89. 

3 BS - f Oc oe th wee hie Ye . 61 Williams Ser. Sta., MOUNTAIN GROVE, gas, tires, S. E. cor. Sq.. Bh 68. 83 J. R. Croy Gar. & Super Ser. Sta., PATTERSON, tires, acc., Stand. pro., ph.331. 298 Winter’s Oil Co., EXCELSIOR S| , tires, acc., Pennzoils, rest rooms. pe By La i FE v4 62 The DeLuxe Cafe, VAN BUREN, new, clean & up to the minute fountain. 1 4 Wallace Ser. Sta., SHELDON, comp. ser., Ichs., acc., free lunch grnds., rest rms. 299 JUNCTION TOURIST PARK, cottages, tent space, ser. sta., sup., ph. 267-2. 
" Bd ie me re + am 68 ROSE CLIFF HOTEL, Van Buren, modern, rates reasonable, gar. BOS eo enor: 185 Volgelgesang’s Super Sta., KIRKWOOD, gas, tires, tubes, acc., r. rm., Hys 50-66. 800 Allton Motor Co., COLUMBIA, Chev., Buick, Marmon Agency, phone 1153. 4 5 a B gq r : i , 64 Nevada Garage, NEVADA, cor. Wash. & Walnut, gas, oils, ph. 802, court. ser. 136 J. J’ Graham Gar., EOLIA, Texaco gas, Mobiloils, tires, gen. 7B rd. ser., ph. 60. 801 SHADY NOOK PARK, cabins, camp, fish, hunt, bathe, boat, dance, Ichs., sae / z Pr i : g 65 HULSE STATION, Quaker State & Mobiloils, gen. rep., wreck., ph. 3779, rt.rm. 437 Jimmie’s Ser. Sta., FARMINGTON, mod. drive-in ta., acc., rd. ser., phone 232. 802 New Leeper Hotel, CHILLICOTHE, coffee shop, always open, 60 rms. with bath. Pa E ne wus @ ' re ag G6 Bitzer, Motor Co., MUMANSVILLE, \Chev., rd. ser., stom Phy. 81): 4 BIR 5. H- 13. 188 Miller’s Garage & Fill. Sta., FREDERICKTOWN, ¥epair, 24-hr. ser., ph. 155. | 803 ‘Tri-County Oil Co., NEW HAMPTON, Skelly ‘prod., tires, ace., lehs, rest rms. L 5 7 3 ., 67 USEFUL STATION, gas, oil, tourist supplies, free camp, lunches ore ts - 189 Goodwin Bros. Ser. Sta., ODESSA, Skelly gas, Quaker State oils, rest rooms. 3804 KAUFFMAN’S PARK, tour. accommodations, shade, water, ser. sta., gro., cabins. 3 5 5 : B eae! 69 Cote Cafe, MOUNTAIN GROVE, reg. meals, box Ichs., curb ser., E. side ree 190 Log Cabin Garage, ODESSA, gen. rep., 24-honr sex} ph. 82, best complete gar. 3805 ‘Tayor Park, CARTHAGE, mod. cott., showers, heat, tour. sup., cafe, all new. é +) foe F % : 3 mS , , 70 WEST END PARK, furn. cottages, showers, cafe in conn., ser. soa ee Pars 191 Midway Ser. Sta., SWEET SPRINGS, $i iy pro.f ich rm., comf. sta, Mobiloils. 306 SUMMIT PARK, ser. sta., tires, acc., gro. store, tour. sup., free camp gr., r. ra Bit (| fff Oo EH 71 Galloway Drug Store, CARTHAGE, foun. service, drugs, pl Sere said «192 Sinclair Ser. Sta., SAVANNAH, mod/, up-to-minute Ser., ladies rest room. 807 Mission Cafe, TRENTON, ph. 285, reg. meals, box lunches, 906 Main, next hotel. F A ae EB a. 72 Heisinger Motor Co., JEFFERSON CITY, 315 E. High St., Goo a0 bathe wel. 18 Sinclair Ser. Sta., SPICKARD, H. paline oils crank case ser, comf. sta. 308 Fisher's Gar. & Ser. Sta., LINDENBERG, Sinclair prod., rep. all cars, tow-in me. athe < j EB o 78 Missouri Hotel, JEFFERSON CITY, fireproof, modern, 150 me iter * 194 Al Long’s Ser. Sta., POTOSI, Sh r tires, acé., rest room, air, water. 810 guin’s SE S SUPER SER. STA., Sinclair prod., rooms, gar., tires, Sees ne 

B E oe 74 Rock Hill Ser. Sta., ROCK HILL, Texaco prod., tires, era nee a hb 5 Heathman’s Ser. Sta., SMITHVIMLE, Sinclaif pro., fires, crankcase ser, rest rms. 812 MUIR’S SERVICE STATION, tires, Shell prod., tour. sup., curb ser., cabins, ph. a | 2 Fy i 75 Johnson’s Sinclair Ser. Sta., OAK GROVE, auto & tire a eoere : ee 2 6 Singer’s Ser. Sta., ST. LOUIS, 234 LemapFerry“rd., gen. rep., phone 3151. 813 King Hill Oil Co., ST. JOSEPH, 100% Penn. & Mobiloils, Bre See 
A | { 4 ‘ H “A 76 WHITE EAGLE INN, cottages with garage, showers, supplies, up- i = hone 8 7 Sadler Tire Shop, POPLAR BLUFF, tires, tubes, vulcanizing, phone 161. 314 Foster Hall Tire Co., ST. JOSEPH, tire-battery ser., acc., a i 3 . erie A ‘ a Sa Ey i 77 SMILEN PARK, cottages with gas, Sinclair Dt, presse Pena e Mobiloils 8 Free Bridge Garage, ST. LOUIS, brake & tire ser., piane Garfield 8054. 815 Star Cabins, ST. JOSEPH, Jct. 71 & 1, mod. & Satay EA e ee. ig #, showers a 4 ' : = ne 78 Sibert Oil Co., KNOBNOSTER, “A” grade rest a orod. f % Penn. ainiabket. 9 Free Bridge Super Ser. Sta., ST. LOUIS, tires, acc., batt. ser., Alemite ser., ph. 816 Don Riley Motor Inn, ST. JOSEPH, fireproof stor. be ng ee 8 me ser. Bi AM a 7 : 4 79 Magnuson Ser. Sta., WEAUBLEAU, Standard prod., free camp, me; 2 0 Dunkel Oil Co., ST. LOUIS, Grand & Chouteau, gas, tire ser., ph. Grand 0508. 817 Hotel Robidoux, ST. JOSEPH, leading eee ] rie p a ani uP, e. a | ‘ a grocery store. : . Se) 201 Kingdom Ser. Sta., KINGDOM CITY, hotel, modern rms, cafe, 24-hour service. 818 Viscosity Oil Corp., ST. JOSEPH, Pennsylvania oils, Benzoil gas, rest reoms. 5 Se a latin : ¥ 80 Smith’s Super Ser. Sta., AURORA, tires, acc., curb ser., free camp, tire & rd. ser. 2 Standard Ser. Sta., STEELE, pig stand & cafe in connection, ladies rest room. 819 THE COURTESY SPOT, St. Joseph, Dualite & Arolite gas, Hy-Vis oils, rést rm. E : f 4 s EH i 81 Alexander’s Cafe, AURORA, ph. 80, reg. meals, box Tepes aren of Re 3 Burnett-Pardue Motor Co., RICHMOND, Chevrolet, gen. rep., wkr., stor., ph.l4. 320 Richardson & Miller Garage, PURDIN, repair all cars, gas, ire, feet, ~ 50. & a a pe é “ey EF Tat 82 Davis Motor Co., AURORA, Chev. sales & popes an ae ea ceca: Dewey pro, 204 Ogg’s Cafe & Fountain, RICHMOND, goon food you'll relish & enjoy, rest room. 821 Clay ee Oil Co., LIBERTY, ser. sta., tires, rest poo Te oe ect Ee we . Fi ; 88 Cook’s Garage & Super Ser. Sta., nue Oe %4 ires, acc., yep: al ean a 5 Davis Bros. & Child, RICHMOND, Ford, gen. rep., gas, tires, towing, r. rm., ph.33 822 learmont Super Ser. Sta., CLEARMONT, art acc., rorya voli Paes ae | ae |b : H aaa 84 Carroll's Auto Supply, AURORA ph. S47, tires, ace, fer. ster ein cor, ta ph, 206 Warnsburg Oil Co., WARRENSBURG, Tip-Top Ser. Sta., Quaker State oils. 828 Kramer Super Ser. Sta., MARYVILLE, comp. ci ee naa ; Bl]. F + al Book. & L Motor Co;, AURORA. Tope aU cates re Sow eee nat aT Johnson & Means Gar., WARRENSBURG, tire: batt. & electrical ser, ph. 78, 825 Independent Oil Co, MARYVILLE, Pencoil & Mobi oll Seat Sena, Bhawt 255. pee dS ; - John S. Sweet, Pres. Ey “Ge 86 Sammy Lane Boat Line, BRANSON, furn. cottages, gas, trips, tour. park, 5 8 Estes Gar, WARRENSBURG, comp, ser., stor., wash., greas., never close, ph.297 826 ciated) Motor Co., MARYVILLE, Ford wrecker service, phs. Han, 188, ‘ar 8. 

Oy 1? Me AR. WOLERAARANSAS: 4 A os pool, ph. 106. RSONICITV 150 toons, 150 baths, rates $2.00 to $000, minasue) 5 GARAGE MEARE. xap_all catsncottages) showers, cate, everything, phi. 827. FOCART'S CAMP & SER. STA. N_side S. West City, tres aeeiy lela heat, gro. | pe TSS Hotel - oh ah gh Soe 300. of | BO ae S10 Maou Hote SA ERS aye $1.00 and ups 0 Wahl’s Hotel, LOUISIANA, mod. steam heat, tourists come as you are, Reece ME) er corns, ten Camp, 2 mile Bon 66, enttases, Shower araer trea Wau ! repeat HR Ae! mee OP eee Roti LE Nae) Be Dee T DARK & CAMP. turn, cottagen set sta, tour. sup., curb ser, 11 Champ Clark’ Cottage Camp, LOUISIANA, best mod. cottages in state, ph. 787, 832 Wenger's Gar. & Super Ser. Sta., JOPLIN, tires, Texaco pron S4Be: bats Base. geese aE ‘ * ie TE a 89 SHADY REST PARK & CAMP, furn. cottages, ser. sta., + BUD 2 Louisiana Motor Co., LOUISIANA, stor., gas, oil, ser. all cars, towing, phone. 833 [he Puritan Cafe, MARYVILLE, best foods, foun., wash rm., J.M.Ho » Prop. ee SRT aah , At ARKANSAS CITY, KAN. : te 1 «ae cold drinks. : lies, 24-hour service. #13 Auxvasse Oil Co., AUXVASSE, Skelly products, ladies rest room, tires, tubes. 384 [Williams Gar., JOPLIN, Gen. Motor trucks, 24-hr. ser., 2nd & sees pppoue 420. ' om BOPP Osage Hotel 3 125 Rooms A i 90 ALWAYS INN PARK, Cae 60 eR ay cn a ere Rate ae Pll #14 Hotel Frederick, BOONVILLE, at S. Bridge approach, all the comforts of home, 885 [SHADY SIDE PARK & CAMP, eS creer Aare Fa iret tear is ae a 08 ee AT KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI A $ a TN URL bc alata pad rgrteencacken pel ge ah ese rooms single from $1.25 to $2.50, double $2.00 to $4.00, a cafe in connec: $86 [Feese Moter Co. MOUNTAIN GROVE, Ford agency, Rep. A.A.A. phone 188. By Herel Stacy, 225. Rooms EA . 92 Zimmerlee Cafe, , y ‘ % tion serving food like you get at home, breakfast 6 to 10 a. m. 20c to 75ce, 337 pea ile | eesesrhe ine co Nines were, ent ae ee aap Dee 
Pe 5 - j ees CH TREE, Red Crown gas, tires, gen. rep., rms & bath, rd. ser. lunch 11:45 to 2 p. m. 50c, chicken dinner 6 to 9 p. m. 75c, also a la Carte ser. 338 j7. S. Wadde ore RoIEE ph. » Ser sta., ee rs all cars, hi110 me AT COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 7 : ‘ 93 Kinder Gar., BIR aS oo Peat drat ies. smokes 215 Bellview Hotel, COLE CAMP, 83 rooms, bath, American, home cooking. 839 {Carterville Gar., EI » gen. rep., acc., ser. sta., tow-in ser., B : sk 5 ‘Tiger Hotel : 150 Rooms é : o6 Moa Se Se ORE Te peice Giada Sac nee, E16) COZY CAMP. ‘tani. E.-Calombia, clean cabins; baths: lights; modern) Hy, 40:-~, .840 Carthage Tire Ser. CARTHAGE, ph. 2604, Garrison & Oak Sts., i Se ae ek ee | AT SEDALIA, MISSOURI E : 0 oy ORE ee Co eee aed aoe tour, & traveling men welcome, 217 Kelso Super Ser. Sta., STE. GENEVIEVE, tires, acc., rd. ser., r. rm., tire ser., ph. 341 |iotel Bothwell, SEDALIA, 126 rooms, $1.50-$4.00, coffee slop & cafe. es a | 125 Rome E 3 97 The Majestic Hotel) a Viger ith a smile. 18 EASTVILLE CAMP, 15 mi. E. Columbia, mod. cottages, gar. & cafe in conn. 342 Tiger Hotel, CO BIA, 150 rooms, $2.00-$4.00, coffee shop an e. % ea eo Bett E A 98. St Jemied Motor sp. SA AMES a eg) ace Teepe Srey cee Wien Aaa 19 Kelso Oil Co., CAPE GIRARDEAU, on U.S. 61, Mobiloils, Premium oil & gas. 843 |Hotel Savoy, KANSAS CITY, 225 rooms, $1.50-$4.00, coffee shop and cafe. Po aS AT CHANUTE, KANSAS H 2 99 St. John’s Gat, CARTHAGE, Po. PTHAGE: tists tine & cd’ cor cuter. re um, 220 Wachter Ser. Sta, CAPE GIRARDEAU, gas, tires, vule, road ser., Jet 61 474, 844 |Staves Super Ser. Sta., 1% mi. W. JOPLIN, tires, acc”, rep. all cars, tow-in ser. b | | The Tioga Inn Open August Ist, 1929 100 Rooms EH 100 Blue Streak Super Ser. Sta., CARTHAGE, tires, ae & rd. ate cur' ee TO Havers Garage: ELLISVILLE, rep. all cars, wreck. ser., gas, acc., ph. 145. 845 {Branson Super Ser. Sta., REPUBLIC, tires, acc., tour. sup., curb 3 luch., camp = Soh BE Fy i 101 Tucker Hill Auto Co., GRAY SUMMIT, acc., gas, oil, wreck. ser., ph. 15. 3: i ; ity init d 346 |Pioneer Oil Co,, CARTHAGE, No. 2, Hy. 71, W. Square, auto laundry, drive-in. . TB | | Modern Coffee, Shop at Moderate Prices in Every Sweet Hotel 3 a 102 Universal Sales Co., NEW MADRID, Auth. Ford Agcy., tires, general repairs. ee pane cr eoU cone ee Sta., Ree: oe with tiath Fite, He Fr Coe Sm, 847 |McKINLEY SUPER SER STA., tires., acc., tour. sup., rest rm., camp grnd., ph. ie & , Garage In Connection with Each Hotel 2 “ee 103 Maple Park ee FAIR PLAY, cottages, car stor., shade, water, comp. ser. sta. Bs oe Moni Cen ERO ae Fae MR Ge ats aA Pel aretitan 348 IRED-WHITE-BLUE TOUR. PARK, cottages, ser. sta’, tour. sup., mee ch E a... 104 Rolla Garage & Pill. Sta., ROLLA, gas, oil, car service, phone 266. 225 Sunnen-Carroll Motor Co., MEXICO, gen. rep., stor., wreck, ph. 88, rest room. 849 BUEHLER SUPER SER. STA., tires, acc., curb ser., camp grnd., gas, oil, r. rm. P E . 4 5 k Food Shop, ROLLA, special plate lunch, picnic lunches, box lunches. 225 Sunnen-Carro! otor Co., , Sen. rep., ’ » P * 0 { E. f k i 1212 %: 5 eee ig 108 Willisns-Elehi Fil. Sta & Cotta e Cp., ROLLA, west of town, U.S. No. 66. 226 The Rexall Store, AURORA, east side of Main St., cold drinks, curb service. 350 |HI-WAY GARAGE, ser. sta., cafe, cottages, wrecker, phone , ree i: a. Se COE eee TU OLA, cas aitathiive in ete, soe Mate uaile-*phea60.s Game Aurora Motor.Co,, AURORA, Seubik, W. Main St., gas, oll, airsgood thechanics,..861, (CAMP CODY, fara, cottages, gro. store, ser. sta., tires, tout. sup, Dh. 450, | E AUTHORIZED SERVICE as 107 Harry’s Ser. a a eee ord Hoaieaacor. phe Stakbeer alate 228 Great Lakes Ser. Sta., MOBERLY, gen rep., accessories, ladies rest room. 852 |LOG CABIN INN, furn. cabins, tent space, ser. sta., aiores cafe in bons, ph. 126. : Z| ; : a 108 Mathias es a2 BELTON Gender Sed tin ateaihy ‘rt rms., U.S. No. 71. 229. Rite-Grade Oil Co., MARSHFIELD, Diamond fas & oil, tourist cabins, sup. 853 JOY S COTTAGE CAMP, furn. poeramcee Cane space, Ps r. rm, Pores 2p. 5 FE ae 109 Bote ae behead DE SOTO, Shell gas, oils, tires, ace., drinks, south Main. 230 Schuman’s Cottage City, ROLLA, city water, lights, hot & cold showers, sup. 354 |Happy’s Free ae Hapa SPR Neo Fagan te Fee Sea eet tat . A ‘Grom COAST to COAST see Be Oe Ou: Genvice Starieri ae §, Sinclair gas, 24-hr. ser., tires, ac., gen. rep., ph 231 MACK-TILLIE TOUR. PARK, cottages, gar., rep. all cars, supplies, rest rm., ph, $55 |Marvel Cave, NOTCH, Nature’s underground Cathedral, unrivalled formations. 5 2 ieee. | 111 Mack’s Garage, EE el Sincl qreeie tists? aE ecah NGM? ©6232 SHADY LANE CAMP, Texaco prod., Quaker State oil, mod. cabins, Ichs. & sup. 356 |PIONEER LOG CABIN PARK, furn. cabins, ser. sta., store, tour. sup., phsori7, ' 

a: Copyright by Mit West MAP COMPANY (ae a Mee cates Oct Pe GR ty BivoriSer Sm itices Teck 7 Collies aclica® MEN2BRIa.. wks iiTexacd! Sar, Ste, STANTON; new" mod” tour. camp; cabins, gro., U.S. Hy. 66, 359 |ilighway Gar, BOWLING GREEN, E. Main St. gen. repair, wreck, phone 123. 
| AURORA,MISSOURI. AT ES gl 118 illips M Co., LONE JACK, gas, Mobiloils, stor., expert mechan., wreck., ph. 234 Johnson Gar., ESSEX, fill. sta., rep. all cars, ph. 23, 24-hr. tow-in service. 861 |White City Camp, 2 mi. E. FEO Te eee | 
BY Shs : WG ie Er om Whit eae LEES SUMMIT, gen auto repairing, storage, phone 67. 35 Gerber’s House, SULLIVAN, Pierce gas, oil, camps, cottages, meals, Ichs., U.S.66 865 |Pankey Service peer a Fees Ftegue Ser Ps, products. 
PAE) ee ee as P 4 Ii? Presbyterian Hill, HOLLISTER, Grandview Hotel, 80 cottages, excellent cafe- 236 Prewitt’s Cafe & Foun, BUTLER, meals, short orders, washroom, chicken: (7? Bere eee ei Se ne "eh, ‘day & nite, philG6, erie i Daa Sele cede oe canine Ge 77 teria, tennis, boating, riding, bathing, ph. 61R22, Apr. ist to Nov. lst. | 37 Cubbin Motor Co., BUTLER, Ford sales & ser., ster., a ays lepest, ph. ay) En tite raae, Mioyle's -Slifier, Her Sta:, PURDY, sahdaichea, ica icvearasadieer letelien eaten 45 i ee 2 ULM TCT t 118 American Hotel, JOPLIN, Europ., 60 rms., $1.00-$2.00, spec. attn. to tourists. $5 So etc a elegans Ne a ea Soadec kk x ae 388 |Webb Motor Co., LINN CREEK” repairing, storage, E. Main St. phone 71 / pr a ae ; : a) Coy } iloi i eos r’s Super Ser. Sta.. “ Ps YEAS, f " “. > oe % aa at ine a : ’ BHR Basinger Ca Corse LiN, ‘iacgost Bates ia W Mon 22,800 tact Gaor space. 240 SHADY REST CAMP, cottages, camping, cafe, service station, Highway No, 40, 388 |Missouri Motor Co., COLUMBIA, Hudson-Kssex-Cadillac-LaSalle, comp. ser. at: 5. eee ; A 120 Southern Garage, JOPLIN, largest garage in S.W.Mo., 28, 499 242 DEARICK CAMP, Manhattan Ser. Sta., Quaker State & Mobiloiis camp, sup. 389 Purity Oil Co. Fill. Sta., AURORA, on Hy. 16, lunch, cold drinks, rest room. " B caer: | 121 Zrousiale Garage ee ac eng aA rie niet ery oud Pema! a uy 248 Bumgarner’s Service Sta., STRAFFORD, gas, oil, tires, accessories, rest room. 892 Be J. Wetzel, POND, en drinks, lunches, groceries, au sup., gas, nan } f ames” : x : é i 1 otel Marquette, ST. a AY eo s9 Fs a . ; ali | i ion. 394 |City Garage, ELDON, 24-hr. ser., storage, gas, oil, expert mechanics, N. in. a vi Bete fc ‘ x eer . ; 1 __ gh —s124s Main St. Ser. Sta., NEOSHO, tires, acc. rest rm., 100% eo oun 1 E. Main ae eet ney Serene rete pourvely,, Dromptness ae ee 899 )Myers Pharmacy, MACKS CREEK, Hy, 54, drinks, sup., prescriptions, Koda cs. |] 

= « -RUTHORIZED OUIDC AND F ATIUNS UF WN uN 126 Carmody’s Gas Mill, JOPLIN, Sinclair pro., 100% Pa. oils, ladies rt. Pm., pi. 1TS9 cee Graikdn Cater JONESBURG chidken Sapte Sinclaiz'oroe ch. 8k: 407 5. T. SUPPLY CAMP, 1 mi West Plains, ser. sta., tires, acc., drinks, lunches, Pen eet , om 7 i "y, # i * real food, drinks, wash rm (247 Granada Cafe, JONESBURG, chicken dinners, ser. sta., Sinclair pro., ph. 33. 9. T. ’ . N. 8, ser. sta., ) ACC.» A Bs 
| -41-Hotel Brownson, MAPLEWOOD, fireproof, garage, rates reasonable, dining rm. iah aoe BE Ay Se a GREMONT, ease a thea gna le service, phone 28. 248 The Waverly Hotel, SHELBINA, ph. 50, travelers came as you are, American. 413 mee pe ring Be Genera Seka Beatie accee sions 104 ’ / ) * Soe eet ae ng ete TEA OC, can tien, Bent indiee vest roorn, cabins, 129 Hawks Motor Co, HAMILTON, gar. '& ser. sta., Quaker State, ee a CU AME ARE) Sipe apr tay irme Sct, eee Mb gt. seh p — S30 Phce Mir ten Bar, SEMA THL Bialie es a wicr nexulbodeen. ee geen ee | By 18 The Oasis Garage, MARSHALL JCT., gas, tires, acc., ladies rest room, " 480 FAIRY CAVE, Reeds Spring, beautiful stalactites, no mud or crawling, meals. otel Drakehurst, : 5 ’ 50, * 431. Ghecue Garage, RESCUE, g,voil, tires, accessories, general repairing. Saeee E ee, | | hh 4 RED EAGLE OIL CO., Macon, Shelbina, Clarence, Moberly, gas, oil, acc., rt. rms. > * Po .. Chevrolet service, rest room. 51 Drakehurst Garage, KANSAS CITY, gen. gar. work, stor., gas, 1508 E. 9th St. escue Ze, » iu * 7 re Comins 1 | : | a6 Land Petreleum Co., BOONVILLE, Super Ser. Sta., rt. rms., 4th & Spr. Streets. aay Re oy Cotene CURRYVILLE” Pete oil, Diamond ‘tires, gen. rep. (252 Aladdin Hotel, KANSAS CITY, new 300 rms., mod., centrally located, $2.50 up. pi een eee BGrost, W. i. Thomton, Mgr. home cooking, good ee il wele. " 

16 Wise’s Ser. Sta., SPARTA, Shell prod., tires, acc., free camp, rest room, H. 14. 133 Mot ea CURRY VILLE Marland prod., tires, ace., gen. rep., battery charging. 253 Tenth & Central Gar., KANSAS CITY, complete ser., stor., wash., greas., phone. i Sea le BOONVILLE! founheatnprestriptowe, hit mia ; 
17 Carter Motor Co., DEXTER, Auth. Ford sales & service, wrecker service. 184 Ballard GUO Co., HARDIN, Chevrolet, gen. rep., Mobiloils, tires, acc., phone. 254 Heart of Amenca Oil Co., KANSAS CITY, Shell pro., Pencoil, Mobiloil, r. rms. 448 Rent; oe) Sta WEST PLAINS, ans ace ladies’ rest roontiat aan a 18 Reak’s Ser. Sta., DEXTER, wash rack, gas, tires, road ser., phone 359. 185 Price Ser. Sta., LEXINGTON, Quaker State, Mobiloil, tires, acc., camp gr, rt. rm. 255 Eureka Ser. Sta., KANSAS CITY, greasing, rest rooms, Jct. all highways. a7 Ha Sorts Tad NEDSHO, Hodes ofthe, italite, Amer. platy pop. prices emmat \ 19 Major Hotel, LIBERTY, mod., homelike, $1.00 & up, with bath $2.00, dining rm. 186 Curr i rien Sta., LEXINGTON, tour. cp., gas, tubes, acc., sup., smokes, wele. 256 Hotel Mitchell, NEVADA, Europ., dining room in conn., tour. come as you are. 7 ae eee nm ROCKAWAY. BEACH, mod} cottages Hotel, Taneycontaaer! ; 
A eed Co EBA nOG mretibin fo toon lndicnee cadatolila Bole. Ak Highway Ser. Sta, EAGLEVILLE, Skelly gas, Quaker State, Mobiloil, Iehs, rm {257 Peoples Oil Co., CAPE, GIRARDEAU, Shell products, ‘Federal ret eae 419 Hotel Drake & Coffee Shop CARTHAGE, Europ. plan, 70 rms., 50 with bath. 21 St. Louis Store Co., LEBA everytning {0 wear, ladies rt. TMs, ‘ Super Ser . 88, tires, acc., rt. rm., East en way .‘S. i », Super ser. sta., , ACC., , : “» . a : ' ‘ i 22 Modern Fill. Sta., KENNETT, tires, tire rep., washing, greasing, phone. 498. 139 Mace h Oo SPRINGFIELD. 468-5 Bt Tolls complete auto ser., phone 106. 209 Marshall’s Cafe, MONETT, on Brdway, counter & table ser., box ichs., ph. 182. 480 Pee i hcclne Ser Sta, SPRINGFIRED: cama 1 ee ae Li F 23 Shinn Hatcheries, LA PLATA, visitors welcome, road maps furnished free. 140 Harlan Auto Sup., ST. LOUIS, S.W., tires, batteries, road ser., ph, HI-9485. 260: Ozark Tire Battery Co., OZARK, super ser. sta., tires, rd. ser. Shell prod., ph.97. 482 ;/Fank Wheeler a Ser. Sta, SPRINGETEED, camp, Bae, lhe, dkeaiea phood bah 24 Bock Motor Co., PORTAGEVILLE, Ford Agcy., gen. rep., tires, gas, storage. 141 Hill’s Bus Hee Data. CLINTON, foun., good foods appetizingly prepared. st White Eagle Super Ser. Sta., POLO, crank case ser., accessories, rest rooms. 483 i, ne er Sta SPRINGFIELD, E. St. Louis St. tives’ tibes. 
25 Laclede Hotel, LEBANON, European, modern, 40 rooms, dining room service. 142 Wise Motte: Cottages SPRINGFIELD with car sheds, hot & cold showers. 262 Preston Garage, PRESTON, ph. 85, rep. all cars, tires, acc., South Side Square. 484 Fe oa re et hae Pao INGKIETD ‘Collene: é Main be 468 ees ce 
26 Hooker Garage, LEBANON, rep. all cars, acc., vulc., tire rep., wrecker, Ciiryplers 143 Huckstep Hotel BOWLING GREEN mod., Amer., 1 blk. W. of C.H. Hys. 61,54. 263 “Streichburg,” RICH HILL, Sinclair pro., sandwich shop, cabins, camp grnd. 488 Fierce le B G i © Fill Sta., DIAMOND, repair all eer tow-in ser. ph. 14, 27 Binkley Motor Co., BRANSON, rep. all cars, 24-hr. tow-in, rest rm, phone 14. 144 The Cottage Hotel, BOWLING GREEN, S.E. Cor. Sq., mod., home cook., ph. 58. 264 Harkins’ Cafe, RICH HILL, home cooked meals, Ichs, sandwiches, rms., r. rms. 493 McCork S ie hart CHILLICOTHE, com eae tines dlesheheee kak an 28 Hollister Drug Co., HOLLISTER, foun. curb ser., cottages on Lake Taneycomo. 145 Brownie Cafe & Foun. Ser., CARROLLTON, “The place to meet and eat,” ‘265 Downtown Garage, KANSAS CITY, fireproof, complete ser. & stor., ph. HA8312 495 aor ey as A ea CHILLICO ME ie a 4 SAEs. SEs an fv 
29 Jeffries Motor Co., MONETT, fill. sta., repair all cars, tow-in ser., ph. 328. 146 Ozark Oil Co, PHELPS, fill. sta., gas, tires, camp ground., ladies rest room 266 Densmore Hotel, KANSAS CITY, 175 rms., homelike, refined, $1.50-§3, garage. 496 Tinsley a ee ree Nee ghee eithibed Relea? 
80 Hotel Malone, BRANSON, Europ., $1.50 per day, coffee shop, bath in every rm. 147 Bradbury’s Garage, CLARKSDALE, ser. all cars, welding, tires, towing, ph.80. 267 Trafficway Garage, KANSAS CITY, comp. auto ser., stor., wkr., ph. HA9696, 497 Heger's Cafe, A AS ee RES ies Vas Se ene eT ae Gay tesa 
81 Horine-Salyer Oil Co., CASSVILLE, Sinclair gas, oils, ladies rest rm, ph. 8. 148) Schweider Motor’ Go,, STEELVILLE, rep. all cars, 24-hr. tow-in, tires, rest: rm. ge Broadway Gar., KANSAS CITY, repairing, towing, fill. sta., stor., ph, VAG340. 498 land P. Se eulne MART ARG tabEE: coe mepiis, Garnpicer tena 82 Hotel Marshall, SIKESTON, Europ., mod., steam heat, $1.25 up, coffee shop, ph. 149 Cape Oil Co., CAPE GIRARDEAU, Diamond & Nevr-Nox gas, Penn-Durol oil. 269 WHITE CAMP, Osceola, cottages, car storage, tent space, fill. sta., supplies. 499 4. T. Pikey mY eae : he rey Bece D eee mp, oe Re “tain ; 83 Grand Avenue Hotel, DONIPHAN, Europ., dining rm., ee $1.00 up. +50 Fowler’s Oil Sta., CAPE GIRARDEAU, gas & oils, greas., mod. auto laundry. 270 Ozarks Hotel, OZARK, Europ., rm. & bath $1 single, free parking space, ph. 26, 509 sanders Gar., NEOSHO Whe, seaulethcelche:, Headatese for tonciete | phone 63. ‘| 84 Crites Corner Hotel, CRITES CORNER, Euro., $1.00 & MH ining room, welc. 151 Hanson’s Ser. Sta., ST. LOUIS, Texaco, prod., Alemiting, 5758 Page St., Jct. Hys. 271 TIPTON FORD MERC. CO., ser. sta., tires, acc., tour. sup., curb ser., rest room. 512 Neosho Cafe, arlnghe We. mise ar oe ed re SEE ee 
85 Spring River Garage, VERONA, best mechanical work, rd. ser., quick service. 125 yyiteri’ Hota) sit LOUIS, $2.00 single, $.00 double, all with bath. 272 Holderrieth Fill. Sta., HOLLOW, Texaco gas, acc, tires, tires changed. DEO ee a ARE URS. Ait Daal Wiles Eatin (Hy, 51) & 14 mi, B. Pred, 1536 FLEMING CAMP, Fleming, garage, tires, Ich, rm., camp, spring water. 153 Hovel Claridge, ST. LOUIS, $2.00 & up, every room with bath. 273 PIERCE SER. STA. & CAMP, gar., tires, acc., tire & rd. ser., never close, r.rm. 516 LOG CABIN I a nC UES PN ec ee 31 opton ceiee aos 

. 87 Bradfield Oil Co. POPLAR BLUFF, day & night, tow-in ser., phone 900. | | 165 Seligman Super Ser. Sta., SELIGMAN, tires, ph, 21, across from depot, r. rm. 274 ‘Doty’s Super Ser. Sta., NOEL, tires, acc., Standard prod., tire ser., rest rooms. 518 Gotel Idan Ha, CA c ohaH oR EREEZY HEL 6 Gat’ froin Bonne "Terre 
_ 88 Sensenbaugh’s Super Ser. Sta., SIKESTON, largest bet. St. Louis & Memphis, 159 Coinmarcial Hotel KENNETT, on Hy. 25, Euro., dining room, rates $1and up. 275 Wright’s Super Ser. Sta., LANAGAN, tires, acc., Veedol, curb ser., center town. 519 reezy Hill hari Rune oom, . : 1 ’ 

$9" Gibbons Hotel, POPLAR BLUFF, Euro., steam heat, electric fans, South of FO. 165 KENNETT KAMP, Kennett, 6 cabins, gar, plenty of shade, Jet. Hys. 25 & 84. 276 RAINBOW COTTAGE CAMP, tent space, cottages, ser. sta., gar., cafe, ph. 67, LG Tae eae as SOLO tins nd OM auoaat SSM EE nest AMATO, MEL On A ey aL dain h Ares CIN: Stat Gash agy WOW, AEA Boks Sheet 161 Jefferson County Oil Co., DE SOTO, Sinclair prod., Alemiting, Mobiloils. Ri Kelly's Super Sé Sta-, MONROE CITY, tires, tire dexd. ser, Sinciairipro., pho 5284 Hedley, Gas. & Eire: Ste, Ac eee A nomic acre (ab Wear Olen ae , 41 Hi-Point Produce Co. & Ser. Sta., SEDALIA, tires, acc., cold drinks, ph. 2007. 164 OLD ORCHARD PARK, furn. cottages, ser. sta., store, tour. sup., ph. 102. 78 Coday-Freeman Motor Co., MANSFIELD, Ford sales. & ser., tow-in ser, r. rm, ph, 525 Aurora Tie ane $a he io ne ay Adie esac? aeeia 
4 42 Garrison & Daves Super Ser. Sta. AVA, tires, tubes, acc., rest _rm.. ph. 314. 165 Fuhrman’s Cafe, OREGON, real eats, foun. ser., cigars, tobaccos, N. side Sq. 279 Fordiand Gar. & Ser. Sta, FORDLAND, rep. all cars, tow-in ser., rt. rm. ph. 62. 626 Chas. Reuff, RO as as strictly en siigwervbatha kitchen, you & car $1.50. ei 43 Pike County Motor Co., BOWLING GREEN, Ford dealer, tires, N.W. Sq., ph. 6. 166 Keystone Service Co., MOBERLY, 2 stations, Sinclair prod., modern rest rooms. 280 Great Lakes Oil Corp., HANNIBAL, offices at foot of Broadway, phone 56. 627 Tourist Court, , Strictly mod., ) 9 -50. ‘ 44 Shannon’s Cafe, OSCEOLA, foun. ser., good foods, north side of square. 167 AN awed Ser. Sta. FLAT RIVER, Texaco products tires, Alemiting, rest room. 281 Joe Poettgen Gar., FREEBURG, rep. all cars, tow-in ser., tires, acc., gas; ph. 30. The following Service Stations are operated by the 4 : : 45 Martin Auto Co., AVA, Auth, Ford Agcy., gas, oil, ace., wrecker, complete a 168 ee ide Park HARRISONVILLE, cottages, camping, ser. sta., rest rooms. $282 Kahoka Oil Co., KAHOKA, Marland prod., Pennzoil, crank case ser, rest rm. ? il Sales C seta 7 $8 SITY GARAGE & Drive-lo Ser, Sta.,,%4 mile South of Eminence, phone 169 G.E. Cable & Co., HARRISONVILLE, gen. rep., storage, tires, Dodge-W-Knight. 4283 Silver's Garage., EXCELSIOR SPRINGS, repair all cars, tires, acc, phone 200, Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation: : : } 47 Bertman’s Super Ser. Sta., SEDALIA, complete wash. & greasing, rest roots 170 PATE CAMP, cottages with stoves, tour. sup., lunches, drinks, filling station. 84 PIERCE SUPER STA. & CAMP, tires, acc., tire & rd. ser., r. rm., sup., ph. 88. 539 PLIN, 2nd & Main Sts., complete service & rest rooms, 24-hour service. : 48 New Royal Hotel, SEDALIA, 65 modern fireproof rooms, rates $2.00 & down. 171 Metropolitan ‘Hotel, SPRINGFIELD, best located in city, $1.00 to $2.00. 85 The Hanni Motor Co., TROY, gen. rep., supps., gas, wrecker, ph. 259, rest rm. 531 JOPLIN, 16th.& Main Sts., complete service and rest rooms. , 49 BACON'S CAMP & Fill. Sta., Lebanon, cabins, Shell prod., supplies, Ieh., rt. rims. 172 Williams Oil Co., CAMERON, Pencoil, 100% Pa. oil, Goodyear tires, rest fom, 286 Home Oil Co., CENTRALIA, ser. & quality, you are welcome, rest rm., ph. 48, 0, Highway.941)icompletamlerviceand ease xobma ‘ 50 Ozark Hotel, AVA, American, $2.50 per day, modern, in land of a Million Smies. 178 0. K. Garage, CAMERON, gen. rep., wash, stor., wrecker, “never closed,” ph.325 287 Ayers Oil Sta., LURAY, gas, service with a smile, N. side of Hy. 4, welcome. 532 NEOSHO, Highway 71, complete service . 
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Chart 
ORGANIZATION & FINANCES 

From Feb. 1929 Game & Fish Department 
Game & Fish News, p.6 

Geme Survey of 

MISSOURI 

Aldo Leopold - Mar.1,1930 

F | 
ee | 

CHIEF CLERK 
ATTORNEY ACCOUNTS DIRECTOR. 

for ALL DIVISIONS PRINTING of PUBLIC INFORMATION 
ABSTRACTS MAIL for_ALL DIVISIONS 
LEASES OOo eS TAXI DERMIST, 

DEPUTY CASES SUPPLIES GAME AND FISH NEWS, 
OFFICE MANAGEMENT EXHIBITS 

COUNTY CLERKS 

CHIEF of HATCHERIES CHIEF ef WARDENS CHIEF o9F PARKS 
HATCHERIES ENFORCEMENT STATE PARKS, AUXILIARY 

IMPORTATION FISH EGGS RESCUE WORK REFUGES. IMPORTATION 
CO-OPERATION IN GAME REFUGES OF DEER, TURKEY, QUAIL 
COOPERATION IN INCREASING REVENUE PHEASANTS, ETC. 
THRU AGENCY OF COUNTY CLERKS. VERMINE CONTROL 

UPERINTENDENTS 
S D REMOVAL OF UNDESIRABLE FISHES CONSTRUCTION 

REFUGE KEEPERS 

SONSTRUCHON FIELD WARDEN FIELD WARDEN FIELD WARDEN 
NORTH DIVISION S.W. DIVISION S.E. DIVISION 

6 Hatcheries 12 DISTRICT WARDENS | [12 DISTRICT WARDENS] [12 DISTRICT WARDENS 14 Owned Parks 
: 14 Leased Refuges 

FORM OF ORGANIZATION STATE GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT (6 to be dropped) 
As of February, 1929 

This illustration gives in graph form the source of income of the State Game and Fish 
Department for 1928. « 

STATE PARK INCOME 2.1% FUR DEALERS PERMITS 3.7% i ; 
9, 

MRENEINE NCOME 14-78 NON-RESIDENT HUNTING & 
MISC. PERMITS &SALEOFFURS 1.2% FISHING LICENSES 55% 

Wt i Me Ly 
% 

YF 

This illustration var B 
: gives in eraph ae Blau NA S Tocel disburse. 

e cha 's of dis- ents duri 12 

Migcenent of the PURCHASES Ss Of StatalCaine afta 
funds of the State a Fish Department, 
Game and Fish De- J $360,979.00. 
partment for 1928. S 

cy 

i XQ 
* On. 

CTION 

Expenditures, 1923 (G & F News,May 1929) 

Total income during 1928 of State Game and Fish Department, $355,287.00 e 
(G & F News, May 1929)



. Table G-1 

High & Low Years in Rabbits - Missouri 

Year County Observer Evidence 

1691 1 Madison(I11. ) Harry Collins LOW Remembers less than half a crop. Short for several 
years. 

1898 a s _ 2 SICK? Picked up a rabbit "asleep" in summer. Ran away 
when released. Does not recollect shortage. 

1909 Morgan W. W. Smoyer LOW Remembers a shortage not attributable to rains or 
trapping. 

1922 " o 8 8 LOW But probably due to floods. 

Miller Curtis Weeks Remembers no shortages. 

1929 if E.1. Schofield LOW Said to have died off in 1929 in some S.W.county-- 
probably Stone or Barry. Never heard of any other 
shortage since 1870. 

1925 Boone M. P. Neal LOW Imprisoned by sleets beginning Dec.16,1924. Found 
: sleeted in, and also dead in spring, 1925, 

1891 1 Monroe Dr. L.0.Nickell LOW Near Holiday--only killed 2 all winter; usually 
would kill 2 an hour. This shortage existed through 
at least 1 township. 

1895 " “ wn 8 SICK? Dogs caught several rabbits apparently weak. Does 
not recollect shortage. 

1928 Randolph Dr. J. Maddox LOW Only half usual crop. 1 or 2 tularemia cases in 
county same year, 

1889 Ralls H. A. Tanner HIGH Farmer Drive yielded a carload. s 

1927 Pike F. C. Gammn LOW Only 10-15% of usual crop. More 1928, many 1929. 

1924 " i G. Williams LOW Many picked up dead & sick. Normal abundance by 1926. 

1926 Callaway N. Cave Low 
1921 " " " LOW & SICK Found dead ones. Short crop. 
1903 " " " LOW Maybe 15% normal crop. 1902 o oom HIGH Killed 96 in 1 day. 
1919 &20 «1 " " HIGH : 
1908 " " " LOW Many quail but hardly any rabbits. 

1929 Phelps Cc. D. Via LOW in northern part of Co. Allege too many wolves. 

1929- Ripley A. Brooks LOW in S. Ripley (but 6000 shipped, showing normal else- 
8-7 where), 

All years 42 counties H. A. Tanner NEVER LOW over wide enough area to prevent exports. 

1929 Butler E. C. Graham SPOTTY Very abundant some places, short in others. 

1928 Reynolds Dr. Ralls Low 
1929 " “ * HIGH 

1929 Iron Goff SPOTTY Some places have few and some many. Very plenti- 
ful in Belgrade twp., Wash. Co. 

1908 1 Cass @.R. Johnson LOW Lots of dead ones picked up while quail hunting. 
1926 " a8 " LOW but no dead ones. Not so low as 1908. 

1929 Buchanan Coe Pritchett MEDIUM Not so high as 1928. About 75% short of 1928. 

1926 Caldwell B. F. Leigh VERY HIGH Ate up corn. Could see 20 walking across 1 field 
1927 " 9 . VERY LOW Found dead in fall and winter. 

1927.1 Livingston E. T. Gates SICK? Heard of dead rabbits being picked up. No shortage.
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MISSOURI GAME AND FISH NEWS a 

D | CK B A NDIN( : having banded hundreds of them for the govern- 

ment, it seemed to be an opportunity to capture 

. « ducks so when I approached the camp owners 

Scobee Lake, Missouri with the suggestion that we put in some traps 

TEM AM and band a lot of ducks, they readily fell in with 

- E. Musselman, A. M- my plan. They even agreed to supply corn, 

About six miles north of Novinger, Mo., — wire for the traps, decoys, and helpers to further 

lies a drainage district that has gone wrong the good cause along. 

because of the frolics of the Chariton River. The writer secured all the necessary permits 

Bert Pratt of Unionville, Mo., and Neil Monroe both from the Missouri state game authorities 

of Quincy, have long owned a swamp in this and from Washington and finally the day came 

paradise called Scobee Lake and here they to start. We were a week too early in 1924. 

gather in the fall to hunt, and enjoy the com- Every morning we had to break ice going to and 

radeship which is only found when a lot of good from our one trap and although one catch 

fellows gather about the proverbial campfire. numbered nearly a hundred on the only warm 

The cold of the 1924 winter was passing day we had, I believe 85 % escaped by diving 

when Neil Monroe asked me to take a week’s under the chicken wire with which the trap was 

spring camp with him at Scobee. Having long constructed. Our total catch was only 18 birds. 

captured birds for the Biological Survey and We tried it again in 1925 at which time my 
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This map shows the flight of ducks banded at Scobee Lake. See how far they spread.
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MAP 

s MISSOURI STATE PARKS 

(From Game & Fish News, July 1929) 

LOCATION 2 g 
NAMIE. 7 |S el clelie| slisic lcs Sel < a MAIN FEATURES 
STATE PARK |" Neaent tows! acwmmny (2/Elelzlelzlelelslzlzl 2] les ils lesgelz ‘AND ACREAGE 

bility. | 8] 2) 2/2/83) 8)/28) 8/2) 2a)e) S| 2 lge Se/Es| & wanyy_ [ewes town| acon. |] 25/8] a (212 (E12 [a lelels lee |Z aseal & 
* Indian Trail Dent 16 miles north Game refuge. 

of Salem | On Hwy. 19 | Yes| No| Yes| No| No| No | No| No|No|No|No|No|No| No| No| No | No | No| Yes| 13,173 acres. 
® Montauk Dent 21 miles 8. w. ite au Spring flowing 40 million gallons 

of Salem — | From Hwy. 32| Yes! Yes} Yes} Yes| No | No| Yes| Yes| Yes| Yes| Yes} Yes] Yes| Yes| No| Yes} No| Yes| Yes) daily. Trout stream. 633 acres, 
© Big Spring Carter 5 miles south Spring flowing 300 million gallons 

of Van Buren| From Hwy. 60| Yes! Yes} Yes} Yes| Yes} No | No | Yes) No | Yes| Yes} Yes] Yes| Yes| Yes] Yes| Yes| Yes| Yes) daily. Game refuge. 4,373 acres. 
* Deer Run Reynolds | 10 miles west Game refuge. 

of Ellington | From Hwy. 21| Yes| No | Yes} No | No | No| No|No| No| No| No| No | No | No | No | No | No| No| No | 6,160 acres. 
Sam A. Baker Wayne 3 miles north _ | Game refuge. Scenic, 5,500 acres. 

of Patterson | From Hwy. 34 Yes| Yer| No | Yes| Yes| No | No| No| No| No|No|No|No|No|No| Yes} No|No| Yes) Fine fishing, 
Alley Spring [Shannon __| 18 miles north in Spring tlowing 55 million gallons 

of Birch Tree| From Hwy. 60| Yes} Yes| Yes] Yes| Yee] No| Yes} Yer| No | Yes| Yes} Yes| Yes| Yes| No| Yes] Yes| Yes] Yes| daily. Fine fishing. 427 acres, 

Bennett Spring. |Dallas and | 12 miles west of| From Hwy. 66 i |e |e | 71. million gallon spring. ‘Trout 
Laclede | Lebanon, 25 mi|From Hwy. 54 |Y3| Yes| Yer Yes] Yee| Yes| Yes| Yes| Yes) Yes| Yes| Yes| Yes} Yes| No | Yes| No| Yes| Yes) hatchery. Bass and trout fishing 

n.e. of Buffalo 435 acres. 
Sequiota Greene 6 miles south of ies (Crean Fish hatchery. Cave and under- 

Springfield | On Hwy. 60 | Yes| No] Yes| No | No|No | Yes| No | No| No | Yes| Yes| Yes] Yee| No | Yes| No| Yes| No| ground river. 14 acres. 
‘Arrow Rock Saline 18milesn,w.of| OnHwy.41 | | | | | |_|. |_|. |_| me Santa Fe trail Revolutionary 

Boonville’ | From Hwy. 40| Yes| No | Yes| No | No | N>| No | Yes| Yes| Yes) Yes} No | No | No| No| Yes} No|No| Yes) Tavern. 30 acres. 
Mark Twain Monroe 18 miles east | aout | ee |e |e || Historical, Birthplace of Mark 

of Paris | From Hwy. 26] Yes| Yes| No | Yes| Yes| No | No| Yes| No| Yes| Yes| Yes| Yes} Yes| No | Yes} No| Yes| No| Twain. 120 acres. 
Round Spring Shannon _| 14 miles north | 18 million gallon spring. 

of Eminence | On Hwy. 19 | Yes| Yes| Yes| Yes| Yes| No | No | Yes] No | Yes| Yes| Yes} Yes| Yes| No | Yes| Yes| Yes] Yes) Bass fishing. 76 acres. 
© Meramec Franklin | 4 miles east of ee lel Game refuge. Numerous and large 

Sullivan | From Hwy. 66| Yes| Yer| Yes| Yes| Yes| No| No| No | No| No| Yes} Yes| Yes| No | No| Yes| No| Yes) No| caves. 5,778 acres. . 
Chesapeake Lawrence | 28miles west of ; 

Springfield | On Hwy.38 | No | No | Yes| No| No|No| No| Yes| Yes| Yes| No | No| No|No|No|No| No|No| Yes| Fish Hatchery. 100 acres. 
Roaring River 8 miles south Beautifulspring. Good fishing. Con- 

State Park [Barry of Cassville | On Hwy. 37 | Yes| Yes| Yes} Yes| Yes| No| Yes] No | No | No | Yes| Yes| Yes} No| No| No| Yes| No| No| crete swimming pool. 2,400 acres. 

*Classified by the Game Department as valuable for Total Area: 39,209 acres 
game purposes. These constitute the present system 

of game refuges owned (not leased) by the state.



SCENIC RIVER FLOATS FOR ANGLERS 

Names of Directors and Guides for Float Trips on 

the Rivers of Missouri 

eee ee ee Walker Brothers, Hazelgreen, Missouri. 
\ eo oe R 3 | Floats on Gasconade river. Eight to ten guides 

4 ee employed. 
a | Piney Vu Lodge, Houston, Missouri. Floats 

Q i on Piney river, one day to a week. Guides fur- 

a |) nished. 
| a Ederer Bros., Doniphan, Missouri. Fleats 
a fs on Current river, from Van Buren to Doniphan. 

i ‘ a . Personal guide service. 
B — pee eee re oe er S Johnson Boating Co., Doniphan, Missouri. 

Oo pe eee “~~ =— | Van Buren to Doniphan, 60 miles, 3 days float. 

bia eS = a _ Doniphan to Pocahontas, 75 miles, 4 to 5 days 
ae ea, a ea =|) float. Eminence to Van Buren, 3 to 6 days float. 

nS 5 se = ‘ Ei Eminence to Doniphan, 6 to 8 days float. Guides, 

Oren hee 2 . - employed. 
Bese * aye ae _—— t Galena Boating Co., Galena, Missouri. 

b Eg Fe gaa % Gea Floats on the James and White rivers. Galena 

a oe | a P ses to Branson or Branson to Cotter, Arkansas. 

| eS A. © Guides employed. 

— eo i | Ade Brooks, Doniphan, Missouri, Ripley 
i SS $y pee ey ae | county. Float trips on Current river, distance 

Es Get ae : <i ' of 100 miles. Guides furnished. 

| aa ee om ar ge Gasconade Riverside Lodge, Richland, Mis- 

2 ig a a a Me) souri. Floats on Gasconade river. Guides fur- 

bs Se Eee) ished. 
En | Parsons Lodge, Hazelgreen, Missouri. Floats 

on Gasconade river to length of 75 miles. Guides 

employed. 

SCENIC RIVER FLOATS FOR ANGLERS Dick Moore, Dwight Terry, Van Buren, 

= Missouri. Floats anywhere on Current river to 

Names of Directors and Guides for Float — length of 125 miles. Six guides employed. 

Trips on the Rivers of Missouri ae 

= THE CLOSED-SEASON LAW 
The Outlook, St. Clair, Missouri. Floats It is unlawful to fish for trout, bass, crappie, 

on Meramec river, fourteen and ten miles long. jack salmon, and goggle-eye between March 1 

Guides available. and May 30. Trout, however, may be fished 
Henry Bringleson, Brice, Missouri. One, in the waters of State Parks during that period. 

two, three, four or ten-day floats on Niangua It is unlawful to fish for channel cat between 

river. Guides employed. June 10 and July 10. The period closed to 

C.H. Hawn, Cedar Crove, Missouri. Floats fishermen in favor of the above named game 

from Cedar Grove to all points on Current fish, constitutes their spawning season. Such 

River. Expereinced guides furnished. fish should be immediately returned to the 

Beecher Jones, Alton) Missouri. Floats water if accidentally caught. Wet the hands 

anywhere on Eleven Point River. Different before removing them from the, hook. 
length floats. For further information, write 

Oliver Miller, Acorn, Missouri. Floats on 7 
Current River from Doniphan to Missouri and DELPH SIMONS 
Arkansas state line and further if desired. Guides State Game and Fish Commissioner 

employed. Jefferson City, Mo. 

«s Fork
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MAP H-1 

Duck Banding; Drainage Projects 

APPROXIMATE LOCATION AND AREA OF OPERATING DRAINAGE ENTERPRISES 
1920 : 
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(See "Duck Banding at Scobee Lake, Missouri," by T. EB. Musselman, A.M. 

Missouri Game & Fish News, May 1929)
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AFFRCT OF AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS ON Wall 
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Table G-1 

High & Low Years in Rabbits - Missouri 

Yeer County Observer Ey idence 

1891 1 Madison(I11. ) Harry Collins LOW Remembers less than half a crop. Short for several 
years. 

1898 " " " “ SICK? Picked up a rabbit "asleep" in summer. Ran away 

i when released. Does not recollect shortage. 

1909 Morgan W. W. Smoyer LOW Remembers a shortage not attributable to rains or 

trapping. 

1922 " 1 8 ® 1QW But probably due to floods. 

Miller Curtis Weeks Remembers no shortages. 

1929 ? E.1. Schofield LOW Said to have died off in 1929 in some S.W.county-- 
probably Stone or Barry. Never heard of any other 
shortage since 1870. 

1925 Boone M. P. Neal LOW Imprisoned by sleets beginning Dec.16,1924, Found 

sleeted in, and also dead in spring, 1925. 

1291 1 Monroe Dr. L.0.Nickell LOW Neer Holiday--only killed 2 all winter; usually 
would kill 2 an hour. This shortage existed throvgh 

at least 1 township. 

1395 “ o on 8 SICK? Dogs caught several rabbits apparently weak. Does 

not recollect shortage. 

1928 Randolph Dr. J. Maddox LOW Only half usual crop. 1 or 2 tularemia cases in 

county same year. 

1839 Ralls H. A. Tanner HIGH Farmer Drive yielded a carload. 

1927 Pike F. C. Ganm LOW Only 10-15% of usual crop. More 1928, many 1929. 

1924 “ . G. Williams LOW Many picked up dead & sick. Normal abundance by 1926. 

1926 Callaway N. Cave LOW 
1921 “ " " LOW & SICK Found dead ones. Short crop. 

1003 " " " LOW Maybe 15% normal crop. 

1002 " " " HIGH Killed 96 in 1 day. 

1919 @ 20 «" HIGH 
1908 " " " LOW Many quail but hardly any rabbits. 

1929 Phelps c. D. Via LOW in northern part of Co. Allege too many wolves. 

1929- Ripley A. Brooks LoW in 8S. Ripley (but 6000 shipped, showing normal else- 

3-7 where). 

. All years 42 counties H. A. Tanner NEVER LOW over wide enough area to prevent exports. 

1929 Butler E. C. Graham SPOTTY Very abundant some places, short in others, 

1928 Reynolds Dr. Ralls Low 

1929 " " " HIGH 

1929 Iron Goff SPOTTY Some places have few and some many. Very plenti- 

ful in Belgrade twp., Wash. Co. 

1908 1 Cass G.R. Johnson LoW Lots of dead ones picked up while quail hunting. 

1926 " nu “ LOW but no dead ones. Not so low as 1908. 

1929 Buchanan Coe Pritchett MEDIUM Wot so high as 1928. About 75% short of 1923. 

1926 Caldwell B. F. Leigh _ VERY HIGH Ate up corn. Could see 20 walking across 1 field 

1927 " oon " VERY LOW Found dead in fall and winter. 

1927.1 Livingston E, T. Gates SICK? Heard of dead rabbits being picked up. No shortage.
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New Soils Building 
Mareh 11, 1935 

Mr. Bilse J. Robinson 
Albion 
Nebraska 

Dear Mr. Robinson: 

I appreciate your courtesy in sending me = copy of your course in 

recreation, This letter is in response to your marginal note requesting 

comments. 

My only critioigm of the courses is that it touches too lightly upon the 

basic problem of how to improve food and cover so that it will carry a stand 

of game, Better laws and better public sentiment are of no effect if applied 

to a game renge which is incapable of responding to conservation effort, and 

the overwhelming majority of our aeres are in this class, 

The basic difficulty is that the information on the duprovenont of range 

is not as yet available in standardized inexpensive form. It is either in 

books (such as Stoddard's "Bobwhite," which costs too much to be available to 

classes) or in reprints from periodicals which cannot be had in quantity and 

must be collected at the time of publication to be obtained at all, 

There are, however, certain exceptions to the above mule, A few examples 

are given in the attached mimeograph, which was handed out to my class of 
farmers in geome management, 

In the fish field there is also Salyer's mimeograph on “Improvement of 
Michigan Trout Streams," obtainable from the Michigan Conservation Department, 
lansing, 

The one document which is best adapted to your particular purpose is 

not listed at all. It is as follows: “Management of Upland Game Birds in Iowa: 

A Handbook for Farmers, Sportsmen, Conservationists and Geme Wardens," This 
was published by the Iowa State Fish end Game Commission, Des Moines, 1932, 

You might also be able to make use of the following publication, if the 

available supply has not been exhausted: "A Report on a Game Survey of the 

North Central States," by Aldo Leopold. Obtainable free of charge from 

Dr. W. L. HeAtee, U. S, Biological Survey, Washington, D, C, This does not, 

however, cover your state. 

I am now working on a farmers' handbook of game management for Wisconsin 

which, when completed, will be exactly calculated to fi11 your needs, It 

will, however, be another year before this is out.



Bilse J, Robinson=-2 March 11, 1935 

I heartily appreciate your enterprise in making a start at this 

important task. ‘Too many conservationists are prone to vote for the teach= 

ing of conservation in schools and then forget all about the practical fact 

that there are neither teachers nor texts available in most instances, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charze, Game Research 

vh 
Enel.



New Soils Building 
May 14, 1934 

Mr, William Rash 
Missoula 

Montana 

Dear Mr. Rusht 

I am much interested in the Sullivan antelope area. 
I assume that it mst be purchased in order to make it a public 
refuge and I am somewhat at a loss to !mow how the funds might . 
be obtained at this time. ‘The funis handled by my committee 
are available only for sub-marginal farm lands, If I have mis- 
apprehended the land situation and if there is some other way 
in which we can get action, please let me imow. 

Our committee report recommends the purchase of sub- 
marginal ranch properties controlling big game ranges. Would 
this possibly fit the circumstances in this case? If so, I 
would take the proposition up directly with Mr. Darling, who 
will be in executive charge of any funds which may be allotted. 
You probably know that no fands have as yet been allotted on 
the basis of our report, 

Yours sincerely, 

. ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh
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Missoula, Montana 

May 8, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

There is an excellent opportunity right now to establish 
a Federal Antelope Preserve on the present Sullivan Antelope 
Preserve in Montana. 

The enclosed copy of a nevs item prepared by me in 1952 
will give you some idea of the development, size and present 
status of the land used by this antelopeherd. 

Mr. Sullivan now wishes to see a permanent preserve made 
of that portion of his 28000 acre ranch that the antelope use, for 
a number of very good reasons, among which are: more permanent 
protection for the antelope, more permanent ownership of the 
land, cost of carrying 900 or more antelope is getting too great 
for one man to bear. 

This is a very worthyproject for the conservationists of 
the country to undertake and knowing of your great interest in 
antelope I am writing you with the thot that you might arouse 
sufficient enthusiasm among the "powers that be" to put the 
project through. If you desire any further data on the herd 
or range, either Mr. Wm. Sullivan, Square Butte, Montana, or 
myself will be glad to furnish it to you. 

Very truly yours,



SULLIVAN GAME PRESERVE 

That the American antelope can be preserved as readily 

as any other wild life has been proved on the Sullivan Game 

Preserve. This preserve of some 10,000 acres lies in Morthern 

Montana, north of the Milwaukee Railroad, about 40 miles east 

of Fort Benton in Choteau County, between Square Butte and the 

Missouri River. The preserve is fenced with a good five-wire, 

barbed-wire fence, which while not antelope tight, holds the 

antelope on their protected range fairly well. 

Mr. W. J. Sullivan came to the section of Montana in 

1897, at which time there were no fences or settlers between 

Square Butte and the Missouri River, - a distance of 30 miles. 

The entire country was used for cattle, and some scattered 

bands of antelope numbering perhaps 400 head. No protection 

from hunters was given the entelope, and wolves were numerous - 

as many as 20 or 25 were seen in one pack. 

In 1908, the settlers started coming in and filing on 

homesteads, and by 1911, when the Milwaukee Railroad was built 

from Great Falls to Lewistown, all of the available homestead 

land was taken up and fenced. Nearly all of the homesteaders 

had failed by 1919, and Mr. Sullivan bought all of the homestead 

land but a few hundred acres, in 1920. At this time the an- 

telope had dwindled to about 30 head. The wolves had also 

awindled. The last wolf in this area was killed in 1925. Coy- 

otes, however, were still numerous until in 1928, when John 

Youngboy and several lodges of Blackfeet Indians cleaned the



country, getting 86 pups in ten days. At the present time not 

& coyote is to be seen or heard for days at a time. 

The area now covered by the Sulliven Game Preserve was 

posted against all hunting in 1920. The game preserve was e5- 

tablished in.1927. Antelope have increased from 30 in 1920, 

to 576 in 1951, and to an estimated number of 650 in 1932. Mr. 

Rush counted 350 in one afternoon, recently. 

fhe preserve is ideal antelope range - grama grass- 

sagebrush type, rolling hills broken on the south by the Chalk 

Bluffs, affording plenty of forage and ample shelter fron 

storms, There are no known diseases in this herd of antelope; 

in fact, there has been no disease inthe cattle on this range, 

to Mr. Sulliven's knowledge, for et least the past 35 years, 

except blackleg. There are no records of this disease in an- 

telope. Even the woodtick, so prevalent in other parts of 

Montana, is absent from the Square Butte country. 

Thus it is proved by the results on the Sullivan Preserve 

that entelope will inerease very rapidly on @ suitable range, 

free from predatory animals, disease and hunters. 

The American antelope is the only antelope in the world 

with branched or pronged horns, and is the only hollow-horned 

ruminent that sheds its horns each year. Horns are shed in 

November and December and immediately start to crow agein from 

the tip of the bony core. Both sexes have horns, ~- those on 

the females being much smaller than on the males. 

A peculiar characteristic of the antelope is the con- 

spicuous white rump pateh which, in times of excitement, stands 

“Re



out like a great, white powder puff, easily seen a mile or more 

distant. Many times these animals would escape observation 

were it not for their rump patch flashing through the sagebrush. 

The young kids exhibit this peculiarity at the age of a few days. 

Curiosity is a striking mental characteristic of the an- 

telope. Any unusual movements of another animal, such as a 

coyote in a steel trap, or & man walking back and forth a short 

distance, will attract them to within one-or two-hundred yards. 

A favorite practice of early-day hunters wes to lie on the 

ground and weve their hands and feet in the air or to wave a 

white handkerchief at the end of a stick. This would attract 

the antelope to within shooting distance. 

Antelope are the speediest of sll four-footed animals. 

Tests have been reported with automobiles that have shown a 

speed of a mile a minute for short distances. A test made in 

eastern Nontana last spring by Tom Lommasson indicated that the 

rate of 60 miles an hour is not an exaggeration. A speed of 

$0 miles an hour was maintained for 5 miles in a rather rough 

country in an auto, while a band of antelope easily ran cireles 

around the car. 

The feet of this animal have but two toes; the other two 

toes common to all other ruminants, known as dewelaws, are 

missing. This is due to the antelope living for the past 

thousands of years on a firm soil where the dewelaws were not 

needed, On wet, swampy soils such as deer, elk and moose fre- 

quent, the dewclews on these animals have had enough use to be 

retained. 
Se



{he young are born in May and dune, - the period of 

geatation being eight months, according to the Biological 

Survey. Twins are the rule although sometimes triplets are 

bern, end occasionally but one is born to the female. Mr. 

Sulliven has observed four cases of triplets, and has noted 

that but two ean nurse their mother at the same time; the 

third mst stand aside and await his "turn". The mother 

caches her young after nursing time, much the same as deer and 

elk do, and goes some distance away to graze. The coloration 

of the young is such that they blend with their surroundings, 

and as they leck odor it is difficult for another animal to 

locate them. When the mother is ready to give her young 

another meal she comes to near where the young are cached, 

gives some sort of a signal, and the litile ones jump up and 

run to her. 

tahoe



INCREASE IN SULLIVAN ANTELOPE HERD 

1920 = 3 head Actual count in 1931 was 576 
9 increase of 31% 31% increase +e fel 

1921 - 39 head 

aa S87 - 193s 
1922 + Sl head 

- TENS - 1934 
1923 - 2h head 

— - 1935 
1524 « 7 head 

wh aie - 1936 
1925 - 115 head 

it 2507 - 1937 
1926 - = head : 

—T st - 1938 
1927 - 198 head 

Sh : 

1928 + 259 head 

~2o 

1929 + 339 head 

1095 

1950 + 444 head 

438 

1931 - 582 head 

There is no reason that I know about which would indicate 
that this herd will not continue to increase at the rate of 31% 
annually. They are on excellent Fauges have practically 100% 
protection against hunting and predatory animals, and do not at 
present have eny diseases. 

We M. Rush 

Missoula, Montana 
- December 2, 1932. 

whe
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Pebruary, 27, 1934. 

Paul G. Redington, Chief : 
Bureeu of Biological Survey, . 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Redington: 

At a recent meeting of the board ef directors of this association 
the Nine Pipe an@ Pablo Bird Refuge controversy was received with re- 
newed interest. However, not on the same basis as during the past three 
years. Since these areas were closed to migratory bird shooting in 1931, 
it is needless to say, that the Western Montana Sportsmens association 
exhausted every means to have one or both of them thrown open to shoot- 
ing. These efforts culminated in our action of last summer when petition- 
ers nunubering into the thousands requested shooting priveleges on these 
refuges. Prohibition of shooting during the past three years has not been 
without results. There is aumanimity of opinion among sportsmen of west~ 
ern Montana thet migratory wild foul sre fax more plentiful than they 
were during the ten year period prior to the closing order. Thousands of 
ducks and geese are wintering in western Montana at present. This of 
course is a development that many of us expected. In spite of the Associa- 
tions aggressive apposition to closing these areas to shooting there are 
many of our members who are entirely sold upon the sanctuary idea. At our 
Board meeting it was brought out that western Montana is vitally in need 
of a constructive program for the perpetuation of migratory wild-foul. 
Developments under the "New Deal,” present a most encouraging prospect for 
the achievement of such a plan as I mention. Therefore this seams, a most 
opportune time to present our ideas in this matter. 

Our suggested program is briefly presented and discussed under the 
four captions that follow. 

1. Nine Pipes Refuge. Relinquishment of the shooting privelege on 
this area by local sportsmen was bitterly apposed . However as time goes 
on this feeling is gradually subsiding and sportemen are becomming re- 
conciled to Nine Pipes as a sanctuary. The feeling is this. If Nine Pipes 
cannot be used as a shooting ground we should get behing a program to 
make it function 100% as a sanctuary, resting and breeding ground. powever 

we are not satisfied with the present status of this area. At present



February, 27, 1934, 

beth Nine Pipes and Pablo function only as senetuaries to harraased 
birds during the hunting season and as resting areas during seasonal 
migrations. As a breeding ground they are «4 minus quantity. Unless 
they function as such they are not serving in full the purpose for which 
they were created. Consequently they are not creating a supply of ducks 
for local gunners. In other words we furnish a resting area to birds that 
come from"out of the north,” but give no thought to breeding our om 
birds. #estern Montana has a potented nesting enapacity that will sustain 
4+he several times the present annual kill. 

For years thia Association appropriated money and donated lebor 
for the purpose of making Nine Pipes a breeding ground. ‘The State Fish 
and Game Commission also spent hundreds of dollars for patrol to ex 
elude stock and in fence maintenance prior to the closing order. Ye 
were not entirely successful nor was the commiasion. Complications 
probably unavoidable, due to handicaps imposed by the attempted joint 
administration of the area by the Reclamation Service, the Indian Service, 
the Biological Survey and the State Fish end Game Commiasgion nullified 
to a great extent all these efforts. However we were successful at 
times in establishing excellent nesting cover over most of the reser 

voir area end « fair perimeter of flags and rushes. Twice Nine Pipes 
was closed to shooting in 19231 apparently no thought has been given 
to nesting cover, stock grazing has proceeded without interruption and 
the reservoir atill lacks e satisfactory fence. On February 22 nd. 
75 head of cattle by actual count were abserved grazing inside the 
boundaries of the refuge. We are aware of the denger to nesting birds 
on thie area fron fluctuating water levels. owever if Nine ato 
vere surrounded with e vernin Broof fenee, ani predators controlled on 
the refuge this one hazard of fluctuating water levels would not be ae 
serious as the many hazards, such as uncontrolled predators and 
mowing machines, whieh affect nesting bimis that are at present 
foresd to nest outside of the refuge. ‘ith the water level on Wine 
Pipes at ite highest there is still a larze area within the present boun= 
deries where ideal nesting cover gould be established and maintained. 

2. Pablo Re All that has been said concerning Hine Pipes 
hinge’ GEAE Seeliee te adh inal outagh Wale £4 dae Ga ee ee 
shooting ground se extensively prior to the closing preclemation in 
1931. 

eo



February, 27, 1954. 

There is one sdditional point we wish to make condeming Pablo. 
We are informed thet the Indian Service has leased a substantial 

portion of this reservoir site for wheat raising and ereazing. These 
lands constitute some of the best potential nesting area on the reser 
voir. May we sugzest that the survey take action to sesure cancellation 
of these leases. 

In view of the foregoing statements we are urging that the Bio- 
logical Survey makeevery effort te secure funds thet are being e@lleceted 
through the Beck committee or C. Yo Ae to enclose both Mine Pipes and 
Pablo with substantial fences that are at least stock proof. Also to 
maintain thes ae breeding areas as woll as resting grounds. This ¢lub is 
anxious to cooperate in such @ program and would appreciate any suggest= 
ions you might offer that would enable us to assist in this matter, As i 
have previously mentioned this Asseciation has at all times been willing 
to appropriate ite limited funis for bettering nesting conditions on these 
two areas. However under these present conditions we fsel thet such 
expenditures are unwise. 

LS ae The present eet up of Migratory bird 
refuges in western ‘tena is not complete nor is 1t logical. It is how 
ever ideal for offering sanctuery to birds during migration and burrying 
them out of the state without providing lees] sportazen a uniform supply of 
dueks throughout the epen season. ‘Yo remedy this situation we need nore 
refuges Located along the main flight lene of western Montana similer to 
the refuge plan of New México as outlined im Leopolds Game Manerement. 
Based on the deily flight radius of dueks in western Montana es governed by 
water ani food supply we have an ideal set up for the establishment cf a 
logical series of refuges. There seems little doubt but whet @ shein of 
refuges approximately 2 miles apart extending southward, from Plethead 

Lake acrose the Flathead Valley and up the Bitterrect Valley will steque- 
tely protect the flight lane of wigratory birds in western Montane. The 
attached map showe the proposed distribution of these refuges with a lesend 
showing existing refuges (only those actually clessified as coapetent) 
and proposed refuges, ve have investigated those areas designated as 
proposed and have ascertained there suitsbility for this purpose. T am 
couvineed that areas 20 to 60 acres in extent could be located in the 
Vieinity designated as proposed refuges on the map that would function 
as combined sanctuaries, resting grounds, and breeding grounds. 

te
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Of course none of them would compare as resting grounds for migration 
flights with Pablo or Nine Pipes but they have exeelient possibilities as sanctuaries and breeding areas, By proper managuent they could however, be made to function as resting grounds through feeding and ete. Seme might argue that the flushing radius of birds on such a small acreage as 20 to 60 wcres is not sufficient. towever this handisgap could be offset by prohibition of shooting on areas adjacent to the refuge under the 
state law. The Bitterroot Valley where we propose to locate these refuses has a quite uniform but net dense rural population so it will be possible to losate these refuges on waste marsh and slough land adjacent to fame. where they can be adequately policed. 

Briefly our recomendations for establishment of a logical plan of refuges in vestern Montana are as follows. 
a Management of Nine Pipes and Pablo Refuges as breeding areas as well as sanctuaries and resting grounds . 
be Retention of Bison Range (Mission Creek) area as a refuge. 
o~ Retention of the State Refuge in Grass Valley- acquisition of 

that portion of this preserve adopted as an all around refuge through the Beck Camuittes or under the Migratory Bird Conservation Act, Funds to be provided by the Duck Stamp Tax vhich seems a ecrtainty at this time. 
d~ Acquisition administration and maintenance of refuges by the 

Biological Survey in the vicinity of areas designated on the map ap 5,6 & 7. Punds te be provided through the Beck Comittee or by the Dusk Stamp 
Paxe 

"e would be pleased to aooperate to our fullest extent with any representative of your buresu you might designate to investigate the pre- ceeding proposals. If we have suggested action not within the realm of 
your bureau we would be pleased if you would refer our suggestions to 
the Beek comaittee or the properly constituted authority with your 
recomendations, 

4e Shoot: Pri In wild foul legislation proposed in pre= vious years sgh oe tee et concerning provision for public shooting 
grounds. With such a chein of refuges in effect as we have proposed we 
do not feel the need of such provisions. In the velleys of Western von- tena we heve countless pot holes, river sloughs, meadow and brushy creeks, 
end hundreds of miles of rivers that will previde free shooting areas 

woe
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for many years to come. However we mast have the proper distribution of 
ducks supported by e plan for the sustained produetion of these birds in 
order thet these areas can function as shooting grounds, A well planned 
system of competent refuges seems the only solution, Undoubtedly baiting 
would thrive und-r such a system, and possibly it might be a desirable 
prectice. If it did develope I cannot conceive of a baited shooting ground 
being nearly as desirable te wild foul as a well fed senetuary. In other 
words it seems logical that the control of baiting lies in the establiah- 
ment and maintenance of sanctuaries. The heavier @ refuge is fed the less 
desirable the baited shooting area becomes to the ducks, 

In the event that my long and detailed letter has confused its pure 
pose I might close by saying that our primary concern at this time is for 
Nine Pipes and Pable refuges. We shall be pleased to get your reply re~ 
garding the possibility of feneing of these Areas and exclusion of stock 
at your earliest eonvenience. A copy of this letter is being furnished the 
menbers of the Beek committee and Dr. Norton at Moise. 

Very Sincerely Yours, 

President
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Aug. 24, 1932 

Mr. Glen A. Smith 

U. S. Forest Service 

Federal Building 

Missoula, Montana 

Dear Glen: 

When I received your letter about the Beckman article on 

sheep damage I was unable to give you an imacdiate reply because the 

August issue of Outdoor Life had not arrived and I had to send for it. 

It is now at hand. 

Before proceeding
 

to give you my opinion, let me outline the 

: principle which it seems to me should govern my reaction as a member of 

the advisory board: Any article apparently
 presented in good faith and 

without deliberate
 

malice, no matter how mistaken, is entitled to a 

hearing in the public prints, provided they be also open for rebuttal 

by other parties. On the other hand, articles bearing evidence of malice 

or of such a nature that there is no comeback should, I think, be pro- 

tested by a person in my position, 

I have read the Beelasan article carefully, and while of course 

I eannot at this distance vretend to make an accurate diagnosis it is 

possible that his point of view was acquired during the days when the 

Forest Service cave grounds for eriticism of this lcind (if not in Montana 

at least in the Southwest where I was working). I do not see any positive 

evidence of malicious misreprese
ntation. Undoubtedl

y Beelman has a dis- 

torted view of the situation as a whole, but as long as there are or were 

grazing policies open to this kind of criticism, I do not feel that I as 

a member of the Advisory Board am justified in protesting.
 

You will understand
, of course, that I make no pretense of a 

knowledge of northern Rocky Mountain conditions.
 I happen, however, to 

be a special believer in the utility of criticism, even if partly mis- 

taken and ex post facto. I hope that the Forest Service can come back 

promptly with a reply. . 

I need not explain to you, of course, that I accept my share 

of the mistakes in Forest Service grazing policy, since I was in the 

Service when most of them were made, also that I realize how a man like 

Beckwan has no pearenn ys: the difficulties of producing a uniform 

result on a huge area of wild land. It is impossible,
 however, for me
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to overlook the fact that we made some bad blunders which it will take 
another generation to correct and which we may expect to kick back at us 

for still another generation. 

Let me explain that I have no hesitation in protesting articles 
in Oatdoor Lite, since I have actually done so on several occasions in 

the past. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ATNO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE ,* 

NORTHERN DISTRICT 

ADDRESS REPLY TO FEDERAL BUILDING 

DISTRICT FORESTER Ut : MISSOULA, MONT. 

AND REFER TO 5 : 

G = July 23, 1932 
Fish & Game 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I wish to call your attention to an article in the 
August issue of "Outdoor Life" by R. B. Beckman, on p.p.32 
and 33. 

Articles such as this one do immeasurable harm to the 
cause of conservation in the western states in that one such 
article in a supposedly conservation magazine causes the 
informed reader to be suspicious of everything the magazine 
advocates. 

The big game animals have shown consistent and satis- 
factory increases in the National Forests of Montana whenever 
and wherever the state laws have been favorable to the wild 
life. As you know, the Forest Service has no jurisdiction 
whatsoever over the wild life on the Forests, we simply 
provide a place for them to graze and have nothing to say 
about how, when or where they may be killed. 

You might be interested to know, in view of the state- 
ments given by Mr. Beckman in Outdoor Life, that of the 
16,722,151 acres of National Forest land in Montana, only 
5,590,000 acres are used by domestic sheep and cattle; 
1,420,549 acres are in federal and state game reserves, of 
which 536,815 acres are grazed by 19,732 cattle and 90,566 
sheep because of the fact that the preserves were created 
after the areas had been used for years by dependent ranch 
owners. Besides the 1,420,549 acres in preserves, the Forest 
Service has set aside by administrative action 1,224,819 acres 
for game ranges, of which 122,670 acres are used by 2,409 
cattle and no sheep. (Reductions are made in the numbers 
of domestic stock grazed on game areas whenever it is possible 
to do.) This shows the entire National Forest area in Montana
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divided into: 5,390, 000 acres for domestic stock; 1,985,883, 
the cream of the game range, set aside for game on which 
there is no domestic stock grazed, and 9,346,268 acres 
which game has the use of on which there is no domestic 
stock. Besides all this, it is the policy of the Forest 
Service to allot a sufficient acreage to domestic stock so 
that about 25%, or more, of the forage will be left for 
wild animals. 

As a matter of fact, the toughest problem at the 
present time is to set sufficient bis game hunters into the 
hills to kill the increase of elk and deer on the Forests. 
Only 5 to 15% of the so-called hunters make an attempt to 
hunt their game - they apparently want the elk and deer 
out of the mountains along the auto roads where they can be 
easily slaughtered, and from 85 to 95% of the big game is so 
killed in Montana. Some of the conservation magazines 
carried advertisements last fall to the effect that deer 
could be killed from the ranch house, no saddle horses 
necessary, which illustrates the tendency of the hunter to 
not want to expend any effort to get his big game. 

It is true that the stockmen are well organized in 
this State, thich is all the more reason that magazines like 
Outdoor Life should be careful not to further arouse their 
antagonism by publishing such a mess of misstatements as 
Mr. Becknan's. Stockgrowers are the chief taxpayers of 
this state, and are represented in the state legislature 
by a big majority. If any of these legislators were in- 
fluenced in the least by such rantings against the Forest 
Service that have several times appeared in Outdoor Life, 
it would be adversely to conservation. 

If you have not already done so, I wuld like to 
suggest that you secure the following copies of the National 
Woolgrower, and read some articles published by this magazine 
on the game question. I refer to: 

Vol. 21, No. 4, April 1931, p.p. 11 and 12 
" fig” 6, June 1931, p.p. 8 and 9 
= 22, " 1, Jan. 1952, p.p. 17-18-20-27-37 
" Beet Oo, April, 1952; p.p. 15-18.
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Frankly, I feel that Outdoor Life, with its 
policy of publishing articles by irresponsible persons 
under the heading of Conservation, and list of members 
of its Advisory Board, this board containing as it does 
the names of nationally prominent conservationists, is 
grossly unfair to the Forest Service and the cause of 
wild life in the Western States. 

Very sincerely yours, 

GLEN A. SMITH, 
istant Region an ter, 

x. 

B 

.



August 2, 1932 

Mr. P. K. Whipple 
Outdoor Life 
Mount Morris, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Whipple: 

I have been receiving some letters of protest 
addressed to me as a member of your advisory coumittee over an 
article by R. 3B. Beckman in the August issue. 

I d4d not receive this issue and would appreciate 
your sending me an extra copy. I likewise suspect that either 
my subscription has run out without my noticing it or something 
is wrong with the mailing system. I would appreciate your looking 
it up and billing me for any subseription due. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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Montana Sportamen’s Assoriation 

COMMISSIONERS FOR THE PERPETUATION OF MONTANA'S OUT-OF-DOORS 

DR, W. M. COPENHAVER, HELENA AND THE SPORT OF SPORTSMEN OFFICE OF 
A. H. CROONQUIST, RED LODGE GLEN A. SMITH, CHAIRMAN 
DR, J. H. GARBERSON, MILES CITY OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN 

GLEN A. SMITH, MISSOULA” 
E. A. WILSON, LIVINGSTON é 

Missoula, Montana h B : H 

Nov.27, 1931 e ie orm. 

OFFICIAL BULLETIN 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

During the past few years I have read with 
a good deal of interest the various game studies 
conducted by you and the plans of management that 
have appeared in print, and it is my opinion that 
you have been doing some of the most outstanding 
work which has been accomplished in this field, : 
and I wish to commend you and assure you that the 
sportsmen of the country will sreatly appreciate 
your kind of work, but this is not what I intended 
to write you about. 

A meeting of the Montana Sportsmen's 
Association has been called at Helena, Montana, on 
December 18 and 19, at which there will be a good 
representation from all parts of Montana, and I 
expect the most interesting meeting that has been 
pulled in Montana. I have been wondering whether 
there is any manner or means whereby we can get 
you to attend this meeting and give us a talk on 
the value and importance of game research and the 
future of public shooting. I would not want to 
tie you to these subjects and they are merely 
suggested as the line of thought that I think would 
be most appropriate at this time. 

What I am most anxious about is to get the 
sportsmen of Montana thinking alon= the lines of more 
accurate, scientific data on which to base game man- ‘ 
agement plans, and I know of no one who is more 
capable of presenting the general field than you, 

and while I appreciate it is a long ways out here, 
yet there is no more fertile field in which seeds of 
game management can be sown than in Montana. I think 
you appreciate this and I am sure that you will want 
to be with us if it is at all possible, which I trust 
it will be.



With best personal regards, I remain, 

Very sincerely yours, 

“7 ap 

7 - x ZA. 

GLEN A. SMITH, Chairman, 
Montana Sportsmen's Association. 

P.S. If it is impossible for you to be with us, do 

you think there is any chance of getting Mr. L.W.T. 

Waller, Jr.? GeA.S. 

Reply 12/10: 

Dear Glen: 
I am very highly appreciative of the comments on my work which 

you make in your letter of November 27. 

I wish there were a chance for me to get to your December 18 
meeting, but I am committed to finishing a game survey in Iowa within the 
next two months, at the expiration of which time my present connection comes 
to an end. The job of building up a new one and at the same time doing justice 
to the Iowa Survey will keep me swamped for some months to come. I look for- 

ward to the time when I will be a little freer to move around and respond to 

opportunities like the one you have offered me. 

There is a chance the Waller might be able to come out, although 
he, too, has had to give vp his organization due to depression economies. 
Why don't you write him at the Du Pont Building, Wilmington, Delaware? 

I have not written you often in recent years, but I have not been 

unmindful of your continued efforts in behalf of the Montana situation. 

With kindest personal regards, 
Yours sincerely, 

26 ALDO LEOPOLD
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E.l.pu Pont pE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

June 9, 1931. 
GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

404 Univ. Ave. Natl. Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo: 

I am in receipt of a letter from Thomas M. 
Marlowe of Montana, in which he says: 

"The upland game bird situation in Montana 
at this time never looked better than it does now. 
We are getting numerous reports that the native 
upland game birds such as blue grouse, native willow 
grouse as they are called here, sage hens and sharv- 
tail grouse are coming back in wonderful shape, and 
our Chinese and Hungarians are doing remarkably well. 
It looks as though, however, we are going to have 
another dry year in Montana, and the waterfowl situa- 
tion is far from encouraging. " 

This, for your information. 

aS a yours, 

L. W. T. Waller, Jr. 
Director of Conservation. 

LWTW/e 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 Univ. Ave. Natle Bank Bldg, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo: 

I am in receint of a letter from Paul Fair which 
contains some interesting data. For one thing, it apvears that 
most of the criticism which has been leveled at the Fish and 
Game Commission and himself has evaporated and that his work is 
meeting with the approval of the sportsmen who have a real under- 
standing of game issues. The majority of the commission seem to 
be in favor of continuing and he says that the final action will 
be taken "next week" his letter being dated May 20th. He put 
the proposition up to them that instead of working on a straight 
salary basis, he will operate in the future on a footage basis, 
thus opening the way for him to secure film for other agencies. 

I am quoting another varagraph from his letter 
complete, which might be of interest: 

"You will be interested to learn that the destruction 
of nests of ducks, pheasants, etc., by vredators, in the Flat- 
head Valley, about which you quoted me in your news bulletin 
last year, is being repeated this spring. The ve rcentage of 
nests escaping is very low indeed. I am trying to arouse 
interest in a control campaign, but it isn't so easy. There 
is a strong anti-~federal complex and Placing the work in the 
hands of trained men of the Biological Survey isn't looked 
upon with great favore Local efforts by sportsmen or farmers 
would be bound to be too sporadic to accomplish much. There 
would be a wonderful opportunity for a fellowship at the state 
university to work on the problem and dig out the basic factse 
Certainly if this area is anything of an index, the total 
destruction of nests must be appalling. I am pretty well 
satisfied that what occurs here is happening here and there 
in areas favorable to duck nesting all over the west, and must 
be a considerable facot in the duck crop." 

Most sin ly yours, 

L. 7 T. Waller, Jre 

LWTW/ce GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED -oerector.of Conservation. 

|
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NORTHERN DISTRICT 

ADDRESS REPLY TO URS FEDERAL BUILDING 

DISTRICT FORESTER U MISSOULA, MONT. 
AND ya TO Sanaa 

Exchange February 26, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

A Mr. W. A. Portner, who apparently is making his 
headquarters for the present in Seattle, has a number of 
times recently made personal inquiry concerning the chance 
of acquiring parcels of National Forest land to be incor- 
porated in a game farm or preserve. His manner of going 
about it, the various contacts he has apparently made in 
trying to work out his plans and the somewhat unique reasons 
he gives for the undertaking cause me to want to know some- 
thing more about him than can be obtained in conversation 
with him. 

In all confidence, of course, can you tell me if you 
know anything about him? He is supposed to be writing a 
pamphlet on private game preserve development and maintenance 
for the large arms manufacturing companies. In order to 
write the pamphlet with authority, he advises that it is re- 
quired of him to go into a private game preserve project. 
His principals are supposed to be baeking him financially to 
the extent at least of the purchase price of the lands he 
wishes to obtain. , 

I shall much appreciate any information you can give 
me about Mr. Portner and his project, which will be held 
confidential as should be this, my inquiry. 

Very sincerely yours, 

M. H. WOLFF, 
Assistant Regional Forester.



Mareh 5, 1931 

Mr. Meyer H. Wolff 
U. S. Forest Service 

Federal Building 
Missoula, Montana 

Dear Meyer: 

‘Mr. W. A. Portner is not connected with this Institute. I am 

not fully aequainted with al] the field men of the individual com- 

panies, tut I lmow most of them and I have not heard of Mr. Portner. 
It ig unlikely that any of the companies represented in this organi- 

zation would be undertaking an important project of this Icind on 

their om account without letting the central organization kmow about 

ite 

I can see no objection to short-term lcases of national forest 
land for game farm purposes, but as you know, it has alvays been 
contrary to Forest Service policy to lease large tracts to private 
game preserves. I would draw a very essential distinction between 

the tvo forms of land use. Possibly you did not use the word 

"preserve" in this sense. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
. In Charge, Gare Survey
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E.I.pu PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION January 21, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wise 

My dear Aldo - 

I am attaching hereto copy of a report 
from Earl Fry which is self-explanatory, together with 
copy of my letter to him. In another report Fry also 
saysi- 

“A statement made by one of the delegates 
attending the State Sportsmen's Convention here is of 
special interest relative to various species of birds 
and their relationship on the same territory. 

I have had many comments, particularly 
from the old timers, that the Tingneck pheasant has 
killed off the prairie chicken (pinnated grouse). 

Mr. L. A. Smith, Lewistown, Montana, has 
0G a ranch of 1,170 acres whereon he has four large covies 

6 of prairie chickens, 13 to 20 birds in each covey, two 
ot covies of Hungarians and 70 to 80 ringneck pheasants. 
Seen t ‘vy He reports as watching them very closely. 

4 He says that all three species have made a nice in- 
crease during the past year." 

Most ly yours, 
ss 

O32) . Us=n O00 
L. W. T. Waller, Jre 
Director of Conservation. 

LWTW/c 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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Copy to: E. 1. DU PONT DE NEMOouRS & COMPANY Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
seas ne 421 Chemistry Building, 3 WILMINGTON, DELAWARE University of Wisconsin, 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT Madi son , Wi Se 

January 31, 1931. 

MR. EARL Aco FRY ~ OUTGOING MAIL; 

Your report on the Montana Sportsmen's Association 
meeting is very interesting from several standpoints. First of 
all it indicates progressive thought, showing the necessity for 
research work,and progressive action by the association. 

Qn the other hand, it is evident from certain varts 
of this report that the reactionary element in Montana is not 
entirely subdued. This judgment is primarily based on their 
farmer-sportsman attitude as outlined by their vosted land 
action and their objection to the American Game Policy. 

On the whole I am inclined to view this report as 
an extremely hopeful one. It has never been my idea that you : 
could break down old prejudices immediately, and the fact that 
Montana has taken a lot of new ideas on at once indicates that 
time and study will probably change their attitude so that they 
will eventually accept the American Game Policy as a wholes 

I realize that no amount of argument on your vart 
could make any particular change, and believe that this change 
could be brought about better by talks and statements about what 
has’ been accomplished in other placea using methods which Montana 

refuses at this time. This is a lmg haul but one well worth while. 

On the whole you have done a very excellent job in 
getting this research work started ~ the other will follows 

I am copying your report for Leopold's benefit. 

Le We Te WALLER. JR, 
DIREGTOR OF CONSERVATION. 

LUTW/o
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Report on Annual Meeting 
Montana Sportsmen's Association 

January 9-10, 1931 

The meeting just terminated has proven one of the most constructive 
and valuable gathering of this Association since its inception sone seven 
or eight years ago. 

Constructive thought dominated thruout the entire session which was 
attended by a representative gathering of delegates from a widely dis- 
tributed area of the state. A reise in the amount charged for fishing 
and hunting licenses with the idea of furnishing the game commission with 
more money for work they are now carrying on and the value and need of 
research work for the state were the two outstanding issues before the 
meeting. 

The resolutions which are to be incorporated into legislative bills 
to be presented to the legislature which is now in session include the 
following: 

A split license fee system as follows: $2.00 fishing, $2.00 
game birds and small game, $2.00 big game, combination fishing 
and game birds and small game $3.00. The big game license to 
bear a tag to be placed on the game when it is killed. A post- 
card report form is to be attached to each license whereon will 
be made a report of the fish and game taken during the year, 
with penalty attached for failure to forward same to the game 
department at the end of the year. It is thought that this new 
license fee will give the department about $100,000 more than 
they are now receiving and at the same time take care of a 
needed census of the game and fish taken during the year, 

All state game laws to conform to the Federal game regulations. 

Allowing the State Fish and Game Commission the power to regulate 
all seasons and bag limits on all fish, game, game birds and fur 
bearing animals. 

Allowing the Commission to change the boundaries of game refuges 
as already established by the legislature and to regulate the 
boundaries of those which may be established in the future, 

Eliminating the use of salmon eggs in all waters of the state. 
(fhe use is now prohibited in the streams.) 

Prohibiting the shooting from or across a highway or railway 
right of way. 

Prohibiting the use of artificial lights Hf hunting or fishing. 

The protection of bear and the establishment of seasons and limits, 

| A resolution was introduced whereby all posted property would auto- 
matically be made a state refuge. This was supposed to take care of the 
condition where farmers posted their places for their own use, It was 
in direct conflict with the policy adopted at the National Game Conference, 
which the majority of the delegates seemed to be opposed to, but as it was 
rather drastic the resolution was tabled but with the request that the
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secretary ascertain from the attorney general if the idea was 
constitutional and it be brought uv at a later date. (This might 
be of special interest to Leopold). The plan was further to be 
used as a threat against the farmer in posting of his vlace, par- 
ticularly if a desirable opinion can be secured from the attorney 
general,» The national game policy was talked of but the sentiment on 
same was very bitter against the idea, it being the idea that Montana 
would not come to the need for such a program within the states 

Further resolutions adopted which concerned the state and local 
associations only and not to be legislative in any way were; 

The appointment of a committee to make a survey of the food habits 
of the ringneck pheasants If too costly, will use some of the surveys 
made by other states. (I suggested the use of the Agricultural College 
in this respect). 

The commendation of the Bureau of Biological Survey on cooperation 
with the Montana Fish & Game Commission. 

Endorsement of the work being carried on by the State Fish & Game 
Commission in taking motion pictures of the fish and game of the states 
(I talked several times on this subject, pointing out the value of the 
same in advertising the state in all parts of the country). 

The following vrogram of activity for the State Sportsmen's Asso- 
ciation was adopted; 

lu To cooperate in the work of the State Fish & Game Commission. 
2a To cooperate with all agencies working for the betterment of 

state and national fish and game conditionse 
Se To assist in forest protection and extension where it is 

deemed advisable, 
4 To foster and encourage the restoration of lakes and estab- 

lishment of needed water areas for the purpose of increasing 
migratory waterfowls within the states 

5e To foster and encourage more scientific research and facte 
finding agencies for future guidance of fish and game 
management throughout the states (A great deal of emphasis 
was made on this particular part of the program and was 

largely brought about by the paper I presented at this meeting.) 
6a To help bring about greater cooperation among those varticipating 

in wild life conservation, 
: 7a To help create a better feeling between the farmers and sports= 

mens(Other ideas brought out in the meeting would seem to 
discount this particular vart of their program.) 

8» To urge the establishment of more refuges and sanctuaries. 
9s To aid all affiliated clubs in any and all programs and problemse 

10a To study present game refuges and to ascertain whether they are 
functioning as they are supposed to, and if not, to help 
determine what shall be dones 

lls To further study game refuges and move to establish same where 
necessarye 

12a To carry on an extensive educational campaign so that a better 
realization of the value of our wild life may be brought aboute 

13a To assist all legitimate agencies who are striving to increase 
the tourist trade in Montanas
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WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leovold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

; I am quoting you herewith copy of reports just 
received from Fry in which I know you will be interested, together 
with a copy of a forthcoming item for our Game Conservation News. 

"During the two days session of the Montana Sportsmen's Associa- 
tion convention I spent considerable time with the state secretary 
in helping him outline work for his association. 

One of the reasons he invited me over here was to help him and 
the officers in rounding out constructive programs for both the 

: state body and the local clubs. 

Montana is just at the start of what I believe is a very construc- 
tive era in their out of doors. The convention passed a resolution 
favoring the necessary legislation to raise their license fee which 
will give more money to a game commission which has already done 
very good work with limited funds. 

The svortsmen are seemingly very enthusiastic and ready to work 
hard in their respective communities for the welfare of the out of 
doors. They seem to realize the importance of their wild life as 
a great asset of the state. 

Mr. John F. Frolicher, Missoula Montana, state secretary of the 
association has outlined something to me which looks very good and 
which I will suggest to be worked out in other parts of my territory. - 

In cooveration with the Montana division of the Garden Club of 
America, the two organizations will svonsor some time this year 
what will be known as a statewide "Conservation Week". This will be 
worked out thru the schools, Boy Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, svortsmen's 
associations and all groups having for their purpose the welfare of 
their community and state. 

The children will take uo the flower and plant conservation work as 
well as game and fish conservation which will be featured more by 
the organizations of older versons. Frolicher has vromised to keep 

Apreguen with me on this and desires my help at the time it is put 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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Chairman Thos.N. Marlowe} of the Montana Fish & Game Commission 
made a talk on the program the commission desires to put across if 
the svortsmen would furnish them more money. With the endorsement 
for the raise in the license fee it looks as if Mr. Marlowe would 
have to make good. The following are some of his ideas: 

Planting of more large fish, secured thru natural and other type 
rearing ponds. Screening of irrigation ditches. (At present there 
is no vrotection of fish in this respect and many thousands are lost 
in this way). 

Securing thru ourchase, more waterfowl areas for both refuges and 
state owned shooting grounds. A program of vlanting waterfowl 
feed, he stating that the state should spend at least eight to ten 
thousand dollars annually for this work. 

Now has one state game bird farm and believes and desires that they 
should have at least four of them scattered in different varts of 
the state. 

The vresent farm at Warm Sorings will incubate at least one thousand 
eges this year and expects to raise at least four thousand pheasants. 

Mr. Marlowe made it very plain to the assembled sportsmen that the 
game commission appreciates the work we have done for both their 
organization as well as the sportsmen of the state in general." 

"T am very pleased to revort that the Montana State Fish and Game 
Commission has secured the services of Mr. Paul J. Fair to make uv 
a series of motion pictures of their wild life here in this state. 

Mr. Fair has been in attendance at this meeting here and I have 
svent considerable time with him in going over the outlined program 
of activity he has taken on. 

He advises me that the commission has given him a six months 
suarantee at a salary of $500. ver month with exvenses. Mr. Marlowe 
the chairman of the commission understands that the work will re- 
ouire at least a year and perhaps two and as he is very enthusiastic 
over securing Mr. Fair there is no doubt in my mind that Fair will 
be busy here for at least a year. 

In my talks with Mr. Fair he exvressed himself as very well vleased 
over the possibilities as he says they have more subject matter in
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this state then he hed ever before thought of. There is no doubt 

that he will be able to turn out some very wonderful stuff. 

At the time of showing the motion pictures at the banauet last 

evening I took the opvortunity of calling the sportsmen's attention 

to the ##4# two reels I showed which were taken by Fair. ivery- 

body was well pleased over the prospects and the offers of cooper- 

ation Fair has received from all varts of the state will no doubt 

helo him a lot. 

Still further, I presented the plan to Mr. Marlowe of allowing us 

to make prints of the stuff Mr. Fair takes and he readily agreed 

to the idea, this furnishing us some wonderful material within the 

year. 

Any mention of the vroceedings of the convention which might be 

incorvorated within the Game Conservation News will make a hit with 

Mr. Marlowe and incidentally help us with the film work in the 

future." 

Most sincerely yours, 

— 

——— 

W/P Dig. Watiee, IR.- ONSERVATION DIRECTOR
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MISS KE. CAQNACCY FOR *Hawa® 

; HOUTARA 

While 1t fe our desire to report in these colwms 
only thoree thinve which have actually been accomplished, recent 
reporte from Hontang indieate an intereating develomment which 
should be preduetive of resulta, and ¢an readily be tried out 
in other places. : ; 

The Montana anortemen's Agsociation in cooperation 
with the Montana Sivision of the Garden lub of America will 
sponsor ua state-wide "Conservation Yeek* which will be worked 
out through the achcolsa, Boy Geoute, Camm Fire Girls, toortemen's 
Associations and other grouns,having ae their purpose the welfare 
of their —_— ané atate. The various So wenresetted 
in this "Conservation Week“ #111 range from flower an’ plant 
Gonservation to game and forestry. 

Qutdoor Ushi bits 

“hile on the subject of the good work beine cone by 
Hontans, it would be well to note that the State Game and Fink 
Counteston has semured the services of Paul J. fair to make up 
a series of motion sietures of their wild 1ife in the etate. 

Ye. Pair was formerly emmloyed with the froreeatry 
Service and hae the rewatation of being one of the best cuali- 
fied men to make uo exhibits and motion pletures of outdoor Life. 
The employment of br. Fair on this work has the hearty endorse 
sent of the Yontana Snortemen's Accociation which hae recently 
met in convention, and it ie thoucht that his work will do much 
to —o. . the eutdeers and to educate the citizens of Hon« 
tana the real need of Conservations 

wyP Let. T. WALLER, IR,—-GONSERVATION DIRECTOR
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Mardh 12, 1929. 

Mr. Glen A. Smith, 
U. 8. Forest Service, 
Federal Building, 

Missoula, Montana. 

Dear Glen: 

Thanks for your good word on the lectures. 1 am not having 
them typewritten, hence I can not comply with your request, but I am 
getting out a volumes on Deer Management at the present time and shall 
certainly see that you get a copy in as much as you furnished me with 
a great many of the most important figures. As to the other species, 
I am accumulating information so rapidly that I think it would be 
inadvisable to publish at this time. I am looking toward an ultimate 
volume on game management covering all species. 

Thanks again for your good wishes. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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G March 5, 1929 
Fish & Game 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am in receipt of the synopsis of lectures 
on game management that you are to give at the 
University of Wisconsin. The outline is very 
comprehensive and I wish to compliment you on the 
same. 

I presume that you will have these lectures 
typewritten, and I am especially anxious to have 
copies of the same, if it is not too much trouble. 
I am most interested in Lectures 1, 3 and 5, but, 
of course, would be glad to get the other two 
lectures. 

I am unusually pleased with your work in 
this line, since it is more or less a pioneering 
proposition, and I hope this start will be the 
foundation of putting more of this work into 
the universities of this country. 

Very sincerely yours, 

GLEN A.,SMITH, Assistant District forester, 

By intr
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January 30, 1929. 

\ Mre Aldo Leopold, 

Game Survey 

421 Chemistry Building 

Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Mr. Leonold: 

I was mighty glad to get your letter. 

Game Conservation is such a big subject that I hesitate 

to open it while I have t> operate this mechinee However 

I am coming east in a few days to attend The Buckskin 

Dinner of The Camp~fire Club of America and while back 

there will of course book my next seasons business. 

Am really very anxious to meet you 

and feel that this should have happened long ago. 

Will you be in New York or Wilmington 

this winter? I wish that you, Hugene duPont, Major Wal- 

ler, our president Mr. Larom, and J, could get together 

on this thing. I think some good would come of its John 

Burnham would also like to sit in with us and I have 

the greatest respect for his judgement. 

If we cannot get together back there, 

I hope we can do it at the Izaak Walton League Conven- 

tion in Chicago. My address from now on will be c/o
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Eaton Bros., Wolf, Wyo. . 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS # 25 

I. H. Larom, Pres., Valley, Wyo. i 
A. H. Croonquist, Vice-Pres., Red 

Lodge, Mont. 
Ernest Miller, Sec’y-Treas., Boze- 

man, Mont. 
Paul Van Cleve, Big Timber, Mont. aso 2 Pith Avo. N ese 
SiGe Bayier, Painter, Wyo. C/O NP. 560 Fifth Ave. New York City. 
Frank Horton, Buffalo, Wyo. 
J. W. Howell, Cody, Wyo. Pe Ol eal é eee Gite hinds: DRG ae Hoping our trails eross before spring and 
L. J. Lambkin, Lincoln, Mont. 
Henry, 8, A> Stewart, Wil; W30: wishing you the very best of success in your work, 

HONORARY MEMBERS I 

A. H. Abbott, Supy. Gallatin Nat'l amy 
Forest, Bozeman, Mont. 

Fred B. Agee, Supv. Big Horn vy. . 
Nat'l Forest, Sheridan, Wyo. Yours very sincerely, 

Horace M. Albright, Dizector of : 
National Parks, Interior Dept., . 
Washington, D. C. : 

HE. A. Bateman, U. S. Biological 
Survey, Billings, Mont. Woy A 
ees Burt, Southern Pines, She : 

T. Joe Cahill, Cheyenne, Wyo. Z 
A. Cotsworth, Jr., Pass. Traffic 

Mgr., C., B. & Q., Chicago, Il. 
Hon. Frank Emerson, Gov. of 
Wyoming, Cheyenne, Wyo. 

Honorable J. B. Erickson, Gov. of : : A 
Montana, Helena, Mont. 2/13/29. Sugeested meeting at 

R._T. Ferguson, Supv. Beartooth ae a : eae a 
Nat'l Forest, Billings, Mont. I.W.L.A. Convention in Chicago. 

M._M. Goodsill, Gen. Pass. Agt. m A Aaa AERA ane 
Nor. Pac., St? Paul, Minn. To look each other up. 

Will James, Pryor, Mont. 
J. N. Langworthy, Supv. Sho- 
shone Nat'l Forest, Cody, Wyo. 

H. F. McLaury, Adv. Dept., C., B. 
& Q. RR. Chicago, I 

Supervisor McSwain, Teton Nat’l 
Forest, Jackson, Wyo. 

George Mushback, Federal Game 
Protector, Billings, Mont. 

E. E. Nelson, Gen. Pass. Traffic 
Mer. N. P. Ry, St. Paul, Minn. 

Mary Roberts Rinehart, Munsey 
Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

A.A. Simpson, Supy. Custer Nat’l 
Forest, Miles City, Mont. 

A. B. Smith, Founder of the As- 
sociation, Milton, Mass. 

E. W. Tinker, Ass’t Dist. Fores- 
ter, Denver, Colo. 

A. E. Wilson, Montana State Game 
Comm’r, Livingston, Mont. 

Owen Wister, Bryn Mawr., Pa.



OF 

” ASSOCIATION THE DUDE RANCHERS’ A IATI 

We, the undersigned owners and officers of owners of dude ranches in the Rocky Mountain section of the Northern 

United States, do hereby ordain and establish this Constitution. 

ARTICLE 1. NAME 

The name of this Association shall be and is 

THE DUDE RANCHERS’ ASSOCIATION 

ARTICLE II. PURPOSES 

The purposes of this Association are: 

To put the dude ranching business on an organized basis, with a view of co-operating to place before the public 

the advantages of a vacation in the West; to interchange ideas for the betterment and advantage of the dude ranching 

business; to co-operate with the superintendents and directors of the National Parks of the United States, and Forestry 

officials of the Federal Government, in said territory, for the conservation and preservation of the parks and forests, and 

the wise conservation and protection of the wild life therein; and to these ends to adopt and carry out such plans and 

measures as may be proper and necessary for the effecting of these purposes; to obtain business-like co-operation from the 

railroads to produce and improve travel to the Northwest. It is understood that nothing contained herein shall be con- 

strued or authorized or permit this Association to standardize prices or in any way interfere with the individual operations 

of any ranch or resort. 

ARTICLE III. MEMBERSHIP 

Qualifications for membership in this Association shallbe of three classes: 

First. Those who are actively engaged in operating dude ranches, resorts and pack outfits in the territory above 

defined, called ‘‘ Active Members.’?’ 

Second. Individuals, Companies, or officers of Companies, who may be interested in the development of the business 

and wish to belong to the Association, called ‘‘ Associate Members.’?’ 

Third. Men in public or private life who would be interested in the furthering of the objects of this Association, 

to be known as ‘‘Honorary Members,’’ upon their expression and desire to become such members. 

Only Active members are entitled to vote at any meeting of the Association, or to become directors or officers thereof. 

The original membership shall consist of those present at the organization of this Association. 

Persons possessing qualifications who are not original members may become members upon application in writing to 

the President, Vice President or Secretary-Treasurer of the Association, or the members of the Board of Directors; and, 

after being passed upon, will be notified of their election. 

The Board of Directors may, by a two-thirds vote, for good cause shown, after a hearing, suspend or expel any 

member of this Association for conduct in conflict with or in violation of the objects and purposes of this Association. 

ARTICLE IV. MEMBERSHIP FEES AND DUES 

For organization purposes, there shall be an annual fee of $5.00, paid by each active and associate member as dues. 

Any change of this fee can be made by a two-thirds vote of the members present at the annual meeting. The amount of 

such fee shall be fixed by the Board of Directors from time to time, and notice thereof given to each member a sufficient 

length of time before the date fixed by resolution or by-laws for the payment of fees. 

ARTICLE V. OFFICERS 

The officers or advisory board of this Association shall consist of a board of ten directors, to be elected annually 

by the membership at the regular annual meeting of the Association. A majority of the advisory board shall constitute a 

quorum. At meeting of the advisory board, the members must vote in person. Proxies cannot be used at such meetings. 

The advisory board shall work in co-operation with the Forest Service in grazing and related matters pertaining to 

the use of the national forest and adjacent range, and may, on behalf of the Association, enter into agreements, assume 

obligations, levy assessments, prescribe requirements pertaining to the use and occupancy of the national forest range for 

which this Association is recognized, and adjacent range, and shall transact the general business of the Association, and 

each and every act of the advisory board in such matters shall be binding upon the Association and each and all of the 

members thereof.



The Board of Directors shall elect from their number a President, Vice President and Secretary-Treasurer. The 

president so elected shall be the Chairman of the Board of Directors, and immediately upon the election of the Board of 

Directors at the annual meeting, the directors shall select the above officers, to-wit: President, Vice President and Secre- 

tary-Treasurer, from their number, and the officers and directors shall hold office for one year, or until their successors 

are elected and qualified. 

The duties of the officers so elected shall be those usually appertaining to such officers. 

ARTIVE VI. MEETINGS 

The annual meeting of the Association shall be held at the place designated by the Board of Directors, and noticed 

by the Secretary-Treasurer of the Association thirty days prior to the time of meeting. 

The Board of Directors shall hold an annual meeting immediately after its election by the membership at the annual 

meeting of the Association, and such other meetings at fixed times as may be prescribed by the Board of Directors, and 

shall hold such special meetings as may be called by the President, Vice President or Secretary-Treasurer. The Board of 

Directors shall have the power and duties generally conferred upon boards of directors of corporations. 

F ARTICLE VII. OFFICE OF ASSOCIATION 

The office of the Association shall be located at the residence of the Seeretary-Treasurer, subject to change by vote 

of the Board of Directors. 

ARTICIE VIII. AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION 

Amendmerts to the Constitution may be made at any annual meeting of the Association, or at any special meeting 

called for that purpose. Proposed amendments shall be made in writing and sent to the Secretary-Treasurer, who shall send 

copies of the same to each member not less than thirty days before the meeting which is to consider the same shall be 

held. Such amendments, for their adoption, shall require a two-thirds vote of the membership voting thereon. Such votes 

may be in person at the meeting or by proxy. 

ARTICLE IX. BY-LAWS 

The Board of Directors shall have power at any annual meeting, or at any special meeting called for that purpose, 

to adopt by-laws not in conflict with the provisions of this Constitution for the government of the Association, and may 

amend or repeal such by-laws at any regular or special meeting of said Board. 

ARTICLE X. RULES AND REGULATIONS 

The Board of Directors shall have power, and it shall be their duty, at any regular or special meeting, to make such 

rules and regulations as may be necessary to the proper carrying out of this Association’s business.
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THE DUDE RANCHERS * 
ASSOCIATION 

Ennis, Montana 

Nov. 30, 1928. 

lir. lrank Kahrs, 
29 Warren Stes 
New York City. 

Dear Frank: 

I know that you and your company have always been interested in 
game protective associations - or more particularly, in associations 
to increase our present supply of game to where we can kill off a 
reasonable surplus every year. This surplus should be much larger 
than it is now, and in so far as the western States are concerned , 
the new Dude Ranchers! Association will soon be one of the biggest 
and most active game protective associations in this country for 
the very reason that other peoplets sport is our every day business. 
It is our bread and butter. Our existence depends upon more game 
and better game laws. Besides more game, we want more fish. We 
want larger game areas. We want larger sections of wilderness areas 
set aside by the government thru the Forest Reserves, because the 
land already belongs to the government and does not have to be pure 
chased. And we are going to get all of these things - as sure as 
you are a foot high! 

Sur new Dude Ranchers' Association, at its Third Annual Convention 
at Sheridan this year voted enough money to keep an executive 
secretary on the job all the time. This would be a high class 
publicity man who would work for us and co-operate with the rail- 
roads and others interested in the development of the recreational 
sections of the west. We already have a man in mind who is Execu- 
tive Secretary of the Board of Commerce and Industry, Wyoming. 

We are throwing our membership open this year to the guests them- 
selves, at the suggestion of some of them who wanted to become 
affiliated with us in our work to protect and increase our game 
areas in this country. The capacity of the different ranches in 
the association is between four and five thousand guests. The 
clientele from which they draw would number close to forty or fifty 
thousand - worth-while, influential eastern people. The influence 
which these people would have in Washington to help us put thru 
measures that we need would be tremendous. Locally, we are getting 
all of our merchants and business men who are interested in the 
business that the easterner brings into this country every year, 
into our association as associate members, and thru them, every 
Chamber of Commerce in each individual State effected is on our 
side. Hence, we will be able to go to any State Legislature and 
have a voice in the laws for our protection and benefit, which 
would be for the benefit of everyone in the east who some time,
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uses the west as a play-ground, as well as to us out here who 
are interested in seeing the recreational side of our mountains 
and forests utilized to better advantage than they are at present. 

We have already been called the very highest type of an Immigration 
Bureau because the type of people that we Dude Ranchers bring into 
the country is the type that becomes the backbone of the community 
when they buy ranches and property of their own as many of them do 
when they come out here. 

It is an interesting thing and shows what can be done by a good 
organization when, at the present day, less than 6% of taxable : 
property of Wyoming comes under the heading of the livestock industry, 
and yet, the Livestock Association controls the State Legislature 
of Wyoming lock, stock and britches, dictates the laws and tells the 
rest of the State just where to get off. We can have power, too, if 
we get together and fight for it. 

I am sending you copy of our Vonstitution and By-laws, and we want 
some help from your company and every other big company interested 
in helping us carry thru this program. 

Am also writing Gene DuPont about this and I am sure we are going to 
put it across big in so far as these western States are concerned. 
Heretofore, an easterner has always had his hands tied because he 
could not come in from the outside and suggest to us what we should 
do, but we ranchers who have lived in this country all our lives know 
the conditions and know all the practical workable improvements 
that can be made at very little expense. An association of such men 
together with the number of eastern people who are interested in 
our western game program and who are willing to put some of their 
money into any sensible game propagation program, where they can 
actually see results - it seems to me that such an association would 

be an unbeatable one. 

It does not take much of an imagination to see what a tremendous 
amount of good can be done by just getting the right people behind 
it and going ahead with a little push and energy. If we do that, 
there is really no limit in this western country to our possibilities 

for more game and better hunting. 

Think it over and then kindly write and put me in touch with some of 

the people whom you know that I should get in touch with to put across: 

a thing of this kind .. . Iam also writing John Burnham, George 

Pratt, and WILL Greeley. 

I would appreciate very much all of the help that you could give us, 

and in retum we will do as much for you. 

Thanking you very much, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

THE DUDE RANCH=RS ASSOCIATION 

By (Signed) Ernest Miller 
SECY-TREAS. 

EMsSAS
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dane 11, 1926. 

Mee Glen Ae Smi ‘ i 
Montane attests Association, 

Micsoule, Monte 

Deer Glen: 

ere Your recent sivenier ae Sivet infoveation 
a) the P orgenisetion p or Ww e conserva~ 
tion eomalane : 

If thie prepoesi, or eepens thet will secene 
plish at cen be = threw, t will be the mest ime 
portant move © in thie ficl4 during recent yeors. 

my eeensty I meen net the absence of 4ifforonees 
ef opinion bat the ebeence of porsenal confroversiore I know 
of no wey in which the present situction is more likely te be- 
improved then to mate some provision for joint self rovernment 
enone conecryetion arencios, end this is in effect whet. your 
plan rropesese 

dact out of personel curicsity, i wish you wonld 
tell mo who pat the plen scross with the Yestern Outdoor Tife 
Senferenee eni whet reaction you ere getting te it. 

i I ye es or a aetetis: poner 
egencies ere re em the prepesed composition 
of the rorional conferences. These quclaremeen should core 
teinly rorresent not only State conservation end game = 
izations, end the State and feterel sdmintetentive egenel Of, 
but elso the edueationel institutions er other egencics which 
ere conducting, or should conduet, research in geome management 

7 problense 

Purthermere, as soon ep we have some educations] ine 
stitution that wekese up te the oprortanity for freretae weeesal~ 
iste in gene adininistrstion ona research, thet inetitetion 
should likewise he represented, I do not ingg,, to imply thet 

Fugue” Winn eee tot te cic atta : ; for peses co: , 
the recl needs of consorvation, weseuras shonla be more ee 
eificelly recernisea on the crgeniszation diagrans 

Conwy for infornu lab . 

<@



ae  OekeBs “ 

4g you know, Mr. Glapp hae been interested in pereued- 
ing B is egenchos like the Biological Survey, Bureau of 
Pish otc, station research men et the forest experi- 
nent tionse Ageordingly, I em sending ire Clapp a eopy of 
thie lettcr and wish would send hin e copy of your eirenier 
anloss you heave akvesky ame 806 

I congratulate on the timeliness end inoight dice 
pleye’ in thie entire wibers 

Yours eineerely, 

Aldo Teoreld. 

«Le



MONTANA SPORTSMEN'S ASSOCIATION . 
Secretary's Office 5 

Missoula :: :: lontana : 

Dear Lover of Our Wild Life: . : 

Recognizing the existence cf < vital need for closer contact between 
national conservation organizatior.s and the local community and state organ- 
izations, the first Western Outdoor Life Confersnce, held in Spokane, Vashing- 
ton, in June, 1925, advenced a Vation—-wide group organization plen, which, 
being so very much in line with what tae officers of the Montans Sportsmen's ; 
“ssociation had been working toward for many months, this Association took 
up the plan, revised it according to the ideas that had developed and pre- 
sented it in considerable detail..td the annual meeting of the International 
Association of Gome, Fish, and Conservation Commissioners at Denver in August, 
1925, by which Association it was unanimously adopted. : / 

The accompanying diagram clearly shows tht the Nation-wide Croup 
Organization plan, as it has been developed, recognizes the Wild Life Committee 
of the National Conference on Outdoor Recreation es the national head of all 
wild life conservation ectivities of Nation-wide scopes; it shows that the plen 
contemplates that every plan, program, and project for the conservation of 
wild life of Nation-wide scope, coming from any source vhatover, shall 
be submitted to this Wild Lifo Committee, where every plan and cvery project 
is to be given due considcration, where diffcronces are to be ironed out, 
where overlapping ond duplication aro to be climinated, and cach project 
given its rightful place in all national wild life conscrvation and game- 
management programs. 

a 

Included in the resolutions adopted by the Intcrnational -:ssociation 
Was @ psragraph calling for an scctive salaried secretary or manager for cach 
group conference, whose dutics wulé bo to supervise the prerarntion of the 
programs for the group conferences, to propsre in detail thc statements of 
program and rccommeniations promulg>tcd end adopted by the group conference 
and submit same to the Wild Life Committee namod shove, to aid in every 
possible vay the corrying out of the programs “dopted for the group area, rnd 
to perform such other duties and service as would be for the best interests 
of the group area. 

The details of fincncing this plen are yet to be worked out, but it 
has been suggested thot it would de possiblo 7nd preeticable to secure endow- 
ments, the income from wich would be sufficicnt to carry out this plan. 
The executive committoc of the Internationz1 issociation was instructed to 
work out the further details of this plan and put same in operation at the 
earliest practienble drte. 

This diagram and lcttor is issued with the idec of lotting sportsmen 
know of the plan of Sceuring endorsement for it, of sccuring suggestions for 
improvements thereto, and thus help the Inteornation:1 Committec in completing 
che plen and make it easier to put it in operation. 

: . Very respectfully yours, i 
> M.S.CiRPENTER, Secretcry, GLIN A. SUITH, Chairman, . 

Montana Sportsmen's Association. Liontan: Sportsmen's Associsation.
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Files Cycles / 
Montana “ 

c P, Ce. 
: Pheasant ; 

2/15/34 

P.C, very abundant in 1923 near Richie Mont (Dawson Co.). 

Disappeared in 1924 and 1925. Very little hunting. Fheasants stocked 

during this period and decrease locally attributed to the vheasants. 

Were not yet enough pheasants, however, for hunting. Stocking began 

in 1922, Iirst open season 1926 or 1927. 

Disappearance of chickens probably due to cycle? 

: Thinks chickens have remained more or less scarce ver since. 

Seasons on chickens now much shorter. 

J. d, Haggerty
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Our -Advisory Board We -Advocate— 
HORACE ALBRIGHT, director National Park Service 1. Passage by Congress of some bill to raise adequate funds BROOKE ANDERSON, ex-president Campfire Club of Chicago for bringing back our diminishing waterfow] = . J. P. CUENIN, journalist 2. Modification of the Biological Survey's poisoning operations 
ARTHUR F. FORAN, vice-president More Game Birds in America oo ee on Protection forall Baars ; 5 . : g sas 4. Stricter control of sheep and cattle grazing on public domain SETH GORDON, president American Game Association ! . 5. Improvement of federal and state game warden service 

HARRY B. HAWES, United States Senator 6. Constant vigilance against pollution; against diversion of ALDO LEOPOLD, in charge of the Game Survey sportsmen’s money from state game fund to general fund; against JACK MINER, bird conservationist corruption and incompetence in state game departments 
EDMUND SEYMOUR, president American Bison Society hing SpartemeMantiaar versee: {amen ever Breakin ehort, 

\ i 

Westerner Blames Sheep for Scarcity of Big Game 
DITOR, Outdoor Life:—For many Am I to believe the Forest Service or choice feed as grama grass (Bouteloua 
years the grazing of sheep has been my own eyes? It’s a strange government gracilis) is scarcely touched. Sheep, espe- 
the chief cause of a game scarcity in that sends high priced engineers out west cially, seem to crave a certain amount of Western forest reserves. The situation to study flood control, to build dams, and ‘browse’ which, in the absence of more always has been rotten but is growing de- at the same time lets millions of sheep de- palatable woody plants, is supplied by cidedly worse. It has even broken down stroy watersheds for a fee of 2¥%c a head coniferous trees.” 

our game preserves—where sheep and cat- (plus lambs, they go in free)—a charge “In the Southwest, where grazing in the tle are run in same numbers as on the rest so low that thousands of sheep are shipped forests presents a particularly acute prob- 
of the forest. A few years ago one preserve into Montana from the state of Washing- lem, it has been ascertained that the an- 
was opened because a handful of elk had ton to graze in our forest reserves. nual growth of timber on fairly well for- increased to about two hundred head. The ested pine land is worth about fifteen times live stock run in this particuluar preserve ee Forest Service claims no damage as much as stockmen are paying for the 
numbered in the thousands. This is to be by live stock, but read what that same grazing privileges.” 
live stock run in this particular preserve Forest Service says in the 1926 and 1927 “Cattle and sheep eat young pine seed- 
where elk were planted (with money raised Year Book of Agriculture: lings to such an extent that natural re- 
by popular subscription) only a few years “In Arizona it has been known for more forestation may be stopped over large ago. Domestic stock outnumbers game in than 20 years that grazing is seriously in- areas.” 
local Montana forests by a ratio of forty terfering with reproduction of western The above are only small extracts but 
to one. The forest I live on carries about yellow pine.” enough to show that there are members 200,000 head of cattle and sheep during the “Prolonged investigations leave no doubt of the Forest Service who haven't lost 
summer and fall. According to figures that if the kind of grazing carried on in their eyesight; or, to use a sheepman’s 
given out by the game commission, hunters the past should continue natural reproduc- phrasc, “become woolblind.” 
killed 724 deer and 16 elk last fall out of tion will be stopped in more than half of In a recent meeting between sportsmen 
this 1,000,000-acre forest that carries the great yellow-pine forest of the Colo- and sheepmen, the president of the Mon- 
a fifth of a million of live stock. Some rado plateau.” tana Woolgrowers’ Association declared 
contrast! Despite this lop-sidedness, the “Western yellow pine, white fir, and that all sheepmen are sportsmen. Read 
sheepmen aren't satisfied. Please note the Douglas fir apparently are more palatable the following and then decide if he didn’t 
Montana State Woolgrowers’ platform: to sheep than many of the grasses.” take in a little too much territory. An 
Item No. 23 now working “to regulate big “Tt is not uncommon in Arizona to find acquaintance who worked in the mountains 
game”... . Seems to most of us they pine and fir seedlings defoliated when such last summer for a sheep outfit gave me 
have already regu- the following facts. 
lated it, in fact they 9 re Swan eeeeeeee This outfit had three 
have in many cases 5 . —  ——t—<“i—<i—SSs<S<aCSsSsSsSsCadliens «<as_=herders, 
completely extermi- | —rt—“‘=‘(OeNNONONCCtiCiCisSsS®sSsisSrssistssistSiza—S*sisSiaS*sSs—Ssis—O—iCCNCiCiCisCiSi‘sNYiCO‘i‘‘NSC;iCié.COC_CW#CO##C#men «(whose (native 
nated our game. eee - 2 =——rr—“—OOOs—s—s—S—s—OCSCNS - home was in_ that 

The Forest Ser- | ee ee eee =——st—‘it—sC lo ody ark ee 
vice claims no dam- | : a LL eet rope, the alkan 
age to either game as si OE 2. ih a *. states. They were 
or forests. I have ‘ bili A ats. neal oe be ee furnished guns by 
seen lots of scenery the ranch and did 
and little game. I their share of law- 
have seen small trees breaking. The guns 
stripped clean of helped hold down the 
their needles by 5 grocery bill as they 
sheep. I have seen a had young grouse 
hundreds of trees cut regularly during late 
down and used ie summit and sae 
make brush corrals po PE ea ee ile speaking 
for sheep. I have ptt sk Be aah op ee hegank code es ne jfk of grouse I might seen the moisture-re-  $Rerumes EI 71 av MAT GMM rer ae lad BY add “that the Forest taining forest floor ES it Bis. ii dal ef a gs “steed. <= Mis, ‘Service claims that 
of pine and fir 3 : ERS ne SE oo oars ait at grouse are hatched 
needles destroyed and , : { poe ‘ and large enough to 
replaced by a dust get out of the sheep 
mulch left by the 3 bands way when 
sharp hoofs of huge iy sheep are turned in 
bands of sheep. Where the woollies go, there goes not the wild game of our forests the reserve in late
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June and early July. My own experience the last leg into the mountains was made serves stock was removed last summer be- and that of my friend disproves the Forest by pack horse. In face of high prices for cause of grass shortage or, to quote a 
Service’s claim. I’ve seen blue grouse groceries the prospectors must have lived Forest Service press release, “. . . . when 
hatched out the first of July and they would off of game-the year around. The kill of ranges failed to provide sufficient forage.” 
have had small chance of escaping a band game in those days would make our pres- They didn’t state what our deer were to 
of sheep for several weeks, or till they were ent kill insignificant. The scene of my live on the following winter and spring 
able to fly.) i last fall hunt was at one time a-gold camp until the grass grew again, a 

This outfit pocketed and used guns on a_ of several hundred people. A lot of game Montana is the third largest state, it has 
game preserve; in fact gave it no thought. it took for those prospectors, but they scattered forest ranges in the eastern por- 
They shot and trapped bears all summer tell me there was a lot left to about 1908— tion; with a half dozen mountain ranges 
long, and some of them were never skinned, then the “woollies” took possession and we in sight of my yard here in the central 
My informer killed two; neither of these, have left little or nothing. part, and the western % a solid mass of 
he stated, were sheep killers. One was killed Throwing the sheep out of our forests range after range of mountains, these for- 
while feeding on berries and no where won't ruin our live stock business as some est reserves total about 17 million acres. 
near any sheep. One herder caught and claim. Most of our stock are run on pri- And the total population of big game is killed a small cub, at a trap set for bears. vate land outside of forest reserves, and roughly 70,000, mostly deer. And how lit- 
Another bragged of killing sixty bears; those that use the forest reserves are a tle that is is best illustrated by the 1931 
though only a boast, he no doubt killed small minority. This minority has partly kill of deer in Pennsylvania of 96,000 
plenty. The part owner of this sheep out- through organization, but also largely on head; or 25,000 more than Montana's en- 
fit, according to an older employee, had account of the money influence, monopo- tire game population. 
some years previous taken out a pack horse lized our Forest Service from top to bot- In summing up, the following facts 
of fish from the almost inaccessible head- tom. I say “money influence” because should leave no doubt as to what stand the 
waters. The Montana game laws prohibit these outfits are owned or controlled by sportsmen should take. In the first place, 
sale of game and define a sale where large bankers, corporation directors and eliminating sheep on our reserves will affect 
money or labor is exchanged. The own- multi-millionaires of the East. Not all of our sheep industry only about 10 per 
ers ignored this law and sent two em- them, but a large number are so controlled. cent, a reduction that is desirable from the 
ployed men up in the hills for meat during - sheepmen’s standpoint because of a heavy 
the regular open season. They brought aT HE average farmer hasn’t given this over-production and consequent low price out an elk and a deer. These men went a question much thought, though it af- of wool and lamb. Due to low grazing ‘little farther in law-breaking and killed the fects him in various ways—all detrimental. rates such a reduction will be made by deer from a game preserve. The Forest Those that have thought are absolutely those sheepmen who use the forest re- 
Service could give some cooperation in opposed to running sheep in our mountains. serve only after prolonged low prices. 
game law enforcement, but they either The sportsmen are a unit in condemning The second fact to consider is that the 
don’t dare or don’t care to enforce their this “damn sheep business” as many call it. sportsmen’s protests to the Forest Service 
own regulations regarding bedding down But to quote word for word what a mem- have been ignored; that the Forest Service 
of sheep. They allow one night—some- ber of the Forest Service told me last fall, has taken the sheepmen’s side. 
times three—for camping on one spot by a “They kicked like hell last year (meaning The third fact is that conservation has sheep band; yet the above outfit stayed a the hunters) but they haven’t a word to advanced only after persistent demands 
week and my observations lead me to be- say.” from sportsmen. The duck bag reduction 
lieve that the sheepmen pay no attention te That is, I believe, the situation. Our was made by the Biological Survey only 
this rule anywhere. 25,000 big game hunters haven’t anything after the matter went over their heads and 

. to say, but the 2,000 members of the Wool- Congress was about to consider such a re- 
T= laws of Montana list the bear as growers’ Association have everything duction. Do not the readers of Ourpoor 

a game animal. It requires that a their own way. The Forest Service an- Lire think it is time to go over the head of 
hunter possess a license and a non-resident swer to the protests of sportsmen is per- the Forest Service and demand of our 
must pay $30 for same. It forbids the use haps best shown by the following press re- Senators and Congressmen that a change 
of traps, dogs, poison to the sportsman but Jease which is headlined “Grazing Sections be made in their grazing policy; that our 
allows the sheepman and his help such un- of Forests Will Be Stocked to Limit.” It game be given a fair chance; that our for- fair means of taking our bears. says among other things “.... the maxi- est reserves be used for the pleasure of a 

Our laws provide a heavy fine for pos- mum limit of range having been reached. great majority of our people instead of session of guns by an alien—unless he is And this... . 750,000 sheep and 170,000 profit for a small minority? Or will we 
a sheepherder ! cattle which is more than last year.” Am take it lying down—and see the last of our 

Such is the influence of a few hundred wrong in saying the situation is getting bear, our big horn, our goats disappear and 
sheepmen. The above-mentioned outfit lost \orse? They are allowing more stock this our deer and elk be kept down to a rem- 
only an average of one sheep a month out year than last despite our protests; de- nant of their early day abundance? 
of a band of 2,200 head. They are hell- spite that in some areas of the forest re- Mont. R. B. Beckman. bent to exterminate the bear for a loss of 
a few $2.00 sheep. This outfit runs its 
bands in one of the best bear regions of 
the state, a region that still has a few 
grizzlies left. 

In fairness to sheepmen I must say that 
the number of sheep killed by bears is 
very much exaggerated by their herders. 
In these large bands the herders, in heavy 
timber, can see only a part of the band 
at a time and consequently quite often 
small parcels of sheep stray off by them- 
selves and are lost. The blame for this is 
shifted by the herder to the bears. He 
tells the boss, ‘The bears got ’em,” and 
clears himself. Our scarcity of bears may . 
also be due to sheep destroying their food 
—wild berries. A neighbor ° who was 
raised adjacent to the mountains says that 
sheep have largely destroyed the wild 
huckleberries. 

“I've killed a lot of deer and bear in my 
time but they went out when the sheep 
came in here.” That’s what an old pros- 
pector told me some years ago at the end 
of a gameless hunt. If what other old tim- 
ers say is true there was lots of game in 
our mountains in the forepart of the pres- 
ent century. Then came the sheep and a 
declining game supply, though laws became 
more and more restrictive. Lots of game 
despite the fact that for twenty years pre- 
ceding this period these mountains were 
over-run with prospectors, and groceries 
had to be freighted overland for miles and
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MONTANA EXPERIMENTS T Wie? Gene ANNOUNCING THE IMPROVED 
Chukar partridges, known to the Q 

natives of India as “the bird that lives A M E R I C A N VAIL B 

on nothing,” will be mado available,  WATHLSAND, TAT: SOD, ROTO SOANTARE J 
within a few years, to Montana sports- PERFECT VENTILATION—AUTOMATIC HEAT RE 
men, if experiments now being con- LIGHT, OR SUN RAY BULB AS) DESIRED: / 

ducted at the state game farm at Warm  Melntsins 100 Gagrese talrenhelt in. sero, weather 46 
Springs materialize. 

Action of the State Fish and Game Pada cnr mero je lr 
Commission in setting up a fund, made OLN ; Ji EE QOUAMOMAE 

up of $1 from each $5 fee for each LE VENTILATION. ‘SUDING 

Sportsman’s License, which will be set HET REUATON AEE 7 : 

aside for increasing the supply of up- aie a Se 

land game birds, has spurred activities MEI RP ae RS ee 
; : : FS an ee Se 

as well as increasing interest of sports- Ze ee eo 

men generally. Edi (ree? ees ie CPs £9 1m 

Four pairs of Chukar partridges have a Pid Cg oS Vey ea Kk 

been purchased by the department from aT 
a California breeder and they are now eZiny SS 

on display at the state game farm at 7 hep eter 

Warm Springs. They will begin laying Nf parr uueerion Cay Bt Lae MU SAE 

in May, according to Superintendent J. | SUM RAY LAMP” 
ace ; PLNTY OF LET AELOUUGLE F. Hendricks. At Tan Cun fELONS Wit SCREEN 

“The Chukar is a native of India and v Gu adit LA 
his coverts are the barren plains and [LACH HEAT ELEMENTS 

rugged mountains,” said Superintendent NT Eo eee en 

Hendricks. “The bird should be parti- 

cularly adapted to Montana. Winter : 

finds him on the plains and in the sum- PROVISION FOR SAND TRAY — this, bros 

mer he climbs to an elevation of 7000 allows the operator to give the birds a start Nature’s way. W 
feet at times. His ability to go for long are interchangeable and the operator can use them as he desis 

periods without food or water has Made in wood or metal and heated by oil, gas or electrici 

caused the natives of India to refer to AMERICAN INCUBATORS, Inc., Dept. 18. 

the Chukar as “the bird that lives on 

nothing.’ The bird is noted for hardi- 

ness and endurance and should there- 74, atte: \ | at A 

fore thrive in Montana. They are ex- Better Built ,=MAMMOTH ING 
pected to take the place of the grouse 

family, which is fast disappearing. 

“The Chukar is unusually plump, 

weighing eight to ten ounces more than 

the ordinary Hungarian. They have red 

bills and legs, the sides are striped with G A M E an 

black on the buff feathering, and the 

back is slate blue tinged with buff. Black 

stripes extend from each side of the bill AN ENGLISH MONTHLY MAGAZI 

down the neck, joining on the lower BREEDERS AND SPORTS] 

part of the throat. Their smooth feath- 

ering and peculiar markings, their con- EACH ISSUE OF GAME AND GUN con 

tinual chatter and shrill cry echoing Game preserving and shooting in England and ont 

across draws and hillsides at daybreak a . are 
and dusk, should have an irresistible ap- Annual Subscription $3.50 in U. S. Subscriptic 

peal tospontamen of Montana ® and Gun, 37/8 Temple Chambers, Temple Avenue 

land, or to The Game Breeder.



CALIFORNIA QUAIL IN montanaCh A |, Maw” 

It is interesting to read a story in Montana Wild Life, October, 

1931, which says that ‘‘California quail, topnotted grey foxes of the 

field, have been successfully reared this year under artificial as well 

as natural surroundings at the State game farm, and experiments con- 

ducted by Superintendent J. F. Hendricks demonstrate that the foxy 

flier will at no late date become a favorite with Montana sportsmen.” ‘i « 

Reading further in the story it says: ‘‘This spring a dozen pairs 

were released about one mile from the game farm along the banks of 

Warm Springs Creek. The liberated birds have multiplied in much 

the same manner as described by Ellis Parker in ‘Pigs is Pigs.’ ”’ 

Tt has long been a practice in our own State, California, to raise 

valley quail for stocking purposes. The report from Montana should 

set aside any doubt as to the practical value of such a practice, even 

though quail are one of the most difficult species to propagate in cap- : 

tivity. Our decidedly modern methods of artificial propagation by 

electrical equipment has eliminated many of the hazards formerly 

encountered when domestic hens were used for hatching purposes. 

b Farak ane 
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pe Declares War ie On Hungry Peliceing J ; HINSDALE, Mont. __ (U.P) 2 The pelican is to be banished from | 

2 
Montana, His voracious attacks 

‘ 
‘ 

upon fish have led to an order a 
from. the state fish and game de- Dartment encouraging hunters to kill them off, 
Measuring some seven feet of wingspread, on an average the 

: 

birds not only eat fish for food, and store others for Short times 

- 

: in their beaks, but Kill fish for the pure love of Killing, eet 

‘
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A New Enemy for Insects : MN 7 u 
The outdoor man will be interested Ow ES the vad for ME 

ina novel device to be marketed under 
the name of “Ware-It.” It is especial- Poe “2 

ly designed for convenience in apply- ISHERMEN, sportmen, small me =) 4 : 

ing an anti-mosquito and insect prep- boat users no longer say, “but | 2 i 
aration. The device consists of a small a Quad is too big for my kind == ss A , 2 
tube which is strapped on the outside of service”. From tank to skeg, Jun- ‘ fan meg pals 

of the wrist much in the same manner ior Quad is built for them. Is not | (-~__ «ai 
as a wrist-watch. an inch nor an ounce nora horse- ‘ Pet 

By pressing the tube gently the power too large for any capable, | | : a 5 
preparation is expelled on to the back comfortable craft. Pe 5 Oe =e er , 

of the hand and is rubbed with the oth- ang what performance it gives! ||, —_ we, te. fF 
: . *  § ‘ >< DP cx. iy 

er hand. ahs substance of the prepara- Not a tremor of vibration at any | “33 = is : ——————— 

tion is such that it does not leak out speed! Luxurious power that flows 49% ~~ =e 
unless pressed, cand the preparation is like velvet! Easy starting — so gen- | == > “a hg 

applied as easily as brushing an in-  uinely easy to start that an electric |b” 7) al 
sect from the back of the hand. starter would be superfluous! as iw <_< ae: 4 

“Ware-It” tubes sell for only 15¢ or . . pth ai —. . 
a carton of 24 tubes, sufficient for a Junior Quad has all big Quad fea- * S.  —7=F es 

A — 5 ) 
season’s requirements, for $3.50. They ‘res, including the gearless inter- ys a tis | 
are manufac ~ ibbs & nal rotary disc valve that means so -— 3 ey a a 1 

Son, Dept“ WH5, Chester, Pa. fe much in performance, quietness and ba sae |e ol 
to that address for further information, named aa ines ‘quailty wal i 5 — a 

\ Si a a o. a en \ performance considered — is as JUNIOR QUAD OX) i 

/ Lone Moose Pair Grows to \starply [comperitive: 03) you. coud Four-cylinder type with Elto internal |] 
/ * ‘wish. mk or catalog: oO Vi- y di: Ta ” 7 ope : 

Herd of 200 in 15 Years ‘sion, Outboard Motors Corporation, Reiner nore ae honda Li fie : 

Two venerable moose who sought /3321N.27thStreet, Milwaukee, Wis. [ig evan os nctie tp maa ae : j ESTO a 0 be settee ret rane a 
refuge 15 years ago near an abandoned / Sea Ge Re ane Se aT 
mine on Rock Creek, in Montana, seem / eo Deca elad ee tl Seca —eN 

. tea ee 
to have resolved to repopulate their / me etree Rec ee pe 
neighborhood. PP / 

When the original pair were first A nae sea enc paca ay eo - 

noticed near the old mine in 1915, they SiS een eer eRe ‘@) 
were the only pair known to exist on — BATTERY IGNITION OUTBOARD MOTORS Laren eB 
the west fork of the river. But a 
recent census of the moose population oe 

ih 3 ENIOR QUAD 
there by Forest Ranger Stanley Lukens | apie: ag LIGHTWEIGHT & ; Q aie et sic quan 

showed more than 200 head, according eee $9975 =c- My—ops 35 horsepower Sy) 
i aaNet co Ca, : 

Pe DOr Oe ca Fn rer oS BET, Price, $525:00.E0c: @" a 
tective association. . (ees Peirce, Bees tie A fe sung inedel, ae to 

This increase of 10,000 per cent in i = eR al ete Sa ce “a "P : 

15 years was accomplished under the ak pian Aencaiak ata 3 Ty Big Quad develops 4 ./)/// 
ZA Z orn Ths 0 h ey 

protection of a year-round closed sea- é setae Stage Nolen yaa i i score boa if 
: ‘ eae re eaetset eaten aletd companion modelto : 

son: in that: state x G i SE eS Rs ire pats $ the Hite “4-60”, an 
MERICAN GAME 38 pounds. Elto battery ignition, <4 world’s ee out _ 

fugal F ‘ i ard. Price, $375. “7 2 Cetera 
66 ‘ eae Cae reeeiet eee act ee] model, $445. ew 

Siar Gange! Biles clearer 
“Star gauging means merely meas- _ mae SEND FOR THE NEW ELTO CATALOG 

uring the finished barrel every inch — a es 

from muzzle to breech to see that it Boats S KOWH E G A N GanGes 
comes up to certain standards used as —— GED pee 

the plus and minus specifications for ee SA asus a Seema camer mnmemmseme=ssemneeeet 

accurate or properly made barrels at _=oconeermrmemmarmcecener ere ag 

the Springfield Armory. For instance, If you want the best buy a Skowhegan. Reasonably priced and as dependable as Uncle Abe 
the bore diameter specification may and David. Write today for FREE CATALOG to . 

call for .300” and the groove diameter | SKOWHEGAN BOAT & CANOE CO., 305 Hathaway St., Skowhegan, Maine 

for .308”. ——— ee" 
“The star gauged barrel merely as- ae Folding Puncture-Proof Canvas Boats 

Sh 4 = ight, eas! ndle, no. lea rs; check as baggage, ca 
sures the buyer that his rifle has come <i oh hand, and on auto, ssate for family, all sizes; non-sinkable, stronger than 

within the specifications and should eee Cietco and St. Louis World's elt. “Witted for outboard motors Catsloguee 
be a very accurate one. These arms ______ SMM” CKALAMAZOO CANVAS BOAT CO. 440 Harrison St.,__‘Kalamazoo, Mich. 
are purchased through the Director of Lr 

Grilan Manzsmanship in veuter oo” Unfold your boatand Shove 
manner, except that the star gauged }, ae/ mong “YMG, ross your Acme into your car, arry it your shoulder. Wher 
barrel is stipulated, and the D. C. M. Ze Yy  Nater'unfold it, and in eight minutes you can shove off. ‘That's what you can do when 
passes on the order, and the request ip] you own an Acme Folding, Boat or, Canoe. | ‘These, boats will do gnything wooden boats 

: : ag} / can do—and far more. ‘They are lighter, easier to handle and far safer. The , 
to the Springfield Armory. The rifle Ge 4 sha, feat or Teak ney fee Gulle for rouKh Usaees “They: willl carey’ Utes Hoey Gon 
is selected through star gauging, but Clay Soden Quniae will, ee 

there is no mark placed upon it to dis- Great With Outboard Motors 
Geena it ion ottier rifles. : Other Fm ‘Thirty-six, years’ Ee game Sold all over the world. Mail coupon and 

= i built a st ha they ca lo. Sprineheld ties may bees Eo0c Wa HER Sesh Youd toe vote ining, “hunting [ ACME BOAT co. ; 
out star gauging, but when a barrel bd in and outing trips. Prices surprisingly 52 Second St., Miamisburg, Ohio ® 
has been star gauged, the owner has ey low. Eas theses spe etsy Sat ee on your line of Folding Boats 

the assurance that it is at least equal 52 Second St Miamisburg, Ohio J Name ennencnneeenetcimneenneeenne 
to the best turned out at the Armory. SE oN a a reeeeeseege eee 

The American Rifleman. Bee saa



INCREASE SHOWN IN FOREST GAME IN MONTANA ea 
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"All game on the Helena national forest showed an increase during the | ' 
past year, with the exception of beaver and marten, according to the annual 

game census taken by observation and estimate within the boundaries of the 

forest, H. H. Hendron, assistant supervisor, said today. 

More hunters used the forest, and the kill was much heavier than the 

preceding year. More hunting licenses were secured from rangers then in 1929. 

Game Animals. 

1930 1929 

D6Or a > ssh a 6 + + te we es se O,000 $,3570 

Elk 2. 6 0 wee ee ew ww ee  w©6S 6355 

Black) boar sic 2 eee eae 335 315 

Predatory. 

Coyotes... . 1... 1. ee eee 885 880 
Lynx ey sccr eel tse) coiclcnrents 325 314 

Mountain lions. .......... 12 10 

Fur Bearers. 

Beaver. ss 6 6 me et Hw ee |UD 812 

Fox eT era ae dec ie. ees eee 35 35 

EMERY S Geo ob a5 68 © oa BO 1S5 205 

Muskrat 2 56 ss 2s ho & te G 445 405 

There are approximately 100 antelope grazing in the vicinity of Raders- 

burg, on or adjacent to the Helena national forest. 

Miscellaneous animals including skunk, badgers, weasels, are estimated 

to total 2,075 as against 1,775 the previous year. 

o: 7 ; Ji 
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pulow™ DEER _INCRE..SE EVEN MOR! R.PIDLY mM 

"Two venerable moose who sought refuge fiftcoh yonrs ago near an 

abandoned mine on Rock Creek, in Montona, sccm to have resolved to rcpopulnic 

their neighborhoods 

“When the original pair wore first ase nocr the old mince in 1915, 
they were the only pair known to oxist on the wost fork of the rivor. But a» 
recent census of the Moose population there by Forost Ranger Stanley Lukens 
showed more than 200 heed, according to a report to the Amoricnn Grmc Protective 

associations 

“This incrense of 10,000 per cont in fifteen years wis accomplished 
under the protection of a yorr-round closed scason in that st:.to." 

= 
Vie 

“There were a dozen or so antclopo on the pregerve of Mr. W. P. 

Sullivan of Butte, Montana, 2 few years ago, and in the hope of saving these 
graceful animals from complete extinction ho scot aside a little 8,000 acre corner 
of his ranch as an antolope refuge. The herd has grovn to 450 and another yerr 

or two will probsbly sce it nonr tho 1,000 mark.* 

(p. Va. Game Ned 

Vel. TE, Te. 
( Feb: 1931)
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Starting with 259 pheasant hens Joe Hendricks the Superintendent of the 
Game Farm, reports a total lay of 13,000 eggs of which 8025 had hatched, 924 
were still under hens, his percentage of raise being nearly 70 percent. 

The Montana Farm this year will liberate a little over 6000 birds which 

is nearly double the production which had been anticipated. 
The Farm is now experimenting with Hungarians which will not however be 

productive of results until next year. 
This year's results have made the Game Committee, as well as the sports— 

men of the state, very enthusiastic and they look upon it as being productive 
of excellent results in the upland bird situation within the state.
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; spent ‘two days as guest of State Game and Fish Commissioner E. L. Flanders. : 

Talks on Conservation.--Talbott Denmead addressed the members of the Severn River 

Association at their annual banquet held at Annapolis, Md., on June 25, on Maryland con— Mi 

servati matters. le! 

Bison Range Notes.~-There is a better crop of buffalo calves this year than last 

at the National Bison Range, Mont., even though a considerable reduction has been made 

in the herd. The elk show the usual steady increase. The deer suffered from the severe 

cold liast winter, and a number died as a result of the severe weather conditions and of 

lack of sufficient palatable feed. Apparently as a result of an outbreak of pneumonia, 

the band of mountain sheep on the range has been greatly reduced in numbers. There are now 

on the reservation the following estimated numbers of big-game animals: Buffalo, 520; 

elk, 151; mountain sheep, 37; mule deer 110; white-tailed deer, 10. 

Small birds seem to be more than usually abundant this year on the Bison Range, 

but ducks and other water birds are scarce. Protector Frank H. Rose states that there 

has been a marked decrease in the numbers of ducks in that region during the past two years 

and thinks this is due to dry weather, lack of water, and starvation in winter during periods 

of cold weather. Shooting, he states, is a factor in the decrease but not the major one. 

Advance sheets of a good topographic map of the Bison Range published during the 

year by the Geological Survey will be a great help in the administration of the range and 

in grazing studies to be started during the coming year. 

The office building at the Bison Range, which was destroyed by fire on May 1, has 

been replaced with a new and better structure. 

Two motion-picture companies made newsreels of the buffalo on the Bison Range on 

June 2, and a representative of the State of Montana has been visiting the range recently, 

chiefly to obtain motion pictures or animals other than the buffalo. 

Wind Cave Notes.-~A farm lighting and power plant, obtained from the Saratoga, Wyo., 

Station of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, where it proved inadequate for their enlarged 

station, has been installed at Wind Cave Game Preserve, S. Dak., where it ismeeting the needs. 

Forage for the animals is abundant at this preserve this season, and water has been 

plontiful during most of the year. The following numbers of big-game animals are now on 

the preserve: Buffalo, 140; elk, about 30; antelope, 29. 

eee ee
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COUNTY VERMIN CONTROL Ce Mew 

We are in receipt of a letter from R. E. Bodley, County Extension Agent of 

Bozeman, Montana, which is of interest and is, therefore, being reproduced. Such 

work, particularly under the control of competent authorities, is excellent not 

only for game but for agriculture and should DenOnUAreeO Ss 

"I wish to compliment you on the effective work which I believe you 

are doing in educating people to the value of our wild life and the need 

of its conservation. 

On pages 8 and 9 of your February 4 issue, I note a brief summary of 

some effective work done in magpie and crow eradication in the province 

of Saskatchewan. While of course in one County we are not able to show 

figures comparable with their results, I thought you might be interested 

in knowing that each year for the past five years we have put on what we 

have termed a rodent campaign in Gallatin County. Coyotes, sparrows, and 

gophers have been included only for the past two years, but magpies have 

been included in the campaign for the full five years. 

During that period our boys and girls have actually turned in and 

there have been counted a total of 96 coyotes, 57,595 pairs of magpie 

feet, 11,738 magpie eges, 9,434 pairs of sparrow wings, and 27,355 zopher 

tails. Each year we have solicited from various Rod and Gun Clubs, Farm 

Bureau, and other organizations, money with which to pay prizes. During 

the period there has been a total of $556.00 in cash prizes offered, in 

addition to a large number of merchandise prizes. The result of these 

campaigns has been to materially reduce the number of magpies and sparrows 

in particular. 

I thought you might be interested in knowing that even small counties 

of the West are carrying on this work."



- Mw 
GAME FARM FOR MONTANA 

We have received information that the Montana State Game and Fish Commis- 

sion is considering the establishment of a game bird farm in that state and are 

considering taking the advantage of both the land and labor to be found at the 

State Institution, and in this way to reduce the cost of birds. 

as
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' (From the Journal of Mammalogy, February, 1929, Vol. 10, No. 1, page 83) 

(General Notes) 

On the plains and in the mountains of the western country the eagle most 
often observed 

is the golden eagle. Once in a while, on the Missouri and 
| Possibly on other large rivers, the white-headed eagle may be seen and some- 

times breeds. : 

Among the mammals that the golden eagles kill for food are jack-rabbits, 
some smaller rodents, and the young of deer, antelope, wild sheep and white 
goats. In the old days of antelope abundance, plainsmen frequently told of 
attacks by eagles un weli grom antelope. I myself once saw an eagle stoop at 
two yearling antelope that were running side by side, When threatmned, the 
antelope reared on their hind legs, struck with their feet at the eagle and 

: drove it off. I quoted, years agoy a similar observation by my friend, W. H. 
Reed, In old times, eagles killed many antelope. 

_ A hungry eagle may well enough attack any living thing it thinks it can 
kill. It requires flesh and is aot critical as to what this is. ‘Two or three 
ebservations on this point, reported from Montana, seem worthy of record. The 
first comes from G. Monros, son of J. B. Monroe of Blackfoot. In the spring éf 1926 young Monroe was riding from his father's house on the St. Mary's Lakes, 
Montana, toward the home of William Gird, who lives further dow the St. Mary's 
River. When he hai passed just below the mouth of Hausman Greek, he saw a full- 
grow coyote trotting along on an open hiliside about four hundred yards from 
him, apparently hunting groumd squirrels. Young Monroe had no gun with him and 
rode on. 4s he watched the coyote he heard a rush through the air and saw a 
large eagle descend and strike the coyote over the kidneys with its tabons, and 

sem to try to rise with it. At all events, it vigorously 
fanned the air wkth 

its wings. The eagle continued to hold the prey which presently ceased to 
struggle. The young Monroe rode over the place and drove the eagle away from the 

dead coyote and later he and Gird examined the animal. Its throat was torn. 

On an occasion when the wife of J. B. Monroe was returning from Two Medi- 
cine River she saw an eagle attacking a large badger. Apparently the eagle 
would soon have killed it, but the woman drove off the bird and the badger got 
inte a hole. 

4 coyote and a badger are fighting animals and might be expected to try to 
defend themselves, but ne resistance to an cagle could be made by a deer, 
a mountain lab, or the kid of w white goat. - - George Bird Grinnell, 238 
Bast 15th St., New York, N. Y.
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42h University Farm Place 
September 20, 1940 

Mr. L. P. Vanee 
- Game, Forestation & Parks Commission 

Lincoln, Nebraska 

Dear Mr. Vance: 

Wisconsin also is starting two upland game projects 
; under Pittman-Robertson, one on prairie chickens and the other 

on pheasants. ‘The Department has taken or is negotiating with 
all of my trained men. 

The Department has not yet closed, however, with one 
of my best men, Frederick N. Hamerstrom, Jr. He is an expert 
doth in prairie chickens and pheasants. You may address him at 
Plainfield, Wisconsin, where he is now engaged in field work. 
I can recommend him as equal to or better than any timber avail~- 
able from other universities. He has mors than academic train- 
ing, having been engaged in full-time field work for five years 
in Iowa, and three in “Wisconsin on prairie chickens. 

Should you fail to connect with Hamerstrom, I have 
one other man of leaser training, but he is still probably 
shead of what you would get from the average school. ‘This man 

is Eiton Bussewits, and you can address him in care of the 
State Game Farm, Poynette, Wisconsin. Bussewits is an expert 
ornithologist in addition to having ea fairly good ficla 
knowledge of upland game species. 

In personality, both men are everything that you could 

desire. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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State of Nebraska 
GAME, FORESTATION AND PARKS COMMISSION 

LINCOLN 

Sept ember 13, 1940 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

We have, at present, openings for three 

men to conduct an Investigation and Survey Project in 
Nebraska under the Pittman-Robertson Act. 

We are contemplating a study involving 
the feeding habits, nesting habits, nesting mortality, 
and the density and distribution of our various upland 

game birds and are desirous of obtaining men who have 
an educational background in game management and who 
have also had some experience in the field on the afore- 

mentioned studies. 

We contemplate a starting wage of $150 

per month for the Leader; $125 per month for the Assistant 
Leader; and $100 per month for the helper. 

We are particularly desirous of obtaining 
a good man for the Leader of this project and will ap- 

preciate any suggestions that you may be able to offer 

us toward helping us locate a man for this position. 

Yours very truly, 

GAME, FORESTATION & PARKS COMMISSION 

Frank B. O'Connell 
Secretary 

‘“ CO. Varnes 
Supervisor, Cooperative & 

L. P. Vance Federal Aid Projects 

RL
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42k University Ferm Place 
February 20, 1940 

Mr. Dale Halbert, Supt. 
State Game Farm 
Norfolk, Nebraska 

Dear Mr. Halbert: 

I appreciate your writing me in full abovt your 
winter's experiences. We had a considerable bligzard, so I 
Gan well imagine that your storm delayed the trapping. 

Yes, I have occasionally known of damage to fruit 
trees by budding. There have been several cases in New 
Hampshire or Vermont in recent years, and one winter there 
was an alleged case in Door County, Wiseonsin. I can look 
up the references if you should want to run them down. 

I will appreciate your keeping me in mind for any 
excess birds that you ¢an spare next year. 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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State of Nebraska 
GAME, FORESTATION AND PARKS COMMISSION 

BINEGEN 

Norfolk Nebraska 
February 17, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, 
Wisconsin: 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of January 20 was not received but we 
have not had very good luck trapping anyway. 

Our bad weather started about the time your letter 
and plans for the traps came and we were not able to get 
out where we wanted to do the trapping. The ranchers did 
not get to town for three weeks. The location of the 
ranch where we wanted to trap is thirty five miles south 
of Gordon in Sheridan County. If you have a map you can 
tell what sort of country it is. When the weather broke 
the birds moved out in the hills again and we only caught 
six birds, five sharptails and one chicken. 

I plan on feeding near the ranch next fall and try 
to get a heavy concentration in there and station a man 
there to run the traps. I believe we can do real well 
and get as many birds as we want. We do have quite a lot 
of sharptail and chickens. The sharptails seem to be 
more numerous in the sandhills proper and the chickens 
along the Platte Valley. There has been one sharptail 
feeding with our penned pheasants this winter. 

Our weather here was very severe in January. Here at 
Norfolk we had 17 days below zero and one morning it was 
26 below zero. 

We did not have any severe loss of birds as the farmers 
are growing a large acreage of sorghum crops that are left 
shocked in the fteld. It ts a perfect setup for winter 
feeding. Of course pheasants are our main crop. We have a
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 5 ‘ 

very large carryover of birds this year. 1940 should be 
a banner year if we de not have another drouth. 

Perhaps you would be interested in our chukar plantings. 
We planted 3250 adult birds last fall and they have wintered 
exceptionally well. I was out last week and saw a good 
number of them that we liberated. In the northwest corner 
of the state the temperature dropped to 32 below zero and 
there was practically no loss. We put 30 birds to a plant 
and I counted 29 last week in several places. We find they 
stay around the buildinzs and seem rather tame but I believe 
the young will develop; the wild instinct. Perhaps it is 
a good thing that the old ones stay in where there is plenty 
of feed until they become acclimated. We plan on planting 
at least a thousand more about the lst of April this year. 
They should go out and produce a good crop of young. 

Have you ever had any reports of damage from grouse 
or prairie chicken in orchards by them eating the buds 
from the trees? That is the basis for the complaint from 
this ranch where we were going to trap them. I have never 
read anything about it in other states and am curious to 
know whether it has happened in other states. 

I am sure we can send you some birds next year and 
will plan on it. 

If I can ever give you any information about our state 
I will be glad to do so and thank you very much for the 
information you sent me. 

Yours very truly, 

Atal. [Latbet 
Dale Halbert 

Supt, Game Farms
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State of Nebraska 
GAME, FORESTATION AND PARKS COMMISSION 

LINCOLN 

January 26, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Wildlife Management, 
424 University Farm Place, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am wondering if your letter addressed 
to us under date of January 20th, should not have gone to 
the South Dakota Game Commission. 

We do not have a Mr. Girton in our 
organization. To my knowledge, no one has written you 
recently regarding prairie chickens. 

If I am in error and there is anything 
along this line we can do we will be very pleased, of course, 
to cooperate with you. 

With best wishes, I am 

Very truly yours, 

GAME, FORESTATION & PARKS COMMESSION 

C Secretary 

Frank B. O'Connell 
LL



42h University Farm Place 
February 5, 1940 

Mr. Dale Halbert, Supt. 
State Game Farm 
Norfolk, Nebraska . 

Dear Mr. Halbert: 

On January 20 I wrote you definitely accepting any 
chickens that you later find it possible to send. The letter, 
however, seems to have miscarried, so I am writing you again 
to get this word to you. I hope you had good luck with the 
traps. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



: yok Suavesetee Foon Place 
Jamary 3, 19 

Mr. Dale Halbert 
State Game Farm 
Norfolk, Nebraska 

Dear Mr. Halbert: 

IT am gled to send you @ couple of reprints of Hamerstrom's 
peper on chicken trapping. These, however, are already partially out of 
date, since Hamerstrom has been steadily developing his methods. I em 
sending him a copy of this letter and asking him to notify you of any 
changes he considers really important. 

Unless you heve severe snow conditions, I fear you may find these 
birds pretty hard to get. Should you ever have need of a trained trapper, 
we have & young man whom we are now unable to employ but who has had 
thorough training under Hamerstrom and who has lived in chicken country all 
his life. His name is James Bleke and his address is Necedah, Wisconsin. 
He would no doubt be available at a very reasonable wage. I merely mention 
this in the event that you should wish to embark on a general trepping and 
banding program. I understand, of course, that for the present you are 
merely removing a few excess birds from one locality. 

I would be delighted to get some pinnates to try and bolster up 
a declining flock that persists on the Faville Grove experimental ares. 
Hamerstrom would also doubtless be dolighted to get some birds for experiments. 
This, however, is subject to Hamerstrom's opinion as to whether the Nebraska 
race in either specios might be sufficiently different from our own to make 
the mixture unwise. I will ask him to write you and speak for me in respect 
of this matter in the event you should find it possible to spare us some 
birds. 

Hamerstrom will be trapping all this winter at Plainfield, Wisconsin. 
If it should be convenient by any chance for you or your representative to 
drop by and look at our methods in the field, we would be glad to have you. 

Please give my personal regards to Mr. O'Connell. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. I am also sending you our mimeographed trapping manual but it is not 
as up to date as the reprint. A,L.
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State of Nebraska 
GAME, FORESTATION AND PARKS COMMISSION 

“INCOR : 

Norfolk Nebraska 
January 1, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, : 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

P Mr. O'Connell asked me to write you to find 
out how to trap some prairie chickens and grouse. 
We have some that are doing damage in the sand- 
hills and would like to remove them. 

Perhaps you have read the book "Old Jules". 
The site of the damage is the orchard that Old 
Jules planted years ago . Every winter we have 
complaints of damage and a few days ago we heard 
the birds are drifting in again. 

If we are successful and you would want a 
few of them we could send some to you. 

I would appreciate any information you could 
give me. 

Yours very truly, 

hale, (atbhuX 

Dale Halbert 
Supt, Game Farm



THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA y 
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA, U. 8S. A. é 

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY November 27, 1954 ee 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

In answer to your letter of recent date permit 
me to say that I know of no place where artificial 
reestablishment of the prairie flora has been under- 
taken. I am glad you have the opportunity to do it 
on such a large scale. All of our graduate students 
are busy on thesis problems and I know of no one who 
eould afford the expense involved in changing schools 
unless some financial support was given them_f.i,, 

. You may be interested to know that our monograph (Waerer 4 Lippatructs) 
on "The Prairie" of about 200 pages, including 120 
half-tones, is available as a reprint from Ecological 
Monographs. This might be of some help to you in 
this undertaking. Because of the expense involved 
in getting this rather elaborate work through the 
press and also the high cost of separates, the authors 
are forced to sell the reprints at $1.00 each plus 
12¢ postage. 

Sincerely yours, 

i at 

- (Cat) 

Pro%essor of Plant 
: Ecology 

JEW: EAP 

aus 
a 

& ye” : 

ao



CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL 

OMAHA, NEBRASKA 

JOSEPH G. MASTERS, PRINCIPAL 

June 6, 1933 

Dr. E. Se Parker 
231 Second Ste 
Ida Grove, Iowa 

Dear Dre Parker: 

I appreciate very greatly your kind letter of the 5th instant 
telling of the excellent work in the field of game survey and game 
management in the State of Iowa on the part of Aldo Leopold. I am 
glad that you consider his work as having been so fully successful 
in Iowa. I will take the opportunity to send on the information 
contained in your letter to Major O'Connell, secretary of our Game 
Commission at Lincoln, Nebraska and to sane of our local members 
heres 

We have made a considerable battle to bring back the prairie 
ehicken here in Nebraska but I think have been successful in only 
a rether comparatively few places. There are a good many flocks 
in the sandhills and other places but they have not spread generally 
speaking to that extent at all that they occupied about six or seven 
years ago. Having myself grown up in the quail country (Bob White), 
I have always been extremely anxious that we might have a lot of 
them in our state. I suppose, however, the conditions are very 
difficult. Possibly the greatest problem is that of having sufficient 
protection in the way of uncultivated lends (grass, shrubbery, etc) 
and feed for theme It has seemed to me, however, that the cold weather 
we have this far north and the lack of a habitat must be the main 
consideration. 

I eam so glad that you feel that something really has been accom- 
plished in Iowa. Somehow such a piece of work must be rated as the 
finest type of creative endeavor. Some of our relatives who live 
in Pennsylvania and our family has some estates there. It has always 
been a great source of happiness to know that this particular state 
has done such marvelous things in its conservation program. 

Sincerely yours, 

; Ze rag 4 

J. Ge MASTERS, President, Omaha 
JGM: JR Chapter, Izaak Walton League



June 6, 1933, 

ur, J. G,. Masters, Pres, Omaha Chapter, I.W.1.A. 
Omaha, Nebraska. - 

Dear itt, Masters,- 

’ J understand that the Jewaske Gaus, Parks 
and Porestation Comissioa is planning to undere 

take a fen Year Conservation Plan for Nebraska. 
I do not knew just what steps you ——e 
to take in your State in order to fars your 
plan, vut I thought that possibly you would like 

to get from us in Iowa some information on how 

to make the preliminary soves in this planning 
matter, ‘ 

It is probable thet your parks and forestry 

projeeta are pretty well surveyed now, but iu the 
utter of game, game manageuent and the selection 
of projects for the future production of gaue, I 

eonenot recoment too strongly that you get the 
best expert it is possible to find to make your 
game survey. We were vo fortunate as to be able 
to gecure the serviees of Aldo Leopold, undoubte 
edly the greatest game expert in the Country, to 
make our Survey, and I do not know how we should 

- have got slong without him, His report io the 
real basis of our Twenty-Five Year Plan, When 
he makes a survey of a State it is a real one. 
If you can secure his services, you will be more 
that satisfied with the work done, 

i thongs Ves a6 5 seentens Se 
you would be glad to get 3 hint from a fellow 
conservationist and that it might be of use to 
you and to The League in Kebraska, 

Yours cordially, 

: &. S, Parker, 
: PRES. 1a, Div. 1eW A,



i THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

LINCOLN Wat 

DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY 

September 21, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
4o4 University Avenue, 
National Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

I have your letter of September 18, in which you ask me to fill out 
for Nebraska the original western boundary of the Bobwhite and the present western 

boundary of the species. 

Originally, the Bobwhite was confined to the eastern and southern 

parts of Nebraska, but during the late 1880's, 1890's and early 1900's its spread 
until it covered most of the state. 

The dotted line crossing Nebraska in a northeast-southwest direction 

indicates the approximate original distribution of the bird. The solid line indicates 
ite approximate present distribution in the stream valleys in the western part of the 

state. 

Hoping I have given you the desired information, I am 

Yours very truly, 

Prty rend [bn 

MHS: ES Entomologist.
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ESTABLISHED 1802 on ie 
Copy tm Major L. W. T. Waller, Jr. 

E.l.DuU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION 
522 N. Pinckney St. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

July Fy 19351 

MEMO TO ALDO LEOPOLD 
CONCERNING PRAIRIE CHICKENS IN NEBRASKA: 

Mr. H. Taylor of South Daketa, an old market hunter, 

reports that in Cherry Gounty, Nebraska chickens were at one time 

very plentiful. He states that he killed as many as 2000 sSharp- 

tails in a season over an area of approximately 12x50 miles. This 

was as far back as 1893 and before. 

Up to 1893 whe birds were nearly all sharptails. By 1895 

they were half sharptails and half pinnated. Now they have all 

been driven out as a result of advancing agriculture. 

JOHN N. BALL GhaGP
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E.l.bu Pont pe NEMouRS & COMPANY \ 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT Avril 16, 1930. 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Leopold: 

The following report on Nebraska from Earl 
Fry,under date of February 15, is quoted for your information: 

"A game survey of the state is being made thru a 
system similar to the traffie questionnaire used by 
the federal bureau of roads. These questionnaires 
are given out to sportsmen by the field deputies and 
asked to fill them out as to quantity of fish and 
game taken,and mailed to the department without any 
signature on same. 

The commission is using up a lot of surplus funds in 
the purchase of lakes suitable for duck and goose refuges 
and shooting grounds as well as fishing locations. It 

is the intention of the Commission to use this money up 
so that thére will not be any large surplus at the time 
of the session of the legislature for that body usually 
wishes to place it over in the general fund. 

500 pairs of the 1,000 pairs ordered of Hungarian partridge 

have been received by the state and liberated on the 
various game refuges. It is expected the balance will be 
received during the summer. 500 pairs of quail, Mexican, 
are to be received very shortly by the department. Several 
pairs of wild turkey have been liberated in the western 

, yart of the state and are reported to be doing good. 75 
pairs is the total amount of these birds to be purchased. 

The land, water and general game and fish survey of the 
state is going on, the department using largely the outline 
of method used by Aldo Leopold in this work. A year's 
survey on the damage or value of the pheasant to the farmer 
is completed and will be published very shortly. This 
work was done thru the cooperation of the state university. 

Some change will be made in the budget of this year's fund. 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION



: Leopold “ie April 16,1930. 

As extra money is available and the commission is 
purchasing quite a few lake areas in the state the 
recreational grounds percentage will doubtless be 
raised. Final estimates on this will be given shortly. 
Last year's budget is as follows: Administration 54, 
Handling of licenses 4%. Educational 1%. Law enforcement 
20%. Conservation, handling of fish, traoping pheasants 
etc. 16%. Fish propagation 26%. Recreational grounds 28%. 

The department will take over the educational feature 
work, formerly handled by the state university. Several 
new reel of motion pictures will be taken and used around 
the state in educational work. : 

List of public shooting grounds ( All meandered lakes) 
Cherry County- Pelican Lake, White Water Lake, Mule Lake 

Marsh Lake, Red Deer Lake, Clear 
Lake, Cody Lake, Dewey Lake. 

Holt County- Swan Lake. 
Garden County- Crescent Lake. 

Most sincerely yours, 

jw Tt dale eee, bz 

W/P L.W.T.WALLER JR.--CONSERVATION DIRECTOR 
*



Fe db 
N2i Chemistry Building - ono" 

Bovember 13,1925. 

Mz. Clark Z. Mickey, 
Department of Civil Engineering, 

University of Nebraska, yi 
Lincoln, Nebraska. 

Dear Prof. Mickey? 

Mr. Earl A. Fry of the DuPont Company has ‘ead my attention 
to the work you have done on conservation subjeats in Ahe state of 
Hebraska. Sometime within the next year or 30 I hope’ to visit Nebraska 
in connection with the Game Survey described in the mimeogravhed 
outlines and at that time I would like the privil of calling on you 
for information and advice, The enclosed "25 ions" are a kind of 
popular summary of the ground covered by the Survey. I do not have any 
equivalent material describing the Survey in a more technical way tt 
you can, I am sure, glean from this about shat ws are driving at. 

I would appreciate voceiving reprints of or references to any 
papers you publish on the subject bearing on Game Conservation. 

Very truly yours, : 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

Enclosures: 

Prospectas 
s 425 Questions™. 

Copies sent to Major Waller and Earl A Fry.



E.Il.pu PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

SPORTING POWDER DIVISION November 7, 1928 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg. (U.W.) 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold:- 

I am in receipt of a report from Earl Fry to which 

was attached a letter from Professor Clark E. Mickey of the 

University of Nebraska, copy of which is attached. 

In his report Fry states - "I believe, as do the 

sportsmen of Nebrasks, that this man has something along the 

lines of vital interest to game restoration. Have not received 

the material which he has sent me as that has gone to the offie 

and will not reach me while I am on this trip". 

I do not know any more about this than the letter 

iteelf bares on its face and am forwarding it to you for your 

information in case you desire to look it up. 

Most sincerely yours, 

C -(oco ve (er 00 oo 
L. W. T. WALLER, JR. - ASST. DIRECT 

LWTW:MHS 

EL



: : COPY. ‘ 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA 
LINCOLN 

DEPARTMENT OF 
CIVIL ENGINEERING October 22, 1928. 

Mr. Earl A. Fry, 
702 Hoge Building, : 
Box 1894, : 
Seattle, Washington. 

Dear Mr. Fry: 

In reply to your letter of October 16, I am very 
sorry that you were not able to visit me while you were in 
Lincoln. I have a lot of interesting material, scientific data, 
maps and charts prepared on the subject of flood control, as 
well as the regulation of stream run off, in such a way as to 
not only control and regulate, but to conserve and utilize 
these stream run offs for economic, as well as recreational 
purooses. 

' Seth Gordon spoke to me about preparing an 
article on this subject for "Outdoor America" the Izaak Walton 
League magazine. In the event that I receive a request from the 
editor of this magazine, I shall prepare a couple of illustrated 
articles in an effort to present this subject in a popular way. 

I am mailing under separate cover some material ; 
which might be of interest to you. I feel that there is a 
golden opportunity at present to awaken the interest of the 
public at large, and in this way make it possible for the 
various states, as well as the nation at large to undertake a 
sane and comprehensive plan for the conservation, control and 
utilization of our water resources for the greatest benefit, for 
the greatest number. Such a plan will necessarily involve 
recreationel areas, protection and propegation of wild life both 
afield and astream, forestation for the prevention of silt and 
flood contributions, as well as for the protection of wild life 
and the providing for recreational outdoor life, in addition to 
the various economic uses of water. 

I am glad to learn that you are interested in this 
subject and I am sorry that I have not the funds available to 
have printed and distributed the material which I have on hand. 
I have given a great number of lectures on this subject and 
they have been well received. I believe that the Izaak Walton 
League of America can do a great deal in forwarding this program. 
The Nebraska Division of the League has endorsed this program 
and are actively cooperating for the purpose of securing leg~ 
islation in Nebraska which will materially aid in this work. 

Yours very respectfully, 

CEM: W Clark E. Mickey, Chairman
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Ninth Annual Pheasant Open 
. 

Season Begins Oct. 25th 

epraska hunters are already Scotts Bluff, Morrill and Garden open season on pheasants. In October 

N getting out the old shotgun county is closed to afternoon hunt- of 1927 all of Wheeler county, and 

and putting it in order for an- ing of all kinds. ‘The river in Garden all of Sherman county save three town- 

other quest for the wary chink. Last county is closed at all times ships were opened to pheasant shoot- 

minute reports reaching the Game Pheasant hunting is a sport enjoy- ing for three days. The take was 

Commission
’s 

office indicate that ed by thousands of Nebraskans
 

annual- small, because of a bag and possess- 

hunting should be good in a number ly. Because of the program of con- ion limit of five cocks, the shortness 

of counties. servation carried out by the state, of the season and the limited area 

Conservati
on 

officers and farmers with the financial support of sports- open. 

report a large number of pheasants men and cooperation of the public gen- In 1928 nine counties in central 

along the Platte river valley west of erally, Nebraskans can find the best of Nebraska were opened for 10 days, 

North Platte. Reports also are favor- pheasant nunting right in their home and an estimated 25,000 birds were 

able for good hunting in Knox, Cedar, state. shot. Shooting was limited to cocks 

Dixon and Dakota counties. Dundy The pheasant now so common in Ne- that year, as it was in 1929, when an 

county, the extreme southwest county braska was unknown here at the turn estimated 50,000 birds were taken in 

of the state, is said to have a good of the century. Our pheasant is a hy- eight counties in a 10-day season. 

crop, not only of pheasants but also brid developed from the Chinese and Through careful conservatio
n 

and 

of various cover. Euglish pheasant with a bit of the propagatio
n 

work in the years since 

The season this year will be very Mongolian pheasant thrown in. Chin- the pheasant has been introduced into 

much like that of former years, though ese pheasants were first brought to every Nebraska county, although they 

there are not as many counties open this country in 1880 and stocked in have not increased in some localities, 

and the bag is smaller. Last year Oregon. The English pheasant fol- such as the southeaster
n 

area, as 

a total daily bag they have else- 

or possession Trcranoa | oo where. This is 

limit of five me td a acon due to soil and 
birds was allow- H hea 1 i vegetation con- 

ed; this year the (aoreurTe ; i i perce a | pel ditions not the 

bag is four a | | | \ Almas best for breed- 
birds. One of Pipi corm ae Leoouze) im | cad im ing. Neverthe- 

these may be a 4 ul less, the pheas- 

hen. Cum Vieeeeaeell cama" alt! ees ant now is found 

The se 2501 (NEE ee ecm Bea aaa in every county 

opens trom 7 = Prey ee in the state, al- 

A. M. October 3 —_ though there are 
25th and contin- ope Pier ce many which 

ues until 6 P. M. ee _— eras PN have never been 

each day until QpEN OCT. 25TH Pe eae ry opened to hunt- 

the evening of TO NOW IST INC, [esc Remy rcscccproriior . gg aed Ts ing. Prospects 

November 1. ee a saber are, with one or 

Hunters are two years of fa- 

warned to be very careful to hunt only lowed in 1887, when it was introduc- yorable weather conditions, southeast- 

in territory that is open. Officers ed in New Jersey. Through private orn Nebraska will provide its share of 

have been instructed to arrest every efforts birds of both species were gport for pheasant. 

man found hunting in closed terri- brought west, to Colorado and Kansas. 

tory, and to ask for heavy fines. Birds About 1900-04 the first pheasants 

killed in open counties when brought were noted in southern Nebraska. Some complaint is received by the 

into closed counties should be tied Later a few dozen birds were intro- Nebraska Commission
 about the small 

together and placed in a car where duced here, and from these beginn- number of birds that can be secured 

they can readily be seen or inspected. ings grew Nebraska’s
 estimated 3,300, on a non-residen

t permit which costs 

No tags are required on such birds, 000 pheasant population. from $10 to $15. However, it has been 

but the heads should be left on the Prior to 1915 all pheasant stock- the policy of the Commission to serve 

carcass where same has been dressed. ing was done privately. In that year the home hunters rather than attempt- 

Hunters are also cautioned that the state took up the work, but it was ing to attract outside hunters as some 

the Platte river in all counties except 12 years before the state had its first other states have done.
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EARLY RECORDS \ tures is the fact that it is exceedingly JUNIOR: CHAMBER TO HELP 

RELATING TO GAME AND prolific. Those gentlemen who have es 

FISH IN NEBRAS given the most time to observing the The Junior Chamber of Commerce in 

—-- fish, claim that a four pound carp will Nebraska has been asked by the Amer- 
Early records show that propagation Yield 500000 ecgs and that an eight ican Wildlife Institute at Washington 

of fish in Nebraska by the State was °F nine pound carp will yield the enor- to assist in the organizaticn ad coor- 

first attempted in the year 1879. Tne ™ous number of 1,500,000 eggs.” dinating of all outdoor organizations 

State Legislature of that year passing The Statute of 1899 provided a pen- to the end that better results can be 

a law whereby our first Fish Commis- alty of not less than $10.00 or not less obtained. ‘ 

sion was originated. The act provided than 10 days in jail for each carp We have been advised by Dr. Merritt 

for a three-member board to be nom- Killed, taken, or destroyed. C. Peterson of Lincoln, who is in 

inated by the Governor and by and with The Legislature of 1901 repealed charge of this work for the Junior 

the consent of the Senate appoint same the law enacted in 1879 creating the Chamber that letiers will soon be in 

for a term of three years. The first Fish Commission and created the Game the mails inviting representatives from 

appointments being for a term of one, & Fish Commission of the State of Ne- selected organizations as well as in- 

two, and three years respectively. This braska. Hunting and Fishing license dividuals interested to participa.e in a 

act was approved February 24, 1879 were first required in Nebraska that state meeting at Lincoln on Satur ay, 

and the appointments were made on year, the Legislature having passed a February 15 at the Chamber of Com- 

June 2, 1879. The members of the pill requiring all residents of Nebras- merce building, to organize a Nebras- 

board received no compensation but ka hunting or fishing in any county of ka State Wildlife Council, which will 

were allowed not over $500.00 annual- Nebraska, other than the county in be a federation of all conservation 

ly for expenses groups to (1) 

incurred. a eee | consider and 

The first ven- a : cae : : formulate a Ne- 

ture made by the a eo ieee Pie tec ane oa ' braska state pro- 

mew Commission es ee : gram for conser- 

in fish propaga- ae eA oe oF vation of wildli-e, 

tion was the pur- See ae ey ; Oe Fane (2) to secure 

chase of 200,000 eae ic he Tees : Saat ee 2 ay tats definite action in 

California Salmon |, ge. -Gasae 3 ee et ee a, a. | ae ay. M| Nebraska looking 

eggs, 190,000 fish See es See fs be tie. Uae, a a Bua toward state and 

peing reported ‘ : ‘ Fok i ‘ national conserva- 

hatched from as } 4 tion results, (3) 

UiShe Gees: oe. ae eee = — eae aaah at Se ga 

This same year ee =i fk Soe ony ee Gta ee sentation in de- 

German Carp was | SMM Gg MP, TER) ormining sound 
ordered from ss ae “ea a “=| and comprehen- 

Prof. Spencer F. eae a = a = ey one < a sive na‘ional con- 

Baird of the U.S. |. © aime ee Se 2° P| servation pro- 

Fish Commission. | (=) = geet ve PR dk PT oben Bag gram, (4) to co- 

the following |i Meme 8) rg | timate state 
spring the Com- Ranh eA e See ye a, cOune tS a Oe 

mission was not [tM 0 {| “tional council. 

lotment of carp ee thought in mind,” 

was at St. Louis, Taking Life Easy on the Way North Says Dr. Peter- 

Missouri, and son, “the United 

James G. Romaine was immediately which they reside, to have license. This States Junior Chamber of Commerce 

dispatched to transport the fish to Ne- law was repealed in 1921 and the new is sponsoring a national program of ac- 

braska. Out of the allotment of 135 jaw required all residents of Nebraska tion for conservation of natural re- 

fish only two were lost in transporia- over 16 years of ace, hunting or {sh- sources. In each state of the Unicn, 

tion. ing, to have license regardless of where OS OSOHOT are tobe held. in wee h 

The following statement is found in hunting or fishing. ee zed nee in coordinated 

the 1879 1eport of the Commission: mieten egos eaten activ, yy s being exp gee and state 

“Of all the fishes considered desirable gislature 0: onte nate: councils are to be organized. 

forétHeuwatersrol Nebraska, theresare = Gt 2) ons Came: et orestanon ane “The United States Junior Chamber 

none, perhaps so well suited, as the Parks Commission, consisting of a five of Commerce, representing the organ- 

German Carp. This fish is of elegant member board, members of said board ized voice of America’s young business 

flavor and most desirable for table u:e. being appointed by the Governor with men, have the conservaticn of na‘ural 

It is not predatory: does not destroy the consent of a majority of all mem- resources as one of their Ceclared 

its own young or those of others: it bers of the Slate Legi lature and no eleven definite objectives for 1936. 

lives on vegetable production: is edapt- more than three of them affiliated with “It is not the intention of the Junior 
ed to roily waters and ponds and at- the same political party. Chamber to dominate the Nebraska 

tains a weight of ten pounds at ma- —wW. H. LYTLE, Wild Life Council or t!e council of 
turity. Among the most desirable fea- Deputy. (Continued on page 13) _
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THe Nebraska Ornithologists' Union announces resumption 

in January, 1933, of independent, printed_publication in the 

form of a 16 to 24-page quarterly journalg-fatled "The Neb- 

raska Bird Review". Although the Review wAi.-partly be de- 

voted to Nebraska matérial, much of its contents will have a 

wider interest. or example, the January.number contains an 

extensive account of the visitation of the Pine Grosbeak 

during the present winter, with a study of its winter song, 

illustrated by notations; recent records of the Oldsquaw and 

a summary of its Nebraska status; a Nebraska record of the 

Black Gyrfalcon, with a discussion of its interior status 

and Ameri¢an forms; a Nebraska record of the Ancient Murre- 

let; and a summary to date of the Nebraska records of the 

European Starling. The subscription price is $1.00 a year; 

single numbers 25 cents each. Remittances should be made 

directly to the N. 0. U. Secretary-Treasurer and Review — 

Editor, Myron H. Swenk, 1410 N. 37th Street, Lincoln, Nebr,
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young growth, wild life, watershed values, and other intangible 

values which could not be measured in dollars and cents. Of the ) )r 

total damage $14,957,280 occurred on protected lands. On unpro- oom 

tected lands, it is estimated that the damage was $51,371,070. 

"It is estimated that nearly 4 per cent of the forest land 

in protected areas burned over last year will not restock itself 

naturally with satisfactory tree growth. 

"The 160 million acres of National Forest land in the United 

States are protected from fire by the Federal Forest Service organ- 

ization. Under agreements between private owners and the States, 
with the cooperation of the Federal Government, protection of State 

and private forest lands is gradually being extended to keep down 

fire losses. Last year about 34 million acres were added to the 

total area under organized protection." United States Dept. of 

Agriculture. 

From Outdoor Nebraska. lication of the Nebraska State 

Game Forestation & Parks ission we quote: 

Lf Reus ) Mw 

No qt, Get.1S, 931 A NEW "SCRIPT PLAN" FOR PHEASANTS yr" 

"A NEW plan for cooperative hunting between sportsmen and 

farmers will be tried out in Nebraska this fall. It is a plan known 

as 'Hunter's Script,’ authorized by the recent session of the State 

Legislature. 

"While the new plan is an experiment and may or may not prove 

popular with farmers and hunters, yet it is believed by most sports-— 

men that the time is here when some plan of this kind should be 

tried out in an effort to see if it is workable and will provide a 

means for hunters from larger cities to find a place where they can 

hunt. 
"The new plan applies only to upland game birds, such as 

pheasants, prairie chickens, etc. Since there is not likely to be 

an open season on prairie chicken this year in Nebraska, the plan 

will apply only to pheasants. 

"The plan is as follows: A hunter desiring to go to an open 

county this fall to hunt pheasants, can go to the Game, Forestation : 

& Parks Commission office, or the office of one of its agents and 

purchase a book containing five coupons for $2.50. The coupons are 

worth fifty cents each. With the book he is given a list of farms 

* in the county where he desires to go where the coupons are accept— 

able and where there are a good supply of birds. Upon arrival at 

the farm he selects, he presents his book of script which shows his 
name, address, car number and permit number. The farmer holds the 

book until he gets his birds or as many of the five as he can. He 

then tears out one coupon for each bird, signs same and presents 

them to the farmer. The farmer can send them direct to the Game 

ESTABLISHED 1802
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Commission where they will be redeemed at face value or he can pre- 

sent them to his bank or merchant, as the coupons are transferable. 

If the hunter has any coupons left, he can return same and secure 

his money back. 

"The title to all game birds handled under this plan remains 

with the state, and the coupon valued at fifty cents goes to the 

farmer for feeding and raising the birds and the trouble he is put 

to allowing hunting on his land. No birds can be taken except dur- 

ing the regular open season and all bag limits, etc., must be ob- 

served just the same as though hunting without the script. No 

ducks, geese or migratory waterfowl can be taken under this plan as 
these birds are migratory and are subject to federal laws. The back 

of the coupon book carries a tag which, when authenticated by the 

farmer, permits the hunter to return home with his bag without 
going elsewhere to get them tagged. 

"A large number of Nebraska hunters would like to find a place 

where they can hunt without being asked repeatedly to 'move on,' 

They also want to be protected against 'per diem' trespass charges 

where they may not find any birds after paying the trespass charge. 

This script plan means that if there are no birds there is no pay. 

On the other hand, many farmers are willing to permit hunting if 

they can be assured of no damage and can keep it under control. 

This plan makes it possible for the farmer to know exactly who is 

hunting, his address and other identification and he can control 

the same. Only those farmers desiring to use the plan need to do 

so, and hunters having a place to hunt can follow the pastime as 

heretofore, without using script." - 

WISCONSIN TREE BOOK USED THROUGHOUT UNITED STATES 

"Libraries and schools throughout the United States and in 

many foreign countries, are ordering F. G. Wilson's book 'Forest 

Trees of Wisconsin — How to Know Them' which is the standard ref- - 
erence book on Wisconsin forest trees. 

"In all, 57 different trees are described, including those 

of commercial value, and many which were never commercial trees. 

"A picture accompanies each description, all of which are so 
written that the trees may be readily distinguished one from another. 

"The book is published by the conservation commission and 

anyone may secure a copy by sending 15 cents to the commission at 

Madison," — Wisconsin Conservation Commission.
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We | A BREAKS” Stooreas® 
: __WILLMAR GAZETTE “/ No one can doubt that the pheasant is the 

H Established 1871 4 game game bird of the section for the future. 

or Suen PRION RATER ee Given proper protection the birds thrive and 

Three months, In advance ———-———--——-8..60 multiply. The prairie chicken is a wild-life bird. 

She eencin Ls eteedccerrece en Ses SENS 200 The pheasant thrives under conditions that cause 

One! see, <a Ganadian’s eunecr tee A ae the extinction of the prairie chicken. The pheas- 

Brie oie cea cee Se eo 
: Entered at the Post Office at Willmar, Minnesota, vided for domestic animals and barnyard fowl. 

} ee ee Now that the pheasants have come to stay and 

| ‘Published every Thursday at 537 Pacific Avenue, that with right conditions fields will become 
' Willmar, Minnesota, by Gazette Printing Company heavily Stocked Sith an cote problems awe 

For CBS CREB eer? been created. One is the determination of the 

right conservation measures, the fixing of the bag 

BRINGING BEER BACK—IS IT limit and hunting restrictions generally. Another 

SO SIMPLE AS THAT? problem is the determination of the rights of the 

The Clara City Herald quotes an interesting land owner under conditions that will not deprive 

article by a writer in the Minneapolis Journal on people of the pleasure of hunting. While pheas- 

the subject of the proposed legalizing of manu- ants do consume quantities of grasshoppers and 

facture and sale of beer. The Journal writer says: other pests, they also consume quantities of corn. 

se sie ‘ What are the rights of the farmers who feed the 
emia iain et Beemcould:be legalized very simply, by birds on the help-yourself plan? ie 

oe ordinary Ad of Congress passed by q At least one state has made what looks like a 

simple mcforly of that body. The legalizing common sense provision. In that state when a 

of beer is very different from the repeal of hunter pays one dollar for a license he also pays 

the Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitu- three dollars for a book of 12 coupons. Armed 

tion. Repeal of the Prohobition ne with licenses and cupon books the hunting party 

meat would be ne complex an drives to the farm house. If given permission to 

time-consuming business. But beer, up to say hunt they park their car in the farm yard and go 

ihvee or four per cont alcoholic eortent into the fields. When the hunt is concluded the 

pe legalized by a simple Act of hunters return to the farm house to get their car 

OA Bie ee and “‘check out”. They leave with the farmer one 

This difference of method between the | coupon for each bird killed on his farm. ‘This 
Prohibition Amendment and, on the other continues during the hunting season, with coupon _ 

hand, ! egalizing b eer, puzzles many persons. books available as desired. At the close of the © 

Clarification of tf may be useful. : season the farmer sends his collection of coupons | 

The Eighteenth Amendment says, in a to the state conservation or game department and 

5 blanket nae that: oe ees receives a state warrant for an amount of money 

; The. manufacture . . of intoxicating that will give him 25 cents for each bird killed on 

Sa jor Revere Puppet & hereby pro- his farm as indicated by the coupons sent in. 
ibited. : : : 

“Since the Prohibition Amendment is The Joa fair - ee as simple in op- 

thus phrased in broad, general terms, it was eration jas tie celeron eH ie Bae aks 
and is necessary for Congress to define ex- The Gazette has learned that land owners 

actly what is intoxicating liquor, so that want to be reasonable in the matter of hunting on 

: courts, juries and policemen may have a their lands. They also recognize the fact that if 

definite standard to go by. _ Congress has there were no hunting the pheasants would event- 

fixed the standard at one-half of one per ually become a pest. But they want the people 

cent alcohol, saying thai all liquors contain- who hunt on their farms to be responsible for 
ing any more than that are ‘intoxicating their actions while there. If they also feel that 

liquors,’ and therefore prohibited. This fix- they are entitled to some compensation they are 

ing of a standard by Congress does not have right in that conclusion. 

the status of a Constitutional amendment; it The coupon-book, park-your-car-in-the-farm- 

is a simple Act of Congress. Being a simple yard plan seems practical. : 

Act of Congress, it can be changed at any
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See Journ. of Mamalogy, May, 1931, page 170, for article, "A Mountain - 
i * 

Sheep Record for Nebraska," by Harold J. Cook,-Cook Museum of Natural 

‘ History, Agate, Nebraska. 
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We quote the following from World-Herald, Omaha, Nebraska:- a a 

PHEASANT VS. FARMER 

"The ring-necked pheasant has established itself in Nebraska 
with remarkable facility. From a pioneer stock of no more than 500 - 

birds brought into the state between 1915 and 1925 the pheasant | 

population has grown to an estimated total of more than a million 

birds. Under continued protection there should soon be at least 

one pheasant for every man, woman and child in the state. 

In Nebraska aS in nearly every other locality, where he has 

established a residence, the pheasant has become the subject of a 
t lively debate. Is he a benevolent bird or malevolent? Is he a_ 

friend of the farmer or a foe? Does he do good by eating destruc- 

tive insects and noxious weed seeds or mischief by pulling up 

sprouted grain and taking an unduly large share of a matured crop? 

The answer to all these questions is apparently yes and no. 

The pheasant seems to be a great deal like the little girl with 

the curl that hung down in the middle of her forehead. And it 
all depends on circumstances whether he is going to be very good 

or horrid. 
The only scientific evidence of the Nebraska pheasant's food _ 

habits and his capacity for good or evil while following them is 

contained in the report of a survey conducted by M. H. Swenk of the 

state university. This survey covers examination of the crops and 
gizzards of 100 birds of both sexes taken at intervals throughout 

the year. All were habitants of Valley county in the heart of the 

complaint area. 
Just about everything is grist that comes to the pheasant's 

mill evidently. He takes his food where he finds it and eats most 
of what happens to be handiest. The major portion of his diet is 

of grain, corn, wheat, oats and barley. This grain diet is heaviest 

in the winter and the greater portion of it throughout the year is 

apparently on waste grain. In the spring and early summer he eats 
a good many destructive insects and worms. A relatively small 

a amount of sprouted grain was found in the crops of the birds during 

Au Vowt CoreerreLirn Dew 
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Prairie Chicien 

Se un ettenes ty Ti. Cemsttiis te tadilom, Seumtbe 20, tab satel 

that quail were exceedingly mmerous in $.E. Nebrasia previous to 1880. 

In 1850 or 181 a severe sleot storm in spring Icilled most of than, and he 

: personally foun! mmerous frozen covies. After this stor there were no 

quail left except along the river bottoms, whereas previously they were 

seattered all through the draws which had switch willow cover. We could 

not renenber how long provious to 1850 the abuniance lasted or how soon 

after abunfance was recovered. ‘The whole thing sounis to me ifke an 

irraption (see north central report). 

2nirie Ghidcen. 

"1 Comancho stated that when Nebrasia was covered with buffalo 

erases on the uwolen’s, prairie chickens were confined to the river bettoms. 5 

After the externination of the buffalo emused the buffalo grass to be re 

plaged by bluestem, they became widespread ani exesedingly abuxient. ‘This 

inerease wae further auguented by the planting of “hedcerows," which meant 

that a settler plowed o strip aroun! his claim, evidently for the pursose 

of marking it, and seeded wheat in the plowed grouni. le states that he 

has frequently f111 a wagon box of a aring wagon with chickens during a 

few hoars shooting tn walling along these hedmerows. He sald he eould re- 

menber no fluctuations. : 

Aldo Leopold



é File Iowa 
See 

: Minn. 

- Digest of Neb. 
Sharpteil 

"Binds of the Jorthweat" 

by Mlliott Coues 

UeS. Geological Survey Mis. Pub. 
No. 3, Washington, 1874. 

pe 410. ee ee ar ee ae in N. Tliinois.® 
+ ted iilled at Fort Ripley, Minn. 1873. Nothing mt 

gharptail since 1853. Some sharptail left 12 miles N. st. Paul 

now, 187% (7). ‘Thenee dividing line runs 3.1%. toward Yanicton. 
2 ee Ss ee See ee (sharptail) 

as wheat-field advance." 

"I wo reliably informed of its (sharptail's) occurrence with 

Se (pinnated) in the northwestern portion of Iowa." 
widing line now (187%) is between Yort Ramfalla ani Yankton. 

*The Cupidones are unquestionably creeping up the Missourl; 
gust as the quail have alrea@y done, although they have not : 

ee er len a Gee (This implies the 
quail boundary in was above Yanicton. ) 

: "Proceeding now nearly due south, we find the line . « 

gives the greater portion of Nebracm to this species, and passes 

nearly through the middle of Kansas to. . Fort Hayes." 

p. 0, Piymated. “Fertile priairie country . . especially Illinoia, 
Tom, Missouri, eastern half of Minnesota, S.E. Dakota, middle 

an@ % Kansas, and Nebrasim, Arkansas, ani B. Texas. ‘Yare 

pallidieinetus from W. Texas." (This is the rance in 167%, Hayden 
says it occurs near Council Bluffs "in myriais." “Mr. Allen notes 

its westward spread from middle Kansas, bot I have no record of its 

resghing, as yet, either Colorafo or ‘lyonine.* 

pe 421. pa "] never saw it in the Missourf (River) recion. 
t apparently occurs only toward the mouth of the river. I have 

seen no Nebraskan recor’. In Xensas Mr. Snow says it is “very 

rare," and it is,no’ doubt, confined to the eastern part of the 

: state. It ts given ac abuntant in southern Iowa by Mr. Trippe, 

and occurs in varios parts of Missouri." : 

pe “Sl. Bobshite. “Up the Missouri to "hite River (Hayden." 
Along the Missouri it 4s abumient up to Fort Ramlall." "In 

Minnesota it is abuntant in the southern portions of the state, 

and appears to be spreading with the advance of the settlenents, 

like the pinnated grouse." None on Red River, or anywhere in 

northern Dakota. : 

De 391. Wild Turkey. "ur, Hayten does not inelute the wild turkey in 

his report, apparently not having met with it in the Missourd



2 Goues digest 

Yegione Its cecurrence, however, is sufficiently attested as 
far up the Missouri River as Yanicton, if not somewhat beyond-- 
I have observed but one Minnesotian record. . . doth the 

Kanaas authorities witness its common occurrence in the timbered 
districts of thet state, as Mr. Trippe does in southern Iowa. 
« » the northern . line. . appears to have contracted of late | 
years. It is searcely now fount in any port of Minnesota, but 

Dr. Head tells me that some 30 years azo, at old Fort Aticinson, a 
few miles west of Prairie du Chien, it wae frequently killed, 
thouch its present northern limit cannet be far from the southern 
border of Minnesota." 

Pad 

cai : imine
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Errington Cycle Folder. 

Bobwhite .~ 
Prairie Chicken 

Quail. 
In an address by El Comancho in Madison, December 20, he stated 

that quail were exceedingly mmerous in $.%. Nebraska previous to 1850. 

In 1880 or 188] a severe sleet storm in spring killed most of them, and he 

personally found mmerous frozen eovies. After this stom: there were no 

quail left except along the river bottoms, whereas previously they were 

scattered all throush the draws which had switch willow cover. Ue could 

not renenber how long previous to 1880 the abundanee lasted or how soon 

after abundance was recovered. The whole thing sounds to me like an 

irruption (see north central report). 

Prairie Chicken. 

Hl Comanche stated that when Nebraska was covered with buffalo 

grass on the uplands, prairie chickens were confined to the river bottoms. 

After the extermination of the buffalo caused the buffalo grass to be re- 

placed by bluestem, they became widespread and exceedingly abundant. This 

inerease was further augnented by the planting of “hedzerows," which meant 

that a settler plowed a strip around his claim, evidently for the purpose 

of maricing it, and seeded wheat in the plowed ground. He states that he 

has frequently fill a wagon box of a spring wagon with chickens during a 

few hours shooting in walling along these hedzerows. He said he could re- 

: member no fluctuations. 

; Aldo Leopold : 
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Our Advisory Board Our Platform 
BROOKE ANDERSON, ex-president Campfire Club of Chicago, A maximum 15-bird nation-wide duck limit. member Federal advisory board Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Mare aiaze parce forugee: 

dygioesiva inlsheihulodiiod cli idiew ten pact Gane or bat Sarelie dart 2G aes Meas Beste our sotelone jour sade grouse 
J.B. DOZE, ex-game warden of Kansas, sportsman, conservationist. atte: protection 70), all Beara. GID GRAHAM, state senator, author present Game Law Okla- circ ier Puna at nels Waters, hhoma. es 2 More of state game funds used to rear feathered game. 
GLENN GRISWOLD, officer Izaak Walton League, sportsman. Stop diversion of state moneys from game fund to general fund. 
ALDO LEOPOLD, conservationist, author, sportsman. Congressional cooperation to provide for Federal game refuges. 
JACK MINER, author “Jack Miner and the Birds’’ and other Stop wanton drainage of wildfowl areas. 
works, conservationist and wild fowl protector. More fish fry, and more state and Federal nursery ponds in which JOSEPH D. PENDER, organizer, conservationist, sportsman. it can attain proper growth. 
DR. R. FRED PETTIT, author, scientific collector, organizer. ‘| Safeguard our forests by widespread reforestation. 
EDMUND SEYMOUR, President American Bison Society, conser- Limited open season on all birds and animals, up to danger limit 
vationist, sportsman. of their extinction, in preference to protracted closed seasons. 

Can Wild Turkeys Come Back? 
By Frank O’Connell 

Chief, Nebraska Game Commission 

Ne ONE time there was a considerable start off with this year. These were placed We are arranging with the more success- 
number of wild turkeys in Nebraska. on favorable game refuges, under the ob- ful of these farmers to raise wild turkeys 

They thrived along the wooded lowlands servation of interested sportsmen. Feed, for us. We agree to furnish eggs or sev- 
of the Missouri River and its tributaries. where necessary, will be furnished by the eral pairs of breeders without charge. 
The last turkey killed was on the upper state. Our first stock was secured from They in turn agree to raise all the turkeys 
Missouri, in what is today known as the North Dakota and West Virginia. We they can and sell them to the state at a 
“Devil’s Nest.” It is a rough, brushy sec- paired off the North Dakota hens with the figure about one-half that now charged by 
tion—the last stand of this grand old bird Virginia toms, and the North Dakota game farms. If they can raise a third as 
of history, toms with the Virginia girls. Each bird many birds as they have been raising, they 

Today, the Devil’s Nest is a game was banded, recorded and then sent to the will make a handsome profit. 
refuge embracing over 6,000 acres. Stalk- reserve. We placed some in our National It is our opinion that we can, through 
ing majestically over it, seeking out the Forest—several pairs with experienced do- cooperation with turkey farmers and game 
isolated spots where once their ancestors mestic turkey raisers—and the rest on the farmers, build up a source where we can 
hid away, are a dozen pairs of turkeys, reserves. obtain breeding stock at fairly reasonable 
And throughout Nebraska, sportsmen are What we have done this year is only a prices. If that can be done, we firmly 
asking hopefully, “Can the turkey come very small part of our plan. As all offi- believe that we can bring the turkey back 
back?” The Nebraska Game Commission cials in game work and game farmers to Nebraska in considerable numbers. We 
is answering the question by trying it out. know, getting the foundation breeding have ample funds to put out at least one 
Opinion, unless given a trial, is more or stock planted and producing is the big thousand pair a year for a period of five 
less idle talk. job. That is the slow part of the work. years. If we can put this many on our 

But the experiment is not going to be It took us fifteen years in Nebraska to get refuges and in favorable communities, the 
tried out blindly. We have worked out a the first 10,000 Chinese Ring-Necks, and rest of the problem will not be difficult. 
very definite plan and expect to back it up five years to get the next 500,000. Our Everywhere in Nebraska sportsmen and 
with ample funds. If we find that our job with the turkeys is to get enough of farmers are awakening to the possibilities 
present plan is not as good as something them out in favorable sections and accus- of rigid enforcement of our laws that pro- 
we bump into later, then we shall accept tomed to the new conditions so that the tect wild life. We will have splendid co- 
the new. Game restoration is today a sci- original stock can reproduce in large num- operation in protecting these birds that are 
entific study and unless one is willing to bers. Our plan to accomplish this is as placed in their natural habitat. In counties 
go abate it ina Scieatibe (ay) and readily follows: where there is a tendency to be lax in pro- 
accept the new methods that are bound to 2 3 tecting the birds—well, the word will be 
be discovered as the study continues, then be. we are going to fence 15,000 passed out that such counties will be the 
he has no place in modern game restora- acres in the plantation area of one of jac¢ on the list to secure birds! And then 
tion work. ; our national forests. We have the cooper- atch the sportsmen in such counties get We secured twenty pairs of turkeys to ation of the Forest Service in this wale busy. 

aud all He eavioies oF ear ae We do not know as yet if we can suc- woe ee tc re - game wart an i itd t nk ceed in bringing back the turkey, but we | w=. 2. Ej A ade The Borot Eee’ will alle do know that every effort possible will be 
3 > _ go - | us to run not to exceed 400 deer and sev- made to make the “experiment a success. ee . 
Pe <3 ae ft a | eral thousand turkeys. We expect to make 

. y ? - nf i ; | this plant our main hatchery, trapping out ‘Siege AY 1s 2 i 
| el y V4 the annual crop of young birds and placing ay Ny ie, we i 3 cr 2 % . % Mabe | ! toe an them out in favorable refuges in the # = Be) « ... 

= oe wooded sections of the state. : : : 
ice a eae Secondly, we expect to purchase a con- re eee — : 

pan VaR eeS | A se siderable number of eggs as well as a . 
gs OSS ATS goodly number of breeders. In the past re Oe 

Gers . five years, domestic turkey raising has § me : ) 
wl) 2 e come to the front in Nebraska We know §& Se Ae ete 
ae | of a dozen farmers, who are annually Nn et a at 
The first pair of wild turkeys released in clearing over $5,000 each in raising do- Turkeys released in November, 1928, Nebraska mestic turkeys for the Eastern markets. where last seen in Nebraska 
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- PHEASANTS SEIZE 

| THEIR HAUNTS — 
if ——— 

: BY BOB BECKER. 
e During 1930 sportsmen in the central 
yjand western states may expect to see 
ajanother “forward march’? movement 

e!on the part of the ringnecked pheas- 
tlant which will establish it more firm- 

ly as the eee, game bird. 

i | Although average sportsman hates 
tito admit the quail is losing ground in . 
Z| what used to be good quail country, 

-|there is no denying such is the case. 
In some localities the ringneck has i 

moved in,even before the handsome 
little Bob Whites have moved out. 
It is evident that the pheasant, at- 
though a stranger to our coverts, is 
able to live where quail cannot. Be- 

cause of hardiness, food habits, pus 
nacious disposition, size, and other 
traits, he thrives in states where the 

quail and prairie chicken once could 
be counted in hundreds of coveys. 

Nebraska is one of the most recent 
converts to} the pheasant. The bird 

was introduced to the prairie country 
of that state. Last season it was found 
{the bheasants had done so well that 
eight counties were opened for hunt- 

‘ling in the eastern and western cen- 
i ee aT eee ira. Gunners were 

allowe e coc. rds per day. 

7 With Nebraska, where the prairie 
¥ pobickes is making a last stand, “ going 

pheasant” and the ringneck popula- 
tion in North and South Dakota, Min- 
nesota and Iowa on the in¢rease, these 
states consider the birds permanent 

additions to their wild life resources. 
| The prairie chicken, once plentiful 

in the west, never will come back. 
Whether they want it or not, sports- 
men must accept the ringneck. It’s 

fihere to stay. It’s going to increase 

its range and its numbers. 
If they are going to gét their maxi- 

mum fun out of the gaudy ringneck, 
sportsmen now should turn their at- 
tention to breeds of dogs which will 
handle this expert running and hiding 

bird. ZA 

RAIN POSTPONES
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Boye fhis clipping from the Reporter, Gibbon, Nebraska. ga 

TO STUDY PHEASANT HABITS Ga 

"Because there has been so much controversy over the question of 

whether pneasants are harmful or beneficial to agriculture, the bureau of 
fisn and game, with the co-operation of the University of Nebraska, will 

conduct a twelve months survey of the breeding and feeding habits of the 
bird, 

This survey will be carried on in Howard, Sherman and Valley counties. 

J. A. Kovanda, an instructor in the Ord schools, and a graduate student in 

the university, will be the local representative in the charge of the sur- 
vey. He will be assisted by game wardens assigned by the state bureau. 

Prof. Myron H. Swenk will be in charge of the laboratory work. 

During two days of each month, throughout the year, the habits of the 

bird will be observed over a twenty-four hour period. At specified peri- 

ods of each month several birds will be killed and sent to the universi- 
ty laboratories where an analysis of the food eaten by the birds will be 
made. In this way it is hoped to obtain definite information as to what 

food is taken by the bird in the various seasons of the year. 

Many protests have been made by the farmers that the pheasants are de- 

structive, particularly in that they pull up corn sprouts and eat other 

grain. Lefenders of the birds contend that they destroy insects and worms, 

and that the loss of grain is more than offset by that service. 

A study will also be made of the pheasants in relation with other game 

birds and domestic fowls. 

The result of this investigation will be made public from time to time, 

Frank O'Connell said." .



Reservoir Source Control of Run-off Waiters, a Preventive of 
Droughts and Floods 

SPEECH 
OF 

HON. WILLIS G. SEARS 
OF NEBRASKA 

In tue House or Reeresentatives 

Thursday, April 19, 1928 

Mr. SEARS of Nebraska. Mr. Chairman, ladies, and gen- 
tlemen of the House, it is with a modicum, at least, of embar- 
rassment that I try to talk in 10 minutes upon this subject. I 
ean not do anything but hit two or three of the high points in 
this discussion. I have been working on this question for a 
number of years, as earnestly then as I am now. 

I was the author of what I think is the constructive—I do 
not say construction—part of this bill, I, think I should have 
had at least an hour, but I am not complaining, only making 
a statement of fact. It is useless for me to try and discuss 
this matter thoroughly when I am cut off with 10 minutes. 

Several years ago, owing to the drought condition of the 
Great Plains country and the study I gave it then, I came to the 
conclusion that these questions were correlated, and that there 
is no more use of having a great drought than there is of hay- 
ing a great flood. They are both of wonderful danger to the 
people. 

Great fleods are caused by the aggregate waters from many 
small floods. I am satisfied that there is no more water falling 
in any county in the United States than the soil of that county 
needs during the season. I am satisfied that if the present run- 
off water is taken up by reservoirs in the small flood areas, 
which every one of you know, several of the lower floods will be 
prevented. Then the people back in each one of these flood areas 
would have a wonderful prosperity, using every particle of 
the water that falls there. 

If you will look sat the map that Governor SHALLENBERGER 
put up here yesterday you will notice the small amount of run- 
off water in any one of these flood areas. 

Those western plains, where there is an immense rainfall, 
have a capacity to hold 3 feet of water. They put 2 feet of 
water each season on a great deal of that soil. The result 
is so wonderful to prosperity that in one county out there they 
have increased the valuation from $800,000 in 25 years to 
$40,000,000. They have decreased the flood flow of the Platte 
River 45 per cent. They have increased the low-water flow of 
that Platte River 47 per cent, holding back from the current 
of the main river over 700,000 acre-feet of water. There is 
no doubt at all that these waters can economically be con- 
served more cheaply than the immense expense that is medi- 
tated by any one of these bills. 
When General Jadwin was smoked out finally, his statement 

grew from about $325,000,000 to a billion and a half before the 
project is carried out, and any project that we undertake is 
going to be carried out. If that is carried out before a survey 
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is made of the possibility of reservoir control, of the virtue of 
which I am satisfied just as surely as I am that you gentlemen 
are sitting before me, and the Government expends anything 
like a billion dollars to throw that water out into the Gulf and 
welcome the floods, then my common sense and your common 
sense will tell every one of you as well as myself that it will 
not be in the lifetime of anyone now living when the United 
States Government will reverse that policy, after incurring this 
immense expense, and go to the policy of holding back and con- 
serving the waters by reservoirs in smaller flood areas, where 

the floods originate. There is no occasion for any of these 

great floods at all. The land needs the water and the people 
in every community need it. The wheat market has gone up 
a half dollar in the last three or four weeks. Why? Because 
the wheat out there is dying for want of water in the South- 
land, in that strip of 2,000 miles long, and farther up. It is not 
in the soil and there was not the amount of snow which we 
would like to have had, and not the amount of rainfall. Our 
waters ran off and were not conserved. The result is that this 
Nation is going to pay at least two prices for its wheat. Of 
that I feel sure. The eastern seaboard calls on the West for 
250,000,000 bushels of the wheat. In that group of States over 
to the Mississippi and the Missouri “hey raise only what they 
consume. The Pacifie States consume more than they raise. 
All that is shipped abroad, all that two coasts need, must come 
from that strip out there. That is where it comes from. It 
has been figured out that in eight years production and con- 
sumption are going to come together, and that in eight years 
we will be an importing nation of wheat unless something is 
done to hold the waters and make them work for mankind 
instead of being an everlasting destruction. [Applause.] 

Mr. McKEOWN. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield? 
Mr. SEARS of Nebraska. Yes. 
Mr. McKEOWN. Wheat during the winter freezes and is 

easily killed unless the land is moist, does it not? 
Mr. SEARS of Nebraska. Absolutely. By taking out these 

waters the country will not have any more bad floods. We 
have not any to-day on the Platte. The gentleman from South 
Carolina [Mr. Srevenson] stated that the floods there were 
ended for ever by a dam that was not even thought of in con- 
nection with flood control. It is true on the Platte. We do not 
lose any more bridges, railroad or otherwise. The waters are 
in perfect control where you take up a good share of the water. 
One great trouble with reference to navigation in the South- 
land is in the fall of the year. When the water goes down they 
have to get out dredges, cutting acress the sand bars that show 
up. The Platte River turns in four or five times as much water 
now as it used to in the fall months in the low-water time, and 
that river is simply an illustration of what can be done on every 
one of our rivers. 

I think this is a great moment in the life of this Nation. 
Economic legislation is before us as it never was before, and if 
a failure be made at this time it will not be the failure of 
the Secretary of War or of the President or of General Jadwin. 
It will be the failure of Congress, where the responsibility must 
rest. [Applause.] 

The two most eminent engineers that appeared before the 
Flood Control Committee were each most emphatic that no 
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general plan should be adopted until the reservoiring of the 
minor flood areas had been carefully surveyed. They both 
realized that as yet no plans had been presented of a definite 
nature that would justify the adoption of a permanent plan of 
sending the waters en masse to the Gulf. Anyone attending 
the hearings before the committee surely recognized that the 
Army engineers were without civil engineering knowledge. The 
Army engineers admitted that they knew it to be the policy of 
our Government when getting information with reference to 
rivers for legislative action they were required to report as to 
flood control, navigation benefits, agricultural use, and power. 
Not one of them made any statement of any definite nature 
that would throw any light except with reference to dumping 
the waters into the Gulf. 

The belief is here expressed that the shallow and harmful 
so-called investigation and reports were perpetrated as they 
were because of the power influence that is abroad in the land, 
and that reaches and focuses clear to Washington. 

Apparently no thought was given to the uses of the run-off 
waters. Millions more of people are affected by droughts than 
are affected by flood. More people have been ruined, millions 
over, by the effects of droughts than by the effects of flood 
waters, Why should a system be fastened on the Government 
that will perpetuate floods. and also perpetuate droughts when 
there is but one manner of flood control and it will relieve 
both conditions. Wherever reservoirs haye been constructed 
there floods have ceased, and the contribution of those flood 
waters has been subtracted from the flood waters below. 
Wherever reservoirs have been constructed to conserve the 
water, then great benefits to agriculture and intended uses have 
resulted. 

What shall we say as to respective costs? With the Jadwin 
plan we start out with the admitted billion five hundred mil- 
lion to commence with. No one expects otherwise than this 
amount shall grow, and this to perpetuate floods. To this must 
be added an annual upkeep charge of at least $25,000,000 
on completion ; and some years it will be more. This is interest 
on $600,000,000, all dead capital. 

A number of well-posted men have testified as to the cost of 
reservoir control. Mr. Blake, of Oklahoma, who has given 15 
years of intensive study to the subject, believes that $600,000,000 
will more than safely reservoir all the flood areas. Also that 
at least two-thirds of this amount will be reimbursed to the 
Government by the uses of water and districts that will take res- 
ervoirs over by purchase. Professor Mickey, of the State Uni- 
versity of Nebraska, who has given many years of study, 
believes that Mr. Blake’s figures are safe ones to follow. 

What government before this was ever asked to deprive a 
great section of its people of their greatest asset, and without 
benefit to anyone? Is the picture any more pleasing when it 
is of annual floods rushing through this great country, engulf- 
ing its people, and carrying destruction in its wake because it 
is made perpetual? And because the greatest agricultural sec- 
tion of the world is permanently deprived of prosperity and 
permanently dedicated to droughts. Is it any more pleasing 
because 55,000 people are driven away from their homes, that 
6,000,000 acres are perpetuated as swamps, that churches, 
schoolhouses, and organized society there are destroyed? Such 
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a sight as this surely has not been known to America before 
this time. The picture is the blackest ever attempted to be 
placed on the canvas of time by deliberate statesmen. 

What is the moving influence back of this wretched program 
that proponents are trying to foist upon this country? We all 
know. We may as well be frank about it. It is the great 
power interests of this country that are wrapping their ten- 
tacles about all our remaining national flesh. That interest 
is bound to a policy that means that national resources shall 
not be developed except as they are only in charge of the de- 
velopment. And then at such cost to the people as shock the 
conscience. To illustrate, that great interest for years has pre- 
yented this Congress from legislating with reference to Muscle 
Shoals for the benefit of the people. And during this great 
delay they are getting the power from that plant at 2 mills 
a kilowatt-hour and selling it to users at 10 cents a kilowatt- 
hour. If anyone is bold enough to declare that the people of 
the southeast corner of the United States are being fairly dealt 
with, let him declare it. 

That great influence had enough force at the Chicago flood- 
control convention—so called—to keep from the resolutions any 
reference to the control of floods at their source by reservoirs. 
The threat was made to carry the question to the floor of the 
convention, and a reservoir plank was inserted. A few days 
thereafter General Jadwin, who took part in the convention, 
named a commission to investigate and report as to reservoir 
control. He named at the head of it one who had been given 
a leave of absence on half pay from his service to the Govern- 
ment to take employment at a greatly higher salary with a 
power company. The report was a farce. The employer paying 
the higher salary got the report. General Jadwin knew of the 
dual employment. Lately, the head of that so-called commis- 
sion, of so-called reservoir possibilities was smoked out and 
resigned from the Army. Before the report was made the asso- 
ciation of power people held a meeting and resolved that all 
flood-control works should be confined to the lower stem of the 
Mississippi River, which was a declaration of war against 
reseryvoir-source control. The report helped to carry on the war 
against the people’s greatest asset yet remaining. Is it any 
wonder that I doubt the advisability of intrusting to General 
Jadwin the investigation to be made of reservoir-source con- 
trol? My own opinion is that under such conditions reservoir- 
source control would have no more show than a one-legged 
grasshopper in a pen of hungry turkeys. 

All I have asked is for an amendment which should provide 
that until we have a report from a proper and open-minded 
board of inquiry as to the value of reservoir-flood control that 
none of these great run-off ways shall be acquired, which 
can be done by next December. Being assured as I am that 
if reservoir-source control is undertaken and carried out by the 
Government that it will benefit every section of our country; 
that we will be without great floods and also without great 
droughts; that the only real flood-control measure will then 
be reported on favorably; and that the people of the lower 
stem of the river in place of a great swamp will follow the 
peaceful pursuits of agriculture and of normal life. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA : 
LINCOLN 

CIVIL. ENGINEERING 

5 November 80, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

I thank you for your letter of November 13. I have 

referred the matter to Mr. Frank O'Connell, our State Game 
Warden who has charge of the bureau of game and fishes, at the 
State Capitol, Lincoln, Nebraska. You will probably hear 

directly from him with reference to your twenty-five questions. 

They are hoping to obtain some state legislation at 

the coming session of our legislature on matters pertaining t6: 

a. Conservation and utilization of our water resources. 

b. Prevention of stream pollution. 
c. Prevention of drsinage where the damages are 

greater than the benefits. 

ad. Establishment of four stations as game refuge areas. 

much 
I shall be very,pleased to have you plan on visiting with 

us in Nebraska. It is probable that we could arrange an Izaak 

Walton League meeting for you if we can have a sufficient 

time in advance to know when you could be here. 

Yours very respectfully, 

oe 

5 Bark ae e 

CEM :W Chairman.
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RIVER CONTROL OR R&GULATION. 
TE 

BY PROFESSOR CLARK EH. MICKEY. 

We may define a river as a natural stream of water having some 
magnitude, and whose principal function is that of draining a natural 
drsinage basin. As an example, we could say that the combined Missouri 
and Mississippi Rivers is the longest and one of the greatest rivers in 
the world, the total length being 42 to 43 hundred miles, and the total 
mean annual discharge averaging 491,000,000 acre feet of water. This 
represents the quantity of water which the Mississippi River and its 
tributaries drain annually from a drainage basin involving the drainage 

of all or a part of 31 states and two Canadian provinces, the total area 
of the basin being more than 1,250,000 square miles, an area equal to 43 
per cent of the United States. The Missouri River alone.drains a part of 

the states of Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Montana, North Dakote, 
South Dakota, and Wyoming, and all of Nebraska, as well as a small portion 

of the provinces of Alberta dnd Saskatchewan in Canada, This represents 
an area of 528,850 square miles, or 42.3 per cent of the Mississippi River 
drainage basin. The mean annual discharge of the Missouri River is 82 
million: acre-feet, or 17 per cent of the mean annual discharge of .the 

Mississippi River. A very important observation with reference to the 
runoff from the Missouri River is the fact that only 12.7 per cent of the 
mean annual precipitation over this basin is discharged through the 
Missouri River into the Mississippi. 

The stream runoff is merely the amount of the precipitetion 
which falls upon the drainage basin, and which is transported to the out- 
let of the river. As an example, we have the Missouri River, formed by- -- 

the confluence of the Gallatin, the Madison, and the Jefferson rivers at 
Three Forks, Montana. Therefore, we call Three Forks, Montana the source 
of the Missouri River. ‘This water, together with that of the other trib- 
utaries of the Missouri River, is transported through its ch:nnel and 
discharged into the Mississippi River at its confluence with the Mississ- 
ippi, which is at Saint Louis, Missouri. 

The amount of stream runoff per year as well as the rate of 
this runoff or discharge varies from year to year, and from month to 
month. The principal causes of these variations are due to the neture of 
the precipitation, topography of the drainage basin, soil, temperature, 
and other considerations, At times when the stream runoff is contained 
within the low-water channel banks, the stream may be said to be flowing 
normally. At other times, there may be insufficient water within the 

channel to perform the natural duties of the stream. At still other 
times, due to excessive rainfall the stream may overflow its banks and 
use its valley or flood plain for a channel. At such times, we say that 

; the river is in flood stage. 

The principal objects of river regulation may be flood preven- 
tion, drought prevention or tIrrigation, development of hydro-electric or
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steam power, navigation, water supply, sanitation, promotion of wild Lit 6; 
fish and other water foods, etc, There are two general methods of stream 
regulation: 

ist. One method involves the idea of s defnese or protection program; 
2nd, Another method involves the idea of the prevention of flood 

discharges and extreme low water stages, i.e. stabilization of flow. 

One of the greatest »roblems confrcenting the present United 
States Congress, being the first session of the 70th Congress, is to 
provide the proper legislation for the regulation of the: Mississippi 
River. Congress has been considering the many questions: involved in the 
regulation of the Mississippi River for a numbser of sessions. ‘We find 
in the Constitution of the United States under Article 1, Section 3, 
"The Congress shall have Power to lay and collect Taxes,-Duties, Imposts, 
and lixcises to pay the Debte and provide for the comnon Defense and gen- 
eral Welfare of the United St2tes; out all Duties, Imosts, and ixcises 
shall be uniform throughout the United States; 

"To regulate commerce with Foreign Nations, and among the several 
States, and with the Indian Tribes. 

"To establish Post Offices and Post Roads; : 
"To make all laws which shall be necesscry and proper to carry into 

execution the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested by this 
Constitution of the government of the United States, or any department 
or officer thereof." 

Therefore, we may conclude that before Congress can definitely 
legislate with relation to the Mississippi River, it must have definite 
evidence in proving that some or all of the above constitutional provis- 
ions apply. 

The House of Representatives, through its Flood Control Commit= 
tee, and the Senate through its Commerce Committce have just completed a 
series of hearings from which they hnve obtained definite and conclusive 
evidence upon the following points: 

ist. That the Mississippi River and its principal tributaries are 
inter-state streams; 

and. That the regulation of the Mississippi River and its principal 
tributaries may be of such a nature as to contribute to the common de- 
fense and general welfare of the United States; and 

3rd. That the conservavion, utilization and control of these streams 
Will encourage, cid and regulate commerce with Foreign Nations, and among 
the several States, as well as materially protect delivery of the United 
States mails upon highways, railways, ond waterways. 

With this evidence in mind, there can be no question but what 
the regulation of the Mississippi River and its principal tributaries is 
@ national problem of major importance. Therefore, the citizenry of our
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country should be vitally concerned with the methods cf regulation of 

these streams which the United States Congress is attempting to plan. 

Some of the facts which we should keep in mind are: 

lst. That every great flood of the Mississippi River and its tribu- 

taries seriously interferes with or prevents inlend waterway troansporta- 

tion, railway transportation and highway transportation. This either 

stops or seriously interferes with tne distribution of the United States 

mails on both east and west, and north and south transcontinental rail- 

way systems, and seriously interferes with the commerce of the nation. 

Qnd. We certsinly must consider the great losses of life ana proper- 

ty which are caused by flood discharges of the Mississippi River and its 

tributaries. The 1903 flood of the Kensas River caused 2 loss of life 

of at least 200 persons, end property damages amounting to $5,000,000 in 

crops, and $12,330,000 property loss in the principal cities and towns. 

In 1908, the United States Geological Survey estimated a flood damagé in 

the United States during that year of nearly 238 millions of dollars. 

The Pittsburgh Flood Commission estimates the average annual flood loss 

to the city of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania at over $1,000,000. The proper- 

ty loss in the March, 1913 flood in the Ohio River valley was estimated 

at over 180 millions of dollars, and a total loss of life of more than 

500. The June, 1921 Arknnsas River flood caused @ loss Of 150 Lives. end 

@& property loss of over $19,000,000 at Pueblo, Colorado. The loss of 

property due to the 1927 flood in the lower Mississippi valley alone has 

been estimated between 450 and 750 millions of dollars. In addition to 

this property loss, 750,000 people were driven from their homes, and an 

area inundated by flood waters to the extent of 1050 miles in length up 

to §0 miles in width. ° 

3rd. A very important economic consideration that should be kept in 

mind is the fact that the great plains states, which are drained by the 

Missouri, Arkansas and Red Rivers, the western tributaries to the Mississ- 

ippi, represent the greatest food production agricultural area in the 

United States, and is the only agricultural region in the United States 

which is exporting major amounts of food supplies for use in other re- 

gions in the United States, and which also provides the supplies of food- 

stuffs for exporting to foreign nations. 

4th. Some other vital economic facts which must be considered are 

stated by Frederick Simpick in his paper on "The Great Mississippi Flood 

of 1927" in the September, 1927 number of the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, pages 

277-281: “You can see how much flood control means to America when you : 

recall that fully 85 per cent of all basic products which enter into hex 

foreign and domestic commerce originate in that vast Mississippi Basin, 

pounded by the Appalachians, the Rockies, Canada, and the Guit, 

“Here is produced 80.8 per cent of all the wheat yield in the United 

States: 80.6 per cent of the corn; 97 per cent of the iron ore; 95.8 per
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cent of @11 the coal; 82.0 per cent of all the farm implements; 61.6 ver 
cent of all the cotton; 52-9 per cent of all the lumber; 74,0 per. cent of 
211 the live stock; 97.5 per cent of e211 the sulphur; 66.4 per cent of 
all the salt; 70.8 per cent of all the oil; and a huge share of clothing, 

shoes, groceries, hardwere, cutomebiles, and many other things." 

The great plains involves an area of 400 miles in width and 
2000 miles in length, extending from the foothills east of the Rocky 
Mounteins to the 99th Meridian. It is drained by the Missouri, Arkansas 
and Red Rivers, being the western tributaries of the Mississippi. These 
three tributaries, i.e. the western tributaries, contributed 2,155,000 
cubic feet per second of the 1927 flood discharge of the Mississippi 

River, which totaled 3,560,000 cubic feet. In other words, these three 

western tributaries contributed more than 60 per cent of the 1927 flood 

waters in the Mississippi HKiver. 

With these facts in mind, there can be but one sane, sound 

method of procedure for regulating the flow of the Mississippi River and 

its tributaries. A policy or plan must be adopted which will prevent 

flood conditions‘ by means of lowering the river stages during flood 

periods and at the same time materially raise the low water si2ges. In 

cther words, sooner or later a comprehensive plan for the regulation of 

these streams must of necessity stabilize the watcr discharge. Such & 

plan will involve the conservation, utilization and control of these 

water resources for the greatest good to the gremtest number. It should 

provide water for irrigation in the great plains region, that isthe 

states of Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Montana, Nebraske, New Mexico, 

North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, and Wyoming, which will 

protect the food supplies of the nation. 

The structures recuired for this irrigation development would 

involve the construction of head water reservoirs, stream reservoirs, as 

well as diversions and storage reservoirs located along the bluffs border- 

ing these streams. Such structures will not only provide for irrisation 

and power development, but they will also make possible the use of tho 

soil capacity of the great plains area. The reservoir capacity of these 

solls will give many more times the water impounding capacity than the 

actual reservoirs created by damming. These structures will of them- 

selves reduce flood discharges and thus prevent flood damages. The re- 

turn seepage flews from the irrigation developments will increase low 

water stages, and thus stabilize the flow ot these streams. The results 

of this irrigation development to the great plains area will tend to 

stabilize production, increase suil fertility and production, decrease 

soil erosion in the stream valleys and silt contributions, and at tke 

same time make possible economics 1 development of inland waterway trans- 

portation. These benefits contribute to the general welfare, commerce 

and defense of the nation, and certainly should be given a great deal of 

weight in any plan proposed for the regulation of the Mississippi River.
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It has been estimated that an expenditure of 750,000,000 of 
dollars in verious kinds of reservoirs located on @11 of the principal 
tributaries of the Mississippi would have reduced flood discharges in 

1927 nearly fifty per cent, and would have prevented the great devasta- 

tion of property, inundation of the great agricultur2l districts, loss 

of life, excessive streem erosions; would have increased production and 

fertility of the great plains, as well as centributed to the production 

of power, equalization of stream flow, benefiting water supply, sanita- 

tion, névigation, etc. . 

Major-General Jadwin, Chief of Engineers, United States Arny, 

has recozmended to Congress the adoption of a defense program for pro- 

tection of the lower Mississippi River only, and has not included any of 

the principal tributaries. His estimates of costs for defense structures 

of spillways, levees, and channel stabilization amounts to $296 ,400,000, 

but it does not include costs of rights of way, railroad damages eamcunt- 

ing to $75,000,000 alone, and various other items which would bring the 

cost of his program to at least $750,000,000. In addition to this plan, 

the Mississippi River Commission has presented to Congress a defense 

plan similar to that of Major-General Jadwin, and which it cails a "Com- 

prehensive Plan". Their estimates of cost amount to $774,000,000, with 

an estimated annual maintenance of $6,000,000. Both of the above pians 

and estimates are deficient in considerations for rights-of-way, damages 

to abuting property, ten railroads, some of which are transcontinentel 

lines either east and west or north and south. 

These two programs provide grent levees five miles on either 

side of the present banks of the Mississippi River, and involve a defense 

plen- only. 

In conclusion, I should suggest a prevention plan, not a dé- 

fense plan, with the idea of reducing flood stages and increasing Low 

water stages, and thus contribute to the conservation, utilization and 

contrel of these streams for the greatest good to the greatest number. 

This plan would involve the following considerations: 

First. Immediate provisions for the protection of life and proper- 

ty in the valleys of the main tributaries of the Mississippi river as .. 

well as in the valley of the river itself. This construction may be 

reservoirs, levees, or spillways or a combination of theses features. 

Second. A competent agency should be provided by the United States 

government with powers to make complete studies, surveys and analysis of 

all data relating to the problems of flood control, drouth ccentrol anda 

econonic utilization of the Mississippi river and its tributaries. This 

agency should be provided with funds and the authority tor utilize such 

governmental bure2us and departments as it may deem necessary ithe 

performance of its duties. This organization should be continuous in 

nature, comprised of leading men with vision and handicapped with no
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other imposed dutics. They should be charged with the Preporvataon=0f oe 
comprehensive end economically feasible plan or policy for the complete 
conservation, utilization amd control of the waters in the streams for 
the greatest good to the greatest number, 

Third. Upon the adoption of such comprehensive 2nd economic plan 
by Congress and the President, funds shculd be appropriated for the pur- 
pose of the construction and mrintenance of such improvements from time 
to time, to the end that they may be censtructed and m-intained in such 
amanner os to systematically and progressively carry out the succcss- 
ful completion of such a plans 

Fourth. Such a comprehensive plan for the abcve surpose will in- 
clude as related parts the following: forestation, recreation Parks, 
protection and premoticn of wild life, headwater stcrage, stream stor- 
age for irrigation and other uses, stream storage for power, water 
supply, transportation, reduction cf silt and flood contributions, chan- 
nel improvements, levees, control Spillweys, etc. 

It must of necessity involve the construction and m-intenance as 
well as the correlation of the function of works with the vicw of lower- 
ing flood stages in both tributaries 2nd the mein stream. In other words, 
the problem will resolve itself into an economic combination of various 
kinds of reservoirs, ch=nnel improvements, levees, and spillweys. 

fifth. This comprehensive plan must of necessity consider the wel- 
fare, the commerce and the defense of the nation in their various remi- 
fications, and mike it possible for the Mississippi valley to measure 
up to its full possibilities of development, 

Finally, this plan-or policy provides the means for preventing 
great losses of life, destruction of property, devastation and inunda- 
tion of great agricultural areas and at the same time utilize the 
greatest single'asset which the United States possesses, that is a 
properly regulated Mississippi River. This is the K#Y which will open 
the door of OPPORTUNITY to the MISSISSIPPI DRAINAGN PASIN ~ THE HEART 
OF AMHRICA - and thus permit this great country to become the greatest 
AGRICULTURAL, COMMERCIAL and INDUSTRIAL TERRITCFEY in the WORLD. It 
will provide homes for a loyal citizenry, a God fearing people devoted 
to peaceful persuits, prospering themselves while contributing to the 
prosperity and happiness of others.
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The following very in ng of the start of pheasants in 

Nebraska is contribu y Mr. F. B. De. Kepli of The Peters Cartridge Co. 

NEBRASKA AND THE RINGNECK_PHE “yg 

"From avery humble start the ringneck pheasant promises 
to be the outstanding game bird in Nebraska. 

Nearly a quarter of a century ago Mr. Geo. L. Carter, at 

that time Game & Fish Commissioner of the State, struggling 

along with very meager appropriation as was common those days 

discovered a fund of less than $500, which by stretching a 

point could be diverted and it was done. 
The plan submitted to a few gun clubs located in favorable 

localities was that if they would raise a fund of not to exceed 

$50, by popular subscription, no subscription to exceed $1, the 

state would match the amcunt of their subscription and ringneck 

pheasants purchased for the amount, the birds to be liberated by 

the club and the club members to be guardians of them. Clubs 
responded and the start was made in two counties. 

Shortly afterwards Mr. W. H. Lemburg, a public spirited 

young fellow of Boelus, began the hatching and liberation of a 

few birds. Mr. Lemburg today has a private game farm with many 

species of game birds, and is one of the prominent trapshooters 

of the state. 

Also Mr. Chas. Hockreiter of Ravenna, now deceased, with 

the assistance of some local clubs hatched and liberated a small 

number and thus the start was made, 

Within twenty years after this small start was made birds 

became so plentiful in the district of the original planting 

that farmers were complaining of damage to their crops and a few 

public meetings were held and demand made on the Department of 

Agriculture to reduce their numbers, the popular idea being that 

they should be permitted to shoot them, The general complaint 

was that they were pulling the newly planted corn in order to 

get the softened kernel. The department through its bureau of 

game and fish investigated and reached the conclusion that the 

pheasant did not pull a healthy plant but only those which had
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started to wilt, and that he did not pull it for the 

kernel, but for the cut worm or wire worm that had 

caused the plant to die. 
It was admitted, however, that the birds were too 

plentiful and should be thinned out when fortunately 

some one discovered that they could be trapped at night 

by means of a spot light and net. 

The department then under the supervision of 

Mr. Frank O'Connell, Chief Bureau of Game and Fish, 

issued permits to something like thirty trappers to 

catch them, giving them $1, for each bird delivered to 

the express station. These permits were issued for the 
month of March 1926, with the result that 15,151 birds 

were collected and planted in other sections of the state. 

As could be expected the farmers then complained 

that the birds which they had raised were being sold by 

the state to professional trappers, or the reverse if you 

please. The following year, 1927, permits were again 
granted for birds to be taken from the same three counties, 

put this time only to farmers or their tenants who could 

make proper showing by affidavit etc. These were again 

issued for the month of March and on the twelfth day when 

30,000 birds were delivered the permits were cancelled and . 
the birds liberated in all parts of the state except what 
is known as the sand hill district where an effort is being 

made for the prairie chicken to survive the onslaughts of 

civilization. 
Following these wonderful catches an open season was 

declared for three days in these same three counties during 

October of 1927 permitting the taking of five cock birds under 

strict regulations and again upwards of 3000 birds were killed 

and there is plenty of seed left. 
It may also be said that the Legislature of 1919 made a 

small appropriation for the purchase of ringnecks, but the 

price demanded by commercial growers, the area so large and the 

birds unaccustomed to their surroundings that progress was slow. 

It is very apparent to the close observer that within a 

very few years the ringneck pheasant will be the outstanding 

game bird in Nebraska." 

We are in receipt of information from our Canadian representative stating 

that there is a fear existing in the Prairie Provinces as to the probable loss 

of young birds owing to severe hail storms which were, in a way, local but had 

been scattered from north to south in Alberta and Saskatchewan. 

The hail was so severe in southern Saskatchewan that in one place it killed 

over 150 sheep and maimed many others. Other instances were reported of hail 

having killed two thirds grown blue geese, young ducks, etc. 

Regus patorr
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See letter from E. R. Sans, Reno, Nevada, July 31, 1930, on. 

water requirements of mountain sheep. Tiled in antelope folder. 
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Wing : 
New Hampshire — 
Ruffed Grouse 

John Paul Miller, McSweeney-McNary man at » New Hampshire, 

told me at the A.0.U, meeting that ruffed grouse began to die in N.H, 
in 1933 and were now in the trough of the cycle. His recent census showed 
&@ population of only 25 on several square miles, 

Aske
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April 14, 1930 

Mr, Wakefield Dort 
New England Council 
Keene, New Hampshise 

; 3 Dear Mr. Dorts . ; 

? I will be in New York for an Institute meeting 
May 14-16, but I am still in hopes that we may see eseh other 
at Chicago. 

Since we last corresponded the Biological Survey has 
taken on ¥. B. Grange to succeed Stoddard, and Redington tells 
me that the function of game surveys will be up to him in addi- 
tion to the Institute fellowships. There is, therefore, a 
definite person in the Biological Survey for this kind of work. 
Whether end when you could get Grange is naturally a matter 
for Redington to decide, I have a great deal of confidence in 
his ability, but he naturally should have some training before 
undertaking a difficult job like New England, He has been 

‘ Superintendent of Game for the State of Wisconsin. 

I am glad your committee is still interested. Some 
initial difficulties in a project as new and promising as game 
surveys are, as you know, to be expected. 3 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey
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Copies sent Major Waller and Mr. Olin. 

YA Chemistry Building 

Jamary 24, 1929. 

Mr. Gakefielé Port, Secretary, 
New Hempshire Division, 
Igask Walton League of America, 
Keene, New Hampshire, 

Dear Mr. Dort: 

ip oe ervey vets Nag Boo ry tiers Me | 
Deoenber 28 and his reply of Jenuary 4, I am delighted that you 
are working toward o Fish and Geme Survey of Now Hampshire. The 

: extent to which I or the Institute can cooperate in thie under- 
taking, however, is a question on which I con not give you o 
satisfactory answer at the present time. Our om attempts at 
this kind of work are growing and expanding constantiy and we 
ere finding out how big a placd the United States is. My present 
echedule, in so far as I have one, is to finish the north ceatral 
states next sumer and resume vork dn the south centrel states 
next winter after getting out o preliminary report on the 
project. If wo stick to — re 4% would prevent me getting 
to the northeast at leost watil the field sesson of 1930, and 
of course you want quicker action than that. 

All I can suggest is that after you have picked your 
personnel that you might get some benefit from my methode for 

; my Feports. The reports are not yet public but permission might 
be obtained from the Institute for selected persons to go over 
them, Z might mention that my work does not cover fish, in 
which field I would hardly be competent. ; 

This letter does not set up to cet either a final or 
a complete reply to your request. I would appreciate your 
reaction to it and your suggestions as to how I or the Institute 
can, under these circumstances, be of service to you. 

5 With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IZOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.



copy 

January 9, 1929 

Major L. W. T. Wakler, Jr., 
Sporting Powder Division, 
E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., 
Wilmington, Del. 

; Dear Major Waller: 

Your letter of January 4th and Mr. Dort's 

letter of December 28th have been forwarded to Mr. 
Leopold for his opinion and use when he makes his : 
Survey in New Hampshire. 

I wish to thank you for bringing this to 

my attention. 

Yours truly, 

VAAL Otn~ 
: / Chairman, 

Co ttee on Restoration 
a Protection of Game 

J.M.Olin: W 

Copy, 
Mr, Wakefield Dort: 
Mr. Aldo Leopold:



. Copy to: Mr. John M. Olin, eae 
Western Cartridge Company, 

Regus pATOre East Alton, Ill. 

E.l.bu Pont DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE ‘ 

Jenuary 4, 1929 ‘\°'" —~ 
SPORTING POWDER DIVISION Ais. 3 Sis 

i 
e pap ss q eS) is 

Mr. Wakefield Dory, Secretary : “ Spel 
New Hampshire Division ke 
Izack Walton Leggue of America, VAN 'Z ito20 
Keene, N. 8. 

My dear Mr. Dorti- 

: Your letter to Mr. A. Felix du Pont has been 
referred to me as a subject which comes within my sphere 
of action. 

It is true the Spor ving Arms snd Ammunition 
Manufacturers! Institute is underteking a Wational Game Survey . 
of the United States in order to determine, if possible, what 
policy of policies can be laid #omn in order to further the end 
of conservation. 

During the course of this investigation, it is prob. 
able that Mr. Leopold, who is om nducting this Survey for the In. 
etitute, will be in and around New Hampshire, at which time he 
would doubtless get in touch with members of the Izack Walton 
League - New Hampshire Division. 

Mr. John M. Olin of the Western Cartridge Company, 
is the Chairman of the Game Restoration Committee of the In 
stitute, and I am forwarding your letter to him, together with 
a copy of my reply. 

In connection with Mr. Leopold's Survey, we find 
it a great benefit to him if he has a list of those men in each 
locality, who are best qualified to give him definite and suthen. 
tic information concerning game conditions, and I therefore, sug- 
ee thet you bear this in mind so as to be able to assist 

rt. Leopold to the maximum, at such time as he may visit New 
Hampshire. In this connection, I am enclosing, herewith, a list 
of 25 questions gotten up by Mr. Leopold and sent by him in ad- 
vance of his arrival in a state in which he is to make his Survey. 
These questions will indicate to you something of the line slong 
which Mr. Leopold is working. 

Yours very truly, 

LWTW:MHS L. W. T. WALLER, JR. «= ASST. DIRECTOR



Waller 
nde GENERAL CONSERVATION 

aa NEW HAMPSHIRE DIVISION eyes 
Gzo. F. ‘Tirrany, cClaceaal President 
Joun H. Fintey, Colebrook R. L, Morgan, Richmond 

Fomast M. Kisnas, Concord STATE HEADQUARTERS Virst Vice-President 
Epwarb J. Eacan, East Kingston KEENE Vaveun D, Grirrin, Manchester 

Sree Neca ees teats : Second Vice-President 
EA Muscrove, Hanover December 28, 1928. a2. a Concord 

og og "De. Wine ji deers tanta 
Dr. WutusM H. Lerra, Lancaster ‘ecretary-Treasurer 

Pe ee Coe Mencia : ee Dorr, Keene 

Bua Waste nee 
Mitte, tats Gore Posto. ‘EY Ae Folix @uPont, 
Bet ee duPont de Nemours & Oo., 

opr a gE eng Sa Sar 
Hue sane ee ‘ : 
Joun P, Keir, Whitefield Mi if t= 

Biter Aes Ws, eer SE aon 
I understand that the Sportinghms & Aumuni tion 

Company's Institute is to undertake a national survey of the game 
resourcea of this country. I have a matter I would like to bring 
before them and not having the addreasa of their New York office, 
I am taking the liberty of writing to you direct. You will perhaps 
remember me as a former officer of the American Game Protective 
Association. 

We wish to undertake a survey of the fish and 

geme resources of the State of New Hampshire, paying particular attention to their economic 
value to the State as a whole. In other words, we are trying to get this fish and game 

administration:up here on a business basis, and it can never reach that point until it is 

recognized ag an economic resource of the State. It is certainly, at least so far as this 
State is concerned, one of our most valuable assets. Unfortunately the New Hampshire 

Division of the Izaak Walton League has as yet no funds with which to carry on euch an 

investigation; the New Hampshire Fish & Game Department gains its whole income from 

licenses and fines, and it therefore has no funds to undertake such an investigation; 

it would be impossible to get an appropriation from a legislature which is not yet aware 

of the true value of this fish and game; and the New Hampshire section of the New Mngland 

Council, which is very much interested in the subject has no funds either. I have been 

| wondering, therefore, if it would be possible for the Sporting Arms & Ammunition Manufacturers 

Institute to undertake, in the near future, a survey of our fish and game resources up here 

in collaboration with the New Hampshire Division of the Izaak Walton League, the Fish & 

Game Department end possibly the U. 8. Bureau of Biological Survey. Will you give me your 

reaction to thia suggestion and if you think it feasible will you bring the matter to the . 

attention of the Sporting Arms & Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute? 

s What we really want to find out here is what we 

have in the way of fish and game resources 60 that we can start with that knowledge to 

build them to a peak where they will not only furnish the maximum sport to our om people 

but where we will also have a sufficient supply to bring in an increased number of out-of- 

State sportsmen. 

Very gincerely yours, ~ 

f\ i 

i ullaos Do 
Secretary, \New Hampshire Division. 

w/e



: UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE \\. 
EDWARD M. LEWIS, PRESIDENT “\ \ 

i DURHAM, N. H. 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY é 

October 31, 1928, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wisconsins 

Dear Mr. Leopold: j 

Your letter of October 2 is received, : 
My first reaction on the receipt of your letter 

was that any species of conifer would do fairl 
well if the pasture was not stocked too beara 
We have had good results with both white pine a 

3 2 spruce, 

» A, Have you seen the report of the special 
PNY a committee of the New England section on the relation 

Y SS of grazing to forestry? This is to be published gi 
wor shortly in the journal but if you wish an advance 2 

: copy you can probably get it by writing to E. C. Behre, 

Amherst, Mass. 3 

; Very sincerely yours, 

KI ester hh 
\ 

Forester, 
kww/B



Whitetell Deer 

"eo "Mistery of the Virginia Dewr in Yow Raglend,” - 

a Jenuary, 1950, filed Hass., pe 19.



Fale teers Hrupabne 
ee 

everything we desire to appraise," observed W.C. Henderson, one of the 

leading officials of the United States biological survey, in addressing 

a convention of the Izaak Walton League of America in New Hampshire re- 

cently. He then proceeded to lay down the financial yardstick in proving 

his claim that birds and wild game have a direct economic value to the 

people of every state even though that value is difficult to measure at 

the time. ‘ 

The average citizen is not apt to think of New Hampshire as one of 

the great game states of the nation, but nevertheless, Mr. Henderson, 

who is one of the best authorities in the United States, says the annual 

return to that state through game and birds is $6,500,000, and he divided 

this economic return by placing the valuations for flesh, fur and feather 

at $400,000; for insect destroying services of birds, $1,500,000; for re- 

creational values, in connection with the general tourist business, 

$3,000,000, and for returns due to game alone, $100,000 from license fees, 

and $1,500,000 for general expenditures by hunters. These figures omit 

reference to values from fish, which are not within the scope of the bi- 

ological survey work. The figures are believed to be conservative. 

Apply the same yardstick to Idaho, recognized as one of the greatest 

remaining haunts of wild life in the country and it will be seen that 

fish and game constitute an enormous economic value.”



New Hampshire 
Extract from Clinton School notes, 1929 

Ruffed Grouse very high at Keene, N. H. 1923 & 2. 1924 & 25 

hardly any.
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MONETARY VALUE OF WILD LIFE. 
There is a disposition, on the part of those 

who do not participate in sports afield, to re- 

\Bazd fish and game as rather less important 

than other products which are essentially in- 

dustrial. Even the sportsman does not ask 

himself the value, the true economic value, of 

the wild life that summons him into the open 

country. It is interesting in this connection 

to consider statistics recently compiled in New 

Hampshire, pertaining to the monetary value 

per annum of the wild life of that state. 
The annual value of game and fish in New 

Hampshire is $8,500,000. Feathers, fur and 

flesh account for $4,000,000 of the total; the 
‘insect destroying value is estimated at $1,500,- 

000, while the recreational value is placed at 

$3,000,000. Aside from these returns, there 
is the $300,000 paid the state each year for 
licenses, and approximately $1,500,000. | ex- 
pended by sportsmen in pursuit of game and 
fish... At-a glance it is evident that the wild 
life of any state is of far greater monetary | 
importance than is generally imagined. And 
New Hampshire is one of the older states, 
where many species of game doubtless have | 

diminished sharply. “ 
[ate continually is said of sportsmen and of 

| conservationists, who have a common cause, 

that they are impractical in their viewpoints, 
and that the game they wish to preserve must 
or should give way to progress. But just what 
is progress? That which provides revenues 
and economic benefits running well into. mil- 
lions of dollars is something deserving of an 
intelligent and studious consideration by all 
who have the interests of the state at heart. 
It constitutes a resource and a problem that 
are not entirely identified with the personal 
habit of the citizen. He may or may not be 

_a sportsman, yet it should be evident to him 
that game and fish comprise one of the com- 
monwealth’s great resources, and that directly 

or indirectly he is benefited thereby.



o4u cys wor Ree is 

. Qap ™ 
This census is not an actual count but is the result of close 

estimates made by men who are constantly on the ground and are keep- 

ing tab on game conditions from year to year." 

The following extracts are taken from the Press Service, Department of 

Agriculture, end are quoted as a matter of interest. 

There seems to be a tendency now to give an economic value to game which it 

has always had but frequently has not been considered from this standpoint. 
When consideration is given to the fact that frequently drainage projects, 

power projects, etc., destroy game breeding areas and do not, in themselves, 

produce an economic return equal to game, it is realized that the sportsmen of 
this country must consider game from the standpoint of its economic value in order 

to maintain proper breeding areas. 

"Wild game and birds have a money value, which may be estimated 

roughly for any particular State. In New Hampshire, for example, game 

and birds return to the State annually a value at least of $6,500,000, 

We Ce Henderson, Associate Chief of the Biological Survey in the United 

States Department of Agriculture told the convention of the New Hampshire 

Division of the Izaak Walton League of America yesterday (September RB). 

For New Hampshire the annual economic return of game and birds, esti- 

mated at $6,500,000, is arrived at by adding the following items; valuae 

tions for flesh, fur, and feathers, $400,000; for insect destroying ser- 

vices of birds, $1,500,000; for recreational, values, in connection with 

the general tourist business, $3,000,000, and for returns due to game 

alone, $100,000 from license fees, and $1,500,000 for general expenditures 
by hunters. These figures omit reference to values from fish, which are 

not within the scope of the Biological Survey work. The figures are be~ 

lieved to be conservative. = 
Valuation of birds as insect destroyers is based on general surveys 

in the Bastern States, according to Mr. Henderson. In this section the 

breeding bird population is estimated to average about one pair to the , 
acre, with fully as many migratory birds spending a shorter time in each 

locality. Taking the nominal value of 10 cents a bird for its services in 

killing insects, the total amounts to $1,500,000, which is conservative 

because many birds are worth much more than 10 cents for such services." 

This clipving from the Record, Front Royal, Vas



Yew Nempahirs 

Extract from the book “Game Birds, Wild-Fowl and Shore Birds of 
Massachusetts and Adjacent States " 

by Edward Howe Forbush, 1916. 

Cage 37d 

"Phere con be no doubt that Bob-white has decreased in numbers in New 

Englend since the days when Morton wrote that he saw "sixty quails" in one 

tree; tut doubtless the species increased meh in this rerion during the E 

‘ time of settlement. It could not have been so numerous in the primeval 

forests that covered most of New England as it beceme later, when much of 

the forest had been cleared away. When civilization and settlement extendel, 

and grain raising became almost universal among the fammers, the Bob-white 

must have miltiplicd throughout southern New Englend. The cultivation of the 

soil increased the size and productiveness of meny weeds, the seeds of which 

form a large part of the food of this bird; the grain scattered among the 

stubble provided a new and sbundant food supply, and the area over which this 

supply extended constantly increased as the forests were cleared away and 

farming began. There wes no lack of excellent cover among the rank growths 

that sprang from « virgin soil, and the smaller game birds were little hunted 

by the settlers se long av deer, turkeys, pigeons, wild-fowl and grouse were 

plentiful. 

Under these favorable conditions the Bob-white became comaon, if not 

abundant, over most of Messachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, much of New 

York, southern New Hampshire, Vermont and southwestern Maine. It was most 

plentiful among the coast and up the river valleys, and rere or absent on the 

higher elevations. In New Hampshire, Vermont end Maine it is now (1911) 

practically gone, except where it has been imported. In New York it is now a 

rare bird, except on Long Island, in the lower Hudson valley and in the Delaware 

valley. In Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut it is found not only in 

the most favorable localities, or where it has been introduced from other states!
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY \ 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT N 
STATE HOUSE ANNEX, TRENTON 

THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT REPRESENTS THE INTEREST OF THE PEOPLE OF NEW 

JERSEY IN GEOLOGY, TOPOGRAPHY, FORESTRY, AND ALL UNDEVELOPED REsouRcES. IT PUBLISHES 
MAPS AND DETAILED INFORMATION, AND OFFERS ADVICE ABOUT MINERALS, SOILS, 

WELLS, Forests AND SHADE Trees. Ir conDUCTS THE STATE FoREST 
Nourserigs, STATE MuseuM, STATE Forests, soME STATE 

PARKS, AND Forest Fre SERVICE 

November 10, 1938. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, ; 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: ; 

I am enclosing a number of snap shots touching wildlife 
work since I left Wisconsin. I have noted the captions on the back 

in case you should care to use any of them in your photographic collec- 
. tion. 

4 We have just completed the censusing of two State forests, 4 
= one in North Jersey and CUB os" the south. In the first, Stokes State 
< Forest, we covered about acres in 7 non-contiguous blocks using 
= approximately 300 C.C.C. enrollees for the drive. We found the follow- 

= ing densities: 
Aa 
= Deer 1 per 20.1 acres 
6 Grouse 1 per 36 acres 
@ 

3 In South Jersey, on the Lebanon State Forest, we covered 16 blocks 
2 totalling 3500 acres or 16 percent of the forest. Our results showed 

& 1 Deer per 17.1 acres 
ie 1 Grouse per 350 acres 
2 1 Quail per 13 acres of “habitable range" 
2 
8 Only 4 of the 16 blocks were judged to be habitable for quail as they 
= were the only ones which contain old fields, cranberry bogs or railroad 
§ rights-of-way. Over the entire forest quail averaged one bird per 60 

acres regardless of whether the block was habitable or unhabitable. We 

are planning to repeat this censusing sometime in February. 

Sincerely yours, 

eh “-. (3 Wve 
mate E. B. Moore 

Vy Assistant Forester 

EBM/BC : : 

PS. We Fae 9 ap te ete Gort trnad , unt 
' OS es peg Te poms nite tye oe HO 

D9 A—1-388—10M ea ys fe



New Soils Building 

Madison, Yisconsin 

February 5, 1934 

Mr, Warren F, Eaton 

: 63 Normal, Avemme 

Upper Montclair, N. J. 

Dear itr. Baton: 

I have your circuler of Jamary 22 and 

thoroughly approve your tieing up with the Audubon 

Society, 

I wish I could accept the invitation to 

o0s menbership, but finanelal considerations prevent, 

I think the How and Owl Society has 

| been doing good work and I am behind you, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/ gm Game lianager
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fit py) THE HAWK & OWL SOCIETY 
£ a Cr S . Co-operating with the National Association of Audubon Societies ee 

<—e 

WARREN F. EATON, SECRETARY COLVIN FARLEY, TREASURER 
63 NORMAL AVENUE 4 MARTINE AVENUE 

UPPER MONTCLAIR, N. J. WHITE PLAINS, N. Y. 

ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE January 22, 1934 
WARREN F. EATON 

ee Dear Conservationist: c 
RICHARD HERBERT 

DR e Sei eer eeas Legislation for and activity in behalf of hawks 
oe and owls is experiencing some very difficult times. As 

Loca REPRESENTATIVES YOU know, the Hawk and Owl Society has been affiliated 
Se ae ee from the start with the National Association of Audubon 

? Societies. At its inception the organization comnittee 
ALEXANDER SPRUNT, JR., 44 = % 

Gaiman a) a. of the Hawk and Owl Society considered the great value of 
JOHN A, GILLESPIE, working as a separate organization with one object in view, 

Gurwonpen, Pa. that is, the attainment of the principles expressed on the 
EDWARD S. WEYL, inside cover of our last Annual Report. 

Mr. Ary, Puma., Pa. 

Se np. While the National Association of Audubon Societies 
ee has interested itself in this subject for many years, it is ~- 

Dassen, Min. now engaged more actively along the very lines of the Hawk 
DR. LOUIS B. BISHOP, and Owl Society. At the solicitation of Dr. Pearson the 

Eseanees, Capes writer has accepted the position of chairman of the Hawk 
an aE and Owl Committee of the National Association, so that the 

: S activities of the Hawk and Owl Society and the National 

Association may be combined toward the one object. In 
forming a committee of National Association members, it 
was found that many persons particularly interested in : 
hawks and owls were not members of the National Association 
and therefore could not be asked to serve as a member of 
the National Association Committee, much as we wish this 
could be possible. Your name was among those suggested 
as your attitude on this subject is well-known, 

It is the writer's belief that the Committee of the 
National Association can accomplish a great deal and it is 

with this in mind that I am enclosing herewith a copy of 
an application blank for membership in the National Associa- 
tion. Please understand that this is not a scheme to 
solicit membership but an attempt to consolidate advocates 
of hawk and owl protdection more firmly under one standard, 

3 whether it be that of} the Hawk and Owl Society or the 
National Association,.| If you desire to serve on this 
Committee or to become a member of the National Association 
a reply will be appreeiateds In any event, it is my earnest 
hope that. you will express yourself frankly on this subject, 
and that we may rely upon your continued cooperation. 

With best wishes. 

Very truly yours, 

Ware. F. otex. 
Warren F, Eaton



New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Vebruary 2, 1934 

Mr, B, A, Quarles 
139 Bast Seventh Street 
Plainfield, New Jersey 

Dear Mr, Quarles: 

I never mew that you gave the original gane course 
at Cornell, I of course imew of it and was aware that it 
was the pioneer effort alone euch lines, but I was entirely 
unaware of your connection with it, ‘This new light makes it 
a little more difficult to understand way the thing was ever 
abandoned, : 

The establishment of the Chair here may be eredited 
to H, L. Russel, former dean of the Agricultural Gollege and 
now the executive officer of the Alumi Research Foundation. 
the Chair is financed out of the royalties from patents 
iseued to faculty members and administered through the foundas 
tion. 

The courses I an giving here are not professional, 
I did not want to compete with Michigan on that. One course 
is given direct to farmer boys who come here for the winter. 
It deals entirely with technique for Wisconsin farms, ‘the 
other is a kind of orientation course for biological students . 
in other lines, A description of the letter is inclosed, 

The bulk of the work of the Chair is research, and 
I am sending you ao prospectus of eS 
are aiming at. Since this cam out, however, I have succeeded 
in financing the prairie chicken investigation by sporte- 
mens! gubseriptions; also the Marshland Survey out of CWA 
money, I also have a large quail demonstration area which 
is connected with an erosion control project under PHA, 

You asked the name of the association whose litera- 
ture I formerly sent you, I thini you refer to the New Mexico 
Game Protective Association which issued a paper called THE 
PINE CONS, 

Your expression of confidence make me feel far from 
satisfied with the rather sneall scale effort which we are 
making here. It is not a large affair, wit I have tried to



E, A, Q.n-2--Feb. 2, 1934 

keep it sound as far as it goes, 

I have not taken a public stand on the duck question, 
but I make no secret of my conviction that we met have a 
simultaneous restriction of the kill, ond breeding cround 
restoration program, As to baiting, I would like to see it 
prohibited but fear that the states would not cooperate, 
I think the entire relationship with states mst be rebuilt 
before these questions can be handled satisfactorily, This 
rebuilding process I an trying to accomplish through the 
Wild Life Committee, but so far we have failed to acree,. 

I heartily welcome the implied intent on your part 
to re-enter the ranks of active geome man, I hope we shall 
have an early opportunity for a personal visit. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/ gm Gane Manager 
Ene.
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New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 11, 1934 

Mr. B. A. Quarles 
139 East Seventh Street 
Plainfield, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Quarles: 

You may be gure that I have not forgotten 
our past meetings, and I am delighted to hear from you 
again. As evidence that this is not a mere bunch of 
words, you may have noticed that you are frequently 
quoted in my book "Game Management". Your paper on 
the wild turkey at Yoodmont is still the only literature 
we have on that game bird. 

Yes, indeed I shall put you on my mailing 
list and I am sending you, under separate cover, some 
recent publications. I am also enclosing a perspective 
of my book in case you haven't seen it. 

I can not as yet say anything about the 
work of the new Committee because I have so far been 
unable to attend its meetings on account of teaching 
obligations. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/ gm Game Manager 
Ene,
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Soils Bldg. 

Robert Tewalt Feb. 22,1933 
&2 Beaumont Place 
Newark, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Tewalts 

I have loBked over the Breeders Bill,as you request,and 
see nothing wrong with the section a quh&l except that I em puzzled 
by the words “wholly enclosed". In some statee this means bird=tight. 
I assume this means simply fenced. 

You know,of course,my usual reservation that mich a lav is dangerous 
unless administered by a technically-competent and non-political 
Gome Department. This goes without saying. With such a department, such 
a quail law ought to be of creat benefit to any state. 

The pheasant section seems to me,if anything,too Jibersl in allowing 
five birds to each hen released. I understand the present law allows 
something like that,tut I have never heard of any actuol manasement 
operation which scored any such success, In Wisconsin we allow 75% of 
the birds released in fall,but nobody has ever beer able to ill more 
50% even when they tried to. This of course is a detail. Our experience 
4s that when you give a man an actual personal interest in a took of 

geme he seldom takes az mich as the law allows. But it might help allay 

criticism to scale down this ratio. ‘The objective of shhoting preserve 

, laws ought to be te encourage the establishment of wild stocks. 

Long-distance comments on situations like this are of courze hard 
make. I om simply complying with your request as best I cam | 

Yours sincerely } 

Aldo Leopold



The 

} WILD LIFE COUNCIL 
Chairman ° f Treasurer 

GEORGE J. KOECK 
= N E Ww J E R S E x Morris Plains 

aes Secretary 

Vice Chairman ROBERT F. TEWALT 
HENRY W. STELWAGON 82 Beaumont Place 

Ocean City Newark 

February 17, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Medison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am mailing you under separate cover 
the first issue of The Wild Life Council Bulletin. 
After you have had a chance to glance through it, I 
shall be glad to heave any comments or suggestions you 
may have to make relative to the efforts of the Council. 

I am especially anxious to have your : 
comments on the proposed breeders’ bill which is 
printed in full in the Bulletin and which is now before 
our State Legislature. 

Read section 2 of the bill, Senate 124, 
and let me know whet you think of the quail provision. 

You will note by the announcement 
enclosed with the Bulletin that the annual dinner of 
the New Jersey Fish and Game Conservation League will 
be held on March 9. If by any chance you expect to be 
in the East at that time, please advise me as I would 
like to have you attend this dinner and we would all be 
delighted to give you eae place on the program because 
a lot of our Jersey fellows are keenly interested in 
your work and are anxious to have a message direct 
from you. 

With best wishes, I am 

oo = 

Robert Tewalt 

R?:H
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2 therefore seem logical that sportsmen 
A Game Farm Question would get more for their money if buy- 

ing from breeders were the general : M . 
A question frequently raised, and practice. Misunderstanding on Bills 

listed among others for further study by es _ : : 
the Council, is: On the other hand, it is argued that Misunderstanding exists among 

i the production of ringnecks in quan- many sportsmen as to the most im- 

Should the State Game Farms tities on state game farms serves as a portant pending legislation affect- 
devote a major portion of their barrier against any attempt by private ing the Fish and Game Commis- 
attention to the propagation of breeders to force the price of ringnecks sion and its funds. The impression 
quail and the producing E of beyond the cost of state-farm produc- seems to prevail that adoption of 
Pheasant eggs and day-old chicks — tion. Against this argument, we are the Albright bill Senate 105 to 
for distribution among farmers reminded that in such a case it would abolish the commission would 
and sportsmen to be sold by them be an easy matter to go back to the mean also repeal of the law dedi- 
to tle state Usb, and game depart, policy of quantity production on the cating the commission’s income to 
ment, or should quantity produc- State farms. fish and game work. That is not so. 
fon of Pheasants be the principal At any rate, here is a question which The subject of dedicated funds is 
unction of these farms? offers food for thought. Many indi- covered by another measure— 
For several years the various states vidual opinions have already been Senate 126—-which in turn has 

have been able to buy ringneck voiced from various parts of the State. nothing to do with the continuance 

pheasants in the open market from pri- The Council will gladly welcome any or discontinuance of the commis- 

vate breeders at an average price con- suggestions or comments that may be sion.—Newark Evening News. 

siderably under the cost of producing helpful in a further study of this 

them on state-operated farms. It may question. 

Is the Ti ick ther! Now Is the Time to Stick Together! 

There are two official bodies in New Jersey which ter protection and patrol of privately owned hunting 

deal with fish and game affairs—the Fish and Game and fishing grounds in return for the donation of 

——€ommission and the Legislature. The Legislature hunting and fishing privileges and a proposed new 

makes the game laws and the Commission enforces breeders’ law, with the request that the Commission 

them and administers a state department. put the plans into effect if they met with its approval 

If something is to be done and it is purely a matter and join the Council in sponsoring the proposed law. 

of administration, the Commission can attend to it. The two plans and the breeders’ bill now in the 
z ee 

If it can’t be done-under existing laws, an appeal to hands of the Legislature as Senate No. 124 are dis- 

the Legislature is in order. cussed elsewhere in this issue. They are complete in 

To carry out the program of The Wild Life Coun- themselves, but they do not include everything the 

cil of New Jersey as set forth in this Bulletin, there Council has in mind for better hunting and fishing 

must be cooperation from both the legislative body and conservation of wild life in our State. Once the 

and the body in control of fish and game affairs. wheels are set in motion, there will be much else to 

In the logical order of events, the first thing to do do—much of planning, much of work. 

with such a program is to submit it to the Fish and The Wild Life Council of New Jersey is not set up 
Game Commission as a recommendation, with the for a transitory existence. It is looking forward to a 
request that the Commission carry out such parts _long period of activity and usefulness. It wants to do 
of it as do not need legislation and give its support big things, and big things take time to accomplish. 
to such legislation as may be needed. 

New Jersey has wonderful opportunities as a hunt- 

; The next step is to ask for the necessary legisla- ing and fishing State. To make the most of these 
tion. If the Legislature sees fit to enact it, then the opportunities, itis necessary for the farmers, the 
fish and game authorities can go ahead with the full sportsmen and the conservationists to stick together 

program if they so desire. in their work and planning and to join hands with 

Such was the procedure adopted by the Council. every individual, organization, institution or state 

It submitted to the Fish and Game Commission body that is willing to cooperate with advice, influ- 

a farmer-sportsman cooperative plan, a plan for bet- ence or effort in a task that is big enough for all.
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HERE IS THE TEXT OF THE BREEDERS’ BILL 
SENATE, No. 124 such licensee shall have produced evi- The quail to be taken by shooting on 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY dence satisfactory to the Board of Fish said land during said period shall not 
AN ACT to encourage the propaga- and Game Commissioners that he has exceed in number the estimated surplus 

tion of game birds and game animals in liberated on said land during the year over and above said average, as estab- 

the State of New Jersey, to regulate the covered by his license and prior to May lished by said census, and said Board 

production, sale, killing and transporta- first of that year at least two male and _- shall supply special tags or seals which 

tion of propagated game birds and game te? female pheasants for each one hun- shall be affixed to the carcass of each 
animals; to provide licenses therefor dred acres or a proportionate number of quail shot in accordance with the pro- 
and penalties for violations and to re- pheasants for less than one hundred visions of this act, the total number of 

peal all acts or parts of acts inconsis- 2¢TeS- Such licensee or any person or such tags or seals not to exceed the 

tent herewith. te ag megs pri oe pa number of quail in said estimated 
also take ar surplus. 

BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and yen season without regard to sex or : 
General Assembly of the State of New ag jimit on the land described in his So Dll Ce necs under n Seac msual Jersey: icensegnuseiattional iannbencon pode expire on January thirty-first of each 

1. Any person who desires to retain ants up to four-fifths of the number of gies 

in captivity, propagate, liberate, kill, aj] pheasants which shall have been 4. Every license under this act shall 
sell alive or dead or transport game jiberated on said land after the said contain a description and location of 
birds or game animals may make appli- May first; provided, that such licensee such lands or portion or portions 
cation in writing to the Board of Fish shall have produced evidence satisfac- thereof and of such wholly enclosed pre- 
and Game Commissioners for a license tory to the Board of Fish and Game serve or wholly enclosed preserves as 
so to do, as hereinafter prescribed; pro- Commissioners that he has liberated are to be used in accordance with the 
vided, that this act shall not apply to pheasants on said land after said May provisions of this act. 
any person or persons who shall raise first, 
game birds for the said Board from eggs A 5. It shall be unlawful to sell, dead 
or chicks supplied by said Board. Such licensee or any person or per- or alive, any game bird propagated in 

Minemnia Board whemaienequiear ao authorized by him so to do may accordance with this act unless it shall 
thatbeuch application “hae™ieen? made take pheasants by shooting from No- have been confined in a wholly enclosed 

in good faith shall issue such license to pemper renin (0 rhe mex sono Ene Jan- preserve from the time when it was 
| such applicant upon the payment of a v4), thirty tirst, “both! daye inclusive, frst able toifly, and tt shallialso be wns 

fategify o*aollars without regard to sex or bag limit on awful to sell, dead or alive, any game 
. the land described in his license; pro- quadruped so progagated unless it shall 

The license so issued shall permit vided, that such licensee shall have pro- have been confined in a wholly enclosed 
the licensee to retain in captivity, prop- duced evidence satisfactory to the preserve from the time of its birth until = 
agate, or engage in the business of Board of Fish and Game Commission- sold or taken out for sale or delivery. 
breeding and raising game birds or ers that he has liberated on said land i 
game animals, whether introduced in or during the year covered by his license, 6. For the purposes of this act a 
native to this State, on lands or any por- or that he has in his possession on said Wholly enclosed preserve for game birds 
tion or portions thereof or in a wholly land or in some other designated place Shall be construed to mean a preserve 
enclosed preserve or wholly enclosed or places and will liberate on said land $0 enclosed that the game birds con- 
preserves, of which he is the owner or prior to said January: thirty-first, at tained therein cannot escape; and for 
lessee, to sell such game birds or game least one hundred pheasants for any 4uadrupeds, a preserve surrounded by 
animals alive or transport them alive acreage up to one hundred acres and at ‘Such a fence as shall prevent the escape 
in or from this State at any time or to least one pheasant for each additional of said quadrupeds. 
kill them at any time in any manner acre, and provided, further, that the 7. All game birds and game animals 
other than shooting and sell their car- number of pheasants so taken by shoot- acquired by licensees under this act 
casses for food; provided, that no such ing shall not exceed four-fifths of the hall be obtained from a source other 
bird or animal shall be sold for food total number of pheasants liberated on ‘than the Board of Fish and Game Com- 
unless the carcass thereof shall have said land during the year covered by missioners. 
been tagged with a suitable tag or seal said license. >; 
supplied by the Board of Fish and Game 2 Sshoilladie land aeserfvedin city 8. The boundaries of lands described 
Commissioners; provided, however, that jicense issued under this act be. in a in licenses issued under this act shall 
such licensee may kill by shooting deer be posted at intervals of not more than 

y y & county or counties by law closed to sy. nundred feet with nai a 
propagated in a wholly enclosed pre- quail shooting, the licensee holding > Oe oe Witt Such Signs ant 
serve under this act and sell th i in) suchsmanner ‘as:may be prescribed) by € Same such license or any person or persons ; : 
for food if properly tagged; and pro- auihonized onyiuiin sosis dolrmavatake the Board of Fish and Game Commis- 

vided, further, that carcasses of quail quail by shooting during the period Beare: 
or ruffed grouse shall not be sold under fy9m November tenth to December fif- 9. Each holder of a license under 

any circumstances and that it shall be teenth, both days inclusive, on the land this act shall keep such license promi- 
unlawful to sell or offer for sale car-  geseribed in such license; provided, that nently displayed at the place of business 
casses of any pheasants which have aid licensee, through a quail census specified therein and shall keep accu- 
been shot under the provisions of this taken- under the supervision of the rate written records which shall include 
ace Board of Fish and Game Commission- the number of. each species of game 

Such licensee or any person or per- ers, shall have produced evidence satis- birds or game animals killed by shoot- 

sons authorized by him so to do may factory to said—Board that the quail ing, the number of each species other- 
take pheasants by shooting during the population on said land<has. been so in- wise killed and the name and address of 

regular open season without regard to creased, by artificial propagation, re- each person or corporation from whom 

sex or bag limit on the land described stocking, improving quail environment or to whom game birds or game animals 

in his license up to a number equal to. or otherwise, as to exceed an average | were purchased or sold alive or to whom 
five times the number of female pheas- of one quail for each three acres, and they were sold for food and the date of 
ants liberated on said land during the provided, further, that the land de- each transaction. These records shall 
year covered by his license and prior to scribed in such license shall have an be kept permanently at the place of bus- 

May first of that year; provided, that area of at least one hundred acres. iness specified in such license and shall
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be open for inspection by any duly au- sioners in accordance with this act to licenses issued under this act of June 
thorized representative of the Board of the carcass of any game bird or game _ fourteenth, one thousand nine hundred 

Fish and Game Commissioners at all animal not propagated, acquired or and thirty-two, shall remain in full 

reasonable times. Each licensee under’ killed in the manner prescribed in this force and virtue until the thirty-first 

this act shall send to the said Board not act. : day of January, one thousand nine hun- 
later than March first a certified copy 17. It shall be a violation of this ed and thirty-four. 
of such records covering the twelve- aot for any licensee operating under its 28. Should any section or part of a 
months period ending on January provisions, or any person authorized by section of this act be found to be.in- 
thirty-first of the same calendar year. him to shoot pheasants, to kill or have valid or unconstitutional in any court 
The said Board shall furnish the forms in possession any game bird or game of competent jurisdiction, such parts 
on which these records are to be kept. animal, except pheasants, during the shall be exscinded and the remainder of 

10. It shall be unlawful to transport period from December sixteenth to Jan- the act shall stand. 

the carcass of any pheasant or quail shot wary thirty-first, both dates inclusive; 24. This act shall take effect immedi- 
under the provisions of this act unless and it shall also be a violation of this 1.1, 
such carcass shall have affixed thereto act for any such licensee or person to 
a special tag or seal supplied by the shoot pheasants during said period out- STATEMENT 
Board of Fish and Game Commission- side the land described in the license The general purpose of this act is to 

ers. of such licensee. increase the production of game birds 
1%) Whe Board of Kien and Guite 18. It shall be unlawful to trap on nd game animals by enlarging the op- 

Commissioners shall be entitled to re- land described in any license issued un- Portunities of all who desire to breed 
ceive and shall collect for each tag or der this act any game bird or game ani- nd raise them. 
seal to be affixed to the careasses of mal propagated in accordance with the It prohibits the sale of game which 
game birds or game animals, as pro- Provisions of this act unless the holder has been shot, with the exception of 
vided in this act, the sum of ten cents. of aun license shall weve oniatne’ deer bred and raised in a wholly en- 

- written permission so to do from the 1 erve, and als rohibits the 

12. No tag or seal affixed to the car- Board of Fish and Game Commission- aie OF tliteodl of one aa Fite cass of any bird or animal in accordance ers, = den onset 
with the provisions of this act shall be BEASTS MACON BDy re Em Aaces: 
removed until such carcass is finally 19. Nothing herein contained shall It retains all essential features of the 
prepared for consumption; provided, @lter or supersede the provisions of the present breeders’ law. 
that the keeper of a hotel, restaurant or laws of the State requiring a license to Tt provides an inducement for-tarae 
boarding house, a retail dealer in meat, hunt; provided, that section twenty- 10° ot men Sa oihers*to pronaeete 
or a club may sell a portion of a carcass three of an act entitled ‘‘An act for the » SD F a Se s o Prop: oe 

2 E 4 or acquire game and liberate it for so tagged, notwithstanding that the tag Protection of certain kinds of birds, BNGGLINE OuRionee 
or seal shall not be affixed to the por- &ame and fish, to regulate their method Pe 
tion so sold. of capture and provide open and close It authorizes the Fish and Game 

seasons for such capture and possession. Commission to issue to any person, for 
—— wd: 3-1t—shallbelawiul. for COMMON. (Revision-of 1903.)”, as amended April a fee of $2, a license to breed and raise 

carriers to receive and transport dead ninth, one thousand nine hundred and game on land he owns or leases, sell 
game birds or dead game animals tagged ten, shall not apply to any person au- it alive, kill it and sell it for food, or 
in accordance with the provisions of this thorized to shoot pheasants under the liberate it for hunting purposes, under 
act or live game birds or live game ani- provisions of this act. certain restrictions. 
mals propagated in accordance with the 5 ’ 
provisions of this act; provided, that to 20. Any Deron Violating apyvot the 1b follows the present breeders; law every container offered for shipment Provisions of this act shall be liable with respect to the shooting of pheas- 
and containing such birds or animals ‘© @ Penalty of not less than fifty dol- ants during the regular open season 
shall be affixed a tag or label upon /@Fs and not more than two hundred without regard to sex or bag limit and 
which shall be plainly printed or writ- lars for each offense, to be sued for provides for an extension of this sea- 

ten the name of the person licensed to 24 recovered in the manner provided son, with additional shooting privileges, transport the same, the number of each and by the person or persons authorized if a licensee liberates pheasants in suf- 

kind contained therein and a statement ‘© Sue for and recover penalties by the ficiently large numbers. 
to the effect that all such birds or ani- Provisions of an act entitled “An act Experience has shown that, when 
mals were propagated or killed in the ‘© Provide a uniform procedure for the pheasants have been liberated in large 
manner prescribed in this act. Peace, ates ee ae numbers, from twenty to forty per cent 

14. No licensee shall sell and trans- of penalties for ‘violations thereof,” ap- Ue eee see ane oe a 
port from this State any live game birds proved March twenty-ninth, eighteen Beer BF (RRR AE Ane et eee 
or game animals propagated under this hundred and ninety-seven, and the acts ss 
act unless he shall have first offered amendatory thereof and supplementary A special provision of this act (Sec- 
such birds or animals to the Board of thereto. tion 2) sets the stage for a quail restor- 
Fish and Game Commissioners at a rea- ation program in the ten northern 
sonable price which shall not exceed the 21. The Board of Fish and Game counties of New Jersey which have been 

, ‘price at which such licensee shall offer C°Mmissioners may revoke any license ¢josed to quail shooting for the last five 
. ssuch birds or animals for sale outside ‘Swed hereunder upon the conviction years. Under this program sportsmen 

“ts. “of the State and said Board shall within 0f the holder thereof of a violation of or farmers, individually or in organized 
ten days from date of such offer advise his act or any part thereof. groups, can earn the privilege of hunt- 
such licensee whether it desires to pur- 22, The act entitled “An-act toven- i28 duail, or selling or leasing quail 
chase such birds or animals. courage the propagation of game.birds !unting privileges, on local areas in 

15. It shall be unlawful for any per- 24 game animals in the State of New Masse eeoUn aE increasing the quail 
son to counterfeit any tag or seal issued Jersey, and the sale of propagated game TOP Dy artificial propagation, restock- i by the Board of Fish and Game Com- Pirds and game animals, and providing "8 Jmproving “quail environaigai@on 
missioners in accordance with this act. licenses therefor,” approved June four- Otherwise. 

teenth, one thousand nine hundred and In general purpose and specific pro- 
16. It shall be unlawful for any per- thirty two, and all other acts and parts visions, this act is in line with the best 

son to affix any tag or seal issued by of acts inconsistent herewith, be and modern practice in producing game and 
the Board of Fish and Game Commis- the same are hereby repealed, but all providing an outlet for it.
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“2 American Game Assoriation 
i “America’s Oldest National Game Protective Organization” 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

January 25, 1953 

Mpe Geos C. “grren, Jire,g President 
New Jersey Fish & “gme Commission 
Summit,New Jersey 

Dear My. Warren: 

Through Mr. Steeholm I ha lust received a copy of 
your proposed four-point program for New J. » and want to congrat-- 
ulate you on the important objecti outlined. 

Personally, 1 $fmeN2 should the list, #4 should 
come next, #8 should be cont: he ts osition, and #2 
should become number 4. ff jer in which I would classify 
them as to their basic in oe 

if you ares the Suggestion, 1 believe it would 
be wise to restate your item eee ; 

“le Through fof applic n oO telligent game management 
methods on fa/ ste: \ tcale, especially the improvement 
of food an over condiftgons and the control of predators, 
a four-fole crease of fame cen be assured naturally with 
out increasinpthe geaiptity of game artificially produced." 

This entire program is in complete accord with the 
n Game P » and it will be a pleasure to assist you and your 

ass tes in possible manner to put this program across. 

of the quickest ways to do this on a large scale 
would the services of Aldo Leopold, Soils Building, Made 

. > ison, Wisconsin, one_of_our collaborators, for from three to six 
: months to make a survey to help develop the details of your plan. 

It would be an investment which the sportsmen of New Jerseywuld al- 
ways be proud of, and I suggest that you correspond with Mr. Leopold 
at onces Lowa made the best progress of any state in 1932, and Leopold 
was the man who did most of the real works 

One of our representatives, working under his direction, 
Set up a number of game management and farmer-sporteman demonstration 
areas last year, after the game survey had been completed by Leopolde 
Those demonstration areas are beginning to show real results, and the 
idea is spreading very rapidly.



: American Game Agsoriation 
; “America’s Oldest National Game Protective Organization” 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Ur. Geo. ©. Warren, Jr., $2 1/23/33 

Te expedite the movement Lowa held a school for its field 

officers in December. ‘they were given a lecture course on game management, 
then taken over some of the demonstration areas and schooled in cover and 
food improvement work so that they could each advance the work in their 
regular districts. 

New Jersey's field staff would benefit greatly from a like 
program covering both game and fish. Let these men learn how, then make 

é instructors out of them to sell it to the public. Ilfake producers out of 
_ them instead of lew enforcement officers only. 

4 Mr. Steeholm tells me that you are favor of an examina~ 
' tion system to eliminate those who are unfitted to turned Loose with 

licenses in New Jerseye We are in entire a this idea, but care 
must be exercised in working out the detai reaction will be 
favorable. ‘This should be held in until y © important basic 
program is underway. 

We are attaching ‘om the address of John B. 
Burnham at the 15th American © on this subject. ‘The January 
1931 issue of FIELD AND STREAM al: an editorial on it by Mr. Burn- 
ham. You probably have this in or can secure it from the FIELD 
AWD STREAM offices . ~ 

Tell me fig he\ of assistance and we will ge 
the limit. 

bAlially yours, 

6 President 

Eee
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

A Further Supplement to an act entitled "An act for the 

| protection of certain kinds of birds, game and fish, to regulate 

their method of capture, and provide open and close seasons for 

such capture and possession" (Revision of 1903), approved April | 

fourteenth, one thousand nine hundred and three. 

BE If ENACTED by the Senate and General Assembly of the 

“State of New Jersey: 

1. It shall be unlawful for five years from the passage 

of this act for any person to hunt for, pursue, capture, kill, 

injure or destroy any quail in the counties of Warren, Passaic, 

Bergen, Sussex, Morris, Essex, Hudson, Union, Somerset or 

_ Hunterdon, under & penalty of twenty dollars for each quail 

hunted for, pursued, captured, killed, injured or destroyed, 

| except as hereinafter provided. 

| 2. The Board of Fish and Game Commissioners may permit, 

under such regulations as it may prescribe in addition to those 

“prescribed by law, the taking of quail by shooting, up to such 

number as said Board shall determine, and not to exceed the daily 

_ bag limit peyperson as prescribed by law, from November tenth to 

| December fiftemth, both days inclusive, or during any shorter 

| poste which said Board may designate, in any year and on any \ 

| area of land definitely prescribed by said Board in said counties © 

| irrespective of county lines, if and when the number of quail in 

‘guch area shall have been increased by artificial propagation, 

“restocking or improving queil environment on such area to an 

extent sufficient in the judgment of said Board to justify such 

permission without endangering the proper concervation of the 

quail as &@ game bird; provided, that such permission may be
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| granted only to the person or persons controlling the use of such 

area for the purposes herein set forth; provided, further, that 

such person or persons may allow other persons to take quail by 

Shooting on such area in conformity with the provisions of this 

act. 

| 5. It shall be unlawful to remove from any area of lend 

| prescribed end used under the provisions of this act any quail, 

dead or alive, under a pemlty of twenty dollars for each quail 

80 removed; provided, that any quail taken by shooting in 

accordance with the provisions of this act may be removed from 

such area; and provided, further, that the carcass of each quail 

so taken and removed shall be tagged with a suitable tag or seal 

supplied by the Board of Fish md Game Commissioners. Said Board © 

shall be mtitled to receive and shall collect for each tag or 

seal so supplied the sum of five cents. 

4. Section one and section three of this act shell be 

enforced by the persons authorized, and in accordance with the 

provisions of an act entitled "An act to provide a uniform 

procedure for the enforcement of all laws relating to fish, game | 

and birds, and for the recovery of penalties for violations 

| thereof," approved March twenty-ninth, one thousand eight hundred 

and ninety-seven, and the acts amendatory thereof and 

supplementary thereto. 

5. This act shell take effect on Merch fifteenth, one 

thousand nine hundred and thirty+three. 

STATEMENT 

This act has three definite purposes: 

1. 0 continue the protection of quail in the ten 

counties in which such protection expires under the preset law 

on March 15, 1933, md in which the quail crop has been serious~ 

ly depleted. 

2. To provide an incentive for farmers and sportgnen to 

aid in restoring the quail in these counties by artificial
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| propagétion, restocking, and improving quail environment so that 

| the quail will propagate more abundently wider natural conditions, 

| in areas to be prescribed by the Fish and Game Commission. 

: | 3. To enable the Commission to open these areas to 

limited shooting of quail if and when the crop shall have been 

sufficiently increased to justify shooting under proper regula- 

tions and without endangering the necessary conservation of one 

| of New Jersey's most popular game birds. 

| The ten counties have been closed to quail for the last 

five years, but the results give little hope of having even 

‘restricted quail hunting in these couties unless an inducement 

is given to farmers and sportsman to assist in bringing back the 

crop by the practice of modern methods of quail management. 

i # 

i . | 

| 

| 

| 

| 

| 

| 
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The 

WILD LIFE COUNCIL 
‘Chsienan ° f Treasurer 

GEORGE J. KOECK 
eae hg N E WwW J E R S E y Morris Plains 

= 
Secretary 

Vice Chairman ROBERT F. TEWALT 
HENRY W. STELWAGON 82 Beaumont Place 

Ocean City Newark 

January 9, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Soils Build ing 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thenks much for your letter! 

It is just what I wanted, and I received it 
just when I wanted it. 

You speak of a proposed quail law to authorize 
your Commission to grant shooting permits to organized groups 
of farmers. You may be interested in the enclosed draft of 
& bill we expect to introduce in the New Jersey Legislature 
this winter to put into effect a plan somewhat like yours in 
northern New Jersey, now entirely closed to quail shooting. 

If you have a few moments of leisure, I 
should like to have your reaction on this bill end any 
suggestions you may care to make. 

If our newspaper releases would be of any 
interest to you, I can put you on our mailing list so as to 
give you sn idea of what we are trying to do here in Jersey. 

It is heartening to be in contact with a 
men like you and I trust it may be reciprocally helpful. 

With best wishes for continued success in 
your work, I am 

ee yours, 

Robert Tewalt 

RT: “4, 
> ENC. \h 

we



The 

WILD LIFE COUNCIL 
Chairman of Treasurer 

THORFIN TAIT GEORGE J. KOECK 
Metuchen NEW JERSEY Morris Plains 

oe Secretary 

pelea beliman ROBERT F. TEWALT 
HENRY W. STELWAGON 82 Beaumont Place 

Ocean City Newark 

December 20, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University National Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The next meeting of The Wild Life Council of 
New Jersey will be held on Thursday, Jenuary 5, at which time I 
would like to have @ general discussion of the quail situation in 
New Jersey and prior to that time, I would greatly appreciate a 
little more detailed information as to what is being done in Iowa. 
Would you be kind money 2° let me know a little more in detail how 
the demonstration area/is working out in Iowa as well as in Wisconsin 
or any other state in which it is being tried wmder your supervision? 

I am especially interested to know about the details 
of the proposed plan of opening the season on quail shooting in 
certain localities where the crop has been sufficiently developed to 
warrant it. Just how do you propose to work out this plan?’ 

i Does the state fish and game department have the 
authority at present to open the season in certain localities or 
would it have to be taken care of through a legislative act? 

Also, who will decide and how will they decide 
when the crop is developed sufficiently to warrant shooting? 

There seems to be many arguments which would merit 

the development and adoption of such a plan and I would appreciate 

any suggestions that you may have to make to help me in bringing 

them before our Council. 

Thanking you for any information and suggestions 

you may be able to give me and with best wishes, I am 

re yours, 

ohert Tewalt 
Secretary 

R2:H
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: Jan. 3, 1933 

Mr. Robert F. Tewdlt 
&2 Beaumont Place 
Newark, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Tewalt: if : 

Absence from town has delayed my reply to your letter of Dec.’ 20. 

Iowa has laid out three demonstration areas specifically for quail. 
I inspected one of them the first season after the food and cover 
improvements were completed. ‘There were originally four coveys. Bight 
coveys were predicted on the basis of improvements, this mumber to be 
realized within two years. At the end of one year I actually saw seven 
on the ground. This indicates how nicely the development plans are work- 

: ing out in actual practice. : 

The proposed quail permit lew will simply authorize the Commission 
to grant shooting permits to organized groups of farmers who can show 
that they are prepared to regulate the total kill and are practicing 

. food and cover management. ‘This authority will have to be delegated : 

through a special act of this winter's legislature. , ; 

The areas will be inspected by the game managers whom I trained 
during the Game Survey. The new research department at the Agri- 
cultural College will referee any questionable technical points. 
Renewal of permit is to depend on satisfactory yearly inspection. 

Such a system would of course become unwieldy by the time that 
a large number of areas had been permitted. By that time, however, 
the public will be sufficiently convinced of the good faith ard ‘ 
success of the enterprise to liberalize the operation of the system 
and make possible a reduction of the volume of inspection. Bear in 
mind that Iowa has been a songbird state and we mst proceed slowly 
and on the basis of public confidence. , : 

The quail chapter in a recent issue of Panam may give 
you some additional light on the Towa, plate pie ome 

I am making this a brief letter in order to get it to you by 

Jan. 5. E 

Yours sincerely, 

ALD LROPOLD 
AL/vh



The ; 

WILD LIFE COUNCIL 
Chairman of Treasurer 

HORFIN TAIT GEORGE J. KOECK 
: Metuchen NEW JERSEY Morris Plains 

tee 
Secretary 

Vice Chairman ROBERT F. TEWALT 
HENRY W. STELWAGON 82 Beaumont Place 

Ocean City Newark 

yoX 
: December 7, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University National Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Here's the interview as it 
blossomed out on the best wild life page in New Jersey. 
It also went to other papers in the state and to 
dailies in New York City and Philadelphia. How wide- 
iy it was used I have no means now of knowing at this 
time. 

Mr. Tewalt joins me most heartily 
in appreciation of your courtesy in giving us such 
an endorsement and such valuable ideas to spread 
about. 

Perhaps, as I suggested when I saw 
: you, your bright newspaper men out Medison way can 

find something in the article to give to the press 
of Wisconsin. 

le shall be glad to hear from you 
at any time, and if we can in any wey be helpful 
you know you can count on us 100 per cent. 

Sincerely yours, 

Liha — Oho 
Arthur Oliver.
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Unqualified Approval by Leopold. 
"Of Wild Life Council’s Prog Zz. 

Se ee re eee —_— 
Among leading sportsmen and con- , ing conservationist into the copartner- 

servationists who have indorsed the] Ship of activities and thereby reduces 
fish and game and conservation- pto- Poe of future blockade or con- 

gram of The: Wild Life Council of New} «sixth, it gives due consideration to 
‘Jersey 1s Aldo Leopold, chairman of) the fact that the landholder must have 
the game policy committee of the| some motive for making his land pro- 

American Game Conference. Mr., Leo- So tue Dien creer ee 
* ‘Ov. im, 

pold’s views are set forth in a state-| \ith an opportunity to earn money and 
ment issued by the council. They are;enjoy better shooting by producing 
of particular interest because he has| more game on his land.” 
been. directing in other states the work| ~ 

of solving problems paralleling Bone Oe Leo pold s Work in 
the most important that have arisen 
Here: se “~~ |Other States — 
/ Mr. Leopold is regarded as one of the During all (of 1931, Mr, Leopold 

nation’s leading authorities on fish and} worked an a game production plan for 
game and conservation of wild life. At|Iowa in conjunction with* the depart- 
the annual American Game Conference | ments of conservation and of fish and 
in New York last week he had a num-| game. He trained a staff of men who 
ber of conferences. with represéntatives| took charge of the work when he 
of the council. In the latter's state-| left. Under the plan he set up, ac- 
ment he is quoted as giving six spe-| tivities. are under the supervision of 
cific reasons for its “unqualified ap-| the chief game officer and of a direc- 
proval” of its program. They are: ee ar eeceres who is on the staff of 

: e state agricultural. college. ~The; 
Broad, Sound Basis have under them two bce ana 
In, Co-operation oi the entire force of state game wardens. 

= This year he was commissioned \ to 
_ “First, it 1s placed on a broad and) organize a series of game production 
sound basis by enlisting the co-opera-|qemonstrations in Wisconsin. Bach 
tion of all groups concerned. s demonstration was placed in the hands 

“Second, it calls for the gradual de-| of a group of farmers with adjoining 
‘| velopment of practices suited to eco-| tracts of land after Mr, Leopold had 

nomic and biological conditions in the| worked out a detailed plan for the 
.| territory it covers. areas and instructed them how to carry 

“Third, it doesn’t rely upon legisla- it out. The aim was to build up 
tion alone as a means of producing| “samples” of what could be done. 
more game. It recognizes the all im- “The farmer-sportsman ‘co-operative 
portant fact that the landholder must | idea, which is so important a part of 
be the foundation of an adequate] the council’s program,” Mr. Leopold is 
farmer-sportsman co-operative plan. further quoted as saying, “would be ap- 

“Fourth, it also recognizes the fact | plied here to conditions similar to those 
that there are many problems that no-|in Iewa and Wisconsin. It is in con- 
body knows the answer to,.and virtu-|formity with the most advanced prac- 
ally puts it up to the state's biological | tice in the states where I have been 
institutions to get the facts necessary | working. Farmers are more responsive 
for a solution. . to sucha plan than the average sports-_ 

“Fifth, it welcomes the non-shoot-|man realizes. 5 
A “In the actual operation of this plan, 

: the farmers’ wives are making their pin 
money and the boys and girls on the 
farm are carrying the spirit of the 4-H 
clubs into the .practical business of 
game production. What the council’s, 
program has to say about game-destroy- | 

jing predators goes far enough and not 
too far, and the necessity of research 
work in ‘this line is duly set forth as 
up-to-date procedure. 

Is in Accord with 
Game Policy : 

“In giving my unqualified approval 
to this program, I may say that it is 

strictly in accord with the American 
game policy.adopted by the American 
Game Conference in 1930. It therefore 
carries with it not only my indorse- 
Ment as an individual but the indorse- | 
ment of the entire group of sportsmen 
who formulated that policy. The crying | 

need of the whole national situation is 
for all states to take hold of this same | 
set of principles. J u ol RS bh aL 

“states.” Ea 
Mr. Leopold is a graduate of Law- 

renceville Academy, class of 1905. Dur- 
ing his course there he did a great| 
deal cf field work in botany and 
ornithology. Ssice then, he has en- 
larged his knowledge of New Jersey by 
keeping in touch with its fish and 
game and conservation problems and | 
the efforts that have been made to solve | 
them: 4 : 1 

“T believe,” he said, “that the: crux 
of-the whole situation lies in a plan 

[that will get the sportsman and the 
landholder together on a friendly basis — 

Of co-operation, with compensation to 
‘|the landholder fer his contribution to
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- 173-175 CHAMBERS STREET 
NEW YORK 

November 1, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing, herewith, the copy of 

the paper you sent me for perusal, and I wish to offer 

you my congratulations on it for I think you have 

stated the case accurately and fairly. 

As to the status of the duck hawk in 

New Jersey, I very much doubt that there are over two 

breeding pairs in the State, if that many. While it 

occurs regularly, chiefly along the coast, as a migrant 

Spring and Fall, its numbers are never large enough to 

have a serious effect on the game supply. I never re- 

call seeing more than three in any one day and that is 

an unusual number. 

Very truly yours, 

it ) A + WN ia \ 

/ ) Conan ur Raditore J req a_ 

j To - ~ 

LY) VW 196 4



Copies to Messrs. Olin 
Dill 

3 Oct. 18, 1932 

Mr. Robert F. Tewalt 
$2 Beaumont Place 
Newark, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Tewalt: 

You need have no fears that I have misunderstood 
your letters. You are committing nobody in asking me purely 
hypothetical questions and in attemting to answer them T am 
comaitting nobody. 

Your seconi letter gives me a clearer idea of your : 
general strategy. I see nothing wrong with it. Before getting 
too deep into any plans, however, I would like to be better 
acquainted with your association and also with what kind of com 
missioners you have. If you could let me meet some of these 
‘men at the Game Conference, it would shed a lot of light on uy 
mind. I have learned from experience that the rosiest plan is 

‘ absolutely useless unless backed by the right Icind of people in : 
the state to which it is to be applied. I am, of course, 
acquainted with you, wut I would like to be acquainted with some 
of the others before being a serious applicant for any work the 
state may need to have done. 

I submit a very brief outline for your use in : 
talking up this project. If a longer one would be better, I 
will draw it. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

. : ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Incl.



Outline of How to Get 

A Game Production Plan for New Jersey 

Prepared at the request of the New Jersey Fish & Game Conservation League 

by Aldo Leopold 

I. The Game Crop. 

1. Map the types of game range in the state. 

2. Census the game on suitable samples of each type, and measure 
the yield. : 

3. Estimate the possible stand and yield. 

4, Compare the present with the possible stand and yield, 
. and with the hunting population, 

II. The Land Problem. 

5. Find the per cent of absentee ownership vs. farms in each type. 

6. Appraise the chance for getting farmers to produce game, 
and the terms under which they will do it. Which of the 
many farmer-sporteman relationships now being tried in 
other states will fit? : ; 

7. Appraise the chance for state lease, purchase, or operation 

of non-farm lands for game. Which of the many operating 
plans now being tried in other states will fit? 

8. Find out how the game program can be dovetailed with the 
forestry, fire control, fishing, and agricultural program. 

III. Game Management Methods. For each New Jersey species: 

9. Assemble the kmown facts on what to do to New Jersey land 
to make it produce. 

; 10. Write a Handbook for farmers describing what to do for each 
species. 

ll. List the main facts needed but not mown, and get the state's 
biological institutions to start research to find them. 
Find them funds to start. 

12. Appraise relationships with other conservation groups, and 
- how to earn their cooperation in the game program.
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IV. Finance and Personnel. 

13. In the course of this work, train selected state employees 
by using them as assistants. 

14. Appraise the chances for increased revenues for administration, 
and for developing private donations for msearch. 

15. If desired, appraise the organization and financing of 
present administrative agencies, and compare with the best 
practice in other states. Draft recommended improvements. 

vV. General. 

The general idea is to devise self-supporting ideas, and 
mechanisms which can spread on their own power; not to lay out 
elaborate plans useless without big money. ‘The idea is to use 
publis funds only where private ‘initiative is impossible or unsafe. 
The idea is not to write a complete specification for 1940 needs, 
but to set up a sound personnel and an elastic policy which can 
meet exigencies as they arise. The possibility of these things 
depends less on who is brought intc New Jersey to write the plan 
than on who in New Jersey participates in its writing and execution. 

Cost Estimate for Preparing Plan 

1 Consultant, 6 months, $600 per month. . .. +4 +++ 0 + © $3,600 
Travel, 6 months, $150 per month. .....62.+4+0e2+ 900 

1 Assistant, probably already on state payroll ....+.se«-s 0 
Travel, 6 months, $150 per month. ....+s1-eese2ee 900 

Printing Handbook for farmers . 1 6 ss ses ese eee so « « 1000 

Miscellaneous costs in printing Report (can be reprinted 
from some periodical and sold at cost) .....s+-..+e 1007 

$6,500



ROBERT F. TEWALT 

82 Beaumont Place 

Newark, N. J. 

October 12, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of the 7th is indeed most 
interesting. I want however, to get one thing clear 
and that is, I am not in any way representing our 
state commission nor do I have any contact with it 
whatsoever. 

We have a comnission here in Jersey 
Which has been more or less just drifting aimlessly 
along without any kind of a policy. Just how much 
longer tnis condition will prevail I do not know. 
I am secretary of the New Jersey Fish and Geme 
Conservetion League, es you are already aware, and 
we have been trying to &rouse our commission but 
have so far failed. We also launched s move to have 
a@ change but that will be delayed at least until next 
year. 

I rether lixe your idea of calling 
this thing about which we are corresponding a Game 
Production Plan as it sounds something like “more geme% 
and that is what the average hunter wants. 

we are putting forth considerable 
effort toward the building of our League memvership 
and in order to néve interested members there must 
be a challenging progrem set up befdre they will show 

: much interest. 

It is therefore my idea to set up 
this development of a Game Produétion Plan as one of 
the major objectives of our League. Of course, if in 
the meantime the state commission wakes up and sees 
the advantage of permitting us to whole heartedly 
cooperate with them, so much the better. But instead 
of sitting idly by and fiddling while our game is 
rapidly getting away from us, I hope to arouse a big 
enough group of sportsmen to make it possible for us 
to do something ourselves and when the commission 
whether it be this one or a new one, gets ready to 

take hold and help we will have the thing under way.
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. I am frank to say that I personally have a lot 
of confidence and respect for your ability and ex- 
perience and I sincerely hope there will be some way 
by which we cén get you into New Jersey this Winter 
or Spring but 1 em going to have to call upon you to 
give me séme assistance in setting up the program 
in so far as it effects your working with us. 

If possible I would lixe to have you give me 
an outline of just what will be required in the way 
of equipment, personnel, finance etc.to ma ke it 
possible to gather the necessary facts and data and 
to set up a complete progrem for our state to follow. 

lf we do this and ley it before our commission 
and they still refuse to cooperate. Je will not have 
much difficulty getting a change. | believe however 
the change will come before that time either through 
a change of heart on the part of our present commission 
or through the passage ef a law changing the whole 
outfit. I will tell you all about this phase of the 
subject when i see.you. 

I quite egree thet everybody must be ready to 
make some radicél innovétions if we expect to get any- 
where. In setting your plan up be sure to indicate 
where we will need to call in out side expert help. 
We will no doubt be able to supply such other help as 
you may need from our own ranks. 

I of course will see you at the Game Conference 
but I would lixe to have some foundation of the plan 
we want to put in operation before that time so lL 
cen talk it over with some of our fellows and perhaps 
afier the conference we can have you meet and go over 
the matter with us. 

Conditions are bad right now and I may ve unable 
to get this thing lined up for this year. On the other 
hand I do not want to let another year slip by with 
out getting under way if it can possibly be avoided. 
I hope therefore, you will give me as complete in- 
formation as possible. 

In other words instead of trying to sell this 
idea to the state commission at the moment, 1 want to 

: sell it to & bunch of private individuals and perheps 
heve it underwritten. With this in mind please give 
me just what you think 1 ought to have. 2



Copy to Messrs. Olin ae 
i Dill 

Oct. 7, 1932 

-_ Robert Tewalt 
us pemuisee” ad8s 
Newark, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Tewalt: 

I was glad to hear from you again. 

Yes, I would like very mich to make a Game Survey, or any : 
part of it, for New Jersey, if aniwhen arrangements can be made. Only I 
think the term "Survey" is worn out. Let's call it a Game Production Plan 
or Game Management Plan. 

First of all, the work should include not only the drawing of 
plans but the training of personnel to execute them, and the organization 
of fact-finding work to further refine and develop production technique. 
The Commission, in short, mst be prepared to make some real innovations, 
else the "plan" is in danger of ending up as merely a piece of paper. 

The work could sither be done piecemeal by species or regions, 
or all at once. I would not necessarily be able to do all of it without 
expert help on certain particular questions. ‘Thus, on waterfowl along the 
coast I am no expert. the diagnosis of the quail problem in the Atlantic 
states has always baffled me. We might have to call in Stoddard to be mre 
our diacnosis is the best possible. 

Your most baffling problem, of course, is the economics of 
game production. If the Commission would be dead set against any concessions 
to private initiative on farm lands, I'm afraid there is no solution. On the 
other hand I think public shooting could be indefinitely maintained on the 
wilder grouse lands, and I have a new scheme of how this might be done with- 
out buying them all outright. 

As to time of year, any game survey mist berin in late fall, 
winter, or early spring, since this is the pinch period. 

As to time, I would not feel justified in signing my name to any 
but generalized recommendations based on less than several months work. 
Follow-up consultation is usually unavoidable. I have been quoting other 
states as follows: $2,000 per year, the year to include 3 months continuous 
work, plus consultation at any time. If a sufficiently competent staff were 

developed, it is conceivable that the whole arrangement could be terminated 
at the end of a year.
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Possibly your Comaissioners may think this high. A good job, 
however, cannot be delivered without my system of constant touch with all 
the sources of infomation on gase management. This system costs me time 
and money away beyond the actual time spent on a job. ‘The Biological Survey 
has even better sources of information, provided they can spare you an 
individual competent to apply it to your problens. 

The job should end up with not only a technical report, but 
non-technical literature for the landowner telling him what to do to his 
land to make it grow game. ‘The Iowa Handbook, of which I am senfing you 

6 copies, is a sample. 

What about meeting with your Commissioners before or after the 
American Game Conference, November 28-30? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO ILROPOLD 

AL/vh
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ROBERT F. TEWALT 

82 Beaumont Place 

Newark, N. J. 

September 30, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Avenue 
Néetional Bank Building 
Madison, ‘is. 

Dear Mr Leopold: 

I am gathering some data relative to 
the possibility of heving a generel game survey made 
here in New Jersey. We have, as you know, some very 
fine grouse cover in the Nortnern part of the state 
and some excellent quail cover in the Southern part 
of the state. There was 4 time, I understand, when 
the quail were fairly well stocked over most all 
of the state. Pheasants seem to do pretty well in 
a goodly portion of the state. 

However, we are right here next door 
to New York City and Philadelphia in addition to our 
own thickly populated areas and I am sure we are not 
begining to cope with the situation in so far as 
conservétion snd restoration are concerned. 

i understand from Seth Gordon that 
you would most likely be available in the event we can 
arrenge for & survey here. 

Please understand that my approaching 
you is strictly informal and on my own at the present. 
4s you know I am secretary of the New Jersey Bisheand 
Game Conservation League and my ultimate desire would 
be to have the league sponsor and possibly help finance 
the survey. iWhether or not the State Commission would 
cooperate I do not at this time know. 

I am trying to get ali the necessary 
déta together so s&s to intelligently present it to 
our boerd of directors at the opportune time and I 
would greatly appreciate your letting me have some 
informétion relative to the manner in which we should 
proceed to pring about this survey. 

; Jould you be interested in making it? 
: Would you suggest a general survey relative to all 

upland game and waterfowl? or would it be better to 
taxe up the quéil and grouse situation first?
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: About how long would it take to make & general survey? 
How much time would be required to make & quail survey? 
What time of year should the work be done? Give me 
some general idea of the expense involved. 

You have been through many surveys and can no 
doubt give me & lot of general information which would 
be helpful to me in trying to promote the idea for 
New Jersey and whether or not you are interested in 
making it yourself 1 would greatly appreciate eny 
information or suggestions you m&y have to make along 
these lines. 

Looxing forward to nearing from you soon am 
with oest wishes, I am, 

ger yours, : 

£/1
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April 5, 1932 

Mr. C. Dennis Hart 
Game Gonservatim Institute 
Clinton, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Hart: 

You have raised a very interesting question in 
asking whether raising birds on wire might remit in an insuf+ 
ficient immnizetion against ordinary diseases. 

I am not enough of a pathologist to venture a 
good guess on this question. It can hardly be that the wire 
birds are wholly unexposed to infection because even wire 
umst, in eonneetion with bodily contacts, result in a certain 
transmission of at least certain diseases. The question is 
possibly one of dosage. I have, however, not given any previous 
thought to the question. Now that you have raised it I will 
try to ask some bacteriologists or parasitologists about 1% 
from time to time. 

Entirely aside from the pathological aspects 
of wire, there might also be a question of whether wire-raised 
birds hove inferior development of instincts, just as there is 
still a question whether pen-raised birds have the instinets 
necessary for high survival. What is needed is a comparative 

ae measurement of the survival of wild, pen-raised, and wire-raised 
birds. : 

I would like to exchange views with you from time 
to time as we try to think this question mt. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD
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63 Normal Avenue, 

Upper Montclair, N. J., 
March 7, 1932. 

Dear Friend: 

A group of people chiefly members of the Linnaean Society of New 
York are forming an organization to help advance the cause of Hawk and 

Owl protection. A committee composed of: 

WARREN F. EATON COLVIN FARLEY CHARLES K. NICHOLS 

JAMES L. EDWARDS RICHARD HERBERT T. GILBERT PEARSON 

has prepared the following brief:- 

"The Hawk and Owl Society is an organization whose 
purpose is to preserve from undue destruction, the 
Hawks and Owls of North America, 

We believe that: 

(a) the economically beneficial or harmless hawks 
and owls (as determined by scientific: study) 
should receive legal protection. 

(b) those species which are generally harmful 
should be controlled in any particular situation 

' only after a thorough and impartial study. : 

(c) no species should be exterminated or extirpated 
from any part of its habitat. 

We are opposed to bounties offered for the killing 
of any hawks and owls. 

We are opposed to the use of pole traps and poison 
for killing birds, as such methods are indis- 
criminaté and needlessly brutal. — 

The Hawk and Owl Society proposes: 

(1) Thru educational methods to create greater 
popular appreciation of the aesthetic, scientific 
and economic value of hawks and owls, 

(2) To combat the constant propaganda which en- 
courages the destruction of all birds of prey. 

(3) To work for the enactment and enforcement 
of laws giving adequate protection to hawks 
and owls", 

We are bringing this matter to your attention with the request 

that you kindly give us your advice on the following points:- 

(1) Do you regard this as a desirable, practical and worth 
while undertaking? 

(2) Do you approve of the form of the outline of policy 
as given above? 

(3) Would you be willing to become a member? 

(4) As funds for publications, postage and correspondence 
will be necessary, would you advise an annual membership of 
$3.00 or perhaps $5.00? 

(5) Will you give us the benefit of further suggestions 
possibly writing us items of interest in this connection? 

Yours very truly, 

WARREN F, EATON, 
Temporary Secretary.



Maren 29, 1932 

Mr. Warren F. Baton 
63 Normal Aveme ; 
Upper Honteleir, Be de : 

Dear Mr. Batonr 

I am heartily in sympathy with the objectives of 
the proposed Hawk and Owl Society, but I am in doubt whether these 
objectives can be best served by setting up 2 new organization. 

I would momeally be willing to support any move 
toward the onl mentioned, ut at the present moment I am without 
a position and henee could not promise e membership. 

My olternative for a new organization would be 
thiss Interest some wealthy conservationiats in the establishment 
of vesearen feller shipa to be placed in existing universities and 
agricultural Colleges for a further study of the ecclogy of raptors. 
The afmirable work already done by the Biological Survey and others 
is a mere start. : gi 

. I have had some experience in orsanizing and finene- 
ing researches of thie icind and would be glad te volunteer my 
Se the matter to proavective donors. I would 

: that the general policy be based on an afvisory relation- 
f ¢ ship with the Wild I4fe Comaittee of the Natimal Research Council. 

The reason for this sugcestiogn is to accentuate further the 
disinterestedness of the undertalcings



Copies to Messrs. Olin and Dill 

Nov. ls 1931 : 

Mr. Robert Tewalt 

Pish & Game Conservation League : 

54 Clinton Street 
Newark, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Tewalt: 

I appreciate your tolcing the pains to reply at length 
to my comments on the New Jersey plan. 

I can now see that you appreciate a lot of difficulties 

which were necessarily not touched upon in the plan itaelf. 1 

had no previous way of knowing whether you had thought of these 

or not. Your present letter indicates that you heave them thor- 

oughly in mini, My impression is that you ceneral scheme con- 

stitutes an important step in advance over the Pennsylvania 
aystem, which hag of course previously been our model for what 
might be called free public shooting. 

There are still a few points which I would like to dis- 

cuss with you at the the Game Conference. One is how you will 

prevent ganging up on a few favored localities with the probable 

result that they will be overshot in spite of refuses? ‘The other , 

4 whether the proposed inereased license fee will actually suffice 

. to pay the farmer a reasonable rate and also to coniuet re-stociing, 
food and cover operations. 

It 4s of course impossible to devise any system which does 

not have weak points. If there are any in the New Jersey plan as 

I now unferstand it, I aa inclined to think: that they will be the 

ones mentioned above. 

I meh appreciate your kindly spirit toward my ettticioss 
and I hope you understand that I deliberately set out for fundamental 

flaws 1f I could find then. I will reserve further comment for our 

anticipated personal visit. 

With icind regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

AIDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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League 
CHARLES H. MARTENS, PRESIDENT GEORGE J. KOECK, TREASURER 
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THORFIN TAIT ARTHUR J. NEU 

October 27, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 
National Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Herewith enclosed you will find copy of our 
Farmer-Sportsman Cooperative Plan as it will be 
recommended to the State Fish and Game Commission. 

We inadvertently overlooked enclosing this with 
our letter of October 22. 

(ver truly yours, 

Secretary, 
N. Je FISH & GAME CONSERVATION LEAGUE. 

RT:H 
ENC.
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ORGANIZED NOVEMBER 16, 1918 

For the protection and preservation of the Fish, Game, 

- Forests and Waters of the State of New Jersey on behalf 
of all legitimate hunters, fresh-water and salt-water anglers 

and others interested in outdoor pursuits. 

DUES 
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| Recognizing the necessity of working out a practical plan of | 
| cooperation between the farmers and the sportsmen of our State, 

I have prepared the following for the consideration of all | 
| interested parties. 

If a land owner is interested in having his land leased for 
| public shooting grounds, he will receive from the sportsmen thru | 
_ the Commission the following: 

1. His land will be posted with a special State poster | 
| which will indicate to the sportsmen that said land 

is open to them for hunting and fishing provided that 
each individual desiring to go on such lend will first — 

| ge to the owner or other designated person and regis- | 
| er his name, address and license button number, 
| display his hunting and fishing license and obtain 

| permission to hunt and fish for that day only. 
| Permission will be granted for hunting on the basis | 
| of one person to each ten acres. It will be under- | 

stood that no shooting will be allowed within a 
| radius of 100 yards of the farmers' house and out- 
| buildings, stacks or barracks. 

t 2. On each cooperating farm or group of cooperating farms _ 
| where it is practical to do so, there will be one or 
| more sections designated as game refuges on which all | 

trespassing will be prohibited except for the purpose 
| of catching vermin and feeding game. These sections 
| will be posted with a special State game refuge poster. | 

3. ‘The farmer will also receive fair compensation from 
| the Commission for the use of his land for public | 
| shooting and fishing, said compensation not to 
| exceed 50 cents per acre per year. | 

4 Of course, some land will produce more game per | 
= acre than other land, and the owner will be paid 

according to the amount of game produced. To mecot | 
this condition, the Commission will hire three | 
special agents, all of whom before they are hired | 

} must be endorsed by the at of the State Farm | 
| Bureau, the Master of the State Grange and the 

} Secretary of the New Jersey Fish and Game Conserva- 
j tion League. Two of sete thanks, will. be on full | 

' ' tine, one “to be sseteret to” “Jersey and one 
| to South Jersey. These two agents will call upon | 

all interested farmers in their respective | 
territories, explain the terms under which their | 

| land will be leased, make surveys of their land 
| and explain all conditions governing the raising 
| of geme for the Commission as well as the entering 
| of the Vermin Control Contests. The third agent 
| will will be on « per day basis and the three agents 
| will meet at least once each month for the purpose of 
j going over all land surveys and setting the retes 

4 | per acre to be awarded the land owners who have 
| agreed to lease their a to the Commission for 
| public hunting and fishing. Each land owner will 
| receive the rater per acre set by these agents. The | 

| 

| | 
1 |
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location and size of all refuges to be established | 
| on leased lend will be determined by these special 

land agents and they will have supervision of the | 
posting of all leased land and refuges. 

6. On land where there is not sufficient feed to hold 
| gene the Commission will furnish the seed and pay the 
| armer for planting same. 

6. If the farmer, his family or employee living on co- 
operating farms or any resident of New Jersey would | 

| like to breed and raise pheasants for profit, the | 
Commission will issue permits without charge whereby | 

j they will be allowed to maintain their own breeding 
I stock, or the Commission will furnish the eggs, teach Se 

then how to hetch and reise the birds, and buy al 
birés in first-class condition at $1.00 per bird 

| when they are six weeks old. | 

i. 7. If the farmer, his family or employee living on co~ 
| operating farms or any resident of New Jersey would 

| like to breed and raise wild rabbits for profit the 
i Commission will issue permits whereby they will be 
} allowed to maintain their own breeding stock and the 
| Commission will buy all rabbits in first-class condi- | 
| #283 after the first of December at fifty cents 
| 250) per head. 

8. Cash prizes will be offered to the farmer, his boy or 
j employee living on cooperating farms for catching 
| certain types of vermin. There will be thirty-seven 
| prizes totalling $510.00 for each County. The wardens 
| and sportsmen thru their organization to teach the boys 
| the art of catching vermin. 

Point credits will be given as follows: | 

Por each weaselecoccccecceesoesseses 15 points 

® ” CaSeesesrccvertcvnceccvsese LO S 

HF OpPpOssuMeccroseccesnsessses B&B " 
| = " BOSHaWKeccccvvcsscvecsevvce 15 " | 

{ - Copper's hawKkeescecccecvces 16 . | 
j " © Sharp-shinned hawksss.ees5. 15" 

_ eS Duck Hawkecececcesccscscves 16 2 

mn ® Great horned oWlecececeesee 16 “s | 

| . * CLOWe ceonecescecvesevsecses 5 * 

i | 

The cash prizes will be awarded as follows: 

To Contestant receiving highest number points in each County $60.00 
" " " ana w " ww " " vw 60.00 

| n " " gra" " " " " " 40.00 

" We n 4th " " " " " ww 35.00 

| # ® " bth * " " n « " 30.00 

j " " w 6th * " " " " " 25.00 

| " " " %%th " " " " " t 20.00 

| " " w 8th " " W " " " 15.00 

| n " nr 9th ® uw " tt " " 15.00 

" " " 10th " ; " " " " " 18100 

| 
i} |
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| 

| 

| 
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| | } | 

0 Contestant receiving 11th highest no. pts in each County $15.00 | 
| " " " 12th " " " Li " " 15.00 

| # " " 13th " " " " " " 10.00 | 
i " " n 14th " wv w " w " 10.00 | 

i? . . 16th i oe ” 10.00 | 
| " " a 16th " " w n es " 10.00 | 

" " " 17th " r " W " " 10.00 

| " " " 16th n % " " " " 10.00 — 

| @ wt " 19th " " " " " " 10.00 | 

| " " " 20th " " " w tt " 10.00 

| wW " " Zist " " " " " w 10.00 | 

;* - 22nd * Re See i ” 10.00 | 
| @ " " 25rd nr " " r " n 5.00 > 
| " " " 24h " w w " " " 5.00 
| " " " 26th " " " " " " 5.00 | 

| " " " 26th v " " " " oI 5.00 

| * " " 27th " " ® " " " 6.00 
in " " 26th n n " w n " 5.00 

" " " 29th w we " " " " 5.00 

* * . 30th * ices ee 4 6.00 | 
" " " Sist " " " w " w 5.00 | 

| " " " Sena n " " " " " 5.00 

i " wv " 33ra Ww w n " " " 5.00 \ 

" " " 54th " w " " " " 5.00 | 

| " w S6th " ® " " " " 6.00 | 
" " n 56th " " " Cy " n 5.00 | 

| " " : n 37th " " " " " " 5.00 | 
I 

| 

| The warden will visit each contestant who has entered 
the vermin control contest at least once each month, 

| collect the heads of dead vermin, make a receipt in 
} duplicate for same, original to go to office of Fish 

and Game Commission at once and duplicate to be left 
with contestant. Where two or more contestants are | 
tied for a given prize, their names will be drawn 
fivom a hat and prizes awarded accordingly. 

| 9. It will be understood that the amount of land leased 
| and the numher of pheasants and rabbits bought from | 
| private breeders, will be governed by funds available | 
| and appropriated for these purposes. | 

| Under this plen, the annual appropriations for buying wild _ 
| rabbits from the west and pheasants from commercial breeders wouke| 

go to the farmers of our own State over whose land the sportsmen 
are doing their hunting and fishing. 1930 et 6 ghana for | 

| purchasing rabbits and pheasants totalled $34,000.00. 

Respectfully submitted. | 

| ROBERT TEWALT. 
| | 
i | 

| | |
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lvl October 22, 1931 

pk 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 
National Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I wish to acknowledge receipt of and thank you for your letter of 
September 28. I greatly appreciate your interest in New Jersey's 
game affairs as evidenced by the splendid criticisms and suggestions 
which you have so kindly offered. 

I fully appreciate the handicap under which you analyzed our plan and 
it would be a pleasure and I am sure a great help to me if I could 
spend a day going over it with you in detail. However, I am going to 
attempt to picture our entire situation a bit more clearly and at the 
same time further discuss some of the points upon which you have 
touched. 

It was not my intention to convey the idea that the number of birds 
killed does not at anytime concern the farmer. I made that statement 
at a point where I was comparing the Nebraska plan with our plan and 
I feel that when the land owners sole revenue comes from dead birds, 
it may make it difficult for us to accomplish our desires with respect 
to refuges. I might also say that my mind is open on this subject of 
farmer compensation and as long as I continue to center my interest in 
game matters, I will keep a sharp lookout for any suggestions that 
might improve any of our present plans which to date are hardly 
passed the theoretical stage. 

My thought right now is to try to develop a plan whereby the farmers 
principal interest will be concentrated upon the production of live 
game and I hope to be able to keep his interest at top pitch whether 
or not a single head of game is killed on his land. 

I am thoroughly in accord with the first principle which you lay down 
and I state in section 2 page 4 of my plan that the owner must be 
paid according to the amount of game produced. 

Regarding your second suggestion wherein you state the farmer must 
have a reason, and I suppose you mean power, to stop shooting whenever 
he considers it advisable, would say that I hope to find some way to 
overcome this problem without giving the sole power to the farmer.



No. 2. Mr. Aldo Leopold, October 22, 1931 

Before going further, I want to say that I was raised on a farm and 
was a farmer a long time before I ever thought of considering myself 
as a sportsman and while the past twenty years of my life have been 
spent in the city, I am still inclined to the farmer and if in 
developing a farmer-sportsman cooperative plan one party happens to 
get a little better break than the other, I want it to be the farmer 
as I feel he has had the short end of the deal in the past in so far 
as game is concerned. 

We are not at all surprised at your pointing out the County appraisal 
committee as a possible weakness and perhaps an item which may give 
us some trouble. We feel quite confident that an appraisal committee 
can set a per acre rate which will be mutually satisfactory and it 
has never been our intention to have the members of this committee 
volunteer their services. However, since forwarding our plan to you, 
we have had further conferences with the heads of the farmer organiza- 
tions and we have decided to recommend that the Commission hire three 
special land agents, all of whom before they are hired must be 
endorsed by the Secretary of the State Farm Bureau, the Master of the 
State Grange and the Secretary of the New Jersey Fish and Game Conserva~ 
tion League. ‘Two of these agents will be on full time, one to be 
assigned to North Jersey and one to South Jersey. These two agents 
will call upon all interested farmers in their respective territories, 
explain the terms under which their land will be leased, make surveys 
of their land and explain all conditions governing the raising of 
game for the Commission as well as the entering of the Vermin Control 
Contests. The third agent will be on a per day basis and the three 
agents will meet at least once each month for the purpose of going 
over all land surveys and setting the rates per acre to be awarded the 
land owners who have agreed to lease their ground to the Commission for 
public hunting and fishing. Each land owner will receive the rate per 
acre set by these agents. The location and size of all refuges to be 
established on leased land will be determined by these special land 
agents and they will have supervision of the posting of all leased 
land and refuges. 

It is quite true these men will be governed by visual impressions but 
an experienced man with a good dog or two and the assistance of the 
owner can obtain fairly accurate information as to the stand of game. 

There have been one or two more changes made in the cooperative plan 
since forwarding it to you and now that it has been officially 
endorsed by the joint legislative session of the Farm Bureau and the 
State Grange, et which there were between 75 to 100 delegates represent= 
ing the farmers throughout our State and by the annual business 

f th i How resay to recommend 14 $5 our Comat sod on” Her ca cptteReeea We OX 
herewith enclose a copy of the plan as it will be recommended to our 
Commission. We are passing the plan along to you for your information 
and would ask that you wiki not make any releases on it for publication 
as we want first to have our State Board of Fish and Game Commissioners 
pass upon it. 3
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Under our plan of leasing the shooting rights for so much per acre, 
we have deliberately striped the farmer of the powér. to stop shooting. 
This power should be vested in the game Commission or its representa~ 
tives. 

We believe, however, that we will be able to cope with this situation 
by establishing small refuges on or near each cooperating farm. 

The size of these refuges will be designated by the appraisal committee 
but it will have the power to reduce or increase the size of these 
refuges according to the stand of game. If when a farm is leased it 
has desirable feed and cover but practically no game, the entire farm 
will be posted as a refuge for a year or two until a stand of game is 
produced. In such cases, it will be necessary to start the stand of 
game by stocking with artifically propagated game er our wardens may 
be authorized to trap wild game where it is more plentiful and replant 
it on these areas. Furthermore, should a farm be overshot, the owner 
could report to the Committee and the refuges enlarged accordingly. 

New Jersey's big game is confined to deer. We find them in the ~ 
mountains of the northern section of the State and more abundantly on : 
the pine plains of the southern end of the State. Large sections of 
these wild areas are available at low prices for public shooting. 
These wild sections produce deer and in some localities grouse, but 
the game which produces the vast majority of our shooting is quail, 
ring-necked pheasants and rabbits, and our attentions is naturally 
centering around these three species. 

Should we establish one or two large public shooting areas in each end 
of the State and set aside certain sections for refuges, the refuges 
would only accommodate game within a cruising radius of said refuges 
and the game found on our thousands of small farms would be without 
refuges. The majority of our quail and pheasants are found on and 
around expensive farms lands that we cannot afford to buy and use 
exclusively for game and if we did, it would not produce as much game 
as it now produces while the farmers are tilling it. We are, therefore, 
keenly interested in the game on these farms and when we lease the 
shooting rights, we want to have a refuge within cruising radius of 
each head of game. With these refuges and with a limit on the number 
of guns on a farm at one time, we believe we can safely allow shooting 
throughout the entire season. Where the game is reduced to a danger 
point our artificial propagation will help meet this condition. 

With regard to license fees would say that our Commission issues a 
license which covers all classes of fishing, hunting and trapping 
gzegpting woodcock. We have a special woodcock license which costs 
#200 over and above the regular license. ‘The regular license fee has
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been $1.65. Beginning January 1, 1932, however, it will be increased 
to $3.15. One dollar of which, according to the law, must be used for 
acquiring either by lease or purchase and maintaining public shooting 
and fishing grounds. ‘There were 200,000 resident licenses issued 
during 1930. On this basis, we will have $200,000 per year to lease 
or buy public shooting and fishing grounds. In addition to this, we 
will have some increase in our regular funds a portion of which goes 
to produce game. 

Some of us in Jersey admitted many years ago that the American system 
of free shooting was a thing of the past and our sportsmen are perfect- 
ly willing to pay for their sport and we have been going on the theory 
that if each man when he buys his license will invest a dollar or so 
extra, we will be able to eliminate the necessity of asking our 
sportsmen to pay an additional fee each time he shoots a piece of 
game or each time he goes afield. 

On the so much per head basis or on the so much per gun per day basis 

a limited number by paying a higher rate carries the entire load, 
whereas on our basis each man pays his pro-rata share and many of us 
who are unable to gather dead game each time the gun cracks have just 
as much fun as the expert shot and want to pay our share. 

According to our State lews any man or group of men can hire one 
hundred or five thousand acres of land and maintain it as a private 
shooting preserve so long as they observe the season, bag limits and 
other lews governing other shooters. Likewise any farmer or group of 
farmers can post their land and charge so much per day for hunting and 
fishing. The amount which they maycharge is not set by law as it will 
be governed by the amount of land and the stand of game. However, 
iving the farmers and the sportsmen these privileges have not solved 

: Shs problem and until we have exhausted every other plan, we will 
oppose any plan or law which will give any person or group of persons 
the privilege of hunting one day longer or of killing one piece more 
of game than any other person, whether he be rich or poor. 

I am at a loss to understand where in my plan you find anything which 
could lead you to believe that I would like to see the Texas plan or 
any proposed or adopted State plan rejected because it costs the 

sportsmen extra money. I am anxious to see them all tried ami I have 
been convinced for some years that the sportsmen must pay for their 
hunting and fishing and we now have a law which becomes operative 
January 1, 1932, compelling them to pay extra. I am sorry to say, 

however, that in my opinion no man has come forward with a plan of 
administering these funds that does not have grave weaknesses.
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Regarding the artificial propagation of cottontails would say that 

about seventy-five per cent of our total kill of small game is rabbits 

and twenty-five per cent pheasants, quail and grouse. Naturally, we 

want to take the cottontail into consideration as the rabbit hunter 
furnishes the majority of our revenue. 

We have two men in New Jersey who have raised cottontails in captivity, 
one of them has been raising them for the past four or five years. He 
is a large chicken raiser and he lets the rabbits run in the chicken 

yards and he has met with no difficulty whatsoever in having the 

rabbits breed very rapidly but he has experienced considerable difficulty 
with vermin destroying his young rabbits. His chicken farm happens to 
be on the outskirts of a small town and a lot of his rabbits are killed 
by cats from in and around the neighborhood. He also experiences 
trouble with crows. 

Commissioner George S. McCarty, who is a member of our State Board of 
Commissioners, has been making numerous extensive experiments in game 
breeding and raising and last year he tried the cottontail and as a 
result of turning one buck and two does loose in about one-quarter 
acre enclosure, he has thirty odd wild cottontails and they are just 

as fine as any wild bred rabbits that I have ever seen. 

I am very much interested in this project and if you will be kind 

enough to acquaint me with some of the difficulties that the professional 
preeders experienced in yoising wild rabbits in captivity, I would 
greatly appreciate receiving this information as we want to encourage 
such breeding as much as possible and our farmers are very keenly 
interested. 

You state in your letter all of your criticisms assume the present 
plan, as we forwarded it to you, was final and that if it was merely 
a starter that your criticisms do not apply. We are, indeed, very 
grateful to have this splendid survey of our plan but in this respect 
would advise that the plan as it was sent to you was certainly in its 
infancy and it was only recommended for adoption at our annual meeting 
last evening and in adopting and in recommending the farmer cooperative 
plan to the Commission, we are doing it fully realizing that it is 
purely a starting point and will, undoubtedly, have to be amended as 
time goes on and perhaps even before it is put into operation. 

I am looking forward with great pleasure to spending some time with you 
when you come East to the next annual Game Conference as I know you 

will have many helpful suggestions to offer to us. In the meantime, 

now that I believe I have given you more details concerning New Jersey, 
I would greatly appreciate any other suggestions you may have to offer 

at once. 

ly yours, 

B.S. I am sending a copy of this letter to both General Dill and 
to Mr. John Ohlen as I believe they will be interested in it.
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Hymer 

Sept. 28, 1931 

Mr. Robert Tewalt 
58 Clinton street 
Newark, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Tewalt: 

General has asked me to send you a critician of the lew 
Jersey game plan which you and Mr. MeCarty have drawn up. I have read 
this plan with great interest an? concratulate you and Mr. NeCarty on 
the careful thought and attention to detail shich you have quite evidently 
given it. 

Before malcing my comments, let me say that I do not claim to 
be able to see any farther into the future than any other sporteman, lly 
comments may prove to be wide of the mark. 

All those features of the plan which call for centralization 
of the sportsmen's organizations, active cooperation with the Game Com- 

mission, active relations with farmers ani fara organizations, ant a cone 
timous program of public education are so obviously meritorious that 
comaent would be superfluous. I am also very favorably impressed with your 
general thought that the money shich now goes for buying stocl outside the 
atate can be in some way applied to raising stock inside the state. With | 
all the foregoing points I an in complete agreement. ; : 

Uy doubts all center aroun’ a certain thought which to some 

extent permeates the whole plan and which you express on page 5b in speak» 
ing of the farmert “The muber of biris Iilled does not concern hin." 

I am personally convince’ thet any plan in order to success= 
folly start the famer in game production mst do two things: 

(1) It emet offer the farmer who ralses a large crop a 
larger reward than it offers his neighber who raises 
& mall crop. 

(2) It mst offer the famer a reason to stop the shooting 
whenever a sufficient mmber of birds has been harvested. 

I am avare, of course, that your proposed county appraisal 
committee will set the lease rates according to the stant of game. If a
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this can actually be accomplished, then my doubts will be largely dispelled. 
I an afraid, though, than no volunteer committee can actually determine 

the head of game on each of so large oa mmber of farms. About the best such 

& committee could do wuld be to cet a viewal impression of food ani cover 

confitions. I can find in the plan no reason for the famer who thinks that 

a gmfficient toll has alreaty been removed, to refuse permission for further 

hunting. Possibly this is because I have not had the advantage of personal 

conversation with you to explain the proposed workings. 

Another point, on which I cannot be very positive without more 

imowlefige of local coniitions, is this: Has the state enough money to lense 

@ really large area of lan‘ without raising the license fee? If the license 

fee mat ultimately be raised, then why not teke aftvantage of the creater 

simplicity of the Texas plan or the shooting preserve statutes of Michigan 
and Wisconsin? 

I have read carefully your analysis of these plans. I entirely 

agree with the objeetion which you raise to the "illfamston Plan to the 

effect that the man with a little lan’ gets the same mmber of Imnting 

tickets as the man with « large area. ‘This may be reared as an over 

simplified procedure which will be dropped when ‘the thing gets going. I 

cannot agree, mich as I would like to, that the Texas plan an? the shooting 
preserve plan should be rejected because they cost the sportsman extra 

moneye I personally can see no hope of o worlmble farm same system which 
dees not cost the sportsman extra money over ant above his hunting license. 

All these criticians assume that you regard the present plan 
’ ag finel. If you regard it as merely a starter ant are prepared to see that 

start evolve toward some plan whereby the farmer compensation will actually 

vary according to his production an‘ where the svortsuan's expenditure will 

actually vary according to how mich he shoots, then my criticians do not 

apply. Your present plan would, I think, be an excellent sfarting point if 
4t were permitted and encouraced to evolve toward something basically @if- 

ferent. . 

It is very @istasteful to me to offer these criticisms of a 

piece of works which has been so painstalingly ¢onee I do a9 only becanse 
General Dill particularly stipulated that you asked me to speak freely 
ebout any portions of the plan which seemed to me unsorkable. 

In order that my critician may not be wholly negative, it 

may be proper for me to express some positive suggestions. I cannot mike 

these very definite beemse it is many years since I have been intimately 

acquainted with New Jersey. I once lived there for three years and ws 

in the country constantly. 

My guggestions would begin with thie faniemental proposal 

The baste thing for the sportsmen of New Jersey to fini out is whether a 

—_—
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reasonably adequate game supply can be produced by license money alone, 
or whether an additional expentiture fs imperative. Why not therefore offer 
the farmer his choice of tw alternatives: 

(a) the present New Jersey plan of public compensation for 
public shooting, or 

(b) A modified shooting preserve statute contemlating private 
: compensation for private shooting. 

Alternative (b) would be open only to farm groups of sufficient 
size to fom a practicable unit, ani the meximm rates would be regulated 
by the state either as done in Texas or in some other way. Whichever 
alternative any particular group of farmers select offers them the coopera= 
tion ani support of the mortmen. Under alternative (b) 2 fama group could 
either lease to a group of sportsnen or practice game management on their 
own hook ant harvest the shooting through » systes of toll charges, that is, 
so much per man per day or so mich per bird. Since the latter is probably 
more democratic, encourage ite If both alternatives could be got moing 
in each county, the public would then lmow within five years which produces 
the preferable resulta, or vhether both systems wortcing in combination offer 
the most advisable alternative, 

These comments of course do not pertain to the wild lands found 
in Hew Jersey. I have every reason to believe that these can be operated 
as a public shooting ground unier public owmership, because they are cheap 
enough for the state to acquire. 

One other matter of detail, which has nothing to do with the 
broad policy question: I am afraid you will encounter unsolved difftenlties 
in the artificial propagation of cottontall rabbits. ‘his probles is mt 
yet solved by expert game breeters, and it is not likely that the farmers 
will have any better mececs,. 

May I reiterate that I offer these eriticions very reluctantly 
and that they are accampanied ‘by many earnest wishes for the success of 
your plan if it 1s adopted. Thatever you decide to do, my beet wishes are 
with you. 

Your letter does not direct me to return your document. If 
you have extra copies, I would like very mech to keep it for my files. 
If you are short of copies, please instruct me as to {its disposal. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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54 Clinton Street, 
Newark, N.J. 

September 25, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 Univ. Ave. Natl. Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In accordance with General Dillts 

request, I herewith enclose corrected Plan of Reorgani- 

zation of the New Jersey Fish and Game Conservation 

League. 

Thanking you for any comment that you 

may have to make or any criticism relative to this plan, 

I am 

Yours very truly, 

Net en SA a2; 0 f- 
c, 

Robert Tewalte 
RT/c 

(2 Aad 4. bed, Jeu \ a Deg 
} fi i} if



UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO. 
METALLIC AMMUNITION AND SHOT-SHELLS 

lll BROADWAY, NEW YORK 

September 23, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. National Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

I have today spent a very interesting two hours with 

Mr. George S. McCarty, of Newfield, N. J., and Mr. Robert Tewalt, of 
Newark, N. J., going over with them plan which they have developed for 
reorganization of the New Jersey Fish and Geme Conservation League. 

It is my understanding that you will receive from Mr. C. W. 

Hymer, of the Hercules Powder Company, a draft of the MeCarty-Tewalt 
plan. This draft has been somewhat modified as the result of a con= 
ference with the Master of the New Jersey State Grange and the head of 

the New Jersey Farm Bureau and the revised draft will be sent you this 

week. 

Messrs. McCarty and Tewalt have put a vast amount of work 

into this plan and are anxious to have it as nearly perfect as possible 

before going ahead. Therefore, they will welcome any suggestions which 
will tend to improve the plan. I have told them that in my opinion you 
are better qualified than anyone in the conservation field to pass on 

its merits. 

It will be greatly appreciated if you will go over the plan 
carefully and send your opinion on the same direct to Mr. Robert Tewalt, 

54 Clinton St., Newark, N. J. As Messrs. McCarty and Tewalt have a 
meeting with the agricultural interests scheduled for October 16th they 

would like to have your report well in advance of that date, if possible. 
They have both emphasized to me their desire that you be very frank in 
eriticism if you feel that any portion of the plan is unworkable, and 

should you desire further information on any point Mr. Tewalt will be 

pleased to furnish it. 

: With kindest regards, 

Since: yo > 

dst C. DILL 
Vice-Chairman, Committee on Restoration and 

Protection of Geme. 
ECD.MW.
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4 Feb. 25, 1931 

Mr. Beecher 5. Sowlish, Secretary 
New Jersey Audubon Society 
164 Market street 
Newark, MN. Je : 

Dear Hr. Bowdish: 

Thanic you for sending me the material bearing on lew Jersey 

Senate Bill 206 sponsored by More Game Bir’s in America. 

More Game Birds in America has asked for the appointment of 

a gub-comaittee of the Game Policy Committee to confer with them on 

a possible adjustment of the diverzence of policy which you have 

pointed out. I have appointed the following: 

Dr. John 6. Phillips, P.0, Box 128, Tucson, Arizona 

Major A. Willis Robertson, Chairaan Commission of Game and 
Inlan’ Yisheries, Richmonl, Virginia 

Mr. John % Titcomb, Supt. of Commission of Game &% Fisheries, 

Hartford, Connecticut 

If it is not too mich trouble, I would appreciate your seni- 

Ang each member a copy of your circulars ani of the bill. If this 

is not practicable, kindly drop me a note so I can route my copy 

to them. 

: In my personal opinion the croving clarification of these : 

fundamental i@sues is a good thing. It is a necessary part of the 

process of evolution in ‘ideas.on which the game policy principally 

leans in its hope 6f future improvement in came conflitions. 

I highly appreciate the service you are renferinz in bringing 
about this clarification. 4 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Chairman, Game Policy Committee
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MISS MARY PIERSON ALLEN Februery 21, 1931 ‘ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. Seth Gordon suggests to me that you would be interested 

in New Jersey Senate Bill 208 and the protest against same which this 

Society has made through the press and letters to all members of the 

State Legislature. To that end, I take pleasure in enclosing a copy 

of the bill, copy of our letter to members of the Legislature and of 

our news release in connection with this subject. 

This whole matter is one of national as well as State im- 

portance. The frank admission of Col. Foran is that his organization, 

More Game Birds in America, Incorporated, seeks to establish European 

conditions in this country. This in itself, and even more markedly 

in detail,the method of seeking such an object as shown in Senate 

208, is a diametrically opposite policy to the American Game Policy 

adopted at the 17th Annual Game Conference, as drafted by you and 

your able Committee. ; 

I sincerely hope that all such attempts as those being 

made by More Game Birds in America, Incorporated, will be energetical- 

ly and effectively opposed by all those who have the real interests 

of the rank and file of American sportsmen at heart. In addition 

to the objectionable feature of introducing Huropean conditions, as 

you will readily appreciate, measures such as this will immediately 

tend to widen the breach between so-called game conservation and 

altruistic wild life conservation. 

° vy s 
Secretary-Treasurer. 

BSB :EMW
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AMERICAN GAME ASSOCIATION 

2273 Woolworth Bldg. 

New York City. 

February 20, 1931 

Mr. Beecher 5, Bovdish, Secretary. 
New Jersey Audubon Society, 
164 Warket Street, 
Newark, We. J. 

Dear Mir. Bowish; 

I have received copy of 
your circular of February 18th and a copy 
of the press release relative to Senate 
bill 208. 

I have asked one of my 
friends at Trenton to secure copy of the . 
bill as actually introduced for me, 

I suggest that you send 
a copy of your circular together with a 
copy of the bill to Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
National Bank Building, 404 University ; 
Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin, who is chaire 
man of the Game Conference Policy Committee. 

Please keep us fully ad- 
vised of developments and continue sending 
us any material you may prepare for dis- 
tribution as we sre intensely interested. 

Cordially yours, 

== President,
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February 18, 1931. 

Sent to all New Jersey Senators and Assemblymen. 

We wish to urge that your full influence be exerted against 
the enactment of Senate Bill 208, This bill is ostensibly de- 
signed to secure more game in New Jersey. Since the only way 
in which the provisions of the bill could accomplish such object 

would be through artificial breeding, and since most native game 
can not be so propagated, what would be actually accomplished 

would be the increased production of the imported, semi-domestic 
ring-necked pheasants, on properties practically removed from 
the jurisdiction of the Fish and Game Commission, the State’s 
fish and game supervisors. 

Under the terms of this bill, wealthy gunners, buying prop- 
erty or leasing hunting rights wholesale, could, for the small 
payment of one dollar, secure unrestricted jurisdiction over 
game on all such property; could kill game thereon without bag 
limit, regardless of whether it was native to the property or 
State stocked} could kill and sell at all times, regardless of 
open and closed seasons, so long as out of season killing was 
not done with a gun; could decide for themselves what wild crea- 
tures might be termed "vermin" and by them considered to be 
"disturbing or destroying game" and so subject to be killed. 

This bill is not in the interest of conservation or in- 
crease of native game; it is not in the interest of the average 
non-wealthy gunner; it is directly opposed to the recently adopt- 
ed American Game Policy, sanctioned by the overwhelming vote of 
the representative sportsmen and game commissions of the United 
States and Canada; it is contrary to public policy and destruc- 

tive of valuable non-game wild life; it is thoroughly un-Ameri- 
can, Its enactment would be a grant to a privileged class of the 

rights and authority properly belonging to the State and its peo- 
ple. We count on your active opposition to the measure, 

Very truly yours, 

BSB/EMW Secretary-Treasurer.



FROM THE NEW JERSEY AUDUBON SOCIETY RELEASE AT ONCE, 
164 MARKET STREET, NEWARK, N. J. 

Styling it worse even than Assembly Bill 39, the New Jersey Aud- 

ubon Society is out with a strong attack on Senate Bill 208, introduc- 

ed by Senator Mathis on behalf of More Game Birds in America, Incorpor-— 

ated, which organization also sponsors the former bill. 

Senator Mathis' bill has for its ostensible purpose the licensing 

of game breeders, but according to the Audubon Society, the effect of 

its passage would be to give wealthy gunners an opportunity to control 

game conditions; to create conditions in the State similar to those in 

Europe; to kill game and sell game from “breeders” premises, regard- 

less of whether such game was bred or stocked there or whether the 

State's stock wandered there; to kill any creatures considered preda- 

tory without supervision on the part of authorities. 

The Society points out that the whole conception of More Game 

Birds in America, Incorporated, is directly opposed to the enlightened 

and progressive American Game Policy, adopted by the representative 

sportsmen and game commissioners of the United States and Canada at 

the Seventeenth Annual American Game Conference in New York December 

2, 1930, It contends that its adoption would convert New Jersey's 

great outdoors into a series of poultry yards for ring-necked pheasants 

and their unrestricted killing by wealthy gunners, hasten the exter— 

mination of native game, as well as valuable rodent-eating hawks and 

owls, and be generally detrimental to all native wild life. 

Since it has been claimed that the wealth and influence of the 

packers of this plan are such as to silence many who fear the result, 

the Society awaits with interest the line-up on Senate 208. It has. 

registered a strong protest to each member of the legislature against 

the enactment of this bill. Se 
To the Editor: é thank you in advance for your generous co-operation, 

We shall greatly appreciate marked copy of issue containing this news 

item, or any editorial thereon, for which we will gladly remit on 

receipt.



SENATE, No. 208 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

INTRODUCED FEBRUARY 9, 1931 

By Mr. MATHIS 

Referred to Committee on Game and Fisheries 

AN Act to encourage the propagation of game birds and animals in the State of New 

Jersey, and the sale of propagated game birds and animals, and providing licenses 

therefore, and to appeal the act inconsistent herewith. 

1 1. Any person desiring to engage in the business of propagating and selling 

2 game birds and animals on land of which he is the owner or lessee may make appli- 

3 cation, in writing, to the Board of Fish and Game Commissioners for a license to 

4 do so. The board, when it shall appear that such application is made in good faith, 

5 shall, upon the payment of a fee of one dollar ($1.00), issue to each such appli- 

. 6 cant a propagating license permitting such licensee to propagate game birds and 

7 animals on land of which he is the owner or lessee, the location of which shall be 

8 stated definitely in such application and such license; to sell and ship such game 

9 birds and their eggs and animals in the State and from the State at any time for 

: 10 Greeti oe stocking purposes, and to kill such game birds and animals on the 

11 premises described in his license and sell the carcasses for food as hereinafter pre- 

12 scribed; provided, however, that no live birds or animals propagated in accordance 

13 with this act shall be shipped from this State without their first being offered to 

14 the board at a price not to exceed the sales price for shipment to points outside the 

15 State. The boundaries of each area cn which a propagating license is issued in 

16 accordance with this act shall be clearly defined by a fence, road, ditch, hedge, 

17 highway, wire or water, and by posting at intervals of not to exceed five hundred 

18 (500) feet. 

1 2. Game birds and animals propagated in accordance with this act may be taken 

2 at any time and in any manner on the premises stated in such license ; provided, that
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3 no such birds or animals shall be killed by shooting on Sunday or at any time except- 

4 ing during the respective open seasons therefor; provided, further, that deer shall 

5 not be hunted with a dog or dogs on land on which a propagating license is issued 

a 6 under the provisions of this act. Game birds and animals propagated and killed in 

7 accordance with this act may be bought, sold or possessed at any time only when 

8 lawfully tagged as prescribed herein; provided, that no such birds or animals killed 

9 by shooting shall be Gas or sold except pheasants, quail, mallard and black 

10 duck and Canada geese; provided, further, that no migratory game birds killed by 

11 shooting shall be bought or sold unless each bird before attaining the age of four 

12 weeks shall have removed from the web of one foot a portion thereof in the form 

13 of a “V” large enough to make a permanent, well-defined mark, which shall be 

14 sufficient to identify it as a bird propagated in accordance with this act. Game 

15 birds and animals propagated in accordance with this act shall not be transported, 

16 sold or offered for sale for food unless and until each bird or animal shall have 

17 been tagged with a suitable metal tag, which shall be supplied by the Board of Fish 

18 and Game Commissioners. The board shall be entitled to receive and shall collect 

19 for each tag to be affixed to the carcass of any game bird or animal, as provided in 

20 this act, the sum of ten (10) cents. ‘The said tags shall remain affixed, as aforesaid, : 

21 until the carcasses of such game birds or animals shall be finally prepared for con- 

22 sumption and the sale of a game bird or animal or any portion thereof shall not at 

23 the time have affixed thereto the tag aforesaid, shall constitute a violation of this 

24 act; provided, nevertheless, that the proprietor or keeper of a hotel, restaurant or 

25 cafe, boarding house or club, holding a license to serve game, may sell a portion of a 

26 tagged game bird or animal to his patrons for consumption on the premises of the 

27 licensee. 

il 3. Common carriers shall receive and transport game birds and their eggs and 

2 animals propagated in accordance with this act, but to every package containing 

3 tagged dead game birds or animals shall be affixed a tag or label, upon which shall 

4 be plainly printed, or written, the name and address of the person by whom such 

5 game birds or animals are shipped, and the name and address of the person to whom 

6 such game birds or animals are to be transported, the number of each kind contained
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/ therein, and a statement that such game birds or animals were killed and tagged in 

8 accordance with this act. 

1 4. Each propagating license shall expire on the thirty-first day of December 

2 of the year in which it is issued. Each holder of a propagating license shall keep 

3 such license prominently displayed at the place of business specified therein. Every 

4 person holding a propagating license, issued by the Board of Fish and Game Com- 

5 missioners, shall keep accurate written records which shall include the total number 

6 of each species of game birds and animals possessed on the date of application for 

7 the license, the number of each species subsequently propagated or acquired by pur- 

8 chase or gift, and the name and address of each person or corporation from whom 

9 or to whom game birds or animals were purchased or sold alive or sold for food, 

10 and the date of each transaction. ‘These records shall be kept permanently on the - 

11 premises stated in such license, and shall be open for inspection by any duly author- 

12 ized representative of the Board at all reasonable times. Each holder of a propagat- 

13 ing license shall send a certified copy of these records for the previous calendar year 

14 to the board not later than January fifteenth. The board shall furnish the forms 

15 on which these records are to be kept. 

1 3: The holder of a propagating license or his employees may take at any time 

2 and in any manner any predatory bird or animal distributing or destroying propa- 

3 gated game only on the land described in his license. 

1 6. The proprietor or keeper of a hotel, restaurant or cafe, boarding house or 

2 club, desiring to serve game to his patrons, may make application to the Board of 

3 Fish and Game Commissioners for a license to do so. The board, when it shall 

4 appear that such application is made in good faith, shall, upon the payment of a fee of 

5 ten dollars ($10.00), issue to each such applicant a license permitting the holder 

6 thereof to buy and possess game birds or animals lawfully tagged and to serve such 

3 7 game to his patrons for consumption, at any time, but only on the premises, the loca- 

8 tion of which shall be definitely stated in such license and the application therefor. 

9 Each such license to serve game shall expire on the thirty-first day of December in 

10 the year in which it is issued. Each person holding a license to serve game shall 

11 keep such license prominently displayed at the place of business specified therein. 

12 The holder of a license to serve game may purchase only game birds or animals
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13 tagged in accordance with law. Each holder of a license to serve game shall keep 

14 accurate written records of each and every purchase, which records shall contain the 

15 name and address of the person or corporation from whom such game was pur- 

16 chased, the date of each transaction and the number and kind of game birds or 

17 animals included in each purchase. These records shall be kept permanently at the 

18 place of business specified in the license and shall be open for inspection by any 

19 duly authorized representative of the board at all reasonable times. Each holder of 

20 a license to serve game birds shall send a certified copy of these records for the 

21 previous calendar year to the desea not later than January fifteenth. The board 

22 shall furnish the forms on which these records are to be kept. 

1 7. Any person or corporation violating any of the provisions of this act shall 

: 2 be liable to a penalty of not less than twenty dollars ($20.00), nor more than five 

3 anal dollars ($500.00) for each offense, to be sued for and recovered in the 

4 manner provided and by the persons authorized to sue for and recover penalties by 

5 the provisions of the act entitled “An act to provide a uniform procedure for the en- 

6 forcement of all laws relating to fish, game and birds, and for the recovery of 

7 penalties for violations thereof,” approved March twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and 

8 ninety-seven, and the acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto. 

1 8. The act entitled “An act to encourage the propagation of certain kinds of 

2 game within the State of New Jersey and providing license therefor,’ approved 

3 March twenty-seventh, nineteen hundred and thirteen, be and the same is hereby re- 

4 pealed. Any license heretofore granted in accordance with the provisions of said act 

5 shall remain in full force and virtue until the thirty-first day of December, nineteen 

6 hundred and thirty-one, on which date all such licenses shall become void. 

1 9. This act shall take effect immediately.



421 Chemistry Building 

January 24, 1929. 

Mr. BE. Conkling, 
452 Springdall Ave., 

: East Orange, New Jersey. 

Dear Mr. Conkling: 

I appreciate your offer of assistance t@ the Game 
Survey and am well aware that your experiende as a farmer, 
hunter and trapper is the kind of experience that must enter 
into an accurate appraisal of game problems, I found out] 

: however, since beginning the job of making this Survey state 
by state that the United States is rather a large place and ~ 
I cannot at this moment even set a date on my undertaking 
any work on the Atlantic Coast. 

I have entered your name in my list of advisors 
from the state of New Jersey and when I do get there I will 
look you up. Thank you very much for your interest in our 
project. 

5 Yours very truly, 

ALDO IEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.



ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. 

Wee DAY on hi ee) a x A ‘ava \ cy WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS 

WESTERN AMMUNITION 

_wir 

EAST ALTON, ILILe : 

December 29, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, (U.W.), 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Please note the attached letter from 

Mr. E. Conkling of East Orange, New Jersey. 

Inasmuch as this man admits he has 

the solution, it might be well to find out more 

about it. 

With kind regards, I am 

Yours very truly, 

: Chai rman, 
Col tee on Restoration 
and Protection of Game 

J.M.0lin:W
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Fle haar frees Corpubret Oy CLurovel 

; 
vow, 19387 

*Closed season on brant 

ANNUAL TAKE REPORTED IN NEW JERSEY (Rounded to nearest 1000) - ont coh conus dn ee 

Year 

Species 19 T3933 1 1932 11931 | 1930 | 1929 | 1928 | 1927 | 1926 | "1925 | 1924 

sctee _. Veeyoctllmavconl enone alata et.too eteamalineon mee 
ge leat aii mde Gee ne 
cmmcsts __. liheamslaonston nce th ta,goml lina spiel sx.0to) Sse 0.000 Jen 

231 woo| ‘ectia| seme | side coaiiae| remem Geto! etal aca J 
con +2 cao| 10,0001 6,000 9,000] _3,600|*1,200] coo! 10,000] 12,0001 10,000} 3,000 
Sieiisks |. satin Saat om ye 
ne ss00| _aus00| 1.400] 2,800| 2,7001_2,200| 2.300 

i 

aia ve.0001 73,000} 72.0001 1,000! 65,000] 72,000| 4,000} 64,000 age 

PREDATORS ((Rounded off to nearest 100) 

dae seuital s.6on) 21.000 10,2001 9,300] 22.600] 11,600] 11,000) 15,200 
Sencis ian iusaeil. samol anol dott! Jh.z00) shel. Julia) scat! 
a isaua | keel mais aol toad ole an cael el sone 
mis ul cae pele oe ae i 

FISH (Rounded off to nearest 1000) 

Trout, iilio, 000 1460, 000 [HOU., 000 |#11, 000 1269, 000] 300, 000 |264., 000 ]230, 000 |206, 000 |185, 00C 168,000 

Bass 1710001177, 000 1160,000|147,.0001100,000|104,000| 88,000 ]112,000|112,000| 86,000/121,000 

Pickerel Fra 0001201, 000 1201, 000 [233,000 1165, 000 |204, 00011 78,000 1196, 0001177,000]135,000} 191,000 

(Rounded off to nearest 100) 

Ta | 
eens [250,200 157, 900] 121, 600|33, oo] 202,200] 202, 000395, 200]169,<00|275, 700375, 900 195, 200|189, 800]175, 700|173, 900 159,600]



ANNUAL STOCKING IN NEW JERSEY 

1935 | 1934 | 1933 | 1932 | 1931 | 1930 [ 1929 | 1928 | 1927 [ 1926 | 1925 [ 192k | 1923 [ 1922 

Rabbits 25,000 {31,000 |22 a oe 000/21 watoceuale 000 |15,000!14,000/11,000] 9,000! 9,000] 2,000 

Pheasants 4, 000 |30, 000 |22, 000 |28, 000 |24, 000 i cele cl 18,000 eee 000 14,000} 6,600 

a ed eel ae oe a ee 

Cost Items Per Bird 

Huns Reported 
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Novenber 22, 1934 

: Memo for Wing: 

L, G, MacNemara, Edward Roth, and H, ¥, MeNally of the Clinton 

Game School tell me 1933 was a peak year for grouse in northern New Jersey, 

The grouse are less mmerous in 1934 and a few dead birds were found, 

Ash. 

Cycle 
New Jersey, ~



File: Woodcock 

: Food & Cover 
° New Jersey.“ 

From General Notes, Wilson Bulletin, Vol. XLVI, No. 3, September 1934, p. 200. 

Masteullity tn the eedin« debits of tie Togdands n= "tle the Woodcock 
(Philohela minor) is Imown to eat seeds of various plants, its normal diet consists 
largely of earthwoms and insects, On a recent field trip to New Jersey, State Game 

Warden Joseph Mathis and others gave incontrovertible evidence that the Woodcock, 
at least when hard pressed for food, will take grain. During the umsaally cold 

freeze of February and early March, 1934, when snow covered the ground, the warden 

placed cracked corn on a cleared surface for Bob-whites, three or four times each 

week, On the second visit to one feed patch near New Gretna, Burlington County, 

New Jersey, he saw five Woodcocks, along with a covey of Bob-whites, eating the 

cracked corn, ‘These were observed eating the corn at the feeding station at each 

subsequent visit for fully a month. Other observers reported the same habit.-- 
Clarence Cottam, U. S. Biological Syrvey, Washington, D. C,



Qrprent Butlin a . \ 
\ : ¢ Se N 

BEAVER COLONIES IN THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY v 

"In reading over your Promotion News Bulletin it occurred to me that 

perhaps it is not generally known among the New Jersey sportsmen that in 

the northern part of the state of New Jarsey there are several beaver 

Golonies and from all reports they are increasing. During my visit in 

the northern part of the state, and on my several hunting trips, I have 

actually seen the fresh working of beavers in the Lake Hopatcong region on 

a little pond called Mac Nickels, and on French's Pond, and also on a 

small pond in West Milford, N. J. There have also been reports of bea- 

vers in several other ponds and streams, such as Paulins Kill River, and 

on small streams and ponds north of Culvers. I thought this might be of 

interest to you, as it is not generally known that we have any beavers in 

this state. Just this past winter a new colony has been formed on the 

little lake in West Milford Township, as mentioned above. Tnis is right 

near the main highway that leads to the lower end of Greenwood Lake. A 

five minute walk from the highway will bring any motorist to the spot 

where the busy little creatures have cut down trees and constructed dams."
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; /GREYSTONE GAME FARM » 

Ry ADOPTS COMMERCIAL \ 

\ A SHOOTING 

Another farm to inaugurate the paid 
shooting idea in conjunction with the | 
breeding of game birds is the Greystone | 
Game Farm of Bevans, Sussex County, 

New Jersey. 
The farm comprises 1200 acres and 

is located on some of the finest natural 
rabbit and pheasant ground in New 
Jersey. Pheasants are raised in large 
quantities in open rearing fields. Escaped 
and liberated birds offer the sportsman 
an opportunity for sport far beyond the | 
possibilities of the best of available open 
shooting land. 

The management carefully limits the 
number of shooters per day to avoid any 
semblance of over-crowding. At a cost 
of $7.50 per gun per day; the sportsman 
is assured good sport and safety. He is 
guaranteed his legal limit. 

f) 3 
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is constantly on the alert to bring about better conditions for all inter- 

ested parties and is conducting a perpetual campaign of education in 

order that there may be closer co-operation between the farmers and the 

sportsmen and that our present and succeeding generations may be 

taught the principles of true sportsmanship. 

The farmers and sportsmen of our state through these organizations 

have jointly developed a co-operative plan which is now before our State 

Board of Fish and Game Commissioners. 

Since this is a problem which is before the leading sportsmen and 

farmers of America, I am going to read this plan just as it has been 

recommended to our New Jersey Commission. 

If a landowner is interested in having his land leased for 

public shooting grounds, he will receive from the sportsmen through 

the Commission the following: 

1. His land will be posted with a special State poster which 

will indicate to the sportsmen that said land is open to them for 

hunting and fishing provided that each individual desiring to go 

on such land will first go to the owner or other designated person 

and register his name, address, and license button number, display 

his hunting and fishing license and obtain permission to hunt and 

fish for that day only. Permission will be granted for hunting on 

the basis of one person to each ten acres. It will be understood 

that no shooting will be allowed within a radius of 100 yards of the 

farmer’s house and outbuildings, stacks, or barracks. 

Game REFUGES oN Group FARMS 

2. On each co-operating farm or group of co-operating farms 

where it is practical to do so, there will be one or more sections 

designated as game refuges on which all trespassing will be pro- 

hibited except for the purpose of catching vermin and feeding game. 

These sections will be posted with a special State game refuge 

poster. 

3. The farmer will also receive fair compensation from the 

Commission for the use of his land for public shooting and fishing, 

said compensation not to exceed 50 cents per acre per year. 

4. Of course, some land will produce more game per acre than 

other land, and the owner will be paid according to the amount of 

game produced. To meet this condition, the Commission will hire 

three special agents, all of whom before they ‘are hired must be
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endorsed by the Secretary of the State Farm Bureau, the Master 

of the State Grange and the Secretary of the New Jersey Fish and 

Game Conservation League. Two of these agents will be on full 
time, one to be assigned to North Jersey and one to South Jersey. 

These two agents will call upon all interested farmers in their re- 

spective territories, explain the terms under which their land will 

be leased, make surveys of their land and explain all conditions 

governing the raising of game for the Commission as well as the 

entering of the Vermin Control Contests. The third agent will 
be on a per day basis and the three agents will meet at least once 1 

each month for the purpose of going over all land surveys and 

setting the rates per acre to be awarded the landowners who have 
agreed to lease their ground to the Commission for public hunting 

and fishing. Each landowner will receive the rate per acre set 
by these agents. The location and size of all refuges to be estab- 
lished on leased land will be determined by these special land 
agents and they will have supervision of the posting of all lands 

and refuges. 

Pay FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 

5. On land where there is not sufficient feed to hold game, the 
Commission will furnish the seed and pay the farmer for planting 

same. 
6. If the farmer, his family, or employee living on co-operating 

farms or any resident of New Jersey would like to breed and 

raise pheasants for profit, the Commission will issue permits 

without charge whereby they will be allowed to maintain their own 

breeding stock, or the Commission will furnish the eggs, teach 

them how to hatch and raise the birds, and buy all birds in first- 

class condition at $1.00 per bird when they are six weeks old. 

7. If the farmer, his family, or employee living on co-operating 

farms or any resident of New Jersey would like to breed and raise 

wild rabbits for profit the Commission will issue permits whereby 

they will be allowed to maintain their own breeding stock and the 

Commission will buy all rabbits in first-class condition after the 

first of December at fifty cents ($.50) per head. 

VERMIN CONTROL PRIZE CONTESTS 

8. Cash prizes will be offered to the farmer, his boy, or employee 

living on co-operating farms for catching certain types of vermin.
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1931 
There will be thirty-seven prizes totaling $510 for each county. 

The wardens and sportsmen through their organization to teach 

the boys the art of catching vermin. 

Point credits will be given as follows: 

For each Weasel..............--- 15 points 

Ri UMC RiGate ec otk ieee nLO Ua 
hone UM Qpomeumml te? Bee, s0"S NF 

«© Cooper’s hawk........... 15“ ; 

«  Gharp-shinned hawk..... 15 “ 

Sea weenie are 
«“ Great horned owl........ 15 “ 

MOMAt Gustine se oe cdo 
a oneith Grow ln 20, BEN. Sate St 

The cash prizes will be awarded as follows: 

To Contestant receiving highest number of points in each Co. $60.00 
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To Contestant receiving 32nd highest number of points in each Co. 5.00 
“« “ So ft Sardyweilt cit HAG, thn bibles 16.00 
“ « “34th 8 6 8 SOR 
“« « “ 35th « sb 6 6 Ok gay 
« “ “36th = « EGE SINE TE Rec e099 
“ “ “ 37th “ “ “ “ “ “ “ 5.00 

The warden will visit each contestant who has entered the vermin 
control contest at least once a month, collect the heads of dead 

vermin, make a receipt in duplicate for same, original to go to 

office of Fish and Game Commission at once and duplicate to be 

left with contestant. Where two or more contestants are tied for 
a given prize, their names will be drawn from a hat and prizes 

awarded accordingly. 

9. It will be understood that the amount of land leased and 
the number of pheasants and rabbits bought from private breeders, 

will be governed by funds available and appropriated for these 
purposes. 

Money Goes To STATE FARMERS 

Under this plan, the annual appropriations for buying wild rabbits 

from the west and pheasants from commercial breeders would go to 

the farmers of our own state over whose land the sportsmen are doing 

their hunting and fishing. 1932 appropriations for purchasing rabbits 

and pheasants will approximate $100,000. 

Now that our sportsmen through increased license fees will have 

large sums to purchase artifically propagated game, these same organi- 

zations are appealing to our State Agricultural College to establish an 

an experimental station so as to develop the most economical methods 

of breeding and raising game on a small scale production basis. 

Through the adoption of this plan, the sportsmen will get their 

game for less money and the farmers will have a new and profitable 

crop. 
I do not know how far you have gone in recent years to solicit the 

support of organized agriculture, but I am convinced that if you are to 

succeed in this worth while project, the very first step is to develop a 

sympathy on the part of the landowners and in this project, you can 

count on the help of our farm organization. 

I believe you will find the vast majority of our farmers are interested 

in wild life as genuine sportsmen. And while they are keenly interested 

in the development of a plan whereby they will receive fair compensa-



‘ Excerpt from General Notes, The Auk, Vol. XLVIII, No. 3, July, 1931, 
p- 426. 

: "By talking the number of individuals of a species and dividing 
by the number of field trips a quotient is obtained which can be used 
in comparing the years 1925-1927 with the years 1928-1930 to determine 
the relative decline or increase in the various species. In general 
the decrease has been in direct proportion to the size of the bird, The 
most important conclusion, however, is that while most of the Buteos 
‘and larger species have shown a decrease, the more harmful of the 
Accipiters and Falcons have shown a gain in contrast. Our present 
method of educating (7) hunters and gamekeepers has resulted in dimin- 
ishing the species that should be protected and in increasing relatively 
the more harmful ones which perhaps should be controlled. For the sake 
of simplicity I have shown certain of the comparative species together. 
Considering these as a whole the frequency (mumber of species per field 
trip) has fallen 25% and the mumber of individuals 33%. 

Marsh and Rough-legged Hawks decrease 54. 
Buteos - Red-tail, Red~shoulder and Broad-wing decrease 3%. 
Sparrow-hawk decrease 254. 
Cooper's, Sharp-shin, Pigeon and Duck Hawks gain 14%, " 

--Warren F. Eaton, 63 NormalAvenue, 
Upper Montclair, HN. J. 

File: Hawks and Owls 
New Jersey 
Predator Control 
Errington
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PROGRESS STATEMENT 

The following shows the progress made by the State Board of Fish and Game 
Commissioners in the propagation and distribution of fish.and game in New 
Jersey for the last fiscal year against the previous fiscal year. 

‘¢ STRIBUTION 

Pheasants Rabbits Quail ‘Turkeys 
NO 2B 0 Seo ia ras wee pa 18,337 14,921 —s as 
A929 30 25 Geecmenrs aes 22,709 14,900 720 80 

32,350 eggs were furnished to sportsmen and farmers throughout the State, 
the total value of which was over $8,000. 

The market value of game distributed during the fiscal year 1929-30 as shown 
‘ above would be $98,375.57. 

Included in the distribution of game were 4,935 pheasants pur- 
chased at a cost to the Commission of...............00ceeeveesss $16,174.50 
BHOSEs O00 1Tabbitsrmct ei isan a. 2 ate ee Lape oe ieee eos 17,875.07 
IES (AO PALO BIL pre oe ches CaS hey ie Ge ns ea Sa TR 2,100.00 

We also purchased for a new strain of blood and propagating 
| purposes and sent them to the Farms, 1,239 pheasants at a cost of.... 3,990.00 ' i 2 

i i FISH DISTRIBUTION 
« Trout ‘Trout : Yellow Shad Other 

over 6” under 6” Bass Perch Fry Fry Sunfish Fish” 1928-29 ... 423,505 310,600 285,300 104,800,000 2;688,000 377,250 756,175 
1929-30 ... *446,882 203,300 131,000 113,800,000 3,094,000 391,950 1,725,500 

*Seventy-five percent of the above trout were from 8 to 12 inches long and a 
great many 14 to 16 inches are included in the above number. We are con- 
centrating on supplying more of the larger fish every year, as we find this to give 
satisfactory results to the angler. 

The market value of fish distributed during the fiscal year 1929-30 as shown 
above would be $186,106.26. 

The total commercial value of game, fish and eggs released to the sportsmen 
during the past fiscal year was approximately $300,000. In other words, the 
Commission is furnishing the sportsmen as much value in fish and game as the 
total receipts from hunting and fishing licenses, which were $301,000. during that 
year. 

CENSUS OF FISH, GAME AND VERMIN TAKEN IN 1925, 1926 
AS COMPARED WITH 1927, 1928 

1925, 1926 1927, 1928 
Pheasants: Fos. eases oe eae EO BT 175,207 
RAD DIUS= Sia kop aes aici eae ON BUR 937,085 
GY OUSG HS ew cee gags EOE LOAD: 14,931 
Quai gs. ees ace eer eens ee ee OO RST 134,727 
WOSdCOCK ian er sree anny 20,383 18,881 
GORRe ini aae vetas 15s eee 11,613 11,989 
DUCKS: A Mi iars peters eis ea OES: 128,363 
DROUts 7 ins sees ce AOL OL 494,535 
Bags Sic, case 1S eas wi TS: 200,206 
RACK OL) hea Sigs Wes ale et ea Se RL AT. 373,932 
ORS ig. Sass Gus diets ai see 22,720 20,815 
‘Weasels 20 ss as ska Cones 7,324 11,597 
MOXOS" ese ce eee Ee 1,697 1,972 
DQGRS) oy ere et Spheres See 2,939 3,205 

The estimated value in dollars and cents of the game and fish reported taken 
above in 1927, 1928 is $2,300,000. This does not include fish and game taken by 
the farmer or property owner on his ground, who does not require a license,



In addition to the vermin killed listed above, we have instituted, through 
our wardens, a special vermin campaign and during the last fiscal year the 
following vermin were killed by our wardens. 

ORG eel caries aes son COD 
LAW RR eect rae oss eee a tee 
Wiehsele > cee. och hoa teens, SOO 

z CYOWS Saket 2.0. 5a eg OOS eee OT. 
DR CB i 5 isaas eos a ett p aeaae ees oe 
DOBS 2s. cents cote ee os 8 
Sars sree ie mite eee oe 6 

LICENSES ISSUED 

1928................ 195,152 (including Special woodcock licenses) 
1929............+... 202,040 (including Special woodcock licenses) 

PROSECUTIONS FOR VIOLATION OF THE 
FISH AND GAME LAWS 

NODE Meriewe e erates es eae 948 
AGO 7 geist siete Saag bi) Ae ok tae eee BOS 
TOS 0S cee sess es aes ce sa ODD. 

It might be interesting to note the following table showing the progress made 
by the Commission for the past ten years on a basis of a five year period. 

GAME DISTRIBUTION 

Hungarian 
Pheasants Rabbits Partridge Quail Deer Turkeys 

TO20 Soe 4,619 155 —— = rey 2 36 
1925 ..... 16,826 9,265 160 113 _ 6 
1930. ..... 22,703 14,900 ee 720 os 80 

FISH DISTRIBUTION 
Trout ‘Trout Yellow Shad Other 

over 6” under 6” Bass Perch Fry Fry Sunfish Fish 
1920: 002 43,090 756,120 36,300 27,500,000 = ———— __ —__ 32 
1925 ..... 269,160 1,008,200 214,307 58,000,000 ———— 125,050 7,695 
1930 ..... 446,882 203,300. 131,000 113,800,000 3,094,000 391,950 1,725,500 

EXPENDED BY SPORTSMEN 

It is conservatively estimated that the sportsmen of New Jersey spend 
upwards of five million dollars per year in the State for firearms, ammunition, 
fishing tackle, transportation, guides, boats etc. This is no small resource to the 
State and should be taken into consideration when the sportsmen want legisla- 
tion to protect their interests. 

INCREASED LICENSE FEE 
The peak of what can be done with the amount of money available under the 

present license fees has about been reached. With an increased license fee the 
output of fish and game could be doubled, and fishing and hunting grounds could 
be acquired, which is absolutely necessary if good hunting and fishing is to be 
continued in New Jersey. We are gradually losing some of our best hunting and 
fishing grounds to private clubs and individuals. 

H. J. BURLINGTON, 
President.
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This clipping from the Journal, Jersey City, New Jersey. Aw Nu ee i 

STATE BUYS 15,000 RABBITS ALSO PHEASANTS ‘- fp we 

“English pheasants and Missouri rabbite to the value of nearly $RB,000 

have been ordered by the state for the pleasure of sportsmen, The Fish and 

Game Commission, which has charge of restocking, is also considering the 

purchase of 500 pairs of Hungarian pheasants, to cost about $3.50 each. 

The rabbits, 15,00o0f them, are expected to arrive late in December 

after the close of the open season and will be liberated in various sections 

of the state. Since 1922, when the first purchase of approximately 16,000 

was made, the commission has bought about 58,000. Records show that 

466,563 rabbits were killed in 1926, 

About 2,000 cf the English pheasants have arrived, They cost $3.50 

cache Last year there were 21,000 ringnecked pheasants liberated from state 

hatcheries. In addition, the commission supplied eggs to farmers with the 

stipulation that the birds should be freed after they were grow. In 1926, 

75,599 pheasants were killed in the state."
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